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pected to be so used as a means of
access exit or escape or upon any persons found therein; and
(d) To arrest search and bring before a
Court of Petty Sessions all .such per·
sons found on such house office room
or place suspected to be so used as
a means of access exit or escape.
(2) Every person found therein or thereon withtOut lawful excuse the nroof of which shaH lie
"0:1 such person shall be liable to a penalty of
'2lot less than One pound or more than Five
pounds.
(3) Every special warrant under the authority
cf this section may be in the form or to the
effect of the Schedule to this Act, and shall not
be granted except upon information m~de ~s
aforesaid by some person expressly authOrIzed In
writing by the Chief Secretary to apply for
'Such warrant in any particular case,
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·Wednesday, December 5, 1906.
At teO! minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.,
The CLERK, having announced that the
Speaker was unable, through illness, to
take the chair,
The CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES took the
chair as· DEPUTy-SPEAKER.

COUNTRY FIRE BRIGADES
BOARD.
INQUIRY AT BALLARAT.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (in thp
absence of Mr. MCGREGOR) asked the Chief
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedSecretary if he had anyl objection to lay
That the words "such land or premises" in upon the table of the Library a copy of the
sub-clause (I) be omitted, with the view of insert- evidence and the finding of the Country
ing the words tC the same."
Fire Brigades Board Inquiry recently held
The amendment was agreed to.
at Ballarat?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedMr. MACKEY.-When this question
That the words (( or believed" be inserted was first asked, a letter was written to the
after the word "suspected in paragraph (b).
Secretary of the Country Fire Brigades
The amendment was agreed to, and a Board asking if the Board would let us
similar amendment was made in paragraph have the requisite information. A letter
(c).
has been received in reply conveying cerThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedtain information, but not the information
That the words "or thereon be inserted after desired.
This morning, I directed a furt':le word "therein" in paragraph (c).
ther letter to be written explicitly asking
the Board if they would furnish us with a.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said copy of the evidence and the finding for
I hope I
he had an amendment to move prior to placing on the Library table.
the next amendment to be moved by the shall be in a position on Tuesday next to
Attorney-General. He thought the word give more definite information.
" such" in paragraph (c) should be struck
SPENCER-STREET RAILWAY
out.
YARDS.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-We will
postpone further consideration of the
TENDER FOR CABS.
clause, and I will look into it.
Mr. BEAZLEY asked the Minister for
The clause was postponed.
Railwavs if he would inform the HouseProgress was then reported.
l . Wh-at was the amount paid by the successful
II

II

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assemblv, and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. O. SACHSE, was read a first

time.
WATER SUPPLY LOANS
APPLICATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assemblv, and, on the motion of the
IHon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
time.
The House adjourned at five minutes
past e-leven o'clock, until half-past two
o'clock .p.m. the following day.

tenderer for the right to supply Spencer-street
Rai.lway Yards with cabs?
2. I{he will lay a copy of the conditions upon
the table of the Library?

Mr. BENT.-The rental payable under
the current contract is £840 per annum.
A copy of the contract will be laid upon
the table of the Library.
MURRAY SETTLEMENT BILL.
Mr. MACKEY moved for leave to introduce a Bill to provide for settlement on
certain Crown lands situate in the maIlee
border and the mallee country, and near
the Murray River, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
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SOUTH MELBOURNE MECHANICS'
INSTITUTE BILL.
Mr. MACKEY moved for leave to introduce a Bill to constitute the Mayor,
Councillors, and citizens of the City of
South Melbourne the trustees of the - Mechanics' Institute in the said city.
The motion W1S agreed to,
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
J\1r. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a Bill to authorize the raising of money
for railways and other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce a Bill to sanction the·, issue and application of certain sums of monev available under Loan Acts for railways.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
WATER SUPPLY LOANS
APPLICATION BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a Bill to sanction the iss,ue and application
of certain sums
of
money
available under Loan Acts for water supply
in country districts, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
' .
LOAN ACTS AMENDMENT BILL..
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a Bill to authorize the amendment of the
first schedule to the Treasury Bonds Act
. 1896 (No. 1451), and the schedule to the
Victorian Government Three Per Cent.
Stock Act 1899 (No. 162 3).
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in,and read
a first time.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. BENT said he proposed to take'
some little Bills now, namely, the
Marriage Act Further Amendment Bill,
the Companies Law Further Amendment
Bill, the Vacant Unclaimed Lands Sale
Bill, and the Medical Practitioners Law
Amendment Bill.
Then he understood
that about half-past twelve the Licensing
Bill could be gOlle on with. He wanted a

Order of Business.

little more time to read the amendments,..
which had only been circulated this morning.
Mr. VVARDE.-Will the amendments becirculated to members of this House?
Mr. BENT sai.rl they had been. circulated.
Mr. \iVARDE.-I have not received mine.
The' DEPUTY SPEAKER. - The'
Clerk informs me that the amendments were
all circulated this morning from the Government Printing Office.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERS. - We'
have not seen them.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Take the'
Licensing Bill after lunch.
Mr. B-ENT.-Very well.
~IARRIAGE

ACT F'CRTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
The messag~ from the Legislative Council on the subject of the amenaments madeby: the Legislative Assembly in this Bill was
taken into consideration.
Mr. :MACKEY stated that the first
amendment made bv this House, at the instance of the honorable member for Port
Melbourne, had been accepted by the
Council.
The other two amendments
had been disagreed with. 'The Bill was
introduced in another place for one specific
purpose-to get rid of an anomaly in the
'Marriage Act, to which attention had been
called by the Acting Chief Justice. When
the Bill reached this House the honorable
member for Prahran moved, and the
House accepted, a new clause on another
matter - a clause that had his complete
sympathv.
It provided that marriage between a man and the daughter of his deceased wife's sister should be valid. Then
the honorable member for Melbourne moved,
and the House agreed, that the marriage of
a woman with her deceased husband's brother, or with the son of her deceased husband's brother, should be valid.
Another
place had disagreed with those amendments.
In the case of marriages of that
kind the law had been laid down by the
Attorney-General in another place to the
effect that at the present time they were
perfectly legal, but although the parties were married and their children were
legitimate, this anomaly existed, that at
any time during the life time of both parties to the marriage, either of them could
brin!! a suit in the Court. and have the
marriage declared void.
Thus there was
this extraordinary anomaly of .a marriage
valid in the eye of the law, the children of
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that marriage legitimate in the eye of the
law, and yet either party could bring a
suit in Court, and was entitled to have that
marria1ge declared void, and the children
This was
therefore declared illegitimate.
a most extraordinary anomaly, if the law
as laid down bv the Attorney-General was
'Correct,and the· honorable gentleman spoke
after careful studv of these matters. Here
was a marriage binding in the eye of the
law, but at the will of either party that
marriage might be declared void, and' the
<children declared illegitimate; but if no
proceedings were taken during the life time
of both parties to the marriage, if the husband or wife died, the survivor could not
take proceedings to invalidate the previous
marriage, and the children were legitimate.
Honorable' members would realize the extraordinar~ anomaly that prevailed when
the lef!itimacy or illegitimacy of the children depended in these cases upon the
N evertfieless
whim of one of the parents.
another place, after the statement of the
law was made to them, had disagreed with
these clauses j the clauses were not inserted
at the instance of the Government, and he
would like to hear what fhe honorable
member for Prahran had to say with regard to the amendment moved in his name.
The Government were not responsible for
these clauses, but they had his complete
personal sympathy.
Mr. MACKINNON said what the Minister of Lands stated was perfectly true.
The effect of these marriages would be complete. so far as the children were concerned, except in the event of one of the
spouses wishing to get rid of it.
That
was pointed out by the Full Court in the
year I863, in the case of a man named
Swan, but curiously enough in England
quite a different law was adopted, where
he thought it was Lord Lyndhurst passed
an Act about the thirteenth year of Queen
Victoria's reign, which had the effect of
making these marriages absolutely null and
void, the offspring bastardized, and all the
laws of inheritance set aside.
Thaf law
was never passed here, and now we had
the peculiar. consequence that the children
of such marriages might be made illegitimate at anv time, and the whole relationshi p might - be altered if the parties hapThat was
pened to have a quarrel.
thoup-ht in England to be a mo~t irregular
relationship, and so it was ended in the
way he had stated by making it an absolutelv useless marriage.
He understood,
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however, that within the last month or two
there was a chance of the Deceased Wife's
Sister Bill passing the English Parliament.
~Ir. PRENDERGAsT.-Then we propose,
after all, in this House to look after the
sanctity of the marriage tie, while those in
another vlace do not propose to do so?
Mr. MACKINNON said the honorable
member's statement was a very reasonable
deduction.
He did not know what influenced another place, but he could not
help thinking they were a little startled at
the idea of a marriage of this sort not
having been made law long ago.
Mr.
Justice a'Beckett, in the case of Smith,
pointed out that it was obviously a matter
that had been overlooked by Parliament.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. Then there are
some Socialists here who propose to look
after the sanctitv of the marriage tie, while
the anti-Socialists in another place do not.
Mr. ~IACKINNON said he did not
know who were the champions of the marriage tie nowadays, as everybody seemed
to be saying that everybody else was not.
He knew a case of a man who was married
in Christ Church, South Yarra, to a niece
of this sort.
They had nine children,
and were verv anxious that some action of
the kind nmv proposed should be taken.
They were totally unaware of the marriage
being illegal, and the two curates who married them were also unaware of its being
He did not
within the degrees of affinity.
want to embarrass the Government with
their Bill.
He supposed the effect of
sending these amendments up again might
be to lose the whole Bill.
He did not
want that to happen, because the Government measure was desirable.
U oder the
circumstances, he would take the risk of
bringing the amendment up another year in
the shape of a Bill, if he had the honour
to be here, and he did not wish to press it
at present.
Mr. LA~"'GDO~ said he was very sony
the honorable member for Melbourne was
not present, because the honorable member, as the proposer of the new clause
B, with which another place had disagreed, ~ad no doubt within his knowledge
cases of the kind. In his (Mr. Langdon's)
district there was the case of a lady who
married .her deceased husband',s brother,
and why in the name of patience, when
Parliament had passed a law allowing the
man to marrv his deceased wife's sister,
a distinction ~hould be made between the
two cases, he could not understand. He
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was very sorrv indeed that this particular
part of the Bill was stuck up. As the honorable member for Prahran saId, it would
be a very great hardship on certain families.
Mr. ROBERTSON stated that both the
new clauses had his entire concurrence. He
knew a case in point with regard to new
clause B, and he saw no earthly reason
why mariages of this kind should not be
legalized. The Minister and the honorable
member for Prahran had put the case very
clearlv, and, like the honorable member for
Prahran, he did not desire to press the Government unduly at present to embody these
amendments in the Bill. Still, with the
honorable member for Prahran, he hoped
they would become law as early as possible.
Mr. FARRER stated that he suppor:ted
the honorable member for Melbourne when
the honorable member moved new clause
B. He had not altered his opinion, but
he agreed with previous speakers tha~ it
would be better not to trouble about it
now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST observed that a
remarkable and most anomalous thing occurred in connexion with this Bill. Marriages of this kind had been allowed to
be celebrated without its being considered
an offence, but it was discovered since the
law was passed that in such marriages a
petition for divorce could be sustained without any other offence being committed.
This House proposed now, as a number of
marriages of this kind had taken place with
the sanction of the law, to take away from
either party the option of having such a
marriage declared illegal on' that ground
alone. It was a remarkable thing that the
Socialist party in this State had been accused of wanting to degrade and dissolve
the marriage tie, and to place difficulties
in the wav of marriage, yet it was' now
found that the party which formed the
backbone of the anti-Socialist movement
throughout the State were not willing to
take from the hands of either party to such
a marriage the power to have the marriage
declared void, and to place persons married
in that way on the same footing as any
other married couple. Some of these gentlemen who attended afternoon parties, where
weak and cheap tea was dispensed, and to
which they invited ladies whom they did
not want to see except at election times, and
whom they would not want to see even then
very particularly if those ladies did not
have votes, should recollect that on this oc-
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casion the party that they accused of wanting to dissolve the marriage tie were
anxious to have the law amended in this
way for the protection of the marriage tie
and of certain people in the community who
had contracted marriages of thi~ kind.
They wanted to leave the marriage tie in.
such a way that it would be an honorable
and legal contract instead of one that
could be broken at the will of either party.
Mr. MACKEY moved-·
That the House insist on its amendments to.
insert new clauses A and B.

He said he was strongly inclined to think
that members of another place did not fully
realize the actual facts in connexion with
this matter, and that when the question
was explained to them thev would be
rather pleased than otherwise to have an
opportunity of reconsidering their decision.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was ordered to be returned to
the Legislative Council with a message intimating the decision of the House.
COMPANIES LAW FURTHER
AMENDi\IENT BILL.
On the motion of Mr. MACKEY, this
Bill was read a third time.
Mr. GRAY proposed the following new
clause : A. "When any company is being wound up.
either voluntarily or by the Court or under the
supervision of the Court the Court may 'at any
time upon the application o"f any person claiming to have and upon being satisfied that such
person has or may have a claim to or any lien
or charge upon or in respect of any money or
any goods chattels or merchandise or the proceeds thereof or any chegues bills of exchange
promissory notes or other instruments or any
other property of whatsoever kind or description
and that(a) Such money or the said goods chattels
or merchandise or the proceeds thereof or the said cheques bills of exchange promissory notes or other instruments or other property or any of
them was or were delivered or intrusted to or the possession of same
obtained by the company not "as beneficial owner but as between the said
company and the said claimant as
agent or in any other fiduciary
cr.aracter for or on behalf of or for
being disposed or dealt with for the
benefit of the said claimant for any
purpose whatsoever and that
"
(b) Such claim lien or charge is not admitted by the liquidator of the company or by any debenture holder or
mortgagee of the said company
make an order appointing some person to represent the said claimant and all other like or
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class of claimants having similar or like claims
in the liquidation of the said company.
Upon the said order being made the said person so appointed shall reEresent all claimants
as a class for all purposes contemplated by this
part of this Act.
No person shall be appointed as hereinbefore
provided who at any time within twentyfour months preceding the commencement of the
winding-up of the said company has been a
director or manager or promoter or such company nor shall the liquidator appointed in the
winding-up of the said company be so appointed.

He said that this was the first of a series
of clauses which he intended to propose to
provide for the appointment of a liqui,dator to represent trust creditors in the
case of the insolvency of a person or firm
or the liquidation of a company. If honorable members
would
allow
their
memories to go back to the year 1893, when
a large number of companies, including
many of the banks,. went into liquidation,
they would recollect that great difficulty
was experienced at that time by people
who had trust money in those institutions,
and who were unable to obtain possession
of it. One case in narticular was that
of the Metropolitan Board of Works
against one of the banks. The Board had'
lodged a certain amount of money in the
bank for the purpose of remitting it to
London for the navment of interest, and
the bank closed down, and refused to regard it as a trust account. The case went
to the Privv Council, and he believed the
Metropolitan Board of Works was successful. After that case had been decided, the
wool companies immediately after their reconstruction gave notice to their clients
that all goods sent to them would be
treated as trust goods, and the total proceeds of such goods, less the ordinary
charges, would be held in trust for the
consignors. That appeared to be perfectly
right on the face of it, and to giye perfect
security to the consignors who sent goods
. to such companies. Recently, ,however,
a case had arisen in connexion with the
liquidation of the Australian Producers
and Traders' Company Limited.
That
company carried on the business of the
manufacture of butter, and the marketing
of cheese and bacon, and other farm produce, and in the prospectus which they
issued to the whole of the dairvmen
throughout the State a paragraph appeared
to the effect that all consignments of produce were held in trust by the company.
Taking this in good faith, a large number
of farmers and dairvmen forwarded their
goods to the compan'v for the purpose of
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sale, and the company a short time aao
went into liquidation. Goods to the val~e
of something like £'4,000 were involved,
and' the customers anticipated that thev
would have no difficultv at all in obtaining their money once they sent in their
claims. When the matter came before the
Court, it appeared that before the winding
up a number of cheques were issued by
the company for about £3,000, but these
cheques were dishonoured. Between the
time that the cheques were dishonoured
and the date of the liquidation, some time
elapsed, and a quantity of cheese and
cream was sent in to the company, some
of which was sold. The manager of the
company credited the proceeds to the customers' accounts in the company's books,
and intimated that the produce that remained unsold remained an asset to the
trust account of the people who forwarded
it. "Vhen the matter was being dealt with a
number' of these trust creditors attended
at the Court, and were under the impression that all they had to do was to present
their cheques, and their claims would be
admitted. But to their surprise they found
out that they would have to follow the ordinary course of proving their debts.
T.here was no objection to that, but the
dIfficulty was to get these people, most of
whose claims were for small amounts, say
from ISS. to £5, to band together for the
purpose of proving their claims. No particular creditor felt justified in going to
the expense of proving his claim on his
own account, and, therefore, it became
necessary to enable these people to put
themselves before the Court in a proper
way, and to allow a liquidator to represent
the trust a.ccounts. Sections 3 and 4 of
the Amendmg· Act of 1896 provided' that
an arranbement might be come to between
the liquidator and any class of creditors
but the anxiety of the liquidator was t~
divide the money among the whole of the
creditors, irrespective of any claims such
a? trust ac.counts, and he would not recogmse anythmg that he could possibly help.
As ,a matter o,f fact, he fought any
~r<edItor who claImed to be paid in full
111 order to secure as much as possible for
the general body of unsecured creditors.
Sec!ion 2 of t?e Act of 1896 provided for
calhng a meetmg of any class of creditors
but ~here was no provision for calling ~
meetmg of these trust creditors. and this
was nece~sarv. in order that they might
prove theIr claIms.
If a trust liquidator
were appointed, he would take all thp
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trust claims together, and put them in a
Mr., GRAY said they did not do it. He
concrete way before the Court, and'see that had gIven. a case in pOint where goods had
they were properly established. In the case been receIved on trust account but the
tOo which he had referred, nDtwithstanding money received for them was not' paid into
the admission that the goods were sent to a trust account. In that case, he believed
the company in trust, the point was raised there was about £5,000000 worth of liquid
on behalf of the Commercial Bank, which ass,ets. altogether, consisting of book debts,
tried to secure the whole of the cash, that, stock I~ hand, and cash in the bank. What
supposing three men sent in cream, and was pOlilted out on behalf of one Or twa
that cream was manufactured into b-utter, people who came forward, was that their
and produced, say, IS lbs. of butter, it was goods must be on one of the three accountsimpossible for anyone of. the three pro- that was, a, company receiving certain goods
ducers to say which particular 5 lbs. of for sal~ and selling the goods, the proceeds
butter belonged to him. That was practi- must eIther be the cash in the bank, the
cally splitting straws, but it showed the book d~bts, or the stock. NDW, the .point
difficulty that would arise in the event of was, raIsed that a trust creditor must be
the liquidation of any of the big wool com- able to prov~ exactly. what particular
panies.
The graziers sent their w06l, amount was Ius. Assuffilllg for instance
hides, and skins, tOo these wool companies"a solicitDr received three s~ms of £5Oo~
for sale on trust account because, since each from three clients for investment and
the debacle Df 18 93, all these companies he bought three pieces Df land in the ~ame
advertised that they sDld on trust accounts. ?f his t~1fee clients, one would think that
\Vhen the wool got into the hands Df the If anythlllg happened those three pieces of
scourer, and the brands were scoured off, land. would be held for those particular
it was impossible for people to prDve that credItors, but the point might be raised,
anv particular wDol belonged to them, and and have to be fought Dut, that, though
though the proceeds of the \vool might then~ were three sums, of £5 00 , each
have been received by the companies, and credItor would have to prove which partipaid into the bank, less the usual charges, cul~r £50.00 was his amount. That would
yet, unless these creditors could prove that be Impo~s~ble, because, in the first place,
that money was the proceeds of their par- the solICItor would mix the monev
ticular consignments of wool, they would he received with his own, then he
be unable to establish their claims. The wou~d pay the amounts Dver to a
clauses he noW submitt,ed did not credIt ac~ount in a bank, and the bank
strengthen the law in any way so far as would mIX the money with the bank's
those claims were concerned. What they money. How v,rQuld it be possible for a
did was to enable all these claimants to m~n to say which was his particular £5 00 ?
come together so that one of them might HIS propos,al was that the trust liquidator
:l.pph' to the Court to have a trust liqui- shou.ld be able to fight the case for the trust
datDr appointed to represent their in- credItors, and not that each creditor should
terests. At· the present time, they: had no have to go and fight his own case. New
such Dpportunity, and it was neoessary for clause A dealt pa,rticularly with the point
each creditor to :make his own claim. Thev that the Court might appoint a trust iiauihad no one to represent them in the liqui- dator to represent the trust creditors on
~ation of the assets of the cumpany, and one or more of the creditors satisfyin(!, the
It became necessary that the Court should Judge t.hat t~ey were entitled to a liquidator.
have power to appoint a trust liquidator, ~he. dIfficulty at present was that a
and to allow any claimant who had con- lIqUIdator w;.a.s appointed to represent the
signed goods on trust account to apply for general credItors, but he did all he could
the ,appointment of such a liquidator. The to prevent any ~ne being paid in full. If
lifJuidator would put all the claims to- the Court appOInted a trust liquidator to
gether, and put them in proper order, and represent the particular interests, of the
st
procure the necessary affidavits, and the t:u creditors, they would be able to comcosts of that liquidator would be a charge b~ne and fight their claims.
It was also proon the assets of the company, unless the vlded that no pe.rson c~uld act as liquidator
Court otherwise decided.
who .was ma?ag~r ~r d~rector of a companv
preVIOUS to Its hqUldatlOn. New clause B
)\1r. ROBERTSON.-Are the companies sub-clause (I) provided~
,
not bound now under the Companies Act
The per~on appointed as aforesaid shall with
all convenIent speed after his appointment give
to pa v the money into a trust accDunt?
Mr. Gray.
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notice for all persons claiming to have any claim
lien or charge as aforesaid to send to him at a
place and on or before a time to be stated in
the said notice particulars of their claims.

Immediately the trust liquidator was appointed he was to go into the books.
He
would find if persons making claims had received cheques or credit notes, and would
get them tll together, and would lay the
claims before the Court as they were sent to
him. All the rem~1ning, new clauses after new
cl.ause A were machinery clauses, to put the
liquidator in the position of being able to
collate the claims" so that the Court might
deal with them. New clause C provided
tha,t the trust liquidator ,should be at
liberty to examine :all books, books of account, vouchers, documents, and papers of
what'soever kind or description of or belonging to the liquidated company, and to
take copies or extracts from the same. Subclause (2) providedAny person wilfully preventing or attempting
to prevent such person from making such investigation or to examine the said books books
of account vouchers documents and papers or
any of them or wilfully suppressing or not disclosing to such person any books books of
?:::count vouchers documents and papers of the
<;aid company shall be guilty of an offence and
,.,hall upon conviction be liable to a penalty not
exceeding One hundred pounds.

1\ew clause D provided that a liquidator
was to submit his report to the Court before he asked the Court to decide as, to
whether the claims were just or otherwise.
New clause E was as follows:A copy of the report and of all affidavits .referred to in the next preceding section hereof
shall be served upon the liquidator of the said
company and upon such other person as the
Court shall direct and thereupon the person
appointed as aforesaid shall make application to
the Court upon notice to the said liquidator and
to any other person the Court shall direct for
an order or directions on the said report.

.J
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Court as to the rights of the said
or claimanl::; reslJectively
with respect to the claim Or claims
made by him or them.
the certificate of the said Chief Clerk or
person being filed in the Court the Court
thereupon make such order deciding the
of all parties as to the Cuurt shall seem
claimant

Upon
other
shall
rights
just.

As he (?vir. Gray) s.aid before, a trust
liquidator would merely crystallize the
whole of the claims. It was proyided in
new clause GThe person appointed hereunder to represent
the said claimants or the liquidator of the company or any other person interested may from
time to time apply to the Court to determine
any question arising in the inquiry by the Chief
Clerk or other person as aforesaid or in the
winding-up of the said company affecting the
said money goods chattels or merchandise or
the proceeds thereof.

New clause H provided that the Court
might remm'e a trust liquidator. At the
present time, under the principal Companies Act, a liquidator of any company
might be removed from the Court for misconduct, or for any other reason.
New
claus,e J providedThe remuneration to be paid to the person
appointed as hereinbefore provided for his services consequent upon his appointment shall
from time to time be fixed by the Court and
shall be paid by the liquidator to such person
out of the assets of the company.

Mr. MACKINNoN.-That is getting at
other creditors. Your trust creditors
practically getting the services .of
gentlemen appointed at the expense of
whole of the creditors.

the
are
the
the

Mr. GRAY said that was the case if the
Court so directed. The remuneration of a
trust liquidator was to be fixed by the
Court. In the first place, the COurt must
be satisfied that there was, a legitimate
cause for the appointment of a trust liquiThe liquidator for the trust creditors would dator, or, 0therwis~, they would not aphave to serve upon the liquidator of the com- point a trust liquidator, but when a trust
pany particulars of all the claims, and to liquidator was appointed the Court would
give the general liquidator an opportunity fix the remuneration.
of fighting the claims, if he considered they
Mr. MACKINNON.-Do y.ou not think the
were not trust accounts, and that the claimants were not justified in making their remuneration ought t.o corrie out of the trust
money?
claims. New cI.a,use F was as follows : Mr. GRAY said in a case where the
Upon the hearing of the said application the
general liquidator tested the claim of the
Court may(a) Decide the rights of the claimant or trust liquidator, the cost should come out
claimants respectively represented by of the assets, and not from the trust ,a,cthe person appointed as aforesaid; ~r
(b) Make an order directing any inquiry to counts. The people having trust ac~ounts
be made by the Chief Clerk of the should not ce compelled to pay fox, any
Court or other person to certify to the litigation brought about by th'c gen{'raI.
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liquidator. That would be unflair.
clause K provided-'
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Mr. WATT said at this stage of the
Bill he did not know whether any honorAll costs charges and expenses paid or in- able memter felt inclined to analyze the
curred by the app~icant hereinh~for~ mentioned new clauses the honorable member for Swan
in and about makmg such applIcation and ob- Hill had introduced. The honorable memtaining the appointment of. such person as ber had circulated eleven new clauses after
a foresaid and all costs charges and expenses
the third reading.
paid or incurred by the said person appointed as
aforesaid after his appointment in doing all or
The DEPUTY-SPEAKER.-The new
any necessary acts matters and things conse- clauses were circulated this morning. The
yuent upon such appointme?t shall Ul:le~s the honorable member certainlv should have
Court otherwise order be paId by the hquld.;ttor
of the comp::l.lly out of the assets of the com- given notice in the usual ·,~·ay, but I presume he has not had time.
As long as
pany.
no honorable member objects t<;! .leave being
The new clause further provided th:at the given, the new clauses can be proceeded
Court should review all applications for re- with.
muneration or costs. New clause L exMr. WA l' T said he knew it' was usual,
tended the time for lodging claims. Hon- if an honcrable member wished to object to
orable members knew that on the liquida- leave being given, to do so without discustion of a company or the insolvency of a sion. He (Mr. Wa,tt) did not want to
firm notice was always circulated that claim- burke discussion, but it seemed to him an
ants had to make their claims before a extraorainary thing that the honorable
certain date. The new clause provided member for Swan Hill had introduced his
that before the final order of the Court de- new c1auses, in such a manner after the Bill
ciding the rights of all parties a cLaimant had passed the third reading. The new
could come in.
clauses were so numerous and wide-reachMr. MACKINNoN.-He has a share in the ing that they should not be discussed a
couple of hours after being circulated. It
future dividends?
was impossible to understand the full effect
~Ir. GRAY.-Yes.
That was only be- of the new clauses. A dras,tic :alteration of
fore the final order of the Court.
Per- the Companies Act seemed to be proposed.
sons would have an opportunity of making He did not think the honorable member for
their 'Claims at any time before the final Swan Hill was entitled to ask for leave.
c,rder of the Court, and sharing in the
Mr. GRAY.-I have got the leave of the
future dividends. He hoped the House Minister
of Lands.
would assist him in having the new clauses
Mr.
MACKEY.-I
thought you had one
inserted in the Bill. The matter he had
raised was fraught with great interest to clause of half-a-dozen lines.
Mr. WATT said it seemed to him the
the whole of the people who sent goods
on trust either to companies or firms. honorable member for Swan Hill could not
Those persons were entirely at the mercy complain of unfairness if any honorable
of the general liquidator as to whether they member objected to leave being given, begot paid or did not get paid, and unless they calIse the proposals of the honorable member
were allowed to ap:Qoint a trust liquidator ought to Le the s.ubject of a s,peci;a.l Bill.
to represent their interests; in the fut~re as If honorable members were to tack on to
at the present time, they would be hke a Government measures numbers of new
lot of sheep wandering about without a clauses to effect what they believed to be
shepherd. It was only .for the purpo~e of necessary alterations, this could be done
allowing the trust credItors to appomt a with any Bill introduced to amend any
liquidator to protect them from the pec:ple existing law.
Mr. GRAY.-I do not think the honorwho were robbing them at the present tIme
able member can say I trespass on the
that he brought on those new clauses.
House.
The DEPUTY-SPEAKER.~The hon:JVIr. WATT said he knew the honorable
orable member for Swan Hill desires, by member did not, but he felt if the honorleave, to move new clause A.
able member wished to put on the statutel1r. W ATT ask~d was it necess,ary for book matters of this kind he should
the honorable member to be granted lea've allow his proposals to run the gauntlet in the ordinary wav by introby the House?
ducing a private member's Bill, and should
The DEPUTY-SPEAKER.-.Certainly. not tack a number of new clauses, practi-
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cally amounting to a new Bill, on to a
small measure introduced by the Government to amend the Companies Act.
:Mr. MACKEY remarked that it was a
fact that the honorable member for Swan
Hill asked him if he would consent to the
adjournment of this matter in order, that
he might have an amendment prepared.
H·e (Mr. Mackey) had not the remotest
idea of an amendment of this kind. His
idea was that it would have been an
amendment of, half-a-dozen lines dealing
with some small subject. He would ask
the Chamber to bear in mind that the Government had introduced the Bill for a
specific purpose. It was a very simple
matJier indeed, rand !HOW the ,honw;able
member for Swan Hill asked the Chamber
to' pass a series of clauses which reconstnicted the whole of that difficult subject, the law of liquidation. He would
1l10t say that to deal with this question was
out of place in a Bill of this kind, but it
was out of place to tack it ?D to a smap
Bill like this, and especIally at thIS
period of the session.
:Mr. WATT.-This Bill is only for one
purpose-affixing the seal in certain cir<'umstances.
Mr. MACKEY said he had read the proposed new clauses. He could not say that
he did not understand them, but he would
be unable to say that he understood them
in all their relations to that complex subject, the la.w of liquidation in general.
He was unable to do that, nor courd he
fullv understand them unless he gave several
day~ to the question. He would ask the
honorable member not to press this amendment. There was no chance of its becoming law this session. Now that the honorable member had put his ideas in this
form, if he would consent to the clauses
standing over, he would give the matter
careful consideration, and next session he
might be able to tell the honorable member what he thought of the matter, and
how it affected our present law. As the
proposed new clauses stood, they contemplated having one liquidation within another liquidation, and one liquidator who
was to have on certain matters co-ordinate powers with another liguidat9r.
These two were to go to law. if need be,
at the expense of the general body of
creditors.
Mr. GRAY.-At present, the claimants
have to go to law piecemeal.
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Mr. MACKEY said he would not say
tha( (i1ere mlgm not be some justice in
wllat was proposed, but a momentous
change was contemplated by these amendmencs, and it was a change which should
not be consented to without the gravest
consideration and the best advice. The
honorable member for l'rahran had called
attention to the fact that all the costs of
these apphcatlOns were to be borne by the
general body of the creditors.
lUr. GRAY.-Not necessarily.
Mr. MAC.I,{.EY said he would really ask
the honorable member not to press thi5
amendment. It was too difficult and too
large a matter to b~ dealt with at this stage
of the session, or to be attached to a Bill
of this kind.
Mr. MACKINNON observed that if
he understood correctly what the honorable
member's object was, he was bound to say
it was a good one. But if this were made
an Act of Parliament, it would give rise
to a number of rather dangerous states of
affairs. The Minister- had referred to two
liquidators. There would undoubtedly be
two liquidators, and anyone with a knowledge of how the costs of liquidations ran
up, as some honorable members had from
experience during 1893 to 1895, could see
what a splendid opportunity this would be
for lawyers and others, when there were
two liquidators picki"ng ,at an estate instead of one.
He fancied there was
another way of getting at what the honorable member desired. He knew of hard
cases. There was the Footscray municipality, which had P.. half-crown rate nO\v,
because one of the banks got all their loan
money. The Government were preferential creditors, and were protected. This
was a trouble that everyone who lent
money was exposed to. If one omitted to
collect the interest, and it did not go into
a trust account, there would be a poor
show of getting it back, except on the footing of a claim of an ordinary creditor~
and at so much jn the £1. Increasing the
number of liquidators meant increasing the
number of lawyers who would have the
opportunitv of -getting a big cut. There
was no direction in which monev was so
easilv made as in liquidations. There was
no one interested to' check the expenses of
liauidators and solicitors.
Mr. GRAY.-Is it not much better to
have one case than .c;oo?
Mr. MACKINNON said that what the
honorable member wanted to get was a sort
of representative order.
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Mr. MAcKEY.--That can be done under
the present rules of Court.
:Mr. MACKINNON said it could be
dOlle, and was done. Ten years ago orders
were made that so-and-so should represent
class " A " contributories, and that so-andso should represent class "B," and everybody had an opportunity of getting representation, and the remuneration or costs of
these people would be provided for in the
order of the Court settling the whole of the
dispute. Here it seemed that one ran the
risk of getting a lot of people who would
have to be paid. One knew how people
worked round to get a liquidation. A good
liquidation, as those who had followed the
Premier Permanent liquidation would
know, was a fine thing.
:\lr. GRAY.-You are talking about land
and estates, in connexion with which there
is a difficulty 'of selling. This is with regard to perishabie produce.
Mr. MACKINNON said this would
affect all sorts of things which went into
the hands of an agent. The way to get
over the difficulty was to insist on people
in that position keeping seQ:arate trustaccounts.
All reputable solicitors in Melbourne did that now.
He believed the.
honorable member for Swan Hill had got
on to a genuine evil1- but he did not think
the honorable member had discovered the
right way of solving it. He was afraid it
'would be found that while avoiding the
Scy lla of people losing trust moneys we
should be dropping into the Charybdis of
having to pay a very much larger amount
of costs.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that this
amendment seemed to be too heavy a matter to introduce before the House for consideration on this occasion. He had not
objected to leave being given to the honorable member to submit his groposals, because he believed in an honorable member
having an opportunity of bringing before
the House anything which he thought
should be dealt with.
But the law of
liquidation in connexion with companies
wanted still further amending.
It ap,peared to him that the liquidators represented too many interests, and in the case
pointed out by the honorable member for
Prahran, in regard to Footscray, that was
one of the most remarkable instances he
had ever heard of. The municipalitv of
Footscrav. in accordance with the desir€'
manifested bv the Dublic at the time that
'the council should -provide work for men
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when work was slack, borrowed abo~t
£80,000 for general works ·.and undertakings. The bank immediately closed down
upon the money, and Footscray had nothing to go on with.
The municipality
wanted to get some money with which to
carryon a portion of the necessary works.
They wanted £10,000, and they went to
the bank that had closed down on the
£80,000, and the bank offered to lend
them £10,000 for 8 or 10 per cent., and
to take the £80,000 as security for the repayment of the £10,000. Other security
in addition was wanted. It appeared to
him that the interests of municipalities
were not properly safeguarded in connexion with these institutions.
He held
the opinion that no solicitor should be
allowed to become the trustee for any estate, because the interests of the solicitor
as trustee would clash very often with the
interests of his clients.
There was a
strong body of opinion, he believed,.
in the direction of preventing solicitors becoming trustees in estates, and he knew
that some people amongst the solicitors
themselves held strong views upon that subject, and would prevent that sort of thing
being done if they had the power.
He
thought this amendment should be withdrawn :1t the present juncture. It would
be a good thing if amending legislation in
connexion with companies was introduced, and he would sav that some measure
for that purpose would be wanted next
seSS10n.
?\Ir. GRAY.-You mean the time is no~
ripe.
:\1r. PRENDERGAST said the time
was always ripe, in his opinion, for improvements in our laws. He was not in
the habit of offering that excuse when declining to consider a proposal. He would
have to get advice on this subject before
he would know its full bearings, and he
would have to take a week to 100k at it.
He had not the legal training of some
honorable members, and his process of consideration in connexion with these legal
matters was somewhat slower than in the
case of those who had legal training.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I sympathize with
you very much.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
suggest to the honorable member for Swan
Hill that he should withdraw this amendment, but he believed that legislation In
this direction was desired all the same.
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Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) remarked
that he agreed with what the leader of the
Opposition and the Minister of Lands had
said about this proposal. This was .a very
large question to deal with in an offhand
manner. He agreed with the honorable
member for Prahran that perhaps there.
were other ways of dealing with this subject. Instead ofl having a second liquid~
tor for trust funds, he would suggest It
would be better to make every company
have a different trust fund for every trus.tee's accow1t. That would Ibe locking the
stable door before the horse got out. Where
people sold certain goods and held. certain
moneys, if they were compelled by law to
place the money to a trust fund in the
bank, which could not be touched by the
general body of creditors, that would save
the trouble of any liquidation. Liquidation would be necessary as to the other
moneys, but the trust funds would be intact.
Mr. MACKEY.-It is not an easy subject.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he
agreed with the Minister of Lands .that
this was not an ea5Y subject to deal wIth.
The proposed new clause A was negatived.
The Bill was ordered to be returned
to the Legislative Council.
~IEDICAL PRACTITIONERS LAVV

AMENDMENT BILL.
On the Order of Day for resuming the
debate (adjourned from November 28) on
Sir Samuel Gillott's motion for the second
reading of this Bill,
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time.
The House then resolved itself into Committee of the whole to consider the registration fees to be charged under the Bill:Mr. Bromlev in the chair.
Mr. ?\fACKEY movedThat, the following registration fees be
chargeable under the Bill. namely, for registering a person as a medical practitioner, £5 5s.;
for registering each additional qualification,
lOS, 6d.; for restoring name to register, £1 IS.

Mr. PRENDERGAST s,aid· the re,gis,tration fee of £5 5S: was too much. He
begged to moveThat "£5 5s." be omitted, with the view of
inserting "£3 3s."

Mr. ROBERTSON said he would like
to know what the registration fee was in
other States, such, for instance,
as
There ought to be
Western Australia.
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reciprocity between the States.
He did
not wish to oppose the lowering of the fees.
If we allowed students from Sydney to
come here and be regis,tered for £3 3S.,
our students should be able to go to Sydney
on the same terms.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We will see to that.
The amendment was agreed to.
The motion, as amended, was agreed to,
and the resolution was reported to the
House, and adopted.
The House then went into Committee for
the consideration of the Bill.
Clauses I, 2, 3, and 4 were agreed to.
On clause 5, which was as. follows:(I) Notwithstanding anything contained in the
principal Act no person whomsoever shall be
entitled to registration as a legally qualified
medical practitioner unless he has passed
through a Iegular course of medical and surgical study of five or more years' duration.
(2) No school of medicine or university or
college or other body in any country other than
the United Kingdom or a British possession
shall be recognised by the said Board for the
purposes of this Act unless it appears to the
Board that registered legally qualified medical
practitioners of Victoria are by virtue of being
so registered and without further eXJ.mination
entitled to practise their profession in S~l( h
country either on registration or otherwise.
(3) ,Vhere any question arises as to whether
any person applying for registration has ('(Implied with the requirements of this section such
question ,shall be determined by the said Board,

Mr.

J.

W. BILLSON (Fit::roy) moved-

That ·sub-clause (I) be omitted.

He said he knew that several natives of
this State were abroad going through a
course of study for the medical profession,
and if ihis Bill became law in its present
form, they would not be p~rmit1ed to practise here.
~1r. :.\IACKEY. - Where are they studying?
:'\1r. l
W. BILLSON (Fitzrov) said
one of them was studying in. Canada.
:.\ir.
l\IAcKINNoN.-Some of them are
just dodging our UniverS,ity.
:'\1r. J. ,;y. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
he did not agree with that s.tatement. A
Board should be appointed to admit practitioners here, irrespective of the diplomas
they possessed or the yea,rs the v had spent
in studv. These students should be asked
to pas,s all! examination here to s.how that
they were qualified.
The test should be
one of ability and not of years of training.
A man might be studying all his life and
yet not be proficient; he might toe a dunce.
At this stage Mr. Morrissey entered the
Chamber.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
BRoMLEY).-Knowing the severe illness
from which the honorable member for
Waranga has been suffering, I feel it is
my duty to welcome him into the Chamber.
Unfortunately, I have been in a similar
position, and I know the pleasure and delight it gave me when my fellow members
welcomed me back, ,and I was heartily received by the Speaker,! who happened to be
in the chair at the time.
Knowing the
long absence, of the honorable member, I
feel that all members will be in accord
with me in heartily welcoming him back.
Mr. MORRISSEY said he thanked the
Chairman for the kind references made to
his (Mr. Morrissey's) late illness, and for
the cordial welcome given to him. He also
thanked his honoraule friends for the
friendly greeting he had received. He regretted his inability to be here during the
last six or eight months, because during
that time many momentous incidents and
events had transpired. He would like to
have taken some part, however insignificant,
in those events.
There were one Or two
very important measures that were being
dealt with, and which would probably be
passed before long.
He had made a
special effort to come to the Chamber to
take pa'rt in a rather unfortunate division
on the Licensing Bill.
If the measure
were not on right and intelligent lines, he
he'ped when the division took place he
would be pres,ent to cast his vote in opposition.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
he objected to the proposal for a five years'
course. In many of the colleges on the Continent, and in the United States and Canada,
there was only a three or four years'
course.
This proposal would disqualify
men with the highest qualifications and men
from whom we learned much.
I t was a
retrograde step, and should not be taken
by the Committee.
Some tes,t of ability
should be instituted instead of a number
of years.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said that
when the annual meeting of the Homreopathic Hospital was being held last August,
this matter was fully discussed, and honorable memLers were communicated with bv
the President, Mr. Hunt, who pointed ou"t
that if this claus;e were passed, the sqppl Y.
of meoical men for that h~pita.l would be
cut off, and the institution would have to
be closed up. That statement ,vas made
by Mr. Hunt at the annual meeting, was
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cheered by the subscribers, and was the
subject of correspondence in the ArKus.,
He was asked, on behalf of that institution, to move an amendment. He saw the
ex-Chief Secretary, and the honorable
gentleman told him that he was, vice-president of the hospital, and that the Medical
Society were opposed to any amendment
being made to meet the case of that hQ<s~ital.
That was only natural.
It was·
necessary that only properly trained persons should be registered here as medical
practitioners, but it appeared, from information supplied to him, that men who were
most p~oficient in the homc:eopathic treatment, were trained in the States of New
Yor k and MaS,sachusetts
particular 1y •
Those States had gone in for training men
in homreopathy, but very little had
been done in the matter in England.
In those States only a four years,' cQ<urse
was served.
If the Bill was carried as
it stood, all those persons would be blocked
from coming here. Those gentlemen who
had given up a lifetime towards the
management of this particular institution,
felt that in a short time the supply would
he exhausted.
That would be a serious.
position, and that was why he desired to
bring the matter under the notice of the
Minister.
Mr. MACKEY said if the inference
drawn from the facts as, stated by the honorable member for Allanda.le was correct,
it w0uld be a serious matter, but it was.
wholly incorrect.
He did not say the
honorable member's facts were incorrect.
During the las,t thirty years, the science of
medicine, and also that of surgery, had been
completely revolutionized.
It was provi¢led in our law at present that a person
was only recognised who had passed a
three years' course in other countries. Ever
since our University was established, a five'
years' course had -been insisted on there.
'Ve pnctically led the way in our Uniyersity in that direction.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-How
many hours do they study a week at our
U ni versi ty ?
Mr. MACKEY said the number of hours
of study was 40 Or 50, or 60 or 70.
Mr. MACKINNON.--'-:'It just depends how
far off the examination is.
He'
Mr. MACKEY.-Very often.
knew something of what he was, talking
about, for he spent three years at our Universitv at the study of medicine. In Eng-,
land, under the authority of a recent Im-,
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perial Act, the Medical Council had fixed
five years as compulsory for every institution in Great Britain, and every medical
man in every State whose course was recognised by the Medical Council at Home had
a right to practise all over the British Empire. The amendment now suggested was
that the students, of this State should be
placed in .an inferior position to students
in other parts of the British Empire. The
students of our University at present, be.
cause they had a five years' course, and
were therefore recognised by the Medical
Council, could go to an y part of the
British Empire, and no Colonial Parliament could pass a valid Act preventing
them from practiS,ing there, The proposal
now made was to say that less than five
years should Le necessary.
Mr. WARDE.-Would that British law
prevent a German doctor who had gone
through a three years' course from practising in London?
Mr. ~1ACKEY.-Yes; he would be prevented, unless he had gone through a five
years' course, but the be.st German universities had the longer course. With regard
to the homreopaths, to show that the danger
feared was wholly mythical, in England no
man was recognised who had not passed a
five years' cour~e, but there were in England
magnificent homreopathic establishments.
The great one, in London was one of the
fineS,t hospitals in the world, and it was
only one of half-a-dozen such institutions
in Great Britain. They trained their own
men. To s,ay that America was the only
plaCe where men were properly trained in
homreopathy was a grave slander on those
great BrHish establishments:, which could
not get their men from Boston or Chicago
because there, a fQlur years' course obtained.
He took it that the men tra.ined in Great
Britain in this branch of medicine were at
least equal to ihos,e produced in any centre
in America.
He had not heard that the
present law had caused any trouble in this
regard in England. 'To tell the leaders of
homreopathy in the old country that they
were dependent upon America for the supply of tra,ined men for their hospitals,
would 1e resented as a gross reflection on
the progress of that science in Great Britain.
There were iIll Victoria:' practising homceopathy those who had been trained in Victoria and' others who ha,d been trained in
the old country, and jf this Bill was
adopted, it would still be open to us to
obt'ain an abundance of good men trained
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in this science in the homreopathic institutions in the old country. The Committee
were asked to reduce, in the case of Victoria, the minimum that had been approved
of by the leading medical authorities in
the world as necessary for a course of
medical study. Our Ul1Iiversity had been
in existence now for fifty yeaIs, and ever
since the foundation of the medical school
here, which justly stood so high among
medical institutions in the world, a five
years' course had been required, and the
same thing obtained in every institution in
Great Britain at present. It was now suggested that qualifications inferior to those
required in Great Britq..in should be recognised here. He asked the Committee to
refuse the amendment, and to say by their
vote, if necessary, that there was no occasion whatever to make special provisions
,for the Homreopathic Hospital, because
there waS' no danger whatever, as that
hospital could draw upon those hospitals in
Great Britain which were now training
medical men in the science of homceopathy.
Mr. GAUNSON said he was opposed to
the amendment. To suggest that any young
gentleman who had had a four year's course
at a homreopathic institution had gone
through a cour:se as good as or better than
a five years' course in the ordinary training,
was an insult to the intelligence of honorable members.
A five years' course was
quite little enough to enable men to put
t?eir mistakes underground, and this questIon of the attendance of men upon the sick
was too serious a subject altogether to
humbug about.
He would vote for the
five years' course, because he understood it
was proposed now to insist upon a general
scheme which applied to the whole of the
British possessions.
Mr. ROBERTSON said the Minister of
Lands had expressed all his (Mr. Robertson's) views about the subject before the
Chair. He did not put himself forward as an
authority, but he had information from an
'independent source of the highest order
which entirely agreed with the Minister's
contention. If he thought for one moment
that the Bill would in any way interfere
with the work of that good institution, the
Homreopathic Hospital, he would be one
of the very first to ask that the laws should
be so framed that the institution could
carrv on. Th:e Bill as it stood would be
an absolute protection to all the patients
that went there.
At the same time, he
would point out that in the present staff,
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.tW? ou~ of the three r~sident doctors had' to, a~though it pr~sented itself very strongly
umversity degrees whIch, although they to hIm at first that it should not be so.

were United ~tates degrees, were equal to
the English degrees for allopathy. Those
gentlemen could practise in Victoria as allopaths.. He understood that a practitioner
who was qualified to practise 'as an allopath
required comparatively few months study to
Of the five
practise as a homceopath.
gentlemen who attended to the out-patients
of this institution, he believed everyone had
British degrees in allopathy. He believed
the Bill as it stood would be a great proteet ion to the public, and would enable the
institution to carryon just as it had done
in the past, and do the same good work,
and perhaps even better work.
1\1r. McBRIDE said he was very glad
to hear the Minister of Lands praising up
Our own University. Some time ago, when
.a question arose in this House of appointing a doctor to take .charge of the Lunacy
Department, our University was not praised
up to the same extent. Although an M.D.
of the Melbourne University and an M.D.
of LondDn were availabl,e, the HDuse went
out Df its way to' choDse a gentleman hDlding a very much lower degree--the degree
of ~I.B. of Durham-for the position. He
hoped now there was a Minister who did
appre:cia1Je our University, when in the
future positiDns were Dpen in this State,
it \yould be seen that men trained in our
own Vnivlersity were appointed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said this was
nDt a question affecting Dnly the HDmceopathic Hospital or the training of homceopaths, but it involved also the consideration whether a four years' course was sufficient to give a man sufficient knowledge.
Hie was not so sure that fDur years was
not sufficient, but even the five years.'
course did not cDncl ude the amount of
study a medical man had to go through,
for he had to put in twO' lears more in
hospital work. He was inclined. to think
that the five years' cDurse which was required in our University would be the minimum in all universities throughout the
world, although it was not the minimum at
present in some.
In Germany, however,
the home of homceopathv, a six· years'
course was required for all forms of medicine, and the Germans were not people who
would require their men to spend any unnecessary time in their education.
Germanv turned out her men more completelv
eClu:i)ped, especially in medicine, than an)'
other countrv in the world. He felt that
the five years~ course should be adhered

Those, however, who went away from here
from our own University to other universities in the world, were the sons of people
who apparently did not want their sons to
stud~ too hard, but wanted them to get
some advantage over those who stayed here.
Some of the American universities that
were giving these degrees were not properly
licensed to teach in the first place. They
had not the same responsibilitv to the Government as was the case in Australia, England, and elsewhere, where a university
had to be established according to law. In
America, a charter could be applied for
with very littl1e trouble compared with
what was required to establish universities here or in other parts of the British
possessions.
The four y,ears" course in
America was a remarkable commentary on
the American law, as compared with ours,
because, whereas the amendment proposed now to admit under our Act
men that had passed a four years'
course il1l American
universItIes,
if
we asked the Americans to admit
even our five years' men to' practise in their
country, they declined to take them. He
was a prohibitive protectionist. He wanted
to benefit our own people first and all the
time if he could, and therefDre on this
question of ~eciprocity he would not give
a solitary iDta of advantage to university
students from other cDuntries which would
not grant precisel~ the same privileges to
our own students. He intended to move an
amendment subsequently to cover that point.
There cDuld be no such scarcit~ Df properly
trained men as was feared. The present
hcmceopaths were not all trained in homceopathy. There were medical men who had
been converted from allDpathy to homceopathy. Why not encourage our medical
students while walking the ordinary hospital to obtain some training in the Homceopathic Hospital also?
Mr. CARLIsLE.-How can that be done
without a professor of homceopathy?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was not
necessary to get a professor. Many of the
lecturers at the University were practising
as medical men. He would vote now for
the clause, because he did not think there
was the danger in it that he \vas afraid of
when he first looked at the clause some
months ago.
NDt only that, but he did
not think the Homceopathic Hospital'
would be put to any inconvenience, be-
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cause it would be able to get fully qualified medical men from Great Britain to do
the work.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he had intended to move an amendment in subclause (2) to strike out the words "other
than the United Kingdom or a British
possession," in order to provide that we
should not accept any diploma from any
country that would not accept ours on the
same terms. He was nO'w assured by the
Minister of Lands that our medical
diplomas \vere already accepted in the
United Kingdom, and that that carried
with it their acceptance in any British possession. If that was the case the amendment which he (Mr. Prendergast) haa contemplated was unnecessary.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 6, which was as follows:The Board may erase from the said register
the name of any legally qualified medical practitioner who after the commencement of this Act
is either in His Majesty's Dominions or elsewhere convicted of 'an offence which if committed in Victoria would be a felony or misdemeanour,

Mr. PRENDERGAST il11ovedThat after the word "may" (line I) the
words "with the consent of the Governor in
Council" be inserted.

The term "misdemeanour" was a very
wide one. There might be an offence for
which a fine only was inflicted on a man,
and yet he might be unfit to remain in
the profession. It seemed necessary that
the consent O'f the GO'vernor in Council
should be given before any name was removed from the register.
Mr. MACKEY said he would accept the
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to', and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was
also clause 7.
On the schedule,
Mr. MACKEY movedThat " £5 55." (for registering a person as a
medical practitioner) be struck out, and "£3
3s." inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
schedule, as amended. was adopted.
Mr. MACKINNON proposed the following new clause:A.
Act
shall
is or

In the Third Sches:lule to the principal
for the words "Medical officers" there
be substituted the words" Any person who
has been a medical officer."

He said that the third schedule of the
Medical Act 1890 pro.vi ded that certain
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persons might be registered, and these included "medical officers duly appointed
and confirmed of Her Majesty's Sea or
Land Service. " I t had been determined
that these words only referred to a man whv
was actually in the service at the time he
made his application to be registered here
as a medical practitioner. That was obviously unfair, because a man might have
retired from the military service and still
be quite as good a medical man-perhaps.
better-than one who had only been practising as a medical officer for a few years.
Tn Queensland the law was in accordance
with the present amendment.
Mr. ~IACKEY movedThat the following words be added to the
proposed new clause : "This section shall have no force or effect
after the 31st day of December)190i"~

He said he wished to' confine the operation
O'f the clause to' the cases of a number of
medical officers whO' were in Victoria at
'the present time. It was not advisable to
extend the provision to a later date.
Mr. J. W. EILLSON (Fitzroy).-Why
not?
1\1r. MACKEY said it must be remembered that there were a number of gentlemen in His Majestv's forces who were of
a different colour from ourselves, and he
would not like a loophole to be afforded
for these gentlemen to come here in large
numbers. A very large nart of the British
forces consisted of men and officers, including medical officers, who were not
white, and he thought that one of the
objects of restricting the appli~ation of the
third schedule in the principal Act to
medical officers who were actuallv in the
military or naval service was to guard
against the admission of past officers from
India and elsewhere who were not Europeans. So far as those officers who were
already in Victoria were concerned, he had
no objection to their admission.
Under
the aJmendment they would be allowed
twelve months within which to register.
i\1r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzrov).-What
about others who mav come here after
that?
Mr. MACKEY said that Parliament
would have to deal with those cases' when
thev arose.
Mr. MACKINKON said he franklv confessed that his obiect in moving the new
clause would be served even if the amendment was carried, because he had been led
to move the c1ause owing to the fact that
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several of these medical officers were alreadv in Victoria. At the same time he
was 'bound to say that the amendment did
not seem to him to be logical. If it was
desirable to admit medical officers, with
this particular qualification, thev should
be admitted at any time. However, the
amendment would provide for existing
cases, and if the Government insisted upon
it, he was willing to take what he could
get.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
new clause, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported with amendments,
and the amendments were considered and
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. MACKEY, the
Bill was then read a third time.
RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
Mr. BENT presented a message from
His Excellf!ncy the Governor recommending, in accordance with the requirements'
of section 57 of the Constitution Act, that
an appropriation be made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of a
Bill to authorize the raising of money for
railways and other purposes.
The House having resolved itself into a
Committee of Supplv to consider the message,
Mr. BENT movedJ

That it is expedient that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Revenue for the
purposes of a Bill to authorize the r.aising of
money for railways and other purposes.

The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was reported
House, and adopted.

to

the

VACANT UNCLAIMED LANDS
SALE BILL.
Mr. MACKEY moved the second reading of this Bill. He said-A few days
ago a Bill was passed 'by this House dealing with ancient Crown grants which remain at the Titles Office, partlY owing to
the fees not being paid. The House passed
a measure providing for their proper custod", and for an officer or officers being
responsible for their delivery to the right
persons, and for the fees being collected,
with power to collect the same. This Bill
deals with Dortions of those Crown grants,
and with portions of the lands referred to
therein. It deals with Crown grants that
had their origin prior to 1862 in very many
cases. Although the land was wholly or
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partly paid for-in many cases wholly paid
for-the purchasers have made no claim
whatever to the land. A space of, between
thirty or forty years has gone by, and
not Q1nl y has no claim been made to the
land or to the Crown grants, but the land
remains vacant, open to the first jumper
who may come along.
.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Has any been
jumped?
Mr. MACKEY.-I have no· particulars
in that regard. I t would be an extraordinary thing if that had not happened.
The ownership of this land having passed
out of the hands of the Crown, although
the Crown grants await delivery, this land
has become liable in many cases to heavy
municipal rates or w.ater rates. The position is this: In those cases, unless something is done, the land wIll be seized for
rates and sold, and ~der. the..circumstances
we rna;: expect thaJt It. WI~1 III many .cases
be sacnficed. What thIS BIll p.roposes In the
case of these old grants rel~tmg. to vacant
land, or land not now.occupIed, IS that the
Crown shall ~ authonzed to. sell the land,
~fter d.ue notIce has been gIven and pubhshed m the Gov~rnment Gazetfe.
The
purchase money. wIll be devoted m the first
mstance to paymg the costs, charges, and
expenses incidental to the sale. Then the
remainder will be applied so far as necessary towards the payment of any municipal rates or water rates or dues of that
kind owing by the land. The balance, if
any, will be .paid iiltv the Savings Banks,
to stand to the credit of a certain fund. If
the owner comes along at any time within
three yea.rs he may l.odge a petition, or any
person claiming title thr~~gh the .owner,
such as executor or administr.ator, or heir
or devisee, and if he prove his title, he
will be entitled to be paid the balance of
these moneys. But at the end of three
years, from' the time of sale, if no claim
is made, the moneys become the property of
the Crown. There are further machinery
provisions for carrying out what I have
indicated, tv enable the true owners to
prove their title and so forth,. but what I
have said is the object o£ the Bill. There
is nothing revolutionarv in this. Honorable members must recollect that according
to the principles of law, if a man is out
of title for his land, which has been sold
to him by the Crown or a private person,
and if he has not taken possession of it
for thirty years, he absolutely loses all
title to it. Really, in ninety-nine cases out

!
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of 100 the owners w'-ill have lost all title
to this land already, but I believe there may
be some cases where the taking possession
of it twenty odd years ago may be proved.
We provide here a very moderate measure
in the interests, I think, of the whole of
the State. It only applies in cases where
titles go back to the sixties, and where the
land is now vacant. In many cases it will
be a distinct benefit to the owner, because
under the law the land will be sold at the
instance of municipalities and water trusts
in order to pay the rates thereon.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-What portion of the Bill
orovides how people can prove their title?
Mr. MACKEY.-If the honorable..lUember looks at clauses 7 and 8 he will find
provisions there in connexion with the matter.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What do you
purpose doing with the money to the credit
of the fund?
Mr. MACKEY.-It becomes part of the
Consolidated Revenue, and honorable members in Parliament will have to say how it
is to be disposed of.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-This is a Bill that
personally I have very strong sympathy
with. I think it is one which is properly
put before this House. I understand that
nearly 1,000 titles are affected.
Mr. MACKEY.-About 700.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-I understood from
the first published statement there were
1,000.·

Mr. MACKEY.-That may be so.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-These titles have
been held for thirty years or over. I made
inquiries in connexion with another BiIlThe Title to Land (Adverse Possession)
Bill-and was informed that the land was
valuable land. Some of it is town land
and some country land. I think the course
~ing pursued is the right one. The only
question is whether the mane.;: should :r:ecessarily be paid into the Savings Banks.
If the amount is of any Importance at all
it should be paid into a trust fund, so that
the State might get the benefit of the use
of the money.
Mr. MACKEY.-The State \"ill get the
benefit.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-After three years j but
in the meantime the Savings Banks will
get the benefit from it.
Mr. MACKEY.-They are part of the
trust funds.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-Not absolutely. The
State does not get 'the profit from the trans-
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actions of th'e Savings Banks, and if the
money is paid into a trust fund the State
would have the advantage of the mone.y all
the time, and then, if it was thought desirable to transfer it to the revenue, that
could be done by the operation of the three
years' provision. I think the Premier's action last night might be extended to this
case. The interest might be utilized for reducing the consolidated deficit. I think it
might be desirable to apply this money in
the same way as the amount derived from
the sale of the Kew lands, all the money,
obtained bv the sale of the lands to be
paid into that fund.
Mr. MAcKEy.-What was the Bill?
Mr. BEAZLEY.-The Trust Funds Act
1897 Further Amendment Bill, dealing
with the question of how the interest was
to be used.
Mr. BENT.-That was £26,000.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-This seems to me properly to belong to the Kew Lands Sales
Redemption Fund, because it is money derived from the sale of land which has
come into possession of the Crown because
it is unclaimed land, and might be classed
amongst the land sold by auction,and the
proceeds of which are paid into revenue
to repay the money that v,ras foolishl v anticipated from the sale of the land. I think
if the Bill was altered in that direction it
would be an improvement.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Like the honorable
member for Abbotsford,! agree with the
principles of this Bill. At the same time
I would dra.w the attention of the Minister
to the fact that in the early days hundreds
of men lost their lives, and were buried
perhaps as Dick, Tom, and Harry, without their surnames being known.
Could
the Government not make some arrangements so that everyone of these titles, giving
the names and the year in which the title
was made out, could--be advertised in the
Government Gazette? These men may have
died, or thev may have been killed accidentally. Thev might have bought the
various properties with the full intention
of building upon them, and so on, and
their relatives might now be living and be
ignorant of these purchases having been
made. Is there a clause which makes provision for people who are heirs-at-Iaw applying for the title to the land as representatives of the people who neglected to
take the titles up? They ought to be given
an opportunity of doing that.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And give
the lawyers a show.
j\Ir. 0 UTTRIM.-If I was heir to a
valuable piece of property without knowing it, there should be some means to enable
me to ascertain the fact. People may not
be aware of the fact that there is property
unclaimed that was purchased by their relatives. The public should be given an
opportunity of ascertaining whether they
are entitled to any of these properties.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).I have a case that I want to bring under the
notice of the Minister for the· purpose of
.ascertaining how it will be affected by this
Bill. In 1864 a man I was acquainted
with purchased two blocks of land at a
Government land sale.
He died afterwards, and the Crown grant was never
lifted.
Recently his daughter, the only
<child, became aware of the fact that h~r
father had purchased the land, and she
made application for the Crown grant.
She was advised that she would have to
take out letters of administration. Having
gone through the formality for that purpose, she was then informed that, as the
land grant was prior to 1864, there was
no necessity to take out letters of administration, and she got part of her money
back.
The trouble is as to how she is
going to establish her claim. I do not ask
the Minister for legal advice.
Mr. :MAj:KEy.-Her interests are fully
protected.
?\lr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).If the Bill is passec], would she be pre-eluded from taking advantage of the existing law?
Mr. MAcKEy.-She can take advantage
<of the existing law, and this measure gives
further facilities to her to prove her title.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I was
"ery much struck with. the remarks of the
'honorable member for Maryborough.
It
would be highly desirable if a list of these
properties was published in the Government Gazette.
The country newspapers
-extract from the Government Gazette any
information concerning mining or agriculhual leases, and thus the public get the
news. If there was a list of these properties published in the Government Gazette,
the proprietors of the country newspapers
would make extracts from it for the information of their readers.
A short time
-since a young farmer in my district-~1r. BENT.-\tVe will accept that suggestion.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Then
I shall say no more.
Mr. GRAY.-I am at one with the honorable member for Maryborough and the
honorable member for Allandale in regard to
the publication in the Government Gazette.
A few nights ago I took steps to move an
amendment in a Bill similar to this, and I
suggested that the system carried out in
New South Wales should be adopted here.
That is, that a book should be published
giving all the unclaimed properties, with the
name of the grantee. the area of land, the
parish and section, and the amount of
money due on the land. If the information
is published in the Government Gazette it
will answer the same purpose. Sub-clause
(2) of clause 3 empowers the Minister to
publish notices of an intended sale in the
Government Gazette and two newspapers
It
published in the city of Melbourne.
would be better to amend that ·so as to provide for publication in one Melbourne newspa per and in one newspaper circulated in
the district concerned.
Mr. MACKEy:-If you read on you will
see that that is provided for.
Mr. GRAY.-Oh, yes. It is also provided in the same sub-clause that the notice
is to be published and posted within six
months.
I think that at least twelve
months should ensue before the Crown sells
land, so that the public may have an opportunity of coming forward to claim it.
Mr. MACKEy.-Six months is the minimum. That would not be done if anyone
came forward.
Mr. GRAY.-There should be ample
time. I see by clause 4 that the land is
to be chargeable with all rates and taxes
due upon it. Does that mean that the land
would be chargable with rates whether on
the municipal rate book or not?
Mr. MAcKEy.-The land is to be debited
orily with the rates it is already subject to.
Mr. GRAY .-Clause 5 empowers the
Court to make orders on a petition as to
the surplus money, and provides that the
petition must be presented within two years
from the date of the payment of the surplus
monevs. Clause (5 provides that, subject
to the order of the Court, surplus moneys,
after the lapse of three years, are to become the property of the Crown. Why not
fix the term at six years, as under the
Statute of Limitations?
Mr. MAcKEy.-Strictly speaking, they
have lost their claim now, for thirty years
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have elapsed. This is making a concession, for it is giving ninety-nine people out
of 100 what they are not entitled to.
Mr. GRAY.-I think the Statute of
Limitations should be applied.
Mr. WILKINS.-I quite agree with the
remarks of the honorable member for
Maryborough, but I would like to know
from the Minister if it is intended to give
those who are entitled the present value or
the value of the land when purchased by
their relatives. I know instances where the
value of the land has· more than trebled.
:\lr. MACKEy.-The value has increased
a hundredfold in some cases.
:\1r. WILKINS.-It would not be fair
to ask the Government to hand over any
property with the increased value attached
to it.
:Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).I am in agreement with the remarks of the
honorable member for Maryborough. This
Bill should be passed to prevent jumping.
Just a fortnight ago a land officer in my
district and a solicitor were in conversation,
and an instance of 160 acres of land now
worth £20 an acre was mentioned. There
are many pieces of land like that that ought
to be taken. possession of by the Crown, as
the owners are dead. For that reason the
Bill should be passed.
Mr. THOMSON.-There is a good deal
in what the honorable member for Swan
Hill has stated. The period of three years
referred to by the honorable member is too
short, and it would be only fair to make
the period six years.
Mr. MACKEY.-The time has gone by.
Mr. THOMSON.-In the first place,
a notice will be put in the newspapers
with regard to the sale, and the chances
are that some considerable time will elapse
before the matter comes tmder the notice
of those interested.
It is only fair
that the longest term possible should
be allowed before the land is sold. If
no claim is sent in there can be no harm
done. It would only give those who have
a right to the proceeds of the sale of the
land a longer oPPCTtunity of making application. Allusion has been made to "jumping "cases. Will this Bill interfere in any
way with the adverse possession of land?
Mr. MACKEy.-This will prevent adverse
possess,ion commencing as to these lands.
Mr. THOMSON:-That is just what I
wanted to find out. When a man h.as paid
all the expenses in connexicn with a piece
of vacant land, and the Crown' has received
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the value of it-in many cases men have'
. put large amounts of improvements on the
land and dohe a great deal of good in that
way-sur~ly he is entitled to the land?
Mr. MACKEy.-The Bill will not affect
those cases in any way.
Mr. GAUNSON.-A suggestion has.
been made which I think the Government
ought to take into serious consideration, as.
to advertising the principal facts connected
with unclaimed grants.
I t is no use
denying that this Bill as it stands after all
is a Bill for robbery, and from that point
of view it ought to be frowned upon as.
being only worthy of detestation.
Mr. MACKEy.-Do you suggest that it is.
confiscation?
~1r. GADNSO~r.-Yes.
11r. MACKEY.-Why, it has pas,sed the·
Council.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That bulwark of the liberties of the people 1
1\1r. -GAUNSON.-I do not care what
it has passed, it is the robberest piece of
robbery I have ever seen. I believe they
will pass anything in the Council.
Mr. J. CA'MERON (Gippsland East).From whom is the land being confiscated?
Mr. GAUNSON.-From people who>
have paid for it already. See how inconsistent we are in our legislation.
Only a
few nights ago the honorable member for
AbbotS,ford brought in a Bill to prevent
robbery from persons by the "jumping" system, or, as it is called, adverse possession,
and I understand we passed that Bill flying. Now we are going to allow the Government to jump.
It is monstrous. but
if you want to do justice and give hundreds.
of people an opportunity of claiming their
own again, the c.overnment should publish
a record in pamphlet form-Mr. WILKINs.-They have a.greed to doso.
Mr. GRAy.-Publish it in the Gazette.
Mr. GA UNSON .-The Gazette is not
worth a flip of your finger.
Who will'
read the Gazette? Who gets it, to begin
with?
Mr. WARDE.-Who has a better right tothese unclaimed lands than the State until
some rightful owner appears?
Mr. GAUNSON.~What right has the
State to them at a"tl? They have been
paid fOr.
Mr. WARDE.-What right has. the individual to them if he has not paid for them?'
Mr. GAUNSON.-I say leave things as'
they are, for we haNe pas,sed a Bi.ll to-
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prevent" jumping," but do not let the Government do the "jumping" business.
~1r. WARDE.-It is only the Unclaimed
Funds Bill that we have passed.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I understand we had
the Adverse Possession 13i11 before us. the
other nIght. ' Ho~v can the Government
justify their claim to be entitled to sell
property which has passed from them, in
respect of which a Crown grant has issued,
but the individual nas not come forward to
~ccept it?
Mr. WARDE.-Providing the Government
hold themselves liable to any of the right'ful claimants when they put in an appearance it is all right.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It does not InaJtter to
me pers.onally. I have no Crown lands of
this sort, but I am thinking about other
people.
It is no use publishing in the
Gazette. The honorable member for Maryborough made a suggesticn which is a good
one, so far as it goes:. but we all know that
matters published in the Government Ga~ette
under existing circumstances are simply entombed. It will be a different thing with
our dailv Hansard. If I am not here,
and honorable members who rem.ain have
the nous to look after the interests of the
public by establishing a daily H a1}sard, the
advertis.ements in the Gazette will no longer
be entombed, and the Age and the Ar~us
can be deprived of a revenue of at least
£15,000 a year from the Government, if
not more, and the House ought to do it.
My suggestion is that the Government
should collect, with the greatest exactness,
all the particulars inc! uding the nam;es
contained in the Crown grant, and put
them on record in pamphlet form, which
can be sold at 6d. a copy if they like.
Everv lawyer would have a copy, and so
would every clerk in the office. It would
be studied much more than the Bible is at
present.
Everv land agent and every
Member of Parliament would have a copv.
In fact, if would be a sine qua non. ThIS,
is not an original suggestion of mine. It
has been made to me by a former member
of the House, and I thought it a good one.
I am certain it will appeal to the Government, because they only want to do justice.
Their only 01ject in life must be to do
what is right. There are many people who
have forg-otten the existence of these grants.
Manv of these Crown grantees, I dare
'Sa,v, have been murdered. There are many
who are dead, but there will be s,ome representatives or relatives on the other side
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of the world, and some on this side of
the world who badly want the land. Therefore, I throw out the suggestion that all
the particulars should be published in
pamphlet form, so as to form ;a permanent
record, on sale at 6d. per pamphlet, or
something of that kind. It would be invaluable. It would be always resprted to
and it would be a truthful record. Even
IS. per copy might be charged, for every
one would willingly pay it. People would
rather buy it than a copy of the Acts of
Parliament. I do not want to say anything to prevent the passage of this Bill,
and I only throw this out as a suggestion.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and was ordered to be committed later in
~he sitting.
The House having resolved its,elf into a
Committee of the whole to consider the
fees to be charged 'under the Bill,
Mr. MACKEY movedThat it shall be lawful for the Registrar d
Titles under the Vacant Unclaimed L:ll1ds Sale
Bill to demand the undermentioned f~es, or
such other fees as shall hereafter from time to
time be appointed by the Governor in Council
in lieu thereof or in arlditbn thereto, namely : Application under section 7, 20S.; inspecti0n of
gr'lnt, 2S.; grounds under section 8, 5S'

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was' reported to the House, and
adopted.
JUBILEE OF RESPONSIBLE
GOVERNMENT.
MESSAGE FROM THE KING.
Mr. BENT presented the following message from the Governor:The Governor informs the Legislative Assembly that he, in accordance with the joint address
presented to him at State Parliament House on
vVednesday, 21st November, 1906, on the occasion . of the 50th anniversary of responsible
government in Victoria, communicated by cable
to the Principal Secretary of State for the
Colonies the Loyal Address to His Majesty the
King, passed by the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly, and the Governor has received a telegraphic despatch in reply as follows : His Majesty the King has been pleased to receive very graciously the address of the Parliament of Victoria on the 50th anniversary of
th~ inauguration of responsible
government.
His Majesty the King cordially thanks both
Houses for the expression of their loyal devo·
tion upon which he knows he, like Her late
Majesty Queen Victoria, will be able to rely
in all circumstances, and he confidently
hopes the prosperity and' happiness of the
people of Victoria, which will always be a matter of personal interest to him, will increase
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no less in the future than it has done in the
.fifty years during which they have governed
themselves under the British flag. -
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of that pamphlet. The matter was one that
should not be dealt with too hurriedly.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to,
VACANT UNCLAIMED LANDS SALE as was also clause 4.
BILL.
On clause 5, giving power for the Court
to
make orders on petition as to surplus
The House went into Committee for the
moneys,
'
consideration of this Bill.
Mr. GRAY drew attention to the proClauses I and 2 were agreed to.
viso
at the end of the clause, which was as
On clause 3, providing for the sale of
vacant unclaimed land comprised in un- follows :-Provided that such petition must be presented
delivered and unregistered Crown grants
within two years from the date of the payment
thirty years old,
of the surplus moneys into the said account.
Mr. FARRER said he wished to know
what records were left of these old Crown He begged to move-grants, in order that those who were enThat the word "two be struck out, and the
word "six substituted.
titled to the land might make a claim?
Mr. MACKEY stated that all the old He said the clause provided that if no perecords shll .remained, and -clause 7 pro- tition was presented within two years the
vided further facilities for making inquiries land was to become the at>solute property
~nd proving title.
of the Crown. He thought the owners of
Mr. GRAY said he wished to know what this land were entitled to the benefit of the
time was going to elapse before these lands Statute of Limitations, and that the period
were sold. In his opinion none of these should be fixed at six years.
'tHe land
lands should be sold until af,ter the ex- would be in the possession of the Crown
piration of twelve months fro~ the pass- just the same, and could be sold, but in
ing of the Act. He understood the Minis- that case the Crown must hold the money
ter was agreeable to the publication of par- in trust for that period.
ticulars regarding these lands either in the
Mr. 11ACKEY said he was rather fay'orGovernment Gazette or in pamphlet form.
able to the honorable member's suggestion,
Mr. MACKEY.-That is so. I will acbecause it seemed a reasonable one j but
cept an amendment as to the time.
he would like to have an opportunity of
Mr. GRAY said that sub-clause (2) pro- consulting with those who were advising
vided that notice of any intended sale must him with regard to Jhe Bill. If the honbe published and posted "within sIx months orable member would withdraw the amendand before one month of the time thereby ment he (Mr. MackeyY- would promise to
fixed for the sale." He begged to move- look into the matter.
That the word "six
be struck out, and
Mr. GAUNSON said the offe-r made by
"twelve" substituted.
the M-inister of Lands was ,a very fair one,
Mr. OUTTRIM asked whether there but there was another_suggestion which he
were any of these Crown grants on which (Mr. Gaunsonl would like to make. Under
the whole of the money due had been paid, the Unclaimed Funds Bill, which had been
50 that the Crown grants were only awaitintroduced by the honorable member for
ing delivery?
Abbotsford, provision was made that the
N1r. MACKEY.-I think so.
monev should be paid into a trust fund,
The amendment was ,agreed to.
and that the owner might come in at any
~1r. GAUNSON asked Whether the Gotime, and, upon satisfying t.he Treasurer,
vernment proposed to publish in pamphlet have the money refunded to h1l1~. It seemed
form particulars relating to these Crown to him that the proceeds of the sale of
grants?
land under this Bill might be treated in
Mr. MACKEY.-I fhink so.
exactlv the same way.
:Mr. GAUNSON said the Minister had
Mr. MACKEY.-I will consider that point.
accepted a very valuable 'suggestion by the
The amendment 'was withdrawn, and the
honorable member fvr Swan Hill in that
direction, and if the pamphlet was care- clause was agreed to,_ as were also dauses
fullv prepared and issued, say, within six 7 to 13 inclusive, and the schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House with
months of the passing of the Act, another
six months would be allowed for persons an amendment, and the amendment was
to familiarize themselves with the details considered and adopted.
l)

l)

l)
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WATER SUPPLY LOANS
APPLICATION BILL.
~Ir. SWINBURNE moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said-Honorable
members are well accustomed to receive
the annual instalment of a Bill for water
supply purposes. This measure is on similar lines in some respects to what ha,s been
presented to the House every year for many
years past.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I see Kyabram is not forgotten.
l\fr. SWINBURNE.-K)~abra.m has had
to wait a good while. The first part of
the schedule, honorable members will see,
refers to waterworks trusts-that is, to
trusts that deal with the domestic water
supply in the State. The second part of
the schedule is for an advance to Beechworth in connexion with tbe water supply
of that town. :Most of the works in the
first part of the schedule are for adyances in connexion with existing works.
The four new works which are to be
started include those at Broadford and at
K yabram, where it is intended to buy over
the works at present under the control of
the Railwa.y Department. The trust mean
to buy those works, extend them, and utilize
them for the domestiC' purposes of the whole
of the town. In addition, the Traralgon
and Warragul works have not yet been constructed but with the exception of these
four ite~s, all the other items are for advances in connexion with the extension of
existing works throughout the State for domestic supply. The item in the third part
of the .schedule is simply bringing forward
.£2,832 for the construction of tanks in the
~fallee areas.
That sum has b~en apportioned to the various shires, and is. at present standing to their credit. It has been
brought forward each year, and will be
brought forward until it has been applied
bv the shires to which the .sums h ave been
ailocated. The fourth part of the schedule
consists of expenditure in connexion with
the administration of national works. There
is a sum of £6,000 for further works in
connexion with the Waranga basin, and
£285,000 in connexion with the large
scheme of irrigation, the policy of which
has been established by the House. The
amount is for the construction of an eastern
channel to supply the Shepparton district,
and for the western channel to the Loddon. There have been contracts let fori that
channel up to the present time, which will
take it within 5 miles of the Campaspe.
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The amount is also in connexion with the
distributary channels to the various districts to the north of the main channel.
Another new item which a\ppears in the
schedule
£60,000 fbr and towards the
construction of a reservoir and channels for
the irrigation of the Bacchus Marsh Irrigation and "Vater Supply district, and the
Werribee district, surveys, purchase of
land! and expenses connected therewith.
The House should thoroughly understand
this item.
The Government have put
£60,000 down to be passed by the House
for this particular purpose, pending the
report to be supplied by the engineers, who
are now busy at the work.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-!s there a trust?
Mr. SWINBURNE. - The Bacchus
Marsh district is a formed trust, but there.
has been no trust yet formed· in connexion
with the Werribee area. I would explain
that when I used the wOlrd trust, I do not
mean a trust in a common acceptance of the
word, as applied to the urban districts.
Those are locally managed trusts for domestic purposes.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How do they
manage the machinery at Werribee?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I do not know
"'hether there is any machinery there. The
irrigation districts. are quite separate from
the locally managed trusts.
The former
are irrigation dis.tricts or irrigation areas
constituted as opportunity requires and as.
the service requires, and they are placed
under the control of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. The item of
£60,000 is for the construction of a reservoir, either at Pyke's Creek or Ballanee,
which may be approved of by the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, and
it is to allow a catchment area of about
50 miles at Pvke's Creek and 33 miles
at Ballanee. There will be no water channel, but the water will be conducted down
Pyke's Creek and the Werribee River to
the places where it is necessary to divert.
Part of the water will be used in connexion with the Bacchus Marsh irrigation
area, and it is intended that the larger part
shall be used in connexion with the estate
which has been purchased by the Government at Werribee. It has been proved by
the engineers that there is ample water
from one of these schemes to irrigate about
6,000 acres at Werribee 12 inches deep per
annum.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What distance will they have to bring the water to
Werribee?

is
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Mr. SvVI~BURNE. - From P"ke's
Creek to Vverribee is about 30 ~iles
round the turns of the river. The river is
,to be used as a channel to bring the ,rater
.down to the point of diversion either at
Bacchus l\larsh or on to the vVerribee
plains.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-The
,channel will not be half that distance, will
it?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No.
The channels will only be distributing channels.
Mr. Starr has already submitted a preliminary report, which has been carefull v
-checked by the Chief Engineer of W ate~
Supply, and it has also been submitted to
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission to consider before any work
The fifth
whatever IS to be done.
part of the schedule IS for works
that are. already in existence, and
works whIch have been placed under the
State 'Rivers and Water Supply Commis'sion. The sum of £16,900 is for extra
-channels in connexion with the Sea Lake
·district and the Donald and Morton P !ains
.district. The plllITlping area of the Long Lake
works is well known to the members of the
House, and the Government have provided
a further sum of £10,500 for channels in
'connexion with that area. Honorable members know well that in connexion with this
'Scheme a large water area, which was
never properly reticulated with channels,
was created, and I should think about onethird of the whole area has been rated,
and the rates collected, but no water has
been supplied in many cases.
In fact,
'some of the farmers are 5 or 6 miles away.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Previously you had
plenty of channels and no water.
Will
you have plenty of water?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No channel has
been unsupplied with water for the past
two years.
The proposed channels will
further extend the scheme, and bring water
within reasonable distance of every block
within the area. There are further items
in the Bill in connexion with Rodney,
Myall, Koon drook , and Swan Hill, and for
the further extension of channels in the irrigation areas now under the State Rivers
'and Water Supply Commission.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-A couple of them are
pretty fishy.
Mr. S\VINBURNE.-They are not now.
The payments are coming in very well indeed under the Commission.
I will be
able to make an announcement to the House
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shortly in regard to the. new valuations that ha ve been made by the
and
honorable members
Commission!
will be able to compare those valuations with the valuations and pavments
under the old trust. There is. an item of
£2,500 for a race within the Bendigo district extending the Coliban channel to
Spring Gully and Axe Creek.
I think
honorable members are already aware that
the Government will be able to supply
about 1,000 to 1,200 acres of Government
land, and my colleague, the :Minister of
Lands, is now arranging for the allotment
of these areas into suitable sizes, so that
they can be taken up by settlers to the
greatest advantage. At the present time
they' are simply auriferous areas which are
doing no good whatever. That really is
the explanation of the vanous items connected with the Bill. Honorable members
will see from the explanatory sheet which
has also been circulated that in many instances, especially in the fourth schedule,
although large sums appear, yet thev to a
certain extent have been voted by the House
before, but were not expended during the
past financial year.
On account of the
very wet winter it has been impossible to
let contracts with sufficient speed to spenn
the money which ,vas voted bv Parliament
last year. That money is being now revoted, with the additional sum which the.
engin~rs think can be legitimately spent
up to the end of the current financial vear.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Are vou .satisfied as tn
the way interest is coming in a$ regarns
the first' part?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is no interest outstanding on any urban trust in
the State. The interest is being paid in a
most cred~table way by all the urban trusts,
and the Treasurer has no complaint to
make in that respect. In fact, I think the
interest has never been paid so promptl\'
as at present. I shall be glad to explaii1
any item in the Bill and give honorable
members anv information the¥'. may desire,
l\ir. PRE'NDERGAST.-The s·chedules
are the principal part of this Bill, and in
f~ct the onlv part of any real importance.
There is one important fact which sticks'
out again, and emphasizes 'the unsoundness
of the policy we have been following in
this State in connexion with land.
Mr. BENT.-This is water.
Mr. PRENDERGASt.-The land is
associated with water. Large items appear
in this Bill for the purchase of land, again
J
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showing that no progress can take place
without the State dispossessing some people
o£ land that they hold at the present time.
The policy the Government have adopted
of selling land, which was the feature of
a Bill that was dealt with yesterday. is
also exhibited in this Bill.
While the
Government have to resume land -for their
purposes, they sell what thev regard as
the surplus land and create the same old
difficul ty to be dealt with some time in the
future, when the Government will have to
go- on the market again.
Mr. BENT.-You are wro~g this time.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The last
column of figures in the paper which has
been distnbuted shows the amount which
is to be expended under the Bil1,. and in
the fourth part we find items for the purchase of land. On page 3 we see the item
"Balance to complete scheme-land compensation."
Mr. BENT.-Compulsorily taken, too.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We want that
principle of compulsory taking in another
Bill more particularly than in this Bill. I
am inclined to think that the Cabinet are
not altogether unanimous on that subject.
There is another item under
the same heading - "Balance to complete scheme-land compensation," and
lower down an item under the' head,
1/ Purchase of land."
The Government are
going to do the same old evil thing, of
getting in land in connexion with these
schemes, and then sdling P<l:£t of it, and
in the f,uture we shall have to repurchase
some of the very land that has. been sold.
The Government will get £roo or £1,000
to-day for the sale of a piece of land, and
they will come along directly and give
three ti-mes as much to repurchase it, and
then they will sell a portion of it again,
letting it go at a ridiculous price. This
Bill is evidence of the evil of the policy
of selling land. In an~ther Bill the Government applied for authoritv to sell land,
and
in this Bill they are obtaining
authority to buy land.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
. and committed - Mr. Bromlev 111 the
-'
chair.
Clauses I to 10 inclusive were agreed
to.
On the schedule,
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East)
called attention to the item " For
and towards extension of Spring Gurry
race to Axe Creek, Coliban system of
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waterworks, £2,500."
He said that
in the paper which had been circulated in
explanation of the Bill the total estimated
cost of the scheme was shown as '£4,500 ..
The amount proposed' to be spent under
this Bill was £2,500t and he believed that
that £2,500 was, an extension of the original application, and was to make available a considerable area of Crown landssome 1,300 acres altogether, so he understood-and the work was to go as far as
the McIvor-road. With regard to £1,500
the Strathfieldsaye Shire Council had been
called on to guarantee the interest at 6 per
cent. The local bodv had declined to do
that, and the result ~as that the £1,500
was not to be expended at the present time.
What he desired to ask the Minister was,
what justification was there for spending
the £2,500 proposed under this Bill?
There was no guarantee of the interest requir,ed for that.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-We need not spend it
until we get the guarantee.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he understood this was entirely apart from
the guarantee. The original estimate for
the work when first contemplated was
£1,500.
The people who applied for
that work offered to deposit in the hands
of the Minister a sum equivalent to 6 per
cent. upon that sum. The Minister was
precluded by the Act from taking that
course, and stated that it was necessary
that the local bod v should give their guarantee. The local body had a similar offer
made to them, but they refused to give the
guarantee. A deadlock arose, but since
then there had been an extension of the
scheme.
Instead of starting from the
point originally contemplated. the Government had come back south, and now the
work was to cost £4,500; according to the
schedule. The sum of £2,500 was to be
expended on the first portion of it. taking
it from where it started from the main
channel. There was no guarantee wanted
for that.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That IS to' cost
£1,500, and that £1,500 is provided for
in the ordinary Estimates of the year.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
that was from the McIvor-road on towards
Axe Creek.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The £1,500 is for
the first part of the channel. Then the
£ 2,500 is for the continuation of the channel from that point after the £1,500 is
expended, and we are providing the
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£1,500 from the ordinary revenue for'
that portion.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
tha~ was the portion of the work upon
whIch the Government did not require the
guarantee of interest.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The first portion-the
£1,5 00 .
Mr. A. S. BAILES (BendiKo East) said
he would like to know why a guarantee
was not wanted for that £1,50o?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Because we supply
Crown lands.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East} said
the Government were getting a good area
of Crown lands in the second part as well.
Mr. SW~NBuRNE.-But we are notaskinO'
the council for a' guarantee for the whol~
£2,5 00 .
Mr. A. S, BAILES (Bendigo East) said
the Government were only asking for a
guarantee in connexion with the £1,500,
and with regard to the original portion the
Government were asking for no guarantee
whatever.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No.
1\lr. A. S. BAILES (BendiJ!o East) said
the reason the Government gave was that
they were going to make available a lot
of Crown lands that could be sold.
Mr. SWINBURNE.:....-yes.
M~. A. S. BAILES (BendiKo East) said
he WIshed to know why the Government did
not extend the same principle to the second
part, where he would not say there was
a greater area of Crown lands, but where
at any rate there was a considerable area.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is very little in
the second pa.rt compared with the first
part.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
that those who were interested in the scheme
were to have given him an estimate of the
, area of Crownl la??s now lying idle
that would be supphed bv the scheme. He
was not advancing this as an argument to
get these people excused of their guarantee.
~hey were prepared to deposit the £100 in
the Minister's hands or anv one else's
hands, but unfortunately the l;cal bodv did
not se~ its wa:v clear to pledge the rates of
the shIre for the scheme. The Minister had
suggested a way out of the difficulty, but
he found afterwards that the law would
not permit it.
Mr. SWINBURNE said £2,000 had
been put On the Estimates so that the Government might have power to spend the
money.
He was taking the buII by the
Session 1906-[124J
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horns" for he was getting power to spend
the money.
Without that he would not
be able to carry out the agreement that
would haye to be fixed up with the council. He had written to the council last
wee.k putting the matter before them, .and
urgll1,g them to agree to the guarantee,
pendmg the introduction of legislation for
the purpose of freeing them. He did not
want to bring in a Bill for such a little
matter this session, but he to,ld the council
they need have no fear in doing what \\",:lS
required of them, as it was simply a formal
matter, and that the Commission could not
go on ,,-jth the work unless the council did
that.
Mr. GRAY said there was one item in
the s,t.atement circulated he wOuld like to
call attention to, nan1ely, "For and towards
the Lake Lonsdale Reservoir, surve) s, purcha~e of land, and expenses connected
therewith."
The total estimated cost was
£52,317, .and the amount proposed to be
speni under the Bill was £200.
This reservoir was, to a large extent the
source of supply for a large area in the
~lallee towards Hindmarsh and Albacut\'a,
and for a number of years the matter ha d
been in an unsatisfactory condition, becuse the supply was under the control of
two different bodies. They had the control of the he.ad-works, but they had not
the control of the channels that conveyed
the water fa the north. Some of the channels were under different shires, and the
people could not get the water because the
shires refused to clean the channels' out.
Another objectionable feature was that any
waterworks trust must supply its own ratepayers before sending the water out of its.
own territory. If a trust did not want
to send the watC'r on, it was sufficient for
one of the ratepayers to object. A conference of the people concerned was, held
;a,t Murtoa some two years ago, and it wa~
decided that the trusts should be abolished.
The Minister had had the matter in hand
and he believed the honorable gentlema~
had another report in connexion with the
advisability of ;a.lJolishing these trusts
under an Act which gave him the power to
de so.
Would the Minister state that it
was his intention to abolish these trusts this
session?
'

Mr. WATT said he understood that the
Minister had mentioned that Parts I, 2,
and 3, dealt \vith monev to come from
loans, but \that Parts
and 5 of "he
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schedule might be regarded asi national not bringing the matter 1Jefore the Ccmmittee. How much of the £60,000 was
works.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Except the Geelong to be expended on the Werribee estate? How
much was to be loaded on to the land?
.and Coliban s,chemes.
Mr. WATT said that Item 2 of Part The plan was no good without a full ex4 provided
for the expenditure of Flanation, and there would not be sufficient
He
"£285,000 for the construction of a main water probably for some years.
channel from the Goulburn Weir and other thought the Ministet would agree with him
channels. How was it that the Board of th3Jt all new works involving large expendiLand and Works were to construct these ture should be provided for in a special
works? He did not think it wa,s made Bill, and should not be hidden away in the
clear when the Water Bill was before the schedule to a Bill, where it would require
The
House, that the Board of Land and Works almos,t a microscope tel find them.
only healthy way of launching new schemes
would be responsible for the expenditure.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That was adopted, was to make them the subject of separate
He presumed that the proposal
and we took power to enable the Commis- Bills.
was
all
right,
and he was only oLjecting to
sion to carry out the works if thought fit.
the
procedure.
.
Mr. WATT said that item 2 of Part
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
part of the schedule Frovided for the expenditure of £60,000 for and towards the said he would like tel get a little informaconstuction of the reservoir and channels tion, for he knew the country referred to,
for the irrigation of Bacchus Marsh dis- and believed thalt if any part of Victoria
trict and the Werribee district, and for sur- would pay for irrigation, this part would.
veys, purchase of land, and the expenses The head-works were supposed to be naconnected therewith. The time had arrived tional works, and as the representative
for a full explanation of that s.cheme. It of a district that did not require such
had not yet been explained.
The l\fin- wQrks, he would like to know what proporister had' uttered a few words as to the tion the cost of the he21d-works bore to
work in connexion with the Werribee es- the cost of the whole scheme.
Mr. SWINB URNE said he thought the
tate. This matter should not be passed i~
honorable member for Essendon was., to
a schedule to a Bill.
some extent, doing him an injustice. If
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I drew specific attenthere was one item to ,vhich he specially
tion to it.
alluded in the Bill, it was 'that item.
Mr . WATT said the schedule wa.s merely
Mr. 'VATT .-It Ishould be in a special
an attacnment to the Bill ..
Bill.
Mr. BENT.-Here is the plan.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the honorable
J\1r. WATT.-What was the good of a member stated that it required a microscope
plan slumbering On the Treasury Lench, to see it, but the honorable member did not
when members knew nothing about it? The require either a microscope or a very sharp
Committee were taking the action of the ear to hear what he said.
Mr. WATT.-It is not in the Bill. It
Minister absolutely on trust, and were asThe is in the schedule.
s.uming !hat the scheme was right.
leader c,f the 0FPosition and the leader of
Mr. SWINBURNE said it was in the
the Third Fartv sat in the Chamber with- schedule, and the schedule was part of the
out complaining.
Although the scheme Bill. About half of what he said was on
might be right according to the depart- this item, and he drew special .attention to
mental investigation~ it had not been put it as the new item in the Bill. First of
before the Committee. It mip:ht involve an all, the Government ascertained that it was
expenditure of £250,000. There had been very desirable to irrigate as much as posmore discussion over £10,000 on the Rail- sible of the Werribee estate. The Bacchus
Marsh district also required an augmentaway Estimates than on this matter.
M.r. ROBERTsoN.-it is an old scheme tion of its water supply.
Mr. WATT.-For irrigation purposes?
revived.
The GoMr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
Mr. WATT said it had not been authorized, and a.ll that was done at the time vernment had set out to find which was the
referred to by the honorable member was best way to acquire enough water to carry
that a scheme had been sketched out. He out their intention. They found that either
was charging the Minister with neglect in at Ballanee or at F"yke's Creek, whichever
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it was decided should be gone on ~he Commission, if the estimated cost of carrywith, they could lfngate 6,000 acres mg out sU,ch proposal exceeds £10,00'), it m3;Y
12 inches deep at Werrihee,
and by re~olutlOn of the Legislative Assembly be
~eferred f?r report to the Parliamentary Standabout another 500 acres in connexion mg
CommIttee on Railway,s.
with Bacchus Marsh. Mr. Starr and Mr.
Muntz, of BalIan, had been engaged with These works were to be vested in the Comthe Chief Engineer of Water Supply in mission as an irrigation area, and the Comthoroughly examining the districts. Pyke's mission had been advised that 'before any
Creek was a new scheme to us from a reser- scheme would be gone on with as reported
voir point of view. Ballanee was bought upon by Mr. Starr or the other officers emin the year I885 at a cost of £I5,600. It ployed, it would be referred to them to have
had been let for grazing purposes. at a their approval before a spade was put in
rental of about £150 per annum ever :since. the ground.
Mr . WATT .-They have to spend the
The purchase money had therefore been
dead money to the Treasury all that time, money according to this Bill.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the Board of
returning only about I per cent.
Pyke's
Creek had been thoroughly examined, and Land and Works. would spend the money.
Mr. WATT .-Clause 6 says the State
found to be an admirable site.
It gave
50 squa:re miles of catchment. It ad- Rivers and Water Supply Commission are
joined the catchment area of the Ballanee to expend it.
Mr. SWINBURNE said clause 6 only
scheme, which had 33 square miles of
catchment. It had been found impossible referred to the fifth part of the schedule,
thoroughly to investigate the foundations and not to the fourth part, the sums specified
at BaHinee on account of the floods there. in which were to be expended by the Board
Until the water went down no test bores of Land and Works, but the whole thing,
could be put down at Ballanee. The Chief as it was to be vested in the Commission,
Engineer had the whole of the figures so and worked by the Commission as an irrifar as the investigation had gone, and no gation area similar to Rodney, Echuca and
scheme ~vould be adopted until Ballanee Waranga, Tragowel Plains, and other dishad been thoroughly tested to see the foun- tricts, had to receive their approval before
If the Government
d:~.tions.
It was thought the foundations any work was done.
mIght b~ faulty, !llthough that was only an did not put this item in the schedule to-day
assumptIon, whereas the foundationS! at the whole thing would have to be deferred
Pyke's Creek were definitely found to be for another twelve months. The Government were anxious to turn the Werribee
good.
Mr . WATT.-What is the total estimated estate to'the very best account possible in
the shortest possible time.
expenditure if both schemes are adopted?
Mr. WATT.-You c7' __\lot do anything to
Mr. SWINBURNE said the estimated it in twelve months.
sum for the reservoir was £48,000.
The
Mr. SWINBURNE said it would be a
bal ance of £ I 2,000 W as for the distribu- wonder to him if the water was not on the
tory channels in connexion with Werribee ground in twelve months. Every man who
and Bacchus Marsh.
knew anything about land had only to think
Mr. WATT.-Is that for both works?
of it to realize the immense advantage of
Mr ..SWINBURNE said £48,000 was having 6,000 acres of irrigated land within
the estImated cost of the reservoir and 10 miles of Melbourne.
Mr. GRAy,-Is that the total area irri£I2,000 for the distributory channel~.
~1r. ,VATT.-Will that be referred to the gable for £60,000?
Mr. S"VINBURNE said it was all the
RaIlways Standing Committee, like other
D~~artment guaranteed.
He was giving
great works?
'
mmImum
figures.
The
engineers
antici. Mr. SWINBURNE.-No, they were not
alway~ referred to ~he Railways Standing pated doing more, but he was not guaranCommIttee. Accordmg to the section 374 teeing to do more thran what was put down
to him as a mjnimum.
of the Water Act of 1905Mr. WATT.-Have you had reported to
'Whenever the Minister submits to Parliament you by experts that 6,000 acres of the
any proposal for the appropriation and expenditure of, money for the construction extension Werribee land is profitably irrigable?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes, very much
completIOn or reconstruction of any waterworks
whether State works of water supply Or water~ so.. The average rainfall was only about
works to be vested in some authority' other than 18 mches per annll1ffi.
[I 24J-2
'
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).What is the rainfall in the catchment basin?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-About 40 inches.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-What is the average
val ue per acre of the land to be irrigated?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-About £13, and
honorable .members could realize what it
would be· under irrigation within 10 miles
of Melbourne. The whole scheme was a
most fascinating one from an irrigation
point of view, and it would have been
wrong for the Government to allow the
Water Supply Loans Application Bill to
pass this time without putting in the money
so as to get the works commenced and
finished within the earliest possible- time.
He was only too glad to give the honorable member for Essendon any information,
because it had been a work of love to him
to make the inquiries, feeling as he did that
so much depended on it.
~r. ROBERTSON said he wished to
say a few words on the question with which
the Minister of Water Supply had just
GC".d..lt.

Mr. MURRAY.-A disinterested opinion.
Mr. ROBERTSON said he was quite
disinterested in arguing on the procedure
of the House which the honorable member
for Essendon, perhaps very properly, had
brought up. At the same time he was quite
satisfied that the :Minister's explanation
would satisfy that honorable and critical
young gentleman. He was also sure that
when that industrious honorable member
was fully seized of all the facts of this
great scheme, he would be one of its most
ardent supporters, because he had never
known the honorable member to oppose anything that was really good.
There was
110thing new about Ballanee.
The old
:.scheme was for a large reservoir to hold
'about 900,000,000 cubic feet of water at
iBallanee, at a cost of something like
£13°,000.
In those days part of the
-channels wer,e constructed in Bacchus
Marsh fiats, but the reservoir was never
gone on with. The consequence was that
in some of the most valuable land in Victoria to-day, and, inl fact, for the past
twentv years a partial system of irrigation
had obtained which had been very unsatisfactory indeed to the land-o,,;ners. In
some cases they had' paid up to 17s. per
acre for water which they did not get.
He knew perfectly well they would be prepared to pay an increased rate of up to £1
an acre, especially if they got a. guarantee
of a supply of good water at the right time,
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and that was what the Irrigation Act now
provided for. It only showed the latent
treasures hidden from us when one considered that the Pyke's Creek scheme
was practically a ne\v development.
It
was quite apart from the Ballanee reserAt a very small cost indeedvoir.
£48,000-a volume of water approaching
350,000,000 cubic feet could be stored
at a more advantageous site. There need
be no fear as to the quantity of the land
that 'might be irrigated. The old scheme
included an area of 47,000 acres to be irrigated by that' large reservoir at a cost of
£130,000, but he made bold to say that,
with two reservoirs in existence, an area of
70,000 or 80,000 acres could be made available for irrig<,ltion between Bacchus Marsh
and the outlet of the Werribee.
There
were about 3,000 acres of very rich land
known as, the alluvial deposits in Bacchus
Marsh fiats, formed by the junction of the
This
Werribee and Lerderderg Rivers.
land was exceptionally rich and could afford
to pay a very fair rate, and the people were
willing to pay it. The Minister of Water
Supply was quite justified in saying that
at least from 5,000 to 6,000 acres of the
Werribee Park estate could be irrigated.
If that land was worth £25 per acre
to-day--and he believed it would bring that
much on an average-it would be worth
at least £50 per acre with water
brought
on
to
it
by
gravitation.
He considered there were 5,000 acres
now in the Werribee Park estate
that the Government had bought, which, if
submitted by auction any day in the week,
would bring from £20 to £25 per acre,
and that was the portion it was intended
to irrig.ate. It was loamy land, suitable for
growing lucerne.
It would produce at
least five crops of lucerne per year with a
fair water supply. It would do honorable
members good to go down there and see
what some private individuals were d~ing ~y
pumping. Pumping from the Wernbee 111
the summer months, especially in February,
when the water was filled with mineral,
would not give such good results as water
brought down by gravitation from a ?torage
reservoir-excellent water stored 111 the
mountains, soft, and in every way suitable
for irrigation purposes.
Mr. WARDE.-Is, that the land about
which, when a deput.a,tion waited on the
Minister, he was told it would take 500
or 600 acres to enable anyone to live?
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Mr. ROBERTSON said the land referred to was a portion of the estate,
but the advantage of irrigation in that
locality was that a portion of this Door
land could be utilized to grow lucerne -and
other fodder crops.. That was what gave
the land .alt Bacchus Marsh such value,
namely, that it was worked in conjunction
with the hill land around it. The Pyke's
Creek reservo.ir had a catchment area of
50 square miles, and the Ballanee reservoir
a catchment area of 33 square miles.
Pyke's Creek was the best catchment the
Werribee had got. The :Minister had given
the main facts to the Committee, .and he
(Mr. Robertson) had endeavoured to supplement them. He commended the action
of the Minis.ter in placing this item in the
schedule C!f the Bill, and hoped it would
be only pad: of a very large scheme which
he. desired to see fulfilled in the near
future.
He believed he was the only
country member south of the Dividing
Range who, when the W.ater Bill was king
considered, advocated the giving of these
powers to the Minister, which enabled him
to carry out a scheme of this kind. Many
honorable members representing the s6uthern districts felt that tnere was. no need to
hand over such powers to the Minister,. but
he (Mr. Robertson) took the opposite view.
The res.ult now was that those who needed
water in the southern districts of Victoria
were about to get it as well as those in the
north, without in any way depriving the
residents of the northern areas. of their
It was open, of
rights in this respect.
course, to honorable members to thoroughly
criticise this item.
It would bear the
light of day, and the more it was criticis.ed
the mo.re its beauties wou1d be revealed.
He hoped it was only part of a great comprehensive scheme to irrigate 70,000 Or
80,000 acres of land right down to the
sea-shore. Here was a new reservoir that
had never been known before, and it could
be constructed at iaJ oost o.f £48,000, while
the Ballanee reservoir would have a capacity
of 330,000,0.00 cubic feet. The Simmon's
Reef reservoir, at the head of the Lerderderg River, had a capacity of 7,000,000
cubic feet at present, and by expending
£2,500 the capacity could be increa.:s.ecrto
33,000,000 cubic feet. There were other
storage sites 111
addition
to these,
and there was no do.ubt that these
thirsty plains lying to the south-east
required water.
It" :yas not generally
known that one portion of the Keilor

J
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plains had a rainfall of only 16·
inches.
At Bacchus Marsh, the rainfall
was from 20 to 2 I inches, but cf course
beyond tha:f the rainfall was much heavie;.
These re.servoirs would .all be constructed
in rainy country, where the evaporation was
very sma.ll, and where an unlimited supply
of the very best water could be obtained,
so that it could be conserved and sent down
the rivers at the right season of the year.
Here there were 30 miles of channels
made by nature in the bed of the river. If
any further information was required in
support of the proposal, he was prepared
to give it. In constructing a reservoir at
Ballanee, the Minister would do well to
build the foundatio.ns in such a: wa v that
the capacity of the reservoir might be
enlarged in the future, in order to carry
9ut a comprehensive scheme of irrigaticn.
!Ie (Mr. Robertson) knew the cost of pumpmg.
There was one pumping scheme on
the Lerderderg River, and it cost the landowners. up to £2 an acre to irrigate theIr
land. They would be quite ready to throw
away their pumps and to go in for irrig-ation by gravitatiGn from the new reservoirs
if they CGuld get the water at a cost of
·25S. per acre.
The water that was now
obta.Jined was highly mineralized, and, although it suited very well for the gro1wth
of 1ucerne, if pumping were ceased the
.land in a few years cracked and became
very hard indeed.
The soft water that
WGuld be oLtained from the reservoir
woula not have that effect.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said
he desired to' express his very great p'leasure at the fact that the Government had
included in the schedule to this Bill an
item of £1,500 for the shire of Beechworth. This was not an irrigation scheme,
but it was equally important, because it
was intended to provide an extra pure supply of water for the town of Beechworth.
Apparently the Minister of Water Supply
had satisfied himself that this would be a
wise expenditure. A large population. was
s~rved by this particular reservoir, and he
was quite s.a.tisfied that the expenditure of
this mone.y would result in giving to the
people of Beechworth what everybody
should have, and that ,vas a supply of
water free from contamination.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
expressed the cf{)inion that there was :an
omission in this Bill, as there had been in
connexion with other irrigation Bills. Hon-·
orable members. were told that the storage
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basin in connexion with the Werribee
scheme would cost about £48,000, and that
the balance of .£12,000 would be expended
in making the water channels. According
to the Water Act, these storage basins were
national works, and would not be charged
On the land.
In his opinion, provision
should be made in every Bill of this kind
that if the land would Lear the cost, it
should bear the whole burden, not only' of
the channels, but alIso of the storage works,.
F rom the information given by the honorable member for Bulla, and from what
he (Mr. Cameron) himself knew of the district, he did nQit think there was any piece
of country in the northern part of Victoria
that would bear comparison with the 6)000
.acres of this land that was to be irrigated.
A great deal of the land in the north was
in strips, and a large portion of the water
oozed through the surface soil to the clay
beneath. He believed that the land that
was to be irrigated under this scheme, being
5.0 close to Melbourne, should be worth
£50 an acre.
That land should certainly
bear the whole of the burden of these irrigation works, instead of the head-works being regarded as national works.
Mr. MURRAY expressed the opinion
that no one could Llame the honorable
member for Essendon for as,king, before
he gave his assent to this proposal, that the
very fu.11est particulars should be given.
'How often had the House been misled in
questions of irrigation?
The estimates
that had been furnished to the House in
. many C2JS,es had been far exceeded. Take
the case of the Goulburn Weir, and manv
other works. It was found that when th~
works were carried out, the cost was far
in excess of the original estim·ate.
Honorable members should therefore refuse to
give their consent to any original scheme
until they were furnished with the fullest
dalta, so as to be able to jus,tify their approval of such a measure as this. Certainly, the honorable member for Bulla
waxed eloquent and even poetical, over the
potentialities of irrigation on the Werribee
plains.
No one could help admiring the
honor.able member for thinking highly of
his district, but it did seem to him (Mr.
Murray) to lie the language of exaggeration
when the honorable member spoke with
bated breath of the delta that was formed
at the junction of the two rivers, the Lerderderg and the Werribee.
One would
have ima,gined tHat he was talking of rivers
as great as the Tigris. and the Euphrates,
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from whence we got that good old word
MesOipotamia. But} after all, when the
honorable member had finished his speech,.
he had. not given honorable members the
information they required to enable them to
vote on the question. The honorable member spoke in generalities of the benefits that
would be derived by irrigation at the Werribee.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-I gave all the figures.
Mr. MURRAY said the honorable memLeI spoke of .£48,000 and £12,000 as
'though theY' were inconsider2Jble sums that
s,hould not engage the attention of honorable members for more than a moment or
two. As a rule, the honorable member was
nothing if not practical. The Committee
did not want to hear the honorable member
talk about the Werribee plains being made
to blossom like the rose and flourish like
They wanted to know
a green bay tree.
the exact figures, and also how many acres
of thisland it would take to keep a man
and his family in comfort and enable them
to. lay by for a rainy day. The honorable
member for Bulla was asked a question Ly
'the honorable member for Flemington as to
whether this was spme 'of the land which
was spoken of: at a deputation to the Minister, where it was said that· it would require 500 or 600 acres to enable a man to
obtain a living and do well.
Mr. WATT.-Who was the Minister then?
Mr . MURRAY said he believed he
received a deputation on behalf of the
Premier, and he accepted what that
deputation said as h.e did what all deputations
said,
with
a
considerable
grain of salt.
He did not know
whether the deputation spoke specially
of th~ 6,000 acres that had been mentioned,
but he hoped the expectations of the Minister of Water Supply would be justified.
The .scheme had great attractions for him
(Mr. Murray), as it had for the Minister.
If the Werribee estate wa,s to be a success,
irrigation was required.' Under the present
w...ethods employed at Werribee, men would
require a considerable area to .ena1le them
to make a success of the land. With
irrigation, closer settlement on the Werribee plains would be obtained in fact.
However, this did not remove the responsibility from the Minister of giving the House
the most detailed information on the matter, neither did it remoVe frcm honorable
members the responsibility of demanding
the fullest data.
What informa,tion had
honorable members got, and what informa-
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tion had the Minister of Water Supply
got? The honorable gentleman only had
the report of an engineer who had been
engaged for the purpose of reporting on
.the s,ubject, and the statement of a. local
man, who might be unconsciously bIased.
'The engineer might have come in contact
with the honoratle member for Bulla, and,
:after hearing tM,t honorable member, who
(;ould say that the engineer would give an
impartial and unbiased report on the matter?
Mr. ROBERTSON rose to a point of
order. He denied the soft impeachment
()f the honorable member for Warma.mbool.
The honorable member said that if the
member for the district had come in ccntact with the engineer, there might be some
mllusion.
Mr. MURRAY said the honorable member had not raised any point of order.
:Mr. ROBERTSON.-I desire to make an
explanation.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
BROMLEY).-If the honorable member de.sires to make an explanation, I would
rather he did s.o after the honorable member for Warmambool has finished his
speech.
Mr. MURRAY said· he wo'uld ask the
honora,Lle member for Bulla if he had ever
met Mr. Muntz, who was one of the engineers ? Had the .honorable member ever
discussed the question with Mr. Muntz?
Would Mr. Muntz, after a conversation on
the subject with the honorable member for
Bulla, who was the representative of the
district concerned, be a gentleman whom
hQPorable members would s,ay would furnish an unbiased and impartial report?
Would not Mr. Muntz be influenced by the
information he might have received from
the honorable member for Bulla-informati<?n which might be right enough in its
way, but not s11ch information as a competent engineer would base a report upon
'On such an important subject.
He (Mr.
Murray) would not· like the item for the
'Construc·tion of this work to te blocked, but
he thought the suggestion of the honorable
member for Essendon was a proper one.
That sugges,tion was that the Minister
-should bring down a proposal for the construction of this: work, which was a new
work., i~ a separate Bill, and give the
House the fullest information.
He did
not suppose the Minister of Water Supply
at the present time would sav he had complete data on the suoject. The honorable
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gentleman admitted the nature of the country had l not been tested, and that the
helding capacity of the soil had not been
tested. It was not known whether it would
ret~in the wat~ or not. He (Mr. Murray)
did not question what the honorable member. for Bulla said about the quality of the
It would be a good thing if the
water.
walter was of the quality which the honorable member described, to change the Yan
Yean water fOr it.
He ~upposed this
water dropping from the clouds and not
coming into contact with anything would
be free from all impurIties, and that it
would be the most suitable for irrigation or
other purposes. 'Honora,tle members might
admIt that, but that was not sufficient. ,It
did seem that 6,000 acres, was; only a very
small area to be irrigated, but if the item
,vas passeo oy the House, the work would
be begun and the House ~vould be ~eiffimitted
to a still larger expendIture, whIch ~~uld
probably run into a quart~r of ~ ~l11lOn.
Would the results to be achIeved ] ustIfy the
House in embarking on an enterprise which
would cost such an enormous sum? Honorable members should bear in remembrance
how this House had been deluded before
with these airy schemes of irrig:atio?, which
turned out to be illusory. IrngatIon had a
most captivating influence on some p.eople.
In the old days, the first apostle of Irngation-Mr. Hugh McColl, the father of the
man who was running such a race for the
Senate-was, a man of vast information on
the subject. He was saturated with the subject, and was most enthusiastic On the .question of irrigation. He was a GamalIel at
whose feet sat the first honorable member
who tried to give practical effect to irrigation schemes in this State. That member
was also entranced with the ideas of
what irriaation would do.
Honorable
members ~ould remember the time when
Mr. Deakin came down with his
proposals, and not only carri~d ~arlia
ment but carried the country WIth hIm, as
well 'as tne hard-headed member for Goulburn Valley. No one could see failure in
the scheme then and were honorable members going to repeat the blunders and mistakes, and not to learn a lesson from those
blunders and mistakes and be careful? It
was, a. case ofUnstable as water, thou shalt not excel.

Honorable memters never knew in these
matters what they were dmling with, whether it was the fresh waters. of Ballanee or
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the salt waters of the sea. Honorable members should not allow themselves to be deceived by. these fancy pictures, which were
so eloquently drawn by various gentlemen.
The House \Va,s too easily le.d as,tray by the
possibilities of irrigation.
Honorable
members were present as members of a reformed ~ arliament to safeguard, double10c_k, and ins.ure the safe disposal of the
national money.. He did not wish to impute for a moment that the honorable member for Bulla was biased, because the
money was to be expended in the honor-:
aLle member's district.
Mr. WATT.-I do.
Mr . MURRAY said he thought the honorable member for Essendon was doing the
honorable member for Bulla less than justice. The honorable member for Bulla
had really a high opinion of what could be
done in the district which he so ably represented, but he would call on the honorable
member to abate his enthusiasm on the
subject and to get down to the facts. In
asking for the fullest data, the honorable
me~ber for Essendon was not asking too
much. He had only asked for the information which honorable members were desirous of having, and he (Mr. Murray)
would ask the Minister to pa.use.
Mr. ROBERTSON said he wished to
make an explanation.
He had never
seen Mr. Starr, the engineer who had done
the work up to the present.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It was Mr.
Muntz.
Mr. ROBERTSON said he did not
know what position Mr. Muntz occupied.
He believed that Mr. Muntz was required
to make a preliminary survey of the reservoir. The only communication he had
with Mr. Muntz was that he had written
to him to ascertain the capacity of the reservoir.
Mr. VI ATT said he thought the' Minister
of "vVater Supply should promise that if
the item were pels,sed, he would bring in a
separate Bill to deal with the matter. A
lot of scliemes had been placed before the
House at different times, and when in the
most recent one a demand was made that
a special B-ill should be- introduced, the
Premier complied with the request. The
Premier brought down a Surplus Revenue
Bill, and in the schedule there was an item
with reference to the construction of the
St. Kilda-Brighton Railway.
It was not
marked speciallv fOir observation.
Mr. BENT .-1 was innocent.
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Mr. W AT:-t said the honorable gentleman was innocent. That line was the
darling of the hQnoraole gentleman's heart
and the apple of his eye. The Premier
wanted the line passed, and, therefore, he
was innocent, but when it was pointed out
that it was not a proper thing to do, the
Premier, with his great constitutional
knowledge, saw how rational the demand
was that a special BirI should be introduced, and he said he would not spend the
money until the special Bill was passed.
Mr. BENT.-It was a very bad precedent.
:Mr. WATT said it was a precedent
which complied with all the high conditions
of constitutional practice - that the
House and the Committee should be
full y informed in regard to all new
s~hemes involving the expenditure of pubhc money. If, that were not the case, the
House could not hold the power of the
purse, as it wa·s suppc5;ed to do, and guard
the people's revenue. With the honorable
member for Bulla, he (Mr. Watt) believed
that the time must come when the whole of
the arid plains to the north and the
north-west would need to be irrigated.
He meant the land that was suitable for
irrigation, which ,"vas not either the stonv
or the clay land, the kind of land that tne
honorable member referred to as portion of
Werribee estate, and which the Minister
estimated at between 5,000 and 6,000 acres
-he thought the Minister was wrong in his
estimate, but he would not set his opinion
against that of the honorable gentleman-Mr. SWINBURNE.-Experts have been examined.
Mr. "vV ATT s.aid the trouble was who
were the experts..
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Starr has given that
report.
Mr. \fiTATT said that officer might be a
good man. He might be a good engineer.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-A practical irrigationist.
:Mr. WATT said if the Minister referred
to the great bulk of the land on the estate
at present, he (Mr. Watt) was inclined to
doubt whether it would yield to irrigation.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You know what the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works land has yielded to.
Mr . WATT said he knew the Board had
transferred that into a perfect paradise.
About 6,000 acres was the maximum in this
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area which the Government would be able
to treat in that way.
'
Mr. MACKINNON.-What is the area of
the Board of Works land?
, Mr. WATT said he did not know exactly,
but he believed the area was between 1,000
and 2,000 acres. But the Board, of course,
had the sewage.
, Mr. SWINBURNE.-The value of their
irrigation is about £3 an acre.
Mr. WATT said the Board's IrrIgation
was much more valuable than that of natural
water. The honorable member for Bulla
said that 6,000 acres were worth about £25
an acre. That meant that the whole of
the. estate was being bought at about half
the value, and that there was another 7,000
acres of land which was being got for nothing. If one-half of the estate was worth
£ 25 an acre-1\1r. ROBERTsoN.-There is 24,000 acres
in it.
Mr. WATT said if one-quarter of the
estate was worth double what was given, it
very largely reduced the value of the surrounding clay and stony country.
He
would venture to say, from conversations he
had had with the great bulk of the tenants,
that the State would not find between 5,000
and 6,000 acres that would yield to the expenditure of lOS. per acre for irrigation.
That was only an assumption, but it was as
good an assumption as that of any other
honorable member. But what he contended
was that the Chamber should have the
fullest particulars and' all the reports before
it authorized this expenditure. Mr. Starr
was described as. an expert irrigationist and
engineer. :Mr. Muntz, for whom he had
the highest esteem, and with whom he was
personally acquainted, was doing the local
survey work. But what information h.ad
this Chamber to guide it, except the ipse
dixit of the Minister? In'former times, whether in connexion with water supply or cold
storage, or railway schemes, or great public
works of any kind, the House remitted the
matter to responsible advisers-to the Rail-\vays Standing Committee, which had become, by the gradual force of circumstances,
a public works committee. The St. Kilda
trCIJmway was originallv referred to that
body. It was reported on adversely in rival
ways. But every work to the extent of
£20,000. if new, OU!!bt to be referred to
some such body as that. If that were not
done we had responsible gove'rnment with a
vengeance. If the Assembly were made the
creatures of tl)e Ministers, whose enthu-
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siasm might carry them off their feet, the
Assembl y would become mere puppets i~
the voting of public money.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You are misconstruing
what I said.
.
Mr. WATT said he was putting the Minister in the position of coming to the House
and asking for .-1:60,000, with a few verbal
statements to back up the request. If the
Chamber allowed that to go through, honorable members were not worthy of their positions as guardians of the public funds,
either of money to be borrowed or of money
to be raised from the taxpayers. He did
not want to detain or embarrass the Ministers or 'move an amendment that the
scheme be laid aside, but he would ask the
Minister to promise that, before a penny of
the money was expended-and the Werribee
could not be dealt with for twelve monthshe would bring down a special Bill. There
was no hurry for a few weeks.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That would mean a
delay of twelve months.
Mr. WATT said it would not mean anything of the kind. How long was Parlia. ment going to sit?
1Hr. SWINBURNE.-Until Christmas.
Mr. WATT said that was the first official
declaration honorable members had had of
the duration of the session, and the statement that Parliament would rise at Christ··
mas found a response in every honorable
member. A Bill could be got through very
quickly if the material was ready.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I told you it was not
ready.
Mr. 'VATT said the Committee then
ought to strike the item out. If this scheme
had only been surveyed in a preliminary
fashion, if it was a scheme that the Minister
had not made up his mind about, and which
was still shadowy and indefinite, honorable
members- must come to the conclusion that
the scheme was not ready for passage
through this House.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-YOU have not been
listening to what I said.
Mr. WATT said he had.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You are misinterpreting.
Mr . WATT said he was not trying to do
tl).at.
Mr. S~INBURl\TE.-But you are.
Mr. WATT said this was a proposal
which was twenty-one years old in. one resPect. ,yhile a portion of it was quite new.
The Ballanee was proposed in the good old
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boom times when the Gillies Government
was in power.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-There would have
been no boom about it if it had been carried out.
Mr . WATT said the land had been
bouaht at an enormous price, and was only
retu~ning at the present juncture I~ per
cent.
:Mr. ROBERTSON.-£I5,000 would not
stop a scheme like that.
Mr. WATT said it would not if the
The
scheme was properly gone on with.
onl y change that had take~ place since the?
was the purchase of Wernbee estate, and It
might be necessary to add to the catchment
in order to give a larger supply. That was
why Pyke's Creek came in. !hen there
was the Lerderderg scheme, whIch was not
included in this, but which might be prosecuted if the Minister deemed it advisable.
This £60,000 was not only for the' arrangement and surveys of channels and the catchments and the watering of the Werribee
estate but also referred to the purchase of
land. ' Honorable members had nothing definite, and he contended that the Committee
was not justified in passing such an illdigested scheme, and a 'Scheme which was
ill-matured in the mind of the Minister.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Not with me.
Mr. WATT said he would ask the Minister why he did not tell the Committee all
about Ballanee. The honorable gentleman
could not tell the Committee what kind of
foundation the dam was to have. The dam
might break away and flood half the constituents of the honorable member for Bulla.
The Minister stated that the Ballanee was
flooded, and that the officers could not get
in to survey the position of the dam or the
foundations.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-He will tell you that
when he brings it before you.
Mr. WATT said, as far as the Minister
had examined the matter, it was matured
enough to be submitted to the departmental
engineersl but not to this House. The honorable g~nt1eman could not get it ready
before Christmas, and it would be better
to waste the year than to have a scheme
which was not thought out foisted on the
land-holders and the State, to the loss, possibl v of both.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-Who are the landholders?
Mr. WATT said thev were the men who
were going to get this 6,000 acres.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-1That is State land.
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Mr . WATT said it would be held by private owr1ers in the future if the settlement.
was a success. The honorable member for
Bulla, with considerable local patriotism
and eloquence, had supported the scheme.
He (Mr. Watt) did not want to criticise it~
and was only viewing the matter from the
point of view of legislative procedure, and
was asking the l\Enister to bring down a
special Bill before he went on with the expenditure of this money.
Mr. McCUTCHEON remarked that,
boiled down, the scheme meant that the
State was going to spend £60,000. How
much income did the Minister expect to be
returned to the State on that?
He perceived that part of this was to be State
works. The Bill referred to some six or
seven different Acts, and it was impossible
for the ordinary member to gather exactly
what was proposed.
He would like the
Minister to state what income he expected
to be returned from these irrigated lands?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Between £4,500 and
£5,000.
Mr. GRAY stated that he would like to
know, with regard to the item for the Wimmera United Waterworks Trust and the
Lake Lonsdale Reservoir, whether this
money was for the purpose of extending
channels and so forth. Was it intended to
place these works under the Water Como.
mission?
Mr. SWINBURNE remarked that item
II, "Wimmera United Waterworks Trust~
£4,000," was simply a re-vote of a sum
voted last year for contractsl which: would
have to be carried out bv the Public Works
or the Water Commission. . He had a very
long report from the Water Supply Commissioners with reference to the administration of the Wimmera United Trust and the
Western Wimmera Trust. He was going
carefully through that report. The Chamber knew his view about the administration
of those trusts. He was of opinion that
they should be transferred to the Commission at the earliest possible moment.
A
very large sum would have to be expended
in the areas of the two trusts. It was expected that a sum of £40,000 or -.(5°,000
might be necessary. The Commissioners were
of opinion that more than that would be necessary to bring the water supply up to a
proper basis,. He hoped to bring a resolution
before the House before F'arliament rose.
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
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Mr. SWINBURNE movedThat the Bill be now read a third time.

Mr . WATT s,aid that in Committee he
had occasion to ask the Minister in charge
of the Bill to .adopt a certain procedure In
connexion with the item of £60,000 for
expenditure on irrigation mentioned in the
schedule. He thought the Premier must
admit that it was' a bad procedure to pass
such important schemes in the schedule of
a Bill, instead of introducing a Bill
specially to deal with them.
The Premier would be justified as Tre.asurer in objecting to the procedure adopted on this
occasion, for the Treasurer should see that
this money was not expended without bt!ing authorized by a special Act of Parlia.ment.
Mr. S"VINBURNE said he thought he
had made his position exceedingly cleM in
connexion with this matter. The Governm~t had a large estate for which they had
paid over £300,000, and it was the duty
of the Government to turn that estate' to the
greatest advantage, and to have the land
irrigated in the most, efficient manner. It
was desirable that it should be cut up and
distributed under the Closer ,Settlement
Act, as SPOIl as possible.
It was necessary to settle people on it, and it must
either be an irrigation area Clr it must not.
It was impossible to bring before the House
this session a Bill complete in every particular, to inform members of the particular reservoir to be built, and give full
details. The Government were taking more
than ordinary pains in ascertaining every
particular, and he had informed the Hous,e
that he would not be content with the reports of Mr. Starr, confirmed by the Engineer-in-Chief of Water Supply, but that
it was his intention to get the approval
of the W.ater Supply Commissioners before
a spade was put in the ground.
Mr. W ATT.-Is that .any 'reason why
Parliament should abrogate its functions?
Mr. SWINBURNE said he asked
members to trust him,' and he gave every
gu.a:ranfee that a certain process would be
gone tbrough before any work was done.
He had pointed out the undesirabilitv of
hanging uP. this estate for subdivision for
twelve monthSi longer. He could not bring
down the whole of the particulars before
Parliament prorogued, 'unless the session
was. to be continued into next year, which
honorable members wou] d all :a:dmit was undesirable. He was asking the House to place
some confidence in him in this matter, for
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he would exercise efficient control, and
would resist every effort to proceed until
he had the scheme approved by the authorities who would have to maintain it in the
future.
No greater s.afeguard could be
had than that. The work was one of urgency, and there were times when a Minister had to ask the House to trust him in
such matters.
He felt 'that he was entitled to do so on this occasion.
Mr. MACKINNON said he wa,s very
much taken with the argument of the honoralA~ member for Essendon.
He (Mr.
Mackmnon) had always held the view that
the Werribee purchase was not likely to be
a success,ful closer settlement venture. He
did not believe in closer settlemerit on mere
hay and oots producing country. It seemed
to him that the Government, owing to the
unfortun~te wa,y
in whieh they had
to acqUIre estates, had to take what
was offered to them and the best they
could get. The W yuna problem was in
evidence z and time would show whether the
Government were wise in endeavouring to.
ca:rry out closer settlement with the assistance of water.
There were many who
thought that our popUlation was not
big enough for this kind of settlement, and that our people were not
content to live the liveSi that were
neces,sary for successful irrigation effort.
The country was committed in the case
of W yuna, and he could not see any
chance of making the Werribee estate a
closer settlement one without water.
It
would have been better if members had
been informed what this all meant, but
person all y he was prepared to take the risk
and let the Minister go on with the work.
Unless something of this sort was done
the settlement would not be made ~ great
success.
Mr. TH~MSON said we already had a
large expenmental scheme in coQnexion
with Wyuna. It would be better to wait to
see how irrigation turned out in that case.
In eonne.xion with the Werribee investment
he felt like the honorable member for Prah~
ran. Members would have to trust the
Minister, for the estate h.ad now been purchased, and the best must be made of it.
~He did not approve of the system of QUYmg estates on which it was necessary to
carry out such large experiments as the one
in question, to prove them. It looked as
jf a large sum of money would be expended to attract people from other countries to work the land, for we had not the
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class in this State that would go in for intense culture. The blocks would have to
be very small, and even smaller than those
in W arrnambool, and the men we had here
were accustomed to farm on large areas.
It would ce very much better if the money
spent on this estate had been spent on
land to suit the people who were now
eager to get land.
It would be necessary to bring men from other countries, to
work 'the Werribee estate properly, and we
should not impprt people until we ha.d
settled all our own.
Great precautions
should be taken before engaging in irrigation schemes, for it was well known how the
people had been carried away in the past,
especially Ly Mr. Deakin. Men who never
received any of the water had to pay large
sums, and they cursed the day that they
had ever seen an irrigation scheme. The
irriga.tion failures of the past had proved
a bad advertisement for this State, and it
was undesirable to go in for any more
gigantic schemes like those of. the past.
Our conditions, were not like those of
India, and we ·would be entirely wrong in
going in for large irrigation schemes until
we had a population suitable for the purpose.
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another £60,000 on something that memters knew nothing about.
The settlers
maintained that they wanted from 200 to
300 acres to make a decent living on the
estate, instead of I25 acres, which would
be the amount~ according to the purchase
money. About nine mcnths ago, the estate
of Mr. Robertson, the dyer, was sold a~
from £4 to £6 an acre.

:Mr. WATT.-That is, very different land.
Mr. LEMMON said there were many
acres in the Werribee estate that were no
better.
Seeing that the Werribee estate
cost £13 an acre, it should be better.

Mr. GAUNSON ,said this was a subject
on which he did not pretend to have knowledge, ,but he ,vas quite content to accept
the statement made by the Minister. . The
money spent on this estate would have been
better spent on -our own .Crown lands. Although he had signed the labour platform,
he believed in freehold. He believed in the
people being settled On the Crown lands,
and getting the freehold.
He hoped
the Government would take a lesson from
the purchase of the Werribee estate, and
~ake <;'10\\'n lands available by constructmg J(,,,ds and giving men every facilitv to
Mr. ROBERTSON said that he was, settle upon them. We had made most
well aware that the honorable member for gig.antic mistakes in connexion with our
Essendon was a great watch-dog of the pro- lands system. Men had settled on Crown
cedure and privileges of the House. ·There lands and had had to work like slaves.
was a ring of misery in the remarks of the Why should not a man who had two or
honorable and learned member for Prahran three sons and means be allowed to select
in connexiolli with the purchase of the Wer- land under non-residence conditions?
.
ribee estate, for the honorable member made
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he "'ould
it appear that the estate would not pay.
The s.ame idea was conveyed by the hon- like to see the fullest information given of
orable . member for Dundas. At present, the schemes proposed in connexion with such
the holdings on the eS,tate paid interest. If Bills, as this, but it was quite clear that
it were cut up under closer settlement into the Department would have to be. trusted to
smaller holdings, whhout irrigation, he a great extent in carrying out this wcrk.i
doubted if it would pay interest. There There was a: Board created to advise the
was no need for any expression of com- Min.ister. It would be most unwise to conmiseration in regard to the purchase of the struct head-works and delay the con~
estate.
He doubted if it would pav ·in structio n of dis,tributing channels. It
sm.aller holdings without irrigation, and that would be a decidedly unwise policy to cause
was why it was necess,ary to have the work any delay in this matter. For th.a.t reason,
he had been less inquisitive on this Bin
mentioned in the schedule carried out.
than wou~d be jus,tified Ly the circum1\1r. LEMMON said the House should st"l-nces. The Waranga reservoir now conpause before giving the Ministry facilitv to
tained manY.!:Ull.d!eds of millions of gallons
spend more money on the Werribee estate.
of, water, but WIthout distributing channels
Men who had held hundreds of acres in that
that water would gq to waste instead of
district had stated that the Government being brought into contact with the soil.
ha,d paid fr'om £75,000 to £100,000 too
much for it, and the House s,hould pause
The'motion was a'greed to, and the BiB
before~ giving the Minister power to spend was read a 'third time. '
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Bill.

doing all they possibl y could for their own
purposes to find fault with those who had
The House went into Committee for the more consideration and desire to give refurther consideration of this Bill-Mr. form than they had. A gentleman went
Bromley in the chair.
down to his distr,ict on one occasion, and
Discussion took place on clause 39, was finding fault, but to that genwh~ch was as follows:tleman's surprise, he (Mr. Bent) was
(1) Where in pursuance of the determination on the scene, and he let him know very
of the electors cf a Licensing District at any
clearly before that large audience that all
poll the Licensing Court for such dist;rict
decides which licensed victuallers' premIses he desired was notoriety, and callin'g out
shall be deprived of their licences, that is to from place to place, and that he did not
say, shall not have their licences renewed, then carrv with him, nor did those with him
such depriv9.tion of licence at any time after carr~, a desire to reform or to improve the
the thirty-first day of December One thousand
nine hundred and sixteen shall not be the sub- condition of the people in this State. All
ject of compensation under the p;ovisions of the time the Government had been trying
the Licensing Acts anything in the said Acts to to bring on this Bill-the contrary notwithstanding.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Were you one of
(2) After the said day where a Licensing
Court decides before the first day of J ul y in the men that crowned that individual down
any year that any licensed victualler's premises there with tea leaves?
shall be deprived of licences, then every such
Mr. BENT ,said he was not speaking
licence shall remain in full force and effect
until the last day of the year for which the about who it was. He would crown him
licence is current, and shall then expire, and with-just so. It was very hard that this
become absolutely void and shall not be renew- sort of thing should happen when men were
able or renewed and the premises shall abso- trying to do all they possibly could, when
lutely be closed for the sale of liquor.
thev had worked "in this country for over
(3) After the said day where a Licensing
Court decides on or after the first day of July fifty years, and were doing all they posto increase, not only the
in any year that any licensed victualler's pre- sibl y could
mises shall be deprived of their licences then morality, but the bodily health of the
everv such licence shall remain in full force people of this place, and at the same time
and' effect until the last day of the year during endeavouring to do that which was right,
which the licence is current and a licence may
be issued on payment of the proportionate put so that people who were in occupations
of the annual fee paid in respect thereof for should be able "to obtain a living on desuch further time as will make six months in cent lines.
Take the case of his late
all from the date of such determination and colleague.
There was not a better man
sh.tll then become absolutely void and shall not
Although it
in creation than that man.
be renewable or renewed and the premises shall
was said that he was the owner of certain
absolutely be closed for the sale of liquor.
(4) After the said thirty-first day of Decem- property, that man over this Bill neveF
ber One thousand [line hundred .1lld sixteen all did one thing to attempt to improve his.
the provisions of section thirty-four of the property.
He gave the Government his
Licensing Act 1890 (except the first and last
time, the benefit of the large experience he'
paragraphs thereof) and also sections forty-four,
forty-five, seventy-three, and eighty of the said had as a lawyer in t~is country, and now'
Act and also section two of the Licensing Arbi- he had been driven out of public life, fooli
tration Act 1891 shall cease to have any further as he was, he (Mr. Bent) admitted, be-·
force or effect.
cause those who spoke about him were not
Mr. BENT said he desired to bring to be compared with him.
He only
under the notice of the Committee the wished now that that man, after foolishly,
amendments suggested by the Government in his ~Mr. Bent's) opinion, giving up his
in this Bill. He wanted to point out dis- position in this House, would submit his
tinctly that he was not here as a teetotal name to the electors again, and then it
reformer or to sing out temperance at every would be seen what those people eQuId do.
He was aware of the It was very well for' those people to go
place in town.
large interests involved, not only from a every Sunda.v afternoon, desecrating the
money point of view. the number of people houses of God-for that was what W1S
engaged in this trade, and the desire of being' done now-by finding fault with men
the Government to do that which was fair who were doing, and could do, more than
between man and rna"}', man and woman. those people thought of doing. He was
Since the Government started this Bill, he surprised at the audiences who went every
The man~
was sorrv to sav that a. number' of people Sundav to" hear those people.
who professed to require this reform were ner in which those people C'.omported
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themselves at those meetings every Sunday
indicated very clearly that there was a kind
of people in this place who, while they
professed to be doin/i.. God's work, as they
called it, would rather forfeit and strike
down the properties of those people who
had worked for years and years to try to.
get a decent living, and to pay their way
in this world.
Ur. WATT.-What is wrong with your
liver to-day? What has gene wrong with
Judkins and Company?
Mr. BENT said the honorable member's
plan knocked him out to-day j in fact, he
regretted that he lost his voice through
singing out about the honorable member's
plan. He desired honorable members to
remember and consider that the Government thought the amendments they had
prepared were based upon proper lines.
He did not forget, and he repeated it
everywhere, that the trade was paying too
much to the municipalities in the shape of
the equivalent.
1f it were not for the
equivalent the Government could give compensation, and these people could go out
of the occupation that some people wished
to drive them from, and could be enabled
to retire after their labours, extending over
many years, beca)lse, after all, the hotelkeeper's life was not a happy one. He
knew cases where men had worked in the
railways, and had obtained compensation,
or received pensions, and were carried
away with the belief that in the oocupation of licensed victualler they 'would be
able to have an easy time, and to get a
good living for themselveS! and their
families.
They had now discovered all
the difficulties, and many of them had lost
their all, and were to-day in a sorrowing
condition.
He had one case now before
him where a man came from the country
who had been working in the mines. The
unhealthy nature of that occupation caused
him to look around for something else in
which to invest the few pounds he had.
He thought of taking an hotel.
He
went to the agent, who told him it
was a splendid place, and it was
a:ranged that he should go round at
mght. He went down at night. All the
boys had been called from all over the
place. He. saw the beer going out, and
he thought lt was a gnod old time.
He
(Mr. Bent) had seen the brewer's traveller
round, and there had been a regular call
when the traveller appeared, because he
understood it was, or used to be, the cus-
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tom that every good customer of the place
was entitle~ to get his beer, at any rate, on
those occaSIons. This man went back to
the agent, who told him not to take what
~e said, but to try again. He tried again,
He put his
and saw the same thing.
money down.
He was not old enough
now. to get an old-age pension, but he
obtamed a compassionate allowance from
Mr. Meek, of the Treasury Department,
when that officer was handing money round
during the cold season of the year. That
was the result of that man's experience.
Although he (Mr. Bent) had known a good
deal about the licensed victuallers' trade,
he had still been taught since the Bill was
brought forward 'not only the conditions
these men had to undergo, but also the
troubles they 'had through the tied houses.
Honorable members would see in yesterday's news,paper what happened to a man
who had a tied house. Then, again, there
were cases where the time ran out, and the
tenant had to pay an additional sum for
a renewal of the lease. He was sorry to
say some of the owners had been very
hard-should he say especially hard-upon
the tenants·. He did not wish to take up
much time about these amendments, becauSe he was sure honorable members, although they only recently obtained copies,
had looked into them carefully, and he
fancied the Government had prepared the
amendments in such a way as would be
satisfactory to the Committee. There might
be one or two little matters that required
amendment, and he ,,,auld be inclined to
think that the Government would not press
too hard upon honorable members who des~red to. put in amendments on proper
hn~lrst of aU, the Government started
by saying that no amount of money would
come out of the Consolic1a..ted Revenue.
Mr. MACKINNON.-That is the law at
present.
Mr. BENT said, although the honorable
member had a cold, he heard what the
honorable member said, and he thought he
was right this time. It was the present
law with this difference:
The amount
went under the existing law to the municipalities, but the Government proposed, in
addition~and this was not the law-that
certain .extra fees sh~uld be charged, and
placed In a fund, out of which fund these
people were to receive compensation. That
was the difference between the existing
law and the l'aw the Government proposed.
He had observed carefully what honorable
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members had said when speaking before On
this question.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-In other
words, you have seen how the numbers go.
Mr. BENT said he did not try to see
how the numbers went at all.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Of course
not; I am only joking.
Mr. BENT said he really could not tell
how the numbers went, and should he say
he did not care how they went?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-We do not
care either.
Mr. BENT said he thought he was taking pretty high ground in making that
statement. He observed that certain honorable members advocated a percentage
upon the liquor purchased.
He also observed that a large number supported the
fees proposed by the Government. in ~lause
99. He would begin to know thIS BIll off
like the shorter catechism. The fees were
rriven in that clause, and from them the
Government anticipated obtaining a certain
sum of money. He had said, and he now
repeated it, that the Government did not
care whether it was bv percentage upon the
liquor purchased or by the fees.. They
had gone into the percentage question very
carefullv, and did not think it was as fair
as the ·fees.
Consequently, he proposed
to submit to the Committee the fees in
sub-clause (2) of clause 99.
He thought
that was pretty clear.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-If a workable scheme of percentage was submitted
to you, would you accept it?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes, so long
as the Premier gets the money.
Mr. BENT said he had a splendid
scheme himself. Honorable members would
be surprised at the detail he had gone to
in this wretched Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-And the number of
vital things you have cut out of it.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member's face was clean to-day, at any rate.
He had withdrawn all he said the other
night regarding the honorable member's
face.
There was a kindly look on the
. honorable member's face to-day that indicated that he was going to help him over
this Bill.
Mr. WATT.-He always bites when he
looks that way.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I was just gauging
what your press friend was going to say
about· this sudden revulsion of feeling of
yours.
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Mr. BENT.-What did he care for the
press., or anybody else?
Would the
honorable member permit him to say that
he did not look upon it as any reflection
at all that he (Mr. Bent) had made alterations in this Hill after having heard the
opinions of the intelligent men of this
House.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Surely you are not
going to give those bil1ets to the other
(the :Ministerial) side of the House?
Mr. WATT (to Mr. Colechin).-You are'
not in it. He said the intellig~t men.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Yes-No
is a fool to it.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
had it wrong. It was No-Yes. He had
in his hand an application for one of those
billets alre(J.dy.
Mr. vV' ATT.-What is the signature?
Mr. BENT said the applicant wanted
£800 a year.
As for the signature, he
supposed he would have to put the document on the table of the House. There it
was.
Mr. WARDE.-The next fellow w,ill be
a bit more careful in writing.
~I.:. BENT said the Government proposed to omit in clause 39 all the words
after the word" where" to the end of the
clause, and substitute the following
words : after the thirty-first day of December One
thousand nine hundred and six and within ten
years thereafter the Licences Reduction Board
determines that any licensed victualler's premises shall be deprived of their licences, that
is to say, shall not have their licences renewed,
then such deprivation shall not be the subject of
compensation under the provisions of the
Licensing Acts (anything in the said Acts to the
contrary notwithstanding) directly or indirectly
out of the Consolidated Revenue, but in respect
of pr·emises licensed before the first day of
February One thousand eight hundred and
eighty-six, the licence of which has not been
revoked f~rfeited cancelled or taken away under
the prOVISIOns of any Act relating to licensing,
shall be the subject of compensation out of the
Compensation Fund as hereinafter provided for
in this Act.
.
(2) Before the thirty-first day of December
Ont: thousand nine hundred and sixteen, no
licensed victuallers' premises licensed before the
said tlrst day of February One thousand eight
hundred and eighty-six shall be deprived by the
said Board of a licence, until pursuant to section thirty-four of the Licensing Act 1890 as
amended by this Act payment or tender has
been made to the owner and occupier thereof
of the amount of compensation therefor fixe(l
b f the Licences Reducti'on Board as hereinafter
provided.
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(3) Vlhere after the said thirty-first day of
December One thousand nine hundred and six.teen any licensed victuallers' premises, licensed
,before 'the said first day of February One
,thousand eight hundr~d and eighty.six, are
.deprived of a licence in consequenc~ of a local
..()ption vote the owner and occupIer of such
premises shall each have in .respect of s';1ch
-deprivation a claim to receIve compensatl(~n
(without interest the~eon) out of. any moneys In
the Compensation }< und or whIch may thereafter at any time accrue thereto, but only to
the extent that such fund is from time to time
aVD.ilable to meet such payments after making
any payments charged thereto by ~his ~ct.
(4) All such claims after the saI~ thuty-first
<la'! of December One thousand nIne hun~red
and sixteen shall if the said Fu~d is a;railable
be paid thereout in the .order In. whIch the
vnrious premises are depnved of lIcences, and
where several of such claims arise on the same
date such claims shall be determined by lot
amongst the various claimants at a time and
\-,>lace to be fixed by the Minister.
(5) No such claim shall extend ~o the ConIOlidated Revenue or to any publIc fund or
,noneys.
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how the honorable member threw him off
when he told him he was clever.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).-You
cannot stand flattery .
Mr. BENT said he could not stand it.
For the first ten years about £40,000 odd
per year would be received.
He was not
sure, but he thought they commenced in
1908, so that to begin with up till that
time they got about 80,000 sovereigns to
Then the Government proplay with.
posed that the valuations should take place
at once, that there would be no increment,
and that the Board should be able to say
from to-dav how much these houses were
Upon that basis it was proposed
worth.
to give compensation under thiS. Board. As
the Minister of Water Supply said to-day
he had taken the minimum, so he (Mr.
Bent) was led by minima· to-day, and
the estimated minimum was from fifty to
sixty houses a year. Ten times sixty made
fhe Government said that for the first ten 600, and therefore the Government relears there should be no local option. The moved or closed up more houses in those
honorable member for Bendigo East sug- ten years than under any system of local
option or anything else.
gested a Board.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).-I
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).suggested yourself, not a Board.
You will close up a great many more than
Mr. BENT said the Government had that .
Mr. BENT stated that he was taking the
. adopted a. Board of three.
There would
be no chairman on this Board. It ap- minimum. Local option had obtained for
peared that in the Boards up to the pre- twenty odd years. Speaking from memory,
sent, the chairman began to rule the whole £200,000 had been paid in compensation,
concern, so the Government were leaving and during that time more than 100 clubs
this Board at a membership of three, two had been put up, and sold more drink
to be the quorum. The difference the Go- than the 200 public-houses that had been
vernment proposed with regard to compen- closed. The Government received nothing
sation was that during the whole of that from those clubs, and, therefore, after all,
time, instead of a sliding scheme, they in- they had not been very clever over this pubtended to give full compensation all the licans Bill, or over this licensing question at
time. That must be an ,improvement, be- all. The Government wanted now to be a
cause as he had s.aid before, a number of bit clever, and to see if they could not do
licensees had taken licences, as he had as- something that was fair to the public on the
certained, up to ten years.
He had a one side and to the proprietors and the
great deal more sympathy with the licensee licensees On the other. Under a kind of
than with the owner, and therefore he felt local option, there had been discovered
that under fair conditions, and upon a fair people who paid no tax of any kind, and
valuation, the tenant should receive even \"ho said-" We will knock that fellow's
more than the landlord. Consequently, in house and bus,iness down," and all that kind
the fees in clause 99, the Government had of thing; but under this proposal of the Gomade it that the tenant pay one-third, and vernment the responsibility wa.s cast in the
the landlord two-thirds.
proper quarter. The honorable member for
'Mr. J. W. BILLSO:-; (Fitzroy).-You are Essendon charged him to-day with departing from the provisions of the Constitution
clever.
:Mr. BENT .-Of course, the Govern- in another matter, and, similarlv, he looked
ment were clever.
What would thev be upon this as a constitutional question which
doing if they did not do this? The hon- Parliament should determine and take upon
orable member wanted the same provision itself the responsibility of.
Honorable
with regard to race-courses, and now look members were sent into this Parliament to
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represent the whole community, and in that
capacity they had to take everything into
consideration. They made inquiries that the
man outside cQluld not know, and although
the public, perhaps, would not give
honorable members credit for it, he
would say' of evelll the worst opponent of the Government that he gave
him credit for doing all he possibly
could, believing himself to be on the right
track. As to the supporters of the Government, they knew full well, and he knew full
well, thlat they did a lot of -things to help
the Government in these matters. He had
shown, shortly, that the Government first of
all threw up'0n these gentlemen the -responsibility of finding the money, and then a
Board was to be appointed by the Governor
in Council. It was suggested to him the
other day that one member of the Board
should be appointed by the hotelkeepers,
one by the teetotallers, and one by the Governor in Council. This was not a question
for teetotalism at all. It was a question of
getting practical men who would be guided
by the evidence, and would not be carried
a\vay by one thing or the other-men, in
fact, who would be like himself, for
he was almost a teetotaller, but h~ was
not carried a way by one or the other.
It was not necessary for him to say anything in explanation of sub-clause (2), but
in sub-clause (3) it was proposed that, after
the year 1916, the hotelkeepers themselves
should determine as to whether they desired
to continue the payment of compensation or
not. If they continued the payment of compensation fees, they would get compensation
as before.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Riclzmond).-You
are wrong there.
Mr. BENT said he did not think so.
There was a provision in the Bill which
would allow of an increase of hotels in the
future in any particular district, where
the people ISO desired. In some of these districts there might be very little population
to-day, but looking forward to the prosperityof this great country, the Government
were providing means whereby the hotels
could be increased at the wish of the people.
He had always said that ten years was a
life-time in Victorla., and he considered that
ten years was a long enough period for them
to legislate. Provisions were contained in
this Bill which would have the effect of improving the condition of those in the trade.
It might be found that the fees were too
high or too low. After the expiration of
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ten years, if the new Board had done its
duty, he ventured to say that it would not
be necessary to reduce the number of hotels
any further. If 600 or 700 of the worst
class of houses were closed, it would make
a vast difference. In his opinion, the imposition of the increased fees would close a
good many houses.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-That is hardly fair.
Mr. BENT said he thought it was, right
to mention it.
Mr. ROBERTSoN.-Then they should be
compensated.
Mr. WATT.-They should be swept away
by a whirlwind.
Mr. BENT said that a good many things
could be said about compensation. For instance, Mr. Wren considered that, as he
had entered into an agreement under the
law, to run certain race-courses, and it was
proposed to limit the number of race meetings on those courses, the Government
should compensate him for any loss he
might sustain. Some other people were of
the same opinion.
Mr. WILKINs.-Certain businesses have
been closed up-the wholesale butchers, for
instance-and the Government never compensated them.
Mr. BENT said he had always sympathized with the butchers:.
A proposal
was being made at the present time to shut
up a number of these places where the smell
was rather strong at times, and it was suggested that the owners should receive compensation. He had in his pocket the opinion
of a leading lawyer that these people had no
compensation rights, but he himself believed
that most of them did have compensation
rights. In his opinion, if a man was deprived of the means of living according to
law, he should be paid compensation. He
wished to point out that the Government
had abandoned the graduated method of
compensation. At the end of ten years
the hotelkeepers might meet together, and
a rna iority of them might decide to continue
the payment of compensation fees.
The
only thing the Government now said was
that, after that date, nothing should be paid
out of the State funds towards compensation. It was for honorable members to decide whether the increased fees should be
continued after the ten vears. It was not a
political question at all; but a matter which
should be settled by business men under the
responsibilitv that was cast upon the members of this House. He would be readv to
change his mind to-morrow on the question
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if he could be shown a better proposal than (Mr. Bent) would have to pay it back
the one he was now putting forward.
again. He had been expecting that this
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Whv not money might be used to make good roads in
fix the fees for all time?
.
Gippsland and other places, but instead of
Mr. BENT said he had to consider the that he was ordered to hand over the money
" solidarity" of the Cabinet. There were to the hotelkeepers at North Melbourne.
business men in the Cabinet who thought it Another thing that was proposed in the
was not right to fix the fees for all time.
Bill was that instead of allowing 100 per
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Do I cent. profit to the hotelkeepers, as was done
understand that after ten years all the en- at North Melbourne, it was provided that
hanced increased value of hotels is to go to compensation should be paid on the bas,is
the owners, and that you are not going to of the income tax return of the hotelkeeper
for three years previously. The honorable
take any extra fees after that date?
Mr. BENT said the Government pro- member for Rodney the other day put the
posed that the owners, aS well as the occu- objection, " Suppose he has not made anyIn that
piers, might continue to do the same thing thinK during the three years?"
case,
the
hotel~eeper
would
have
to
make
as they were to do during the ten years, and
jf they did so, compensation would continue an affidavit on the same lines as was done
in the ca~e of an income tax return, and
to be paid to that extent.
Mr . WATT .-ryou provide. no machinery then the three good men constituting the
Board wQould be able to judge. By this
here to do it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That is the means it would be possible tOo provide fair
compensatiollJ fQor these people.
defective part of these amendments.
Mr. WARDE.-Will this BQoard have the
Mr. BENT said it was easy to fix up the
power to examine the Income Tax Commachinery. The Government were advised
missioner?
that at the end of the ten years so many
l\.fr. BENT Isaid they would have power
of these houses would have been closed by
the Board that it would be hardly necessary to get books and papers and everything else
to reduce the number any further. He him- in order to find the true value of the
self believed that, with the prosperity we licensed premises.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-You will have
had before us, with the number of people
who were sober, and .were enjoying life in a to put in a clause to preserve the secrecy of
different way from that in which they used the income tax returns.
Mr. BENT said that that had not been
to enjoy it, there would be such a condition
of things in Victoria that all this money provided for, but with the great legal talent
would not be required for compensation. there was in the HQouse it wquld be an easy
The Government were giving a right to com- matter to do so. The amended clause went
If honorable on to providepensation for ten years.
members considered that it should be
All such claims after the said thirty-first day.
granted beyond that date, it was for them of December One thousand nine hundred and
sixteen shall if the said Fund is available be
to say so.
paid thereout in the order in which the various
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Suppose premises are deprived of licences, and where
the money is not required for compensation severn.l of such 'Claims arise on the same date
purposes, do you not think that those who such claims shall be determined by lot amongst
have enjoyed that monopoly for all these the various claimants at a time and place to be
years should pay. something to the Con- fixed by the Minister.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You say it is
solidated Revenue?
Mr. BENT said the honorable member to be determined by lot. Is that not
had just hit the point. He (Mr. Bent) was gambling?
arguing for an hour the other day with a
Mr. BENT said he had not noticed that.
gentleman, who contended that the time I t was a very good shot on the part of the
would :soon arrive when the Consolidated honorable member. He came now to the
Revenue should receive something from this new clauses that were to follow clause 39.
source. What had he (Mr. Bent) been com- It would be remembered that clause 40 was
pelled to do the other day against his will? to be struck out, and, bv doing that, a verv
I t seared his conscience to do it, and threw great concession was made to the hotelhim into a state of fever. It was said that keepers. Until I916 no licensed victualler's
as Sir George Turner had handed over to premises licensed before the year I886 was
·the hospitals a certain sum of money, he to lose its licence until compensation had
I

,
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been paid or lawfully tendered. Then it
was provided that if any such licensed premises were deprived of a licence after 1916
by a local option vote, both the owner and
.occupier should be entitled to receive compensation out of the moneys in the fund,
but only to the extent that there was money
. in the fund to meet paymentsl from time to
time.
All claims, for compensation after
1916 were to be paid out of the fund in
the order in which they occurred, but if
several claims arose at the same time, then
those· which were to take precedence were
to be determined by lot. By new clause
AA the Licences Reduction Board \vas constituted. The salary to be paid to each
member was £850.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-£800.
Mr. BENT said the amount giyen in the
memorandum fn?fI\ which he wa:s. reading
was £850.
All private work would be
barred. All the charges and costs of working the Board would be paid out of the compensation fund. It was not necessary for
him to deal with the details in regard to
the Licences Reduction Board, because they
were fully set out in the amendments, and
were as plain as a pike-staff.
By new
clause BB it was· proposed thatAs soon as practicable after the appointment
of the Licences Reduction Board, it shall be the
duty of the Board to make a valuation on a
fair and equitable basis of the maximum amount
of compensation payable to the owner of each
and every licensed victuallers' premises (licensed
before the first day of February One thousand
eight hundred and eighty-six the licence of
which has not been revoked forfeited cancelled·
or taken away llrder the provisions of any Act
relating to licensing) by reason of the value
thereof being diminished owing to being
deprived o,f a licence by a determination of the
Board and to the occupier by reason of his lease
or agreement being annulled and for the loss of
his licence and business.

It would be observed that compensation
was to be paid both to the tenant and to the
owner.
The clause went on to provide
thatSuch compensation shall so far as regards the
owner be based on the difference between the
average pet yearly rent (provided such rent is a
fair rent) during the unexpired term of the
tenancy (but not exceeding five years) and the
average net yearly rent which could or would
probably have been obtainable for the premises
for a like term if unlicensed and on the question whether the rent paid was a fair rent during such term.

Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Then the Board has
the right to fix the rent?
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Mr. BENT.-Yes, for a period of five
years.
Mr. WATT .-It does not fix the rent payable by the tenant to the landlord. It only
fixes what it considers a fair rent for the
purpose of compensation.
Mr. BENT said the Government took a
period of five years.
Mr. WATT.-Why?
Mr. BENT said it was considered that
that was a fair proposal. Some of these
tenancies had only one year to run, and
some had six or eight years to run.
Mr. GAUNSoN.-Some have longer still.
Mr. BENT said that if it was: desired to
make the clause more explicit, that could be
done.
Mr. McKENZIE.-If you arrive at the
value of the property by taking five years'
rental it means that the owner must be getting 20 per cent on his outlay.
Mr. BENT said the next sub-clause
showed how the compensation was: to be
arrived at.
It was to be based on the
average net profit for three years ended on
pecember 31, 1905. The Board was to
take into consideration the income earned,
as furnished to the Commissioner of Taxes
by the licensee during the three years men~
tioned, and for such purposes any licensee
was to be entitled to be furnished with a
duplicate copy of the return. In addition
to that, any licensee, on applying to the
Commissioner of Taxes, might inspect his
own returns, and make a copy thereof. The
Income Tax Commissioner (Mr. Webb) was
now within the precincts of the House, and
was engaged in preparing an amendment
~vhich would have the effect of rendering
the income tax returns inviolable.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What were his instructions ?
Mr. BENT said that Mr. Webb had
been instructed by the Government to prepare this amendment, because it was thought
by some people that the Board 'should not
interfere with the income tax returns. It
was provided that the compensation payable
a.t any time should not in any case exceed
the amoum of the valuation, or such sum
as would be a fair compensation, at the date
of payment.
. Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Will you explain
that?
Mr. BENT said it meant that a.. valuation would be made at once of all the hotels
in the country, and that would remain the
v,:1 uation, no matter at what date the premises were closed. The Government did
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not intend that wnat had occurred at North
Melbourne should be repeated.
1Hr. PRENDERGAST.-You do not provide
for any increase in the amount of compensation if the value of the property increases.
Mr. BENT said that new claus~ CC provided thatThe amount of compensation to be payable to
the owner and occupier of any licensed premises
at any time deprived of a licence in consequence
of any determination of the Licences Reduction Board shall subject to the last preceding
section be determined by the said Board in evcry
case on a fair and equitable basis; and every
determination shall be fmal and conclusive and
shall not be questioned in or reviewed or
amended by any Court whatsoever.
I t would be seen that the compensation was
not to be graduated, as was provided in the
original Bill, but full compensation was to
be given. He admitted that on some points
he had changed his mind.
He was not
,going to play the game merely to please
those who would give a man a month for
drinking a pint of beer. As he had said
before, the grog that came through Port
Phillip Heads would be consumed, and he
preferred to have good grog and good
public-houses that were respectably conducted. New clause DD dealt with the
powers and authority of the Licences Reduction Board. The first sub-clause was as
follows : (1) The Licences Reduction Board shall as
occasion m:l.y require hold sittings whether
within or without a Licensing District for the
purpose of determining which of the licensed
premises therein shall be deprived of a licence;
and for such purpose and for the purposes of
executing any of the powers duties and
authorities conferred upon the Board by this
Act shall have power to summons any persons
to produce books papers writings or documents
or copies of their own income tax returns and
shall have authority to hear receive and examine
evidence upon oath.
The Government thought that this was a
fair proposal. It embodied the good old
English maxim of "A fair field and no
favour."
Mr. GAUNSON.-I suppose the intention
is to confine this; to licensed victuallers' premises? The clause merely says" Licensed
premises," and that would include grocers.
Mr. BENT said he believed that grocers'
licences would be included. He saw no
reason why they should not be included.
Sub-clause (2) of new clause DD provided
for the manner in \vhich the Boa.rd should
do its business. He wished the honorable
member for the Public O~cers to look very
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carefully at sub-clause (3) of new clause
DD, which providedIt shall be the right of every person appearing before the Board to be represented by a
barrister and solicitor.
Mr. GAUNsoN.-Hear, hear.
Mr. BENT said he thought perhaps that
should be "barrister or solicitor," because
a barrister was a solicitor and vice versa.
Sub-clause (I) of new clause EE providedFor the purposes only of this Act any member of the Licences Reduction Board or any p'erSOil authorized by it in writing may enter any
licensed premises at any time by day or night.
Mr. 'GAUNSoN.-That is bad law. Suppose the licensee is a female, it would De
rather awkward at night.
Mr. BENT said there would be no objection to sending the honorable member.
Mr. GAUNsoN.-Send Brother Judkins.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The duty should
fall on the Premier.
Mr. BENT said sub-clause (2) of new
clause EE providedIf admittance to such premises be refused or
unreasonably delayed after demand made by
such member or person as aforesaid the licensee
of such premises and every person who wilfully
refuses or delays such admittance shall be liable
on conviction to a penalty not exceeding Fifty
pounds.
New clause FF was as follows:It shall not be lawful for the Board to determine the closing of any. licensed victuallers'
premises in any licensing district in which the
number of licensed victuallers' premises is below the statutory number.
. Mr. GAUNSON.-That might be a mistake.
Suppose you get a low class,
poorly-furnished house.
Suppose there is
a rookerv.
Mr. BENT said suppose there was a
rookerv. he understood it would be one of
the first houses to be put down.
Mr. WATT.-You cannot under the new
clause. It says, "in any licensing district. "
Mr. BENT said he was not particular as
to a word or so.
He had something to
give awav.
It might be innocent to admit that, but he was prepared to admit he
had onp or two things to give away.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. _ They will
cha.se you for those things.
Mr. BENT said he would not sav what
those things were.
New clause GG providedIn sections thirty-two thirty-three and thirtyfour of the Licensing Act I8qo any references
to) the Licensing Court shall be' taken to mean
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or refer to the Licences Reduction Board, and
anv references to the Clerk of the Licensing
Co'urt shall be taken to mean or refer to the
said Board or any officer of the said Board, and
anv reference to the determination of are electo;s of any Licensing District shall be taken to
apply to any determination of the said Board;
and the said sections shall be read and construed accordingly.

The' Government had gone very carefully
into the original Act, and they were not
going to be carried away by any fads.
Thev had come down to common sense.
New clause HH was as follows:Except as regards the granting before the
thirty-first day of December One thousand nine
hundred and sixteen of new victuallers' licences
pt.rsuant to section twenty-two of the Licensing
Act 1890, sections twenty-seven twenty-eight
twenty-nine thirty thirty-one thirty five thirtysix thirty-seven thirty-eight thirty-nine forty
forty-one forty-two forty-three forty-four fortyfive seventy-three and eighty of the Licensing
Act 1890 and section two of the Licensing Arbitration Act 1891 shall be and the same are
hereby repealed as from the first day of January One thousand nine hundred and seven.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You repeal
local option altogether.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
was not far out.
Local option was repealed. except as related to increasing
In clause 99 there was to be an
licences.
amendment to insert the words "Licences
Reduction. Board," instead of "Licensing
Courts," in' regard to determining compensation.
He could see from' the way honorable members were listening that they
were going to be extremely critical.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-We see dayHght now.
Mr. BENT said he had become not a
teetotaller but a temperate man. Clause
102 provided that where, in a licensing district, licensed premises under licence on
July ,I, 1906, were deprived of their licence
bv determina tion of the electors of the district, the municipality should have deducted from the sum of money which would
be payable to it a sum equal to 8o per cent.
of the amount bv which the licensing fund
was deoleted owing to the closing of 'hotels.
The Government proposed to knOCK out
" electors" and substitute "Licences Re'duction Board."
That was a very big
reform.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The compensation
clauses will be seconded by the MInister of
Water Supply.
Mr. BE-NT said his prooosals would not
require a seconder. according to the rules
of P<;t:r1iamenL
There was solidarity in
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the Cabinet.
Honurable members did not
always want to be morose and deQressed
and injuring their neighbours. by word or
deed, but should cheer up a little every now
and then.
When the Government introduced the Bill at first it was said that local
option would not be complete for thirteen
years.
The Government proposed oy an
amendment in clause I I 2 to provide that
hotels should be closed the year following
the taking of the vote.
Thaf would be
a reduction from thirteen years to eleven
years before local option came in.
It
was said previously it would be thirteen
years before local option, now it was
eleven.
The teetotallers got the best of
it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The teetotallers
will be very pleased at that.
Look at the
honorable member for Borung.
He is
looking to see what he has gained.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
for Borung knew he had got two years the
best of the deal without much trouble. "I
am in the place where I am demanded of
conscience to speak the truth, and therefore
the truth I speak, impugn it whoso list,"
was the motto of the Argus. Honorable
members would observe that he had been a
long student of the ArKus. He could give
them a good deal of its policy one day, and
the next day it was changed. For instance,
it wanted the Government to borrow
£500,000, and buyout the hotels at once.
What a run there would be for hotels! He
thought they would have to pledge Parliament House to get the money.
The first
paragraph of new clause .T J, which would
follow clause 99, was as follows:After the thirty-first day of December One
thousand nine hundred and sixteen, no further
sums or compensation fees shall be chargeable
in respect of any licensed victuallers' premises
unless within six months before the said day ~
majority of al1 persons then holding licensed
victuallers' licences for any premises and (where
such persons are not the owners of such pre·
mises) a majority of n11 owners of licensed victuallers' premises notify the Licences Reduction
Hoard that thev are desirous that there shall be
charged for the purpose of providing for the
payment of compensation to the owners and liCf'nsees of licensed victuallers' premises (on the
principles set out in sections BB and CC of this
Act) such further sums or compensation fees as
an! fixed in such notification.

Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That will
work verv badlv. It mav come to combin.ations that will crush either good IpropertIes or small people.
. ~'lr. BENT sa}d he was quite willing to
hsten to suggestIons. He understood not
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only the amount of property involved, but
the large areas over which the effect of
the Bill would spread, and although honorable members might sometimes think he
was a bit jocular, he had studied the
matter over and over again. If honorable
members looked :at ithei d,ebates on !the
Licensi.ng Act passed twenty years ago,
they would see his name nearly as often as
that of any man in the House. He did
not mean in the same way as the name
of the honorable member for the Public
Officers, appeared in the debates on the
Gaming Suppression Bill, but he (Mr.
B~nt) gave really good information.
Mr. WARDE.-I think he gave you some
very good information on the Gaming Bill.
IHe gave an opinion which the Full Court
has unanimously upheld since.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
for Flemington 'need not remind him of
the ability the honorable memb~r for
the Public Officers possessed~ He had
known the honorable member for thirty
years, and he wOt).ld let honoraJ;>le ~embers
into a little secret. When the Llcensmg Act
was passed, he (Mr. Bent) told the Parliament of that day that it would be worth
while to secure the services of the honorable
member for the Public Officers to find
out every constitutional point regarding
the Parliament of this great State.
He had said that since, and he was of the
same opinion to-day, notwithstanding that
he had been vexed with the honorable
member for the Public Officers 'three or
h
four times for the way lle stuck up t e
Gaming Suppression Bill. The second
paragraph of new clause JJ providedThe Governor in Council, if satisfied that the
sums and fees are fixed on the same rate in the
pound on the annual value of licensed vi~tuallers' premises as assessed in the vanous municipalities may by order p~blished in the Government Gazette 1mpose and fix the sai.d charges as so fixed and
notified· and the saId sums and fees shall be
charged' accordingly until other~ise r~quested ~y
a majority of the persons. ho-ldm.g lIcensed ViCtuallers' licences for the time bemg and a majority of the owners of the licensed vic!uaners'
premises. The said charges when so Imposed
shall be collected and paid in the same manner
and at the same time as is provided in the lust
preceding section with regard to compensation
fees and shall be paid into the Compensation
Fund.
At the end ()If ten years, when a nurp,ber
of houses were closed, the people would be
enjoying themselves on the compensation.
thev had received. He knew a warnan who
had got £250, and she was living in a
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lavish way. When the houses were dosed
in the ten years there was no doubt the
remaining houses would be increased in
value. The increase in population, the
increase of the people, the work going on
with the public money that was being expendp.d, and which the Government intended to expend, would increase the value
of hotels, because there was no doubt that
if people had money they would drink
more.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-God bless them.
Mr. BENT said when people had more
money they would drink more than they
did now because honorable members knew
full well that shouting was one of the
worst things there. were. Five or six of
his friends started to go from St. Kilda
to Brighton. The first fellow asked the
others to have a drink at St. Kilda, the
next fellow would Dot be thought mean, so
when they got to the next hotel, he asked
the others to have a drink.
By the
time they got to Brighton they had
each had five drinks, whereas one
each WO'llld have been quite enough.
Although shouting might be diminishin-g, yet everyl dav in the week he saw
that it was going on. If the honorable
member for Dandenong sold a Ipiece of
land, it was Have a drink." He would
withdraw that.
Mr. WATT.-Is there anything in the
amendments to prevent shouting?
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
J

(C

was getting him off the track. When he
was interrupted he was saying that bv the
reduction of properties, the remaining
houses would increase in value. The other
day he went into the suburb of North
Melbourne, which was so ablv represented
by the leader of the Opposition. N o.rth
M lb
h d
e oume a secured a great deal of
money on account of hotels, being closed,
and he was pleased to see that the hotels
which had been closed were now used as
f'
db'"
manu act ones , an 'were rmgmg m nearly
as much rent as they did formerly.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Some of them. are
full of families who are residing in them,
and they are bringing in more rent.
Mr. BENT said in three cases he found
more rent was paid for the places which
had been hotels than formerly, therefore
giving so much for losing the licence,
and so much for the look of the
woman who was embarrassed because she
was going to lose the licence, had
not done the owners much harm. T.he
hotelkeepers would have £40 ,000 a year
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for ten years, and they would do well. , recommendation to that effect to the Governor in
The owners of property in N or:th Mel- Council.
3. On the receipt of such recommendation the
bourne had received more money in rent Governor in Council may grant the petition and
in some cases since the places had been sball so declare in the Government Gazette;
thereupon a licence or a transfer of a liused for factories than when they were and
cence may be granted for the said premises
used as hotels. It was to be left to hotel- notwithstanding that by such grant the number
keepers to say whether in ten years they of licences in the district will exceed the numwould come in and continue their own com- ber therein as specified in the last preceding
pensation. The Government believed there section or at the time of the taking of a vote
this Division, or the number fixed in purwould be an increase in the value of hotel under
surmce of a vote for the reduction of the numproperties after ten years, and they thought ber of licences in the district.
4. Provided that this section shall not apply
the hotelkeepers shpuld contribute something to the State for the privilege they where a resolution under this Division is in
would get. The Goy.ernment intended to force that no licences be granted in the district.
propose the following new clause to follow He thought it would be admitted that this
was a business-like and wise clause.
It
clause 105:KK. (I) Where after the thirty-first day of gave everybody in the district an opporDecember One thousand nine hundred and six- tunity of making objections.
As he said
teen a petition is presented to the Governor in before, these people could then go before
Council asking that a licence may be granted for
certain specified premises and such petition is that high-class Court, and the matter was
He had gone through the clauses
signed by a majority in number of the adult settled.
residents living in an area within a radius of rather in detail, and he was very much
one mile from the said premises and it is showa obliged to honorable members for the attenby such petition that- tion they. had given him.
(a) there has been a large increase of
Mr. WATT.-I understand you to say
population in the said area since the
number of licences in the district was that you have gone through the clauses, and
fixed by or under this Act, and that that you agree to them without amendsuch increase of population is likely
ment.
to be permanent; and
Mr. BENT said he believed they would
(b) there are insufficient licensed premises
to meet public requirements; and
go through with very little amendment. He
the Governor in Council shall refer such peti- was going to say that in the original Bill
tion for 'inquiry in open court by a Licensing
he had proposed to make amendments. He
Court.
There were various plaoes where there had there a provision that the posting up
were not enough hotels, and people re- of sporting telegrams at these houses was
The proprietor of one
quired a little wine for their stomach's to be prevented.
sake.
He knew when his father was of those places came to him the other day,
knocked up with hard work as he (Mr. and showed him that about twenty-five
yaung women, in addition to a lot of boys,
Be~~) was sometimes, he took a glass of
BntIsh beer) and was up again willing to were getting a living. Then he (Mr. Bent)
started off to obtain 'information about the
fight the world.
He had been inMr. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens).-You really matter for himself.
formed that the posting up' of these notices
override local option.
He
Mr. BENT said he did not use the enticed peoRle to go into the botel.
term "override." He was doing things in went round to several houses at a time
when these telegrams were exhibited. He
a constitutional manner.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It meets went with an honorable member to a firstclass hotel, which was kept by a very
the necessity.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is getting decent and intelligent man, whom they
rid of the greatest fraud that was ever asked what effect these telegrams had. He
ru:d th~ honorabl~ member stopped ,there
practised.
They did not go
Mr. BENT said he wished to emDnasize discussmg the BIll.
He had been charged
that the amendment was being_ put into t~ere f?r drink~.
the Bill on constitutional grounds, and WIth gomg to FItzgerald's Circus one night
The honorwas not only a local but a national neces- when boxing was going on.
sity. Surely it was right that evervbodv able member for V\T arrnambool was there,
should know all about it. The new clause and seemed to understand the matter. He
(Mr~ Bent) went there to ascertain for himcontinuedself what these things were, for he had
2. If on such inquiry and after hearing eviHe
dence the said Court is of opinion that the never seen a boxing match before.
petition should be granted it shall make a went there openly, and did not put on a
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wig or a false moustache, and his object close foor SIX months, and that the fees
in going was to obtain information so that should only be charged flOr six months, or,
he might be able to bring that information perhaps, a little more.
That wa.:5 the idea
He found he had, but the Cabinet had not vet been
to bear upon some occasion.
that there was not very much in it.
\Vith consulted on that matter.
regard to the telegrams he found that
Mr. SMITH.-You will have .to deal with
people looked at them and then continued the mountain resorts in the same way.
their way along the street.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
Mr. \VARDE.-Far more would go in if would be surprised how liberal he would
the telegrams were not outside.
be with the mountain resorts, and some of
IVIr. BENT said he and the honorable the dry places.
member who was with him, saw the people
Mr.
McKENzIE.-Percentages would
look at the telegrams and then pass Qon, Jlot get over that difficulty.
one coming in to drink.
_
Mr. BENT said he had already stated
Mr. WATT.-That was because you were that if the House was in favour of perthere.
centages, he would agree to their being
Mr. BENT said the people who looked adopted. He did not consider that in doing
at the telegrams did not know that he or that he would be yielding one inch, if it
the honorable member for Essendon was could be shown that a percentage was the
He would apologize to the hon- best, because the Government wanted to do
there.
orable member if he had said anything what was best and fairest.
that he ought not to have said, but he
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You will
might inform the House that this was a have to put all licences on one basis then.
place which was very respectably conMr. BENT said he was informed that
ducted.
if he did that he would have to group the
Mr. WATT.--No apology was necessary, licences. He said the other night, when
bue-r should like a description of that speaking on these amendments, that the
fight.
big hotels would take the percentages while
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Which of you the little ones would object.
shouted?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You will
Mr. BENT said they had a very intelnever know where YOll are.
lectual conver~ation with the gentleman
Mr. BENT said with the fees he did
who kept the hotel.
know where he was. The fees were in
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).-addition to the existing fees. If there was
You did not tell us about that fight at
a percentage it would be very small inFitzgerald's Circus.
·Mr. BENT said that the game did not deed.
]\lr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Put on a
seem to be worth the candle, and he was
minimum fee.
now in favour of the Bill for the suppresMr. BENT said an illustration had been
sion of boxing.
The other night there was
a match which did not last two minutes, given in connexion with the Oriental Hotel
and yet the charge for admission was haTt- and Young and Jackson's. There were not
many Young and Jackson's hotels about.
a-sovereign. .
.
There
were not many gold mines of that
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).Half-a-minute of that would have been sort. If anyone wanted to make money
enough for me from the way in which he would point out what a fine place there
was on the corner on the opposite side of
.
they were going at one another.
Mr. FARRE:R.-What are vou going to do Ii linders-street to Young and Jackson's. He
for the seaside hotels, which will get no meant the new railwav station. How many
thousands a year could be got by making
benefit from the closing?
Mr. BENT said he had not had an op- that an hotel? It would be worth £.~,ooo
portunity of consulting the Cabinet on that a year. But it was said t.hat the Oriental
question, but when he went down to a sea- Hotel supplied more meals than Young and
side hotel with the honorable member for Jackson's. How was the percentage to be
Geelong, it was pointed out to him that for arrived at in connexion with the Oriental
six months jn the year these places did Hotel, or Menzies', or any of those houses
Dracticallv no business. and tha"t it cost a which gave liquor with the mea]s?
Mr. McKENZIE.-You will tax them on
lot of money to keep them ODen, and the
)'1roposltion was made, which he thougnt a their Durcliases, . no matter what they do
fair one, that they should be allowed to with the . liquor.
.I
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Would it not be eluded that it was fair to offer ten years,
and up to that time both sides were conmore equitable to do that?
Mr; BENT said under that proposal tent. The teetotallers would have gone
up to ten years, and the hotelkeepers would
those hotels would all pay the same fees.
Mr. VVARw;..-You throw the whole re- have taken the ten years, but when the
hotelkee.pers read the speeches that had
sponsibility on to the working bullock.
Mr. BENT said under the percentage been made in the House, they began to
spring up, and the poor teetotaller was
system that would ce the case.
Mr. W ARDE.-Under their system of per- knocked down. The fees were handed to
centages, the publican would be called on him by a gentleman in the spirit trade.
to pay the lot, and the landlord would take He (Mr. Bent) made certain alterations,
but he merely revised them, and got them
the compensation.
:Mr. BENT said that was the trouble on fairer lines than when they were handed
he had seen all along, and he had stated to him. Some of the houses \yere conso all along. He had stated that he pre- nected with a brewery, and ther~ was al,Yavs
He, for instanc~,
ferred the fees, because the fees were very an unconscious bias.
small all round. From the fees, with had an unconscious bias in favour of these
3,000 hotels, he expected to receive about fees. He not only considered these fees
£35,000 a year, and under the percentage himself, but took the views of the Cabinet
There were men in the
system, according to the returns, about z! upon them.
per cent. would produce nearly as much as Cal.,inet who could tot up figures" and they
that. But there was always this fact to be admitted that it was a fair proconsidered, that in the medium houses the posal. He (~Ir. Bent) had not vet
Government could not get the percentage been able to agree to the percentage, but
on such terms as they would obtain the the Cabinet had authorized him to say that
the Government did not care whether the
fees.
one
scheme or the other was a.depted. He
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.--.According to the
figures which you have got there, when you had taken up a long time in explaining these
reduce the number of houses, the drinking amendments. There were a good many
would not decrease, and, therefore, the re- other things in connexion with this Bill he
might have mentioned, but he did not wish
venue will not decrease.
Mr. BENT said power was given for in- to take up the time of the Chamber anv
creased fees, and it was immatenal to him longer. He felt sure honorable member"s
whether the percentage was adopted or would sympathize with him in this undertaking. It was, not a very pleasant thing,
not; but the Government preferred the fees,
and he could assure honorable members
because the Government knew what they
that he had not been swayed l.,y one side or
were.
the other. He had been in the State for
!Mr. McKENZIE.-When you close a
many years, and he had met all sorts and
number of hotels, the second-rate hotels
cc:nditions of men-drinkers, moderate
benefit much more than the first-class
men, and teetotallers.. Although in some
hotels.
cases there had been a. breach of the
Mr. BENT said if it was only for the licensing laws, and, perhaps" the State at
glory of having a first-class hotel, they times had been lax in their administration,
ought to pay something for that.
yet, on the whole, notwithstanding all that
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Do you permit of the wa,s said about New Zealand or South Ausremoval of a licence from a poor hater to tralia, or va.rious other places, including
another place, say, a coffee palace?
England, we would compare favorably,
. Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-An amend- with respect to this traffic, with the men
ment has been circulatead to that effect. or women in any other part of the world.
If you add your proposed charges to the He would ask that these amendments, if
existing fee and keep your present gradu- they met with the approbation of honorable
ated scale, you will have an almost per- members, should be accepted. He would
fect scale of fees.
net s,ay anything about the trouble the
Mr. BENT said when he started with Cabinet had been to in overcoming the
this Bill the' Cabinet gave him a very free various difficulties and differences, and of
hand.
The teetotallers wanted complete the manner in which they had Leen blamed
local option in three years without com- in some cases where blame should not ha,\"e
pensation, but from the knowledge he had been given. It was to be borne in mind
through going about the country, he con- that there were a large number of people
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employed in this trad~, and that the farmers, and various other people, provided
products for the making of these liquors,
and if by this Act these liquors were used
in moderation, and their consumption was
regulated, the Government would have
done all that could be expected from them.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that
he wanted to ask ferr an adjournment of
the debate upon these amendments until
to-morrow. He wanted to know exactly
what he was doing. There was plenty of
other businesS! to go on with.
Mr. BENT remarked that honorable
members knew he was always willing to
help them, but he felt that the House
s,hould really go on with this question. 'He
was going to ask private members to give
up their time, in order that this Bill might
be gone on with. He would do all he
could tCi facilitate honorable members in
their consideration of thiS! matter. He
would consult with his colleagues during
the tea adjournment, and when the House
met again after the adjournment he would
state what he would ask honorable members
to do.
The Committee adjourned for refreshments at half-past six o'clock, and resUJllled
at twenty-five minutes to eight o'clock.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he regretted that he unders,tood the Premier had
come to a decision not to allow an adjournment of this question.
Mr. BENT.-I have not .come to a decision. I am forced on.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the.re was
no necessitY' for the Premier to talk about
force. The Premier was determined, apparently, to go on to-night with this question" although it was understcod that the
discussion was to be adjourne.d.
Mr. BENT.-I did my best to try and
have it postponed, but members, said they
would go on.
~
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the position
was that, in any case, there would be only
one or two speeches, and then other business would be gone on with. If this was
proceeded with now it should be gone on
with all night until it was disposed of.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Premier
should give private members, another show.
Let us go on with private members' business to-night.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
BROMLEy).-I desire to point out, with reference to the method in which tbis matter has been brought forward Ly the Pre-
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mier, that it seems to me to be not quite in
order.
l\1r. BENT.-I wish it to be put in order.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
BROMLEY).-I think the proper course
would be to omit the original clause and
propose the substitution of this, as a new
clause.
Mr. BENT.-Very well. I am quite willing to adopt that.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
BROMLEy).-May refers to the matter as
follows : Neither mayan amendment be proposed to
leave out from the word "that"-

In this case it is the word "where"to the end of a clause in order to substitute
other words, such an amendment being of the
nature of a new clause.

I think It would be very much better to
keep' to the old practice, and the existing
practice of the House of Commons, than
to resort to any new method of procedure,
which may lead to very considerable difficulties and complications so far as, the
Chairman is concerned. In the first place,
if this is moved as an amendment, any
honorable member who wishes to alter it
will have to move an amendment on an
amendment, but if it is proposed as a new
clause it will simplify the matter very
much.
Mr. BENT stated that he would pursue
the course indicated by the Acting Chairman.
Clause 39 was then struck out.
Mr. BENT moved new clause AA, which
he had read, in substitution of clause 39
(see page 347 I).
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he regretted
that there was not more time to discuss this
most important change. It was, not only an
important change in the Bill, but a change
of front on the part of the Government.
Mr. BENT.-I am willing to take all the
censure on myself.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was one
of those remarkable changes in connexion
with which it was discovered that clauses
which were said to be such a vital portion
of the Bill, that not a line of them was to
Le altered, were found not to be vital-after
all. Almost immediately after hearing a
very deliberate express,ion of opinion from
a number of members all round the House,
this change on the part of the Government
had taken place. A change in this direction h£d been desired, he thought, by the
bulk of the members of the House when
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supporting ~Ili alteration of the licensing
laws. There was an extension of the principle of complete compensation for' ten
years, and, a~ far as he had listened to the
discussisms which had taken place, he believed that not .a single member who had
supported the principle of compensation
had ever asked that it should be taken in
any other way than from the licence-fees and
the owners of hotels. The original clauses,
however, in favour of oompensation were
not only limited to ten years, but there
was only to be complete compensation in
the first year of the ten. In every year
subsequent to th'it the compensation was to
diminish by one-tenth, and at the end of the
ten years there was to be no compensation,
but after that period local option, without
compensation.
In the provisions now
brought forward the proposal was very different. While precis,ely the same amount
of revenue would be raised as was asked
for 'in the Bill, it was proposed that for
ten years complete compensation was to Le
paid, and after that ten-years' period, if
the owners and licensees of public-houses
so chose, they could continue the S,ame principle on which they had had to act during
the first ten years of the measure if it became law.
Mr. HARRIS.-SUppose they do net like?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that, personally, one of the am'endments which he
thought should be made was to provide that
this species of compensation should continue. The amount of the compens,ation
was to be obtained in .a way which he did
not altogether believe in:
He did not
think that this amount of money could be
got fairly in the way proposed. But, still,
it was proposed to give the licensees the
option of continuing payments to this fund
for the purpose of providing the compensation. He believed that, with one or
two exceptions, it was possible, from the
way in which the Premier had spoken, to
come to an agreement on this ques,tion. The
questions to be dealt with would be the
payment of compensation, the calculation
of how the compensation was to be paid,
the appointment of the Board that was to
Le called into existence, the continuation
of the compensation after the ten years,
and the method of obtaining the money to
provide the compensation.
With some
slight alterations in the proposals Qlf the
Premier, he (Mr. Prendergas,t) thought it
would be possible to come to some
arrangement on these questions.
This

.J
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offer was made ·before, but was never
The moment any
carried out completely.
attempt was made to amend the Bill the
principle was made vital by the Government.
The Premier had now adopted the
suggestions made' by his own side, and had
determined to leave the question of altering the law in the hands of the House inA method of obstead of the Cabinet.
taining the compen~ation ba?ed on the value
of the houses would not be an equitable
means of taxing the licensed victuallers.
A house might be paying a big rental, and
doing very little business in liquor.
If
the house stood at a high valuation on the
municipal rate-book, or on the payment of
income tax, it did not follow that the
greater proportion of that house"s business
was derived from liquor, and so that house
might be paying more than it ought to pay.
The taxation should be based as fairly as
possible on the liquor trade done in the
house.
The licensed victuallers made a
proposition many months before the Bill
came before the House, in which they
stated their complete approval of the landlord and tenant being required to make up
the compensation fund. . He would read
their, proposition, because he believed it
contained the germs Qf justice, which were
That
not in the proposal in the Bill.
proposition wasI. Board to h~ve authority to strike an annual
compeI'lsation rate not t? exceed thre~ (3) per
cent., as hereafter provIded, and estImated. to
yield for each year a sum not exceedmg
£3 8,000 and administration expenses.
.
2. Compensation rate to be upon all alcoholIc
liquor purchased at cost, including duty, and to
be upon purchases for the 12 months ending
30th September in each year.
3. Compensation rate to be a first charge~
together with the licence-fee upon the freeholds.
4. When rate struck all licensees and owner!;
to be notified.
5. Compensation to be p3;id at. t~e same tiI?e
each vear as licence-fee, WIth SImIlar penaltIes
in th~ event of default.
6. Ratepayers at time of payment to lodge
statement of his purchases for the period, setting out from whom purchased, and total amount
to each person or firm, distinguishing local purchases from imports.
The statements in this return to be a declaration.
7. All wholesale vendors of alcoholic liquors
to mJ.ke returns to Board, showing the names,
addresses, and individual total amounts of alcoholic liquor supplied to purchasers for the same
period.
8. In event of error being discovered in the
ratepayer's statement, Board to have power to
increase amount payable, and also to inflict sucp
penalties as may be prescribed.
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9. \Vhere licensee is transferring his lease, the
compensation rate accrued thereon, to be a
charge at the percentage struck for that year,
and if no rate struck, then at the percentage for
the previous year. The outgoing licensee to
make a return to date of transfer in form prescribed, and to be subject to the conditions
affecting same.
10. Where a licensed freehold is being transferred, the compensation rate accrued to date
of transfer to be a charge under like conditions.
I I. Should the returns of purchases, for the
whole period or any part of it, be not obtainable
or given from any cause whatever, the Board to
have power to assess the amount due at a percentage upon the amount returned by the wholesale houses, as supplied to the occupier of the
premises for the period.
12. The
proportionate division of the compensation rate between landlord and tenant to be
that provided in section 100 of the Bill.
. 13· The .balance at the credit of the compensatIOll fund III ,anyone year to be carried forward
to the following.
14· Balance at end of term to remain at credit of Compensation Fund.

That was an equitable proposition, for it
took into consideration the amount of the
liquor trade done in the house.
It was
a fairer proposition than that embodied in
the Bill.
The honorable member for
Ove?s showed how unfair the proposal of
the Bill would be by comparing Young and
Jackson's and the Oriental Hotel.
The
Oriental might have -a higher valuation but
it did nothing like the trade in liquor' that
Young and Jackson's did.
If the licensed
victuallers' proposal were adopted, the
licensed victuallers would have the satisfaction of knowing that those who were paying
the larger amounts into the fund wouln be.
benefited in the same proportion.
The
Government would be wise to abandon the
principle that they had intronuced into the
Bill in favour of that suggested by the
Lir.ensed VictuaIler~' Association.
It was
proposed under sub-clause (2) of BB to
allow the Court to fix the rent of thp
licensed victuallers' premises.
I t was proposed to do that sO that the value of the
house could be calculated and the amount
of comnensation to' which it might be entitled should be determined on.
It was
no~ stated that the rent that the tenant was
charged would be taken.
The rental
might be high or low, according to the
tenure of the lease.
If it were a short
lease, t.he rent would be high; and if ~t
were a long lease, the rent would be low.
It was proposed to give power to find out
what the house \vas actuallv worth.
As
it \yas intended to do that,
step further
might be taken, and the Compensation

-a
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Board that it was proposed ro establish
might be given power to fix the rents fOr
houses, so that there should be no eseape
frem the obligation of two-thirrls of the
m~ney being paid by the owners and onethud by the licensees.
That was the only
way to fix it so that the landlord could not
escape from his obligation.
The Premier
knew that when it came to the payment of
the money the owner of the premises, when
issuing a new lease, would add to the rent
the extra charge to make up the two.. thirds
The easiest wav to estabhe had to pay.
lish the Rent Court would be by a provision to give this body power to settle the
rent for every house in the country, and to
have the valuation fixed, as was done in
New Zealand under the Lands Valuation
Under that Act, no matter for what
Act.
purpose the land might be assessed, its
It would be well to give
value was fixed.
the Court power to fix the rent for all these
houses, so that there would be a fair basis.
and to give either party the right to appeal
to a Judge of the Supreme Court.
Tnat
should be carried out so that the payment
could not be evaded by the landlord-, and
shifted on to the shoulders of the tenant.
As to the app"ointment of a Board, it had
been pointed out to him that it was questionable whether the Board would be as
valuable as the existing Licensing Court.
It had been stated that there might be a
difficultv in the appointment of the Board,
and that it might be better to leave the
question to the Licensing Court, whieh was
above suspicior.
Th~ Board should not
be composed of anybody selected from
either side, but should be composed of in~
dependent persons.
It should not represent the teetotallers especiall y , because
their onl\{ object would be to keep flown
the value.
It ,vas a fair value that should
be arrived at after full conside~ation of thQ
provisions in the Bill, and wit!lOul: any desire to take any partisan view.
That was
the onlv way in which the Board could be
successful.
Because there was a prospect
of the Board being appointed from men
representing different sides, there was a
dang-er attached to the proposal.
It was
necessarv in the fixing of the valuations,
the assessment, and the compensation fund,
to have Courts that would step away from
both parties and constitute themselves
judges simply to carry out the duties imposed upon them by the law.
He hoped
that if a Board were appointed, it would
be composed of men who were entirely re-
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moved from party matters, who were not
in the habit of taking active sides on the
question, and would carry out the princi pIes of the measure with integrity. The
present Licensing Court might be regarded
as a fair tribunal, and it was a question
whether that Court would not be better for
this purpose.
That, however, was a comparativelv small matter.
The great principle involved was the establishment of a
Board for ten years, and the leaving of the
matter to local option after that period.
It would be a fair thing to determine that
the money for the payment of compensation
should be a charge for all time on the publicans.
If that were determined on, then
The Board
there would be two bodies.
would have to be kept in existence, and it
would have to be left to local option to
resolve how many Ihouses should be closed
or kept open.
Mr. 'VARDE.-The Premier proposes that
local option shall operate after the ten
years. The closing of' public-houses will
be decided in that way then.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said at the same
time there would have to be some form of
Court after that period, and the Board
would be required after that period in addition to local option, because extra duties
would be imposed upon the Board, and
bv that time thev would have become experts. If they were good men, it would
be extremely unwise to lose their services at
the end of the ten years' period.
Mr. WARDE.-The valuations will be all
fixed before the ten years expire. What
will follow will simplv be the automatic
closing of hotels under local-option.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it did not
seem fair to take the valuation only on
the basis of the three years from the end
of 1905. The interpretation of sub-clause
(4) of new clause BB seemed verv dOhlbtfuL This provision wasThe compensation to be payable at any time
thereafter in respect of any such premises shall
in no case exceed the amount of such valuation
or such sum as would be a fair compensation at
the date of payment.

This seemed to mean that there should never
be any increase, but that the decrease in
Y:llue, if any, might be taken advantage
of. Some other provision would have to be
introduced in this question of compensation to make it equitable. A man might
kn-e good premises in one district. and
the removal of the licence Or fall in value
from some other cause might reduce the
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value of the house, whereas in another district to which :he might be going the house
he was taking up might have been valued
at, say, £500, and that value might be increased through an increase in population
in the district, or by his attention to his
business, because no man could keep a
business going \vithout giving attention to
it, whether it was a licensed victualler's
business or any other.
That man's business might go up exceedingly in value, but
under this provision he would get nothing
at all for that increase. He would have to
stand on the original value, whereas the
man whose property wa.s reduced in value
had to suffer in his compensation by that
reduction. While the sub-clause was
cloudy, and might not actuallv mean what
he had stated, that seemed to be its intention.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It may - not
be the intention, but, apparently, that is
the effect of it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he believed
it must be the intention as well as the
actual effect of the sub-clause, although
legal phraseology was difficult to follow,
as one found when trying to interpret long
sentences in claus·es in the Gaming Suppression Bill and this Bill. New clause
CC provided that the determination of the
Board as to amount of compensation was
to be final and conclusive, and not to be
questioned in or reviewed or amended by
any Court whatsoever. It would be well
in cases of this kind to provide, as in the
Land Tax Act in New Zealand, that a
man should be able to appeal to another
tribunal to ascertain the justice of the
compensation fixed in the first place. This
was a question of fixing a compensation
that stood for all time, and affected a
man's premises, and he should be able to
form some idea at that period as to how
he was going to be affected by it. and also
to have some sav in the consideration of
a position that ,vould affect him so materially in the future. When a man had
accumulated property after years of industrv, he liked to a.ttach as much value
to it 'as possible. There were 2,500 separate registered owners of public-houses in
Victoria~ for public-houses were not held
here in a few hands as many people
In at all events half the
thought.
cases, this kind of property represented all a man's accumulations, and
that man liked to keep its value
as close as possible to what he had put
into it, so as to ma.ke it convertible into
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money to provide for him in another :vay~
if he so wished. He was not a behever
in private property in land, by which he
held that a great injustice was done to
the community, but between what he desired for the future and what he could
compass. to-day there was some difference.
While he knew a thing- might be unjust
to-day, he would nat, and never intended to',.
and he never knew any true democrat who
would, deliberately disp'ossess any man of
any right he had accumulated mar~lly by
the operation of an Act af ParlIament.
If the community allowed a man's right to'
grow up, and an increased value wa~ added
to it, then, when that man· was sellmg that
increased value to' samebody else, he
was saying to' himself, "The cammunity
are acknowledging my' right to this increased value all the time." To dispossess peaple of a right of that nature
meant making great enemies,and it was
cheaper and more moral to compensate a
man when there was taken from him anything which he might have obtained by
the operation af an Act af Parliament.
Accarding to sub-c1 ause (2) of new clause
BB, the owner was to be given only the rig~t
to claim on the basis. of five years, and m
that pravision a very great injustice might
unintentianally be done, because the owner
might be some one who had only rec~ntly
purchased the property, and whose nghts
existed to a greater extent than five years,
and who could not recoup himself in five
years for the extra amount af maney he
had expended in the purchase.
Mr. McKENZIE.-I think that provisian
is only intended to arrive at the rent, and
not the ca-pital value.
Mr. BENT.-I read aut an amendment
an fuat provision.
I t is not exactly as
printed.
The idea there is the owner.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he understood the effect was to regulate the amount
of compensation t.h~ owner was to ~et. On
reading the proVISIon a second tIme. he
found that it did nat applv to' the fixmg
af the rent at all. The owner could anly
A man might pay
claim for five years.
£10,000 or £12,000 for an hotel, for
which £6 or £7 a week would be a gaad
average rent. The Gavernment came along
with this local optian, and declared that
that man could only claim for five years.
The man was paying into the fund himself.
Nothing was coming out af the
pockets af, the community, so why no! aTIaw
the Court to settle the campensatIan to
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the owner according to the value the owner
could -show that a property had, and not
limit the value that could be plac~d on it in
this way?
The Gavernment did ~at propose to limit it in the case of the lIcensee,
and it would be wrong to do so, but if it
was wronO" in one instance, it was equally
If these people paid
wrong in the other.
the compensatian themselves, they should
be able to fix the amount themselves withaut any limitatian as to' time.
It therefare seemed to be reasanable to propose,
when a Court was being established
to' manage
the money
which
the
owner and the licensee would contribute to the fund, that these peaple
should be allawed to' settle the values
themselves, withaut restricting either side,
and to arrive at a basis that would enable
them 'to draw upon this fund for campensaThe amaunt ofl campensatian fixed
'tion.
in the case of the North Melbaurne hotels
It was based
was absalutely ridiculaus.
upon an absurd system, yet no other system
was available -at the time.
The money
paid into the fund proposed to be established would be about £42,000 a year,
and as it would cost about £4,000 a year
to manage there wauld be .-/',8,000 a year
available far distribution, and honarable
members might be assured that the licensees,
and owners, and lessees, if they might
also come in, would enter into the spirit
af the thing, and wauld provide that t~e
compensatIOn should be fixed upon an eqUItable basis. It was therefore not necessary to
restrict them. as to the methods they would
adapt, and the Court might be relied upan
to carry the matter out eauitably, so as
to protect the interests af all parties.
As
these people were providing the money'
themselves, they had some claim to cansideration in this wav.
The owner would
pay two-thirds and the licensee. ane-th~rd.
All that it was necessary to provIde agamst
was the chance af the landlard ar the awner
af the hatel transferring a portian of his
liability on to the shoulders of the lessee
or licensee. If that was proVided against
by a fair rent Court, the Government would
be going as far as they shauld be reasonably expected to go with men who were
finding the campen.sation for themsel:ves.
He had heard it saId on several accaSIOns
that there would not be so many claims
upon this fund after ten years as the
Government expected.
He expected there
would be very few.
Mr. BENT.-SO do 1.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST said th~ growth
of population, which, judging by the increase
last year, should amount to nearly a million
and a half in ten or eleven years, would
increase the proportion of the population to
the number of public-houses, and consequentl y decrease the desire in some districts to reduce the number ofl publichouses, and so they would only be reduceu
in cases where the v actuall v proved themselves a nuisance to the community.
In
the operation of the compensation clauses
for ten years the trade would have been
purged with its own assistance of a great
number of undesirable characters that
might be in the trade to-day.
The trade
all acknowledged that freely. All the men
who kept the best houses said that at the
end of that period a number of existing
houses would have been stripped of
their
undesirable characteristics,
and
there would exist a trade that would
not require so much cleansing as it did
to-day.
New clause FF provided that it
should not be lawful for the Board to reduce the number of licensed - victuallers'
premises in any licensirig district where the
number was below the statutory number.
I t would be a reasonable thing to allow the
Board power in those districts.
As soon
as the Board had finished the Government
could not prevent the people themselves
under local option, at the end of the ten
years' period, from dealing with those districts, and it \\rould be a reasonable thing,
up to the end of the ten years' period, to
give the Board power to close -houses that
might be distinctly undesirable, so as to
assist the trade into the position that everybody in the communitv desired to see it
occupy-a better position than was occupied at present.
New clause FF might
come out with advantage to everybody. The
duties of the Board were set out in subclause (4) of new clause AA.
In
regard
to
the
prOVIsIon
in
subclause (I) of new clause BB, which provided for the duty of the Board to make a
valuation of the maximum amount of compensation payable, some elasticity should
be provided. He did not think that to fix
the valuation now for anything that might
come on in the next ten or fifteen years
wou Id improve the position at all.
There would be no great increase in value.
If a fair rent Court was established, the
rents would varv very little indeed from
year to year. In fixing the rent the Court
would not take cognisance of the character
of the licensee, but only of the value of

,
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the house, and the neighbourhood in which
it was situated.
It seemed to him that
there should be some elasticitv in this direction, and that provision :should be made
for an increase in the value of the property ~s well as for a decrease. It was
provided in the Bill that the whole of the
compensation should be provided by the
men in the trade themselves, and as that
was so, it seemed a reasonable proposition tha.t they should be allowed to get
the advantage of any increase in the value
of the houses that were closed.
New
clause KK, which provided for an increase
or decrease in the number of licences by
the operation of local option, did not make
any material alteration in the Bill. Personally, he was a very stron~ believer in
local option, but he believed that local
option should go hand in hand with compensation. As the people in the trade
had to provide the money it was only fair
that local option should not exist without
compensation. Therefore, he proposed to
vote for the elimination from this clause
of the six months' 'provision so as to make
the compensation continuous in its operatiom. He did not wish to deal with any
of the old portions of the Bill, except as
to the Premier's reference to the posting of
football or race returns in shop windows.
The gentleman who saw the Premier, also
wrote to him (Mr. Prendergast), and he
wrote back, and said he considered that
the insertion of such a clause in cOlIlllexion
with a Licensing Bill was an outrag~. He
was glad the Premier had recognised that,
and had agreed to strike out that narticular
provision. If the newspapers were allowed
to publish this information, it seemed onlv
fair to allow it to be posted in the windows.
Taking the amendments as a whole, they
were a very .great improvement upon the
Bill as it stood originallv. With an alteration in the method of getting the compensation, with the establishment of a fair
rent Court, and with the continuance of
compensation. to all -houses that might be
closed under local option, he believed the
measure would meet the wishes of the great
. number of people in the country who were
teetotal in their proclivities, but who did
not desire to see anyone making a fool
of himself by putting into his mouth the
strong drink which stole awav his brains.
Everybody wanted to see a good Bill, and
he believed that with -the payment of compensation by the men in the trade themselves, and with the two or three alterations
he had suggested, the measure was one
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that would improve very considerably the
status of the liquor trade in the community,
and also the morality of the people who
dealt with the public-houses at the present
time.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ove~s) said he
had listened with a great amount of
pleasure and satisfaction to the Premier as
he unfolded his amended proposals in
connexion with the payment of compensation and the appointment of a Board. He
was very pleased to observe that the Government had at last given recognition to
the prin~iple of the payment of compensation. They recognised that not only a
large majority of the members of this
House, but also a large majoritv of the
people throughout the State, were strongly
in favour of the princi,ple of compensation.
Of course, he was aware that the adherents
of the total abstinence party and that section of the press which voiced the extreme
views of these people, held that it was not
confiscation if the licence of ,an hotel was
taken away, but it seemed to him that if
Parliament did anything which would have
the e'ifect of lessening the value of a man's
property, or taking away the value of a
licence, for which he had paid a large sum
of money, it could be called by no other
name than confiscation. If the same rule
were applied to the lands of the State it
would certainly be called confiscation. Yet
it was said that what the State had given
it could take back. If that argument were
applied to the land, the people who were
now opposing compensation under this Bill
would find that the word "confiscation"
was not sufficiently strong to express their
abhorrence of the proposal.
On the motion of :Mr. BENT, progress
was then reported.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. BENT, by leave, movedTh~t the sessional order fixing the order of
Government business and of private business on
Wednesday be suspended for this evening, so as
to allow Government business to take precedence
during the whole of the sitting.

Mr. COLECHIN said he supposed the
Premier would give private members a
little time later on.
Mr. BENT.-You shall have two days
after Christmas.
The motion was agreed to.
LICENSING BILL.
The House again went into Committee
for the further consideration of this Bill.
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i'dr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said it
seemed to him that if the House was going
to rise before Christmas, the time at the
disposal of honQlfable members was altogether too short for them to enter upon
a very lengthy discussion as to the rights
or wrongs of compensation. He was very
pleased to observe that the Government, in
their new proposals, had ,abandoned altogether the proposed time limit. The.y had
admitteo~ the principle of compensation,
and had made special provision by the appointment of a Board for the purpcse of
getting rid of what were considered to be
the redundant licensed premis~s in this
State. As the Government had acknowledged arid recognised the principle of
compens,ation for the first ten YeJl.rs., he
would bave liked to see further provision
made for the payment of compensation for
all time. It was gratifying to hear the
statement of the Premier that he was not
very rigid upon th.at point, and that, probably, before the Bill was passed, an
'ameIldment would be made in that direction. There appeared to be three main proposals embodied in the amendments,
brought down by the Premier. There was
to Le a suspension of local option for ten
years at leas.t. A Board was to be appointed for closing the redundant hotels,
and a special fund was to be created by
the payment of certain compensation fees,
as outlined in the original Bill. The question which honor,able members had to ask
themselves was: Did these amended proposals of the Government cffer an acceptable s;olution of what undoubtedly was a
most vexed question in connexion with the
licensing problem, and that was the question of compensation j and, secondly. with'
the incorporation of these amended proposals in the Bill, in conjunction with tbe
principal Act, would the peo-ple of this
State have a Licensing Bill under which it
would be possible to get rid of the evils
which were admitted on all sides, to exist
in connexion with the trade--such as trading upon Sunday, trading after hours, the
selling of inferior liquor, the encouragement of drunkenness, and the known existence of a great number of very inferior and
insanitary hotels that were kept simply as
drinking dens and places of vice. To his
view, it appeared that the proposals submitted by the Premier offered a very fair
compromise. They were proposals which
ought to commend themselves generally,
subject, of course, to some minor amendments, which he thought might be ac-
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cepted by all parties.
The Government
might fairly look to all parties in the
House to give them generous. support, sc as
to enable them to carry through this Bill
as speedily as possible. In connexion with
the closing of the redundant hotels, he was
very pleased to observe that the GClVernment proposed to appoint a Board. Honorable members knew, when they looked at
what had been accomplished under the
existing s'ystem of local option, that, as the
Premier had pointed out, the local option
provisions had only succeeded in closing
some '200 hotels in twenty years, at a cost
of £200,000, while, at the same time, a
large number of hotels had gone out of
existence in a natural way.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).
What has the cost of local option polls
been?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
did not know, but up to the present time over
£200,000 had been spent in compensation
for closed hotels.
The Board wa'S to be
given power of closing redundant hotels.
At present there were about 3, ,500 or 3,,600
hotels in the State, and the Premier considered that in ten years' time the Board
would be able to close 600 or 700 hotels.
The honorable member for Bendigo East
considered it would be possible to close
mort hotels_ than 700. and as one who had
a large know ledge of the north-eastern por
tion of the State, he (1\Ir. Billson) considered the honorable member was correct.
He believed the number closed would be
more than 700, and that they would be
dosed at a much lower average figure than
the Premier considered.
He wished to
point out that if the State could succeed in
closing. 700 hotels, they would arrive at the
correct number of hotels.
If the number
of hotels were reduced to' 2,800 bv the
Board, that would be the statutory number for the whole of the State.
That
was arrived at by taking for each of
the 217 licensing districts one hotel for
the first 250 people and one for
every 500 people afterwards.
Having,
brought the hotels down to about 2,800, a
great deal of the agitation that was now
going on would be got rid of, because the
effect of reducing the number of hotels
would be that the general standard and
tone of the remaining hotels would be
raised, and once the trade was placed on a
healthier and sounder footing, a great number of evils which now existed wQluld be
got rid of.
For that reason, he thought
Session 1906-[125]
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the principle of appointing a Licence Reduction Board was an infinitely superior
system to local option.
The Government
would effect its purpose much more rapidly
and much more cheaply.
The greatest
care would have to be taken in connexion
with the constitution of the Board
and the jurisdiction to be given to
He did not know exactly wheit.
ther it would be wise to confine the
operations of the Board merely to dealing with the closing of hotels.
I twas
quite possible it might be a good thing to
givp. the Board a wider jurisdiction.
If
the Board was properly constituted, he
felt absolutely certain1 speaking as one who
had a know ledge of the trade extending
over thirty years, that the Premier would
achieve his object, and close hotels at a
milch lower figure than could any form of
local option that could be put into law.
H P. would like to point out th,at a great
many of the local option polls that had
been' successful in closing hotels had been
made so by there being an unholy alliance
between a section of the trade and the
total abstinence party.
Honorable members were projecting their minds into the
future, and under the form of complete
local option that was to be provided in the
Bill, the same state of affairs might prevail
after ten yea-rs. He therefore threw out the
suggestion that the Premier mightl keep in
existence the Board for all time, as a
Having
check on such unholv alliances.
seen the operation of local option for a
period of twenty years in thjs State, he
had come to the opinion that it was ~.n
absolute failure, and he considered it was
verv (lUestionable whether there should be
any Drovision in the Bill at all for the purpose of continuing local option after the
Board had been in existence for ten vears,
especiall.v in the form of complete' local
option, because wherever complete local
option had been tried, as far as he had
been able to gather by a verv close and
careful studv of what was considered to be
the Bible of the total abstinenc~ party-Rowntree and Sherwell's ,York, Tlze Temperance Problem and Social Reform-it appeared that it had been a failure. Wherever no licence had been tried, it had meant
prohibltion.
He thought the Premier said
in the House shortlv after the late lamented
Prime Minister of 'New Zealand, Mr. Seddon, visited Victoria, that Mr. Seddon
said if he ,had a free hand he would not
include the provisions of no licence in the
local option proposals.
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hotels that \vere continuous I v badly conducted-and a general poll \~ould have to
be made for the purpose of getting rid of
one or two hotels, whereas it was proposed
by the Government that the Board should
be able to reach the places whlich it was desirable to close for the benefit of a district
and of the State generally. There were extraordinary results in connexion with
groups where no licence was in force and
groups where there were licensed saloons.
The average arrests for drunkenness where
nQi licence prevailed in eleven cities with a
population of 600,000 was 202 per 10 .• 000
against II2 arrests per IO,OOO in five cities
with a population of 750,000, where there
were 55 saloons per IO,OOO of population.
Perhaps the finest comparison there could
be was the comparison between Boston and
Chicago. In Boston there were 14 saloons
to every 10,000 people, and in Chicage 38
saloons to every 10,000 people. In Boston
there were 429 arrests for drunkenness compared with 237 in Chicago per IO,OOO
of population, while in Chicago there
were near I v three times as many licensed
saloons.
'In each licensed group where
there was no licence there were 94.82 more
arrests for drunkenness and 4.23 more arrests for crime than where liquor was sold
in licensed premises. He would ask the
House to pause before bringing about the
state of things which would lead to excessive drunkenness and crime. The Rev. H.
C. Kenny, wno had made most exhaustive
What is the measure of the achievements of investigations in America said-

Mr. BENT-That is what he told me.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said ~vIr.
Seddon had a know ledge of how no licence
had worked in New Zealand, and when it
was known that that was the opinion of
]\h. Seddon, who had observed the
results of the operation of complete
local option in New Zealand, and
when the results of complete local option
in many States of America were considered, it seemed remarkable that a proposal should be made to introduce mmplete local option in connexion with the
licence laws ofi this State.
Personally, he
felt strongly disposed to help the Government as much as he could in their measure,
and he was not going to raise any serious
objections.
The question of local option
was a very debatable point, and: it was possible, before the portion of the Bill dealing
with it was reached, that the Premier would
see his wav to make some alteration.
If
honorable .members desired to learn for
themselves what had been the operation of
complete local option, they would find on
page I97 of Rowntree and Sherwell's work
a sermon bv the Rev. Phillip Moore, entitled Tile Fallacy and T-Veakness oj Prohibition, and in the g.ame book a sermon by
.another gentleman on the injury to morais
arising through complete local option.
After having made a study of complete
'local option in a great number of cities in
America, Rowntree and Sherwell themselves said-

local option? Has prohibition by local optiob
succeeded in solving the problem of intemperance where State prohibition h-as admittedly
failed to solve it, that is in the towns?
A
careful study of the evidence leaves little doubt
as to the answer.
Local P!ohibition has succeeded precisely where State prohibition has
succeeded, namely, in rural and thinly peopled
districts and in certain small towns. Except for
certain suburban districts, where there is an ef~ective ~~f~ty valve in the shape of neighbourmg faClhtles for the purchase of drink it is
broadly true to say that local veto in America
h!'ls only been operative outside the large towns
and cities.

'He made reference to this quotation for the
reason that where it was desired to get rid
of a certain class of licensed premises was
in the large cities and towns, where opportunities were afforded to some' houses to
bec<Ime cloaks for all forms of vice. If
complete loca.l option was only successful in
sparsely-populated districts It was absurd
to bring it into force in Victoria. It would
fail to ,reach the public-houses which honorable members wished it to reach - the

As a remedy for the moral evil of intemperance prohibition (or no licence) is wanting in
th~ first principle of true morality.
Its advocacy on moral and religious grounds is pernicious to the last degree, oppressive to the conscience, restrictive to true liberty of mind, and
dishonorable to the Christian idea of manhood.

In view of all these facts, he would urge
the Government to take into serious consideration the wisdom of withdrawing the
whole of their proposals with regard to 100cal
option, and to allow the existing form of
local option to become operative again in
ten years' time. That was a much more
simple method than of bringing in a new
system of local option, which would not become operative for ten years. He saw no
inconsistency in asking, as the Government
did, to suspend local option for ten years,
and then to allow it to become operative
again; but it appeared somewhat bordering
on the farcical that a system should be embodied in a Bill of local optlon which would
not come into existence for ten years.
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In connexion with the fund which the Go- had no doubt it did in connexion with the
vernment proposed to create, he had one or income tax, to a great deal of fraud and
two proposals to make which would not be deceit.
Viewing the matter in all its
a very great change in what the Govern- aspects, it appeared to him that the Goment themselves proposed.
He thought vernment were on sounder lines in deciding
the new graduated scale vf assessment, as to obtain their fees on the basis of assessproposed by the Government, was very' ment. In connexion with the fees, he had
equitable.
It appealed to him, and he a proposition to make which he thought
He believed would meet with the Premier's approval.
was prep~red to accept it.
that the new scale of assessment, after all, The Premiees proposal was to add certain
was the best that could be adopted. When charges according to t he assessment of the
he spoke on the second reading, he gave various licensed premises, and these
the illustration of the two hotels to which charges ran from £,2 105. additional upon
reference had been made b)T the Premier roadside licences of £5, to an additional
and other speakers, and it appeared to him fee of £r50 in the case of licensed prethen that the system of assessment was not mises rated at over £r,ooo a year.
In
very fair j but' after carefully considering looking into this matter closely he found a
The Government prothe varIOUS proposals, it appeared to him peculiar' anomaly.
that no matter what system was adopted, posal was that the owner should pay twothere would be inequality somewhere.
We thirds. That was, upon the ./',2 ros. added
could not get a system which would be to the £5, the owner would pay £r r3s.
The 4d. On the £5 added to the £15, he
absolutely equitable in all cases.
majority preferred the system of assessment would pay £3 6s. 8d.; on the £7 ros.
But added to the £25, the owner would pay
as now proposed by the Government.
in connexion with the fees, he believed an £5; on the £12 ros. added to the £25 the
amendment would be submitted later on to owner would pay £8 55. on a valuation of
deal with the question of raising the money fr{om £roo to £r5 0 j upon £17 ros.
by a charge of 2 per cent.-he understood added to the £25, on a. valuation of from
that was the figure-on the sales or pur- £r5 0 to £200, the owner would pay
chases of alcoholic liquor. The proposal, £rr 13 s . 4 d . But upon the higher valuaafter considering it closely in all its forms, tion of from £200 to £25 0 . the owner
He was sure the would only pay £7 13 s . When we arrived at
did not 'appeal to him.
Premier was on right lines in sticking to the higher valuation of f'rom £200 to £25 0 ,
He (Mr. Billson) thought it the scale took a backward step. To overthe fees.
desirable that it should be known what the come that difficulty he had a proposal to
particular fee was in connexion with each make which would no't alter the amount the
. licensed premises.
If the Premier Government would receive.
His proposal
adopted the principle of a tax of 2 per was that c..ompensatiofll fees should be
cent. or r per cent. on the sale or purchase added to the existing licence-fees upon a
of alcoholic liquor, he would always be in graduated scale.
an uncertain position as to what he would
1"1r. BENT.-Then you alter the whole
have at the end of the year. Besides that, thing.
to raise the fee by a tax of that kind apMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
pea red to be a tax upon the knowledge of the total fees he proposed that the Goand ability of, the man in managing his vernment should take one-third of the
One might take a case of two whole, the amount to go to the compensabusiness.
hotels on two opposite corners. The good tion fund.
business man might do twice or three times
Mr. BENT.-I see.
the trade ofl the other man, and the only
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said the
reason why one man should do more busi- total fees would realize £r26,000, and the
hess than the other would be that he was Government would take about £4 6 ,000.
giving a better return to the public, such as
Mr. WARDE.-And transfer the whole of
better liquor or better attention, and the tax it to the licensee.
on the sale or purchase of liquor would
:Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
He thought that con- hoped provision would be made to prevent
penalize that man.
.
sideration ought to be given' to the man that.
who gave the public the best return for
Mr. WARDE.-You have made no provitheir money.
He also thought that to sian for that.
adopt that principle, which involved the
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
sending in of returns, would lead, as he had made no provision, but he was
[ I2 5]-2
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showing what the actual fee wuuld be j but
naturally he understood that the clause
would be amended so as to make one-third
of the total fees payable by the owner.
One of the parts of this system was that
as ):ou closed the redundant hotels it was
only natural to suppose that the valuation'
of the remaining ones would go up. Assuming that an hotel was now in the list at
a valuation of from ;:'200 to £250, after
other hotels had been closed that would
jump up to the £400 to £50(;1 list.
The. amount payable by the owner would
go up automatically from £12 3S. 4d. to
£26 6s. Sd. We had arrived at a time
now when the hotel-owners of this State,
who had enjoyed a monopoly and.a specially added value created by Parliament
twenty years ago, should Le made to understand that they would have to pay f.or
the monopoly value they enjoyed.
Seeing
that they participated in the payment of
compenS,ation along with. the licensee, it
was all the more reaso~ why they should be
called upon to pay .for this monopoly value,
because they supplIed less than the licensee
did.
He questioned whether one-third
would be a sufficient amount to pay for the
monopoly which was enjoyed.
Looking
into the future, he.' could see some Government taking into serious consideration the
ques,tion whether the licence. equivalent was
going to be paid for all time, more especially when it was rememLered that rich
corporations like that of Melbourne were
going to demand that their portion of the
licensing equiyalent shoul.d still be paid.
and that they should still receive £I4,000
a. year.
Mr. BENT.--Why not do it now?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
would support the Premie.r if he wculd
make that proposal. I t was no good a
private member proposing s'uch a thing.
He would admit that the Premier had been
guided by very proper motives in effecting
the new distrit,ution of this, licensing
equivalent. 'The schedule revealed the fact
that wealthy country municipalities-he
could refer to one represented by the honorable member for Hampden, where two
lumps of the shire had been c'ut off-would,
under the proposed schedule, receive a
little more than they did before.
Mr. 1\1 URRA Y.~ That is in the second
class, and it should be in the first.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said the
honorable member for Warrnambool knew
more about that municipality than he did.
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He thought it was ·a pity that the whole
matter had not been really grasped.
Mr. BENT.-You forget that two' years
ago We tried it.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
knew the difficulties as well as the Premier did. While he (Mr. Billson) was
suggesting that a change should be made,
he did not thmk, in view of the shortnes,s
of the. time at the disposal of Parliament,
that there was any chance of having the
matter dealt with on this occasion. He
had made this suggestion with the very best
of intentions of helping the Government in
(onnexion with the fixing of the fees, and
it was quite poss,ihle in the future, when
the Premier came back from the country,
well fortified, no doubt, by a very strong
majority, that he might feel disposed next
session to take this maHer up, and to bring
out a happy solution of it.
Mr. BENT.-I should like you to be one
of them.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
was, thoroughly in accord with the remarks
made by the Premier when he. stated that
we could look forward very hopefully to
a great measur'e of progress in connexion
,,,,,ith this State and Australia generally. It
was only reasonable to suppose that we
should have a splendid increase of production, and that the drinking customs of
the people undoubtedly would grow less
year by year. The Australian people., taken
as a whole, would rank amongst the mos.t
sober people in the whole world. He felt
certain that, with the increase in popuhtion, we were bound to have a general increase of wealth, and the consumption of
alcoholic liquor generally must, in the aggregate, increase. It was reasonable to suppose from that that the valuations placed
on the remaining houses, would also increase year by year. He could see a time
when the Government would derive from
the licences a very large sum of money towards the Consolidated Revenue, to which
they were justly entitled. He did not wish
to detain the Committee at an,y great
length.
He had been taking a wide
general survey of the whole of the Bill in
conjunction with the new amendments, and
after reading the Bill in conjunction with
the principal Act, he thought we had a Bill
of which all could approve, and which
woul d give general satisfaction to all s,ides
of the House and all shades of opinion in
the State. A large numLer of amendments
had been circulated, and he believed the
Chamber would only be doing its duty if
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,some of these amendments were incorporated in the Bill, more particularly the
.amendment to which reference had been
made to-night by the leader of the Oppo.sition, in relation to a fair-rent Court. He
(Mr. Billson) certainly favoured that, because he was' able to speak by the book.
He knew of nume.rous instances, where
owners of hotels had acted as absolute
leeches, and had sucked the very life-blood
out of the licensees. The time had arrived
when something would have to be done to
put a stop to that. If he chose to delay
the Ccmmittee' he might read letters which
,he had received from people since the BiIl
was first introduced, pointing out the manner in which they had been bled by the
owners.
It was simply heart-rending
reading. If not now, he hoped that at no
distant date this matter would lJe taken
seriously in hand by the Government, and
.that some such pro-posal as that which was
embodied in the amenaments which had
been circulated by himself would be incorporated in the law. He felt certain
that until some such provision was incorporated in the Licensing Act of this State
we s,hould never have a satisfactory solution of those difficulties that the licensees
had to contend with at the present time.
He thought there was a very fair prospect
<>f getting the, Bill through this session,
and this Bill, when read in conjunction
with the principal Act, and if it was firmly
and strictly administered, would, he
thought, achieve a great deal of what the
State had been asking for, namely, that in
the first place all the rookeries,-those
miserable insanitary places, many of which
'Were conducted bv Chinese and Hindoosshould be closed' up, as well as all those
places which were used as, cloaks for vice
and gambling. We should then be able to
see Sunday trading and trading after
hours abolished, and we should have taken
.a step forward in the reduction of the
drinking haLits of the people of this State.
Mr. McCUTCHEON observed that
there were 'two points in connexion with the
new proposals of the Government that he
would like to say a word upon. One was,
that which was raised on the second reading of the Bill, when the measure was first
brought in.
There was a strong desire
evinced by a good many honorable members
-and, he believed, evinced generally by
the public outside-that there should be a
quicker reduction of hotels than was proposed under the present scheme of the Government. Instead of waiting for ten years
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or thirteen years, as the case might be, the
Government could have adopted a scheme
by which, within three or four years, the
surplus hotels might, as far as possible,
have been clo~ed. He had to express his
regret that thIS had not been adopted on
the part of the Government. The Governm~nt were now going to continue compensatIOn-to continue it without local
option-and it was merely a question of
how soon money could be provided to wipe
?ut these hotels.
He thought that
If th~ Government had an objection
to Tals~ a loan to effect this purpose themselves, they might at least
~Iave left an opening in the Bill by which,
I~ a scheme were proposed by the licensed
VIctuallers for raising a sum of money at
once, the Government might have supported
that scheme by a guarantee. However
if this was not to be done he was content
to adopt the scheme which the Government
now proposed. They must be content with
the gradual T~duction of hotels during ten,
twelve, or thIrteen yeaTS, instead of what'
he belie.ved could have been done--a 'reduction of hotels to the statutory number,
or as near it as possible, within three or
four years. Another point which appeared
to him to be defective in the Government proposals was' this: We had
adC?pted a certain standard for regulatmg the number of hotels in the State.
A statutory number had been fixed, and,
sO far as he understood, that statutory number was now exceeded by about 1,35 0
hotels. But the proposal of the Govern~ent, as stated by the Premier to-day, proVIded only for the reduction of from 500
to 600 1)otels.
This was the Premier's
estimate, while the estimate of the honorable member for Ovens went up to 800.
But even supposing that that honorable
member's estimate was righit, and that 800
hotels were done away with, there would
still be left 550 above the statutory number. It seemed to him (Mr. McCutcheon)
that when the Government said ten years
they began nowhere and ended nowhere.
The proper principle would have been to
suspend local option until the hotels had
been reduced to the statutory number, and
the~ to reconsider the whole position.
ThIS would have been the simple and business-like way of dealing with the matter.
It was evident that the local option system
in the past had failed to reduce the number
of hotels to any practical extent, and,
therefore, he thought they should not be
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placed in the position of going back to the
local option system at the end of any number of years, but should continue the system now proposed until the number of
hotels had been reduced to the statutory
number. This was a decided defect in th-e
proposals of the Gov'ernment. He did
not say that at the present stage of the
session, however, they should commence any
new scheme. He was content to make the
best of the situation as it stood, but still
he could not pass over the scheme proposed
by the, Government without pointing out
what he considered to be a business defect
in it. It would have been simple to say
that whether there was an increase of population or not hotels should be reduced
to the statutory number, and as soon as the
statutory number was reached the LegislatUre could review the whole p.osition.
Mr. WARDE stated that he desired to
support the Government in some of the
proposals which they had submitted to meet
the difficulty that had arisen. He believed
the majority of the Assembly were not in
favour of doing away with the present
licences without some compensation being
offered. He considered, however, that the
GqvEn"nment hlad only madle a proposal
which half met the difficulty. Th'eir proposal was that for the first ten years, without any local option, a certain number of
public-houses should be closed by the operation of the Board. Although he was a
believer in the principle of local option,
he did not think that any local option that
could be brought into operation would succeed in dosing up as many public-houses in
the time as the present proposal of the Government would enable to be closed ... He was
not one of those, however, who thought the
proposal submitted bv the Premier would
work out when the thing was in operation.
If the proposal was to reduce the number of
.houses bv 800 this would require at least
£600,00-0 or £800,000, and, as the proposal in the Bill was only to provide
£40,000 a year, or £400,000 in ten years,
he did not see how the thing would work
out. Mcreover, the expenses of the Board,
which would consist of three Commissioners,
whbse salaries would ~ount to £2,000
a year, with another £1,000 a year for
working expenses, would come to about
£30,000 in the ten years, and as this would
have to be deducted from the total received
in connexion with compensation, he considered that the proposal of the Government
was i:1sufficient for the purpose in-
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tended.
The
most
important
pro>·
posal of the Government ,vas that,.
while they were prepared to carry
out these operations for the first ten years,.
after that it would be left entirely to those.
who were connected with the trade to say
whether the compensation should continue'
after that period or not. He thought this
would prove a most unjust proposal to
some of those who were left in the trade.
If the majority of the owners of publichouses and licensees were compelled to·
come together six months priOT to the concl us ion of the ten years and to decide by a.
majority vote whether they were to continue
these contributions to the Treasury for thepurpose of paying future compensation fees,
after the ten years, the possibility was that
a very grave injustice would be d~ne to the
smaller and more unfortunate section of the
licensees. When the surplus number of
public-houses had been reduced by 800, the'
remaining houses would, to a very large
extent, consist of fairly good properties,
and as the local option polls could then be
taken in their complete enfirety-that was,
to say, "no licence" could be vatedpublicans could have their licences done
awav with. whether the money for compensation ~as there or not. The livings
of these persons might be taken from them,.
and no provision whatever was made by the
Government for compulsory payments to the
compensation fund after the end of the ten
years. If justice was to be done, he thought
the Government ought to ac;cept an amendment which would provide for the compulsory continuance of the payments towards·
this fund for the purpose of paying compensation to those pe~sons whose licences might
be done away with. Unless the Government did this, a conSIderable amount of injustice might be done to these people. Assuming that the" no-licence_"poll was successful in some of the districts, it would'
entail the abolition of the whole of thelicences iri those districts.
Mr. GAUNsoN.-Oh, no; they cannot be
reduced below the statutory number.
Mi. WARD E said that after the ten
years the Bill provided for complete local
option, which included "no licence." All
that the licensees whose houses were thus
closed up would have would be a lien on'
the fund, if there was any fund' then in
existence. He thought that in view of the
past history of l?cal option, if the Government determined that this £40,000 a year
contribution was to go o71-taking into con-
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:sideratien also. the extra licence-fees~it
weuld be reasenable to. suppese that there
might be sufficient meney to. meet the claims
fqr cempensatien, and thus aveid hardship.
This, hewever, ceuld enly be the case if tbe
centribution were c.ompulseril y continued
after the ten years. If the prepesal ef the
Gevernmeat as now made was carried eut
it wDuld have a very unfortunate effect
upen the smaller men.
Those publicans
who had geDd preperties, and who theught
that even if a lecal DptiDn pDll was suc,cessful they were not likely to be inter·
fered with, wDuld nDt be likely at the meeting between the publicans and the Dwners
.of the preperty to. agree to. any terms which
wDuld cemper them to. find centributiens
to. pay cDmpensatien for the clDsing Df inferier (heuses.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).That can be easily got ever.
Mr. WARDE said that clause 107 ef the
Bill prDvided fDr electDrs being enabled to
vote that no. licences be granted in the
dectDrar district.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Does net that mean
that the number Df licences existing is to.
.be reduced to. the statutory number?
Mr . WARD E said that unless the electo.rs ceuld vote" no. licence" there was no.
cDmplete lecal eptiDn.
Temperance refDrmers Dnly called it cDmplete IDeal eption
when there was pDwer to vDte " no. licence.'~
That was the pDsitiDn taken up by temper,ance refermers.
If any lecal optiDn pell
was successful in reducing the number Df
,hDuses to. the statutory number after the ten
years' period, these peeple might pDssibly
.agree amDn~st themselves that they wDuld
not continue to contribute to. the fund
any IDnger.
Other hotelkeepers ',"Duld,
.after the ten years' period, have their
licences taken frDm them by the DperatiDn
·of the local Dption law.
They would be
desed down, but they weuld have a lien
'on the compensatiDn fund) if there 'was any
money in existence fer them. If thel:e
was not, they wDuld have to. exist until
the grass jg:rew.
That was an w1fair
The Gopositien to. place these men in.
vernment had never been asked to. find any
meney fDr the compensatiDn fund.
He
'had nDt heard Df any preposal to th~t effect, but that these interested in the traffic
'shDuld find the mDnev.
If a certain number Df hotels were to be closed, the mDnopDly value Df the remaining hDuses wDuld
'becDme greater and greater.
It was nDt
-reasDnable fer those who received the
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menopely value to' drive unfertunate people
adrift unless some previsien were made fOI
them, and he trusted that the IGovernment
wDuld see that at the end Df the ten years
the cDntribution would be compulsory; that
the fees that the Treasurer proposed to.
charge should nDt be at the DptiDn of the
If
publicans, but shDuld be cDntinued.
the Government accepted that, it would go.
a IDng way to meet the wishes of all sectiDns.
A wealthy mDnDpDly wDuld be
created for the trade, and it shDuld be CDmpelled to. pay the compensation. That was
the pDsition he took in regard to' this matter.
Some honorable members had indicated an amendment in the directiDn that
the money should be raised by fees, but
he did nDt approve Df that prDposal.
He
was, of course, open to. convictiDn if it
cDuld be shown that that method was better
than the other. In such hotels as Menzies'
and Scott's, the sale of liquor was not the
main pDrtion of the trade.
There were
SDme iSDlated cases Df that character. There
wDuld be nO' difficulty in raising the necessary ¥l0ney by a tax Df 2 or 3 per cent. on
the liquDr. That principle was carried Dut in
cDnnexiDn with the Excise charged Dn beer,
where a stamp had to. be affixed Dn every
Under the
hogshead Df beer pur~hased.
Treasurer's proposal, it was intended to
tax the man getting the biggest value out
of the monDpoly.
It was prepDsed that
the owner .of the public-house sh.ould pay a
Under this proposal this
large amount.
man received a double advantage. He got
'the m.onopoly value
the h.ouse increased,
and the capital value becDming greater, the
rent became higher at every renewal Df the
lease.
A bDnus would be charged to. the
man carrving on the business, as the trade
increased.
The pr.Dposal to. charge 2~ per
cent. would place the whole .of the burden
of finding the compensati.on mDney on the
licensee.
Mr. BENT .-Oh, no..
Mr . WARD E said he had not heard the
h.onorable gentleman explain that, and he
presumed that under the scheme of the
fees it was prDposed to make the landlord
pay, but under the percentage system there
was no. prDP.osal to make the landl.ord pay
his share.
Mr. BENT.-·Yes.
Mr . WARD E said there was no proposal
up to. the present.
Mr. BENT.-The tenant pays the lot.
Mr. WARDE said that was most unjust, and the Treasurer's proposal was preferable to that.
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J\h. BENT.-That is what I have said honorable member for Ovens also spoke of
all along.
the late Mr. Seddon.
There was nothing
Mr. WARDE said that those who made wonderful in Mr. Seddon declaring that
the proposal for a percentage charge had the local option principle had not been ill
never stated how they intended to work it success, fO\r throughout Ihis career, Mr.
out so that the man who got the greate8t Seddon w~s never in favour of local option
advantage should bear the biggest portion of any kInd, but the growth of the prinof the tax.
ciple in New Zealand so converted Mr.
Seddon that as a matter of expediency his
Mr. BENT.-That is my trouble.
Mr. WARDE said that the owner of the Government were compelled to adopt it.
property would no doubt pass on what he He trusted the Government would see their
had to pay by increasing the rent or bonus way to make the alteration that the effect
to be paid by the licensee. The unfortu- of law should be given for a continuance
nate individual who was doing the work of the payment by the publican so that,
,,,"ould have to be protected, and he could justice might be done to the weaker memo.
onl y be protected by the establishment of bers of the trade when dispossessed.
a Court or a Board to decide what was a
Mr. N. BAYLES (Too'J'ak) said as he
fair rent for the property.
It was found was not a member when the second reading
necessary, owing to the extortionate system of the Bill was debated, he asked the inof rack-renting carried on in Ireland, for d.ulgence of the Committee to express his
the British Parliament to pass a law to VIews very shortly On this subject. His
protect the tenants.
On _the second read- election took place right in the thick of the
ingof the Bill, he had stated, in address- controversy of compensation against no
ing himself to the compensation clause, compensation. He stated his views strongly
that he intended to vote against the pro- in favour of fair compensation being paid
posal then made, but the proposal rna-de by to any hotels. that might be closed in
the Government now went a long way to- any way. He was glad the Governwards solving the difficulty.
He regretted ment had brought down this proposal, but
that the honorable member for Ovens was he did not think it went far enough. His
opposed to the system of local option, for principal reason for taking that view was
it was one of the best principles in the Bill. that after ten years the Government did
He was not afraid to trust the people to not propose to give compensation. Then it
was a case of repudiation, because a large
deal fairly.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said the majority of the people had admitted that
honorable member had misunderstood him. a vested right was given in section 101 of
The GovernOn the question of local option, what he the present Licensing Act.
(Mr. Billson) intended to convey was that ment might make their proposal in the first
he thought a Board would be much more of the amendments apply for all time. He
effective than local option in closing the quite saw the difficulty of arriving. at a
hotels, and regulating the trade, but he was percentage system, but still it would be far
He had de- more equitable if some scheme on that basis
not opposed to local option.
He
clared himself in favour of it, but he be- could be brought into operation.
understood
the
Premier
was
having
a
lieved the proposal of the Government
scheme prepared for a fair percentage
would be infinitely more effective.
system, and if that could be arranged, he
Mr. WARDE said he was glad the hon- would be strongly in fa.vour of it as against
orable member had corrected himself. The the proposed system of fees, which he did
honorable member conveyed the impression not think was quite equitable. The leader
that he thought the Board, after the ten of the Opposition stated that it was not
years' period, should continue, and that fair to fix the compensation on a five years'
after that time the system proposed by the purchase.
Government would be preferable to local
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Five years for the'
option.
He (Mr. Warde) believed in the
principle! o}f local option, ~nd was not owner.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said the Preafraid to trust the people to decide in their
own interest.
As a general rule, they mier showed him the pro·posed new clause
judged more correctly than most of those which fixed no time limit so far as the
who considered themselves able to advise owner was concerned. The time limit of
them.
He came into the House pledged five years referred to the licensee. It had
The relation to his rent for five years.
to local option wiih compensation.
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The Premier has
stated that his intention was to limit the
owner's right for five years.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said the
amendment that the Premier showed him
fixed no sud1 limit with regard to the
owner.' The compensation of the owner
should not be limited in any way. He had
by interjection brought out the difficulty
a.bout the secrecy of the income tax. He
was strongly in favour of the proposals of
the Government if they would onlv extend
them so that compensation would be carried beyond the ten years' limit.
Mr. GAUNSON expressed the hope that
the Government would pay some regard
to the arguments of the honorable member
for Flemington. He did not hear the a.rguments of the honorable member for
North Melbourne, but if they were the
same, he hoped those arguments would have
cloub~e weight.
H~ did rot believe 'in
local option, and never had. It had been
a cruel, unjust, and wicked system. Under
the law as it stood, all that had to be done
was to get a petition signed by one-fifth
of all the. electors on the roll to grant a
poll, but when it was desired to increase
the number of licences in a district, at
least one-third of all the voters on the
Assembl y rolls must go to the poll, or
-otherwise it would nat be effective.
Mr. WARDE.-That is unfair in its incidence.
Mr. GAUNSON said the system had
been carried on for twenty years, and the
honorable member was particePs criminis
in the sense that he believed in it.
Mr. WARDE.-I do not believe in the
incidence of it.
Mr. GAUNSON said when it was proposed to decrease the number o£ licences in
a licensing district to some number not below the statutory number-it could not be
decreased below the statutory number---H
one voter went to the poll, it constituted a
lawful 'poll unless one quibbled over the
meaning of the ,~ords "rna ioritv of the
electors. " It might be held that it required
three persons to vote in order to constitute
a majority of two persons over one.
Mr. WARDE.-I do not think that interferes with the principle of local option
at all. It is only the method of carrying
it out that is wrong.
Mr. GAUNSON said local option had
been most contemptible in its operation. The
svstem had been inl force since the Act came
i~to operation on 1st Februarv, J886,
or over twenty years. The ex-Chief Sec-
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retary, Sir Samuel Gillott, in answer to
a question put by the honorable member
for Ovens, on 4th September last, ,stated
that the total number of option polls held
since 1886 up to the present date 'was 196J
of which 100 were tailures.
There were
only 96 successful polls. Of these, 77 increased the number of licences by 132,
while 19 polls decreased the number of
licences by 2I 7. Therefore, in twenty years,
under the local option system, a total of
85 hotels were rubbed out, or at the rate
of about four hotels a year. He said nothing about the increase of clubs which were
public-houses in a more shocking 'form.
He was not referring to the great clubs
that were in existence before the Licensing
Act of 1886 was put on the statute-book.
Those could be counted on one's fingers.
Thev included the Melbourne Club and the
Australian Club. He did not refer to the
Commercial Travellers' Club as one of the
shocking examples of badly conducted
hotels. What was the value in the hearts
of the people of this country of their socalled loca.I option when, in the course of
twenty years, out of 196 polls, asked for
and obtained, 100 were unsuccesful and
those which were successful had resulted in
the aggregate in rubbing out houses at the
rate of four per year at a total cost of
£200;000? It was monstrous. The figures
were alarming. So far as his limited opportunity of studying the Bill and the
amendments went, he was heartily with the
Government at the -first blush in their proposals. The Board to reduce licenoes was
a good idea, but if it was a good idea for
ten years,
why not
for
twenty?
Wh y not for all time? The local option system had been a gross failure,
as he: had shown. For everyone
of the hotels that had been wiped out at
least one club had oeen established. This
had been felt in the old country to be an
evil as much as here, as was shown bv the
following paragraph, which appeared in
a law publication in the old country on
October 13 last:Mr. Herbert Samuel, M.P., Under-Secretary
to the Home Office, received at Middlesbrough,
0'1
Tuesday night, n deputation from. the
Middlesbrough and District Licensed Victuallers'
Association on the subject of the expected
Licensing Bill next session.
Tne president of
the association (Councillor Wycherley) drew Mr.
Samuel's attention particularly to the question
of clubs, which, he said, were a very great
evil.
They paid no licence, and were not under
police supervision.
The deputation asked the
Government to deal with clubs as public-houses
were deal t with.
They should be subject to
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police control, and not allowed to be simply
drinking and gambling dens.
Mr. Samuel,. in
reply, said he fully shared the views of the deputation concerning clubs which ~ere established
for the purposes of drinking.
It was useless to
secure the closing of public-houses if the IesuIt was that, wherever a house was closed, a
drinking club arose to take its place. Those
clubs were neither more nor less than publichouses on a co-operative principle.
He could
assure the deputation that the matter would receive the careful attention of the Government.

Xhe major portion of the clubs of this
country were merely drinking and gambling
dens.
They ought to be rubbed out, or
at least not a single club should be granted
for the future if the Government believed
in local option except on the authority of
a vote of the electors, and if it was determined to increase or decrease licences by
a vote of the electors, it should be by a
clear majority of the voters on the roll.
Mr. WARDE.-I would apply it to club&
and grocers' licences, and, in fact, all round.
Mr. GAUNSON said it could also be
applied to colonial wine licences, and
all the agencies for the ~istribution of
drink, but it was unf.air under the local
option system that a majoritv of one-third
of the whole of the electors on the ron for
one district should be at liberty to put an
enormous chargt' upon the revenue of this
country, and upon the whole community.
He did not want to -delay the consideratIon
of the Bill, but from the bottom of his
heart he detested and abhorred the verY
idea of local option.
This was not
a matter of trusting the people at
all.
It was a matter of trusting a
lot of lunatics.
Call it a referendum or
anything. else, this was a :proposal on the
part of the Government to establish a
Board to reduce the licences at the rate of
sixty a year, instead of the contemptible
four a year that were ,reduced under local
option. In other words, the Government
proposed to give ten. times as much as had
been done under loc::d option, and yet there
was all this howling from Judkins, et hoc
genus omne, and the honorable member for
Borung, the leader of those lunatics in this
House, would be up in arms. He (Mr.
Gaunson) was not going to speak about the
Hampton Tea Gardens, or anything of
that kind. He was old, and was not
vicious any longer. He was not leaving
his vices, but thev were leaving him.
Mr. HUTCHINSON said that as on~
of the lunatics-declared to be so by the
man in this House who was probably best
able to judge of lunatics-he wanted to
refer to. one or two points in t~e speech
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of the honorable member for the PublicOfficers, as well as of other speakers, tonight. The Premier in introducing these
amendments indicated that they were in
the nature of a compromise. All the subsequent speakers had halled them as a
compromise, and stated that they could be'
accepted as such. But he wanted to .emphasize the fact that if this was a compromise that was to be accepted bv the House,
the House should loyalfy accept the main
conditions of that compromise. It was not
right that one. section of the House should
accept the first part of the compromise,
and then offer opposition to the second
part L which was recognised as vital. The'
temperance party had recognised that in
this Bill, complete local option.; without
compensation, was the objective. The Premier pointed out that he had to cut a course
between two extremes-one of them the
temperance party, asking for complete local
option, to be brought about at a shortdated time notice. Three years was the
time indicated as the period to be fought
for. Another section of the House said
"We want to make cOOlpensation continuous. '" The Premier said,. II We will
bring these two contending parties together,.
and get the Bill through on the only possible terms, and that is a compromise between the two sections. We will give the
trade ten years' notice that at the end of
that period compensation shall cease-ten
years' notice, during which they have to
provide the compensation for themselves
from their own insurance fund, and at the
end of that period there must be complete local option without comjpensation.'"
Then, in order to fill in the time until
complete local option was brought about,.
the Premier said,' "We will create a Board,.
and that Board shall use up all the compensation money that the trade can put in
from year to year in order to reduce the
excessive number of public-houses." There
was only one other matter to which he
(Mr. Hutchinson) wished to allude. The
honorable member for the Public Offioers,
and other honorable members, had said
that local option had proved a failure.
Everyone who knew' anything about the
question admitted that local option, as
practised in Victoria, had been a failure,
but it had never been complete local
option. It had been manaCled and crippled
by the imposition of the compensation \provisions, and it had only been operative in
SJ far as there was monev in the compensaf;on fund to pay for the closing of the
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Gouses which the people decided should be
dosed. The last local option p011 that was
held at North Melbourne more than exhausted the money that was in the Treasury. The temperance party recognised
that local option could only proceed along
those lines, and that it would be impossible to introduoe any general scheme of
local option until the question of compenNo other
sation was put on one side.
country in the world had ever attempted
a general scheme of local DlPtion with compensation. Victoria was the only country
which had tried it, and, therefore, Victoria was the only country in the world
which, having tried local option, had found
it to miserably fail, because it had carried
that enormous weight of compensation.
But, even with these limitations, had local
.option in Victoria been an absolute failure?
He admitted that it had been a comparative
failure. It had only resulted in closing
up 217 hotels, because there was only that
amount of compensation money available.
But local option operated in another direction. Not onlv did it result in reducing
the number of licences, but it also prevented
increases. The fact remained that though
we had been working under an imperfect
local option law for twenty years z and
though our population during that period
had considerably increased, yet, to-day, our
hotels were about 1,000 less than they were
when local option first came into force.
The great success of the movement had not
been so much in reducing the number of
hotels as in resisting attemlPts to increase
the number. Not only that, but the figures
presented bv Mr. Merson, who annually
drew up the" drink bill of Victoria, showed
that the consumption of beer had decreased
within the same period from 19,000,000 to
13,000,000 gallons, whilst the consumption
of spirits had been reduced from 1,300,000
gallons to 800,000 gallons.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Do y~u say
that local option has done that?
Mr. HUTCHINSON said local option
'had "done it in this way, that it had pre"ented the increase of hotels. Every hotel
created its own drinking centre, and the
temperance sentiment that had prevented
the 'increase of hotels was the sentiment
that 'had made for a reduction in drinking.
In' conclusion, he'desired to emphasiie the
fact that these amendments were in the
nature of a compromise, and if honorable
members recognised them as such they
shoulc1 try to honorably, observe that compromise.
I f one party made a conces-
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sion, the other party should also make a
conceSSIOn. Honorable members were all
anxious to get the Bill 'out of the way as
speedily as possible.
These were amendments which the Committee could honorably accept, 'and he, for one, was prepared to accept them as they stood, and
to fight heartily .for them.
He did not
believe, however, in members saying that
they would accept the compromise, and
afterwards try to strike out the limitation
as to the ten xears' period.
Mr. WARDE.-Where is the difference if
those in the trade find their own compensation?
Mr. HUTCHINSON said he had
already indicated that if ,a general scheme
of local option was to be adopted, it could
not be worked if compensation was to be
provided for all the hotels before they were
closed.
Mr. WARDE.-These amendments do not
provide for that.
Mr. HUTCHINSON said it was not
so much a question as to the working of the
scheme he had in view as the principle of
the thing.
The temperance party contended that the licensed victuallers had no
Thev found that
right to compensation.
a large section of the House did not agree
with them in that contention, and they said,
"Very well, we will agree with you in
giving the trade ten years' notice that their
rights to compensation shall then cease, and
that after that period full and complete
local option shall obtain." He hoped that
the House woul d carrv amendments~ along
those lines.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he was as anxious as any honorable member
to get the Bill through, but perhaps under
the circumstances he might be permitted
to take up the time of the Committee for
a few moments: It must certainlv be admitted that when the Premier first launched
the Bill in the House, it seemed very improbable that the measure would be passed.
Therefore, on the occasion of the second
reading he ventured to throw out the suggestion that local option might be done
away with altogether for ten years, at all
events, and that bv exercising a good deal
of pressure, it might be possible to reduce
the number of hotels durinp: that ten years
<lown to the statutory number.
He also
venturen to suggest -that upon a proner
officer being appointed. the Minister himsplf. cQtild take Dower to close up the surplus hotels.
The Premier last week intimated to him (Mr. Bailes) that· he would
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like to see him on the question, at the
same time stating that with some modifications he intended to adopt the suggestions
he had thrown out, together with some of
the suggestions that had been made by
other honorable members. He (Mr. Bailes)
thereupon placed himself in communication
with Mr. Hunt, the acknowledged leader
of the temperance party, and together with
the honorable member for Borung they had
an interview with the Premier.
The con·
versation that ensued resulted, he believed,
in the preparation of the amendments that
have now been submitted.
Of course, the
Committee was not committed to anything
with respect to the amendments on account
of that understanding, because, until the
Premier made the announcement of the
amendments to-day, honorable members
were in total ignorance as to what.the understanding was.
P~rsonal1y, as he nad
played some part 'in the matter, he felt
bound to accept the proposals of the P remier.
There was a good deal of force
in some of the arguments that had been
advanced to-night in oppoSition ·to the
amendments, but he did not think there was
. very much. in those amendments to be
afraid o£.
Assuming that it would be
possible to reduce the number of hotels
to the statutory number during the next
ten years-and from his knowledge of the
trade, he had not the slightest doubt that
it would be possible to do so-he ventured
to think that it would take very strong reasons and arguments to induce the people to
adopt any further measure of local option
to reduce the number of houses below the
statutory number, in the large centres at all
events.
In some of the outlying portions
of the State he did not antIcipate that there
would be any difficulty whatever in still
further reduCing the number oD hotels.
If
the Premier got the increased fees, which
were proposed, there would be no
necessity for any understanding to
be come to with the licensed victuallers who would remain· in the trade.
These fees, continuing, of course, v,rould
quickl y accumulate into a large sum of
money, and there would be no difficulty
wh.atever in regard to the increased value
which must ittach to the hotels which
would be left open. He intended to support the Premier in his proposals.
Mi. PRENDERGAST movedThat the words" thirty-first day of September
One thousand nine hundred and sixteen," in
~ub-clause (2), be omitted.

Mr. BENT said he would suggest that
the matter be discussed to-morrow. He
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felt the House had done very well to-night~
and he desired to say that, as members
were present so early in the morning, arrangements had been made amongst the
MiniS,ters, and more especially by the Minister of Lands, to attend to any business
honorable gentlemen desired at the House.
He understood Mr. Allan, of the Lands.
Department, would remain at the House
from II o'clock in the morning until 2 or lin the afternoon. He wished to say, also,
that he would take the Railway LoaIl
Application Bill, and s,ome other little
Bills, such as the Compulsory Voting Bill,.
in 'the morning. He would take tha.t Bin
first. Then he proposed to go on with the
Railway Loan Appllcation Bill and all the
Money Bills. At about noon he would g<>
on with the Licensing Bill. He begged to
moveThat progress be reported.

The motion was agreed to, and progress.
was reported.
BOILERS INSPECTION BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council, with a mess,age intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
The amendments were ordered to be
taken into consideration on the following
da.y.
MARRIAGE ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Le.gislative Council, with a message intimating
that they insisted on disagreeing with the
amendments of the Legislative Assembly.
The message was. ordered to be taken
into consideration on the following day.
The House adjourned at eight minutes
past ten o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, December 6, 1906.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyfive minutes to three o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
ASSENT TO BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES presented a
message from the Goyernor intimating that,
at the Government Offices, on December 4,
His Excellency gave his aJssent to the Con·
solidated Revenue Bill (No.5).
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GAMING SUPPRESSION BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Clause 52 was agreed to.
,Clause 53 was postponed.
Clauses 54 and 55 wer~ agreed. t~.
On clause 56 dealing WIth restnctIOns of
race meetings,
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
had given notice of his intention to move
that the whole of the division relating to
restrictions on race meetings should be
omitted. He did sO' because he considered
the State was not justified in interfering
with such a matter as racing. He did not
intend to say any more on the subject at
the present time, because if honora~le members each spoke for half~an-hour, It would
not make any difference in the way that
they would vote.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said this was
a very important question, and as to-day
was the first afternoon the House had met
at half-past 2 o'clock, it would be wise to
adjourn the consideration of ,such a question until there were more members present.
The clause was postponed, as were
.:lauses 57 and 58.
Clauses 59 to 62 inclusive were agreed
to.
On clause 63, providing. that whenever
a house office room, or place, was entered
under ;he p~visions of the Bill, or P~Tt
5 of the Police Offences Act, the. dIScovery therein or about the person of any
of those found therein of instruments of
gaming pr JdotllJTIen~s:, books,. :Cc'llrdSl, or
papers relating to racrng or bettmg, should
be prima facie evidence that such a place
was used for unlawful gaming,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat after the word "therein," where first
occurring the words "or thereon" he inserted,
and that' after the word "therein," where subsequently occurring, the ~ords "or the,~eon a!lY
person entering or leavmg the same
be mserted.

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause as amended, was passed.
Cla~ses 65 to 68 inclusive were agreed
to.
On clause 69, providing that e~e~y person contravening any of the prov~slOns of
the Bill if no penaltv was provIded for
such off~nce, should be liable for a first
offence to a penalty of not less. than £5 or
more than £IOO, or to impnsonment for
not less than seven days or more than three
months, and for a second offence to a
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penal ty of not less than £25 or more than
£200, or imprisonment for any term not
less than one month or more than si:J
months, and for any subsequent offence t(
imprisonment for any term not less than
three months or more than twelve months,
The Hon. J. BALFOUR movedThat the words " twenty-five pounds" he
struck out, and the words "fifty pounds" inserted.

He said this would only affect persons who
were convicted for a second offence.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
thought honorable members should have a
little more information before making the
amendment. When the Bill was originally
drawn up, minimum penalties were provided for all offences, and that was generally objected to. In most instanoes, those
minimum penalties had been omitted. He
thought a mjnimum of £25 was a pretty
severe minimum.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
would like to point out that it must be borne
in mind that stewards, starters, and other
officials connected with race-courses would
be liable to commit offences in reference to
the days on which racing was held, or
something of that kind.
Perhaps those
persons would not have the actual control
of affairs.
In the case of a person who
wilfully broke the Act a second time, the
magistrates would inflict a heavier fine than

£2.5.
The amendment was. negatived.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR movedThat at the end of the clause the following
words he added ;-" and to a fine of not less than
One hundred pounds or more than Five hundred pounds."

He said it was necessary to make the
Bill as effective as po~sible, and to make
the penalties heavy.
Such an arrnendment
as he proposed would not a'ffect the officials spoken of by Mr. ~Ianifold, because
this was only to apply where persons had
been convicted ·three times or more.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was ag.reed to.
On clause 70, providing for the publication of regulations,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that this
clause was inserted in another place, but
he would ask that it should be struck out.
The fact had been overlooked that the
onl y regulations proyided for in the J3ill
,,-ere regulations under Division 4, and that
division contained a provision with respect
to the publication of these regulations.
It differed from the present c~ause inasmuch
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as the time before which a copy of the re- assist in the· breeding of horses 111 VicgUlaoons ,ras to be lJosted to each Member toria?
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-I do not :see
of 1) arliament was seven days in clause 57,
whereas in the present clause it was twenty- their name here.
The Han. J. C. CAMPBELL said he
one days.
was told that the clause could only apply
The clause was negatived.
The postponed clauses were then taken to ~ye and Company. Fair play should
be grven to that firm as well as to anyone
into consideration.
else in business. The system which Tye
On clause 4, which was as follows:In section thirty-seven of the Police Offences and Company adopted was tliat at the beAct I~90 after the words" property amongst the ginning of the year they bought a cottage
owners thereof" there shall be inserted the and handed it over to a highly-respectable
we:rds "if such property is capable of being solicitor, Mr. Dickson, and the deeds re·
fairly apportioned amongst all the owners there- mained in his hands.
Then· coupons, or
of and IS proposed to be apportioned equally so
f,H as practica.ble amongst all the owners there- share certificates, were issued to every purof."
This section shall have no force or effect chaser of goods to the value of £5, and
until the first day of March One thousand nine at the end of the year these purchasers met
hundred and seven,
together and decided as to the means to
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said this be adopted in order to determine who
clause was inserted in the Bill in order should g~t the cottage. Tye and Compan:
to persecute one particular firm in the city had nothmg whatever to do with it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Why are they
-Messrs. Tye and Company. These gentlemen had done a large business with his troubling then?
Th.e Hon~ J. C. CAMPBELL said the
firm. They were importers of trotting
studs from America,and his firm found whole thing was handed over to the solicithem to be as honorable and straight as tor.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-Then this
any firm in Melbourne.
Tye and Company had no objection to give up their dis- clause does not touch them.
The Hon. F. STuART.-I am very sorry
tribution if everyone else was included in
the clause-the A.N.A. art unian, the Eight for that.
The
Hon.
J.
M.
DAVIES
said
that
if
Hours art union, guessing competitions,
and coupons. There were also the prizes the scheme was that Tye and Company
that were offered by the publication called bought a cottage, and gave their customers
Life, of which the Rev. Dr. Fitchett was certain tickets or shares in that cottage,
editor, and his son was the managing pro- and. the.n the shareholders met together and
prietor.
In a pamphlet issued in con- said, "We will determine by lot who is to
nexlon with that magazine, 155 prizes of be the owner of the cottage," that would
different kinds were offered in return for be illegal to-day, and would be suppressed.
coupons.
He wished to know whether The scheme had been tried before. The
those coupons and prizes were prohibited late Mr. Hugh Peck, forty years ago, proposed to sell all his property in that way,
in this Bill?
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-They are but he was stopped,- because it was heid
to be illegal.
Honorable members knew
specially exempted.
very well that if a property could be sold
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he in that way people would probably pay
did not think it was fiair that one ·firm /~15 or :f.20 for what would otherwise
alone should be persecuted and a number fetch only £,10.
If this clause were
of others allowed to continue their prac- passed it would still be legal for Tye and
tices.
Company to buy a cottage and hand it
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-This over to a trustee, and then for them to
dause applies to everyone.
give their customers an interest in that cotThe Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said it did tage.
But if it was proposed that· the
not applv to the prizes given by Life. The purchasers should afterwarqs meet together
Robur Tea Company also offered a num- and have a lottery to decide the ownershin
her of prizes, including fifty soverejgns, and of the cottage it wou Iel be illegal-they
coupons were issued. Why should one re- would not be nermitted to do so.
Mr.
spectahle fIrm be singled out in this way. Camnbel1 stated that the clause was aimen
esneciallv when it was a firm that was at Tye ann Companv. It was aimed at
doing a' great deal of good to the State Tve and Company. and at any otne else
by importin~ first-class trotting horses to who did the same thing. ,Vere TYe and
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Company to be permitted to have a lottery
merel y because they did not carry through
the whole oQeration with their own hands,
but bought the property and then left
their customers to do the rest? :The present
law provided that the. provisions against
lotteries should not apply to the distribution of property among the owners, but
that did not mean a gamble of this kind.
It was often necessary to divide an estate
among three or more people, and very often
it was agreed to decide by lot who should
have the first choice. That was reasonable
and proper, and was allowed by law.
Under this clause it was provided that the,
exemption with regard to distributions of
property should only apply where the propertv was capable of being distributed
pra~tically in equal shares amongst those
entitled to it. But why Tye and Company
should be allowed to get this advantage
over other tradesmen he did not tinderstand.
With reference to the Robur Tea
coupons, and things ofi that kind, there
was nothing in the Coupons Act preventing
.any tradesman from giving any kind of
discount to his customers.
It was quite
legal to give a discount of, say, 5 per cent.
to purchasers of £10 worth of goods,
or 10 per cent. to purchasers of £100
worth.
An amending Coupons Bill was
already on the notice-paper, but whether it
would be dealt with this ~ession he could
not tell. It was originally intended, when
that Bill was being considered, to stop
such things as the Robur Tea coupons, and
also the Silver Star starch coupons. But
thes~ things .had nothing whatever to do
with lotteries. A certain number of coupons entitled the purchaser to a certain
prize or discount, but that was not a lotterv. and did not come in any way under
the provisions of this Bill.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-Does this
clause apply to· Dr. Fitchett?
The Hon. J. ]\-1. DAVIES said it did
not apply to Dr. Fitchett. because Dr.
Fitchett did not do anything which came
within its provisions.
The Han. J. C. ~-CAMPBELL said he
supposed there would be nothing to prevent Tye and Company from giving a discount to the largest purchasers. He would
not have taken this matter up, but that he
knew the respectabilitv of the firm, and he
knew that they would not trY to do anything that was against the law. AI1 the'asked was that every one else should be
placed in the same position.
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The Han. J. ~.L 'DAVIES.-So they are.
The Han. J. C. CAi\-IPHELL said that
Dr. Fitchett was not placed in the same
position.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Because he
does not do the same thing.
The Han. J. C. CAMPBELL said that
Dr. Fitc~~tt was doing something that was
a great deal WG1'se.
The Han. W. CAIN said he presumed
that if the cottage referred to in connexion
with the scheme of Messrs. Tye and Company was sold, and the proceeds were distributed amongst the coupon-holders, tnere
would be nothing illegal in the scheme.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
should imagine that there would be no
difficulty in making a distribution of that
kind, but that was not· what these people
wanted. The purchasers from Messrs. Tye
and Company, who got, say, a IS. share
in the cottage, would not be content to receive IS.; they wanted a chance of winninU'
the cottage.
n
The Hon. F. STUART said he could
not understand how 'any one could support
such. a wholly im~oral and dishonest proceedmg as that whIch was aimed at in this
clause. Tye and Company were probably
not more honest than other business people,
but they were trying to legalize gambling
of the very w~rst tVl!e. They were making
pr?fit fo~ theIr own firm bv doing somethmg whIch was wholly immora1. If that
kind of thing was allowed all sorts of
artic1~s would soon be SOld' by means of
lottenes. As he had stated last night, he
hoped the Government would carrv the
w.h?le of this di~ision of the Bill, an"d prohlblt all lottenes, inclUding the Eight
House art union and the A. N .A. lottery.
The Han. J. BALFOUR.-The A.N.A. do
not have it now.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said he under.
st?O~ that the Government had given permISSIOn to Tye and Company to hold this
distribution of property for t\VO or three
years past.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said the Government had done no such thing.
All .
the Government did was to insert a provision in the Bill which would allow Tye
and Company to carry through a certain
transaction which was now two-thirds
through, and it was thought it would not
be right to stop it af this stage. It was
for Parliament to decide whethf'r that provision should be passed.
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The Han. W. J. EVANS said he understood that this distribution had been carried on for about three years, and if it
was illegal, why had it not been stopped?
If it was so immoral,. as Mr. Stuart stated,
the Government should have taken some
action.
The Hon. F. STuART.-I· think so.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he looked
at the matter from a different point of
view. In connexion with the issue of coupons, he knew that large business men objected to the system, because it took away
a certain amount of. their profits, but if
it was right that each purchaser should obtain a discount, what objection could there
be to establishing a system ~hereby each
purchaser got a share in a certain piece of
property?
I t meant that each purchaser
had a chance of getting a good start in
life.
The difficulty, he understood, was
that the giving of discounts to s.mall purchasers entailed a very large amount of
work. Tye and Company had introduced
a system of their own, and of course it
created an antagonistic feeling on the part
of other business people.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said that
at the request of Mr. Tye, he would withdraw any opposition to the clause on the
understanding that it would apply to other
merchants and traders.
The Hon. F. STuART.-Mr. Tye is not
to dominate Parliament. That is quite a
new factor.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I will make
no promise in the matter.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
Mr. Evans did not seem to understand the
position. Any trader could give a discount
if he liked. But a chance in a lottery was
not a discount. What Tye and Company
offered to their customers was not a discount in any way. It was merely an attempt to reintroduce the coupon system
which prevailed some years ago, and which,
on the recommendation of a Select Committee, wa~ abolished by Act of Parliament. The present clause applied to every
one in the State. If it was desired to put
a siop to the. prizes offered bv Life or b:-'
the Robur Tea Company it should be done
by means of a special clause.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-This clause
does not include Dr. Fitchett.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said it
did not apply to Dr. Fitchett'. simply because Dr. Fitchett did not do anything of
this kind.
If a man stole a watch he
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could not be convicted under a section
which applied to sly-grog selling.
The Hon. R. B. REhS said he could
not see wh v a firm should not be allowed
to set aside a small amount from each
purchase made to constitute a fund with
which a villa might be bought for distribution a mongiSlt the customers of the firm.
The firm allowed the customers to do what
they liked with the house, which was purchased by the money allowed as discount
to the purchasers of goods. The customers
were allowed to decide aJS to how the property should be distributed, and they might
.decide to let it at 30S. a week, dividing
the rent amongst themselves. They might
cast lots in the old Biblical way as to who
should have the house. He could not see
why a particular firm was singled out in
this matter.
The Hon. J. M. DAvllEs.-They are
not mentioned in the clause.
The Hon. R. B. RE E S said they were
not mentioned under the clause, but they
had been mentioned by, members.
It
seemed that by this Bill that firm would be
compelled to hand over the discount to
the newspapers for .advertising purposes
instead of being allowed to d1stribute it
amongst their customers. This firm were
quite justified in doing what they had done.
If the clause were carried, the firm referred
to would hav~ to adopt a most cumber,some
way of dividing the property amongst
their customers.
The practice that was
now adopted was not an immoral one. He
was opposed to the old coupon system,
but the system carried out by .this firm was
a bona fide transaction, for the villa that
was given away was evidently worth the
money.
Th~ Hon. E. MILLER said thils was
one of what 'were called the tricks of
trade, but the Government wanted to interfere with it. Any business firm could
allow a discount, and if the distribution of
this villa was to be stopped, there would
be a lottery amongst the customerls for the
monev instead of the villa. This, firm had
adopted this method of advertising, and
there was nothing criminaJl about it.
The Hon. F. STUART said some members seemed to think discounts were given
throughout ·,trade.
People wh'O bought
goods were supposed to get the value of
their money, and they were not entitled to
anv discount. It was onlv where both a
cash and a credit trade wa~ done that· discount was allowed. and it was allowed for
the cash and not for the gJOds. The firm
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to permit or suffer to be printed or
alluded to were smart business people, but
published in such newspaper any adif they were allowed to do this sort of
vertisement sign notice or other inforthing, others would do it, and the gamble
mation of or relating to the establishwould goO on.
There would not be oneing com~encing promoting carrying on
tenth of the present gambling if it had not
or drawmg or intended establishing
commencing promoting carrying on or
been for the coupon §ystem~ which inidrawing of any illegal lottery whether
tiated women and children into the evil,
wholly or partly established coma.nd did incalculable harm. There should
menced carried on promoted or manbe no gambling in trade.
This sort of
aged in Victoria or elsewhere; or
thing was really worse than Tattersall's
(b) to print any ticket or chance or share
in any illegal lottery; or
sweeps.
He hoped the Committee would
(c) to sell circulate exhibit or dispose of an\'
pass the clause as it stood. The Governnewspaper printed in any part of th'~
ment had been exceedingly generous, to
Commonwealth of Australia which
this firm in allowing them to go as far as
c~)fitains. any a?vertisement sign nothey had done.
tice or mformatIon of any illegal lotThe Hon. W. J. EVANS said the last
tery.
speaker had stated that discounts were
(2) In this Division of this Act "illegal lotonly given for cash.
The lottery carried t~ry" ~eans any lottery in contravention of secout by this firm was based on the cash tIon t~urty:s:v.en of t~e Police Offences Act 1890
or thIS DIVISIOn or Intended to be established
principle, but there was no analogy be- commenced
carried on promoted drawn or mantween it and Tattersall's sweeps.
People aged elsewhere than in Victoria.
got nothing for their money in Tattersall's
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
sweeps unless they won a prize, but they
got goods from this firm for the money would like to know from the Attorneyspent.
He Isaw nothing ·immoral in the General what was meant by an illegal 10tpractice, for it was an expeditious mode terv.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said every
of giving a ,small purchaser a discount.
lottery
was illegal except a lottery for a
The only thing that was wrong with the
coupon system which was abolished was work of art, of which notice had been
that those who carried it on were not giving given and which was not prohibited; a
full value to the people for their money. lottery at a bazaar, of which notice had
The coupon people imported their goods been given, and which w.as not prohibited'
instead of buying them from the local ware- the dis.tribution of propertv amongst th~
houses, and that was why there was such owners m proper shares; and a raffle of a.
priv~te nature of which the Justices were
a great outcry against them.
The Hon. A. HICKS said the lottery the Judges. All other lotteries were illegal.
referred to was not a legitimate way of
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL moveddoing business. It it were allowed, where was
That 'the words "or elsewhere" at the end of
this! matter going to end? If this firm were paragraph (a) be omitted.
allowed to continue the practice others
The Hon. E. MILLER said the amendwould do the same. It ';vas undoubtedly a
lottery, and one that should be put down. ment would allow Tattersall's sweep tickets
The Hon. R. B. REES observed that to be sold here. Mr. Campbell should give
by section 37 of the Act, raffles were al- the Committee an explanation of his in
A man could tention.
lowed for works of art.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said it was
raffle a work of art but not a villa, although a villa was a much more useful quite evident that Mr. Campbell moved
thing than a picture to hang on the wall. the amendment because he wanted TatterThis firm could invest a thousand pounds saIl's tickets to be allowed to be sold here.
in a work of art and raffle it, but not in ,Surely the Committee were not going to
pe:m it ou: people to go into ,a lottery in a
a villa.
ne!ghbounng State when no lotteries of
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 5, which the kind were allowed to be carried on
here?
was as follows:(1) It shall be unlawfulThe Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he
(a) to print publish or exhibit or to cause never mentioned Tattersall's. There were
to be printed published or exhibIted plentv other countries, in the world where
In any newspaper or on any placard
handbill circular or card or for any dr~wings of th.e kind took place and large
It was a piece of
person registered as the proprietor pnzes were given,
printer or publisher of ~ny newspaper cheek for this Parliament to legislate m
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any way against a country like Tasmania because every agent would be under a liability to scan their columns before he sold
which legalized a certain drawing.
Th~ Government thought no atThe Hon. J. D. BROWN said, even them.
without this clause, it was illegal now to tempt would be made to advertise any il·
sell Tattersall's tickets in Victoria accord- legal lottery in Victoria in those papers,
ing to the decision just given by the Full and so on the whole they felt it was better
Court. Mr. Campbell could not buy Tat- to nm the risk of any damage in that
direction, rather thar. risk causing greater
tersa:ll',s tickets here now.
The! Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-I beg your damage in other directions.
pardon.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said there
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the hon- would be nothing to prevent any gambling
orable member could do so, of course, but association here from setting up ,a newshe would take the risks.
paper in Colombo and sending copies here
The Hon. J. C. ICAMPBELL said he by .steamer every week to be di~tributed
had never bought a ticket in Tattersall's broadcast, although it was proposed to
on his own account, but he had to buy prevent our own newspapers from publishtickets for people in Bombay, Calcutta,_ ing such information ..
Singapore, Penang, Java, and other places.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said while
Only a couple of months. ago hilS book- the Committee were about it they might
keeper told him that Mr. Abrahams, of provide that the printer of any newspaper
Singapore, won a £40 prize in Tattersall's giving this information should be fined
through a ticket he got in this way.
£5 00 , and the publisher £1,000 for interThe Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-Then you fering with this holy State of Victoria.
are an ,rugent.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said it would
The amendment was negatived.
be quite easy to amend the Bill afterThe Hon. J. BALFOUR said he wished wards if any SUdl wholesale business- as
to insert after the 'word "Australia" in Mr. Brown sllggested took place. If the
paragraph (c), the words "or New Zea- words Mr. Brown ,advocated were inserted,
land or anv island of the PacifiC! or South- excellent newspapers might be prevented
ern Ocea!I1:" Otherwise the clause could from coming into Victoria simply because
be very easily evaded by getting these they happened to contain advertisements
notices printed in New Zealand and cir- connected with matters of this sort, which
culated here. The amendment would make did not affect this country at all.
His
the clause more effective.
amendment would be quite sufficient.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said Mr. BalThe Hon. J. D. BROWN said .the Engfour would scarcely accomplish his object lish law was much on the same lines as
by the words he had suggested, but he ours regarding lotteries, so that theTe would
would ,succeed absolutely if he put in the be no fear of English newspapers containwords "in Victoria! or elsewhere," after ing these advertisements.
There was
the word "printed" in paragraph (c). power to stop newspapers from other EuroThese notices could be sent to Colombo pean countries coming through the post
and printed there. He did not think any if thev contained information about lotreputable newspaper in the world would teries, and that power had been exercised.
put in advertisements of lotteries which He desired to see the Bill leave this Chamthey knew to be illegal.
ber as perfect as possible, so that it wOUld
The Hon. J:. M. DAVIES said the not be necessary next session to 'fe-model
clause, like others, had been considered what had been done this session. To test
and reconsidered by the Government. Ori- the feeling of the Committee, he begged
ginally this provision was absolutely pro- to movehibitive in the way now suggested, but then
That the words "any part of the Commonthe Government thought they should be wealth of Australia," in paragraph (c), be omit.
fair to everybodv in the matter and de- ted, and the words "Victoria or elsewhere" incided that the provision would be wide serted.
enough if it w,a,s applied onlv to the ComThe amendment was negatived.
monwealth of Australia. He did not see
The Hon. J. BALFOUR movedmuch obiection to Mr. Balfour's amendThat after the word "Australia," the foIlowment. but the arnendm:ent iSlugg-ested by ~n~ words be jnse~ted "or New Zealand or any
Mr. Brown might prohibit the circulation lsl:md of the PaCific or Southern Ocean."
here of newspapers coming from London,
The amendment was negati\'ed.
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M. DAVIE'S moved-

That after the words "division or" in sub··
clause (2) the words "any lottery" be inserted.

He said this amendment was to make the
meaning clearer.
The Hon. J. IC, CAMPBELL said the
amendment was, another hit at Tattersall's,
which was not an illegal lottery, but aJ
legal lottery, from which the Government of Tasmania received between
£60,000 and £65,000 a year.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL movedTliat the words "elsewhere than" in subclause (2) be omitted.

The amendment was negatived, and the
clause, as previously amended, was agreed
to.
On clause 6, which was as follow:s:No person shall sell or offer for sale, Ot
{unless the Court is satisfied that there was nO
consideration for so doing) deliver or give or
buy or pay for or knowingly receive or accept
3,<1)' ticket or any chance in any illegal lottery,

The Hon. A. HICKS movedThat the words" whether as principal or agent
-directly or indirectly" be inserted after the
word "shall."

He said he intended' also to move the
omission of the words in brackets in the
clause. His amendment would throw the
whole of the responsibility upon the principal or his agent, whether they acted for
-consideration or not.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said honorable members wanted to do all they could
to make the Bill effective. He was sorry
his previous amendment was not agreed to,
but if it had been more clearly understood
he believed the voices would have been
otherwise.
Honorable members ought to
accede as much as possible to the AttorneyGeneral's wish to have no more amendments made in the Bill than could possibly
be helped, and he (Mr. Balfour) did not
want to amend the Bill for the mere sake
of amending.
He wished to make it as
effective as possible. :Mr. Hicks' amendment was a good ane.
The Han. J. C. CAMPBELL said he
would like to know from the. AttorneyGeneral where Tattersall's tickets were to
be got if this clause was passed, because
his firm had to purchase them every day
for their customers in the East.
"There
were they to get them?
The Hon. T. M. DAVIES said Mr.
Campbell had better instruct the people
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who wanted the tickets to go to Tasmania
for them, instead of getting them through
him.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the words
proposed by Mr. Hicks, were the same as
were llsed in clause 8, so probably they
were omitted in error from this clause.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said the two
clauses were quite different.
Under this
clause, it would not help a person who
was charged with selling tickets to give as
an excuse that he sold as ,a'll agent. That
would not let him off.
The clause was
strong enough.
The amendment was neg,atived.
The Hon. A. HI,CKS movedThat the words "unless the Court is satisfied
thut there was no consideration for so doing"
be omitted.

The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
On clause 8, which was as follows:No person shall for payment or otherwise forward or receive any packet or parcel or money
cheque draft or order for payment of money
for the purpose of the same being forwarded
either directly or indirectly to the promoters or
managers of any illegal lottery,

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
clause was drafted in a terribly drastic
way. It would have been quite sufficient
to draw it in such a way as to prohibit the forwarding of packets or parcels
containJing molney, cheques, draftts, or
orders' for payment.
As it stood, however, it would prevent a parcel containing
a pair of boots or a packet of groceries
being delivered to a man who was gettting
up an illegal lottery, and if those goods
were delivered an innocent carrier might
be penalized.
To pass excessively drastic legislation would only make us laughed
at by other people.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said eyen
supposing the clause was drastic, and
would prevent the forwarding of a pncel
to the promoter or manager of an illegal
lottery, he would ask who was going to
be the promoter or manager of 1.h~lt 50ft
of thing in Victoria?
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-If he
buys a pair of boots he will have to carry
them home himsel f.
.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES asked what
harm that would do the man. What rjght
had he to carryon an illegal lotten- in defiance of an Act of Parliament? When the
post-office was closed to Tattersall's thev
He was mot sure
found other means,.
whether something was not done through
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some banks in the way of sending drafts ta
Tattersall's. He believed money was now
sent to them through some cauying company or agent. This clause was to prevent
that sort of thing, and as there were not
going. to be any illegal lotteries in Victoria:,
the clause would do no harm in the way
Mr. Manifold suggested.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-It is not
the isort of legislation if it became known
elsewhere that would make us respected in
the eyes of the world.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL .said the
clause was a most unwarrantable interference with the caorrying trade.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES. - A trade
which has been breaking the law.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he
believed the money went through one or
two of the banks.
The Hon. J. IV1. DAVIEs.-We want to
stop it.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL asked how
it was to be stopped?
The )Hon. J. M. DAVIEs,.-By this
clause.
The Hon. J. Ie. CA:L\IPBELL said he
wished to see the clause struck out.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said it was
most important to make thi.s provision
stringent.
Those conducting illegal lotteries found every possible means of breaking the law.
The carrying of letters
through the post to certain people and concerns was prohibited, and other ways were
immediatel y found of getting those letters
delivered.
The
respectable
people
in TaJsmania did not want to see
their
children
led
into
gambling.
In Tasmania one could see cards put
in windows announcing that lottery tickets
were sold there. 'We could not interfere with Tasmania, but we could
interfere so far as Victoria was concerned,
and not allow persons to send and get
tickets.
The Commonwealth had taken
action in that matter through the Post
Office, and he wanted the State to assist in
tha t by these other methods.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that he would like to see several words
omitted from the clause, with the view of
making the clause a little stricter, instead
of a little less stringent. The claUlSe at
present provided that no person should
"for payment or otherwise" fonyard or
receive any packet or money for the promoters of illegal lotteries. He would like
to see the words "for payment or ather-
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wise" omitted.
Otherwise it would be
necessary in a prosecution to show that the
person who forwarded these parcels. received some consideration fOif doing so ..
He did not think that was what was intended. The clause should apply to every
one who forwarded or received any packet
or money for this purpose.
.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD remarked that he supposed that honorable
members were aware that the punishment
on an innocent carrier for doing this thing.
was no less than £5 for the first offence~
or imprisonment for a term of not less.
than seven days or more than three months.
For a second offence the penalty was not
less than £25, and so on.
That was
rather rough on a carrier.
The Hon .. J. M. DAVIEs.-No one would
be guilty if he did not know.
The Hon. ·W. S. MANIFOLD said there
was nothin$' about knowing in the clause.
If the !Ml11ist~r\ would insert the wdrdl
" knowingly," he would withdraw all objection.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said this
clause clearly did not touch Tattersall's
at all, because nobody knew who the promoters or managers of Tattersall's were.
The original promoter was dead, and he
had left the management to a number of
men, some of whom were Members of Parliament.
Those people were practically
unknown, and to say that if a carrier took
a parcel to one of those men the carrier
should be sent to goal, seemed to be a very
drastic provision.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat after the words "no person shall," the
word "knowingly" be inserted.

The Committee divided on the amendmentAy~
9
Noes
IS
Majority against the amendment
AYES.

Mr.
"
Dr.
Mr.
"

Austin
Campbell
Embling
Harwood
Little

l\-1 r. Manifold
"

Miller.

Tellers _.

Mr. Cain
" McDonald.
NOES_

Mr. Balfour
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Brown
Crooke
Davies
Evans
McLellan
Melville
Payne

Mr. Pearson
"

""
"

Pitt
Rees
Sachse
Stuart.

Tellers:
Mr. Edgar
" Hicks.
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The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD movedThat the words "for payment or otherwise"
be omitted.

The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was adopted.
On postponed clause 15, which was as
follows ; The Governor in Council may by Order published in the Government Gazette declare any
game of chance or of chance and skill to be an
unlawful game within the meaning of Part IV.
of the Police Offences Act 1890 and this Act,

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD observed
that this clause was exceedingly drastic,
and was unnecessarily so.
It WaJS so
drastic indeed, that it would, to a great
extent, defeat its own object.
A game
whiqh was originally innocoot might be
abused in some place or places, and the
Government might like to put a stop to
the abuse of it, but if they proclaimed
that the game was unlawful. everywhere,
probably the whole of the people ,,;ould
rise up against such a proceeding. It was
onl y the abuse of thing.s which was objectionable. There was no harm in a glass
of whisky, but if a man took too much
habitually he rendered himself punishable.
There was no harm in the game of bridge
when played in the ordinary way.
Now
that the totes were going to be suppressed,
people might be driven to start gambling
on bridge.
I f the Minister proclaimed
bridge an unlawful game, that proclamation would enter into every man's house,
and there would be a great outcry about it.
He had ,given notice of an amendment
which would enahle the Government to differentiate between the use and abuse of a
thing. He begged to moveThat after the 'Nord "skill," the words" when
played under the conditions or circumstances or
in the manner specified in the said declaration"
be inserted.
.

That amendment would really strengthen
the hands of the Government.
I t would
be intolerable if games in which people
and their families took great pleasure
were to be prohibited because other people
abused them.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD stated
that he did nat ithink any Government
should be intrusted with the power given
under this clause, which dealt not only
with games of chance but with games of
chance and ,skill.
That would take in
skittles or cricket, or even the boys' game
of marbles. He did not think any amendment would make this clause palatable to
the ,Chamber.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed 'that
there was no doubt that this was a drastic
proVISIOn.
Of COUfise it rested entirely
with the Committee whether they would
pass this clause or not. I t was sometimes
necessary to provide a remedy for an evil
as it arose. He recollected reading, a
celebrated case in which the Judge said
that if men multiplied injuries, actions
must be multiplied, too. If men multiplied
games that were unlawful, there should
be power to declare them unlawful. The
matter, however, was entirely in the hands
of the Committee.
He considered~Ir.
Manifold's amendment would be a reasonable addition.
The Hon. F. STUART remarked that
this clause was so wide and drastic that
a. man would not be able to play any
popular game if the Executive chose to declare that game unlawful.
He did not
think that any Government in the world
should be intrusted with a power like this.
The provision was tantamount to an absurdity.
It would relate to a game of
draughts or billiards, or a ga:me of cD-rds
for one penny or a shilling.
The Hon. W. CAIN stated that Parliament was still in existence in this country, and was likely to be for some time.
and if such an extraordinwry case arose as
the Attorney-General feared, a special session might be held.
If the people were
likely to be demoralized in a few days,
Parliament in such an extreme case could
be called together again.
The Hon. ·W. H. EMBLING observed
that we never knew who might be in power.
A fanatic might be holding the reins of
office.
The Hon. J. M. DAvlEs.-The honorable doctor might be in power.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said the
doctor was not a fanMic.
If a fanatic
was in office he might have power to inflict
injury to the whole State.
Under this
provision, the Government might proclaim
the g.ame of dominoes, and any man who
played that game then might be subject to
three months' imprisonment. Mr. Balfour
had suggested that he (Dr. Embling) was
in favour of the Bill. He w,as in favour
of the Bill, but he was not in favour of
clauseS! iwhich! were perfectly ridiculous.
Bad laws made good men disobey them.
He thoroughly approved of the provisions
relating to lotteries, but he thought this
was a drastic clause, and should be rejected.
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The H'On. J. C. CAMPBELL expressed
the opinion that this claus!'! ,snould be
Some of the games. which
struck out.
he pIa yed in his youth might, under this
clause, be proclaimed unlawful.
I twas
a very drastic clause indeed, and Parliament -should not put such a power in the
hands of any Government.
The Hon. J. Y. McDONALD stated
that he agreed with the last ,speaker. In
many places in this State we had Mechanics' Institutes, where people played
draughts, dominoes, and even euchre, and
if thi,s clause was passed those games
might be proclaimed unlawful.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN observed that
we had a similar clause to this in nearly
every Act of Parliament. To thin~ that
we might get a Ministry and a Parhament
composed of extreme fanatics was out of
the question.
It would be chaos.
Parliament must not legislate for such possibilities. In this country we had always
had reasonable and able men as members
of the Government, and had really not
had any fanatical Governments in. power.
He did not think the people 'Of thIS, State
were degenerating, or that they would be
likelv to put f,anatics or. fools i~ power.
If this provision was not in the Blll, s?me
clever man might: find some ternbly
gambling game, and yet the. Go~ernment
would not·be able to proclaIm It.
He
would support Mr. Manifold's amen.dm~nt
if the Attorney-General saw no obJect~on
to it and if it would take away the stmg
that 'some honorable members sa w in the
clause.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he considered that Parliament, instead of the
Governor in Council, should have power to
declare what was an unlawful game.
The clause, as amended, was negatived.
On clause 16, which was as follows:Any house office room or place which is used
for the playing therein of any unlawful game
()r which is used princiQally for the purpose of
enabling persons to bet therein wl.th one an~~her
()r to payor receive money or valuable ~onsIa.er .
atiol1 in respect of any bets on events whIch have
~ot happened whether made in su.ch ~ouse o~ce
room or place or elsewhere or. whIch I~ occuple~
by any company or club ha,:m~ for It~ prmcIpal object or one of its pnncIpal objects the
enabling of sharehol,ders or membe!s thereof ~o
make wagers or bets or payor receIve !1:0ney m
respect of. wagers or bets on events wllIch pave
not happened whether so made either amon~st
themselves or with other persons not necessanly
being shareholders or members shall be deemed
to be a common gaming house,

The Hon. VV. H. EDGAR movedThat the word ." principally" be omitted.

He said there would be a lot of difficulty
in obtaining a conviction if the word
" principally" were left in the clause.
When was a room used principally for
the purpose of gaming?
If the word
" principally" were omitted, it would be
easy to prove an offence, but if it had to
be proved that a room was " principally"
used for the purpose of gaming, it would
be difficult to sheet home an offence.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the word
" principally" was put in the clause, because it wa.s thought that if it was left out
difficulties would arise. He did not know
exactlv what using a room within the meaning of the clause would be, but the. word
" principally" was put in because It was
not desirable to interfere too much with
private people in private houses. If people
wished to use their private houses principall y for gambling, and for allowing people
to bet therein, they would have to stand the
racket.
The fact, however, of a room
being used in that way was not sufficient.
It must be ',principallv used.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat after the word "enabling" (line 4), the
words "any person or" be inserted.

The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
did not see how one person could bet with
himself.
Did the Attornev-General mean
to provide for a man wb:; tossed up a
shilling, and backed his right hand against
his left?
The amendment was agreed to.
The Ron. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the word" therein" (line 4) be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. D(AVIES movedThat the words "one another" (line 4) be
omitted, with a view of inserting the word
" others."
.

The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD asked, did
the Attornev-General mean that two persons would be allowed to make bets?
There might be two persons betting in a
place, but if the amendment were agreed
to it would be necessary for one person to
bet with "others."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he would
withdraw the amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedJ

That after the word "with" (line 4) the words
" others or with" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
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M. DAVIES moved-

That after the words "made in," the words
"or at" be inserted.

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
did not quite understand the meaning of
this amendment.
" At " a place would
imply that people were betting. outside a
place.
The Hon. F. STUART said the clause
provided that no place should be used for
the purposes of any unlawful game, or for
betting, or for allowing persons to receive
money in respect of bets on events which
had not happenedwhether made in such house office room or place
or elsewhere.

The Attorney-General moved that the
words "or at" should be inserted after
the words "made in." How was the
Attornev-General going to define the
word "at"? People could not bet in
a house :such as the Chamber, and he
supposed when they went outside they were
" at" the House. If honorable members
went as far as Rathdown-street, would they
be " at " the House, or how far were they
to go? The thing was absurd. The Attorney-General might as well move an
amendment to provide for betting in a
bed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that if
honorable members would only take the
trouble to read the clauses before they
criticised them, they would see there was
no justification for their criticism.
The
clause, as amended, would readAny house office room or place which is used
for the playing therein of any unlawful game
or which is used principally for. the purpose of
enabling any person or persons to bet wito one
another or to payor receive money or valuable
consideration in respect of any bets on events
which have not happened whether made in or
at such house office room or place or elsewhere--

That was, that in the particular house,
office, room, or place people must not meet
to receive money in respect of bets made
in such house, office, room, or place, or
made elsewhere.
The Hon. F . STUART said the clause
spoke of "bets on events which have not
happened."
How could anybody receive
money on account of an event which had
not happened?
The Hon. J. ,'M. DAvIEs.-That is what
is done every day.
The amendment was agreed to.
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S. :MANIFOLD moved-

That the following words be added to the
clause :-" This section shall not apply to any
duL which has been in existence for over twentyfive years."

He said the amendment was a very important one, and was vital to the racing
interests. He contended, and he believed
the great body of the people of Victoria
were behind him, that a reasonable amount
of betting in connexion with' horse racing
was wanted. He had no objection whatever to putting down badly-conducted betting.
He believed that cash betting had
been a great evil, and that the system of
cash betting had simply demoralized the
operations of legitimate betting. The injury had been very great indeed, and cash
betting had done an immense amount of
harm amongst the young people.
Bookmaking, properly carried O'n, hurt nobody.
In a well-conducted establishment nobody
but adults could be betted with.
There
were two clubs in Victoria that had been
in existence for a great number of years,
in both of which a certain number of bookmakers were members. The bookmakers werevastly outnumbered by the members who
were not bookmakers.
He had been to
both clubs. He had seen their rules, and
tOl some extent had seen their minute-books.
He had satisfied himself as to the way in
which business was conducted.
One of
those two clubs was a wealthier club than
the other, and, of course, the bookmakers
who were members were wealthy, and perhaps sQme of the other members might be
wealthy, too. The other club consisted of
bookmakers and people not so well off.
Both clubs had been in existence for between twenty-six and twenty-eight years.
They were admirably conducted.
No
children or lads were allowed in them.
Nobody except members could make bets,
and no cash betting was allowed. One of
the clubs went so far as to include in its
rules a provision that no member could bet
outside the club within a certain distance.
Tne club kept so far within the law as to
pass a by-law to deal with betting outside.
However drastic the laws which were
brought into force, betting could not be
suppressed. As sensible people recognised,
all that could be done was to regulate it"
The two establishments he had referred to
had carried all' for many years, and they
had brought their management as near
perfection as possible.
Betting and
gambling were minimized as far as possible by those two establishments.
The
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moderate people of Victoria were behind
him in saying that if betting was suppressed racing would be crushed out. An
owner would not give large prices for
horses, and would not pay the wages
he now paid, and"' the farmers and
farriers and thousands of other people
involved in the matter would lose
If ante-poot betting were put
money.
down it would certainly do an immense
deal of harm to racing.
The clubs he
was alluding to were the Victorian Club and
Bowes' Tattersall's Club. The exemption
of certain institutions by name from the
operation of the law was a thing which
was not unknown in our Statutes, and, in
fact, there was a case of it in another
place at the present time where two institutions were exempted from the operation
of a law bv name. He could hardly hope
the Attorney-General would assent to the
proposition-The Hon. J. :M. DAVIEs.-I think nOt.
The Hon. W. S. :MANIFOLD said he
did not think the Attorney-General could
produce reasons that altogether justified the
extinction of the two clubs he had referred
to. One of the clubs was a rich club, and
had a large credit balance.
He believed
the balance-sheets had been distributed
amongst honorable members.
The other
club was a poorer club, and had only a
few hundred pounds in hand. The rules
of these clubs were stringent to the last
degree. In the Victorian Club no bookmaker was allowed on the committee. The
whole of the matters were regulated by
what he would term laymen. There was
absolutely no cash bett{ng in either club.
If the Attorney-General and the Government insisted on ca~rying 9ut the Bill in
the spirit in which it was drawn, it would
produce all the evils which were spoken of
last night. It would have its effect on
racing, and on the prosperity of Melbourne,
and would affect an immense number of
people. Honorable members did not want
children to bet.
N either did they want
women to bet.
They did not want boys
to be betting during· their luncheon hour.
That was where the great evil was.
In
the clubs he had mentioned, boys were
excluded, and both laymen and bookmakers
had to be balloted for before they could
become members. There was a pretty high
entrance-fee for members, and a very much
higher one for bookmakers.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Is it £100?
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The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said that
might be the fee, but some years ago in one
of the clubs it was ,+,250. That was in
the palmy days before the boom. He felt
he had not done justice to the subject. He
did not know whether it was on account
of the heat or not.
F{owever, he hoped
honorable members would make up for the
deficiency. He was sorry Mr. Ritchie was
away. Just before, leaving to come to the
House, he received a letter from Mr.
Ritchie, written at a doctor's establishment, saying that it was utterly impossible
for him to be here this afternoon.
Mr.
Ritchie did' not say he was if1, but he
(Mr. Manifold) felt that that was so.
Owing to IMr. Ritch·ie being away, he had
lost one vote, at all events.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said Mr.
Manifold used the argument that the
clubs he wished to exempt had been in existence for over twenty-five years, but was
a club to have privileges because it had
been in existence for over twenty-five
years? If that were so, how could the
clubs that had been in existence for five
years be justly treated in coming under the
operation of the Bill, when clubs which
had been in existence for twenty-five years
were exempted from the Bill? If it was
a wrong th~ng to shut up an institution,
because it had been in existence for a long
time, the11l it was a wrong thing to shut up
any institution. There were other clubs to be
considered besides the clubs that were
mentioned bv Mr. Manifold. They might
not have been in existence for twenty-five
years, but what would those clubs say if
Parliament were to shut them up, and exempt others where the members were
wealth v, because the clubs were exclusive,
and la;ge entrance-fees were charged? The
Bill did not propose to make betting illegal
if betting was conducted upon a racecourse upon racing days, but if the
amendment proposed by Mr. Manifold
were carried, bets could be made on every
day of the year amongst a privileged
How many people would be privifew.
leged he did not know, but possibly there
would be about 1,000. The whole population of the State of Victoria would be
prohibited from betting, except upon racecourses, with the exception of those few
people. It was said that licence-fees had
to be paid by the bookmakers to the clubs
mentioned bv Mr. Manifold.
He (Mr.
Davies) alw~vs contended that Parliament,
when it dre,~ a distinction, generally did
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so for the benefit of the poor against the
rich, as was. the case with the income tax,
and other matters of that sort.
It was
an extraordinary proposition to his mind
that, for the sake of 1,000 people, because
they were clean in their betting, because
they did the best they could to keep
other people whom they thought ought
not to bet from joining their club~, and
because they did not go in for cash
betting, tvm clubs should be privileged.
It was admitted that one of the principal
reasons for the existence of this club was
the business of betting. It was not proposed in this Bill to prevent the dub members from meeting and paying and receiving
debts on events which had happened, but
they were prohibited frorm meeting for the
purpose of making bets on future events.
The meetings of this club furnished material for the newspapers to publish the
odds. He hoped the Committee would not
accept the amendment, because it would
establish a most invidious distinction, and
one that could not be justified.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
Attornev-General stated that the amendment
would be invidious, yet his own Government
'proposed in the Licensing Bill to exempt
the Commercial Travellers' Club and the
Athenaeum Club from certain of its provisions.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That is a very
different thing.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said there
was another objection to permitting the Victorian ,Club and Bowes' Tattersall'sl Club to
continue to bet, and that was that there was
no guarantee that the clubs would con6nue
to be conducted on the same lines. as at
present. For instance, what was there to
prevent Mr. VV ren from buying out Bowes'
Tattersall's Club and reducing the subscription to IS., so as to allow the whole public
to become members.
His (Mr. Crooke's)
sympathy was with the Victorian Club, but
he could not see his wa v to agree to any
exception being made.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said there
was nothing exclusive about the two clubs
that had been mentioned. If members of
smaller clubs ,"ere prepared to pav the subscri ption they woul d be allowed to become
members of the larger institutions. There
was, therefore, nothing invidious about the
amendment.
The Han. E. MILLER said he intended
to support Mr. Manifold's proposal. His
honorable friend, Mr. Crooke, referred to
some very remote contingencies that might
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happen. An earthquake was just as likely,
to ha,ppen as for the Victorian Club to sell
out its business to Mr. Wren.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-I said Bowes'·
Tattersall's.
.
The Hon. E. l\HLLER.-Or Bowes'·
Tattersall's either. The effect of this clause
would be to make the Victorian Club a
common gwming house. That club consisted
of 400 or 500 well-known men, and had
been in existence for some twenty-five years.
During that time nothing whatever had been
said against it, and it was indispensable
that such a club should exist if the Melbourne Cup carnival was to be maintained
on its present scale. Honorable members
were agreed that nothing should be done to
injure that great racing carnival, but it
certainly could not be carried on without
the support of the members of the Victorian
Club. It was quite true, as Mr. Payne
said last night" that it was necessary to
have ante-post betting, in order that horse
breeding might be encouraged. It would
.be impossible to have such valuable horses
raised in this country in the future, as had
been raised in the past, unless the owners
were able to take advantage of the bettIng
market. These owners were often obliged
to spend enormous sums of money before
they were able to recoup themselves, and
when an owner was luckv enough to breed
a magnificent horse like Poseidon he wanted
to get back some of the money he had
spent by being able to back that horse.
Surelv there was no harm in that. but unless there was a place like the Victorian
Club the owner of race-horses ,,,ould have
no means whereby he could put his money
on. The club was for the purpose of enabling members to bet in the club only.
Thev betted with each other, and did not
bring in the outside public at all. Provision had been made in the Bill that ,'People
might go to the race-course and bet and
come back to the club in order to settle
their debts. Surely no objection could be
raised to a proposal of that kind. In addition to being a place where racing people
met in order to bet, the Victorian Club was
a social institution; and carried on billiard
matches, and other events took place there.
The balance-sheet of the club showed that
it possessed a large income, the whole of
which was used in paying the expenses.
It was true that manv bookmakers were
members. of the club, but it was most desirable, in the interest of the public. that
the bookmakers should be substantial men.
There was no chance for weishers to get
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That was the argument that was put forward on behalf of the members of these
betting clubs. But this was a democratic
country, and it had long been held that no
man should have special consideration
merely because he wa-B wealthy. The members of these clubs were simply rich men,
but in this country all people were equal
before the law.
No Government would
dare to support a proposal of this kind.
If the amendment were carried the whole
of the country would be formed into clubs,
and he was utterlv astonished that Mr.
Manifold had the courage to put forward
such a iproposal. It was hardlv the proper
thing for the htmorabJe member, who was
an elected member of this House, to set up
a ~pecial claim of this sort on the ground
of wealth.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD.-I did not.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the
balance-sheet of the Victorian Club showed
at once that its members were wealthy men.
No poor man could afford to become a
member of the club. It was reallv an exclusive institution.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-Not on
the ground of poverty.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the entranoe fee was 100 guineas. It used to be
250 guineas., and some of the members
wanted to make it 1,000 guineas.
The
members of the club had proved that they
were very exclusive, but that very, exclusiveness was· made an argument in favour
of the amendment. The Committee had
not vet decided to allow betting to take
place even on a race-course. It would only
be a logical proceeding if thev decided not
to allow it, because if betting was to be
suppressed anywhere it should be suppressed
everywhere.
The argument that it was
necessary to allow betting in order to encourage horse-breeding was effectively answered during the debate on the second
reading of the Bill. When the Government found that betting- and gambling were
increasing and were demoralizing the community they were bound to take notice of
it.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE said he did
not know ~hether Mr. Melville was misleading the Committee on purpose or not,
but if the honorable member stated that
it was necessary to pay 100 guineas in order
to join the Victorjan Club he was stating
what was not the truth. The entrance fee
was only three guineas, and surely anyone
Let wealth and commerce, laws and learning die, who wanted to bet could afford to pay that
much.
But leave us still our old nobility.

into this club, and it was verv questiopable
whether substantial men wou]d- remain bookmakers if they were not allowed to bet in
places of that- kind. The Bill as it stood
provided that any pl~ce to which men went
in order to bet was a common gaming house)
and the police could enter it and seize
everyone theX found on the premises. He
considered that the two clubs that had been
mentioned should be exempted from a provision of that kind, and he hoped the
amendment would be carried.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
would like to be able to sUtpport the amendmeqt, because many substantial reasons had
been given in favour of it, but honorable
members could not get over the fact that
if a distinction of this kind were made.
they would lay themselves open to the imputation of exempting the members of these
clubs simpl~' because they belong,ed to the
well-to-do class. Too many imputations of
that kind had been made alreadv.
No
doubt these two clubs were all that had
been said of them. Another obtection, however, to the amendment was that it was
proposed to exempt these clubs because
they had been in existence for twentv-five
years. In a few years' time a number
of other clubs would have been in existence
for twenty-five years, and would come in
and claim to be exempted also. Perhaps
in the course of time Mr. Wren's establishment would be protected in the same' way.
Apparentl y the ob;ect of the exemption was
to encourage people who wanted to indulge
ill- betting to join these clubs. That was
a wrong principle. The fundamental obiect of this Bill was to jDut a stop to betting as much as possible, and it ,vould be('ome a matter for urgent consideration how
far betting should be tolerated even on a
race-course. In any case, he thought it
would be very dangerous and would set a
very bad example to exempt these two clubs
from the provisions of the Bill. Though
he sympathized with the members of those
dubs. it must be remembered that after
all thev were no worse off than the rest of
the communitv. If Tom, Dick, and Harrv
were to be legislated a.g-ainst. it was a very
hard thing to say that Mr. Croesus and his
friends "-efoe to be exempted. It would
mean making laws for one class of the
people and not for another class.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE said the discussion on this :-tmendment reminded him
of the lines of Lord John Manners-
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The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he
would support the amendment, not in the was in great difficulty over the amendment~
interests of the betting men, but in the because he could not possibly support betHe had been opposed to gambling
interests of horse racing and horse breeding. ting.
He had never been in the Victorian Club and betting all his life.
Mr. Manifold
in his life, but he knew how valuable its had made out a very good case for his.
assistance was in connexion with horse rac- clients.
ing. A man was not going to give 1,500
The Hon. W. CAIN said he could not
or 2,000 guineas for a yearling if he was see how the ,Committee could accept the
not able to get money on that colt from amendment, for it prop'Osed to allow two
the bookmaker and from a respectable club. clubs to do what was refused' to others
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he was that might be equally entitled to the pripleased to indorse the remarks of his ven- vilege.
.
erable leader. He agreed with that honThe Hon. J. M. PRATT said that like
orable member that if betting was a bad previous speakers, he felt himself in a
thing it ought to be stopped e,;ery·where. difficulty.
The object of the Bill was to
Mr. :Manifold stated that it was impossible suppress gambling, but Mr. Manifold
to suppress betting, but the same might be wanted to give certain clubs the right to
said of stealing, or any 'Other crime. They bet. Xc doubt these clubs conducted their
could not be suppressed, but they could transactions honorably and in the interest
be minimized. It was said that g.ambling of sport.
If the amendment were acwas having ::t demoralizing influence on cepted the whole Bill would be destroyed.
}:torse racing and sports in general. A very
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said Mr.
large amount of money changed hands at
these clubs, and where a large amount of Manifold had made an exceedingly good
money was involved, were not the transac- ano clear speech, and some members were
tions likel v to demoralize sport?
That ,'ery much inclined to support him. If the
was the kind of betting that demoralized amendment were agreed 10 the Bill must be
hor,se racing, and brought about crooked dropped. It would give a monopoly to
running..
He could ~E:e n'O difference be- two clubs.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said that
tween betting in a club and betting on a
this subject was one of the features of
tote.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he the ~ill. As he stated last night, it was
wished to make a slight alter,ation in his pretty hard to be logical. The Bill was
designed to allow betting on race-courses,
amendment, so that it would readand would give the Government stamp to
This section shall not apply to any club which
He had been reflecting on
at the commencement of this Act had been in such bettting.
the statements made by honorable members,
existence for over twenty-five years.
and he was g.oing t'O vote for the amendThe Hon. W. J. EVANS said that :Mr. ment.
He was going to act consistently
Payne had stated' that the amount that with the rema:rks he made last evening
pe~ple had to pay to join the Victorian when he stated thart: the evil should only
Club was three guineas, but the balance- be suppressed as far as it affected young
sheet that he (Mr. Evans) had received, people. If members were prepared to go
showed that' two members paid £100 a the whole hog he would go with them,
year and two paid £50.
but if they were going only half way, he
The Hon. W. PITT said that the fee would go as far as he could logically.
of £100 was charged for a bookmaker for Betting in these clubs v;as better than on
the whole year, but for six months the the race-cou~se. There was an old sayin:;
charge was £50' The ordinary subscrip- that things had to be taken by degrees.
'
tion was 'Only £3 3s. a year.
A dog's tail should be cut off a bit at a
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that this time. He did not think the people wanted
He
Bill was designed to suppress gambling., and to stop gambling in one fell swoop.
he could not see how members could vote did not bet because he thought it was a
for the amendment which would give two fool's game, but it was very hard to say,
clubs ,a monopoly. He saw no great crime even in business matters, where speculation
in making a 'bet, but he liked t'O fbe con- ceased and g,ambling came in.
Slur~ had
sistent, and he was afraid he would have been cast on the mining industry. If 'it
to vote against the clause that woulo al- had not 'been for enterprising men, what
would be the state of mining in Australia?
low betting on race-courses.
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.The value of the metals exported from Australia exceeded the value of the exports
from the pastoral industry.
There \Vasa
gambling element in ,all busines:ses, and
next to horse racing, the mining exchange
It could
provided the greatest element.
not be checked on the Stock Exchang.e, but
it could be checked on horse racing without doing an injury. There was no injury
done by 500 reputable men meeting together and betting, still, he was prepared
to ,stop all betting if that were the wish.
As it was proposed to allow betting on
race-courses" it was only logical to allow
these clubs to bet. The horse breeders of
Australia congregated in one of these
clubs. He had never visited that club.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said it was
not often that Mr. Baillieu was illogical.
To be strictly 10gica1 on this occasion, the
honorable member would have to be in
favour of opening the doors of a;ll the
clubs.
Our legislation was always aimed
at giving no preference to any class.
If
the amendment was for allowing all clubs
to bet, it would be consistent, but he could
not understand why two clubs should be
singled out.
Surely the whole respectability of Victoria was not centred in these
two clubs.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
would not confine the privilege to the two
dubs referred to. He would like to have
all clubs included.
The Hon. R. B. RIT,CHIE said that
as he stated before, the difficulty he saw
was that of distinguishing between '''ren's
tote and these clubs. The influence of the
Victorian ,Club on horse racing was
as pernicious as, if not more permclOus
than, that of Wren's tote.
Mr. Manifold
felt like the fellow that Lauri talked
about, "A cloud has come over his brow."
The worst ,influence on horse racing was
the bookmakers" and they were at the bottom of almost every swindle on the racecourse. The records of the V.R.C. would
~how that the bookmaJkers were at the bottom in cases where horses had been pulled.
Vlho were the men that composed the
Victorian Club? If members wanted to
1m ow , they had not far to go.
Some of
the most prominent members of it had had
a somewhat chequered career. Bookmakers
had ups and downs, and there were some
now very high up who were once very low
down.
He was going to vote in such a
way as to make it just as hard for men
to bet in "ponies" as for men to bet in
shillings.
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The amendment was negatived, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On clause 17, whidh \vas as follows:Notwithstanding anything contained in Part
IV. of the Police Offences Act 1890 or in this
Act, the fact of persons betting by way of
wagering on any licensed race-course during the
holding of a race meeting thereon shall not be
a contravention of the said Part or this Act and
shan not be a ground for such race-course or
any part thereof being deemed or declared a
common gaming house',

The Hon.

J. M. DAVIES moved-

That the word "mere" be inserted before the
word "fact,"

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said hewould like to know whaJt the difference was
between a fact and a mere fact.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that a
mere fact meant that fact alone-that fact
taken by itself without any surroundings.
A man might have a desk or a table at
which he carried on betting. The amendment provided that the mere fact of betting
without any surroundings should not constitute a " place."
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the words "on any horse pony or ~rotting race" be inserted after the word "there011. "

He said the object of this propos,al was to
prevent
people
meeting
on
raceeourses to bet on other contingencies.
The exemption from liability was limited
to betting on any horse, pony, or trotting
r,ace.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said a later
clause allowed betting on coursing matches.
Would it not be necessary to include coursing matches in this case?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said if it
was necessary to amend this clause so as
to provide fO'r betting on coursing matches,
he would consent to its recommittal for
that purpose.
A clause later on dealt
with coursing.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. LITTLE movedThat after the word "house," the following
words be added :-" Provided that and so long
as in conn ex ion with such betting or wagering
the following conditions are performed or observed that is to say": (b) such betting or
.wagering shall be confined only to the racing
e\'ents held at such race meeting.

He said he intended also to propose the
addition of the following words:(c) Such betting or wagering shall only be allowed
or carried on in an enclosure or enclosures on
such race-course specially set apart for that purpose and to which no special charge is made for
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admission and to' which enclosure youths nol
apparently over the age of twenty-one years and
females are not admitted and do not gain admittance. This sub-section to apply to race(;c,urses in the metropolitan area.

Instead of weakening the Bill, his amendment would strengthen it. If the clause
,vas not altered in some way, people might
go on to a race-course .and would be able
to bet there on all sorts of coming events.
His amendment would confine the betting
to the events taking place on the day of
the meeting.
The clause that had been
recently discussed and that had been agreed
to, would not be the means of preventing
betting as much as his ,amendment would.
His object was to improve the Bill so as
not to encourage betting in any shape or
form. The clause iself would not restrict
betting, and was practically winking the
other eye.
Personall y, he was a racing
man and went to races. He was not like
a lot of honorable members who spoke last
night. . It struck him last night that he
had 'never Iseen such a number of saints
congregated in one room in his life before.
IRe had held tickets in Tattersall's. He
had been on raae-courses, and had even
been laln amateur trainer, and had won
races with the horses he had trained. He
therefore had some practical knowledge,
and he would like to see the sport made as
clean as possible, and as mapy difficulties
put in the way of extending gambling beyond what the Bill intended to allow aiS
possible. With regard to paragraph (c),
which would prevent the admission of
women to the betting enclosures, while he
was very fond of the Melbourne Cup
~athering, he was shocked to see the number of ladies who rubbed shoulders there
with bookmakers, when if those men' accosted them in the street they would probably become hysterical.
That :sort of
spectacle turned him a good deal against
gambling and betting on race-courses. He
did not like to see the growth of this pernicious evil among women, and especially
among young g.irls. It was a great sight
at the last Melbourne Cup meeting to see
the well dressed sober crowds of people,
but he did not like to see ladies jostling
and hustling through the crowd among men
whom in other places they would be afraid
to go among.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he was
going. to support Mr. Little's amendment.
but he would vote against the whole clause
afterwa;rds, whether the amendment was
carried or not.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
could not accept the amendment.
If it
was carried, it might be more difficult for
him to get a majority for the clause afterwards, as was indicated by Mr. McLellan's
remarks.
. The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he would
Isupport the amendment, whatever he did
with regard to the clause afterwards.
It
was not desirable to turn a race meeting
into a place for making wagers on all
future events.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I had an
amendment of this kind prepared, but after
full consideration, it was struck out as
im practicable.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR Isaid if good
reasons were shown why it was impracticable, he would not vote for it.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD. - You
could not follow men about when betting..
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said there
were many things that could not be easily
proved, but the intention was to show by
the Bill how far betting was to be allowed
to be carried on. Paragraph (c) certainly
seemed to be reasonable. It was similar
to a proposal carried bY' the Committee of
the House of Lords.
The Hon. W. PITT said it was totally
impossible to enforce the provisions sugg.ested by 1\1r. Little. They were quite
impracticable.
Whenever the Caulfield
Cup was being run people would bet on
the coming Melbourne Cup.
The horse
that won the Caulfield Cup immediately
became one of the favorites for the Melbourne Cup, and the people on the course
were anxious to hack it before its price
shortened in the maJrket. How could any
man be prevented from backing a horse
for the Melbourne Cup at the Caulfield
Cup meeting? It would require .3; detecti ve to follow every man about on the
course.
If the Committee carried the
amendment, it would be the laughing stock
of the whole sporting community.
The Hon. W. LITTLE said what Mr.
Pitt stated as happening at the Caulfield
Cup meeting had been done, and so had
any amount of other things that the BiJ 1
proposed to stop, but his amendment was
.aimed ·rut stopping it.
If people broke
the law they were liable to the penalties.
This Bill provided the very drastic penalty
of imprisonment for the third offence, so
a man would be very ca'reful before- he
broke this law three times. It would have
been much better to allow betting to be
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carried on in a proper way at the Victorian
Club, and at Bowes' Tattersall's Club,
than to allow bookmakers to bet on all
future events on race-courses.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
was much inclined to support the amendment. Honorable members were here for
the purpose of suppressing gambling as
much as they could, and if it was to be
allowed on the race-course, it should be
limited to the meeting taking pbce at the
~ime~
There was some fqrce in ~fr.
Pitt's argument about people wanting to
back the winner of the Caulfield Cup for
the Melbourne Cup, but the argument might
be carried a little further by saying that
when the people got into the railway carriage to go hack to Melbourne they ought
to be allowed to go on betting there, and
also to continue to back the favorite when
they got to town.
If people broke the
law. they must take their chance. All Mr.
Little wanted to do was to make betting
on future events at a race-course illegal.
If people defied the law they must take
the risk of being punished in the very
severe manner the Bill provided.
The Hon. Vv·. ,CAIN sain the amennment was being brought in in the wrong
place.
r t should be proposed after the
Committee had decided the question whether any betting was to be allowed on racecourses or not.
The Hon.
C. CAMPBELL said he
could not understand the action 'Of his
friend, Mr. Little, wham he had known for
oyer forty years as a breeder of horses
and a gentleman who had always encouraged horse-breeding, in prop'Osing such
an .amendment. The Committee had by
their last vote prevented the Victorian Club
and Bowes' Tattersall's Club being carried
on. All this sort of thing would prevent
gentlemen who gave large prices for yearlings from being able to continue racing,
and to continue to breed good horses.
The Committee divided on the amendmentAyes
7
Noes
2I

r

Majority against 'the amendment
AVES.
~Ir.

"
"
"

Balfour
Edgar
Harwood
Little

Mr. Melville
Tellers;
:Mr. Hicks
" McLellan.

I
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NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Aikman
Baillieu
Brown
Cain
Campbell
Crooke
Davies
Evans
Luxton
Manifoid
McBryde

Mr. McDonald

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Miller
Payne
Pearson
Pitt
Pratt
Ritchie
Sachse.
Tellers;
M1'. Austin
" Rees.

The Hon. W. LITTLE movedThat the follow'ing words be added to the
clause : "(c) Such betting or wagering shall only be
allowed or carried on in an enclosure
or enclosures on such race-course
specially set apart for that purpose
and to which no special charge is made
for admission and to which enclosure
youths not apparently over the age
of twenty-one years and females are
not admitted and do not gain admittance. This sub-section to apply
to race-courses in the metropolitan
area."

He said he wanted to see if honorable
members were consistent, and whether they
would prevent the rising generation from
having an opportunity of gambling. He
was moving this amendment for that
reason, and that reason alone. If restrictions were put upon young people indulging in gambling, it would be a step in the
right' direction.
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEU expressed
the hope that the Chamber would agree to
this amendment, which he thought was one
of the best amendments that had been proposed in connexion with the Bill.
He
thought, however, . that the club should
have a right to make a charge for admission to this enclosure.
He admired the
robust common sense shown by the ho~or
able member in proposing this amendment.
Not only would it be useful in checking
the young, but it would prevent young
women from thrusting themselves into these
places to make a bet.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Wh y should
this apply to the metropolitan area only?
The Han. W. L. BAILLIE U said he
would not ask the country clubs to fence
off a separate portion of their course. He
thought the amendment might be left as
it stood.
Mr. Little provided that this
should only be for the metropolitan area,
but he (Mr. Baillieu) thought there should
be a prohibition against children and
women, so f:ar as the country was concerned. We could not expect the country
clubs to set apart an enclosure on some
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rugged country course, but they might put
up a post-and-rail fence.
The Hon. W. J. EV!\NS stated that
Mr. Little's object might be a good one,
but it could be defeated in a very easy
manner. It would not cost much to put an
inner fence around the Oordinary race<course, within the outside fence.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-That would be
an evasion.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said it was an
€vasion that could be made.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.~A transparent one, too.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-It would not
be held to be legal.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said the question of its· legality would be one for the
lawyers to squabble over. The clause, as
drafted, would not carrv Qut the object the
honorable member had in view, because,
as he had pointed out" it could be easily
evaded.
The Hon. A. HICKS stated that
he hoped the ~mendment would be carried.
He thought every racing man, and those
who believed in races, should support it.
If there was an enclosure where the betting
fraternity could congregate, people who
did not believe in betting would be able to
,go on the race-course and enjoy themselves
without having to listen to the bookmakers
calling out. People who did not belieye
in betting could keep away from that particular place. He knew some people whe
objected to go to races because of the
bookmakers yelling out. If the bookmakers
could be kept in Oone place it would be a
good thing. He did not know whether
One honorable member
women betted.
stated that the women did noego to Flemington to bet. One honora.ble member spoke
about the ladies going to Flemington with
beautiful costly dresses. Surely they would
never make a bet. It had been said that
women did not want the franchise because
they would pave to go to the polling booth
to vote, and was he to be told that the
women would go to the races and rub
shoulders with the bookmakers at Flemington? Bv all means the children should be
kept away. But he could not see why this
provision should not also applv to the
'Country. For an expenditure of fIo or
;(20, -a club could put up a fence so as
to complY with this provision.
The Hon. W. CAIN remarked that he
thought Mr. Little had hard~y considered
what he proposed.
In the metropolitan
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area it would mean an enclosure by the
side of the grand stand, and the women
would be excluded f,rom there. That was
a large area whiCh was planted with trees,
and people went through tha~ to the
saddling paddock. Were the ladles to be
excluded from there?
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
he would suggest an alteration in the last
part of this clause.
Geelong, Ballarat,
and Bendigo were large places, and wily
should a distinction be drawn between them
and Melbourne? If the clause was to be
effective, why should it be confined to the
metropolitan area alone?
If the 'Oetting
had to be dOone within an enclosure, it was
not 'likel y th(:~.t the women would go there.
He had every sympathy with Mr. Little's
objects in preventing young people from
betting. He would suggest that the words
"Geelong, Ballarat, and Bendigo" be
added to the clause.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE remarked
that when Mr. Little got up the first thing
he did was to accuse honorable members
of being a lot of saints.
The honorable
member then varied his remarks bv recounting his' own wickedness, and statinl!
that he had been on a race-course. Aftpr
having wallowed in that sort of thing, it
was astounding that the honorable member should propose such an amendment, because it was the most saintly and the
most ridiculous one that had been pruposed. There had been nothing to pr('vent a club from enclosing the greater part
of 3. course. Then again, the honorable
member proposed to keep females out nf
this enclosure. He believed the honorable
member was a supporter of womanhood
suffrage.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-He "oted
against it.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said the
honorable member was going to put women
in the position of an infant.
He (:'vIr.
Clpoke) was a supporter of womanhood
suffrage, and he considered the women
were entitled to the same rights on a racecourse as anyone else. If anyone thought
that the women could be drafted off like
a mob of sheep, the women to the right
and the men to the left, he would be making a mistake.
The Hon. W. PITT stated that at Flemington and at Caulfield there were onl~'
certain places where betting was carried
on.
The stewards for a. long time had
control o£ the bookmakers, and <it was only
latelv. since a recent action was brought',
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that the stewards had lost control. This
Bill would give the club committee control
of the bookmakers, and enable them to say
that betting should not be carried on beyond a certain boundary. That provision
existed on our large metropolitan courses
so far as the stand people were cvncerned,
but the hill peo'ple at Flemington had not
got that, because of the great crowd that
went there. On a Cup day some 25,000
or 30,000 people went on the hill, and he
supposed that half of them would put
. their 2S. 6d. or 55. on a horse. What sort
of an enclosure would be required to permit that number of people passing in and
out. If the crowd pressed against the enclosure away would go the fence. That
provision might be right enough in the
country, but in Melbourne, where on Cup
Day nearly 100,000 people went to the
races, how could there possibly be an enclosure which would enable such an enormous number of people to :gass in and
out, and at the same time enable people
apparently under th~ age of twenty-one to
be excluded? The women at Caulfield and
Flemington were far more brazen winners
than the men. If it was possible to stop
females from betting he would do it, but
he did not think it was. If, this provision
was carried it would be absql,utely useless,
because no enclosure could be constructed
either on the flat or the hill at Flemington
which would resist the crush of people
going in and out. One gate would not be
sufficient. If people, apparently not over
twenty-one years of age, were not to be
admitted, small gates would be wanted,
and in case of a big rush,_ he would say
God help the whole thing.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU remarked
that it might be impracticable to carry out
this provision, but he still believed that if
it could be made more difficult for women
and children to bet that would be one of
the best services which could be rendered
to the State. It was only during the last
few years that women had taken to betting.
He used to go to race-courses many years
ago, and then he kept away for some years.
On going there again, he found the women
betting. It was not so fifteen years ago.
There was a possibility that the evil would
grow.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-That is the
emancipation of women.
The Hon. W. 'L. BAILLIEU said he
knew it was a good democratic wheeze to
say that women must be allmved to vote.
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But the women were not men, and could
not take the men's places. The women filled
many admirable functions, but to say that
they could take the place of men was" all
in my eye and Betty Martin." She would
not shoulder the rifle, but would stand behind the haystack and leave the rifle to the
men. He thought perhaps the amendment
might be withdrawn to see whether some·
thing that wQluld effect Mr. Little's object
could not be provided for in another part
of the Bill.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that the term "metropolitan area" meant
nothing in this Bil1, as it was not defined
in any way.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said that \"hell
clause 58 was reached there would be an
opportunity for Mr. Little to put his vie\\'s
into effect.
The Han. J. BALFOUR remarked that
if the Attorney-General would agree to re·
commit the clause it would be a good pI an
for Mr. Little to withdraw his amendment
for further consideration.
The Hon.
M. DAVIEs.-If once \"e
get rid of this clause I do not propo'se to
recommit it.
Mr. Little's amendment was negatived.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
had listened very carefully to the argu·
ments of honorable members on the
varIOUS qUlE1stions, and especially to
the arguments of those who ,,,ere
opposed to gambling, betting, and all
things Q1f that kind. He thought 'if these
things were to be regulated they should
be thoroughly regulated.
A clause had
been passed which forbade people to bet on
any place but a race-course,and now the
House was asked to pass a clause to allow people to bet on rac.e-courses. If it
was wrong to bet away from race-courses,
it was equally wrong to bet on race-courses.
He did not see any logic in saying that a
man or woman should not be allowed to
bet in Melbourne, hut should be allowed to
bet if they went to Flemington.
He
thought it was the duty of every person
who objected to betting per se to yote
against the clause.
If those honorable
members who had spoken against gambling
did not vote against the clause they would
be voting against their own convictions.
Honorable members had said no betting.
should be allowed in betting clubs, and itwould be stultifying themselves to prov~de
that betting should take place on racecourses.
He could not see ,any difference
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between allowing people to bet on a if Parliament was prepared to do it it would
race-course on a race-day, and allowing not be backed up by the genera.] public
them to bet at any other time. He thought opinion of the people of Victoria. It was
it would ·be a logical and right thing. to useless to pass legislation if the majority
throw out clause 17.
I t would make the of the people were opposed to it. Such
Bill much more harmonious, because bet- laws would not be enforced, and this
ting would be done away with in Victoria Bill ought to be enforced, and, as far as
al together.
the present Government was concerned, it
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said, in deal- was their intention to legitimately enforce
ing with recognised evils, as far as he was it if it was agreed to. He did not mean
concerned, he always tried to look at the that they would worry or harass innocent
If a law
position from a practical point of view, people in their private houses.
contrary
to
public
opinion
was
passed
the
and when he found that it was altogether
impossible, in view of public opinion, to do Government would not enforce the law, or
away altogether with an evil, he tried to if they enforced the law the justices would '
minimize it as far as he could see it could not enforce it. The number of offenders
'be done. He thought that was the atti- would be so large that it would be imtude that was always adopted by those possible to bring them before the \Courts.
people who went in for practica1 politics. He thought those who wished real, practical
In 1896 rthe Street Betting Suppression reform would act much more wisel v in
Act wa,s passed, and that Act was. made to passing the Bill, even if it did not absoapply to almost everything, Section 5 of lutely prohibit betting in every place, than
the Street Betting Suppression Act pro- not to pass it, and to leave the evils as
vided thrut the expression " street" should they now existed.
include and apply toThe Hon. T. LUXTON said he enevery highway wad street lane footway or tho- tirely agreed with every word the Atroughfare on any public or private property, torney-General had said.
The Attorneyand shall also extend to and include any en- General had put the case fairly, honestly,
closed or unenclosed land (not including houses
He thought with the Attorneyor race-courses) within any municipal district and well.
which at the commencement of this Act is a General thaJt if they went too far the legiscity or town.
lation would break'down.
He hoped the
In this Bill the word " houses" had been clause would pass as it stood.
knocked out, but the exemption of raceThe Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
courses was to be continued.
Without would take the opportunity of asking the
clause 1 7 the larger construction put on the Attorney-General ::t question.
Under the
word "street" might include the word clause the only place a man could make a
"race-course," and sa while the Bill said wager on on Victorian soil was a race-c~urse
that a "place" included every place, even at the time when a r~ce meeting was being
perhaps a captive balloon, it was pro- held. Was he to presume that at a coursing
\'ided that the word "place" should not meeting in the open, at a pigeon match, at
include a licensed race-course.
That was a bicycle race, and at all other places where
coming down a good deal, because the a few people gathered for sport, people
Street Suppression Act exempted every would not be permitted to bet?
race-course, and the Bill only exempted
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I think that
licensed race-courses. Another thing was
that in the Street Betting Suppression Act is so.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said the
race-courses were exempted for every day
in the year, and the Bill provided that Government ,,·as allowing people to bet on
betting should only be allowed on a race-courses, but they were refusing to let
licensed race-course during the holding of men who ran coursing dogs, shot pigeons,
a race meeting. thereon. There was a tre- or coursed hares, to belt. Why should there
mendous restriction.
If the Government be a distinction between one sport and anfound in the future that the public would other? He held no brief for any sport.
stand a greater restriction, and they came He would like to see coursing exempted
to the conclusion that it would be a wise from the provisions of the Bill, because in
thing to do, they could include "race- clause 53 plumptons were exempt from the
course" in the definition of a "place." operation of the Bill, ,ail1d he thought coursParliament at present was not prepared to ing matches in the open should. also be
absolutely prohibit betting everywhere, and exempt. He would be allowed to bet 'On a
Session 1906-[126J
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race-course, but if he went home to his private residence, and had races or coursing
matches on his private property, it would
be illegal for him to have a bet of halfa-crown.
He thought that was wrong,
and if that was the intention of the clause
he would vote against the Government.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD expressed
the opinion that the arguments advanced
by Dr. Embling against the clause should
convince everyone, notwithstanding the
plausible reply of the Attorney-General.
This was a Bill to suppress gamblinf?;, and
• it provided that betting should be suppressed except on a race-course at the time
a race meeting was being held. Why that
should be made an exception he did not
know. Honorable members were told that
unless men were allowed to bet they could
not afford to keep race-horses, but that was
not a sufficient reason for accepting this
clause. The Attorney -General stated that the
community was not prepared for the total
suppression of betting, but he (Mr. Harwood) thought that a great majority of the
people had expressed themselves distinctly
in favour of putting down gambling of all
kinds.
It might be difficult-perhaps almost impracticable-to carry out that
object, but the Legislature should attempt
to accomplish it. It 'would be equally impossible to draw the line and to say that
betting should be legal in one place and
illegal in another place. The only consistent course was either to repudiate betting altogether or else to allow consider~bl y more latitude than was provided in
this Bill. As Mr. Ritchie had pointed out,
it seemed utterly absurd to prohibit things
which were comparatively innocent, compared with betting on a race-course.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he had
not heard one argument that would justify
gambling or betting. He did not agree
with the Attorney-General that it would
be impracticable to stop betting on racecourses. It would be no more impracticable to stop betting on race-courses than to
stop it outside. Noone expected to stop it
altogether, but it cooid be very considerably
minimized. If gambling was a bad thing
in itself, why allow it to go on anywhere?
V/hy allow any man to do something which
when done by another man in another place
was illegal?
He intended to divide the
Committee on the clause, in order to see
how many honorable members were really
opposed't"o gambling.
J
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The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the one
strong argument that was urged in favour
of betting by several honorable members
was that unless betting was allowed an racecourses horse racing would disappear altogether, because it was only by the money
won by the owners in betting that they
were enabled to keep up their racing establishments.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-A very rotten
foundation.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said it was
rather surprising to hear an honorable
member arguing that betting at a pigeon
:shooting match should not be suppressed
or else pigeon shooting would disappear.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-All I said
was that if sweepstakes at coursing and
pigeon matches are made illegal it would
be impossible to carryon those sports.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN lsaid he did
not hear the honorable member refer to
sweepstakes, and the only argument put
forward in favour of betting was that it
was part and parcel of horse racing.
As
the Attorney-General pointed oqt, it was
not to be assumed that the Government of
the day would be composed of cranks, and
that they would declare cricket and a number <?f other things to be unlawful games.
He (Mr. Brown) did not believe that the
great majority of the people would support
the total prohibition of betting. He mixed
up a good deal with the people, and he did
not believe that tnat Wats the desire of the
people at all. Many of those who desired
to prevent betting in streets, shops, and
clubs had no objection at all to betting at
race meetings.
That was not the evil
which we were trying to destroy. We were
trying to destroy the evil that had grown
up in our large cities by the great expansion of betting clubs or shops. A law prohibiting betting on race-courses could not
be enforced in this or any other Englishspeaking country.
It' would require an
army to do so. If he thought for one
moment that the Bill would have the effect
of destroying racing as carried on at Flemington, he would not agree to it, but it
would do nothing of the kind. It would
enable people to patronize racing without
being mixed up with a lot of disreputable
gamblers. The measure must be regarded
in the light of common sense. Honorable
members must deal with it as men of the
world, recognising that they were legislating for human beings, and not for angels.
Therefore he hoped the Committee would
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not agree to the striking out of this clause.
If it were struck out it would destroy the
whole of the value of the Bill, beca:use
there would be such irritation throughout
the State that a repeal of the measure
would be called for. PerhapSI that was the
reason why some honorable members were'
supporting the proposal to omit' the clause.
The Hon. W. CAIN said he felt in a
very peculiar position with regard to this
clause. The Government appeared to be
using expedients to endeavour to reconcile
the position in which they were placed with
reference to betting and horse racing. He
had his convictions also, and he could not
vote for this clause without going against
those convictions.
He was opposed to
gambling in any form, and must vote in
accordance with his conscience. He saw
no connexion whatever between horse-breeding and betting.
The two things were
totally disconnected. As he had previously
stated, there were many owners of firstclass race-horses who never betted at all.
The Hon. A. HICKS said that, as a
matter of principle, he would vote against
the clause.
He was not agaanst horse
racing, for he believed it was, a good thing
to have horse racing if it could be carried
on without gambling. Dr. Embling had
stated that there was no difference between
betting on totes and on the Flemington
race-course. There was a great difference.
It was better to s.end those who indulged
in betting away. from the streets and shops
in the city to the race-course. He was
opposed to betting in all its forms. It
had been stated that if- betting was stopped
horse racing would be put down. It was
an unfortunate thing that we could not have
horse racing without betting.
:Members
were told that if betting were put down
good horses would not be bred. He was
intt!rested in the breeding of good horses,
but he was more interested in the breeding
of good men. One honorable member had
stated that members should not forget that
they had to go before their constituents next
year. He was not going to swallow his
principles for a seat in this House, and
would vote according to his conscience. rt
was morally wrong to gambJe.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said that
he supposed even the worst amongst members recognised that gambling was ethically bad, but they were only human beings,
and had theiT failings. It seemed to him
to be useless to pass laws that would never
be observed.
Whe)1 honorable members
[Tz6J-2
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said 'tha,t they would ;vot'e against this
clause, which restricted betting, they must
know that if it was carried out the gaols
of the country would not hold all the
people, to quote what was said on the occasion of a strike in New Zealand.
AU
through life people 'had theories that theX
knew could not be carried out. If they
could everyone would be fit to go to
Heaven at once. Because some people
were opposed to gambling they wanted to
penalize those who were quite as honest as
themselves. The honorable member who
spoke last said he was in favour of breeding good children.
He (Mr. Manifold) must confess that the few good young
people he had come across were uncommonly unpleasant. He did not believe
in the goody-goody people, and he preferred the young fellow who had some go
in him. I t was all very well to theorize
and advocate sport without any monetary
risk, but it was an utter impqssibility to
bring it about. Since the world began such
a thing had not been possible, and would
never be possible. To advocate such a
thing was to ignore human nature, and to
pass such legislation would only bring the
law§ into disrepute. Mr. McLellan had
stated last night that he recognised he
could not al ways get what he wanted.
Those who did not believe in gambling
ought to adopt that view, and take what
they ccmld get. .
The Hon. R. B. REES said he was
going to vote for the clause. He did not
believe that gambling in itself was an evil.
Two men might meet togetner, and have
a dispute as' to a certain event, and they
might engage in a wager of half-a-orown
on the result. He could not see that there
was any wTOng in that. He could not see
that it was ethically wrong. It was the
excess that was an evil. There was no
harm in drinking a glass of beer, but there
was harm in drinking beer to excess. Alcohol under certain conditions was right for
most men, and there was Scriptural authoritv for that. He had been reading
the Bolice Offences Act, and he found
that a great part of this Bi1I was contained
in it. The laws of this countrv were not
strictly enforced if the people (lid not believe in them, and it was evident that the
Police Offences Act had not been strictI v
enforced. If it were proposed to provide
that alcohol shourd- not be drunk, he would
vote against it, .although he was in favour of
restricting t.he drink traffic j n the best
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interests of the community. He took the same
view in reo-ard to betting. Wilen a man
in makino- ~ bet did no injury to his family
or his aftairs there was no harm in the bet.
The rich man could afford to bet, because'
he did so out of his surplus cash, but the
poor man could not afford to risk his
money in that way. It would be better
not to load the Bill with the proposal made
by Dr. Embling. He had a big suspicion
that the doctor had an idea of killing the
.
Bill bv overweighting It.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
objected to the statement of fhe honorable
member, which imputed motives.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that he
did not mean to impute a motive, and
wished to suggest only that perh~ps the
honorable member desired to overweIght the
Bill. He (Mr. Rees) thoroughly believed
in the Bill.
The Han. D. E. :McBRYDE said that
last night he noticed that very few members
knew anything whatever about betting.
To-night he found that they were thoroughly conversant with it, and he had come
to the conclusion that, though those members mi£!ht be justIfied in saying that they
had not been qn the Flemington race-course"
thev must have been on the bill at the'
other side. Every sane individual knew
that it was utterly impossible to stop betting, and the proper course to take was
to strive to minimize it.. Every member
must recognise that it was necessary to
give support to the V.R.C. All that should
be done now was to reduce betting as much
as possible, and regulate it, ~nd if, in
course of time, it was found desirable to
further alter the law, that could be done.
People might just as well try to stop the
tide coming in as to try to stop betting
altogether. He hoped Dr. Embling would
not insist on his proposal.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
wished to point out to honorable members,
who prided themselves on their liberality
and generositv, that by passing this clat!se
the\' would make everv place in Victona,
exc~Pt n. race-course when races were being
held, a "place" under the law. That
would mean that betting could not take
place at on. coursing match or a ploughing
match.
The Han. J. M: DAVIES.-I do not
agree with that. If it can be done now
this Bill will not interfere with it.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said that
111 sweepstakes would be made illegal.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Which clause
does the honorable member refer to?
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said he
migh.t mention clause 14.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-That deals
with" two-up" and other games.
.f
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said that 1
he was wrong the Attorney-General could
correct him. Would not a sweepstake on
a coursing match be illegal und~r this Bill ?
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-I do not
thI'nk the BI'11 touches it. If it is legal
now it will be legal, and if it is illegal now
it will be illegal.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
thouo-ht that under the Bill a race-course
was the only place where anything in the
nature of betting could be carried on. The
Bill would be all right for the race-courses,
but all wrong for other people who carried
on matches like coursing matches.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he entirely agreed with the remarks which
had been made by Mr. Harwood. His
(Mr. Melville's) chief objection to this extraordinarv plan which the Government had
proposed "'was that it compelled him and
others to legalize a thing which they had
never before as a Parliament legalized. It
had been a most painful thing to vote for
the practical suppression of respectable
o-entlemen who had for the last twenty-five
~ears a.mused themselves in Collins-street
bv having private betting amongst themselves.
And what did the Government
propose as a recompense for this? On !he
Flemington course on Cup Day and dunng
fifteen other days ,of the year, all the ragamuffins of this State would be collected
together with decent people who resorted
there, a.nd the proposal of the Govern~ent
was that 'betting there was to be legahzed,
ISO far as these occasions were concerned.
Could anyone really believe that this ~ea
sure was an improvement on what ~xlsted
'to-da.,v?
They were now proposmg to
leo-alize the transactions of a class of men
who \vere engaged in ruining the young
people of this State. A Committee of the
House of Lords had been taking evidence
on the question, and Isome o,f the statements
made by distinguished men with regard to
the results of betting on races were of a
startling character. Mr. Justice Hawkins
saidI know nothing more likely to ruin a young
mall than the system of betting which goes on
uHmnd us.
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}dr. Justice Grantham saidGambling with bookmakers is the cause of
more crime and misery than anything else in
thi~ land.

j\1r. Justice Darling IsaidNo one could attend the Civil and Criminal
Ccmts without knowing that many persons spend
a much larger amount of time in betting than
they devote to their own businesses.

1\1r. Horace Smith, a, London stipendiary
magistrate, statedNearly every case of embezzlement that I try
has resulted from betting.

The evidence was full of statements of this
kind. He would really ask the Council to
consider whether it would not be better to
set this Bill aside altogether than to enter
upon this new system. At the present moment the law was ample to deal with the
evil, if it was properly put in operation.
Look at the raid at Ballarat the other day,
for instance. He did not think the result
would be very serious if the Bill went
altogether. The Government would then
be expected to demand that the police
should carry out the law as it stood.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-What, after
Parliament refusing to give it the necessary
power?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said Parliament did not refuse to give the necessary
power. Farliament believed that the Government had the necessary power now.
But if the Government considered that they
had not the necessary power why did they
not go the whole way, and trust the public
to support them? He could not see why
they should act in this haH-hearted manner.
This was a proposal that when
men, including the rag-tag and bob-tail of
the State were brought together in one
huge m3JSS, their gambling was to be legalized, but in the case of comparatively innocent transactions, such as those referred to
by Mr. Ritchie, the Government were going
in for suppression. It was only when the
scum of the earth met on the hills on the
Saltwater River that gambling was to be
recogni!sed. It was the next morning, after
meetings of this kind, that the suicides and
embezzlements occurred. Under this Bill
moderate gambling outside the race-courses
'was to be crushed clean out, but the ,great
rabbit warren was to be allowed to confinue. He might mention that he went to
-church in Wangaratta the other day for the
purpose of estimating public opinion on
this question. ' He thought he was going
to a Presbyterian church, but he found
it was a Wes.leyan Methodist church.
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'He found that the minister was engaged
in creating public opinion himself, and the
reverend gentleman spoke of gambling' and
Parliament, and of the number of laws that
already ex~sted here to put down gambling_
The text taken by the preacher was
"Greedy dogs which can never have enough."
The parson warned his congregation against
those Members of Parliament that were
afraid to put down this evil. What about
that kind of public opinion?
All the
clergymen in the different churches were
warning the public that legislation must
come on this subject, but did they know
of this intention to allow the race-courses
to continue to be the rabbit warren that he
had spoken of? He did not believe the
Government believed in their hearts that
this kind of proposal would be a reform
at all. Did the men in this House who
knew what a race-course was, and what
went on there, and the outcome of what
went on there, believe that it should be
allowed to continue unchecked?
Almost
every day marked the ruin of a number of
unfortunates who were not content with
their salaries, but in their desire to get
rich quickly were not strong enough to re~ist temptation.
Mr. Brown thought all
the evil would be cured by bringing all the
people to the Cup and getting all the bookmakers legalized.
Although the Government had not said so, he was told that this
clause was the crux of the Bill, and that
if it was not passed the Bill would be
lost. He hoped the" -Covernment would not
make" that ~announcement, but they indicated that the Bill might be a dead letter.
Whether the Bill was lost or won, there
were some members of this House that
would not tamper "with their principles.
They would not go in for suppressing a
number of things, and at the same time
help to create this new experiment.
He
dared not vote to create this new nandemonium,although under the Bill it ~as to
be limited to sixteen days in the year on
each race-course. Let the House adhere
to the position it had hitherto taken up,
and refuse to legalize this thing, whatever
else they might suppress. He hoped no
one who had studied the subject would be
carried away with the story of the improvement of the breed of horses. What
a miserable foundation this was to found
a trade on. The plea was, "We must bet
because otherwise we could not have enough
money to Cl!fl:y on our busmess."
W as it
necessary to have all these gatherings of
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bookmakers, and to create all this ruffianism
and embezzlement to carry Dn that business? If so, let the business go.
The
argument plainly was that it was necessary
to have all this betting] and all these
ruffians to bet with, in oreter, to produce
good horses. .. Surely an honest man like
Mr. Campbell had not come to that after
thirty years of experience in selling horses?
The Hon. E. MILLER said many honorable members were inclined to talk about
matters they did not understand at all.
Mr. Melville said he had never been on a
raoe-course, but he believed he had seen
the honorable member there occasionally.
The honorable member had made sweeping
assertions to-night.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said he had
not finished his speech. He sat down because he thought Mr, Miller was raising a
point of order. It was perfectly true that
Mr. Miller did invite him to take tea with
him on the Moonee Valley race-course, in
order that he might be able to see what
went on there.
He accepted the invita'tion, and his impression of the race-course
did not concur with Mr. Miller's opinion.
He lived within a mile of the course, and
he heard the roar of the bookmakers yelling the odds every Saturday afternoon. All
that he had said to-night was consistent
with his attitude ever since he had been
a member. He had never had .any sympathy with the increase of the bookmakers.
If the Committee were of opinion that the
Government's proposal would be a reform,
of course it was their duty to pass the
clause, but he would make the same prediction to-night as he made in I90I, when
he said the half-way house was a dan·
gerous position. The milk-and-water business was never the right thing. The public
would support honorable members if they
saw they were in earnest, but not if it was
evident that they were going half way and
frightened to go the rest.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he was verY
glad to see Mr. Melville at the course, btit
it took him all his time to get him there.
Unfortunately, the honorable member aid
not gain any experience there, for he
made the sweeping assertion that everything connected with racing was bad and
unholv. That assertion was not justified.
The honorable member condemned every
one that bet, especially the bookmakers.
There might be bad bookmakers, but there
,..-ere good ones as well. They paid their
debts honorablv, and it W(l!; much easier
to do busines~ with them than "'ith the
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ordinary business man. In ordinary business all sorts o£ documents and deeds were'
necessary, but there was nothing of the
sort in dealing with bookmakers, who paid
freely and honestly. It seemed that to be·
consistent the Committee must strike out
this clause, but were they going to do it?
The Committee had been told that it was·
impossible to stop betting, but, like the first
Napoleon, Mr. Melville did not find.
the word "impossible" in his dictionary.
'Vho was going to stop 50,000 people·
from betting on the Flemington racecourse on Cup Day.
Would Mr. Melville and Mr. Cain. go among them and tell
them they must not bet, give them in
charge, and put them aU in gaol? People
had been allowed to go on betting for years,
and years. He did not say betting was a
good thing, but it could not be stopped on
race-courses, and if the Committee passed'
legislation to try to stop it they would'
only be laughed at. He would advise the'
Committee not to do anything so foolish
as to reject the clause.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he·
would not have spoken again but for Mr.
:Melville's sweeping assertions. The churchmade public opinioQ referred to by the·
honorable member was a one-sided thing.
Only one man could talk there, and the'
honorable member's illustration about the·
sermon at Wangaratta was an extremely
unfortunate one, because that clergyman,.
who was educating popular opinion, and
raising the public tone, as the honorable'
member put it, used a text that was afterwards the subject of a bet as to where it
came from. When it was looked up, it
was found to refer to the priests of those'
days. They were the "greedv dogs which
can never have enough."
That was the'
way in which public opinion· was formed
by a clergyman who set out to run down
gambling by a distorted text, twisted round'
from his own profession to apply to something it was never intended to apply to.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he recognised that the clause was essential to the'
Bill, and therefore intended to vote for it.
A Commission of the House of Lords sat
in England in 1902. Mr. Melville had'
read an extract from the report of that
bodv which had a bearing on the Bill. He(Mr. Sternberg) would read another extract from their report, which was used'
during the discussion on a similar Bin
in the New South Wales Parliament, aneY
\rhich he took from the Xew South Wales;
j
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Bansard. It would appear that the opinion
-expressed by the House of Lords Commission was somewhat in unison with that
which was held by the members of the
New South Wales Parliament. The ex.tract in question was as follows:The Committee of the House of Lords are
ccnvinced that it is impossible altogether to. suppress betting, but they believe that the best
method of reducing the practice is to localize
it as far as possible on race-courses and other
places where sport is carried on.

That recommendation was submitted to the
House of Lords after a good deal of evidence had been taken, and a good deal
.of consideration had been bestowed on the
preparation of the report. The assertions
in that report were the outcome of the evi,dence given before the Committee, and
through the ,Committee's mature consideration of the subject. The New South Wales
Parliament recognised the importance of
.that recommendation, and passed legislation on those lines. If the Chamber struck
,out this clause he would not be surprised
to see the Bill lost, and that would probably mean that a Bill of a more drastic
nature would be sent up, and that there
'would be a dead-lock. The aim was to minimize the evil with which Parliament was
-dealing.
Honorable members might not
altogether approve of the clause in its p.re'sent form, but that was the form in which
-the clause was adopted after many nights'
'consideration in the Assembly. As he had
'said, if this clause was struck out a Bill
much more drastic might come up, and that
might probably lead! to a dead-lock and all
sorts of trouble. In the meantime this verv
'pernicious habit or custom of , betting would
go on as badly as ever. For those reasons
-he was inclined to support the clause.
The Hon. R. B. REES remarked that
the Question was asked a few moments ago
whether this clause would prevent private
'betting between two persons.
He had taken
the opportunity of consulting a leading
barrister and solicitor in another place, who
assured him that the whole object of in,cl':l~ing this clause was not to prohibit
bettmg between two. private persons,
but was to prevent bettmg being made a
business.
It prevented the bookmaker
from running his calling in the streets
and in the clubs.
The whole object of the provision, so far as he could
.see,. was ~o minimize the opportunities of
bettm,g bemg made a business. The House
h.ad ~ffirmed the principle of stopping bettmg m clubs, and had decided that the Vic-
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tori an Club should be closed. The business at the Victorian Club was to make
a market for betting, and that was making a calling or business of betting. While
he did not believe that private Betting between two individuals was wrong, he held
it was wrong to make a business of betting.
Our factory legislation made) a tremendous lot of leisure for a large section of
our people, and these people must fill in
their leisure time in some way. They went
to variou~ pleasures and sport, and that
sport should be encouraged.
But where
that sport was being battened upon by
people who made a bu.siness OlIt of it it
should be curtailed. Tfiis Bill should be
supported in order to curt all the business
of gambling, and in order that racecourses might be brought under prope~
supenrision and be licensed by the Government.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS remarked that
under the Bill the Victorian Club would
be suppressed. If what M.r. Rees stated
was correct, and gambling could go on
between private individuals as usual, all
that the members of this club would have
to do would be to go outside and make bets
between themselves there. Honorable members knew that, so far as a sweep was
concerned, if no one made a profit out of
it it could be carried on. He objected to
being dragooned into acting inconsistently.
After supporting the [Government in closing the Victorian Club, he objected to voting for the legalization of bookmaking on
a race-course. Honorable members had
been twitted with doing 'something that
might cause the Bill to be thrown out if
they voted against this clause, but if the
thin!! was wrong in one place it was wrong
in another. If the Government had taken
up an illogical position he was not going
to uphold them.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING remarked
that he could not understand a logical mind
taking up the position that some honorable
members proposed to take. Every member
of OUr churches knew that the heads of
the churches had always used their voices
against the totalizator because they could
not consent to the legalization of gamblinr;.
This clause legalized gambling, and he
could not understand any leading member
qf any of our great churches voting for the
clause. Then some honorable member said
that gambling could not be suppressed altogether, as 12eople were so innately wicked
that they must have a certain <?uantity of
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sin in order not to die at once.
Instead of allowing gambling in big areas
it was going to be concentrated, and the
people who carried on that business were
to go out into the wilderness like the children of Israel sixteen times in the year,
and gamble to their hearts' content. If
people were so intent on gambling, and it
was impossible to suppress it, would they
be satisfied with the sixteen days in the
year?
Would they go to church and
Sunday school on the other 349 days, and
do all their gambling during the sixteen
days?
It was illogical and irrational to
think that the evil would ever be suppressed
in t.hat way. It would be merely concentratmg the evil, not minimizing it.
It
would be concentrating the evil at two or
three plague spots throughout the State.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Would you
like it all over the State?
The Hon. W. R. EMBLING said that
if the h<:>norable member who interjected
had a dIsease concentrated in one spot,
or if he had a big boil, he ~vould be glad
when the doctor came with the lance and
~ould let i.t be ~ut away, rath.~r than carry
It about wIth hIm for the rest of his life.
He believed the position he had taken up
on this subject was a logical one. He did
not think the rejection of this clause would
affect the fate of the Bill one bit. He did
not regard it as a vital clause, and he
thought, following· on what he had done,
that he ought to vote against it.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR remarked that
last night an honorable member-he believed it was Mr. Melville-quoted from
H an~ard to show what had been done by
certaIn honorable members on a subject
similar to this. But ibe honorable member did not trv to explain the matter. The
Bill on that occasion was not a13il1 to put
an end to horse racing. It was a Bill introduced to stop betting at sports. It was
introduced by Mr. Crooke, and was pressed
for bv those who were anxious to get their
sports clean.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-I supported
that.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said it was
late in the session when the B-ill he was
referring to came up. It was in the middle
of December, I 90I. An amendment \y;ts
proposed to include .horse racing, and to
prevent betting o'n race-courses. It was
pointed out last night that Mr. Harwood,
himself (Mr. Bali"our), and others voted
against that proposal, and so they did. It
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was very easy to pick out a vote and disconnect jt from the circumstances, and
make one appear to have gone against his
ordinary views.
It had been most important that that Bill should be R.assed at that
time in order to stop betting at sports. To
have put that clause in and to send the
Bill back to the Assembfy would have re-,
sulted in the Bill being lost. He therefore voted against it, and left the horse
racing alone. The other night he was
found voting against the Bill for womanhood suffrage. Everyone knew that he
had always voted for that proposal. Why,
. did he vote against it on that occasion?
He voted against it because it was an absurdity to propose to give the woman's
vote in connexion with this House and not
in connexion with the House tha,t chiefly
wanted it. He was certainly not going.
to vote against this clause, alffiough lie did
not know whether he would vote for it.
His reason for not voting against this
clause was that the legislation proposed in
this Bill was a decided improvement on the
legislation we had at present. It had been
said that bv this clause the Bill would
legalize and carry out a principle that
had never been recognised by this House
before. Honorable members forgot that
when the Street Betting Bill was before
the House a question arose, just' as it had
arisen to-night, whether the House snould
n.ot make it a perfect, complete, and conSIstent Bill, and stop betting on racec?urses. as well as street betting. After
dISCUSSIon, he had felt the Bill could not be
carried if race-courses were included, and
they were consequently' left out.
Racecourses were not made a "place" under
that Bill. and were left out deliberatel v,
and the Bill provided that betting was not
to be allowed at any~ports except at racecourses. When honorable members said 1t
was now proposed to legalize something
that had not been legalized before it~· was
a mistake. It might be asked why, when
the public were excited, and all the people·
were desirous of stopping thj~ mania fo1,'
gambling, he and other members did not
propose to stop it on race-courses. He
would be most happy if he could do that.
He believed gambling to De always wrong,
and he would like to see it prohibited on
race-courses also. This Bill was a decided
improvement on all the legisla60n we had
with regard to .gambling up to now. At
present it was legal to bet on any racecourse, but under this Bill it would only
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be legal to bet on a licensed race-'course.
At present one could bet on any race<:ourse at any time.
This Bill would
limit betting to the days when racing was going on, and an endeavour had been made unsuccessfully to
limit it to the race that was being run.
All that could be dane even on that
point was being done to make it less objectionable, and to make it more difficult
to bet on race-courses. In addition to that,
such a quantity of matter had been put in
the Bill that would have the effect of
greatly minImIzmg gambling, and that
would greatly interfere with the abominable totes and other things, in the town
and in the suburbs, that he was not going
to risk losing what the Government had
<:arried after a long discussion through another place, and had been brought up to
the Council at the close of the session.
He would therefore vote for the clause.
The Committee. divided on the clause
as amendedAyes
22
No~

8

Majority for the clause

14

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
,.
"
"

Austin
Baillieu
Balfour
Brown
Campbell
Crooke
Davies
Little
Luxton
Manifold
McBryde
McDonald

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
"
"

Cain
Embling
Harwood
Hicks
Melville.

Mr
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Miller
Payne
Pearson
Pitt
Pratt
Rees
Sachse
Stuart.

Tellers:
Mr. Cussen
" Sternberg.
NOES.

1\1 r. Ritchie.

Tellers:
Mr. Evans
" McLellan.
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On clause

2 I,

which was as follows:-

(I) In section fifty-five of the Police Offence'i
Act 1890 for the words "more than Thirty
pounds" there shall be substituted the word'i
"more than One hundred pounds;" and for the
wc.rds "exceeding two calendar months" there
shall be substituted the words a more than six
mcnths."
(2) Any reference in section fifty-six of the
said Act to the said section fifty-five shall be
taken to refer to the said section fifty-five as
hereby amended,

The Hon. J. BALFO UR said he had
an amendment in regard to the minimum
penalty'. He strongly .believed a minimum
penalty should be provided. Magistrates
very often, where there was only a maximum
penalty provided, imposed nominal fines
and it made the law farcical. There wer~
some clauses in the Bill which had minimum
pe?aIties provided, so he was proposing nothmg new. ~h~. clause was .with regard
to persons exhIbItmg placards III connexion
with betting houses. Under thej Police
Offences Act the penalty was £30, and
the Government proposed the maximum
should be £100. He begged to moveThat after the word "words" the words
les:; than £25 and not" be inserted.

Cc

not

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
clau.se referred to exhibiting placards. In
sectIOn 55 of the Police Offences Act 1890
it was provided. Any person ~x.hibiting or publishing or causlUg t~ be exhIbIt.e? or . published any placard

handbill card' wntmg SIgn or advertisements
,vher~by it shall be made to appear that any
house office room or place is opened kept o'r
u.sed for the purpose of exhibiting lists for bettmg or with the intent to induce any person to
resort to such house office room or place for
the purpose of making bets or wagers in manner
aforesaId.
shall be liable on conviction
to a pen~lty of not more than £30, or . .. to
be committed to the nearest gaol with or withont hard labour for any term not exceeding two
calendar months.

It was proposed by the Government that
£100 should be the maximum fine, and
On postponed clause 18, which was that six months should be the maximum
term of imprisonment. If any minlrTIum
as follows:were inserted, whatever the excuse of the
Every person who is at any time found in
person
charged might be, the Justices
any house office room or place used as a common gaming house without lawful excuse shall would have either to impose the minimum
be liable on conviction to a penalty of not more fine, or if they thought there was a loopthan Five pounds,
hole of any kind they would let the person
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedoff al togeth er .
Tnat after the word " excuse" the words
"proof of which shall lie on such person" be
inserted.

The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-You have minimum fines in the Bill.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.

The Hon. J. 1'.1. DAVIES said there
were originally more minimum fines in the
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Bill than at present, '''and the Goverbment
had to drop them.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-Such an
offence as this could not be committed by
accident.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he found
the attitude of honorable members very
strange, and sometimes made him hesitate
before making a proposal to the House
at all. If the Government had not touched
s~tion 55 of the Police Offe?ces Act at
all, and did not propose to mcrease the
possibility of a fine from £30 to £100,
and the term of imprisonment from two
months to six months, there would be no
proposal by honorable members for amendments.
But because the Government proposed to increase the maximum fine, opportunitv was taken by honorable ~eI?bers
to propose that there should be a mlmmum
fine fixed.
He thought that was hardly
justifiable.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he could
quite understand the natural desire of the
Attornev-General that there should be no
amendments, and what the honorable
There
gentleman s,aid was quite. !ruel.
would 'have been no probablhty of honorable members suggesting that any alteration should have been made in section 55
of the Police Offences Act, because they
would have had to go back and look up
that section, but when it was unearthed
honorable members. saw the desirability of
having a minimum fine provided for.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said it
appeared to him that the penalties in the
Bill were altogether too severe. For many
years the penaltv for exhibiting placards
in connexion with gaming had been £3 0
or less. No fault had been found with
that,- as far as he knew, and if it was
considered necessary to have an increased
fine surelv a moderate increase would' do,
instead 0:( jumping from a penalty of £3 0
to £100 and frdm two months' imprisonment to six months' imprisonment.
These penalties were for a first offence. He
would not object to the increase of the fine
for the second or anv subsequent offence,
but it would be outrageous to pass the
clause as it stood.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD moved--
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the amendment. Section 55 of the PoliceOffences Act covered a number of different
offences;-some of them more serious than,
others. In some cases_ the fine of £25 suggested by Mr. Balfour would be too much
for the first offence, but he (Mr. Davies)
could imagine some cases under this clause
where a fine of £100 would not be too
much, even for a first offence. The clause·
had been inserted in the Bill after fun.
consideration,' and as the result of manv
years of experience.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said he was·
afraid that if, heavy penalties were provided magistrates would be disposed to·
dismiss many of these cases in which
otherwise a small fine would be inflicted.
Manv new offences would be created under
this -clause.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the'
clause created no new offences whatever. It
referred to offel1ces already created by thePolice Offences Act.
The amendment was negatived, and the'
clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 22, which.
was as follows:Every person who is registered as the proprietor r:rinter or publisher of any newspaper
~r who prints exhibits publishes sells circulate~.
or distributes or gives away or posts up causes·
to be printed exhibited p).lbfished sold circulated
distributed given away or posted up any newsp8 per or printed or written document list or
card (whether published printed or written in
Victoria or elsewhere) which directly or indirectly
ccntains or purports to contain any information
as to betting on any intended horse races or
pony races or trotting races in any part of the
Commonwealth of Australia or as to the probable result of any such race or as to the betting
odds on any such race or as to any totalizators
or as to any unlawful game (other than as regards a prosecution or conviction for an offence) shall he guilty of an offence.

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said this
was a most important clause, and he wished
to move several amendments in it. In his
opinion the clause had been drafted very
unwisely, and it mixed up two things that
:should be kept separate.
It was also
mixed up a good deal with clause 23. If
the draftsman had acted judiciousl v he
would have kept these matters separate.
Clause 22, as drawn, was somewhat comThere was a
plicated in its wording~
great deal o£ repetition and backing and
That after the word "substituted" the words filling in it, but reducing it to plain Eng"for a sec:ond or subsequent offence" be in~ lish it came down to this-that anv pers(,lted.
son who printed or sent out anv neW~raDf'r
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES E'xpressed the list, card, or anything else of that kina
hope that the Committee would not accept containing inforni.ation- as to betting, or as
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to any intended rac~ or the probable re.sult of that race, or the odds upon it, was
to be guilty of an offence. He contended
.that these were things that should not be
mixed up together. This Bill was brought
in to put down betting, and quite rightly
.should contain a clause prohibiting men
from sending round cards and touting for
bets, thus inducing people to bet who, perhaps, otherwise would not do so.
These
-cards might be circul~ted throughout the
le,ngth and breadth of Australia, ahd it was
quite right that the~ should be prohibited.
,One of the amendments he intended to submit would make that prohibition even
stronger than it was in the clause.
But
there was another side to this clause. It
was proposed here for the first time in British history to gag the press.
The HOI? J. M. DAV1Es.-We gag them
'on Sunday under the Polioe Offences Act.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said Sunday was a dies non, . .and that question was
.on quite a different footing.
The Hon. J. M. DAV1Es.-We gag them
also in connexion wth certain medical advertisements and as to betting advertisements.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
drew a very clear line of distinction between suppressing medical advertisements
and taking away from the newspapers the
power of giving informl!tion in which thousands of people throughout Australia took
the greatest interest and pleasure.
The
purists who were supporting this proposal
were taking a terrible responsibility upon
themselves. It reminded one of the censorship of the press that took place in war
time.
One could understand it in that
case, because national interests were at
stake, and it was important that information of a military character should not be
conveyed to the enemy through the medium
of the ne\yspapers. He was told that in
Russia people received their newspapers
very often with certain news blotted out.
The people of Vic~'oria were not children
that they could not be trusted with this
news. 'The purists. who objected to the
publication of this news need not read it
any more than they need read the divorce
ne'ys. It appeared that this proposal was
made because .a. similar provision had been
adopted in a neighbouring State.
That
provision was passed on the 6th October
last. and its effect was not vet known.
The Hon. T. BALFouR.-It has been the
law in Quee~sbnd for some time.
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The Hon. 'V. S. MAXIFOLD said that
e\'ery member had, no doubt, made up his
mind on the question, and it was unnecessary to argue further on it. His amendment would allow the newspapers to publish betting news and prognostications, but
not to publish the advertisements of tipsters who carried on this business for the
benefit of their own pockets.
The Hon. J. M. DAV1ES.-Do not the
newspapers do it for the same reason?
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said it
was only done indirectly by the newspapers
with that object, and, probably, if the news
were not published the circulation of the
Argus and the Age would not be affected.
The alterations that he proposed would
retain the strength of the provisions of the
Bill as against the indivjdual who carried
on this work for his own profit, but they
~vould a~low the newspapers to publish the
mformatlOn so that people might be conversant with what was going on in the
world. If this State followed New South
Wales and Queensland in this matter there
might be such an outcry that the whole
thing would be swept away, and the purists
would be in a worse position than they were
in now.
He begged to moveThat the words "directly or indirectly" be
omitted.

The Hon. M. CUSSEN said he supported the amendment. The betting clubs
in. ~acing were like the st?ck exchanges in
mmmg, where the quotatIOns were made.
Having suppressed the betting dubs, there
would be nothing offensive for the newspapers to publish. The object of the Bill
was to stop betting before the races took
place, and it seemed that the intention was
to make people go to the race-courses to
bet.
Surely it was never intended to
punish the newspapers because they gave
information on this subject.
There was
really no necessitv for this clause at all
now that it had been decided to pre'i'ent
betting at the dubs. There would be nothing to publish that would interfere with
the "goody-goodies," and the Governmen'i
should accept the amendment.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that if
there was nothing to publish this clause
would not place any hardship on the press.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-They
would have nothing to do.
'
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the,'
would have something to do, because there
would be illicit bets made, and the press
would get to know of them, and publish
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the odds. The effect would be that still
more illicit bets would be made. The object of the Bill was to prevent any betting
except on race-courses on racing days, and
why should the press be encouraged to publish bets that were made illegally? Mr.
Manifold proposed to strike out the words
" directly or indirect! y . "
He was mId
that the press in New South Wales men-tioned a horse and put down a certain number of stars, which indicated the odds.
That particular form of publication might
come in under the words that Mr. Manifold
proposed to omit, and therefore those wordS'
were important. He would only remind
honorable members of the memorandum he
had read from Mr. Swinburne, in which
reference was made to the opinions of Mr.
Carruthers and Mr. Wade, of New South
Wales, 3;S to the good effects of tpe provision there, as far as it could be judged.
He would also remind members of the fact
that the Victorian newspapers sent to New
South Wales had the betting news removed
from them.
Why could the Melbourne
papers not be issued in the same manner
here?
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said the
amendment would test the opinion of the
Committee as to whether the cl3Juse should
be retained or rejected. He considered
that this matter had been settled by passing
the clause authorizing betting on racecourses. If that clause had been expunged
this prohibition might have been allowed.
Having passed the clause authorizing betting on race-courses it followed, as a matter
of course, that newspaipers should not
be prohibited from giving those who could
bet legally such inf0rmation as would enable them to bet to the best advantage.
People who wanted to bet should nat be
prohibited from getting from those who
could give it all the available information
to enable them to bet in the most profitThe object
able manner to themselves.
of betting was to win.
People were
authorized to go to ra-ce-courses, t'O het,_
and, consequently, to win as much money
as they could. To enable them to do so
they should have all the available informati~- about any horse racing that was going
on. This Bill covered almost everything.
Some years ago a gentleman in Ballarat
'dreamt that a certa;in horse would win the
Melbourne Cup, and it did win.
Ever
since then scores of people previous to the
running, of the Cup dreamt dreams in
Ivhich probably every horse in the race
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figured as the winner.
The newspapers
were fond of relating these things to amuse
their readers, but that would be prohibited
under the clause, and iSO would stories about
young ladies who went to ,bed with something under their pillow and dreamt about
horses winning races. Publication of those
things would be made a crime, .and be
punishable.
The Hon. R. B. REES said it had
been stated that the clause was intended
to gag the press, but he was surprised to
find how strong in the same direction were
certain isections in the Police Offences Act.
They were even stronger than this clause,
but evidently the law was defective in certain ways, and it would be better to pass
this clause to make it more effective. Itwould be far better not to. publish the odds,
bec~use people in the country were influenced by the press, and when big odds
were published about races, in Melbourne
they were induced to gamble when otherwise thev would not. The Committee had
destroyed the market in gambling by refusing tOo license the Victorian Club; but
tOo .allDw the newspapers to publish the
odds would perpetuate that market. People
would be allowed to go and have their fun
on the race-course.
People were induced
to bet bv readir.g, the odds in newspapers.
It would be nD hardship to people in the
back country to have this information curtailed. Ninety-nine out of every 100 men
in the back stations and huts that had
been referred to would be very pleased t(.have this inducement to gambling taken
away from them. It ·would be no hardship to the press, because even if there
was a little loss to them, he was sure the
big journals were prepared to make a little
sacrifice for the sake of the welfarre of
the community generally.
The clause
should be passed as it stood. Countrv
race-courses were carried on with a grea~t
deal of pleasure for those who attended
them, but there was no publishing of odds
in those cases by the country press.
If
the metropolitan press were compelled by
law to do what the country press did now,
by not publishing an" odds on the races iri
their immediate neighbourhood, the racing
would be very much better, and gambling
would he very much curtailed.
The Han. J. -rvI. PRATT said it was the
dutv of the press tOo give information on
all subjects, of which racing was one.
That right 'should not be taken away from
The odds on the races were
the press.
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part of the information the press gave for
the convenience of the people interested.
If the publication of news of that kind
prejudicially affected the tone of the community he could understand the proposal
to restrict it, but it did nothing of the
kind. Those who were not interested in
it were not affected by it. The difficulty
about thi,s clause would be got over to a
great extent by striking out the words " as
to the probable result of any race." That
would ta;ke away the prophetic part of the
press business, but he would prefer to
lea ve the press alone. They were liberal
and fair, and that was the sort of press
that was wanted.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said every
honorable member had made up his mind
how he was going to vote, and all the talk
would not a;lter a single vote.
The restriction in this clause would debar a great
number of country people from receiving a
large amount of enjoyment. The Committee were not justified in curtailing the information given by the press to those people.
He was sorry to vote against the AttorneyGeneral, but he felt he was 'Only doing
his duty in voting ag.ainst the clause.
The Hon. W. PEARSON said many
honorable members were labouring under
the impression that it was the practice of
the press continually to publish the odds
on races before they took place, but it
was only on special occasions that the
papers published the odds in that way.
The clause would also forbid the reportirig
of trial gaHopSi antI the ~}.ishang of
training n'Otes, because that was informa'tion as to the probable results of horse
races.
As the publication of odds after
a meeting was not prevented, there was no
reason why it should be prevented before.
Information such as would be Iseen in the
press nearly every day .about horrible murders or rapes or divorces did a great deal
more harm to a youngcommunitv than information regarding racing.
F ailing. the
clause being struck out, he would support
Mr. Manifold's amendment.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE said he supported the publication of the odds.
When people were allowed to bet onl v on
the race-course they should be allowed to
go there knowing" what the right odds
were.
He looked at the question also
from another point of view. Thousands
of people came here annually to attend the
Melbourne Cup meeting. These people, for
weeks before the meeting, watched the re-
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ports of the performances of· the horses
in training, and liked to see how the betting was quoted. They came here to enjoy themselves, and he thought it was only
fair that they should be prepared with all
information when they came.
We did
not want to see the Melbourne Cup meeting reduced to a second-rate event.
He
understood the Attorney-General to state
that the Premier of New South Wales
would be glad to see us adopt this provision. Of course, as it would reduce the
Melbourne Cup meeting to a second-rate
affair, no doubt the New South 'Vales
people would be glad to see this provision
retained in the Bill.
The Han. J. C. CA~'IPBELL remarked
that several honorable members had stated
that there would be no use in publishing
the odds when the Victorian Club was shut
The suburban dubs, however, were
up.
going to have races, and did honorab:e
members mean to tell him that we should
be able to stop betting at the 1\Ioonee
Valley races, or at similar meetings? When
:Mr. Pratt was a partner of his, numbers
of people used to write down to them, and
ask what the odds were. He (Mr. Campbell) could never give this information, and
he had to pass it on to somebody else.
The Hon. J.1\1. DAVIES.-To Mr.
Pratt?
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he
did not think 1\1r. Pratt was a racing man
or a betting man.
There was a 1\Ir.
Glasgow connected with them, and whenever they got a letter asking what the odds
were they used to refer the matter to him.
He thought it would be a disgrace to do
away with the publication of any information with regard to horse racing.
As he
stated when speaking to the second reading of the Bill, some 90,000 people or
100,000 people attended the Melbourne
Cup meeting, and they wanted to know
something about the chances of the horses.
If they had not the information through the
press the bookmakers would be able to
charge them whatever thev liked. He would
support Mr. Manifold's "amendment.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR stated that this
clause seemed to him to be one of the
most important in the Bill, if the object
was to do away with betting. Honorable
members had had a statement from Mr.
Little, that he knew, as an up-countrv man,
and as one interested in races, that when
the morning or eyening newspapers went
up country from Melbourne they were
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watched for' keenly by the youngsters, and
that after the arrival of the train with the
newspapers these young people made use
of the information they got about t:h:e odds
to go in for betting. VVe wanted to prevent their doing that. The publication of
the odds was the very thing that made the
appetite strong. This clause did not prohibit the newspapers from reporting what
had taken place, but the newspapers would
not ue able to report what was going to
take place, as that would encourage and
incite the very thing that this Bill was to
He would remind the Chamdiscourage.
ber what
had
been
stated
about
New South Wales and Queensland.
The
Committee of the House of Lords also recommended that the provisions of this
clause should be adopted in England. It
was quite true that that recorrilllendation
was not adopted, but in London the Daily
N e'Ws had officially announced that in future it would not publish the odds, because
it felt that that was encouraging gambling.
The Daily Telegraph newspaper, which was
formerly published in Melbourne, never
published the odds.
The Hon. "Y. H. EMBLING.-It died.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said there was
no law at that time to prevent newspapers
from publishing the odds, and yet that
newspaper refrained from doing so. ~e
thought this clause should be passed III
order to make the Bill consistent, and to
put an end to gambling.
The Hon. E. MILLER remarked that
the IMelbourne Cup would not be a success
unless it was well advertised. We wanted
people to come from all paFts of Australia
to the Cup, and they would not com~ U?less they got all information about It 111
the daily press.
The Hon. W. LITTLE observed
that to hear what some honorable members said, one
would
thing
that
this clause would prevent the newspapers from publishi"ng. notices about
race meetings, or reportmg acceptan:-es
and no.minations.
It was never mtended to do that. Nobody could imagine
that this would prevent advertisements
about the meetings at F)emington or
Caulfield being published in the local newspapers, or advertisements calling for nominations by a certain dav. That would not
be i11E'~al. His interpretation o~ the cla~se
was that it was to prevent mformatIon
ahout betting being published before th.e
race meeting was held.
He thought thIS
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was one of the clauses which were mest
vital if honorable members wanted to prevent young people from gambling. There
was no country town in the north-eastern
districts that did not have about half-adozen bookmakers, who would not work,
and who wanted to make a living without
taking off their coats.
They were to be
seen about the streets every day, and boys
would go up to them and ask what were
the odds against certain horses. The boys
would put their shilling on these horses,
which perhaps would be scratched, and the
shilling would be gone. If the young people
were not able to get information about the
betting odds they would not be so likely
to bet. F or that reason, he thought that
this clause was a vital one if honorable
members wanted to suppress betting amongst
the young people. In fact, he considered
it one of the best clauses in the Bill.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING stated that
the only objection he had to the amendment was that he would like to see the
clause struck out altogether. He did not
think Parliament had any right to interfere with the press. The provision in the
New South Wales Act, with reference to
the publication of sporting matter, consisted of but two lines, simply saying
that they should not publish the odds.
This went a great deal farther. There
was a lot of outrageous wording in it, and
a clever lawyer would be able to bring any
newspaper under the lash of the law. The
more one read the clause the less one understood what it meant, and his opinion
was that it should be struck out altogether.
He wanted honorable members to understand his position, because he had paired
with Mr. Edgar, and could not vote on
the clause. When Mr. Little talked about
this being the most vital clause in the Bill
he could only say that this Bill apparently was composed of nothing but
vital clauses. The Government did not say
that, but honorable members who supported
the Bill were doing so.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I do not
think any honorable member has said that.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said it
had been stated to-night by some honorable members that they would support every
clause for fear the Bill might be withHe was conscientiously of the
drawn.
op1l1~on that the Government would not
withdraw the Bill if this clause was struck
out.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked
that honorable members would, of course,
vote on this clause as they thought fit, but
he did not think a~y honorable member
should ,"ote on it under a wrong impression.
All that was prohibited was the
publication of information as to bettinginformation as to nominations or entries
would not be information as to bettingor as to the probable result of any race, or
as to the betting odds.
That would not
prevent the publication of information about
any tria:l or training, so long. as the paper
did not say that the trial pointed to the
conclusion that a certain horse might win.
They could give the time in which the trial
was' run by one horse, and the time in
which the trial was run by another horse.
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big towns of Xew South 'WaJes to publish
the odds, because betting clubs were alIf we were allowed to
lowed to exist.
have betting clubs here there would be no
necessity for the Argus and the Age to
publish the odds, because people interested in betting could go to these clubs,
and ascertain there what the odds were.
A comparison betwen New South Wales
and Victoria was absolutely useless, and he
would ask honorable members to remember
that the New South Wales people knew
what the odds were, and the Victorian
, would not know.
The public should be
protected to some extent.

The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
agreed with almost everything that had
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-It is too been said in support of the publication of
odds in the newspapers.
He' was too
late to fetter the press.
unwell to say any more.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said honorThe Hon. J. D. BRO'V~ said he
able members had the right to vote for or
gathered
from the explanation of the Atagainst the clause as they rhose, but they
should not tell other J)!J;.urable members torney-General that the inclusion of the
that there was something in the clause that words "probable result of any race"
was not there. Honor:lJble members should would not preclude the publication of the
vote on the true merits of the clause, and interesting articles which appeared in the
Australasian, the Leader, and other weekly
not on a false impression.
journals as to the pedigree and hi story_
The Hon. W. CALX remarked that his of horses.
At first his impression was
first impression was that this clause should that such articles would be precluded from
He thought clause being published, and he intended to yote
come out altogether.
23 provided for all that was required, and for one of Mr. Manifold's amendments.
that one clause embodying what was inAs those articles would not be affected, he
tended in the two clauses would be sucintended to support the clause absolutel y.
cessful.
The Bill was to prohibit betting, and unThe Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD observed less the clause was carried, a great deal
that the Attorney-General' alluded to a to prevent that result being achieved would
letter received by' Mr. Swinburne from the be done. It seemed logical that honorable
heads of the Goyernment in New South members who said betting should not take
'Vales speaking of the splendid results place on Flemington race-course should
which, in their opinion, had been achieved support the clause.
If those honorable
with the New South Wales measure. That members were in earnest, they would vote
measure onlv received the Governor's assent against the amendment.
on the 6th October, and he thought the· inThe Committee divided on the Cluestion
formation of which so much capital had
that
the words "directly or jnc1irectly"
been made was absolutelv worthless, as'
there had not been time for- the Bill to have stand part of the clausea proper trial. There had been some talk
9
about striking this clause out altogether.
J7
The effect of that would be th8t betting
8
would be verv much increased. The point :\fajority for the amendment
he rose to bring before the Chamber was
AYES.
this.
In New South Wales the" had
Mr.
Balfour
Mr. Pitt
stopped the publicati~:m of the odds· in the
" Sachse.
" Davies
papers, but the gentlemen who wrote to
Tf'l1prs:
Evans
Mr. Swinburne did not call his attention
Mr. McLellan
Hicks
to the fact that it was not necessary in the
" Little
" Rees.
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NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
,~

"
"
"

Austin
llaillieu
Cain
Campbell
Crooke
Cussen
Harwood
Manifold
McBryde

Mr. McDonald
Miller
" Payne
" Pearson
." . Pratt
" Ritchie.
Tellers:
Mr. Luxton
" Sternberg.
PAIRS.

Mr. Edgar
" Brown

Dr. Embling
Stuart.

I Mr.

The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the word "information" (line 10) be
struck out, and the follow'ing words inserted i!1
lieu thereof: "Advertisement or notification by
or on behalf 01 any person club or association."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD moved-That the words "or as to the probable result
of any such race" be struck out.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the following be added at .the end of
the clause :-" In the absence of proof to the
contrary the person club or association named in
such advertisement or notification shall be
deemed to have printed exhibited published sold
circulated given awaX or posted up such advertisement or notification."
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Discussion took place on clause 23,
which was as follows.:" Every pers~n who prints writes 'exhibits pubhshes sells cITculates distributes gives away or"
P?sts up ~r causes to be printed written exhibIted publIshed sold circulated distributed given
::m".ay or. posted up any placard bandbill card
wr.lting sIgn or advertisement (whether published
pnnte.d or ~ritten in Victoria or elsewhere) or
who ~s regIstered as the proprietor printer or
puubhsher of any newspaper whereby it is made.
to. a~pear t~at suc.h person or any other person
wIll If requIred gIve information or advice directly or indirectly as to the probable result of
any l~tended horse race or pony race or trotting
race m any part of the Commonwealth of Australia or as to the betting odds on any such race
or whereby any information or advice is given
or purported to be given relating to betting or
totalizators or any' unlawful game shall be
guilty of an offence.

The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he had
been ,asked by Mr. Edgar to move certain
amendments, of which that honorable member had given notice.
He ·begged to
move" That af~er ~he wor~ n sign" . (line 6) the words
commUnIcatlon notIce" be mserted.

He said he supposed that the object of inserting these words wa.s to make the clause
clearer.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not think it was worth while to insert the
words proposed.
The amendment was agreed to.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD expressed
the hope that the Committee would now
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedreject the whole clause. The amendments
That the word "or" (line 6) be omitted.
that had been made modified the clause to
The amendment wa.s agreed to.
some extent, but it would still be most
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedvicious in its operation, and should be
omitted altogether, so that the presis should
That the words "or notification" be inserted
be unfettered in giving information with after the word "advertisement."
reference to the business of persons who
The amendment was agreed to.
were licensed to go on to the race-course
The Hon. J. BALFOUR movedand bet.
That the words "directly. or indirectly" be
The Hon. W. S. MA~IFOLD said he inserted after the word "appear."
would point out that the intention of the
The amendment was negatived.
clause as it now stood was to free the
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedpre.ss to a g.reat extent, and not to fetter
That the word "betting" be omitted with the
it and he believed that that was the eff~ct of the clause.
If the clause was view of inserting the words "the probable result of any such race or as to the betting thereomitted altogether people would still be on."
allowed to print and circulate ti p~ and
The amendment was agreed to.
betting cards, and in that. case the Bill
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedmight as well be thrown mto the wasteThat
the words "as to" be inserted after the
paper basket. Personally, he would not be
sorrv if th:1t were done, but at the same word "or" (line 17).
time" ne felt that" he would ue stultifying
The amendment was agreed to.
him;elf if, while supporting part of the
The Hon. J. BALFOUR movedtrill, ne assisted in cutting out this
.That the words" or referring directly or indlIectlv to any agencv therefor" be inserted
clause.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to. after the wo_rd "game."
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RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not understand the effect of this amendBILL.
ment. Did the word " agency" relate to
This Bill was received from the Legislathe totalizator?
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-It refers to the tive Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
totalizator.
time.
The Hon. J. :M. DAVIES :said t.hat in
The House adjourned at five minutes
that case it should be stated that It was
past
eleven o'clock, until half-past two
an agency for a totalizator.
o'clock on Tuesday, December 1 I.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
would like to know from Mr. Balfour how
there could be an agency for a total.izato.r.
:He had seen the totalizator operatmg m
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
New Zealand, and operating, extremely
well, but there could be no agency.
Thursday, December 6, 1906.
The Han. J. BALFOUR.-Th~ tata~izator
is carried on by people acceptmg tips to
put money on.
.
At five minutes past eleven a.m.,
The amendment was negatived.
The CLERK having announced that the
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD moved- Speaker was unable, through illness, to take
That the words "unless the Court be sati.sfie?, the chair,
that there was no consideration for so domg
The CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES took the
be inserted after the word" shall."
Chair as Deputy Speaker.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES ,said he
trusted the Committee would not pass the
VOTING BY POST BILL.
amendment.
Did Mr. Manifold mean
Mr. BENT (in the absence of Mr.
tha.t men would commit all these offences
MACKEY) moved for leave to introduce a
without being paid for doing it?
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said Bill to provide for voting by post at elecit was not likely that anybody would do tions of members to serve in the Legislathe things specified in the. clause . unl ess tive Councilor the Legislative Assembly.
Mr. MURRAY said the number of new
he was going to get ,somethmg by It.
Bills introduced was becoming alarming.
The Hon. J. M. DAVlEs.-Then why Was this session of Parlian1ent ever to De
do you want to provide that he. is not ended?
No sooner were measures on the
to be g.uilty unless he gets somethmg out notice-paper disposed of than fresh Bills
of it?
were introduced.
How many of the
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said twenty-four Orders of the Day was it prono man was likely to go to all this trouble posed to go on with?
except for consideration. The ~ist of ,the
Mr. BENT.-I propose to let you know
whole clause was to prevent pnvate tips- this da v week.
ters from inducing people to send money
Mr. MURRAY said it was now proposed
to them for their advice, but he wanted to to add two more Bills to the list.
allow a newspaper to publish tips.
Mr. BENT.-You were a party to it, at
On the motion of the Hon. J. 1\1. any rate.
They were prepared by the
DAVIES, progress was reported.
Cabinet when you were there.
Mr. MURRAY said the Premier's stateRAIL'VAY LOAN BILL.
ment was absolutely incorrect, especia:lly
This Bill was received from the Legisla- with regard to the second Bill it was protive Assemblv and, on the motion of the posed to introduce.
Mr. BENT.-I am speaking of this Bill.
Hon. J. M.-"DAVIES, was read a first
Mr . MURRAY said he did not think the
time.
Voting bv Post Bill was finally dealf with
before
he left the Cabinet.
An intimation
LOAN ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
had been given to the Cabinet of various
This Bill was received from the Legisla., measures that might possibly be introduced,
tive Assembly, and, on the mot"ion of the but some of them had not vet appeared.
Hon. J. M. DAVIES.. was read a first Some of the measures on the notice-paper
time.
might really-.-
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respvnsible for the proRer'remuneration of
the member who was elected by themajority.
~Ir. GAuNsoN.-The elector, but not necessaril v the voter.
~ir. MACKEY. - Payment of membeIsthen was not met as we would say now out
of the Consolidated Revenue.
A member's payment had to be made by thosewhom he represented.
Therefore, at the
very' outset we must recognise that it is nothing new for this House to say that theprivilege of voting carries with it certain
correlative obligations-nothing new in English history or in an English communitynor is it anything new to say that every
elector has a duty imposed upon him to
exercise the franchise for the benefit of the
community. For instance, ifli time of war
or in time of sedition, it is recognised that
GEELONG MUNICIPAL WATER
the State has the right and the duty to call
WORKS TRUST BILL.
upon every member of it to come to i'ts
~{r. SWINBURNE moved for leave to
assistance either against ,an external
introduce a Bill to provide for the consti- enemy or an internal foe.
As l\fifton puts
tution of a Municipal Water Works Trust itfor the supply of water to Geelong and
Peace hath her victories
district, and for other purposes.
No less renown'd than "Var.
The motion was agreed to.
So it is that the public interest is not one
The Bill was then brought in, and read whit less vitally affected in regard to the
a first time.
government of the communit\-, than when
the public interest is attacked by an exterCOMPULSORY VOTING BILL.
nal or an interna.l enemy.
1\1r. MACKEY moved the second readMr. M-qRRAY.-How is that to be .served
ing of this Bill. He said-I deem it a if you bring up a new bodv Qf voters who
very great privilege to have delegated to vote for the wrong and the worst rna'll'?
me the duty of moving the second reading
Mr. KEAsT.-This is only experimental
of this Bill.
Its object is indicated by its legislation.
short title - "The Compulsory Voting
Mr. MACKEY.-I would remind honAct."
I should like honorable members orable members that I am not going to act
to bear in mind that in this Bill Parlia- the part of a cat chasing ten rats.
ment is not asked to engraft any new prinMr. KEAST.-Don't call us rats. There
ciple upon the statute-book-iny principle are just as good men here as you.
that is not thoroughly recognised by EngMr. MACKEY.-I can assure the honorlish law.
Honorable members know very
able member I do not wish to be offensive.
well that the franchise--the right to vote
Mr. MURRAY.-I must call the atten-if not a purely English institution, had
its origin with the Anglo-Saxon race, and tion of the Speaker to these remarks which
has reached a higher pitch of perfection the Minister has applied to this (the Miniswith Anglo- Saxon peoples than WitI1 any terial) corneJ1, and which the honorable
other. In its origin the right to vote, as member for Dandenong very properly reThe honorable gentleman called us
we now call it, was not a right at all. It sents.
was a burdensome duty - a duty that in- a lot of rats. - The honorable" gentleman
volved serious obligafions, and that ,!TIen mav call himsel£ a cat if he likes, but if
sought to shirk They endeavoured to have he be a cat he is not going to woi-r'y this
their names erased from the roll of voters, corner. The worst word in the whole polibecause of the onerous character of this tical vocabularv has been appJied by the
duty.
In earlv English history. the dutv Minister to this corner.
l\h. GAUNSON.-On the point of order
of the franchise carried with it certain
pecuniary obligations.
The voter was I would ask that the Speaker rule that the

Mr. BENT.-I propose this day week to
tell the House what will be gone on with.
Mr . MURRAY said the Compulsory
Voting Bill, which was the first Order of
the Day, was very cvntroversial. Either a
number of Bills would have to be discharged from the paper, and no fresh measures introduced, or else there would have
to be a summer session.
To-day was the
first indication that summer was at hand,
and after sitting for a couple of weeks
longer, the House would not be in a condition to go on with business during the extremely ho~ weather which was likely to
come.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brvught in, and read a
first time.
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-Minister of Lands is not to be allowed or
permitted to call himself a cat.
:Mr. MACKEY.-! can assure the honor.able member for Dandenong that when I
used the analogy I had no idea of being
.offensive.
Mr. KEAST .-All right, I accept that.
Mr. MACKEY.-! would ask honor.able members to bear with me a little, and
at the end of my remarks I shall be glad
to answer any questions that are put to me.
It may be suggested that this compulsion
to vote, which is placed upon the elector,
is an infringement upon personal liberty.
I would remind the House that it has been
pointed out that the right to vote is not a
mere possession, not a right to property,
.and the existing law recognises that. A
man is not allowed to dispose of, his vote
as he pleases. We have laws against buying and against selling votes. These laws,
if they have any basis at all, have their
basis in the recognition by the State that
the State has a direct interest in seeing
that a vote is cast, as far' as the State
<can secure it, on :Q.ublic grounds alone, and
not for corrupt considerations. The State
has an interest in seeing that this vote is
<cast in the public interest, and just as the
State makes laws against the corrupt
voter, so it is justified in extending the
principle further, and in making laws
against the indifferent voter.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-You do not make laws
against the voter in this Bill; you make
laws aganst the non-voter.
M~. MACKEY.-To speak by the card,
it is the non-voter the law is against. I
think it will be admitted that it would be
to the great advantage of the community
if a very much larger proportion of electors voted than occurs at the present time.
What is it that ,gives what are called
'special interests their undue proportion and
places them in an undue perspective at
election time5? Honorable members know,
when standing as candidates for Parliament. how thev are from dav to day cir'Cularized and cateC'hized bv small well-organized min0rities, representing all kinds
'Of special interests.
-:\1r. MACKINNON.-Kyabram.
~rr. ]\'IACKEY.-We need not go very
far for illustrations.
~r r.
Sl\'lITH.-But they all recognise
ma iorities.
Mr. MACKEY.-These special interests
ito 110t recognise the public interest as a
whole. They fasten their whole attentioJ?
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on a particular fad., as we call it-they
call it a great principle. The,~ fix their attention on that one consideration, and
neglect all the others. Members are asked
to pledge themselves absolutely, otherwise
they will not get the support of the wellorganized interest.
Mr. CARLIsLE.-Are you referring to
the teetotaller?
:Mr. MACKEY.-I am not referring to
any special interest. Like the rabbits,
they are too numerous to mention. I say
it is not to the public interest that
members should enter Parliament in regard
to these minor matters absolutely fettered
and pledged to cast a vote in a particular way, apart from their deliberation, and apart from that judgment which can only come after hearing all the arguments adduced for and
against. We find at election times that
the voters who represent these special interests v0te in large proportions compared
to their own absolute numbers.
On the
principle of what is everybody's interest
is nobody's interest, the electors who are
chiefly concerned in the public interest
do not vote in the same proportion,
since they are not to the same extent stimulated, and do not regard 'the public interest
in the same way that the special cliques or
faddists or organizations regard their own
special interests. vVith these it may not be
a political principle at all, but something
which they regard with the fanaticism of
an Eastern dervish.
I think if the communitv could bv ainy means bring the great
body of electors, who have no concern except for the well-being of the communitv,
to the poll, the result would be most whoiesome, and tend to the welfare of the whole
State.
Mr. MURRAY.-The class that do not
"ate are those who have a great concern
for the welfare of the community.
Mr. MACKEY.-Primarily their concern, at any rate, is not for any special
interest.
Mr. MURRAY.-Is the obiect of this Bill
to bring a certain respectable class to the
poll ?
Mr. MACKEY.-I am not referring to
any class at all. The classes of persons
wh0 'do not vote are- found in everv stratum
of the community. The persons· who are
concerned with special interests go to the
poll 1 and thev bring their weight and influence to bear in a wav utterly disproportionate to their numbers. But the electors
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who have only the public interest to serve,
have not the same stimulus, though they
are not to be regarded as less worthy citizens.
Mr. WARDE.-The same proportion of
electors amongst the other ,ReOple might
stop away.
Mr. MACKEY.-If the honorable member believes that those persons who take an
active part in regard to special interests
only_ vote in the same proportion as those
electors who have no regard f0'r those
special interests, and who look to the general welfare of the State, 1 think most
people will not agree with him. The effect
of this body of electors 'is felt at elections. The persons who do n0't vote are
not less worthy citizens. They do not take
a less intelligent interest in the community
than those who vote.
Mr. WARDE.-The fact that they do not
vote shows that they. take a less inteIligent
interest.
Mr. MACKEY.-It shows nothing of
the kind.
Mr. MURRAy.-What does it show?
Mr. MACKEY.-It shows that on particular occasions, for some reason or reasons, they do not C(l.re to vote, either because they have lost heart as the result of
previous elections, or they mav be disgusted at the turn public affairs have
taken, or they may find it inconvenient to
vote. It is these considerations that have
promoted the introduction of this measure.
If this measure, without being oppressive,
will tend to induce a larger number of persons to go to the poll, I think it will work
out to the general good.
In framing the
Bill, we have borne this in mind. It would
be impracticable to yard all the electors in
the State on one particular day-on election day. Hence it is a necessary complement to this Bill that we should have a
V0'ting by Post Bill to render it more easy
and less onerous for electors to vote.
Mr. BEARD.-JV[ake it a bit easier for
men to get on the roll, too.
:rvIr. MACKEY. - That consideration
might be borne in mind.
Mr. W ARDE.-It seems to be thought the
dutv of the Government is to put every restriction on a man getting on the roll, and
then to bring in compulsory voting.
Mr. MACKEY.-That is not so of the
present Government. I t is not necessary
to include in one measure all the great
principles we are in favour of. I say that
as a complementary measure the Govern-
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ment intend to introduce 'a Voting by Post
Bill, and to make voting more easy than it
is at present.
At present the safeguards
as . regards voting by_ post are safeguards
which bear only against the honest and scrupulous man.
They are not safeguards.
against those who are dishonest and unscrupulous. All that a dishonest man has to. do
is to declare that he believes he will be absent on polling day, and no) Court of J ustice could ascertain what a man's belief
was in that regard.. Or a man may say
that he will be too ill to attend.
The
scrupulous man would refuse to make that
declaration, but the unscrupulous man
would not have any hesitation in doing so.
I have had in view, in framing this Bill,.
the duty a m~n has to serve on a jury.
This measure is reallv fashioned with regard to that law. The man who has to
serve on a jury receives a summons, while the
elector on the roll will have no other summons than the issue of the writ for an
election. If the juryman does not attend
at the Court he is brought UP and is fined
right away, and if he has
good excuse
his fine will be subsequentlv remitted. He
is not summoned to the Police Court. So
here there is no intention to have a series of
P0'lice Court summonses. There will be
no Court proceedings at al J in connexion
with this matter if the elector does not
vote. Similarly with the juryman, so here~
.A juryman goes into the Jury-Lox, and
afterwa,rds into the jury-roem, but he cannot be compelled to give a vote either for
plaintiff or defendant or for a verdict of
guilty 0'r not guilty. He may refuse t0'
vote either waY" In the Bill all that is
insisted on iSr that an elector must lodge a
ballot-paper in the ballot-box. He mav
put in an unmarked paper, or he ma~
scratch all the name,s out. He may refuse
to vote for any candidate, and, as is the
case with the jury svstem, the law will be
satisfied if he attends.
Mr. DowNwARD.-The Bill does not say
that.
l\h. MACKEY.-All that the Bill requires is. that a ballot-paper shall be put in
the ballot-box.
Mr. DowNwARD.-The Bill says a man
must vote at each election. If he puts in
an unmarked ballot-paper that is not
voting.
Mr. MACKEY.-The horiorable member will see in subsequent clauses how the
whole question is worked out. All that is'
required is that a person shall put a ballot-

a
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paper in the ballot-box. Having in that
way placed a quiy on the elector,
the working is that, after the day of
voting has gone by, the poll is closed, and
the poll clerk or deputy returning officer
has marked, as at present he is in duty
bound to do, the names of all persons who
have voted. Those rolls are sent to the
returning officer, and it is the duty. of the
returning officer to' send them to Parliament Hous~, but the Bill places on the
returning officer the duty of preparing a
duplicate Qf the rolls with the names of
the persons voting. Those rolls will be
sent to the registrars of the respective districts, who will obtain the names of those
who have not voted, and send them notices
calling attention to the fact that they are
liable to a penalty.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Clause 4 -provides, that
a penalty will be imposd before the attention of the elector is called to the matter.
Mr. MACKEY.-It does not. Schedule
3 provides that a notice must ;be sent to an
elector who has not voted, calling attention
to the fact that he must forfeit lOS. within
two months. If the person has an excuse
which is reasonable he will Inot be called
upon to pay.
Blind persons are exempt,
as are persons over sixty-five years of age,
candidates at the election, the' returning
officer, deputy returning officer, poll clerks,
and scrutineers engaged at the election, and
certain other persons.
Mr. KlEAST.-Suppose a person is unwell.
Mr. MACKEY.-That is a valid reason.
The person having received the notice will
find attached ;to the notice a document
instructing him that if he has any reasonable excuse he must state it on that document, and send the document to the chief
electoral inspector. If the chief electoral
inspector is satisfied that through illness
or from anv other reasonable cause the
elector had -'an excuse for not voting, the
penalty will be remitted. It may be that
an elector has voted in another constituencv
and that is provided for. I f the chief
electoral inspector is not satisfied with the
excuse tendered, a further notice is sent
to the elector who has not voted, informing
him that he must pay up within a month,
after the two months he has had in which
to satisfv the electoral officer that he had
a reason'able excuse. Therefore, there is
three months before a person has to pay.
:Mr. MURRAY.-Look at clause 14.
Mr. MACKEY.-Clause I4 is to provide for the refund of penalties paid by
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An elector
persons who are not liable.
rna y send money on receiving the notice
when he is not liable.
Some persons do
pay ac.counts that they have not to pay,
and clause 14 gives power to refund the
money in such cases. Clause 6 provides
for exemptions for persons who are unwell
at the time of the election.
Bearing in
mind that the Government is going to make
liberal provisions for persons voting by
post, I think the measure will work out
well. I would point out to honorable members that in a democratic community it is
not sufficient to say that a person should
be entitled to a vote, and that persons shall
have equal political powers, but everyone
must be given an equal opportUIlJity of
exercising his vote.
If one person by
merely crossing a ,street may cast his ,"ote
and another has to travel over bad roads
for miles who can say those persons have
equal political power? There should be a
more liberal system of voting by post, with
proper safeguards, than at the -present time.
The definition of an elector is contained in
clause 2. It is as follows:" Elector" means, person enrolled on an electoral roll for a province or district and entitled
to vote.

A m~ may be enrolled as an elector by
mistake, or he may lose his vote hy nonresidence. While a person might be marked
on a roll as not having voted, it may be that
although on the electors' ro11 he is not an
elector. In regard to the working of the
measure, in the first insta:nce, some electors
may feel that a burden is cast on them just
as citizens object to going to serve on a
jury.
When a per-son is called to serve
on a jury, he takes no interest in the case,
but as a rule once people get in the jurybox~ they brighten up and take an intelligent interest in the case.
Mr. MURRAY.-Some of them require to
brighten up when they g.et into a jury-box.
Mr. MACKEY.-Although the duty of
serving on a jury is a burdensome one, I
think Britishers. all the world over are
proud of the jury system.
Mr. THOMSON. - Many persons would
rather forfeit a small sum than senre on a
jury.
Mr. MACKEY.-That is my argument.
Very few people would go into a jury-box
willingly, but being there they. make a
studv of the case, and, as a general rule,
though mista.kes are sometimes made by
juries, intelligent verdicts are given. I do
not think this House would seek to relieve
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jurymen of the burden cast on them. The
duty of voting may be regarded with reluct~lDce at first, but electors will recognise
.cia ys before the election that th~y have to
vote.
The Govemment will circulate a
Bill to-morrow which will enable them to
vote by post very easily, or they can go to
the polling booth.
Mr. WARDE.-If you are so anxious for
them to vote, why do you not give men
facilities to get on the rolls?
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-Obstructions are
placed deliberately in the wav of men wishing to vOlte. 'Why are the rolls not kept
open up to the time of the election?
Mr. WARDE (to Mr. Mackey).-You
'Would show more sincerity if you did that.
Mr. MACKEY.-The suggestion of
want of sincerity does not come well from
the honorable member. I do not think the
honorable member means it.
Mr. MURRAY.-How about the thousands
of women in the country who have no
votes?
Mr. MAlCKE Y.-This Bill deals with a
-specific purpose, whereby a duty ,is cast on
the electors.
It does not apply to nonelectors, but only to electors.
I think it
is quite sufficient to compel people to vote,
and that that one purpose is quite sufficient for one Bill.
:Mr. MURRAY.-You cannot carry out
vour own object if people are not put on
the rolls.
:Mr. MACKEY.-Does the honorable
member suggest there are no electors on the
rolls at present?
Mr. MURRAY.-I beli.eve there are a few,
but there are a great many not on the rolls
who would like to get on.
Mr. MACKEY.-That may be S'O.
I
think there are very faiir facilities at the
present time fDr people to get on the rolls.
If the honorable member would suggest at
the prDper time that we should giv~ greater
facilities-and I have not heard hIm do so
before-Mr. MURRAY.-I would make it compul'Sorv that people should become electors in
the"' first place.
Mr. MACKEY.-That is quite another
matter.
Mr. MURRAy.-No, it is not.
Mr. WARDE (tD Mr. Mackey).-Are you
-aware that the Commonwealth method has
put an extra 50,000 0!l the CommDnwealth
rolls, and that this State has lost a member?
_
!\Ir. ~fACKEY.-I think this State lost
a member, not because of the number of
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electors on the roll, but because of the
total population.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-It appears as if
there was something wrong inl the method of
gathering our statistics of population when
our voters are so many more than these
of New South Wales, and our population
.appears les,s.
Mr. MAJCKEY.-I am inclined to agree
with the leader of the Opposition.. I have
endeavoured to outline the provisions of
this measure, and the way it will work,
and I have shown the reasons prompting
the Government in bringing in the measure.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Do you not think this
Bill will give a far greater advantage to
the towns than the country districts?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-We will
exempt the shires.
Mr. MACKEY.-If the honorable member for Dundas had seen the Voting by
Post Bill which will be circulated to-morrow morning he would say the Government wa's going very fa;r to give facilities
to the people in country districts.
The
two measures are to be read together.
Mr. J. C..\MERON (Gippsland East).Why did you not introduce them both at
once?
Mr. MACKEY.-There is no occasion
for that. The Voting by Post Bill would
be a valuable measure, even if this Billdid not pass.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - There are
some very important provisions in the Bill,
and I do not believe in the measure as it
is presented to the House.
I beg to
moveThat the debate be now' adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed tD, and the debate was
'adjourned until next day.
LOAN ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. BENT moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said-Honorable members
will see that this is the third of three Bills
which appear on the notice-pa·per, and
which all hang together, the others being
the Railway Loan Bill and the Railway
Loan Application Bill. This Bill provides
for the transfer from existing loans of certain sums of money. Its object is to make
available for railway purposes the sum of
£6,6.,8 19s. 9d., which is made up of
various sums that remain unexpended under
the expenditure authorized bv Act No.
14~I. and which is set out in the Ist
schedule. It also provides for the transfer
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of £267,257 for railway purposes. That
amount is not now required for the public
works for which it was voted, and is to be
transferred from the schedule of Act
No. 1451 and the schedule to the Victorian
Three Per Cent. Stock Act 1899.
The
1st schedule shows that a stun of £140,000
was voted for mining enterprise, and of
that amount £643 os. 2d. remains unexpended. A sum of £35,000 was voted
for bonuses for dairy produce, fruits, &c.,
and there is a balance of £3,5 68 9S. 4d .
For the deepening of the Merri River c~tting at Warrnambool, and the recla!llahon
of 1,200 acres of land belonging to the
Crown, a sum of £8,000 was ,"oted, and
there is 2S. lid. left.
Mr. MURRAY.-I should like to know
why that 2S. lId. has not been spent?
Mr. BENT.-A sum of £700 was voted
towards the reclamation of Pieracle Swamp,
of which £102 18s. lod. remains unspent.
For relaying the line between Dimboola
and the South Australian border £14,000
was voted, and there is a balance of
£614 8s. 6d.
The allowance of £1,7 00
for contingencies on the above works remains entirelY unexpended. These balances
make up a total of £6,63 8 19 s. 9 d . The
2nd schedule provides that this money
shall be applied, "For the construction of
such railways and works connected therewith (including rolling-stock) as Parliament may by any Act direct or have
directed." The 3 rd schedule provides as
follows : (I) For the construction of railways and 'works
connected therewith (including rolling-stock) 0.1ready authorized by Parliament and of sll;ch
other railways and works connected therewIth
(including rolling-stock) as Parliament may by
any Act direct, £ 26 7,257.
(2) For irrigation works and water supply in
country districts to be expended in such manner
as Parliament shall direct, £100,000.
(3) For works specified in the Schedule to !he
Railwav and Public Works Loan ApplicatIon
Act 1898 (No. 15 66 ), £132.,743,

These items make up a total of £5 00 ,000.
The object of this Bill is simplv to provide for the transfer of these monevs for
the purposes I have stated.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This Bill was
only plac,ed in mv hands for the first time
last night. I t deals with the balances of
certain accounts which have not been used
for the purposes for which the monev was
originallv voted, and thev are to be applied now to the purpose of railwav construation, and other works.
I do not
know that this is a wrong thing to do,
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because I am not thoroughly acquainted
with the question. I understand that thi&
money cannot be used until we pass another Bill giving authority for these works.
to be carried out. I cannot understand why
these balances have not been paid into the'
general revenue.
Mr. BENT.-Part of the money is to be
used for works on existing lines.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That makes.
no difference. These balances should have
been paid into the general revenue in the
first place, and the Act whlich gives authority for construction should also give
authority for the appropriation of the·
money. I cannot understand why c~rtain
sums of money should be transferred from
these accounts for the construction of railway works.
IMr. BENT.-How can you put loan
funds into the Consolidated Revenue?
~1r. PRENDERGAST.-You can appropriate the money by Act of Parliament.
You are taking power here to seize the
balances of these accounts.
Mr. BENT.-And we show where the
money is going to.
~Jr. PREKDERGAST.-The Premier
says that some of the money is going to the
Existing Lines Branch.
NIr. B,ENT.-Some of it.
Mr.
PREKDERGAST.-We should
know exactly how much of it is to be appropriated in that way.
It seems to me
that a portion of the money is to be devoted to the up-keep of the Railway Department.
We are continually told that
h'l
.
t e ral ways are paymg now, and yielding
a profit, and yet, instead of adopting the
ordinary course of confining the expenditure of 'loan money to works of construction, and having it definitely stated in the
Auditor-General's report, it is proposed
now to hand over another sum of money
to the Commissioners, which) they can devote towards the annual up-keep of the
railways.
Mr. BENT.-Thev cannot do that, because the next Bill ~ shows how the monev
is to be spent.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think the
principle is a bad one. The schedule refers to "The construction of such railwavs and works connected therewith (ineluding Tolling-stock) as Parliament may
bv an\' Act direct 'Or have directed." But
,,;herever a particular Act has directed
certain expenditure the pmver of appro,priation has been taken under that Act.
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If that be so, it seems to me that this particular appropriation is unnecessary, unless
it means that the sums voted for railway
construction in the past are inadequate.
Mr. BENT.-There are a lot of small
items in these balances-2s. IId., for instance.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The 2S. IId.
has nothing to do with the question. The
point is that the sum of £6,638 is to be
appropriated for railway construction, and
for works on existing lines.
Mr. BENT.-What am I to do with the
money?
IMr. PRENDERGAST.-It should be
put into the Treasury, and, if necessary,
it might be specially appropriated afterwards.
Mr. BENT .-I will not do that with
loan funds.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I notice that
in the 3rd schedule there is a total sum
of £500,000.
The schedule speaks of
"works already authorized bv Parliament."
Under what Act has that -authority been
given?
Mr. BENT.-Under Act No. 15 66 .
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-So far as I
can se~ we are appropriating money now
for railway construction and for railway
purposes without s.hbwing the specific purposes to which the money is to be applied.
I object to that.
The money
should first have been paid into the general revenue, and afterwards appropriated
under the authority of a special Act of
Parliament to specific' purposes. The Premier says that this is one of three Bills
which have to be considered together.
That complicates the matter very much.
Mr. BENT.-The monevs which have not
been spent are now brought back, so that
the House may know what it is proposed
to do with them.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is
not
shown in this Bill for whiat purposes the
money is to be devoted, and I think it
would be very much better if such an indicati?n had been given, especially when
the BIll says that some of the money is to
be used for purposes which Parliament
may direct, or may have directed.
Mr. THOMSON.-I am not going to
argue about the legality or otherwise of
the action of the Treasurer in proposing
to transfer these amounts from one account to another. But with regard to the
vote of £700 for the reclamation of Pieracle Swamp, the Premier is aware that
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that swamp was drained some years ago
at a cost of, I think, 16s. or 17S. an acre.
The land-holders in the neighbourhood expect~d that they would be able to buy a
portlon of. the swamp at public auction,
but to theu disgust a great number of
blocks were put up with a reserve of from
£5105. to £6 6s. per acre.
Th~r. BENT.-I plead not guilty, so far
as this Government is concerned.
Mr. THOMSON.-I do not impute any
blame to the present Government because
this occurred some years ago.
request
was made that the land should be put up
~or sale again, but nothing has been done.
Although it cost the Government less than
£1 per acre to drain the swamp, and the
land in its natural state was not worth
much more than £, 1 per acre, the Govern~ent of the day put these big prices on
It.
If .the Government were to get £2
an .acre It w<?uld more than repay them for
theIr expendIture on the swamp. The land
around the swamp is of a very rough nature.
The Premiet: has asked what he could do
with the 2S. IId.. The honorable gentleman could do something with the
£.102, and it would be a good thing if
~his mone~ w~'re used for drainage purposes
In that dIstnct.
There are a number of
other swamps in that district that if
drained, would assist the population settled
there. The late Mr. Shiels advocated
that a certain amount of drainage should
be done there, and it was suggested that
some of the unemployed should be put on
to the work, but nothing has been done.
Some of the swamps have been cleared bv
private enterprise, and it has been show~
that th~ land wil.l grow good crops. This
money IS to be dIverted from this purpose,
and t9 be used on railway works.
If the
Government spent this money on the
swamps the expenditure would be recouped by the sale of the land, and there
would be an extra amount of produce
grow'n. I therefore make that suggestion
to the Premier, and I hope he will do what
he can to assist in the matter.
Mr. KEAST.-I notice an item in the
schedule of £35,000 for bonuses for dairy
produce, fruits, &c. I was under the im"pression that when FederatIon was inaugurated there would be no export bonuses.
I do not think the market gardeners know
anything about these bonuses.
Mr. ';YATT.-This occurred just before
Federation.
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Mr. KEAST.-If it is intended to continue to give these bonuses, I would suggest
that a circular should be sent to the various
associations, so that they may be made
aware that the system is still in existence.
I venture to predict that none of the market
gardeners in my. district know anything
about it, and I would ask the Government
to consider whether it would not be pos'sible to send out a circular notifying those
interested that. the bonuses are still in existence.
Mr. BENT.-No fear!
Mr. KEAST.-Does the Premier intend
to withdraw the whole thing?
Mr. BENT.-Yes, that is what I am doing.
Mr. KEAST.-Some years ago the Government offered large bonuses for the
planting of gardens, and that was a really
good thing. What does the Premier intend
to do with the money?
Mr. BENT.-Make railways with it.
Mr. KEAST.-As to the reclamatIon of
swamps, I have several letters from the
Minister of Public Works, stating that there
is no money available for the drainage of
portions of the Koo-wee-rup Swamp, where
drainage is an urgent necessity to prevent floods. If there is. any money available under this Bill, I hope the Premier
will instruct the Minister of Public Works
to go on with urgent works on this swamp.
Some fifty people have been flooded out
year after year.
Mr .. W"ARDE.-It appears to me that in
the year i899 there was Isomething like
£200,000 set aside for the purpose of mining enterprise and for deepening the Merri
River, for relaying the line between Dimboola and the South Australian border,
and for an allowance for contingencies in connexion with those works.
The unexpended moneys of that loan
amount to £6,638, and the Treasurer proposes now to rescind the schedule
of that Loan Act, and to ask that the
f,6,6~8 shall be transferred for application to such purposes as he may set out in
other Bills. If we are to expend any loan
moneys thev should be expended only on
works that Parliament considers will be
reproductive. If the Treasurer wishes to
assist any works from the ordinary receipts,
it is right to do so by grants.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But let the money
~ paid into the loan fun-d, and appropriated afterwards.
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~lr. WARDE.-Yes.
I understand that
the whole of this money is reall y loan
monev, and is only transferred from one
account to another. It will be expended
on reproductive works that will eventually
cancel the debentures.
Mr. BENT.-You will be asked in ten
minutes what should be done with it.
Mr. WARDE.-In the 2nd schedule
we find the words "For the construction
of such railways and works connected therewith (including rolling-stock) as Parliament
may by any Act direct or have directed."
Does the Treasurer mean by this that he
can divert the money to any works already
authorized by Parliament? Does he in-'
tend to devote any of thjs money to :works
already under construction or constructed,
which have been authorized by Parliament?
Mr. BENT.-No.
Mr. WARDE.-That is fair enough. It
would be very unfair for the Treasurer to
come to Parliament and say, "I haye already spent the £6,6~8 on proposals sanctioned by Parliament." There ought to he
an alteration made in the 2nd schedule.
If there is money lying idle, and there are
reproductive works that the House is satisfied ought to be carried out, it is only reasonable that these moneys should be devoted to that purpose. The Treasurer has
stated that it is not his intention to deyote
any of this money to works already sanctioned, but onlv to works that mav be sanctioned bv Parliament. FIe shollid therefore consider the advisabilitv of striking
out the words "or have directed."
:Mr. BENT.-The Treasury officials have
prepared this Bill, and they know all about
it.
:Mr. WARD E.-Before the 2nd schedule is adopted the Treasurer should place
on the table of the House a list of all the
works that have been authorized by Parliament.
Mr. BENT.-I have ordered a ton of
plans to be brought here this morning.
1\1r. WARDE.-The difficulty I have referred to may be easily got over by striking out the words" or have directed."
Mr. WATT.-The Treasurer can show by
a memorandum ,,,hat he proposes to spend
the monev on.
Mr. WARD E.-I understand there is a
Bill to be introduced.
Mr. BENT.-It is here.
Mr. WARDE.-I understand that this
money is only part of a large sum which
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.it is intended to ask Pariiament to vote
for certain works.
~ir. BENT.-That is so.
·Mr. WARDE.-Parliament will have an
,opportunity of considering every shilling
of expenditure on the proposals which are
to be brought before it. The principle of
this Bill is one I find no fault with as long
as the money is to be expended on repro,ductive works only. Other works should
be charged to revei1Ue. If the people want
to vote £50,000 for a work which, though
desirable, may not be reproductive, they
,ought to be honorable enough to take the
money out of the reyen-ue.
1\1r. 'VATT. - I agree that the Trea'surer is asking for a reasonable thing. He
asks that the balance of moneys from the
Acts of 1896 and 1899 should be applied
to other purpos~s. The £267,000 and the
•£6.6,,8 can be more -profitably used on new
works to be authorized by this Bill. The
main trouble has been pointed out by the
The
11Onorable member for Flemington.
2nd and 3rd schedules provide that the
money may be applied to works already
·authorized or to be authorized. Members
are entitled to ask the Treasurer how much
-of the ,,(6.6,,)8 he proposes to spend on
works alreadv authorized, and how much
is to be put in a special Bill, to be introduced later on, for works to be authorized.
Part of the £267,000 in the 3rd sche-dule is to be expended on works <1lready
authorized, and part on works to be authoTized. and the same request may be made
jn regard to that sum. The Treasurer
'Should supply the House with a memoran-dum. setting forth all the details of the
-different items.
Mr. BENT.-All right.
Mr. WATT.-We have been in the habit
,of getting Railway Loan Application Bills
with schedules prepared by the Railways
Commissioners! and checked by the Treasury, which give miscellaneous sums without the details, but an arrangement has
'been arrived at between the Railways Commissioners and the Committee of ·Public
Accounts, bv which the Commissioners have
agreed to set fortIi. all the details. That
is a healthy principle, because it will bring
·before members all the individual items of
expenditure, and it will allow them to distinguish between works that should be con~tructed from canital and those that should
'be constructed from revenue. That is a
vital ma~ter. The more we remove Spen-cer-street from the Exhibition Buildil1lg,
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where we are now sitting, the looser becomes the administration of the Railway Department and the supervision
of Parliament over that Department.
If we do not exercise that supervision, we
are not able to see whether money is being
used out of loan that should properly come
out of the railway cash-box-out of the
daily revenue of the Department.
I
therefore ask the Premier to submit at a
later stage a memorandum so that honorable
members ca;n see exactly how much has
been authorized and how much will have
to be dealt with in future measures.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed-Mr. Bowser in the chair.
Clauses I to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 was verbally amended and
agreed to .
The 1St schedule was agreed to.
On the 2nd schedule, which was as
follows: For the construction of such railways, and
works connected therewith (including rollingstock) as Parliament mav by any Act direct or
have directed, £6,63 8 19 S • od.,
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to have a schedule of these works.
Mr. BENT.-The schedule is included in
the next Bill-the Railway Loan Application Bill.
Mr. WATT said if this schedule was· ineluded in the next Bill, this Bill should
have come after the 'next Bill. The Premier was putting the cart before the horse.
Mr: BENT .-1 know I ought to have got
the Loan Application Bill through first.
Mr. WATT said it was the proper procedure. The Premier should not ask honorable members to pass this Bill in the
dark, simply because another Bill was,going
to follow, but should tell the Committee
now how much of the £6,638 had already
been authorized. It would be all right if
it was only to pay small balances for works
that might have been constructed under
the Act of 1898.
There were probably
some balances of 'th.at kind, but was it a
substantial amount? If it was so in the
2nd schedule it pfCibably would be in
the 3rd, but it might not be so, because
the lump sums in the 3rd schedule were
very much larger. If the Committee passed
these items without information they were
simply legislating because the Minister
asked them to.
Mr. BENT stated that he was informed
by Mr. Meakin that there were a few small
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sums-a few of these 2S. IId. 's, nothing
worth talking about.
Mr. WARDE said the Premier's explanation was quite s.atisfactory with regard to
the amount in the 2n'd schedule. These
works had been sanctioned, but if the 3rd
schedule went through now, the Treasurer
would be authorized straight away to spend
£500,000.
Did he understand that the
Treasurer was not going to expend a penny
of that money on this authority alone, and
that another Bill,' witih a schedule for
£500,000 for these' particular works, would
be brought forward?
l\h. BENT.-That is so.
Mr. WARD E said in the circumsta.nces
he raised no objection tQ this Bill, because
any information would be given and any
discussion could take place on the other
Bill.
The'schedule was agreed to.
On the 3rd schedule, which was as
follows : (I) For the construction of railways and works
connected therewith (including rolling-stock) already authorized by Parliament and of such other
railways and works connected therewith (including rolling-stock) as Parliament may by any
Act direct, £267,257.
(2) For irrigation works and water supply in
country districts to be expended in such manner
as Parliament shall direct, £100,000.
(3) For works specified in the Schedule to the
Railway and Public Works Loan Application
Act 1898 (No. 1566), £132,743; total, £500,000,

'Mr. MACKINNON ,said the matter had
been pretty well cleared up. He understood an amount of £67,250 had not been
spent yet. It had been intended to spend
£200,000 on item 3, but it was found that
they could not get rid of it, which seemed
incredible, so they determined to spend it
on item 1. Could the Treasurer tell the
Committee offhand how much of the
£67,000 was to be spent on works already
authorized?
Mr. BENT .-If I said about 500 sovereigns I think I would be right.
~1r. MACKINNON said then nearly
the whole amount would be accounted for
in Bills to be laid before the House.
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
The schedule was agreed to.
The preamble having been verbally
amended and agreed to, the Bill was reported with amendments, and with an
amended title, atnd the amendments were
considered and adopted .
On the motion of Mr. BENT, the Bill
was then read a third time.
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RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
Mr. BENT moved the second reading,
of this Bill. He said-In the ordinary
way we ought to t.ake the Bill for raising,
the money first,
but, in view of
the discussion that has taken place"
I propose to take this Bill first.
Under the Loan Bill, I propose to raise
£1,250,000 as occasion requires.
Of
course, it will not be necessary to obtain
the whole sum at once. Honorable members will see by the schedule to the Loan
Bill that £730,000 is for railway construction and for works, and £70,000 is proposed for tramways as Parliament may
direct.
The House passed the sum of
£250,000 last night for water. I only require authority for the amount asked for
under that Bill, as I have already received
authority for an amount that more than
covers the balance. The remaining item of
£200,000 is for the improvement of Crown
.lands and reproductive work. Under this,
Bill, of which I am nQW moving the second
reading, it i,s: provided that there may be
issued and applied out of any loan authorized by Parliament before the commencement of this measure, and out of any
moneys in the Railway Loons Repayment
Fund, and appropriated by Parliament for
the construction of railways and works connected therewith, including rolling-stock,
any sums of money not exceeding in the
whole £388,439 for the work,s: and purposes mentioned in the schedule to this Bill,
and in sums not exceeding the amounts
specified therein. It is also provided that
no authority other than this measure is
necessary to authorize the expenditure
herein provided. The schedule of this, Bill
shows the various items.
It includes
,£50,000 towards the new :station and other
improved accommodation at Flinders-street,
£7,377 for a new station at Korumburra"
and £1,766 for a new station at Koroit.
There is an amount of £1,818 for paving
and draining the cab yard and approach
roads at the Spencer-street station, an
amount of £2,391 for a loop at North\
Melbourne and a Y at Wodonga for turning locomotives and trains.
There are
amounts for additional weighbridges ana
sidings, the sewering of the Melbourne'
yard, additional station accommodation at
Burnley and East Camberwell, ballast
crushing and loading plant, and extension'
of shops and sidings at the Newport
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workshops. There is a sum of £45r towards
the cost of constructing the siding to the
works of Angliss and Company near Footseray.
~1r. PRENDERGAST .-1 thought that work
was done long ago.
Mr. BENT.-This is the balance.
There is a sum of £4,045 for the protection from fire of railway buildings and
9ther property in Melbourne
11r. PRENDERGAST.-Is that insurance
money?
Mr. BENT.-With regard to the item
"Melbourne, protection from fire of railway
buildings and other property,
£4,045," I have. the following explanation : The water mains and other protection in case
of fire at the general offices, passenger station,

and goods shed at Spencer-street are very inadequate, and as serious loss and inconvenience
might be sustained in the event of a fire in any
of these buildings, the Commissioners consider
it hIghly desirable that there should be a proper
water supply, &c., to deal with a fire; special
safe~uards being taken in connexion with. the
rooms in the general offices in which the plans
are stored.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I hope you are not
going to pay high. insurance rates.
Mr. BENT.-We have been at the insurance rates. In fact, we thought about
insuring our own property.
Mr. WATT.-Why don't you?
Mr. BENT.-We started in that direction. We cut them down a lot. I think
it would be a good plan to insure our own
property. At any rate, we are the first
who declined to pay an agent in connexion
with: this matter, and employed one of our
own officers tv attend to it. Under the heading of ,additional rolling-stock, equipment,
machinery, and other work, we have a
total of £60,987. Under the heading of
Railway Construction Branch, there is a
total of £ r 4,743, and for isundry additions
and improvements and to meet contingencies
on items specified in the schedule, £r4,325.
That makes a grand total of £388,439.
Mr. WATT.-\Vhat about that item of
£800 for the Brighton electric street railway?
Mr. BENT.-That is for the .additional
works.
I may say that last week the
takings from that line were £r85.
Mr. WATT.-What about items 47 and
48 ?
Mr. BENT.-A mile of line is now
going on. We only passed that a fortnight
ago.
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Mr . WATT.-This is the first time you
have authorized the money.
Mr. BENT.-But the House has authorized the work to be done. I have had a
paper specially prepared for that (the Ministerial) corner. There is a lot of light
reading there, which will occupy those honorable members for fully a month. I shall
be glad to answer any questions on anv
of these items.
Mr. OUTTRIM.--Some time ago the
Premier, acting" I think, as Minis.ter of
Railways, raised a very large question in
connexion with motor train services. I :need
'hardl y recall to any honorable members
who have had the pleasure of travelling on
our cross-country lines what unpleasantness
they have to put up with in the mixe.:l
trains, and how very slow these trains are.
Although there may not be a large passenger traffic there would be sufficient for a
motor train service. These motor-cars, I
believe, carry from fifty to sixty passengers,
and they travel fast, and are a great convenience to the public. Has the honorable
gentleman made any provision in this Bill
for the motor trains, more particularly for
the service between Ballarat and Bendigo?
It is a service in connexion with which
there is a good deal of travelling. I desire
now to thank the Minister of Rail wa ys and
the Commissioners for the great convenien::;e
they have provided for miners travellin~
between Maryborough, Carisbrook, and
Moolort.
I would also draw the attention
of the Premier to the first three items on
the list.
Balance-sheets can always be
made to appear very much more isatisfactory than they really are, especially in
connexion with the railways, if what should
be built out of maintenance is taken out
of loan funds. There are some of the
items in this Bill, but more especially the
first three items in the schedule, that should
come out of maintenance. Is it proposed
to take the whole amount out of loan?
Mr. BENT.-No.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Or a large proportiun
of it?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Item No. 3 is for
" bridges, including additions and improvements and strengthening, mainly on the following sections :-Melbourne to Wodonga,
Castlemaine to l\laryborough and Ballarat,
Melbourne to Serviceton."
If by running
the railways you wear out the bridges, their
repair is a matter of maintenance, and
!should come out of maintenance, and not
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out of loan. I suppose a certain part of
this is out of maintenance.
I am not
cavilling at the amounts, but merely drawing the attention of the Premier to the
fact that if you take part of the loan funds
to provide for expendIture that ,should
come out of maintenance, the balance-sheet
will not be what it should be. I do not
sav that that is what is done here. Under
Olir present Railways Commissioners our
railway system appears before the public a
yery great deal better than some years ago,
and I must compliment them on the general
management of the railways,. But I think
we are entitled to information as to whether
works which are worn out by the running of
trains, and which should be repaired out of
maintenance, are being provided for out of
loan funds.
~1r. BENT.-With regard to the motors,
that will be in the next Bill, out of the
£7 0 ,000.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Thank you.
Mr. BENT.-I have promised to ascertain, and am now trying to ascertain, whether I can get them here, and if I cannot
I will see whether we can get them in England .. With regard to these other matters,
we are very careful now not to charge to
capital what should properly be charged to
maintenance. We are very cautious in that
respect.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-The criticism offered
by the honorable member for Essendon on
the last Bill applies equally fairly to this
one. The F'ublic Accounts Committee, in
going through the Railway Loan Application Bill of last year, examined Mr. Tait,
and recommended that in future loan application Bills anyone work which cost
over £2,000 should not be included in the
general items I, 2, and 50 of the Bill.
Items I, 2, and 50 of that Bill were the
same as items I, 2, and 50 of this Bill.
The Premier will recollect that there was
some discussion on the subject, and that
some alterations were made, but it was decided not to alter the items on that occasion, on the general understanding that in
future Bills estimates for works over
£2,000 would be shown separately. The
object in making that recommendation
would be obvious. If the Railways Commissioners desired to spend a large amount
of money, they could do so without the
knowledge of Farliament by including in it
those general items.
It migh:t be included
tInder' buildings, or weighbridges, or piers.
They could expend £40,000 on, say, piers,
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and leave only £5,000 to be ~s.pent on other
It is a question for Parliament
items.
to decide as to whether the £40,000 should
be spent on any particular building or pier.
I do not say that there is any intention
on the part of the Commissioners to do
that, but the Public Accounts Committee
desired that all estimated works of over
£2,000 should be shown separately.
Mr. BENT .-1 am informed that the recommendations of the Public Accounts
Committee have been complied with, and
that the £45,415 under item 1 consists of
a lot of little things, none of which amount
to £1,000. I am told that the schedule
shows exactly what the Chairman of the
Railway,s Commissioners promised the Public Accounts Committee.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-If that is so, it is
very satisfactory. It seems hardly likely
that none of [he items included there
would exceed £2,000. If the promise has
been kept I have nothing to say on that
point. It is very desirable that the House
should know how large amounts are being
spent. The other point, raised by the honorable member for Maryborough, is a very
important one. If the F'remier looks at
item NO.4 he will see that it is for the purpose of relaying various lines with heavier
rails.
The Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners, when before the Public
Accounts Committee, gave evidence that the
difference between the weight of the old
rails and of the new rails was charged to
capital. The value of the old rails was
charged to working expenses, as being replacements of what existed before, and the
difference in weight between the old rails
and the new rails was charged to capital.
Mr. BENT.-That is so.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-The improvement in
the weight of the rails, in order to carry
heavier traffic, is charged to capital.
I
presume, therefore, that the amount of
£7,°58 which appears in item 4 is only
part of the amount to be spent.
Mr. BENT.-That is the part charged to
capital.
Mr. BEAZLEY.--The same principle
applies equally to a number of other items,
although no evidence was given before the
Public Accounts Committee, and the matter was not mentioned in their report.
There is the question of laying extra
sleepers. Instead of laying heavier rails,
the permanent way may be made stronger
by putting down extra sleepers.
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1\1r. BENT.-Extra sleepers are charged cost ot otherwise.
Honorable members
to capital.
simply have to take the statements that
~Ir. BEAZLEY.-It is right that that
are made. We know the Public Accounts.
should be done.
I have offered this Committee have endeavoured to protect
criticism with the view of getting out that Parliament in connexion with the accounts,..
information.
,
and to keep the public well in touch with.
:\1r. BENT .-1 think that all the require- these matters.
ments of the Public ACCDunts Committee
Mr. BENT.-1 think you will admit I
have been complied with.
have helped, too.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-I should like some inMr. WARDE.-The honorable gentleformation about i'tem 40, "Rolling-stock, man has endeavoured, as far as he can, to'
equipment, machinery, and other works," assist the Public Accounts Committee to
which appeared in the last Bill as item 24. elucidate any of the problems they have
Of the sum of £54,4I5, which appeared been called upon to grapple with. I canin the last Act, the 'sum of £50,000 has not really, with any knowledge, discuss the
been spent principally, I believe, in the position with regard to the items of exbuilding of railway carriages and rolling- penditure.
I do not know whether the
!stock for the service to vVodonga.
That items should be charged to working exhas provided some of those carriages with penses, or whether the whole amount
,vhich everyone is so much pleased.
I should be charged to capital account.
believe that the amount in this Bill is to be There are three items in connexion with theapplied to providing similar equipment for St. Kilda-Brighiton electric railway. Every
the Adelaide line.
matter that has come before the House in
:\lr. BENT.-Yes. With regard to item connexion with this line for the last two40, the Commissioners state-years has contained some provision for in,·
Some additional machinery is required at New- creasing the expenditure in connexion with
port Workshops, but the principal expenditure the line, or in connexion with the reclamaunder this item will be for additional rolTIng- tion of the Elwood Swamp. I thin)\: it is
stock. The Department is, as is well known,
right the House should know when the 'Cost
eytremely short of carriages for passenger traffic,
and many of these now in running are not what is to stop, and what the real cost of that
they should be. The increase in the live stock railway will be to the taxpayers when it
traffic, more eSQecially the traffic in lambs, makes is completed.
We were under the imit necessary to provide additional live stock pression that we had voted sufficient money
trucks, and it is also necessary to provide additional louvre and other classes of trucks, for the construction of the line to Gros£10,000 of the proposed expenditure under this venor-street, and to make it a working conitem has been advancd by the Treasury pending cern.
Item 46 of the schedule is as.
the sanction of Parliament.
follows : :\Ir. WARDE.-1 do not desire to raise
St. Kilda station to Brighton Electric Raila discussion on each of these items. There way (additional works, &c,), £800.
has always been a great deal of contention I \vould like to know from the Treasurer
as to whether certain works carried out by what that money has been expended fer,.
the Department should be charged against because I am keeping an account of the'
maintenance and working expenses or figures in connexion with: this line, and I
against capital. The honesty of the ad- desire to know exactly where we are. I
ministration of the Department is the only want to know every penny of capital exthing that can guide the public as to whe- penditure that has been, put into that :ine,
ther these charges are as they are repre- to see whether it will carry its fair share
sented to be, and whether the true amount of 4! per cent. interest.
I tern 47 is as
that should be charged to capital is so follows : charged, and whether the working expenses
Construction of the extension of the St. Kild:ll
of the railwav are charged as thev legiti- and Brighton Electric Street Railway from
matelv should- be, or whether certain things Park-street to Brighton Beach; also, ext-ension
that ought to be charged to working expenses already completed from Grosvenor-street to,
are charged to capital account in order Park-street, Brighton, £7,400.
to lower the cost of working the railways. The Treasurer has already advanced
I presume this
These are things I have expressed my £4,750 of that amount.
opinion on time after time in the House, monev is required in connexion with the
an'd it is impossible for honorable mem- Bill that was passed a few weks ago .autho-·
bers to know whether the items are capital rizing the extension of the line to Brighton.
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'Mr. BENT.-Yes, the estimate was
£8,000.
1\1r. vVARDE.-It is about one mile
,and one-third from Grosvenor-street to the
Brighton Beach station where the line is
to extend to.
I want to know what the
'aJP-ount of £7,400 is for.
Is it for the
construction of a sing.le track with oyerhead
gear from Grosvenor-street to the terminus
of the extension, or is there something else
included?
Mr. BENT.-By leave, I may say, first
,of all, that as far as the line is concerned,
I have never in any way suggested or requested that anything should be done.
ARDE.-I do not say you did.
Mr.
Mr. BENT.-Every paper I have
brought to the House has been signed by
an officer of the Department.
I have
the following memorandum in regard to
item 46:-

"r

St, Kilda Station to Brighton Electric Street
Railway (additional works, &c.), £800,
This is for automatic stokers at the power
nouse and for the provision of a waiting room
nt Park-street, &c.

There is the following memorandum in
·connexion with items 47 and 48:Item 47,-Construction of the extension of the
St, Kilda and Brighton Electric Street Raifway
from Park-street to Brighton Beach; also extension already completed from Grosvenor-street
to Park-street, Brighton, £7,400.
In addition to the funds required for the extension of the St. Kilda and Brighton Electric
Street Railway from Park-street to Brighton
Beach, it will be necessary to authorize the expenditure already incurred in the extension of
the line from Grosvenor-street (the terminus
'Originall y con tern plated) to Park-street, Hrigh'
ton, which was considered a more desirable place
for a terminus, a distance of 20 chains.
Four thousand seven hundred and fifty pounds
has been advanced under tliis item by the Treasury, pending the sanction of Parliament.
Item 48, -'Rolling-stock for the St. Kilda to
Brighton Electric Street Railway, £2,600.
The expenditure to be authorized under this
item is mainly for additional rolling-stock re(Juired in connexion with the extension of the
line to Brighton Beach. £1,100 has been advanced bv the Treasury under this item, pending the sanction of Parliament,

Mr. WARDE.-I merely sat down 'yhile
the Premier replied to me. What has happened in connexion with the St. KildaBrighton line is, that an extension was
authorized to the Brighton Beach station, a
·distance of about a mile and a third. The
,onl y expenditure in connexion with that
-extension for the mile and a third is
£7.400 for the construction ot" the track
:and for overhead gear.
:\1r. BENT.-And the rolling-stock.
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Mr. WARDE.-The rolling-stock is included in a separate item. vVhen the matter of the construction of the line was before the Railways Standing Committee,
1\1r. Bradford said'the line could be constructed for £4,200 per mile. That was
to include the track and the overhead gear.
The portion of the line that has been constructed was supposed to be constructed by
~'Ir. Bradford, and according to the figures,
he has constructed it at a cost of £4,200
per mile. Yet, for the extension, the cost
of construction is to be £5,500 per mile.
Mr. BENT.-It is a different kind of
road.
Mr. WARDE.-I want to know why,
w hen it is said the first portion of the
line was constructed at a cost of £4,200
per mile, the last mile and a third has increased in the cost of construction bv
£1,300 per mile.
:Mr. BENT.-Because the gradient is
steeper, and you have to cart the material
8 or 9 miles, instead of 4.
Mr. WARD E.-It mav be said that
the material has to be ca;ted further than
was the case in connexion with the previous
cons't ruction , and that there are no reclamation works going on at Elwood.
Mr. BENT.-I say it is the gradient of
the line.
Mr. vVARDE.-I do not think that is
The fact rea satisfactory explanation.
mains that the first portion of the line was
constructed for £4,200 per mile, and now
the Premier says, because there are no recl::tmation works going on at Elwood. the increased cost of carting material ,,-ill
amount to £1 dOO per mile.
Mr. BENT .-1 did not say that.
Mr. WARDE.-One of the reasons
given by the Premier is that the reclamation works have come to a stand-still. The
House should know why there is an
increase of this amount.
It is not sufficient to say it is because the gradient is
a little more steep, or that it is because
ballast cannot be obtained from the Elwood Swamp. The Premier was supposed
to pay 35. 6d. per vard for the b::tllast
taken from the Elwood Swamp for the construction of the first portion of the line.
I venture to say the difference in the cost
of carting does not nearly account for the
increased cost of construction of the extension of the line.
~lr. BENT.-I have nothing to do with
it.
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NIr. WARDE.-I expected the Engineerin-Chief would be at the House this morning, and I intended to get an explanation
from him, to save bringing the matter before the House.
Mr. BENT.-I will send for him, and
he will be here after hinch.
Mr. WARD E.-I think we have a right
to know what is the reason for the increased cost of the construction of the extension of the Brighton terminus.
Mr. BOYD.-I would point out that if
this Bill is passed the Government will not
be able to spend a penny of this money.
Mr. BENT.-You are. right.
Mr. BOYD.-For this reason, that
clause 2 provides that the loans out of
which this money is, taken must be
authorized by Parliament" before the commencement of this Act." The Loan Bill,
which would provide for these moneys,
has not yet been passed.
Mr. BENT.-The honorable member was
not here when I started to speak on this
subject.
Mr. BOYD.-Yes, I was.
Mr. BENT.-I said I could not do this
without the authority of the other Bill, but
we can repair that error very soon by passing the next Bill.
Mr. BOYD.-I do not know that YOU
can. If this Bill should be passed appl):ing
money that has not yet been raised with
the sanction of Parliament, you cannot deal
with the matter at all.
~1r. BENT .-Let us get the Bill into
Committee, and we will report progress.
:Mr. BOYD.-I do not want to stop the
Bill, but I wished merelv to call the attention of the Premier t; clause 2, from
which it will be seen that the other Bill
must be passed first, because otherwise
there would be no funds in existence out
of which these moneys can be obtained.
Mr. BENT.-Quite right.
The mortion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second t~me,
and committed pro forma.
RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
Mr. BENT moved the second reading of
this Bill. He said-I pro}2ose... under this
Bill! to take power to raise £1,250,000
for water supply, in accordance with the
measure that was passed last night, and for
railways. The schedule really shows what
we propose to do. For the construction
of such railways and works connected
therewith, and~ for such works on existing
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lines, and for rolling-stock, as Parliament
may by any Act direct or have directed, we
provide £730,000. For the construction of
tramways, as Padiament may direct, we
provide £70,000. I think 1 will amend
that in Committee bv inserting the words
"or motors." For irrigation works and
water supply works in country· districts) to
be expended in such manner as Parliament
may direct, we provide £250,000, and for
the
improvement of Crown
lands,
£200,000.
I think I need only direct m:~
attention to lands belonging to the State.
We have spent immense sums ofl money for
'closer settiement, and we have paid ~high
prices for the land. From II1.Y own knowledge, as a practical man, I know that
there are a good many acres' of land in
this State which, if we spend, say, £3 an
acre upon it, will be quite as good as land
for which we are paying £7 or £8 an
acre. In addition to that, these improvements will make the land productive instead of affording a harbor for rabbits,
and employing inspectors, who profess to
keep them under, but they increase all the
time. There is no doubt that the money
expended in this direction will be ofl great
advantage to the State. 1 do not think
I need say much about the other items, because on the Estimates not long ago tbe
same proposals were discussed, though not
the same amounts.
I have plans here
showing the Crown lands in the State. I
find there is still a good deal of land which
is called first-class as well as second and
third class.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What is the approximate amount of first-class land?
Mr. BENT.-I think from 200,000 to
300,000 acres.
~Ir. PRENDERGAST .-Unselected?
~Ir. BENT.-Yes.
In connexion with
the expenditure of £70,000 forr the construction of tramwaYs. it is intended to llse
secondhand rails, and to carry the tramways into some of our fores"ts, instead of
sending to Tasmania and other places for
the timber, when we have anv (Juantitv ()f
it, the onlv trouble being that it does· not
pay to bring it 10 or 12 miles to a railwa\". We have a good many secondh:md
rails that can be ~sed for making the~c
tra1l'HYa,-s.
,:\fr. SMITH.-YOU should have dare tl~1t
up at McIvor.
Mr. BENT.-I 8m looking aftPr tJ~~
matter now. The Bill ('ont~ins tl~p 01"(1;n:uv clauses to raise the funds. ann T'mr~r
is given to the Governor in Council to in-
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crease the amount of stock. The Treasury
officials have prepared these clauses, and
I believe they are in accordance with the
law, and in accordance with the new style
of, keeping our accounts, as recommended
by the Public Accounts Committee. I have
said before, and I say again, that I appreciate very much the work that that Committee have done, and I have done all I
can to fall in with their views.
The
object of a Treasurer must be to make the
system of accounts as simple as possible,
and he can have no other interest
than a desire that every honorable member
shall understand exactly how our accounts
stand. I have been trying in that direction ever since I have been in office, and
I hope to ma~e still further improvements
in that direction. I may say that the Railways Standing Co.mmittee have given their
approval to the construction of abOout
£400,000 "wrth of railway lines, but I
cannot say which of these lines are to be
proceeded with first, because by law we
are required to submit one line at a time
to the Committee. Under this Bill I am
asking for authority to spend £730,000 in
railway construction, besides £70,000 fOor
tramways.
Mr. BOYD.-While I am thoroughly
favorable to this Bill, I would like to call
the Treasurer's attention to clause 6, which
provides for a redemption fund of 1 per
cent. The honorable gentleman has graciously paid a compliment to the Public
Accounts Committee and the work it has
done. I know, as a member of that Committee, that it always tries to work in accord with the Treasurer, but I think that
as this money is going to be raised locally,
and our own people fully understand the
value of our own securities, perha:Qs it
would be well within the mark if we were
to provide ! per cent. sinking fund instead
of I per cent.
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Mr. BEAZLEY.-It is £100,000 a year
now.
nir. BOYD.-Yes. We can easily afford
to pay this money under the present conditions of the State, but if times of depression come, as they will come, and if
all our loans continue to bear the charge
of 1 per cent. for a sinking fund, in addition to the interest, the Government will
sometimes find it difficult to balance the
ledger.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Yet the municipalities
are required to provide a stil.1 heavier sinking fund.
Mr. BOYD.-That is a different matter
altogether. I certainly think that no matter who may be in power six or seven years
hence, when a lot of uur loans co.me to be
redeemed, and we have to pay I per cent.
sinking flUnd, it will mean a very heavy
tax on the resources of the revenue.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is a very proper
provision in order to wipe out our loan indebtedness.
Mr. BOYD.-This money is to be used
for railway purposes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Has this proposition been considered by the Committee of
Public Accounts?
Mr. BOYD.-Not officially, but it \V~s
chatted over last night. No decision was
arrived at, because the matter had not been
submitted to the Committee; but the feel·
ing existed amongst some Oof the members
that ! per cent. would be sufficient for a
sinking fund. As this money is' to be raised
locallv. and the people know the value of
their assets, they would be amply rewarded
by a sinking fund of ! per cent., and it
would relieve the strain on the Treasury
later on.
Mr. OUTTRIM. - I am extremely
obliged to the Premier for placing a sum
in the schedule for motor cars. In doing
Mr. BENT.-I would adopt that in a 'so the honorable gentleman is carrying out
the promise he made to a deputation.
I
minute, if I could.
hope
a
decent
slice
of
the
£70,000
wi11
go
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - No; we want unj··
in that dilrection. I have here a picture
formity.
of a motor car that I got out from the
Mr. BOYD.-The leader of the Opposi- old country, and the following statement is
tion hesitates to give his assent to that attached to it:proposal. But I would point out to him
Railway Motor Cars.-The Great 'Vestern Railthat all the loans that are being reflOoated way Company have just established a service of
in London are bearing this very heavy railway motor cars between Plympton, Plymouth,
charge for sinking fund of 1 per cent., Devenport, and Saltash; and Plymouth and
and the mayor and members of
with the result that during the next ten Yealmpton;
the corporation of Plymouth joined in a trial
years there will be a very heavy drain on trip. The company have now ten cars, enthe resources of the Treasury.
gaged on the Stroud Valley line, Paddington to
Session 1906-[127].
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SouLhall, the Lambourn Valley line, al~d in con- 'Melbourne and elsewhere comes, the people
nexion with the above enterprise On the in- look upon the trees as you, Mr. Deputy
ld
1 d·d f ·t t
auguration of which it was stated that "as a S k
record it is w·:>rth mentioning that as many as
pea er. wou
on a sp en 1
rUI ree,
10,000 people have been carried in the cars
and thev are so expert on the .questiOon that
running over the Stroud Valley line in one they can tell you the number of sleepers
day."
in a tree from looking at it. Instead' of
Mr. BENT.-That is right.
giving private owners from £4 to £14
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It is not as if this an acre for land, we will do much better
were an experiment that had not been tried. by spending the money on improving the
When it has been tried in this State the Crown lands. That is a strong argument
practice will become universal on the cross- in favour of this proposal, and I hope the
country lines.
There is a sum of men who have the work of improving the;
£200,000 set down for the improvement Crown lands will ~ee that no gOood timber
of CIJ.·own lands. The Premier has been is wasted.
in Parliament for a very long time, and
Mr. KEAST.-The proposal to spend
he has seen the improvement of Crown £200.000 in improving the Crown lands
lanos tried. It may simply mean the ring- is a snlendid one. Members must recogbarking of the trees and the ruin of mag- nise that we have some 30,900,000 acres
nificent forests. If it is intended to im- of Orown lands, a great deal of which i~
prove the lands so that people may settle very fair land. I am pleased to think that
on them and get a: living, it will be a move the Government have awakened to a sense
in the right direction, but if it simply of responsibility in thi§ matter. I do not
means the destruction of valuable timber agree with the honorable membeI for
it will be iust the Oopposite. I am satisfied Gippsland East, who says that every tree
that the Premier will take care that our should be preserved. If we are going to
valuable timber is not destroyed.
Some clear the Crown lands, some of the trees
people are under the impress.]on that be- will have to be destroyed, otherwise the
cause land can grow magnificent timber it land will be no goo"d for agricultural "purcan grow evervthing else, but fhat does not poses. I hope the improvements will be
necessarilv follow. The finest timber for carried out in such a way as to benefit
mining purposes is ironbark, and it onl~v the people who settle on the land. As to
grows on auriferous areas, where the land the £70,000 fOor the construction of tramis not worth 2d. an acre. I would beg '.1f ways. I mav say that in the district I
'the Premier that in the future he should do rep'resent there are millions and millions
his best to conserve the few forests we of feet of timber which cannot be reached
have. A syndicate has been given the right without a tramway.
Mr. BENT.-We are providing for 10
to cut timber on the other side of Bendi.ga,
which to a large extent is supplying l\1el- miles of tramway in your district.
bourne.
Mr. KEAST.-I am pleased to hear jt.
Mr. BENT.·-It is nearly all private land. We have one of the finest forests in Aus~lr. OUTTRIM.-The Premier knows tralia in my district, but, owing to the
that 'found about the auriferous areas the heavy rainfall, which is about 75 inches
forests are being destroyed. I hope that annuallv, it is not possible to get along
in any arrangement that is to be made for the roads. The Public Works Department
throwing open land for selection no land has no money to spend in that direction,
will be made available which haSi timber on and the timber has been there fQir fifty
it useful for the mining industry.
. years. When cleared this land will be fit
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- for settlement. Between Bunyip and GemI am glad the Premier has put down brook and down to Beaconsfiera the1re are
£200,000 for the improvement of Crown 30,000 acres of Crown lands, that manv
lands. I do not represent any railways, families could be settled on. TI1e Premier
so that the introduction of motor cars. does will do well in spending a considerable
not appeal to me. It has been suggested sum of money there,as well as in othel
hy the honorable member for Maryborough parts of the ·State. It is hardly possible
that it would be unwise to ring-bark the to get out of the train at any railway statrees. In improving the Crown l;!nds .~:,ery': tion in Victoria and drive your buggy for
valuable tree should be preserved. In the .20 miles along the road without meeting
disttrict I represent, from which a great belts of Crown lands, and some of the
deal of the best timber that is sent to land is very good. Some of it is classed
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as auriferous, but there IS no mining value of the railways and other works, it
going on, ,vhile some of it is reserved would be quite enough to pay ~ per cent.
as forests, but has no timber on it. to the redemption fund.
In this Bill,
The Premier should convene a conference however, he would rather stick to the I per
between the Mines, the Lands, and the Agri- cent. for this time.
cultural Departments and his own DepartMr. PRENDERGAST said the Comment, to determine what land should be mittee should be very chary of adopting
thrown open. Some of the Crown lands less than I per cent., because it was necesare covered with scrub, and are a harbor sary to get into the habit of meeting our
for rabbits. The honorable gentleman ought debts in a reasonable time. To go back to
to shake up the Lands Department, and i per cent. was going back towards
see that areas are made available for selpc- the old system of having no sinking
tion. Hundreds and thousands of our fund at all.
Whenever any proposi,
people are going to New South Wales, tion did come up for reducing the
where thev are buying land for £2 or £,) payment to the redemption fund it should
an acre, which is nO better than land we be accompanied bv the reCommendation of
have if it were cleaJred. The two items the Public Accounts Committee, who should
that I have mentioned will do a great deal consider the question before any reduction
at all was ipermitted.
of good.
Mr. BENT.-I have not attempted to reThe motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, duce the interest.
The clause was agreed to.
and committed-Mr. Bowser In the cnair.
Discussion took place on the schedule,
Clause I, "Short title," was agreed to.
which was as follows:On clause 2, empowering the Governor
J. For the construction of such Railin Council to raise moneys Jor' the purways and Works connected
therewith and for such works
poses of this Act,
on existing lines and for roll~1r. COLECHIN said it had been suO"·
ing- stock as Parliament may by
gested that the sinking lund should :~c
any Act direct or have directed £730,000
reduced from I pe.r cent. to ! per cent ..
2. For the construction of Tramways
as Parliament may by any Act
but he was opposed to that. It had been
direct
70,000
promised that 2 tons of plans would be
Irrigation Works and Water
produced, but, judging from what had 'been 3· ForSupply
Works in country disproduced, thev must' have melted in the
tricts, to be expended in such
manner as Parliament may by
heat from 2 tons to two small bundles. If
any Act direct or have directed
250,000
the monev was to be spent on reproductive
4. For the improvement of Crown
works there could be no objection raised.
Lands
200,000
A sinking fund of 2! per cent~ or 5 per
cent. would not be too much if the money
£1,25 0 ,000
~vas spent in the way he approved o'f
Mr. PRENDER'GAST asked if the
m reproductive works, and not in a scan- Treasurer could give any idea of where the
dalously extravagant fashion.
sum of £730,000 in the first item was
The clause was agreed to, as were also going to?
clauses 3 to 5.
Mr. BENT said he could no more tell
the
honorable member where than fly, exOn clause 6, which pr~vided that I per
cent. of the amount borrowed WaJs to be set cept that he had a list bv him of recomapart annually out of revenue to meet stock, mendations bv the Railwavs Standinrr Committee. Before anv of the monev could be
:Mr.. ~ENT said the reason he agreed to expended he, or whoever was here, would
a proVIsIon for I per cent. redemption fund have to come down with a proposition for
now was that he was sure that all the works a single line at a time, and then it would
the Government were providing would stand be shOown where the money was to go. He
it. but whoever was the Treasurer after April did not believe there would be any more
of next year might take into consideration money put on to even the Bril!hton line.
the possibility of reducing this I per cent.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the Committo t per cent., in view of the amount f all- tee must consider it highly satisfactorv to
ing due in the next few years.
Con- have no explanation at all from the Trea.sider:ing that onlvabout £4,000,000 of our surer on a MOonev Bill of this kind.
He
total loan indebtedness was not bringing in supposed this ar~ount included the exteninterest, and having regard also to the sion of the Brighton line and works which
[127 ]-2
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haa been sanctioned in other measures previously submitted. The House could sanction the construction of a railway without
its reference to the Railways Standing
Committee, so long as the amount was
under £20,000, and honorable members
made the very important discovery when
these Loan Bills were going through that
the little strip of 20 chajns between
Grosvenor-street and Park-street in the
Brighton electric line already sanctioned
was to be paid for out of the Railway Loan
The amount for that
Application Bill.
work was supposed to have been ,paid f'Or
out of the money authorized when the Bill
for the work wis passed, but he supposed
the construction of that little piece of
line would have made the total cost of the
wmk then authorized exceed ./".20,000.
As it was, the amount of £19,000 odd
went very close to the mark which would
have necessitated the reference of the work
to the Railways Standing Committee.
It
was also noticeable that while the cost of
construction per mile for the line previously
built was a little over £4,000, it wa's to be
a little over £5,000 for the mile and onethird of the extension down to Brighton
Beach.
Mr. BENT .-1 am offici all v informed
that it includes the extension of the powerhouse and something else.
~:Ir. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to see the items. The honorable member for Flemington called attention to this
singular fact that the price had gone up
considerably for the mile and one-third
when it was not necessary to keep the total
cost pelow £20,000.
Mr. BENT.-There is .1".1,000 for the
power-house extension. I have done nothing
but put men on at 7S. per day.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said whatever
portion of the money went in wages at 7s.
per day would not break the country.
l\Ir. BENT.-There are no friends of
mine on it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the honorable gentleman would not do such a thing.
What proposals recommended by the Railways Standing Committee would this item
of £730,000 be expended on? Evidently
the intention of the Government was to introduce a series of Bills covering as much
of this money as would be devoted to railwav construction. How much of the item
was to be used in rairway construction?
Mr. BENT.-Nearly the whole of that
sum.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How much of
this sum had been already hypothecated by
Parliament?
Mr. BENT.-I do not think any, except
a little bit on the Moe line and a little bit
for Newtown. At ~ny rate, it is: not worth
speaking about.
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked if the
Committee could not be supplied with the
items?
:Mr. BENT.-Comparatively speaking,
there is nothing for that purpose, because
the last lot of the Moe line came out of the
Estimates.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST asked if the total
amount would be £10,000?
Mr. BENT.-I do not think so; I will
ask.
Mr. PRENDERGAST :s:aid he wished
to know how much of the item of £200,000
for the improvement of Crown lands would
be spent in the Gippsland district on the
other side of the present terminus of the
Gippsland line-Bairnsdale. It was proposed to use some of the money for railway construction to continue the line from
the present terminus up to the New South
W.a:les border. The Premier stated that
there were 100,000 acres of first quality
land in that country, and how much of this
money would be spent there?
Mr. BENT.-I think with the money we
have already got a fair thing win be
It is to be
about £50,000 Or £60,000.
spent all over the place, not in one particul.ar place.
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked if the Premier . had ascertained how much of the
money in the first item was to be spent on
lines already authorized by Parliament?
Mr. BENT.-Nothing.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said then he
would move the omission of the words "or
have directed" at the end of item 1 of the
schedule.
Mr. BENT.-I am informed that the Moe
line is in the other Bill we had.
Every
penny to be expended under this item
must come before this House first. Nothing has been " directed. "
Mr. PRENDERGAST said then the
words to which he had drawn attention
were unnecessary.
M·r. BENT.-They are the oroinary
words. I do not see why less confidence
should be placed in me than in anybody
else. I think I have always shown that
I act f aid y . I did not direct that the Bill
should be drawn this way.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST said if there
'were any such items they should be known.
Mr. BENT.-I have just asked the officer,
and I am led to believe there is nothing.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said because the
Premier had not drafted the Bill, and
nobody seemed able to explain it, these
words ought to be deleted.
Mr. BENT.-Supposing there is a tenpound note, I'm not going to drop it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked if the Premier would state that there was only a
small amount to be expended in this direction?
Mr. BENT.-The officer told me in the
last three minutes that he knows of nothing.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said then he
would move the amendment he had indicated. Those words did not appear in
item 2, and therefore no money under
'that item could be utilized for any tramways that the House had ordered in the
past.
Mr. BENT.-All I can promise to do is
to make inquiry by the time the Bill goes
to another place, and if it carries with it
any more than I think it does I will meet
you.
I went into the question of the
figures, hut I did not draft the Bill, and as
there is no intention of spending the money
except with the approval of Parliament
there is nothing in your objection.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said then he
understood that none of this money would
be spent on purposes authorized by Act of
Parliament in the past.
Mr. BENT.-If so, I will tell the House
before we rise, and alter it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said then he
would not move his amendment.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said about four
years ago he advocated in this House the
very principle the Government had now
adopted in item 4 of the schedule. He
WaJS very pleased that the Government had
made this proposal, and he must congratulate the Premier on introducing for about
the first time the system of improving
Crown lands before selection. If this had
been done in the rough districts, such as
Heytesbury Forest and South Gippsland,
we should have had to-day-Mr. BENT.-Some produce from that
land.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said if this had
been done before the Great Southern
line would have been run at a profit instead
of at a loss. The selectors down there had
been struggling from hand to mouth from
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the time the land was thrown open for
selection.
If on the day that land was
thrown open the Government had improved
the blocks so that the selectors could have
made a living straight away it would have
been good not only for the selectors, but
for the railways and the whole State.
Could the Premier give the Committee any
idea of what direction these improvements
were going to take? Was it intended to
scrub the land, fence it, subdivide it, or
put up rough buildings for the selectors to
live in? There was nothing in the Bill to
indicate what form the improvements were
likely to take. He understood that this
item would also include the roads.
Mr. BENT .-Oh, no.
I am going to
provide something on the Estimates for that
purpose. No borrowing for that game.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he was very
pleased to hear it.
He wished to congratulate the Government on this departure.
He was perfectly satisfied that when these
lands were improved and made fit for selection in the proper acceptation of the term,
the successful applicants would be only
too pleased to refund to the Government
the money laid out by the Government, together with the interest on the capital expended.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he wished to
refer to the item of £730,000 for the construction of railways and other works. For
some time a railway from Rupanyup to
Newton's Corner, in the Richardson Valley,
had been projected. Its construction had
been recommended by the Railways Standing Committee. The people there had
been without .a railway ever since railway
construction had been initiated in this State.
When the Premier was up there he was impressed with the necessity for a railway.
There were a lot of poor farmers. They
were all small farmers and struggling men.
Mr. BENT.-They have got rich since.
Mr. WARDE.-They have got 3,000 bags
of wheat each after the hard struggle.
Mr. TOUTCHER said the farmers there
had to cart the wheat from 25 to 30 miles
to a railway station, which meant 50 or 60
miles there and back. They were seriously
and severely handicapped, cut off from the
markets of the world by reac;on of their
great distance from a market, and consequently were entitled, to some consideration
from the Government.
He trusted when
this money carne down to be a,llocated, as
the Premier said every penny of it would
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Amount.
Description of Work.
be spent under Act of Parliament, the hon- Item. No.
Additions and Improvements
£,
orable gentleman would see that this line,
to Vvay and "Vorks.
which had secured the favorable report of
-Melbourne to vVodonga, Cas'the Railways Standing Committee, was
tlemaille to Ma:r:yborough and
Ballarat, Melbourne to Serviceton
brought before this House for indorsement
if possible, and that if it was indorsed the 4. Towards relaying various lines with
heavier rails, mainly On the fol-·
money for its construction would be found
lowing
sections: - Melbourne
out of this item of £73 0 ,000.
Suburban Lines, Melbourne to
Ballarat
7,°5&
Mr. BENT isaid III the presence of
5. Additional sleepers and ballast for
members of the Railways Standing Comstrengthening
various
lines,
mitee he dared not say whether the line
mainly on the following sections:
referred to by the honorable member for
-Sleepers-Melbourne to Healesville and Fern Tree Gully, CasStawell was to come up at all, but the
tlemaine to Maryborough and
honorable member had a look at a little
BallaIat, Melbourne to Servicereport just now. He (Mr. Bent) was not
ton, Melbourne to Port Fairy.
allowed to say anything.
Ballast-Melbourne to Port Fairy,
Melbourne to Serviceton
39,829Mr. COLECHIN.-That IS where he gets
1,435
6. Cattle pits and stqps
all his information from.
Improved cars for repairing gangs
5,7 0 1Mr. BENT said the honorable member 7.
8. Additional and improved dwelling
for Geelong could get as much information
accommodation for employes
6,3 2 5
as he liked. The honorable member could 9. Melbourne - Additional
electric
lighting and power
10,956
have the same report. He knew the hon1,90 610. Additional Pintsch gas plant
orable member was curiOUs..
1,100
I I. Additional fencing
Mr. OUTTRIM moved12. Melbourne-Additional accommodaThat the words "or motors" be added after
the word "tramways" in item 2 or the schedule,

The amendment was agreed to, and the
schedule, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the amendment was considered
and adopted.
On the motion of Mr. BENT, the BHl
was then read a third time.

13.
14.

15.

RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
consideration of this Bill-Mr. Duffus in
the chair.
All the clauses having been agreed to,
Discussion took place on the schedule,
which was as follows:Item. No.

Description of Work.
Amount.
Additions and Improvements
to Way and Works.

Additions and improvements at stations, offices, yards, docks, piers,
and works, including tracks,
buildings, platforms, road ap.
proaches, trucking yards, weighbridges, safety appliances, drainage, sanitation and other works
2. Additions and improvements to accommodation for locomotives and
cars, including shops, sheds, ashpits, turntables, water f>upply,
coaling plants, and other works...
3, 'Bridge!:', including additions and
improvements and strengthening,
mainly on the following sections:

16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

I.

I.

22.

23·

45,4 1 5

17,038

tion and facilities for goods traffic
Melbourne-Towards new station
and other improved accommodation at Flinders-street ...
Towards provision of a new station
between Footscray and Yarra.
ville, and of one between Footscray and Footscray West, on
condition that £400 is contributed
in each case by the respective
residents and others interested ...
Korumburra-New station and Improved yard and other accommodation
Koroit-New !>tation and improved
yard and other accommodafion ...
Melbourne (Spencer-streetj-Paving
and draining cab yard and
approach roads
Loop at North Melbourne and
"Y" at Wodonga for turning
locomotives and trains
Towards additional weighbridges
and sidings
Towards sewerage of Melbourne Yard
Additional and improved station
accommodation at Burnley and
East Camberwell
Ballast crushing and loading plants
Towards
eqtlipping
Melbourne
suburban lines with Syke's lock
and block
Towards extension, &c., of platforms-in addition to work now
in hand under Item I •..
Additions and improvements, Seymour Yard
Newport Workshops, 'extension of
shops ano sidings
Me!bourne. protection from fire of
r::tilw~v bnildin(!s and other property ...

1,657

50 ,000-

666-

1,81S

11,144
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Description of Work.
Amount.
Additions and Improvements
to Way and ·Works.
.28. Towards cost constructing siding to
works of Angliss and Co., near
Footscray
45 1
Improvement of facilities for water2,III
ing locomotives, North Melbourne
2,000
.3°· Additional telegraph lines
.Item No.

Total ...
ADDITIONAL ROLLING-STOCK, EQUIPMENT,
MACHINERY, AND OTHER WORKS.

Rolling-stock, equipment, machinery, and other works (£3,811
previousl y sanctioned under Item
24 of Act 1999)
Towards equipment of rolling-stock
with Westinghouse brake (£859
previousl y sanctioned under Item
25 of Act 1999)
Equipment of carriages, ·&c., for
Pintsch gas lighting
Item 23 of Railway Loan Application Act No. 1999 not reqUIred.

50 ,4 28

5,859
4,7 00

60,9 87

Total ...
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION BRANCH.

-43· Woomelang to Mildura line (£649
previousl y sanctioned under Item
26 of Act 1999, and £1,550 of
£2,674
previously
authorized
under Item 26 of Act 1944, but
not re-sanctioned under Act 1999)
44· Preparing titles and dealing with
land trusts on recently constructed
lines (.£65 previously sanctioned
under Item 28 of Act 1999)
."
Surveys (£1,379 previously sanctioned under Item 29 of Act 1999)
St. Kilda Station to Brighton
Electric Street Railway (Additional works, &c.)
Constructio:l of the extension of the
St. Kilda and Brighton Electric
Street Railway from Park-street to
Brighto'1 Beach; also, extension already completed from Grosvenorstreet to Park-street, Brighton ...
Rolling-stock for the St. Kilda to
Brighton Electric Street Railway

1,379
800

2,600

---

Total ...
'5C' Sundry additions and improvements
and to meet contingencies on
items specified in this schedule...

Grand Total .. ,

2,199

...

14,3 25
388 ,439

The total amount of this Application Bill is
£388,439, made up as follows:Additions and improvements to Way
and Works
... £298,384
.Additional rolling-stock,
equipment,
machinery, and other works
60,987
~ailway construction branch ...
...
14,743
'Sundry additions and improvements and
to meet contingencies on items specified in this schedule
14,3 25
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Mr. GRAY drew attentiOIi to item 24,
" towards extension, &c., of platforms-in
addition to work now in hand under item
6, £5,789." He said the amount under
the first item referred to was £45,415.
\Vhat platforms was it proposed to improve
with those amounts? On many of the
northern lines, especially those he travelled
on, the train was in nearly all cases about
half as longatgain as the platform. Part
of the train drew up to the platform, and
after certain work was done, it had to be
shifted on again, and another delay took'
place. This caused no end of delay and
trouble, while by the backing and jerking
forward of the train the passengers ,vere
thrown about. If the platforms were made
the same length as the train it would not
be necessary for passengers to spend so
much time in travelling. There was no
need to make the platforms very wide. It
took about t,velve hours for the train to
come from Swan Hill to J\.Jelbourne, a distance of 214 miles. This. was an inordinate length of time. The people should
have better travelling facilities. He had
seen the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners on several occasions, and asked
him whether he could not manage to run
passenger trains through on country lines
without these delays, and send all the freight
through during the night or twice a week.
If freight and goods trains ran twice a
week that would be sufficient in case of a
number of the country towns, but there
should be a rapid transfer of passengers.
There would be some relief afforded if motOr
trains were introduced on country lines, as
suggested by the honorable member for
Maryborough. Of course, the service from
Melbourne to Bendigo and from Melbourne
to Ballarat was very good, but when one
lef.t those places the service was deplorably
slow, and motor trains in those cases would
be an improvement.
The platforms at
country stations should be extended, and
the work could then be done at one stoppage.
Mr. BENT stated' that he had had a
very long conversation with the Chairman
of the Railways Commissioners, and item
No. I had been increased several thousand
pounds. What the honorabl~ member for
Swan Hill said about the platforms was
perfectly right. He had a memorandum
from the Commissioners on this subject, in
which it was stated that while the extension
of J?assenger platforms was a very necessary work, such a large expenditure was
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Mr. BENT.-He gave me a lot of infor;.
involved to meet wh.at was reQuired on all
lines that it was only proposed to go 011 mation, too.
with it gradually. At any rate, there was
1'1r. PRENDERGAST said it seemed
about £20,000 provided at once, which that a portion of the money devoted to the
was practically for that purpose.
licensing equivalent might reasonably be
The schedule was agreed to.
devoted to the purpose of purchasing out
The Bill was reported without amend·· hotels, even from the start of the period.
ment, and the report was ,a·dopted.
That matter, however, could be decided
On the motion of Mr. BENT, the Bill subsequently.
was then read a third time.
Mr. McKENZIE observed that he
favoured the suggestion of the leader of
ASSENT TO BILL.
the Opposition.
Provided these people
Mr. BENT presented a message from
found the necessary money he could not
the Governor, intimating that, at the Go- see any objection to there being continuous
vernment Offices, on December 4, His
The objection taken last
Excellency gave his assent to the Consoli- compensation.
night by the honorable member for Borung
dated Revenue Bill (No.5).
was that the effect of the compensation
clauses was to hamper the closing of
LICENSING BILL.
hotels. That was one of the reasons why
The House went into Committee for the the temperance party had always been
further consideration of this Bill-·-Mr. opposed to compensation. Under the proDuffus in the chair.
visions the Government now submitted we
Consideration was resumed on new clause should have to close within the next ten
AA, proposed by Mr. Bent, in substitution years some 600 or 700 hotels. He could
of clause 39, which had been struck out not see, under the circumstances, what ob(see p. 3471).
jection there could be to the continuance
Mr. PRENDERGAST movedof compensation, so long as it was proThat in sub-clause (4) the date "1916
be vided by the traffic }tselfl. This would do
omitted.
away with the objection which had been
'He said he moved this amendment for the pointed out by the honorable member for
purpose of allowing compensation to be ex- Borung. He believed the honorable memtended over any perioq under the terms of ber was asked by the honorable member
payment as provided in the original ten for Flemington what objection he ~ould
years' agreement. This matter had already have to compensation provided the traffic
been fully debated. The publicans were found the money. That was a very perIn tinent question.
paying this compensation themselves.
He understood the honorfact, he thought it would be very much able member gave as a reason for his obwiser if it was decided to take from the jection to compensation that it would
municipalities on a sliding scale the licens- hamper the closing of hotels. If 600 or
ing equivalents they now received, taking 700 hotels were closed in ten years, there
a small portion of it away each year. Some would be ample, with the £40,000 pel
of the municipalities, when this matter was annum, to pay compensation to hotels which
before the House three or four years ago, it might be thought desirable to close after
did agree to the licensing eguivalent being that period.
The amendment, in his
taken away on a sliding scale. He was at opinion, should meet with the general apa meeting as the representative of one of proval of the Chamber.
the municipalities, and it was agreed to
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It costs nothing,
allow this licensing equivalent to be taken
away at the rate of 10 per cent. each year either, to the temperance people.
Mr. McKENZIE said the man who did
untii the whole of the amount was secured.
The proposition which was now before the not drink did not contribute to this fund
Chamber was, he believed, the result of a in any way.
The money did not come
compromise. He did not know wheth.er out of the Consolidated Revenue. He thereall the parties concerned had agreed to .It. fore thought it was the most fair proposal
When the honorable member 'for BendIgo that could be put to a disinterested AsEast explained the matter, he was called sembly. He felt sure that those who had
into consultation, and this proposal was considered the m;:ttter quietly would agree
the result of what took place between the that so long as the money was found by
-honorable member and the Premier.
those who sold the liquor there could be
II
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no real objection to continuing the compensation after the period fixed in the
clause.
Mr. BENT remarked that he had stated
that the traffic was secure £or ten years,
and after that the Government would
throw upon the hotelkeepers the responsibility of finding the money.
He knew
full well that the House was going to
carry this amendmei1t.
Mr. McKENZIE.-Agree to it.
Mr. CULLEN.-And stop the talking.
Mr. WATT.-Will it effect its purpose?
Mr. BENT said the Government held
that at the end of ten years very few
houses would requi"re to be closed, and
after that term the Government had antici.pated that the Consolidated Revenue would
,get something. Under this proposal the
.revenue would not get anything. He was
between-honorable members would understand him.
The honorable member for
Bendigo East gave him a lot of information, and enabled him to jump over the
other fences, but he (Mr. Bent) had one
now which was a real corker.
Mr. KEAST.-This is a stone wall.
Mr. BENT said the stone wall on the
V.R.C. course was nothing to it, for he
could jump over that himself. The Government would have to let the Chamber
settle the m.atter.
He could see clearly
that honorable members meant business.
Mr. MACKINNON remarked that he
did I)ot know whether the Premier had
finish~d his observations. He (Mr. Mackinnon) did: not think there was much in
this. The Premier evidently thought that
it might not be necessary to continue finding compensation, except in the case of an
organized effort on the part of certain
people and a section of the licensed victuallers to crush out other people. That
was the danger.
He (Mr. Mackinnon)
thought it would be just as well to revert
to the old law with the addition of local
option.
It had been the law of the land
for twenty odd years. The whole thing was
supposed to have been settled on that
basis.
He hoped that those who were
looking after the teetotal interest were
satisfied with what they had got.
The
last time they compromised~ when the Premier was in the House, they aocepted local
option, and gave up what they called their
birthright.
But they had stood bv that
compromise, and honorable members had to
stan-d by it. Now they were getting complete local option. Every few years they
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would have an opportunity of voting prohibition or no prohibition in the different
electorates.
Mr. WATT.-Do you like that?
Mr. MACKINNON saId he did not
mind it personally.
I f this amendment
were carried there would have to be provisions to insure that these fees were continued afterwards. Automatically the trade
paid itself out. When the Premier was
speaking last night, he drew the honorable gentleman's attention to the decision
come to in I885, when the old Act was
being debated, that the compensation
should come out of the trade or the
drinker, and what was said here about protecting the Consolidated Revenue was only
a continuation of, the present law.
The
trade would always have to find this money .
Parliament had given .great benefits to the
municipalities, which had got all the advantages of bad houses being suppressed,
and the advantages of the properties -in the
neighbourhood being brought under better
conditions, and for this the ratepayers
paid· nothing. However, Parliament had
agreed to continue the equivalent.
He
thought the proposal of the leader of the
Opposition made little difference.
It
got rid of the opportunity for tyranny and
suppression on the Eart of people who
might wish to crush others out in ten
years.
Mr. WATT remarked that he was inclined to agree· with the honorable member
for Prahran that the amendment was not
of yital consequence. At the same time,
he would like the Premier to understand
that the amendments which the honorable
gentleman had circulated, when read in
conjunction with the period after I916,
were very imperfect.
Sometimes,. when
dealing with difficult problems, people
\vould say, "After us the deluge." But
if honorable members named a date up to
which they would not legislate, they were
doing a cowardly thing.
They 'should
be prepared to leave the Act indefinite in
its duration, or else name definite periods.
The amendment submitted by the Premier
amounted to naming a period, namely,
I9I.6, between now and which certain new
conditions should operate-the destruction
of the old, slow, and unsatisfactory local
option machinery, and the creation of a
new Board, which would do the work in a
more salutary and just manner than the
old system.
The Government virtua 11v
said that if the trade was willing to
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continue the added fees it would still have
compens~tion.
That was not the duty of.
the LegIslature.
The whole thing was
brought about by what he took to be the
Premier's wrong conception of dealing with
this impo!tant :problem. He (Mr. Watt)
~ad r~framed .hltherto from discussing the
hcenslllg que~tIOn at all. In his opinion,
the whole thmg should have been submitted to the electors. This was the kind
of. question that came up every twenty or
thIrty years, and not more frequent! YI and
he ventured to say that, without consulting
the electors, Parliament would not be justified in tampering with the fundamental
principles ofl a vital law like this. He was
pledged to local option with compensation. At every election he had contestedsome seven or eight-when he was asked
whether he was in favour of local option
with compensation, he said he was. He
was nut free to say anything else without
violating the pledge he had ~ven to his
constituents, and that was a thing which
he had always refrained from doing.
If democratic government was to be
successful, alterations in vital laws
must be put before the people for
their sanction before being. made. If
that was not done we should not
get the fullest benefits from our system of governm.ent.
Therefore he mtended, until the people had been consulted on the principle of compensation,
attached to either local option or a special
Board, to vote for the continuance of local
optiun with compensation. If the amendment of the leader of the Opposition would
effect that, which he doubted, the Chamber ought to carry it.
:Mr. MACKEY.-I recognise that the
amendment is sufficiently clear to get a
vote on the matter.
Mr. WATT said he believed in a test
vote being accepted in that spirit. Here
was a clear issue whether compensation
should he continued after 19 16 .
Mr. MAcKEY.-The issue is whether it
shall be optional or mandatory. The
amendment will make it mandatory.
Mr. WATT said the optional Isystem was
full of grave defects, and had led to a
break-down. As the honorable member for
Prahran stated, a strang feeling might
spring up in the trade against anv further
continuance of these added fees after 19 16 ,
thaugh he (Mr. Watt) cauld not cantemplate the exact reasans araund which
such an agitation would graw.

Bill.

Mr.. ~IAc~INNaN. - The' respectable
hotels m a l1IeIghbourhood would know that
they 'would never be crushed out.
l\'lr . WATT said the other argument was.
that these respectable hotels were going to.
pay under the pres~nt proposal until 1916
very much larger fees to compensate out
the smaller houses. The idea apparently
was. that these better class hotels, after
paymg these added fees for ten years,
w~uld say that they were not in danger of
belllg knocke? out themselves, and were,.
therefore, gOlllg to abolish compensation.
It .was ~ore likely that the man wha had
paId hImself and had .seen the benefits go to other people, would ask that
the ,system should be continued in.
case he should be knocked out himself.
There was no propasal for a referen'dum
of licensees and owners, and there was no
proposal far a meeting to get them together.
After 19 I 6 there wauld be a..
state of cha.as, and there would be a niO"htmare from which the Members of Parliament at that time would not be able to get
a.way.
If honarable members were sensIb~e t~ev would take the view that any
legIslatIOn for 1916, either of a mandatarv
Q1r aptianal character, was not bindinO" ai'l'
any .subsequent Parliament. If the b next
Pa:hament coming ~n said they did nat
heheve the campromlse arrived at in 1906~va~ a good one, and that they wauld alter
I! m 1908, they would be perfectly at
hbertv . to do so. Of caurse, there was
s~fety m that, because any subsequent Parhament couI.d say that the a\f'rangement
was nat satIsfactary; but it vms not an
act 'Of c;ouralge or statesmanship to leave
n;tatte;s m a. whally unsatisfactory conditIon 111 1916.
He pruposed to vote far
the amendment.
Mr.. McCUTCHEON said he was glad
t<? thmk such general support had been
gIven to the idea that was discussed yesterday-that at the end of ten years matters wauld, be left in a state -of chaos.
For . twenty years_ local 'Option had been
a faIlure. The Gavernment proposed an
excellent sc~eme ta provide for the next
t~n ):ears, which would prevent the war:mg mfluences outside being continued. But
If there was to be such an excellent plan
far ten vears, why at the end of that time
sho~ld that. 'system be dropped, and the
:v~nous sectIans outside be bral1ght into conflIct ? All honorable members were agreed
that the system of reducing licences vear
by year by the Baard was a good one. - He
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failed to see any sense or logic in the proposal fo'r ceasing the operation of compensation at the end of ten yeaJr'S. His
proposal yesterday was a very reasonable
one. The rule had been laid down ihat
there should be a statutory number of
public-houses permitted to be opened in the
State~ and if the number was in excess
of the statutory number they could be reduced year by year until the statutory number was reached. Parliament should look
at the matter from a business point of
view, and legislate accordingly. He hoped
the Ministry would s.ee their way to accept and carry a clear business-like proposal.
Mr. BOWSER said on the second reading of the Bill he pointe'd out that the
proposal of the Government that for ten
years houses should be closed by local option, and compensation paid upon a descending scale, and that afterwards
there should be no compensation, involved so much injustice as to be
unworkable. -The Government had changed
their proposal
with regard to the
method of closing hotels during the ten
years, but he did not agree with them when
they said at the end of ten years the good
principle which was to be enforced up to
that time should be discontinued. They
made practical, sensible, fair, and just proposals, to be in operation for ten years,
and then those proposals were to be thrown
to the winds, and it was to be left to the
future to decide what was to be done after
the ten years. If it was unfair at all to
den v compensation-deny compensation
during the cvming ten years-it must be
equally unfair, and also dishonest, under
the Government's proposal, not to provide
compensation after ten vears.
Mit. McCuTcHEoN.-The hotels that are
closed after the ten years will have paid
to compensate other people, and will get
no compensation for' themselves.
Mr. BOVV-SER said an illustration was
given to him this afternoon by fhe honorable member for Mornington. Take the
case of three hotels. One of those hotels
would be closed at the end of'"ten years
without compensation. That meant absolute disaster to the owner and the licensee,
whereas the other hotels which remained
would get a bonus in the shape of the increased business which would result from
the closing of t~e third hotel. Th~ injustice which first confronted the Government remained unprovided for. ~he pro-
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posal that the matter should be submitted
to a referendum of the people concerned
he entirely disagreed with. Honorable
members were elected for the purpose of
doing the duty of the State as business
men. He would take the re~ponsibility
of voting in favour of a continuance of the
proposals of the IGovernment in regard to
compensation after the period of ten years.
.1\·1r. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East)
saId the proposal of the Government to
substitute aBoard to reduce the number
o.f hotels during the next ten years, in
heu of the present system of local option,
seemed to have the general approval of
the House. The exception taken to the
scheme was that at the end of ten
years no provision was made for the
continuance of payment of compensation.
At the end of ten years local option ~ was
to come into force again, but it was left
optional, according to the Premier's statement. for the publicans remaining to comb~ne together a~d furnish the funds to proVIde compensatIon for those houses which
might be closed after ten years. He did
not think alarm need be felt as to a large
numLer of hotels being closed after the
hotels had got down to the statutory number. especiall y in the large centres.
Mr. McKENZIE.-The temperance body
would close all hotels.
.Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East)
saId the general convenience of the public
must be consulted, and the Board having
brought the number of hotels down to die
statutory number, the people outside the
!emperance party would recognise that
It was necessary for the convenience
of the travelling public to have hotels. He
was sanguine enough to believe that at the
end of ten years, if the Board did its duty,
and thorough I y understood its work, the
number of hotels would be reduced to the
statutory number.
The closing of hotel s
was not going to be restricted on'ly to those
that were closed by the Board.
If the
amendments proposed were adopted there
would be a great number of public-houses
which would be closed without any action
of the Board, simply because they were
breaking the law.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You must
t~ke into account. the increase of populatlOn for the next ten years.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East)
said the increase of population might have
a tendency to leave a greater number of
hotels in certain localities, but, judging
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from the history of the past twenty years,
the increase of population would not be
so great as to call into existence many more
hotels. What seemed to be a legitimate
cause of alarm in the minds of those concerned about compensation after ten years
was that the bigger hotels might combine
together and say, "O~, we ha,:e. got ·rid
of the major part of the opposItIon, and
we refuse to come into any arrangement
by which we shall provide the owners of
those hotels which are to be closed through
local option with any compensation." The
Premier proposed to take increased fees
from public-houses, in order to supply the
fund for compensation for the hotels which
were to be closed before the end of ten
years, and the difficulty could be got over
by continuing the increased fees after ~he
ten years. The fees would be annually mcreasing. in size as the valuations on
hotels remaining open would be raised
by the various municipal bodies, on
account of their value increaJsing by
reason of the hotels that were closed,
and the payments of the increased fees
should be continued in order to meet any
cases where houses were closed by local
option. He placed this opinion before the
Premier last Friday week., and he thought
it was indorsed by the honorable member
for Borung-. There would not be a~y great
probabilitv or possibility of a large number of hotels being closed in the la.rge
centres after the statutory number had been
reached. It would be in isolated places
where local option would be put in force,
and there would be no difficulty whatever
in providing for compensation ~ycontinu
ing the increased fees. It would be a pity
to have any hitch now, because honorable
members seemed to be on the right track,
and matters now looked very much different from what they dId at the introduction
of the measure. It was all a matter of
s:peculation as to what might occur in 1916,
but, in order to remove any misunderstanding as to money being provided for compensation, and to remove the doubt which
existed in the minds of those concerned as
to whether the pUblicans would agree
amongst themselves to provide the money,
he 'thought the Premier might take power
to continue the increased fees after ten
years, and in that way the Premier would
always have money in hand to pay compensation to the hotel-owners and licensees
whose houses would be closed by local option.
Mr. A. S. Bailes.

Bill.

Mr. FARRER said he wished to pass
a few remarks, mostly in connexion with
matters which had occurred in his own
electorate. If the amendment went to a
division he would vote with the leader of
the Opposition, although he agreed with
a good deal of what had been said by the
honorable member for Bendigo East. He
did no,t think there should be any falling
out if the amendment was carried or if it
'Was not. It was not altogether in the
hands of honorable members to deal with
what was to be done in ten yewrs' time.
Parliaments were to follow this Parliament
which might deal with this matter. As far
as owners of hotel properties were concerned, he thought what was wrong now
was equally wrong, if not more so, in ten
years' time, ,when the best hotels would
have paid to get rid of the worst hotels,
many of which ought to be put out of
the trade. The best hotels, which had
paid compensation to the worst hotels,
would be left in a worse position than the
r-ubbish it was proposed to compensate. He
had at present a considerable amount of
faith in the proposal for the appointment
of .a Board, but if that -Board failed, as
the Licensing Court had failed, in fixing
compensation, and in future if poor .hotels
would get as large compensation as in the
past, he believed the proposals of the temperance party would be carried, and hotels
would be closed without compensation. He
believed in reasonable compensation. There
were many hotels, such as seaside hotels
and hotels in mountain resorts, that would
not benefit one iota by reason of other
hotels being closed, and if the system of
increasing the fees for licences was adopted
they would have to pay an additional
amount. Already the licences for hotels in
the places such as he had mentioned were
onl y useful for a certain number of months
in the vear. The Premier had promised to
consider as to whether those licences should
nof be made half-annual ones. Those
hotels were not going to gain by the amount
they would have to pay into the compens.ation fund, especially under the fee system, and certainly not to any extent under
the percentage system. At the same time,
those hotels would be liable to be closed
at the end of ten years without compensation, and that was an absurdity. A good
manv of the seaside hotels and hotels in
holidav resorts employed large staffs at
certain times of the year. Such hotels were
of great convenience to the people of the
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whole State during certain portions of the
year, but at other times of the year the
licensees did not know what to do.
A·
good many of them would be glad if they
could get rid of the expense of their
licences for half the year.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).-The
amount of revenue from the sale of drink
in those places is a very small revenue compared with the revenue derived from other
things, is it not?
Mr. F ARRER.-Yes.
Mr. A. ,S. BAILES (Bendigo East).Would it not be better for .them to ~rop
their licences and turn thetr hotels mto
coffee palaces?
Mr. FARRER 'said there were a good
many people who were not ~abid teetotallers, but they were not rabId drunkards.
Those people wanted to stay at a place
where they could get a glass of something
if they wanted it. He hoped the Government would bear in mind, in connexion
with deciding the question of compensation, the position of the seaside hotels and
the hotels in holiday resorts.
Mr. BENT said he w0l!lC1 suggest that
the amendment be moved m another way.
He would suggest: that the leader of the
Opposition move his amendment in new
clause KK.
Mr. WATT.-Are you aware the Minister of Lands said this was a fair test?
Mr. BENT said he was not aware what
the Minister of Lands had said.
Mr. WATT.-That was the point from
· h I
k
whIC
spo e.
Mr. BENT said the Government had
said all a.long they must have the Board
for ten years.
That was the promise he
made to the honorable members for Borung
and Bendigo East and to the representatives of the various interests.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-That is not
binding.
_
Mr. BENT said he knew it was not
binding on honorable members, but it was
binding on him. HonorabIe mem bers a11
approved of the Board for ten years. The
question arose as to whether compensation
. should be continued for all time, which, in
th
t
. b k
ot h er wor d S, was gomg ac to e presen
sYstem under local option. He had made
h-is proposals for the sake of compromise,
and if honorable members agreed with the
P rinciple, let them get on to new clause
KK, which dealt with the power of licensed
victuallers to provide compensation.
He
would like, if there was to be a divi-
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'sion, for it to be taken on that clause. He
wished the House to negative the amendment of the leader of the Opposition.
Mr. WATT.-The Minister of Lands said
this was the proper place for the matter
to be tested.
Mr. MACKEY said the object the leader
of the Opposition had in view, as he gathered in conversation with the honorable
member, was that,J while the clause now
provided that at the end of ten years it
should be optional for the hotel-owners and
licensees to say whether compensation
sho~ld be. continued, the leader of the OpposIOn WIshed to provide that it should
be mandatory afte.r the end of ten years for
the hotel-owners to continue compensation.
That being so, he would suggest to the
honorable member that this was not strictly
the proper place for the amendment.
If
the amendment was withdrawn, he would
consent to postpone all the new clauses up
to clause KK, and the honorable member
~ould move an amendment on that clause
In order to test the feeling of the House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that he
,~as quite ~rep~red to accept the suggestlOn of the 'MInIster of Lands, in order to
get a test vote.
.
The :amendment was withdrawn, and the
clause was postponed, as were also new
clauses BB to JJ inclusive.
Mr. MURRAY said that before clause
AA 'yas postponed he wished to ask whether It was not necessary to deal with that
c1~use before the Committee could deal
WIth clause KK.
Th ACTIN
e
G C.HAIRMAN (Mr. DUFFus).-The CommIttee has agreed to the
po~~on~~~i of the c1 auses.
.
f 11 .
proposed new clause KK, as
0 ows:After the thirty-first day of December
One thousand nine hundred and sixteen, no fur.
ther ~ums or compensation fees shall be chargeab.le In respect, of. any licensed victuaIIers' premiseS unless WIthIn SIX months before the said
d.ay a m~jority
~11 persons then hoi"aing
lIcensed VIctuallers lIcences for any premises
and (where such persons are not the owners of
such premises) a majority of all owners of
licensed victuaIIers' premises notify the Licences
Reduction Board that they are desirous that
there shall be charged for the purpose of provi ding for the paymel)t of compensation to 'the
owners and licensees of licensed victuallers' premises (on the principles set out in section BB
and CC of this Act) such further sums or compensation fees as are fixed in such notification ..
The Governor in Council, if satisfied that
the sums and fees are fixed on the same rate
in the pound on the annual value of licensed
victuallers' premises as assessed in the various

0;
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municipalities may by Order published in the
Gcvernment Gazette impose and fix the said
charges as so fixed and notified; and the said
sun~s and ~ees shall be charged accordingly
until otherWIse requested by a majority of -the
persons holding licensed victuallers' licences for
the time being and a majority of the owners
of the licensed victt,Ialiers' premises. The said
charges when so imposed shall be collected and
paid in the same manner and at the same time
as is provided in the last preceding section with
regard to compensation fees and shall be paid
into the Compensation Fund.
~1r.
PRENDERGAST said that in
order to test the feeling of the Committee,
he begged to move-

That all the words after "sixteen," (line 2),
be omitted.

He wished this amendment to be carried
as an indication that the compensation fees
were to be continued after the year 19 16
on the same basis as before tnat date. He
hoped the Premier would not make this a
yital question.
Honorable members on
the Opposition side had assisted the Premier to arrive at a. solution of the difficulty in connexion with the Bill, and the
honorable gentleman. yesterday expressed
his intention of ascertaining the feeling of
the majority of honorable members with
regard to continuing the payment of compensation after the year 19 16 .
:Mr. BENT said the Government had
made a compromise with respect to these
provisions, and they could not get away
from that compromise. These clauses provided that the hotelkeepers must find the
compensation fees for a period of ten
years. If these licenseo houses im:p·roved
in value by the end of that period, there
ought to be some money coming to the
Consolidated Revenue. The Government
proposed that after the end of ten
years those in the trade might arrange to
continue the payment of compensation, so
that there was very little in the amendment
of the leader of the Opposition.
Mr. WARDE.-What objection is there to
going the full length now, and making it
compulsory for them to find the money?
That would not interfere in the least with
the spirit of your compromise.
'Ir. WATT.-Not a bit.
Mr. BENT said ~that the gentlemen with
whom this compromise was arranged
started off by asking that there should be
no compensation after three Ears.
Mr. TouTcHER.-And how manv members of this House do you think wo~ld support that princi ole?
Mr. WATT .-That is the point. It has
nothing to do with us.
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Mr. BENT said it was proposed that
after 1916 the licensed victuallers should
fix the fees.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-"Ve want to continue the fees after that.
Mr. BENT said the trouble w~s that if
th~s ame?dment were accepted the CommIttee mIght afterwards refuse to agree to
the proposals of the Government with respect to the ten years before 1916.
Mr. WATT.-Those clauses will be
passed without a division. It all depends
on what takes place after 1916.
Mr. BENT said he did not see how he
could get out of what he had promised.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What has
that to do with the Committee?
Mr. BENT said it might not have much
to do with the Committee, but it had a
good deal to do with him.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It was the suggestIon of the Minister of Lands that the
other clauses. should be postponed until
clause KK was dealt with.
Mr. BENT said he wanted to secure the
provisions contained in these clauses with
respect to the ten-year period.
He had
already stated that both the honorable
member for Bendigo East and the honorable ~ember for Borung took an important
p~rt III the co~ference at which the compromIse was arnved at.
Mr. WATT said he was sorrv that the
Minister of Lands was out of th; Chamber,
because the honorable gentleman was responsible for the postponement of the
clauses.
The Premier evidentlv feared
that if the amendment was ca(ried the
Committee would not agree to his proposals with respect to the first ten years.
He (Mr. Watt) had the temerity to say
that those clauses would be passed without
a division.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERs.-frear,
hear.
Mr. WATT said he understood that if
a satisfactorv settlement was arrived at as
to what should be done after 1916, all that
t~e Government was asking for before that
tIme would go through.
The Premier,
therefore, should be perfectly satisfied that
the Committee would not take anv advantage of his generosity in postpo~ing the
other clauses. The only question was whether the Government were to depart from
some understanding which appeared to
have been come to with two or three gentlemen w~o represented only one interest.
The pomt was whether the Committee was
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not entitled to consider itself unfettered by
any agreement of th.at kin~, a~d .to deal
with the whole questIOn on Its ments. He
had great respect for the honorable member for Bendigo East and for the honorable member for Borung, but those honorable members were not entitled to tie
the hands of the House.
::'\Ir. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).Do not forget that you took part in the
conversation when the idea was first started.
?\ir. WATT said the object of his presence on that occasion was to impress on
the Premier the advisability of adopting a
percentage taxation instead of a fixed fee.
The more he thought of the matter the
more he was convinced that in order to be
thoroughl y satisfactory it was necessary to
tax upon a percentage of the beer trade
rather than to have a fixed fee for each
That was the only way
licensed house.
to get :l solution as to the value of ~he
saloon trade. He did not attempt to lllfluence the Government one way or the
other on the compensation question, but
had reserved to himself the right to vote
according to the pledges he ·had given.
The Government was not bound, nor was
the Committee bound, bv any arrangement
that might have been come to w.ith two or
three persons.
If the CommIttee gaye
the Government what they wanted up till
1916, surely they were ent~tled to say also
whether a stable and satIsfactory system
should not be followed after 1916, instead
of allowing things to drift into a state of
chaos.
Mr. BENT.-Bring the number of houses
down to the stafutory number.
Mr. WATT said he was not wedded to
the statutory number, and. :vas even prepared to abolish that prOVIsIon after 1916,
and allow the people to adopt "no
licence" if they liked. But that. did not
affect the question.
The questIOn was
whether, after 1916? compensation should
continue to be paId, whether complete
or limited local option was adopted or not.
In either case, the vital p~inciple of compensation would operate WIth equal forc~.
The proposal of the leader of the OpP~SI
tion, that compensation should be mamtained after 1916, could not affect any bargain the Premier mie-ht have made.
He
(Mr. Watt) would urge the Government to
allow the Committee to arrive at an unfettered decision with regard to this most
critical amendment in the Bill.

Bill.

Mr.
SWIXBURKE
expressed
the
opinion that the Committee misunderstood
the general question of compensation.
Mr. BOWSER.-I do not think so.
'i\ir. SWINBURNE said that the basis
of compensation was laid down in the Licensing Act 1890. If it was decided to grant
compensation after the expiration of ten
years in the way suggested by the leader
of the Opposition, there was no necessity
whatever to refer to the matter in these
amendments. It was already provided for
in the present law.
All that the Committee need consider now was the appointment of a Board to deal with the reduction of licences, and the increase of
the fees, in order to provide more compensation. Unless there was a time when
local option would have free and unfettered
play, he saw no reason for altering the
proposals of the Government. Those honorable members who had spokei1 in favour
of continuing compensation appeared to desire that after ten years no licensed house
should be closed without receiving compenThe fundasation before it was closed.
mental principle of the Bill was that after
ten years complete local option should prevail; even if compensation was to be
awarded to tile licensed houses twenty
years afterwards.
Mr. WATT.-That is provided for in
these amendments, but not in the Bill.
Mr. SWINBURNE said unless local
option was to have free play after ten
years, it would be just as well to let the
present .law stand; and to wipe out all the
local option clauses in this Bill.
Mr. BOYD.-The Bill contains a hundred provisions apart from that.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he· was talking
of local option.
The Government proposed originally that there should be no
compensation whatever after ten years. He
('Mr. Swinburne) stated on the second reading of the Bill that he was in favour of
the time limit. and intended to work and
vote for it. 'I t was for honorable members to declare whethp.r the limit should
be ten years, fifteen years, or e\'en twenty
years, so long as compensation ceased some
time or other.
Mr. WATT.-We do not accept that issue.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the Government had then advanced a step further,
and instead of providing graduated compensation during the ten years, the.\' proposed to give full compensation for the
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.whole of that time as might be determined
by the Board.
Mr. BOYD.-You mean that the trade
pays the compensation, not the Government.
Mr. SWINBURNE said that was a
mere quibble.
Mr. BOYD.-There is a very important
difference.
Mr. S'VINBURNE said the Committee
understood his meaning quite well.
Mr. BOYD.-A lot of this money has
been taken out· of the Consolidated Revenue
up to now, but in the future it is to come
entire I v out of the trade.
Mr.'; SWINBURNE said that very little
indeed of it had come out of the Consolidated Revenue.
The Government said,
" Let compensation be paid from the funds
provided by the trade up to the end of
ten years, and after that, if the trade
wish the fees to be continued, they can
sa y, at their discretion or by a ma jori ty ,
that the payment of compensation shall be
continued. " He felt that this Bill might
work out very unfairly with regard to the
fees. It might even involve a great hardship to the trade in providing increase.d
fees, and at the end of the ten years It
would be much better for the trade to come
together, and determine how compensation
should be paid. This had been done in
other parts of the world. As he previously
stated, it had been done regularly in Birmingham, where the trade closed the houses,
assessed the amount to be paid for compensation, and provided the funds for
doing so, without bothering the Government
or anyone else. I t appeared to him that
if the Committee were in favour of continuing the payment of compensation after
the end of the first ten vears, the whole
of these clauses would ha~e to be recastin fact, the greater part of them would be
useless.
Unless provision was made for
getting complete local option within a certain time, the fundamental principles of
the Bill would be absolutely changed. It
was necessary that honorable members
should state clearly what they wanted.
Were thev in favour of compensation being
continued after 1916. so that no licensed
house would be closed without compensation
If so. honorable members
being paid?
were not in favour of local option having free play. even after the ten years.
'Mr. McKENZIE.--You might never get

it.
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Mr. SWINBURNE said that most of
the Bill referring to local option and the
amendments proposed by the Government
would have to be thoroughly recast, and it
was hardly worth while discussing them
now.
Mr. BOYD said there were two reasons
why optional compensation should not exist, as proposed in the clause. All those
publicans who were not entitled to compensation since the passing of the Act of 1886
would vote solidly against any compensation or the contribution to any fund to
provide compensation when they were not
The owners
likelv to participate in it.
of the big hotels, knowing that they would
not be closed up, would be against it. The
result would be that the medium man would
be crushed between the two buffers. If it
was fair to pay compensation now, it was
fair to pay it in ten years, twenty years, or
200 years' time.
If it was not fair to pay
compensation when a man's business was
taken away' from him. in 100 years' time, it
was not fair to pay it now. The proposal
to give compensation for ten years was
ridiculous, if it was said it should not
be given in fifty years' time.
It was
clear that this principle must operate enCompensatirely one way 9r the other.
tion should not be limited to any time, or
else there should be no compensation at
all.
The honorable member for Borung
did not approve of compensation at all,
and was consistent. He. (Mr. Boyd) did not
care two straws what arrangements were
come to by different parties outside Parliament, for Parliamenrt: was the proper body
to arrange compromises in this matter. The
Minister of Water Supply should adopt the
course taken by the ex-Minister of Lands,
if he did not agree with the Gorvernment.
The honorable gentleman had stated that
he agreed with the honorable member for
B.orung, but the honorable member for
Borung did not approve of compensation
at all, and did not approve of a compromise. so that he was consistent.
If the
Minister of Water Supply held the same
views as that honorable member, he should
not agree to this proposal.
Those who
approved of compensation being paid for
ten "ears must to be consistent affirm the
prinCiple that it should be paid cont£~u
ouslv.
Mr. PRE'NDERGAsT.-And the fund is
being found by the trade.
~.fr. BOYD.-Yes, the fund to pay the
compensation was to be found by the
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trade.
If local option was carried out
for ten years, or if no local ?ption \~ras
carried out the revenue would stIll be gOlllg
into the Treasury to form a trust fund on
which the Treasurer could draw in cases
of necessity.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
he regretted he was not in the Chamber
when the :Minister of Water Supply spoke.
The Government had now altered their proposal. At the end of ten years .the majority of the owners and occupIers of
hotels would determine as to whether they
should continue their payments on the
higher scale, and if the majority deci~ed
that thev would not do so, compensatIOn
would not be continued. Was that a fair
principle? The effect of this proposal
would be that when the Board got to
work thev would, in the first year, close
all the ~hanties and disreputable hotels.
All these persons would be paid compensation, but at the end of the ten years
the owners and occupiers of hotels would
determine whether they would continue to
pav the tax, and if they decided that they
would not, compensation would be abolished. If it was right to pay compensation at all, it was right that it should be
continued. The State had not paid anything towards the compensation in the
past.
He was pledged to the principle
of local option with compensation, and it
was the Government that 'had reversed the
position.
Mr. WILKINS.-You refuse compensation in other cases.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that compensation was provided for in the
original law, and the majority of honorable
members were pledged to local option with
compensation.
The Board that the Government proposed to appoint would do
more in closing hotels than had ever been
done bv local option. At (he end of ten
years there would be such an improvement
that the demand for closing up hotels that
now existed would not be as great as some
people anticipated.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Very probably.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
he could not see why the present opportunitv should not be seized to deal with
the difficultv, for it should be settled now.
"Thv should' not the amendment of the
Jeader of the Opposftion be accepted? A
dangerous precedent might be established
in this matter, and there were thousands
of people outside who, though not inter-
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ested in the liquor trade, were closely
watching the attitude of Parliament on
this question. He could not see any objection to the payment being continued
after the ten-year period as long as the
money was provided by the State.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he supported the
remarks made by the last speaker, and by
the honorable member for Melbourne. All
the undesirable houses were going to be
closed up, and the remaining ones were
going to be taxed. They would find the
fund, but after the ten-year period a system of confiscation was to take place by
a mere subterfuge. If compensation was
sound now, it was sound for all time. He
had always advocated local option with
compensation, and he was going to stand
by it, whatever might happen to fhe Government. The Government recognised that
the principle was sound for ten years, and
why did they not recognise that it was
sound for all time? The trade would have
to raise the fund, and were willing to do
it.
This House was not the place for
compromises, seeing that honorable members had made pledges.
Mr. DOWNWARD said it must not be
overlooked that hitherto compensation had
been paid out of the fees contributed by
the trade. Those fees amounted to about
£20,000 a year.
Under the proposal of
the Government that sum was to remain in
the Consolidated Revenue for any" purpose
that the Government might desire, and was
not to be used for compensation at all.
It was proposed to place additional burdens on the trade j fresh fees or percentage charges were to be made that would
establish a new fund. It did seem strange
that there could be any objection to that,
for the money would not come out of any
of the existing sources of revenue. A fund
was to be created by a tax on the trade,
so that compensation might be paid with
the object of enriching some people and
improverishing others by' reducing the number of hotels. If there were three hotels
in a town, and one was shut down, the
owner of that would be impoverished, while
the owners of the other two would be enriched. He knew a case that occurred in
a town that used to be in his electorate.
There were two hotels in that town, one
of which was mortgaged, and in the hands
of a widow. . The licensing inspectcn- informed her several times that if she did
not carry out certain improvements he
would oppose the licence. The poverty of
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the woman was the cause of the hotel not
being kept in proper order. The other
hotel belonged to a well-to-do man. If
one of these hotels were closed without
compensation, it would no doubt be the
one belonging to the poor person, and that
town would be left with one hotel, so that
the well-to-do man would receive as much
benefit as the other owner suffered loss.
That might be no reason why the Government should take money out of the Consolidated Revenue, but it was a reason why
fees or percentages should be cha..!ged to
collect sufficient to pay compensation in
connexion with the houses dosed.
The
suggestion of the Premier was a very good
one, that the Commiftee should deal now
only with the proposal for reducing the
number of houses in excess, and leave
it to others to say what should be done at
the end of that time. When those hotels
were closed the question as to what should
then be done could be better dealt with
then than now.
Nothing should be
done now that would cause something to
come about automatically in ten years'
time, for there would then be no fees to
pay the compensation. There would be a
conflict of interests if it were left to the
trade, and the owners of hotels would say
there was no danger of their hotels being
closed, and they would not continue to COntribute towards the compensation fund .. He
would be glad to see the Government deal
with the question of closing the houses in
excess of the statutory number, _ so that
all the objectionable houses might be removed, as well as the prejudice that existed against the trade.
Some of the
hotels were carried on for, the convenience
of the public, but others were simply
carned on to make monev. and the licensees
did not care how thev made it.
The
houses left would be oJf considerable value
to the general public. He would like to
see the Premier's proposal given effect to,
that the Committee should simply deal
with the question of reducing the number
of houses in excess of the statutory number.
Mr. MURRAY said he was one of those
who did not feel inclined to strike any
heroic attitude over this question.
He
could not understand the temperance party
attaching very much value to the ~ill, seeing that there would be only partIal local
option. What he considered of vast importance was not the mere question of whether hotelkeepers were entitled to some
measure of compensation or not, but the
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rights of the democracy to govern this
country on this and other questions as they
thought fit.
Everyone who believed in
democratic government should hold that
sooner or later it should be left to the
people, unfettered by any question of compensation, to say whether they would have
a certain number of hotels or none at all.
Some honorable members appeared~ in
their
desire
to
conserve
the
interests of the liquor traffic, to have lost
sight of the great interests of the people.
Until com;plete prohibition was reached the
mere reduction of hotels might or might
not lessen the evils of the drink traffic.
That was the goal the temperance party
rightly had in view, and whether this Parliament attempted to bind the future or
not, in twenty vears or so the people of
the country would take this matter in hand
and deal with it in a way that this Chamber did not seem inclined to deal with it
at the present time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Don't you
think we had better let posterity take care
of itself?
}Ir. :MURRAY asked whether it was
his friend the stout liberal and radical member for Allandale who talked in that way?
Would the honorable member hand dO\~n
to posterit~7 institutions bound in chains and
fetters? Did he not desi'fe when he left
this Parliament, which he had so long
adorned, to leave all our institutions absolutely unfettered so that the voice of the
people should prevail in this and everv
other institut~on, and that the people should
be left without any shackles on them to
deal with questions as they chose?
The
legal position of the trade and what statutory rights it had to ·compensation was a
question that might be dIscussed.
The
temperance party were prepared to behave
in a more liberal manner on this question
than the trade was. They were prepared
to compromise the question for a time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-They pay
nothing.
Mr. MURRAY.-::Did the liquor traffic
pay anything for it? Where would the
compensation come from? It was not from
the hotelkeepers, but from the customers of .
the hotelkeepers, who were part of the communitv. Everv honorable member -who was
championing the cause of the liquor sellers
shut his eyes to the effects of the traffic.
He did not wish to do anything that might
appear to have even a shadow of injustice
to the liquor traffic. He bore no animosity
to those who sold drink, and he might be
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permitted to know something about the ins
and outs of that great trade. Like the
honorable member for Bendigo East, he was
once in the gall of\ bitterness and the bond
of iniquity, but like the honorable member
he was now a free man, and like him also
he had no ill-will whatever towards the
trade. He placed no great value on partial
local option. Ten hotels out of thirty in
a place might be closed without reducing
the drinking there.
What did temperance benefit by the operation of such
local option? He believed that frequently
the closing of hotels had an entirely opposite effect. Concentrating the patrons of
hotels into fewer houses had a tendency,
owing to the well-known treating ~ustom
of the country, rather to increase than to
lessen the drinking. It was advisable that
the worst class of hotels should be closed
up. The respectable hotelkeeper who wished
to conduct his house decently did not want
to see the reputation of the trade degraded
by those exceptional men who did not conduct their houses well. There were bad
and good houses. He valued the Government proposals because they would enable
the present law to be properly administered
so that there should be less evasion of it.
The necessitv of closing up certain hotels
would be done away \vith to a large extent
if every hotelkee:per could be compelled to
observe the law. Nine-tenths of the evils
of the drink traffic would be taken awav.
Under the fiction of the present law -it
would be impossible for a single individual
to get drunk in a hotel, because under the
present law no hotelkeeper was permitteu
to sell drink to a man who was under the
inft uence of drink, and therefore a man
would have to go to a private house to get
drunk. Let the law be administered.! and
the authorities given power bv which they
could rigidly enforce the present law, and
at onre the greatest evils of the drink traffic
would rlisappear.
The hotelkeeper frequentl y found faul t in an unwarrantable
manner \:vith the existing law. He knew
the conditions under which he had accepted
his licence, but how manv of them observed
those conditions with absolute fidelity?
There was hardly a hotelkeeper in the countn- who at one time or another-and he
di'd not altogether blame the hotelkeeper
for it-had not violated some of the conditions under which h~ held his licence.
He was blamable to that extent, but under
this Bill it was proposed to protect the
hotelkeeper. I t would be made very much
easier for the hotelkee:per to· observe the
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law, and very much more difficult for the
individual to obtain liquor under illegal
conditipns. He himself would be as liable
as the hotelkeeper if he entered an hotel
and was served during prohibited hours.
While the hotels were open they were under
the eye of the law, but the great evils arose
from the selling of drink during prohibited
hours. The question had been raised that if
it was right to grant compensation for ten
years it would be improper to take it away
100 years hence.
Such dicta were setting
up a very dangerous doctrine'. If that argument was accepted, would it be possible
to deal with any evils that had been created
if not under the sanction at any rate under
the acquiescence of the law? In this Bill
the hotelkeepers were to be given all they
had a right to expect. As much of their
legal claims to compensation was being
allowed if a proper breathing period was
provided as Parliament could allow. Let
that period be ten, fifteen, or twenty years,
but in justice to the rights and the freedom
of the people the House ought to determine that those claims must cease at some
time or other, sooner or later.
Under the
Government's proposals there was to be at
a certain period complete local option. He
expected an advance in public opinion on
the drink question. The boys and girls
now growing up under the influence of the
work of the various temperance organizations which were doing admirable s'ervice
would be the voters ten or fifteen years
htnce.
They' would form a population
that would be a temperance population.
There would be among them very few hard
drinkers. The hard drinker had almost
already disappeared from this State. If
complete local option was given, were the
Government assured of any fund to pay
compensation? If it \-vent to the extent of
prohibition the Government could not possibl y maintain a fund that would provide
for cOIffipensation. He understood the Government proposed that at the end of a
certain period local option should, under
the law, have unfettered action.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is proposed in
the Bill, but the amendment would do awav
with it.
Mr. MURRAY asked if there was ndt
something that would remain in the Bill
to enable complete local option to be given?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-If it is kept in the
Bill. .
Mr. MURRAY said in whatever form
it was provided the goal at which we must
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arrive was complete 1000-:al option. He believed in it because it was a thoroughly
democratic principle. He could not understand any member of the Labour Party,
or of the Opposition or Ministerial
corner, showing such a lack of confidence
in the people as to refuse to place in the
people's hands the fullest and most unrestricted powers. Nothing could be more
undemocratic. That power would be wisely
exercised in the very best interests of the
people, and would conduce to the welfare
of the people." Holding these views, knowing as he did some of the evils of the
traffic, seeing clearly how they could be
best rectified, he did not think the trade
could complain that the House was
doing them an injustice in fixing a definite
period at which compensation should cease.
I t was the duty of the House to fix that
period at as early a date as possible-a
date that would allow the trade reasonable
breathing time.
Mr. ROBERTSON sai,d he felt very
much inclined to support the spirit of compromise" that had been arrived at, although
he would not yield the right of this Chamber to any combination of members of it
outside the House. At the same time, the
compromise that had been arrived at was
satisfactory to the House in most respects,
except in the particular case now under
discussion. He could not see much difference between what the Minister of Water
Supply contended for and what the honorable member for Allandale and some honorable members in this (the Ministerial) corner contended for. If under the amendments noW submitted by the Government
the majority in the trade decided amongst
themsel ves . before the ten years expired
to continue the fees, and, consequently, the
compensation, he could not see where the
contention of the Minister of Water Supply
came in.
Of course, if the honorable
gentleman desired that local option should
be entirely unhampered. by any comJ?e?sation whatever theoretIcally the Mmlster
might be right', but lin practice there ,,,ould
be at the end of this period sufficient funds
to close any amount of houses that might be
decided upon by any local option poll which
might take place at the time. The houses
that remained would have an enh:anced
value.
If the contention or the Minister
was to appropriate some of that enhanced
value to the Consolidated Revenue he could
understand it, but there was no proposition
in the Govennment's amendments to that
effect.
He was prepared to give complete
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local option as contained in the amendments circulated by the Government with.
the exception that the cQIltinuance of the
compensation fund should be made mandatory, and in saying that he felt
that he was holding up his share
of the spirit of compromise that had
been arroved at.
He felt that local
optiCln would be just as complete
with the principle of compensation made
mandatory instead of leaving it optional
with the trade. Th.e. stronger houses might,
although he did not think they would, stand
aloof and refuse to continue the fees, and
if that happened and local option took place
the other houses would be entirely at the
mercy of the people. If the local option
polls were successful in reducing the number of houses those which had to close
would go out without compensation at all.
He had always been a very strong advocate
of compensation in all cases. Even where
the exigencies of the State required that
the State should resume any right, whether
in landed property or in this class of property, it was acting within the spirit of
democracy in the highest sense to give compensation for the resumption of those rights.
The House would always be safe if it followed that rule. He had always advocated
it, and he felt in this case, while full of
the spirit of compromise, that .he could not
sacrifice what he considered to be a very
vital principle.
Mr. MACKINNON observed that some
of the arguments which had fallen from
friends of his in the corner did not carrv
so much weight as they usua.Ily did. "H"e
and many other honoral.,le members took
strong objection to' this, Bill in its original
form. They saw in the proposal which the
Minister of Water Supply so vehemently
supported here on a notable occasion what
might be made the basis, of a well-known
form. of attack on the ordinary rights of
property. For that reason thev objected
to it, but the Premier and the Government
had now done their best to provide a sub·
stitute for that proposal, and a great deal
of the criticism to-night rather overlooked
how the thing was, going to work cut ill!
practice. The honorable member for Rodney said something about an insurance
fund. The whole scheme was a scheme
for an insurance fund from start to finis,h.
The trade were providing these high fees
to be paid to those who were wiped out
either by the Board or by local option,
and if the proprietors of "those houses
found, say, in the year 1915, or six months
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before the end of 1916, that they were
likely to be all wiped Qut, that local option
would have the result of determining no
licence all over Victoria, were they likely
to stand by and see themselves all destroyed?
Would they not continue the
licence-fees?
MT. WATT.-That was not your argument a little while ago.
Mr. MACKINNON said he would prefer to take the risk to which the honorable
member referred, because it was a remote
ris~ in many cases. He and the honorable
member for Allandale saw it, and discussed
it, but he knew how it would work out.
In some districts, for ins~ance, laTge
breweries would have the control of houses.
They would know that in their districts it
would be impossible owing to their big
influenoe to carry any sort of reduction,
and they would be quite willing to gp without any chance of compensation and quite
willing to pay no fees. They would take
th~ risk, and would not insure, but they
might know that a poll would be brought in
to wipe out their competitors in other districts-private persons-so that they would
be enabled to survive and to get considerably\
increased trade. He was prepared to take
the risk of that sort of thing happening
in spite of what he said a little while ago,
because he' could see no other solution of
this difficulty than the one now proposed
by the Government. This was a very important matter, and he could not help thinking that if the Committee was well advised·
it would support the Government at the
present time. If there was any risk of the
sort he had indicated in the future it was
a remote risk. As he had mentioned it
himself, he was bound to say that there was
some risk, but he thought it would be found
that the proprietors of these houses, if they
saw there was a chance of complete local
option, meaning that no compensation fund
would be provided and that compensation
would be abolished absolutely in Victoria
in 1916 or 1917, would insure themselves and pay the fees, and indicate to
the Government of the day that they intended to provide, as in times past, funds
for compensation to those who were wiped
out as they went along.
Even in New
Zealand, where people went to extremes
in things of this sort, where women's suffrage obtained, which was supposed to be the
bulwark of the temperance movement, it still
proceeded somewhat slowly. It had only
wiped out districts containing a few hotels.
Even if they had been giving compensation
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there it would not have been found a very
hea vy burden on the people of that country.'
For these reasons, although he admitted
that there were risks of the kind he had
mentioned, he was prepared to accept the
proposals of the Government because he
believed they were as near a's they could
get to something which would satisfy all
parties and do justice to the general public.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said that at
his election he stated his views on this question, and, unlike his honorable friend opposite, he intended to stick to them. In his
opening speech at his election he said he
was strongly in favour of local option, but
that we Victorians were Britishers and loved
to see what we considered fair play. He
had made his speech, he had nailed it to
the mast, and he was going to stand or
fall by it. He was not going to trim round
no matter what anybody might say. He
said he was in favour of local option with'
compensation and he stuck to that. He did
not hear wha,t the leader of the Opposition
said in moving this amendment, hut
he was going to stick to compensation for all time.
He was elected
on that. policy, and he was going to
sta.rud or fall by; it, and therefore he intended to vote for the amendment of the
leader of the Opposition as that was the
nearest thing he could get to what he
wanted. He was in favour of local option,
but no hotels should be closed without receiving compensation. No man's property
should be taken from him where he had a
vested right, and this was a vested right.
Some honorable members said the licensee
had no vested interest in his licence but
he contended that he had, and the;efore
the licensee was just like anybody else who
had property, and that property shouid not
be taken away from him without fair compensation, no matter what time it was taken
away.
He was SOITV therefore that he
could not support the -Government in this
case.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
for Toorak had made a very good speech.
He (Mr. Bent) was going to vote against
the leader of the Opposition..
His proposition now was a compromise. The honorable member for Toorak said he was in
favour of local option with compensation,
and he was going to offer the honorahle
member his own tenns.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-He does not understand the Bill.
Mr. N. BAYLE~ (Toorak).-He does, and
he understands hIS own remarks, too.
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JIr. MACKINNON.-I don't think anybody
else does.
~Ir. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-He do~s not
.sa y one thing and vote the other.
Mr. BENT sai~ there was not the slightest necessity for honorable members to get
warm on the subject, because the hotelkeepers would not give them drinks for
nothing, and the teetotallers would not give
them votes for nothing. The suggestion
he would now make was on the lines of
the Bill, but perhaps a little mor~ definite
than what had been circulated. It was to
give local option after ten years with compensation, the people interested finding' it
and the Government giving them the maThe Government wanted full
chinery.
local option. He was prepared to alter the
Government's clause to this extent. Under
the clause the Government said the trade
coulJ voluntarily find the money. A number of honorable members said they would
never find the money voluntarily. He had
been considering the matter and counting
the numbers again as the honorable member
for Allandale suggested yesterday, and he
thought the Committee sihoold agree to
free and complete local option with the
provision that the publicans got the machinery to obtain this money. Would that
suit the case?
:\1r. ROBERTSON.-Would it not be better
to have State control?
:\Ir. BENT said he was saying that the
Goyernment found the machinery.
:Mr. WATT.-Do you propose to continue
the Board?
Mr. . BENT s·aid he did not say that.
He was not quite sure.
Mr. WARDE.-Will you continue the
fees after ten years?
Mr. BENT said he would, provided
there was complete local option.
Mr. McKENZIE.-Would you provide
that when a house is closed the money
should be available?
1"1r. BENT said he thought so, if the
trade found the money.
Mr. McKENZliE.-You suggested that
they might have to wait ten years.
Mr. BENT said he was trying to meet
the case, and he thought he had met it.
He was taking a note of what the honorable member for Warrnambool had said.
That gen:tlema.n spoke about democracy.
'He eMr. Bent) believed that at the end of
ten years very few houses would be closed
by local option, because of the improvement in the habits of the people, as the re-
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suIts of education and other influences, and
because also, in: consequence of our increased population, we should not require
much local option after that date. Did
that show that he had counted the numbers
aright?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-You are a O'ood
~~m~cim.
b
Mr. WATT. - You simply abolish the
s.tatutory number after ten years, and give
full local option.
Mr. BENT said he would ask whether
that would fit the case?
Mr. McKENZIE.-Provided it is mandatory that they should pay the fees.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What is the proposal?
. Mr. BE'NT ,said he was going to write
1t down, but first of ail he had to convince honor.able membe·rs.
Mr. WATT.-He wants to convince
himself.
Mr. BEKT said. the leader of the Opposition was very anxious thart: he should
write the proposal down.
The honorable
member knew very well that he could not
write it down until he got the particulars.
He would ask the Minister of Water SuppI y if he would write down the proposal?
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-I will try.
. Mr. BENT said he thought he was gettmg very close now to the leader of the
Opposition, and indeed, he thought he
could vote with him, because he (Mr.
;Bent) was adopting the real liberal and
He would ask honordemocratic spirit.
able I11embers to adjourn for a little while
and have afternoon tea, while he had the
proposal put ~n writing.
The Committee adjourned at five o'clock,
and resumed at five minutes to six o'clock.
Mr. BENT said the Government had
agreed to the following proposals :-Compensation to be continued for ten year.s
local option then to have free and full exer:
cise according to the Government proposals,
the trade. to find the sums required for
compensahon whatever the amount might
be, and machinery to be provided by which
extra funds could be raised if required,
also compensation to be paid before a
If the leader
licensed house was closed.
of the Opposition would withdraw his
amendment, he (Mr. Bent) would have
these proposals put into proper shape.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
withdraw his amendment in order that the
proposals just outlined by the Premier
might be adopted.
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The amendment was withdrawn, and the
further consideration of clause KK was
postponed.
:Mr. BENT proposed the adoption of new
clause AA.
Mr. PRENDERGAST expressed the
opinion that some portions of this clause
and .also of the following clauses would
require to be re-drafted, and by that means
they could be considerably shortened.
Mr. MACKEY said that these clauses
were all right, so far as the first ten years
was concerned.
They would be printed,
and a clean copy of the Bill would be
placed before honorable members next
Tuesday.
:Mr . MURRAY remarked that so far he
had said very little upon the Bill, and he
felt it was perhaps the most important
question that any Legislature could deal
with. He did not know if the proposals now
made bv the Premier, and which seemed to
be acceptable to all sections of the House,
had been fully considered. By those proposals the present system of local option
would be superseded.
1'.1r. GRAY.-For ten yea:rs.
Mr. MURRAY said that the Board
which it was proposed to appoint would
be invested with very strong powers in
dealing with the question. I t had to decide not only whether certain houses were
to be closed and the number of houses that
were to be closed, but it was also invested
with other important functions. It was to
assess the amount of compensation, and he
thought there was a proposal by which the
Board would also fix what was considered
a fair rental, as the basis of that com·
pensation.
Of course, the administration
of this part of the Bill, whether it was successful or not, would entirely depend upon
the character of the men who were appointed upon the Board. Honorable members had no idea what was in the minds
of the Ministry as to the kind of men who
were to be appO'inted. If one member was
to ·be selected from the temperance party
and another from the trade, and ·a third
member who might be considered an impartial ma:n, it would become a kind of
Arbitration Court. The first two members
he had mentioned would probably be found
pullin'g in different directions, so· that after
all it would really be a one-man Board,
and the question ·was whether a one-man
Board was the most s.atisfactory kind of
Board.
He could imalSine a Board th::tt
would be more impartial and no less aualified tq deal with the guestion, and a Board
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appointed m an entirely different way.
Once this Bill became law this House
would have absolutely no control over
The House might take the
the Board.
Ministry to task for appointing the wrong
men, or men who were not the best qualified, or it might move the Governor in
Council to remove certain· members from the
Board, but that would probably take place
only after the BO'ard, in the exercise of the·
very drastic powers placed in its hands,.
had done a considerable amount of damage.
There had been no public or parliamentary
discussion on this question of the substitution of a Board fOII the present system
of local option. It was proposed to give a.
considerable salary to each member of the
Bo~rd-a sum not to' exceed £800 a year.
Of course a very excellent man should begot for that amount, but there would be
very heavy expenses in connexion with tlle
Board.
Not only would the salaries of
the members have to be paid, but that
would be a comparatively small sum com·
pared with the expenses which would have
to be paid in carrying out the work of tbe
Board.
He quite admitted that the expenses under local option had been abo
normally, unreasonably, and jnexcusably
great, and that the amount of compensation awarded by the Boards had been altogether unreasonable. Anyone who knew
anything about local option and the amounts
paid for compensation must recognise that
the sums paid to the licensees and owners
of the hotels that had been closed were
in many cases, outrageous.
He would go
further,and admit that in his opinion, no
matter who the members of this Board
might be, the results of their work were
likely to be better and more satisfactory than the results which had
been ,achieved under the present system.
The question of the cost of the Board was
The
one of considera:ble importance.
salaries were large. In ten years the expense would amount to an enormous sum.
At a reasonable estimate, the Board would
cost £5,000 or £6,000 a year in their
capacity of administrators, and if that sum
were multiplied by ten . it would give
+'5 0 ,000 or £60,000, which would go a
lon~ way to pav the compensation to'
reduce the number of hotels.
The
question of the appointment of the
Board had nolt been 'fullv 'Cliscussed.
Honorable members took exception to'
the action of the Premier, but the honorable gentleman was not only trying to'
get out of a difficult position, but was
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trying to get Parlia.ment out of a difficult
position. No member would care to go to
the country on the licensing question, but
when this Bill had become law it would not
be so difficult for members to meet their
constituents, for the electors would accept
the position, knowing that there would not
be a further amendment of the law for a
number of years.
The determination to
appoint a BoaId was arrived at in a manner that wa:s taken exception to by a great
many members. It was arrived at without
discussing the question of compensation., and
the steps that had to be taken to determine
the new mode of legislating for compensation. Had any strong arguments been advanced that would justify members in
adopting the proposal to appoint a Board?
He admitted the defects of the present system, and believed that more good would be
effected in the closing of hotels by the
Board in ten years time than under the
present system, but he was drawing attention to the amount that the Board would
cost. Would it be worth the money? The
character of the men appointed waS! an important consideration. It would, perhaps,
be asking too much that the appointments
should be brought before Parliament, so
the matter was to be left entirely in the
hands of the Government, a.nd they might
or might not make wise selections.
Men
had been appointed to Boards in the past
who had proved disappointments.
This
proposal was a departure that in one sense
was a retrogressive step.
A good while
ago the country determined that the Board
system was not a good one, but now it was
being reverted to. The Board would not
be directly responsible to Pa.rliament, and,
although the Government might take them
to task, after all the discretionary power
was left in the hands of the Board. He
hoped the expectation of those who supported the proposition would be realized,
and more than realized, but he entertained
grave doubts on the matter.
The new clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on new clause BB,
which provided; inter alia, as follows : BB. (I) For the purposes of this Act there shall
be constituted a Board to be called the Licences
Reduction Board.
Each member of the Board
shaH be entitled to receive a salary at a rate
not exceeding £800 per annum, and shall not,
save with the sanction of the Governor in Council, 'engage in any business or 'employment
other than the duties of his office as a member
of the Board.
Such salaries and all expenses
of the Board (incll!.dini! the payment of the
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employes. thereof) shall be a charge upon and
paid out of the Compensation Fund.
(2) Such Board shall consist of three members who shall be appointed by the Governor in
Council apd shall not be subject to the provision';
of the Public Service Acts; and any two members of the Board shall form a quorum and
may exercise all or any Dowers of the Board.

Mr. J. CAMERON (GippSland East)
said he intended to move that the Committee of Public Accounts be constituted
the Licensing Board.
He understood
that that Committeel. with the Speaker
and the Treasurer, had control of
the licensing fund now, and that in
future
all
trust
funds
would
be
under their control. In addition to that,
the members of the Committee would be
elected each session, and they would not
only be amenable to Parliament, but to
their constituents.
They could be removed at any time.
Furthermore, the
Committee could at any time be asked for
information in the House, and that would
be a very ,great advantage. There seemed
to be one strong objection to appointing a Boa.rd. I t had been suggested
that one man should OeaJppointed to
represent the interest of the publicans
and one to represent the teetotal party.
How was the third man to be appointed?
The thing would be quite unworkable. If
hj:s proposal were accepted a body would
be constituted that was in working order,
and represented the whole interests of the
House, both town and country.
Mr. CULLEN.-How would they deal
with their own districts
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
said these gentlemen would represent the
whole State.
He found that the entire
cost of travelling of the Railways Standing Committee for the last year amounted
to £355. The Committee of Public Accounts would be able to weigh evidence.
It would be impossible for any three men
to value the hotels all over the State, and
they would have to depend on expert evidence .. The men on the Committee of Public Accounts could weigh evidence on any
subject, and he was quite sure that the
members of that body had the confidence
of the House.
Mr. MURRAY.-Are they to get £800 a
yeaI each?
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
said he proposed that that Committee
should receive what was to be paid to the
three men.
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Mr. COLECHIN said that if the Board
was constituted as proposed by the Government the amount paid in :salaries for
ten years would be £24,000. It had been
proposed or suggested that one man
should be appointed to represent the total
abstainers and one to represent the
publicans.
Mr. BENT.-We won't agree to that.
Mr. COLECHIN said he understood
that was the Fremier's proposal.
Mr. BENT.-We would not accept that
iuggestion.
Mr. COLE CHIN said if such a Board
was appointed it would be something like
the Kilkenny cats. A man appointed to
represent the total abstainers would not be
disposed to grant compensation for any
hotel closed, and if a man was appointed
from each side, a$ suggested, they would
be diametrically opposed to each other.
Then the Governor in Council came in, and
two would form a quorum. If the Governor in Council was absent, it could be
well imagined how the other two would
get on, and they would indeed be like Kilkenny cats from start to finish of the meeting. Mr. Hunt, Mr. John Vale, or Mr.
Mauger might be appointed to represent
the total abstainers, and the honorable
member for Richmond for the other side.
I t would be impossible for such a Board to
carryon.
He did not approve of the
amendment, for it would never do to appoint the men who constituted the Committee of Public Accounts. He did not
mean to say that the members of that body
had not done splendid work, but it did not
follow that they would be equal to the work
of valuing hotels. The valuations in the
North Melbourne poll were extravagantmonstrously extravagant, and those who
made them were supposed to be experts.
His idea was that, a:s on the land question,
each hotelkeeper should value his own
business, and should pay on that valuation. If a man had a valuable business
he would pay a fair amount to the fund,
and he would be compensated in proportion
if his hotel were closed. If he tried to
take advantage of the :situation a large
amount of revenue could be taken from
him. Why should the Government say to
these men, "Because we are going to give
you compensation we are going to put you
to the expense of £24,000 in ten years to
find out how much your hotels are worth."
With all this machinery and expense the
"thing would be a failure from the start.
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Probably within ten years the valuations
would go up and down. In mining towns
there were great ups and downs. Towns
advanced quickly, and then went down
just as quickly.
He hoped the Premier
would give serious consideration to this
matter.
Mr. KEAST said he rose to support the
amendment, for "he thought the Committee
of Public Accounts were the best men for
the position. They represented all shades
and classes of opinion. The members of
that body were a.ll able men, and members
could not do better than appoint them.
The honorable member for Geelong stated
that the Board would have to value hotels,
but they would not have to do so. That
would be the work of the valuers, and the
Act laid down that there must be a valuation of each property. The Board would
fix the sum for compensation on the valuations made.
Mr. WARDE.-It would be necessary to
appoint them as individuals, and not as
:l\{embers of Parliament~ because they might
not be returned at each election.
Mr. KEAST said it could be" done that
way, but they would be .appointed only for
twelve months. He WClls. prepared to trust
these men, and he hoped the Premier would
consider whether it was not possible to appoint them.
Mr. WILKINs.-,Increase the number to
eight, and appoint yourself.
Mr. KEAST said he could get his living
without valuing hotels, and he did not want
to be on the Board.
Mr. McKENZIE said the Board should
consist of men entirely independent either
of the liquor trade or of the temperance
party. The honorable member for Warrnambool touched on a vital point when he
stated that if one man were selected from
each side the decision would always be
given by one man. His experience of the
Arbitration Court was that the decision was
that of one man.
The hotelkeepers appointed one arbitrator and the Crown the
other, and a County Court Judge or police
magistrate was selected as the umpire.
After the first two cases were heard the
matter was always left to the umpire, and
the result was a one-man decision. This
Board should be absol utel y independent.
It would be a mistake to appoint members
of this House, because they must necessarily have an unconscious bias, especially
in dealing with their own districts. It
would
be
an
unfavorable
position
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for :\iembers of Parliament to occupy, and
would not give general satisfaction.
Mr. MURRAY said he did not see how
the amendment of the honorable member
for Gippsland East could be seriously entertained by the Committee. He did not
wish to say, one word in disparagement of.
the Public Accounts Committee. I thad
done excellent work, but that work was of.
~,n entirely different. kind from the work
which the members of this Board would be
called upon to perform. Then there was
the element of numbers-he did not think
it was desirable to have a Board consisting of as manv members as the Public
Accounts Committee consisted of. Again,
the members of the Public Accounts Committee had their parliamentary duties to
attend to, and many of them had also private business to look after, besides dis-charging their duties as members of the
Committee.
Now, for the first two or
three years, at any rate, the time of this
Board would be pretty fully occupied in
attending to the work under the new
Licensing Act.
Therefore, these gentlemeri would have to resign their positions in
the Assembly and neglect, to some extent,
their own private Dusiness, as well as give
up their duties as members of the Public·
Accounts Committee, if they were to properly carry out the duties of this Board.
I t might be said that the duties would not
be onerous-that the Board would not have
much to do. If this were so, then there
was an entire misconception of the importance of the Board in the minds of the
Committee, and the salary that was pro"ided in the Bill for each member was
altogether too large if the work which they
were to do was not onerous. The salary of a
member was double that of the Chairman
of the Lands Purchase and Management
Board, and nearly three times the salary
-of an ordinary member of that Board.
There were a little over 3,000 licensed
hotels in the State which the Board under
this measure would have to deal with.
.Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).The dealing with them will extend over
ten years.
Mr. MUR'RA Y said that the Board
would have a great deal of work to do immediately. He did not know whether they
would first consider the question of a re'Cluction of licences in one or two places,
()r whether they would cover a wide area
~)f the State before they determined on any
red'lctions. In any case, a !{.J;"eat deal of
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their time would be occupied in carrying
out the work they would have to do. There
was another aspect of the proposal. What
would be the impression outside-what
would the electors of the country think of
the House appointing to lucrative positions
members o£ this Chamber? It was never
in the public mind that the Board was to
be selected from members of this House.
Altogether, the proposal, he thought, was
one which had not been properly considered, and one which could hardly receive the serious consideration of the Committee. The members of the Public Accounts Committee had been selected for
their special knowledge of finance, but
while it might be necessary for members of
this Board to have some know ledge of
finance, they would also require to have
many further qualifications-a knowledge
of t"he hotel trade~ the liquor traffic, and
everything connected with the liquor business. From what he knew of the members of the Public Accounts Committee, he
thought they had very little knowledge of
the matters which this Board would have
to deal with. He did not know what the
feelings of the members of the Public Accounts Committee we're with regard to this
proposal, but there was little aoubt -that a
verv peculiar construction would be placed
upon it by the electors of the State if Pa:liament committed such a blunder as to
adopt the amendment of the honorable
member for Gippsland East.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond)
stated that he felt inclined to support the
amendment.
As to the Public Accounts
Committee, he believed that every member
in the House and the public outside would
admit tha.t with the exception of one member, they had all been business men, and
as to the gentleman who was .not a business
man-the honorable member Ior Brunswick-there was' not a more able man in
the House, or one who was better at
figures.
Now, as far as the propose..~
Board was concerned, he (Mr. Bennett)
understood that th~y_ would have to be
guided principally by the evidence that
was taken. The Committee had worked
well up to the present. Many of the members of the Railways Standing Committee
had no experience of railway matters when
appointed,' but the House had been well
satisfied with the wav they had done their
work. It was wonde-rf.ul, as the Railways
Commissioners and others that came in contact with them admitted, how they grasped
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the work after a few months. If these appointments were left to the Government
there would be hundreds of applications,
and the Government would find it verr
difficult to select three men. The House
would know, on the other hand, whom they
were appointing. He doubted if anything
would be said by the outside public if
this was done, except perhaps by would-be
candidates. The members of the Public
Accounts Committee had proved themselves
competent to deal with financial matters j'
and this was really a financial matter. If
the honorable member ,persevered with the
amendment he would support him.
Mr. DOWNWARD said he did not approve of the amendment.
The Board
would have very important duties, and
would be liable to be criticised by this
House.
Honorable members would not
feel as free to criticise their actions if
they were members of the House, as they
would if they were not brother members.
If they did anything that did not meet
with the approbation of\ the public, the
!House would not only be blamed for appointing them, but would very likely be
blamed for continuing them as a Board.
It was necessary to take' care not to make
it appear in any way to the public that
honorable members were seeking to provide billets for Members of Parliament.
The several appointments of the kind that
had been made, although they had been
most excellent appointments, had been
viewed with a good deal of disfavour in
the country, and any proposal to appoint
members to paid billets, and to perform such
duties as these, would injur~ very nearly
every man in the House. It might benefit
three or four, but it would prejudice members to a large extent,_as the~, would all be
classed as self-seeking and aiming at their
personal aggrandisement. He did not want
to be a member of a House against which
it was possible to level any such charge.
He hoped the amendment would not be
persevered .with.
Mr. ROBERTSON said he quite agreed
with the honorable member for Mornington
that honorable members as a House would
not be as free to criticise the actions of
this Board if it was composed of, the members of the Committee of Public Acrounts.
He realized the merifs of everv one of those
gentlemen for the work for which they were
selected, but his conception of the Board
was that it should be rather a small Board),
and devote the whole of its time to the
work, especially in the early stages of the
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operation of the Act. The duties of its
members would be of the utmost importance. Unless a Board was selected that
could devote the whole of its time to the
work, the House would fail in what the v
were striving to attain in the future worl;ing of the Act. He could not support the
amendment.
IVIr. TOUTCHER said he did not in,
tend to support the proposal of the honorable member for Gippsland East.
The
Public Accounts Committee ought to be
thoroughly independent of any branch of
finance controlled bv the State in order to
be able to investigate the accounts without
any partiality whatever. If they were in
such a position as to derive their pay in
this way, because they would have to draw
some salary for this office, they might not
feel in the same inde12endent position or
be so free to criticise as they were at present.
Their duties were most important.
He agreed with the honorable member for
Warrnambool that if those honorable members had to fill these different positions,
they would only be able to give a, very
limited time to sucn Important and responsible duties as those of, the proposed Board.
The Board would have to do a verv large
amount of work to exercise its functions
properly.
Its members would have to
go all over the State to Judge for themselves.
They would have to be largely
guided, not only by the experience they
already possessed, but by the experience
they'. would gain by their investigations as
to the different hotel properties. They would
have to inquire as deeply .as possible into
the various branches of the trade. These·
subjects must engage their wh9.Je attention,
which must not be limited by the performance of parliamentarv duties, or any other
duties that would entrench upon the time
that should be devoted to this special business.
Experts with evnsiderable experience in hotel matters would be required.
They would probably" have to be men who
had had a great deal to do with the trade,
and who possessed a deep knowledge of all
the questions pertaining to it, :such as prices
and other important details, so. as to be able
to be satisfied that the facts and fi2'ures
submitted to them were bona fide. The best
results could only be obtained by getting
the best possible brains on th~ Boa.rd. No
ornamental Board was wanted, nor should
honorable members run the risk of being accused of making positions for some of their
own number. Nothing could be said against
the honorable members who filled th~
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pOSItIons on the Committee of Public Accounts, but if honorable members put them in
the position that the honorable member for
Gippsland E:ast sought to put them in, their
actions might be misunderstood, and they
might be accused J)f trying to make lucrative offices for their fellows.
Those gentlemen were doing good service to the State
which, perhaps, was not properly recognised.
If any recognitIOn was due to
them, it should be made at the proper time,
and the Hvuse would not be niggardly in
recognising the value of the services they
performed for the State; but to heap upon
them such large functions as these, in addition to their responsible duties, would give
satisfaction neither in the one direction nor
the other.
They were at 'present trustees
of the public finances, the watchdogs of
the people over the finances of this country.
They were there to watch the Treasurer, if
he wanted watching) or any future Treasurer, and their duty was to point out
any infringement ofc the law in any branch
of public finance.
In those duties they
were the trustees both of the House and
of the country, but to ask them to exercise
large and important functions, which would
divert their attention from those duties,
would render them unable to give satisfaction in their present duties which they
performed so excellently, or in the new
work imposed on them.
Mr. GA UNSON said he felt a great
anxiety about this amendment, because he
","<us quite certain that the honorable member who had moved it did so with a single
eye to the public interest. The honorable member had no interest in it himself
in any shape or form, but there was one constitutional principle that appealed to him
very strongly.
No one could fake exception for a moment to any of the gentlemen
who composed the Committee of Public i\ccounts.
He had often felt that even if
the appointment of such a body, practically
to oversee the conduct of Ministers, was wise,
it was unconstitutional. Hi it was proposed
to select three out of the seven gentlemen
who composed the Committee, the Government would be placed in an awkwa;rd position, because everyone of those seven
would consider himself entitled to be a candidate.
Mr. MURRAY.-It would be the whole
seven.
Mr. GAUNSON said then that P,Irt of
his argument fell to the ground. He would
feel placed in a position of the· greatest
delicacy if he. was called upon to vote for
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the amendment. There was a constitutional
principle at the foundation of every piece
of good government~that the House was
not the proper body to designate the public
officers on this country. The responsibili ty
of appointments was not uRon the inrlividual lvlembers of P'a,rliament, but upon the
Executive. The Executive had, as it were,
to carry their life in their hands for tbe
goodness or badness of their appointments.
They ha.d to exercise that responsibility in
appointing a Judge of the Supreme Court,
and in the same way they must, in all ilPpointments, exercise that responsibility, and
ref,use to accept the dictation of the House.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-Have not AttornevGenerals been appointed as Judges?
.
Mr. GAUNSON said the Attorney-General' might be appointed a Judge, but the
House did not dictate that agpointment to
The Government took
the Government.
the responsibility.
They might appoint
an Attorney-General to be a Judge,
and be chucked from here to Halifax next day for appointing a person who was unfit for the office, and
that person might .J:>e turned out by n. v0te
of this Assenlbly iii two consecutive sessions. The constitutional doctrine was that
this House had no right whatever to dictate appointments.
It would be very
charming for the Government to be able, (f
all sense of responsibility was taken from
them, and if they were to make ~.ppi)jnt
ments at the dictation of the Hou<;e, to tell
the public that the House ordered the appointments, and therefore they could do
nothing else. If the House did wrong, the
Government must take a stand and do right.
The Executive tooK an oath of offi(~e, apd
must fulfil it.
This kind of thing was
laying the axe at the. root of all good conHe was sorry to
stitutional government.
see upon the statute-book the bar sinister
that Members of Parliament were not fit for
appointment except to the office of AgentGeneral or Supreme Court Judge.
If the
Government of the day took the responsibility of appointing the honorable member
.for St. Kilda to be Agent-General, or the
honorable member for Castlemaine to be
a Judge of the Supreme Court, they took
the consequences on their shoulders, and
lived or died according to the wisdom or
want of wisdom of their appointments.
He would like to see that bar sinister removed. The Government had the right to
~hoose the best men they could get in the
mterest of the country at large-whether a
Member of Parliament or an outside man,
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whether a minister of the gospel or a man
who had just come out of gaol-so long as
they took the responsibility of the appointment. That was the constitutional test.
:Mr. BENT.-I proposed the repeal of
that twenty years ago.
Mr. GAUNSON said it should be repealed instanter. That was the first thing
t11e House should insist on, so that there
should be no bar s.inister against them.
He thought it was wrong to the people of
this countrv that the Government should
not have the freest possible hand to select
!he best men they could get in the public
mterest. That was the sole guide for them
-the public interest-wb.alt was good for
the public at large. He was afraid he was
somewhat more heated on this subject than
he intended to be. There was an appointment in this House-that of their friend
the honorable member for Warrenheipwhich really gave point to the observatIons
made here to-night about being chary indeed
of doing anything that would give the outside public anything to complain about.
The small and pitiful minds they had to
deal with, the J udkinses and the ~ple
of that crew, would pull honorable members down, and say they w(;'re making bilJets for themselves. Honorable members
sbould protect themselves as far as they
could from these onslaughts on the Constitution. One night the honorable member
for Brunswick made some comments which
,rere felt very keenly by the honorable
mem?er for Warrenheip as being personal
to hImself. What would be said of honorable members? It would be said they
were making, so to speak, fat billets for
seven gentlemen. Those people would cry
out upon the House, and sav its action was
opposed to the Constitution: It would be
as well if the House would think very
carefullv over the matter whether the appointment of the Public Accounts Committee was a constitutional appointment or not.
~e wo~ld like to see that question argued
dispassionatel y, temperately, and quietly.
~s those gentlemen must give up a consIderable portion of their bread-winning
outside, and the studying of Bills in Parliament and the various motions, and their
attendance in their places and at the public
offices, they. ought to be compensated for
their services, and there ouglit to be a
stated sum in addition to what wa~ alJowed to honorable members-not a salarv,
but what was described in the good oid
time, when men expressed ideas, as re-
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imbursem~nt of their expenses.. Any man
who got mto the House spent his salary
and ~ore, 3;nd what held a man up in
conneXlOn WIth the performance of his
public duty was his public spirit.
When men of leisure came into this
House, what did they Isometimes see?
Honorable members had seen the case of
Sir Samuel Gillott.
A more monstrous
and dastardly attack was never made on
a man who,_ having earned enough in private practice, was able to give his services
to the public. A brutal attack was made
,":pon. that man, who was driven froI!l pubhc hfe because he had not the physical
strength to stand up. In that way good
men were deterred from coming to Parliament, and giving their services to the public
The public suffered.
I t was not
cause.
Sir Samuel Gillott who suffered-it was the
He would not say that
public at large.
he would vote against this amendment, but
he would ask the honorable member for
Gippsland East to think over these matters, and then to carefullv decide whether
o.r z:tot this amendment wa; wise in the pubhc mterests.
That was the whole consideration, and was all that honorable members
were in Parliament for.
Honorable members might seek to serve the public inferest
in various directions.
As Don Quixote
said, "God carries us by many roads to
heaven."
He would ask the honorable
member to turn the matter over carefully
in his mind, and to say whether, on the
whole, he was convinced that it was for the
If he was convinced that it
public good.
was, he should persevere with it.
If he
had .amy doubt, he should give the benefit
of that doubt, not to the Committee of
Public Accounts, but to the publi~ at large.
MT. J. W.. BI~LSON (Fitzroy) remarked that he felt that the salary for the
three members was too high.
He considered that £500 a year was plenty.
They should be three men as independent as
cou~~ possibly. be got-independent of any
pohtIcal constituency, and independent of
th.is House.
They should be able to do
He
their dutv without fear or favour.
hoped the Committee of Public Accounts
would not be appointed, but that the Government would take the responsibility of
appointing three men apart from this
Chamber. Suggestions had been made that
a total abstainer, a man connected with the
drink traffic, and an independent man
should be appointed.
It appeared to him
that that would be an ideal Board.
He
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did not Jom with some honorable members
in saying that a man connected with the
trade was an objectionable man, nor did
he think a total abstainer wfs an objectionable man.
A man might b€ a total abstainer or connected with the licensed victualler~, and yet have as keen a sense of
justice and honour as any man outside of
those two organizations.
He would ~s
soon trust his interest to one or the other, If
he was an honorable man, as to
the man in the street, or to any Judge that
might be appointed.
But he would like
to shmv the illogical position that had been
adopted.
A total abstainer, it was
said, must not sit on the Bench, because he had an unconscious bias against
the drink traffic, and a total abstainer
would not be fit for this Board for the
same reason:. If a drinking man had an unconscious bias in favour of the drink traffic
it meant that the Government would have
to get a man who neither drank nor left,
drink alone, and to say that was to
He desir~d to urge
argue in a circle.
reasons whv the Committee of Public Accounts should not be appointed to this posiHe believed honorable members
tion.
would have to meet the charge that they
were appointing men of their own circle
He believed it was not desirto billets.
able to have to meet that charge, though
if he thought it proper to do that he would
But
do it in spite of what anybody said.
he did not think the members of the Public
Accounts Committee were the proper persons to deal with this matter, not because
they would not have the time, although he
did not think they would.
He would take
the case of the appointment of the honorable member for Warrenheip to the Geelong Harbor Trust. There was no man
who was more fitted tOt occupy that position
or with more knowledge of the matters he
had to deal with than that honorable memThere might be anothe-! objection,
ber.
but he did not want to urge it now. That
'honorable member received for his services
on the 'Geelong Harbor Trust the sum of
,£400 per year.
It was admitted that the
duties were well performed.
If the honorable member could, outside his parliamentarv duties, earn the £400 per year in
his capacity on the Board, why should he
not earn less than £400 in this capacity if
he had time enough to earn it ?He (Mr.
Billson) did not urge his objections
The memfrom that point of . view.
bers of the Public Accounts Committee
Mr.

7.

W. Billson.
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would know nothing of the duties they
would have to perform in connexion with
The public outside who would
this ;Bill.
have to abide by their decisions would not
be satisfied with the decisions given by a
Board so constituted.
The Premier knew
the extreme difficulty the honorable gentleman himself had had in reconciling. the two
sections in the community who desired to do
right.
He (Mr. Billson), as an abstainer,
would like to see all the hotels closed, as
he believed that the drinking facilities in
this State and every other State had a degrading tendency.
But he did not want
to do an injustice to any man, and he
would not take a man's living from him
He
without giving ample compensation.
thought the fund would be better taken from
the equivalent now paid to the municipalities. We got from these fees a total of
£roo,ooo.
If the Premier took 25 per
cent. of that, there would be £25,000, or
if he took half he would have £50,000,
and the difference which it would make
to him (Mr. Billson) as a ratepayer would
be rd. in the £1 in his rates.
As a total
abstainer, his principles would not be
worth anything if he was not prepared
to pay rd. in the £r in order that this business might be abolished.
As to the Public Accounts Committee, hono~able members would have to meet the objection that
they had appointed their own colleagues to
this position.
He would not mind meeting that, but he would feel there was
some truth in it.
It would be sand
that these men had been appointed,
not for their particular fitness, but
because the personal element had entered into the matter too much for honorHe
able members to vote against them.
respected the members of that Commi'ttee,·
and he did not desire to discuss them in a
personal fashion, but he did desire to cast
a vote that should be the result of his own
judgment in the matter, and h.owever fit
those gentlemen might be,_ the members of
that Committee would not give satisfaction
either to the publicans or to tbe total abstainers.
Whoever was appolnted would
have to meet the fire of their objections,
whatever decision they
might
give.
There was the additional objection that it
would be extremely unwise to appoint the
members of the Committee of Public Accounts as the Licences Reduction Board,
because they were members of the House.
The Committee of Public Accounts might be
changed every session Or every Parliament.
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The men on the Committee now might be
most fit and estimable men, but next Parliament the Committee might be composed of
most unfit meln, and those who voted
for the appointment _of the members of
the Committee of Public Accounts as members of the Licences Reduction Board might
be the first to turn them out on account
-of their unfitness in future years. There
was another objection.
Suppose he happened to be a member of the Committee of
Public Accounts, and 'some hotels were to
be closed in his district. Imagine the deputations he would have to receive asking
him to act in the interests of those hotels.
Should he cast a vote in favour 6f closing
those hotels, believing he was doing the
right thipg, he might be unseated at the
next election.
Mr. GRAY said in regard to the appointment of the Licensing Board he had
fully expected, when it was first suggested
that the Board should be app0inted, that
there would be a scramble for the appointments, and he thought that the Goyernment
would be drawn one way and another-that
the teetotallers would want to get one of
their representatives on the Board, and that
the liquor trade would want a representative on the Board, and that the various
hangers-an throughout the State who pestered the Government from time to time
when. such appointments were being made
would exert their claims.
In addition to
this, he also expected that all the decayed
politicians who were up at the House
some weeks ago would want appointments,
but he certainly did not think there would
be any scrambling in the House before the
principal clauses that were under consideration were passed.
He was quite sure
that if the proposal of the honorable member for Gippsland East was carried, as soon
as it was mooted that the House had decided to appoint a Board, it would be said
there was an indecent haste _on the part
of .members of the House for the positions
whIch.. would be thrown open. He did not
think there had been any complaint against
the administration of the Licensing Act as
far as the closing of hotels was concerned.
There were two functions to be performed
in connexi0n with the votes taken for closing hotels. In North Melbourne, the great
complaint made was of the enormous
amount of money paid in compensation.
The functions the Licences Reduction
Board would have to attend to were, first
of all, to decide what hotels should be
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closed; and, secondly, to fix the compensation. He thought the Government had
all the machinery in their hands at the
present time to decide the hotels to be
closed. The Licensing Courts were sufficient.
.Those Courts were constituted by
the magIstrate who generally presided in
a licensing district, and by two other
The
magistrates from outside districts.
Licensing Court decided what hotels should
be closed:.
He thought the Licensing
Court was a good, impartial bodv to decide su(:h a matter, and he thought it was
quite possible the Government could get
so~e scheme to determine what compensatIon should be paid. That should be
left in the hands of the Government to decide. The disposal of the funds might
possibly go through the hands of the Treasurer or the Committee of Public AccollPts.
Mr. BENT.-Name the men for the
Board. I do not want to pick them.
lUr. GRAY said he would not pick them.
That was something the Premier would
have to take the responsibility of.
. jIr. J. vy. B.ILLSO~ (Fitzroy) said
It was proVIded III sub-clause (I) of new
clause BB that a Board should be constituted, called the Licences 'Reduction Board,
and that each member of the Board should
be entitled to receive a salary at a rate not
exceeding £800 per annum. If the proposal of the honorable member for Gippsland East were accepted, it would mean that
every member of the Committee of Public
Accounts would receive £800 per annum.
According tq the clause as it stood at
present, three persons would constitute the
Licences Reduction Board, and between
the~ they would receive at least £2,400,
beSIdes expenses. That would be a biD'
drain upon the fund, and the heavy ex~
penses would prevent money being used
to buy up public-houses, because there
Hono~able
would be a want of funds.
n:embers were desirous of giving compensatIon to· the houses to be closed, and a large
portion of the money would come out of the
licences reduction fund for t11e Board.

l\Ir. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Settle the constitution of the Board before
moving an amendment.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said he
intended to move subsequent! y that the
salaries of the members of the Board should
not exceed £500.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
movedThat after the words "Licences Reduction
Board" the following words be inserted :-" and

that the Public Accounts Committee shall be
constituted such Licences Reduction Board."
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Mr. MURRAY.-More than that.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said that would
mean 10 per cent. on the amount available
each year for compensation.
Salaries of
£400 or £500 a year would he ample. He
did not believe it would take twelve months
to close up sixty or seventy hotels, and it
therefore seemed unrlesirable to reguire that
members of the Board should not engage
in any other occupation.

He said he would like to say in reply to
the honorable member for Stawell, who
said that people who had experience in
the trade would have to be appointed to
the Board, that ~re was the greatest objection to having men who had been conMr. BENT stated that if the salaries of
nected with the trade appo~nted.
They the members of the Board were reduced to
would favour the trade.
£500 a year it would O'nly effect a saving
Mr. McCUTCHEON said, as a mem- of £900, and that was not much when it
ber of the Committee of Public Accounts, was remetnbered that the Board would have
he desired to say at once that he was not a to make a valuation of over 3,000 hotels,
candidate for a position as a member of and that these properties were very valuthe Licences Reduction Board, and that if able.
the Committee of Public Accounts as a
Mr. MURRAY.-It is not a question of
body were appointed as the Licences Resalary
so much as a question of the con·
duction Board, he would not act upon it.
stitution
of the Board.
He said that without the slightest desire
Mr.
BENT
said he was about to sugto lay down a dictum or rule for any
other member of the Committee of Public gest that the honorable member for GippsAccounts. He simply made that statement land East should withdraw the amendment.
from his own point of view. He did not The Public Accounts Committee were
desire to make any reflection on the mem- doing great work at present, and he did not
bers of tHe Committee. He felt the mem- want anything to be done at the present
bers of the Committee of Public Accounts time that would lessen the great value of
were such an excellent body of men that their services.
Honorable members had
he could always hold them in the highest already accepted the proposal for the aprespect.
They did their work thoroughly pointment of a Board of three members,
and .conscienti'ous.ly, and had great ex- and he thought that £800 a year was a
perience. Their experience in the matter fair salary to pay.
of hotels would probably be as satisfactory
Mr. MCCUTCHEON.-l't is a fair thing
as that of any Board that could be obtained; but with: regard to his freedom if they are to be employed all the year.
in the House and with regard to sundry
Mr. BENT said it must be remembered
remarks he made in the press wnen the that a high-class Court was wanted as a
House was not sitting with reference to Licences Reduction Board, ~cause it
some appointments of the Government, he would have to deal with £3,000,000
felt that he would not be acting consistently worth of property, so that its members
in accepting such a position as the honor- must be good men. He would not object
able member for Gippsland East proposed. very strongly to reduce the salary to £700,
With regard to the appointment of the but he considered that £500 was too
Board as proposed by the Government. he little.
thought that three members should not reMr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland ,East)
ceive each a salary of £800. The members of the Board should be men of great stated that after what had been saId by
experience, and they should be chosen on the Premier he would withdraw his amendaccount of their character and standing in ment. He had moved it in what he bethe communitv. But he did not think the lieved to be the true interests of the COUllclosing of "sixty hotels in the year try. He had noticed the very good work
was sufficient justification for paying that had been done by the Public Ac£2,4°0 a year in salaries to three members. counts Committee, and believed that if the
In addition to the salaries of the members members of that ,Committee had been apof the Board, a staff would have to be pro- pointed ,a Board under this Bill, they
vided for, and the total cost would pro- would have done equally good work.
bably amount to nearly £4,000 a year.
The amendment was withdrawn.
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(Fitzroy)

That" £800" be sl!uck out and" £S(Jo"

lll·

sClted.

.He thought that £500 a year would be
ample salary for the work which the members of this Board would have to do. It
would not be necessary for them to devote
the whole of their time to it. At all
events, during the last five years of the
ten-year period they would have very little
to do, because the ''lhole of the valuations
would have been made.

Bill.

that would gi,-e eminent satisfaction to all
parties.
Mr. ROBERTSON said that a salarv of
£800 might not be too high in order to' get
men of the best calibre, and it was necessary to have men who would give their
whole time to the work. It would be a
fair compromise to allow £800 for the
chairman.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-There is to
be no chairman.

1\1r. ROBERTSON said that this Board
would
have to deal with property worth
Mr. BENT.--Then the Government will
about £3,000,000 or £4,000,000, and it
have power to reduce the salary.
was proposed to give £800 a year to each
Mr.
J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) member of the Board. There would be
said that the basis upon which the valua- a secretary at about £500 a year.
That
tions ''lere to be made was. already avail- would make in all about £'2,9°0 a year.
able, both in the case of the owner and The Closer Settlement Board had propertv
the tenant. It would become simply a of much greater value to deal with, and
matter of computation, and that work the ll11emhers received the miserable salarv
would be done by the Secretary of the of £300 a year, whilst the chairman n;.
Board. He contended that £r,50o a year ceived £400. The secretary of the Board
was ample recompense for the ''lark to be got £400 a year, though at the start he
done by the Board, and that was quite received not more than about £'230. That
enought to have to payout of the compen- Board cost about £1,400 a year, and the
sation fund. In the first year or two, the Board now proposed, which would have to
members of the Board ,~-ould no doubt handl-e property of far less value, would
earn the money, but after that, there would cost nearly £3,000 a year. He did not
not be sufficient work for them to do. make this comparison with the object of
Thev would be treated verv well if the having the salaries reduced for this Board
maxImum salary was fixed at' £5°0. That to such an extent as to impair its efficiency,
but to illustrate how inadequate were the
\vas not a bad minimum wage.
salaries paid to the members of the Closer
Mr. BOYD ,said that now that the quesSettlement Board.
tion of appointing the Public Accounts
Mr. DUFFUS said the members of the
Committee to do this work had been disposed of, honorable members had to con- Board should receive £700 or £800 each
sider what the constitution of the Board at least. As the greatest amount of work
should be. He considered that the tem- to be done would be completed in about
perance party should be represented on the 6ve years, it would be advisable to appoint
Board, and he would suggest that Mr. the Board for five years, and as less work
"'ould have to be done after that time, they
Hunt should be one member of it.
might then be re-appointed at lower salaries.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
THOMSoN).-We have dealt with the quesMr. BENT.-I do not see any objection
tion of the Board. The question now is as to that.
to the salary.
Mr. DUFFUS said this money would
Mr. BOYD said he was pointing out the come out of the po:::kets of the licensed
kind of men who should be appointed to v:ctuallers, and the expense should not
the Board. As the second member of the be made more than the Government would
Board, he would recommend 1\1r. Lemon, be prepared to pay for the work.
who represented the licensing and liquor
'Mr. ELMSLIE said he rose to support
trade j and the third member. who would the amendment. Bearing in mind many
act as chairman, and who, no doubt, had of the creations of the present Parliament
the public interests of this State at heart, he could not help asking himself seriously
and was recently crowned at Sandringham, whether he was sitting in the reform Parwas Mr. Judkins. In his opinion, these liament that was going- to do so much in
three .gentlemen would constitute a Board the way of cutting down expenses. It was
Session I906-[I28]
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stated at the time of the reform movement
that there were hundreds of men in the
public service for whom no work could be
found. It might be well to look around to
see if work could not be found for those
idle men that so much was heard about.
It was quite possible to get competent men
for these posit:ons at £500 a year. The
work was not going to be so difficult as the
Premier made out.
2\Ir. FARRER said he agreed entirely
with the honorable member for Bulla in
the comparison
he had made
between the salaries paid to the mem
hers of the Closer Settlement Board and
those .proposed to be given to the members
of this Board. The members of the Closer
Se~tlement Board were paid S0 much a sitting, and their work was prescribed for
them. The suggestion of the honorable
member for Port Fairy was a good one, and
he hoped the Government would accept it.
Mr. BENT.-vVe are prepared to accept
it.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said he desired to
modify the statement he had made that the
salary should be reduced from £,800 to
£500. When he made that statement, he
had overlooked the fact that a valuation had
to be made of all the hotels. The Premier
was right in asking that the salary should be
£800 a year during the 'time that that work
had to be dO:le, but when the work was
finished, it would not be reasonable to pay
a salary of £800 ~ year. He found that
it was stated in the clause that the Governor in Council could reduce the salary
at any time.
Mr. MURRAY said he was in favour of
the s.uggestion of the honorable member for
Port Fai·ry.
'Vhen the five years had
elapsed, the members of the Board could
be re-appointed at a lower salary.
The
fact that they were appointed for only
five years. might not stimulate the members
of the Board to do the work as speedily as
they should. The salary of £800 appeared, at first sight, to be a rather large
one for the work, but, of course, a good
man at £800 a year would be verv much
cheaper than an indifferent one at £500 a
year. Men who acted with good judgment
would save the difference in the salary
m:er and over again. Members could speak
with more confidence on this :point if they
had any idea who were to be appointed.
No doubt the Government would be beseiged with applications for the positions,
and it would be very difficult to make the
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selections. In comparison with the salaries
paid to the police magistrates these salaries
would be high. The duties of the police
magistrate were frequently of as important
a character as any that the members of the
Board would be called upon to perform,
:and the police magistrate had to have some
special training and some educational
qualifications, but he received a paltry
£600 a year.
It was undoubtedly a fact
that" the members of the Closer Settlement
Board were inadequatelv paid, and he was
sure that members would support an
increase in the salaries, if it were
proposed in connexion with the Cl0ser
Settlement Act Amendment Bill. Still, the
value of a man could not be estimated by
the salary paid to him. \Vhether the work
was going to be sucoessfully carried out or
not, would entirely depend on the class
of m:'n appointed, and, perhaps, the Government would be more likely to get the
right men at £800 than at £500. Of
course, the argument might be pursued further, and it might be said that £r ,000
0r £ r, 200 a year should be paid.
Hitherto the police magistrates had had a
gOJd deal to do with the licensing laws,
and were familiar with the phases of the
trade, and the Government might consider
the claims of some of these gentlemen. It
would not be a bad thing to have one police
magistrate on the Bo"ard as chairman. Some
one would have to be appointed as chairman,
and one member of the Board might be
given a higher position, so that he might
control the others to some extent. The
chairman, however, should not have two
votes.
i\Ir. SANGSTER said he considered
this the most important part of the Bill.
He had heard on good authority that in
some of the districts of New Zealand where
Boards were appointed they had first
closed the very best hotels so that the
public would cry out for the others to be
closed up afterwards. The teetotallers
took credit for that result. He was very
much inclined to favour the amendment of
the honorable member for Gippsland East,
which proposed to appoint the members of
tbe Public Accounts Ccmmittee as this
Board, and if the amendment had gone to
a vote he would have voted for it, because
he 1elieved that most of the members of
that committee were fair and diligent men.
Some members said it would be a terrible
.thing if members Cof the House voted themselves into positions. But they were asking
the Government to appoint these three men,
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and this reall \' meant just the same thing.
The hOonorabl~ member for Fitzroy, ,\'ho
had moved the reduction of these salaries
from £800 to £500, had referred to the
appointment of the honorable member for
Warrenheip as Chairman of the Geelong
Harbor Trust as a case of a man who was
well qualified to fill that pos,ition receiving
only £400 a year. But what qualification
had the honorable member for Warrenheip
for the position prior to his being elected
to it? What had the honoraLle member to
do with harbor improvements before then?
The ACTIXG CHAIR~IA~ (Mr.
THOMSON).-I do not think the honorable
member is in order in discussing that matter. The question before the Chair is the
omission of " £800."
Mr. SANGSTER said the honorable
member who had moyed the reduction from
£800 to £500 had given as a reason for
the reduction that so able a man as the honorable member for Warrenheip had been appointed to the chairmanship of the Geelong
Harbor Trust at a salary of only £400 a
vear. In view of that fad, the honorable
member said that surely it ,rould he enough
to pay these men £500 a year. The Premier stated that it would not be fair for
the House to select this Board, and that
the Government must select it.
1\,1r. BENT.-YOU can nominate two of
them right off.
Mr. SAKGSTER said that if he nominated the memLers of the Board he ,rould
not nominate any teetotallers. He did not
say that teetotailers, \rere all of the samp.
grade, but the majority of them were so
bound up in their own opinions that the\'
believed no one else could possibly be right.
The Government said that £800 a. year
was a fair salary to pay these men. Of
course, it was not a very large salary, but
the Government were getting excellent work
from men who were receiving very much
less. The Superintendent of the ~Ier
cantile "Marine, generally known as the
Shipping Master, last year received onlv
£285, and he had to hold the scales of
justice between the ship-masters and hundreds of men. He (Mr. Sangster) considered that £500 was a fair salarv for
members of this Board. If the Government succeeded in getting men who were
not directly interested in the teetotal movement or in the hotel side of the question,
they would ha\'e a better chance of dealing
fairly with the subject. Whether a police
magistrate was chairman or not did not
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matter, so long as the other members of
the Board were men who were not directly
interested in either side.
Mr. COLECHIN said the Minister of
Lands had made a statement as to how
much per hctel this would involve. It was
well known that abOout one hotel in everv
fiftv might be affected as regarded closing,
and', therefore, the honorable gentleman's
valuation would be practically valueless, so
far as forty-nine hotels out of fifty were
concerned.
The honorable member for
}Ielbourne had mentioned the names, of
Mr. Hunt and Mr. Lemmon, but there
,,,ere two Hunts and two Lemmons. One
Hunt and one Lemmon were inside the
House, while the two other gentlemen of
the same name were outside it, and the\'
\"ere very different men. He (Mr. Colechin) did not feel disposed to support a
proposal to give anyone £16 a week fcr
this purpose, and he thought the proposl1
to pay £10 a week was a fair one. It was
stated bv the Premier that there were
3,000 or- 4,000 hotels to value, but he C\1r.
Colechin) could hardly imagine three men
,,,ho ,,"ould be able to go through the State,
inquire into the different conclitions of
hotels in different districts, and satisfy
themselves as to the valuation of 3,000 o'r
4,000 hotels. Therebre. he helieved that
a proposal which he C\Ir. Colechin) intended to move later on would meet the
case a gre~t deal hetter, and he hOoped that
the Committee would acceDt it.
1\Ir. KIRKWOOD stated that he ,,"culd
like to know what the duties of this Board
were to he. If thev had to travel all ovel
the countrv and examine all the hotels. j',e
thought :i salary of £800 was iittle
enough. But if they were to sit in 1\Ielbourne ancl merel y send experts to "go
through the country and examine the
hotels, receiving the reports of their experts, then he thOought a salary of £,800
was too much. He would like to know
from the Premier whether the members of
the Board would be compelled to go round
the country in the same way as the Closer
Settlement Board did for the purpose c·f
examining land which it was, proposed to
purchase?
Mr. BENT.-Of course they will have to
go round.
1\1r. KIRK"WOOD said that if such
were the case then he considered that a
salary of £800 was not too great.
Mr. LE 1\DION said that if the question
was put to a vote he would support thJ'lo
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proposal of the honorable member for Fitzroy, because he thought a salary of £500
was fair payment for those who would be
appointed to this Board. He thought the
Government proposition was a Letter one
than that put forward by the honorable
member for Port Fairy, because it was
more elastic. Assuming that the Beard
did this work in three years, and were
paid £800 a year, their salaries could be
reduced at the end of that time. But if
they were appointed for five years it would
be necessary t0' pay them at the rate of
£800 for that period.
His pIr. Lemmon's) name had been mentiOoned in connexi0'n with the appointments to this, Board.
He need hardly assure honorable members
that he had not been seeking this position.
Some three years ago, when he was standing fer the Senate of the Federal Parliament, his name got mixed 'up with another
gentleman of the same name, who was
sE'cretary of the Licensed Victuallers' Ass,ociation. 'When he (Mr. Lemmon) was addressing a meeting in the Trades Hall at
Ballarat he was quest;oned as to whether
he was the ~Ir. Lemmon who was secretary
of the association he had mentioned. TuS't
at that time the Mr. Lemmon ,,,ho was
secretary of the association was advocating
that pUblicans should charge 4d. for the
usual 3d. beer. At tht.! mee6ng in Ballarat
tll gentleman 0:£ temperance proclivities asked
him if he was the same :\1r. Lemmon
who was secretary of the Licensed Victuallers' Association, and on his, C~lr.
Lemmon's) assuring the gentleman that he
was not,- he said he. was very pleased t0'
hear it, and that forty or fifty of his
friends would vote for him. K ext dav,
when he was speaking at a meeting
miners, a big chap came up and asked.
"Are you the secretarv Df the 'pubs.'
Uluon that is advocating 4d. beers?"
When he (::\lr. Lemmon) said he was not,
the miner rejoined, "Then gOo ·ahead, you
are all right."
The mistake had often been
made of thinking he was a relative
of the other Mr. LemmOon, but he
was nDt.
The only connexion he had
with the trade was that at one time
he was honorary secretarv of the Brewers'
Employes' Union, when' they were trying
to get under the Factories Act, and he was
voted to that position by a good many because he was a teetotaller. He ,,,ould support the proposal of the honorable member
for Fitzroy.

of

lIfr. Lemmon.
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The Committee divided on the question
that "£800, " proposed to be omitted,
stand part of the clause32
19

Ayes

Noes
Majority
against
amendment

the

13

AYES.

1\11. Bavles, N.

Bo~ser
Boyd
Cameron, E
Cameron, J.
Campbell
Cullen
Downward
Farrer
Forrest
GaUllson
Graham
Gray
Harris
Holden
Hutchinson
Kirkwood

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

H.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Langdon
Livingston
Mackey
Mackinnon
McCutcheon
McKenzie
" McLeod
" Murray
" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
M r Robertson
" Swinburne
" Toutcher.

Tellers:
Mr. Argyle
" Duffus.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Beard
Beazlev
Bennett, G. H.
Bennett, H. S.
Billson, J. W.
Bromley
Carlisle
Colechin
Lawson
Lemmon

I\..Lr.
"
"
"

McGrath
McGregor
Outtrim
Sangster
Stanley
" 'Varcle
" Wilkins.
Tellers:
Mr. Bailes, A. S.
" Emslie.
PAIR.

Mr. Bent.
~1r.

I Mr. Pre!1dergast.

COLECHIN moved-

That the following sub-clause be inserted
after sub-clause (I) in new clause BB:(1.\) In order to provide a fund for compl::nsation purposes, all licensed victuallers
shall, within six months of the commencement
of this Act, send in the valuation of their business, and on that valuation the payment to
such fund may in part or in full be the basis
of contribution to the fund aforesaid.

He said the proposal of the Government
to appoint men at £800 a yeaT Was
likely to be a. failure. They were likely
to be acting for about ten years, going all
over the country, valuing hotels. After
some of these experts had been going over
the North Melbourne district, the Premi~r
went to have a . look for himself, and jn
one room he found nothing but underclothing.
Mr. BENT.-I said nDthing of the kind.
Mr. COLECHIN said one of the Board
on that occasion was Mr. Lamb Smith, who
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'was at one time a clerk for Gemmell State, and in 'snapping up the improper
·Tuckett.
and dishonest valuation in the other case.
~lr. BENT.-Lamb Smith would buy you Excessive valuations of that kind had in
,In one street and sell you in another.'
the past given the House and the country
Mr. COLECHIN said although the a good deal of trouble, and put the State
"Board went round time after time and to a lot of expense.
,valuations and revaluations \\'ere mad~, the
Mr. BOYD.-You would not give the
,result gave monstrous dissatisfaction to the Board power to reduce the valuation.
people, for the amount of compensation
;was enormous. He could not think of anyMr. COLECHIN said he would give the
body who would be able to please the Board the power to reduce, because valua.people of the State in this work of finding tions went up and down. A valuation
,out the valuation of all these hotels. There made in 19 06 would in certain instances be
might be men in l\lelbourne who would be positively ridiculous, in 19 12 . His pro..able, perhaps., to value hotels in the metro- posal left the matter open to the Board,
polis, but could they assess the value of and gave them the right in any circum:hotel business in Bendigo, Croajingolong, stances to do justice to the State in the
and the ~Iurra.y Flats, for instance? It way they accepted the valuation as t~1e
was not right to make the people in the basis of contribution. There was a very
'trade pay £24,000 in ten years in salaries large number of. hotels in the State, a.nd
.to the members of the Board to trot a.ll the members. of the Board would have [()
,over the country making valuations. The be men of calibre, trustworthy men, whe,expenses of working this proposal, outside ther they got £10 or £16 per week. In
·of the salaries of the Board, were variouslv many parts of the world the plan he now
.estimated by several honorable members a"t proposed had been of immense advantage
from £18,000 to £24,000. His idea was to the State, as it would be here. Some of
'that it' would cost fully £20,000 for the the impecw1ious acquaintances of honor'ten years, but one honorable member who, able members~one or two had been trot'had a good deal of know ledge of the whole ting round to-night, and one in particular
'State said it would not be less than tried to prevent the Premier from having
£24,000.
Consequently these business any dinner-might value their services at
'people would be called upon to pay a £.16 a week ,,,hen other people did not
total sum of £48,000 for the services ren- thmk they ,,,ere worth £2. He did not
'dered by the Board and their travelling ex- blame them for trying to cetter their posi'penses.
tion, and he did not think the Fremier was
~Ir. BOYD.-Do you propose by this likely!o give ,employment of this kind to
'scheme of ):ours to compensate those in the men WIth :so lIttle k~owledge of this kind
trade on their own valuation?
of work. The selectIOn of the members ')f
Mr. COLECHIN said he provided ex- the Board woul? h:l:ve to ~e very carefully
pre~sly that the payment might in part made, because m n1l1ety-mne cases out of
-or m full be the basis, of contribution to a hundred the men whose names occurred
the fund. Hotels like Menzies' or Young to honora~le members' minds would do
a.nd Jackson's might think they were not the .work ~n. such a way as, w~uld cause
l:kely to be i~terfered. with by local op- as blg a faIlure, as happened 111 North l\,I~I
tlOn, and so nsk puttmg in a verv low ?ou:ne. He ,,'as not here to do any Invaluation, but he had worded his a~end- J,u'stlce or, on, the other hand, to save pubment so that the Board would not be bound hcans from al?y charge they ought to bear,
to take any notice of that valuation. If, b,u~ the CommIttee had no nght to p~ss proon the other hand, valuations, manv times VISIO~S that would compel the publIcans to
the real value were put in, as happened pr~vlde, not only suffiCIent to pay compenin North l\Ielboume, those people would ?atIOn, but also from £44;000 to £5 0 ,000,
'have to contribute on that basis, because 111 ~)fder to get a valuatlOn put on their
the Board would be justified in makina busmesses by men who would not make ~'1.
them do so by taking them at their ow~ succesS. of the w~rk, as happened in the
valuation. The Board would be justified case <;>f Lamb SmIth and the others. The
if his amendment was aareed to bv th~ PremIer went round to see whether those
term~ ?f t~e Act ~nder ~vhich they - were men valued correctly.
a'ppo~nLed, 111 refusll1~ to a<:cept the valuaMr. BENT.-Permit me to tell you I did
'1Ion 111 the one case 111 the 111terests of the 11Ot.
.

,
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Mr. COLECHIN said the Premier went
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upon that valuation, or of purchasing the10 per cent.
If the owner put too high a valuation on
his property, the State could insist upon
his paying taxation upon that basis, and if
he put too Iowa value on, the State could
give 1'hat value, plus 10 per cent., and purchase the estate.
The Government of
New Zealand saved no less than £19,000
in connexion with the purchase of theCheviot Estate alone by the operation of
that principle.
That was what he believed the honorable member for Geelong,
had in view. It might not be wise to make
it mandatory on every owner of hotel property, but it might be wise to give the
Board power to insist on the owner puttinga value on the property if the Board feltdisposed to do so. If put in that way,
the suggestion, he _thought, might be ac-cepted.
Mr. COLECH1N.-If the Premier wiI[ nothelp me, I will try later on.
The amendment was negatived.Mr. CULLEN remarked that sub-clause(2) provided that" any two members of theBoard shall form a quorum, and may exercise all or anv powers of the Board." Hethought that ·when the question of closinghotels was being dealt with there should bea full meeting of the Board.
He begged
to move-

to have a look, 'and told the House what estate at that valuation, plus
he saw, and admitted that some of the
places were excessively overvalued. Some
of them were rigged up with time-payment
furniture to catch the eye, and to get an
improper valuation put upon them. If that
could be done in North Melbourne, it could
be done anywhere else, for that kind of
furniture wa'S lent out at small sums per
week.
How could honorable men, as the
members of the Board would have to be,
be expected to go to the rail wa.y stations, or
to carriers' offices, to find out if cheap
gimcrack furniture b:ad been landed at the
place during the previous week or two?
It was impossible to send men all over the
State to find out if anything of this kind
was done.
The Premier himself had
spoken about men being robbed by being
run into hotels on the advice of hotel
brokers.
Mr. BOYD remarked that he would like
to point out to the honorable member for
Geelong what would be the possibility under the suggestion he had made.
Mr. BENT.-There is no fear of that.
1\1r. BOYD said he would -like to point it
out for the "honorable member's own consideration.
Supposing an hotel in any
particuhtr district was in such a condition
that the owner would know that it was
likelv to be closed, and it was valued at
£200.
If a man put on his own valuation, he would make the valuation, say,
£500, and pay an extra shilling in the
pound on that, which would be £15 a
year.
Supposing 1t took ten years to
close an hotel, or it would be fairer perhaps to take a term of five years, that man
would have paid £75 in rates on his own
,"aluation.
If the Board had to allow
that valuation to stand after five "ears, the
Board could not alter it at the eri'd of that
time, and consequently £500 would have
to be paid to close that hotel, the real
value of which would be ;£200.
The
extra monev which the man would have
had to par would be £75.
The honorable member's proposal, therefore. would
allow the hotelkeeper to make £250 in one
deal by putting on his own valuation.
Mr. LE MMON said it appeared to him
that the honorable member for Geelong
desired to introduce a principle that was
in operation in New Zealand prior to the
purchase of the Cheviot Estate.
The Government there had the power to insist on
land-owners valuing their own estates, and
the State had the power of taxing them

That the following words be added to sub·
clause (2): "provided however that the three·
members of the Board shall be present when any
resolution is carried closing any licensed pre-mises."

Mr. BEI'II"T .--1 think you are right. You
need not speak upon it.
The amendment was agreed to, and theclause, as amended, was adopted, as werealso the following new clauses:·CC. (I) As soon as practicable after the ap-pointment of the Licences Reduction Board, itshall be the duty of the Board to make a valua
tion on a fair and equita.ble basis of the maximum amount of cOll1IJensation payable to theowner of each and every licensed victuallers'
premises (licensed before "the first day of Febrm~ry One thousand eight hundred and eightysix the licence of which has not ben revoked
fo:feited cancelled or taken away under the provisions of any Act relating to licensing) by reason of the value thereof being diminished owing_
to being deprived of a licence by a determinat1011 of the Board and to the occupier by reason
of his lease of agrement being annulled and for
the loss of his licence and business.
(2) Such compensation shall so far as regardsthe owner be based on the difference between
the average net yearly rent (provided such rent"
is a fair rent) for the three years preceding thethirty-first day of December One thousand nine-
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. hundred and six or if the owner be nlso the Ii. censee what would be a fair rent and the average net yearly rent which could or would probably be obtainable for the premises if unlicensed
and on the question whether the rent paid was
a fair rent during such term.
(3) Such compensation shall so far as regards
the licensee be based for each year of the unexpired term of his tenancy (not exceeding five
yenrs) remaining at the time the compensation is
paid to him on the average net profit accrued to
the licence from such premises in each of the
three years ended on the thirty-first day of December One thousand nine hundred and five.
In determining the amount of such net profit
t1:e Board shall take into consideration the income earned by :my licensee of the premises
durincr the said three years; and for such purpose ~ny licensee shall, as and when req~ired
by the Board, furnish to the Board a duplIcate
copy of any income tax return verified by a
statutory declaration of such licensee as to the
truth of such copy. Any licensee on applying to
the Commissioner of Taxes may inspect his own
returns and make a copy thereof.
If the licensee be also the owner he shall be entitled to
compensation as owner in sub-section (2) and
als() as occupier under this sub-section as if he
were a tenant for three years but in ascertainin~ such net profit a proper and fair sum shall
be deducted therefrom as rent.
(4) The compensation to be payable at ~ny
time thereafter in respect of any such premIses
shall in no case exceed the amount of such
\uluation or sHch sum as would be a fair compensation at the date of payment.
DD. The amount of compensation to be payable to the owner and occupier of any licensed
premises at any time deprived' of a licence in
consequence of any determination of the
Licences Reduction Board shall subject to the
last preceding section be determined by the said
Board in every case on a fair and equitable
'b:JSi~; and every determination shall be finai
and conclusive and shall not be questioned in or
reviewed or amended by any Court whatsoever.
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documents or copy 'of income tax return mentioned therein without lawful
excuse, or
(e) who refuses to be sworn or who refuses
or neglects without lawful excuse to
answer any question which may be-put
to him and to which an answer may
be required bv .~he Board
shall be liable on conviction before a Court of
Petty Sessions to a penalty not exceding Twenty
pc·unds to be recovered by any person authorized so to do by such Board.
(3). It shall be the right of every person appe~ nng before the Board to be represented by
a ,barrister and solicitor.
FF. (I) For the purposes only of this Act any
member of the Licences Reduction Board or any
p.uson authori.zed by it in writing may enter any
licensed pren~Ises at any time by.day or night.
(2) If admIttance to such prenllses be refused
or unreasonably delayed after demand made by
such member or person a.s aforesaid the licensee
of such premises and every person who wilfully
refuses or delays such admittance shall be liable
0!1 conviction to a penalty not exceeding Fifty
pounds.

Mr. BEKT proposed the following new
clause : CG. It shan not be lawful for the Board to
determine the closing of any licensed victuallers'
premises in any Licensing District in which the
number of licensed victuallers' premises is below the statutory number.
Mr.
~. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said this

J.

cl ause proVIded that there shoul d be nO rf.duction beyond the statutory limit. Did
that mean during the currency of the ten
years.?
Mr. BENT.--Yes.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Does it mean that the hotels cannot be
closed beyond the statutory number in any
district? .
Mr. I\IACKEY.-Kot by the Board.
EE. (I) The Licences Reduction Board shaH
The new clause was agreed to, as was
as occasion may requi.re hold si.ttings whether
within or \vithout a Licensing District for the also new clause HH, providing that any
purpose of determining which of the licensed references in the Licensing .Act 1890 to the
premises therein shall be deprived of a licence;
and for such purpose and for the purposes of Licensing Court should be taken to refer
. execut.ing any of the powers duties and authori- to the Licences Reduction Board .
. ties c.on(erred upon the Board by this Act shall
Mr. BENT prcposed the following new
have power to summons any persons to produce clause : buoks papers writings or documents or copies of
their own income tax returns and shall have authority to hear receive and examine evidence
'upon oath.
J2) Any person \\"110(a) wilfully misbehaves himself before the

Board or
(b) wilfully interrupts the proceedings or

(c) is guilty of wilful prevarication in giv·
ing eviclence or
·(d) \vho on being summoned by any member
of the Board to appear before the
Board as a witness and having had a
reasonable sum tendered to him for
his costs and e~enses refuses or neglects. to appear at the time and place
appomted by the summons or to produce any books papers writings or

JJ. Except as regards the granting before the
thirty-first clay of December One thousand nine
hn,c1red ancl sixteen of new victuallers' licences
purwant to section t\venty-two of the Licensin u
Act 189':>,' sectiop..5 twenty-seven twenty-eialrt
twenty-nine thirty thirtv-one thirty-five thirty~ix
t1~irly-seven thirty-eight thirty.nine forty fortyone forty-two forty-three forty-four forty-five
sc.venty-three and eighty of the Licensing Act
1890 and section two of the Licensing Arbitratio l1 Act 1891 shall be and the same are hereby
repealed as from the First day of January On~
thc-usand nine hundred ancl seven.
. Mr. DUFFUS remarked that he thought
would be necessary to omit this clause. in
view of the other amendments' which' l1ad
been proposed by the Government.
It
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Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond)
Mr. H'CTCHINSO~ said he agreed
with the honorable member for Port Fairy asked what would ha-ppen if the property
that this clause should properly be with- was left to a girl without any executor?
drawn. It was' decided that there should
Mr. MACKEY.-Then the administrator.
be a truce with regard to local option-that
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Riclzmond) said:
no local option poll should be· taken for ten he thought his amendment \vould make the'
years. If there could be no poll for a matter very' clear. It had been drawn up
decrease in the licences, there should be no by a solicitor.
poll for an increase. If local option was, to
Mr. MURRAY.-Do vou think it would be'
operate in one direction it should operate right to grant the licence to a giiI of
in both directions.
eighteen years of age?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) reMr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond).marked that he would like to know whe- Certainly.
ther this clause me.ant that no poll could be
M1'. J\1:uRRAY.-I do not.
taken for either a decrease or an increase
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond) said'
in the number of licensed premises.
he knew of one or two instances whereMr. MACKEY.-A poll can 1Je taken for cases such as he had referred to had ocan increase, but not for a decrease, be- curred.
Mr. BENT.-The administrator can do"
cause the Board is doing the decreasing.
There is no other body doing the increas- everything. The amendment is unnecesing. The Board is. the substitute for the sary', I assure you.
Mr. G. H. Bennett's amendment wa:;.
decreasing.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fztzroy) said if withdrawn.
Mr . GRAY movedthere was not to be local option the Bill
should be consistent.
That the following words be added to the'
Mr. MACKEY.-YOU should allow the clam:e :-" Unless the business has so devolved'
upon her as the owner Or trustee."
Board, then, to do the increasing, too.
Mr. MACKEY said he had not fullv
Mr. BENT.-There is nothing in this.
considered the matter, but he found that
The new clause was agreed to.
in the Police Offences Act it was provided
Clauses 40 and 41 were agreed to.
that in the case of the decease of a licensed1
On clause 42, which was as follows:person before the expiration of his licence,.
Except in pursuance of section one hundre·] his executors or administrators might carry
and fifteen of the Liceflsing Act 1890 no woman on the business, and the widow of such lishall be granted or hold a victualler's licence or
censed person might cany it on. He did;
a colonial wine licence unless she is over the
not think there would be anv harm in acage of twenty-five years,
.
cepting the amendment.
Mr. GRAY said it seemed to him an
The amendment was agreed to, and the
amendment was necessary. Assuming that clause, as amended, was passed.
the holder of a licence died, leaving a
Clauses 43 to 55 inclusive were agreed'
widow under the age of twenty-five years,
to.
it would be a great hardship to prevent her
On clause 56, which was as follows.:from carrying on the business. The widow
In
section 88 of the Licensing Act 1890 forshould be entitled to a renewal of her the words
"forty-eight hours" there shall belicence.
substituted the words "seventy-two hours,"
Mr. G.H. BENNETT (Richmond)
Mr. HUTCHINSON movedmoveclThat. after the. words "Licensing Act 1890"
tho:! following words be inserted :-" Or except
where the beneficial or legal interest in the busi.
ness of any licensed victualler or colonial wine
licensee shall have devolved upon any woman by
will or by operation of law."

Tilat after the words "Licensing Act 1890'"
the fol!owing words be inserted :-After the'
words "billiard table licence" there sharr be
inserted the words "or any annual licence other
than a victualler's licen'ce"; and for the word
" seven" there shall be substituted the word" fourteen."

There had been cases where men holding
lioences had died, leaving bv their wills
their businesses to girls of eighteen or nine·
teen. It would be very hard if those girls
were not allowed to carryon the business.
Mr. MAcKEY.-The executor or the administrator would take the matter up.

Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendito East) said'
he would suggest that after progress was'
repurted to-night, and before the consideration of this Bill was resumed next week, .aIr
the amendments that had been circulated
bv the Government and by private members
should be tabulated in the order of the-
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clauses to which they related, so that honorable members might be able to get a
better grasp of theIIl:.
It was impossible
for honorable members to deal with the
sheaves of amendments that were placed
in their hands.
This was a very important measure, and in hurrying through a
number of amendments, it was likely that
matters would escape attention.
The honorable member for Prahran had already
called attention to a casp. in which a clause
had been passed that was actually at variance with the proposals submitted by the
Premier.
Mr. MACKEy.-Did he say" actually at
variance, " or "apparently"?
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
the honorable member stated th~t they
were actually at variance with the other
proposals.
Mr. HUTCHINSON said that in clause
56 the Government proposed to extend the
notice of applications for temporary
licences from forty-eight hours to seventytwo hours.
The object of his amendment
was to extend the notice of applications for
annual licences.
At the present time seven
days' notice was required in some cases,
and fourteen days' notice in other cases.
He desired to secure uniformitv, and to
provide for fourteen days' noticp. of all
applications for annual licences.
Mr. l\IACKEy.-What annual licences are
you referring to?
Mr. HUTCHINSON said the amendment applied to all annual licences under
the Licensing Act, other than victuallers'
licences.
Mr. CARLISLE expressed the opinion
that seventy-two hours was an excessive
notice to require in the case of applications
for temporary licences.
The present provision for faTty-eight hours' notice was
quite sufficient.
I t would cause a great
deal of inconvenience in the country if the
Very
time was extended as proposed.
often very little time elapsed between the
sale of a booth to a caterer and the time
when the sports were held.
Mr. BENT.-We are going to stick to our
Bill.
Mr. MACKEY said he did not know to
what annual licences the amendment of the
honorable member for Borung would apply.
Mr. MACKINNON.-How about vignerons'
licences?
Mr. HUTCH1NSON.-Or club licences.
Mr. MACKEY said it was not proposed
to issue licences for clubs under this Bill.
Session 1906-[129]
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Mr. F AR'RER said he agreed with the
honorable member for Benalla that a great
deal of inconvenience would be caused to
caterers 1£ the notice of applications for
temporary licences was extended.
He saw
no reason why a reputable caterer should
not be allowed tv apply in his own district
for a temporary licence, if the Licensing
Court had no objection.
Surely it was not
necessary in every case that the applicant
for a temporary licence should go to a
Court in the district where the races or
sports were to be held.
i\1r. MACKINNON said the point raised
by the honorable member for Barwon was
a good one.
There was a caterer in Geelong who had been put to a lot of trouble
in connexion with these temporary licences.
It was very inconvenient for a caterer to
l1ave to go away to some up-country place
where sports were to be held in order to
attend ~1e Licensing Court.
No injustice
would be done to anyone if the application
could be made in the town in which the
caterer resided.
Mr. FARRER said that the Geelong
caterer to whom the honorable member for
Prahran referred had sent him (JIr.
Farrer) a packet of telegrams and correspondence which had been found necessary
in connexion with one apnlication for -a
temporary licence, and it -would astonish
He showed
honorable members to see it.
the packet to the Attorney-General, who
said that the papers were quite in order.
It was very often difficult to find the clerk
of the Court in the district, and still more
difficult to find out when a police magistrate
The present system
would be available.
caused a great deal of expense and waste
of time.
Mr. COLE CHIN said he had brought
the question of temporary licences before
the Premier on several occasions on behalf
of Mr. Shepherd, the caterer to whom the
honorable member for Barwon referred.
Mr. Shepherd had thanked him from time
to time for doing what he could to assist
him long before the advent of the honorable member for Barwon.
He had
brought the matter before the Premier time
after time, and he (Mr. Colechin) knew
that this man was labouring under certain
disabilities.
He did not know that the
honorable member for Barwon had been
.asked to do anvthing in the case.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. CARLISLE said he would like to
know if the Minister would look into the
matter of temporary licence~.
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Mr. MACKEY.-Yes.
The clause was, agreed to.
On clause 57, which was as f.ollows : -

The CQmmittee divided on the question
that the sub-clause proposed to be omitted
stand part .of the clause-

Every applicant for a victualler's licence or
colonial wine licence or for a transfer thereof to
himself shall with his application deliver to the
clerk of the Licensing Court testimonials as to
his character and suitability for the particular
premises applied for, and such testimonials shall
b:! reported on by the Inspector of Licensing
Districts and considered by the Court,

Mr. G.
moved-

H.

BENNETT

(Richmond)

That all the words after "applied for" to
the end of the clause be omitted, with a view
of inserting the words "it. shall be the duty of
the Inspector of Licensing Districts to make
a searching investigation as to such applicant's
character and suitability and as to the genuine.
ness and value of such testimonials and to report in writing fuUy thereon to the Court. The
Court in dealing with every such application
shall take into consideration such testimonials
and report."

He said that anyone connected with the
trade during the last few years must know
that some of the licensing inspectors were
very careless with reference te the testimonials of applicants.. It was necessary
that applicants fer licences, or those whe
received licences., shQuld be of good
character, and he wanted te make it imperative .on the inspector, not only te make
inquiries, but to submit a full report in
writing te the Licensing Bench.
Mr. BENT.-All right.
The amendment was agreed te, and the
dause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 58 to 64 inclusive were agreed te.
On clause 65, which was as fQllQws:(I) Every person not being a bona fide lodger
servant or traveller [who purchases or obtains
liquor or is] found drinking liquor in any
licensed premises at any time when such premises should not be open for the .sale of liquor
to the public shall for every such offence be
liable to a penalty not exceeding Two pounds.
(2). Every person found on any licensed premises at any time when such premises should
not be open for the sale of liquor to the public
shall unless he satisfies the Court that he was
at the time 'when he was so found a bona fide
lodger traveller inmate or servant or that his
presence on such premises at such time was not
in contravention of the provisions of this Act
b~ liable to a penalty not exceeding Two pounds,
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26
24

Majority against the amendment

2

AYES.

Mr. Beard
Billson, J. W.
" Bowser
" Cameron, J.
" Campbell
" Colechin
Elmslie
" Graham
" Harris
Holden
" Hutchinson
Lawson
" Lemmon
" Livingston

"

Mr.
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

Mr. Mackinnon
McCutcheon
" McGregor
" Murray
" Outtrim
" Smith
" Stanley
»
Swinburne
"'1 Warde
Wilkins.

"

Tellers.
Mr. Bailes, A. S.
McGrath.

"

No'\s.
Bayles, N.
Beazley
Bennett, G. H.
Bennett, H. S.
Bromley
Cameron, E. H.
Carlisle
Cullen
Downward
Duffus
Farrer
Forrest
Gray

Mr. Kirkwood
Mackey
McKenzie
" McLeod
" amah
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Robertson
" Sangster
" Toutcher.

Tellers.
Mr. Argyle
" Boyd.

The clause was agreed to, as was alse
clause 66.
On clause 67, of which sub-clause (2)
was as follows:In any such proceedings the presence in any
licensed premises of two or more persons other
than bona fide lodgers travellers inmates or servants shall be prima jacie evidence of a sale of
liquor having taken place,

1\1r. BOYD said this provision would
prevent friends or relations
an notelkeeper from visiting the hotel .on a Sunda y.
He agreed with the provision that
had been passed making the m~n whQ induced the publican tQ break the law liable
tQ the same penalty as the publican, and
that WQuld, to a very large extent, stop
:Mr. McKENZIE said he trusted the Sundav trading, which publicans very freMinister in charge would strike out sub- quently had te carryon ag.a.inst their will.
clause (2). He (Mr. McKenzie) happened Ari hetelkeeper, however, should not be
to be a resident en the berder of New placed in such a disadvantageous position
South Wales, and this provisioJ) was really as te be cempelled to refuse admittance to
copied from the New South Wales law.
It was
anv of his friends on a Sunday.
Mr. BENT.-Very ,veIl.
absolutelv ridiculQus to provide th:'!,t the
Mr. McKENZIE movedpresence of two or mQre persons on li~ensed
That sub-clause (2) be omitted.
pr~mises should be prima facie eVIdence

or
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that liquor was being sold.
move-

He begged to

That sub·clause (2) be struck out.

Mr. BENT said if the honorable member would allow the clause to pass to-night
he would consider the matter and bring it
up again.
He proposed to ask the Committee to go as far as clause 78 to-night,
and it was not intended that the House
should sit to-morrow. He h012~d by Tuesday that they' would have a pretty clean
Bill, because the other place was -getting
on rapidly with the Gaming Suppression
Bill.
Mr. BOYD said he was prepared to
withdraw his amendment to meet the wishes
of the Premier, but the Committee might
stop at clause 73, because the question of
bars which followed would open up very
contentious matters.
Mr. BENT.-Very well.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. ROBERTSON said he wished to
draw the attention of the Premier to section I34 of the principal Act, which provided that the hotelkeeper might supply a
bona fide traveller with liquor on a Sunda y, .and yet made no provi,sion for him
to open a bar door or to keep liquor
in the cupboard.
This had caused a good
deal of irritation, and he would ask: the
Premier to do something to remove it.
Mr. BENT.-I admit it is an anomaly,
and Mr. Mackey wiII take a note of it and
consider it.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses 68-72 inclusive.
On clause 73, which was as follows:(I) In any prosecution for an offence against
any of the provisions 'of the Licensing Acts any
liquid shall be deemed to be liquor unless the
contrary be proved, and every separate sale
shall be a separate offence.
(2) In the construction of the Licensing Acts a
hona fide traveller shall have the meaning defined
in section one hundred and thirty-five of the
Licensing Act 1890,

Mr. GRAY said if a man was dIinking
a glass of water in a hot~] he would have,
under this clause, to pro\'e that it was not
liquor.
He would havE' to go to the expense of having an analysis made, and be
put to no end of trouble.
Mr. BENT.-I believe it is usual now to
have a little bottle of emits on the table.
Mr. GRAY said it was very hard lines If
a man had to go to the expense of proving
that water was not liquor.
This was a
most extraordinary clause, and should be
struck out or some explanation should be
given of it. It would affect people found
[ 12 9J-2
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in a hotel drinking a glass of water, or a
cup of tea, or any liquid of any kind
whatever. It seemed to him, so far as the
Bill had gone, wh0ever the progenitors of
it were, they had apparently gone literally
mad.
Mr. BENT.-What amendment do you
propose?
Mr. GRAY said he proposed to strike
this clause out. Under this Bill every
man who happened to be in an hotel by
accident or design. if found drinking a
glass of water or lemonade, or a cup of
tea, would have to have that analyzed, to
prove that he was not drinking some spirituous liquor contrary to the law. He was
complaining about the provisions of clause
73, which set forth that any person who
happened to be in .an hotel" - it
might be on business, or seeing friends,
or having a cup of tea or a glass
of water or lemonade - would be hauled
before the Court and have to prove
that he was not drinking liquor. He supposed that man would have to get an analysis of what he was drinking made by
some competent analytical chemist.
In
many cases a man's liberty would be dependent on the nose of the policeman.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Would
the honorable member speak up? We cannot hear a word of what he is saying.
Mr. GRAY said the honorable member
should be on the ]Hinisterial side of the
Chamber.
If the honorable member and
some of his party were on the iMinisterial
side there would be less difficulty experienced in making this Bill a perfect measure. He thought the Government were
proceeding to most extraordinary lengths
in legislation' in asking the ··Chamber to
pass this clause.
Mr. BENT .-1 do not mind postponing
this. I do not want to be beaten again
to-night.
I will rep01"t progress.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am sorrv I was not
here in time.
I was ~ngaged in forming
a political league to lead the State aright.
On the motion of Mr. BENT, progress
was then reported.
ADJOURNMENT.
THE FEDERAL ELECTIONS.
Mr. BENT movedThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. McGRATH asked the Premier whether it wa·s intended that the House should
meet on 'Wednesday, which was the day
for the Federal elections.

Adjournment.
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Mr. BENT.-I have already said we will.
do not wish to interfere with the
Commonwealth elections. Voting by post
can accomplish all that is wanted.

,;ye

'.Mr. ELMSLIE remarked that he would
ask the Premier to reconsider his decision.
On the last occasion of the Federal elections the House adjourned. The House
had adjourned several times for comparativel y trivial things. On the occasion of
the elections for the N 1.tional Parliament
honorable members should be in their constituencies, in order to use their influence for the return of candidates who
they thought would govern the country
i'n the best interests of the public. The
House had adjourned for the municipal
elections, and to ask the House to sit on
the day when the National elections were
being held was not treating honorable members fairly. The Ministry had introduced
a Bill for compulsory voting.
A GoYernment which did that ought to encourage people to take an intelligent interest
in the conduct of elections, a!nd yet here
they were preventing honorable members
from doing the very thing that the Government wanted th:e people to do.
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat TtVest)
stated that it seemed to be an extraordinary
thing that the House should adjourn over
the Melbourne Cup Day, and yet that it
should not adjourn when the National erections were taking place. The honorable
member for Albert Park had pointed out
that the House had adjourned over such a
twopenny-halfpenny thing as the shire
council elections, and "et, when the Federal
elections were to be held, an adjournment
was refused.
Mr. SMITH observed that he would like
the Premier to reconsider this. matter. He
had come this week prepared to sit on
Friday. Now, at the last moment, he was
told that the House would not sit on Friday, and yet the Government would not
agree to adjourn for one of the most important events that honorable members
could take part in. It was all very well
to say honorable members could record their
votes.
There were other things besides
yates to be considered. There was a good
deal of work to be done in behalf of those
interested in the election, and seeing that
the House adjourned for municipal elections
and for many trumperv reasons, he would
regard it as an insult, if he was a Federal
legislator, if the State Parliament should
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sit on the da v of the Federal elections.
He thought this would not tend to produce
any great feeling of harmony between the
Commoowealth and the State. The action
of the Premier would place many honorable
members in an unfair position as they had
entered into engagements.
Mr. BENT.-I mentioned it a week ago,
and why did you not bring it on before
now?
1\1r. SMITH said sometimes honorable
members had engagements for a fortnight
ahead. He did not think honorable members were being fairl v treated in the Government compelling the House to. sit on
Wednesdav next.
He would be prepared
to sit to-morrow, or on Saturday, or on any
other day rather than sit on W ednesda y
next.
Mr. COLE CHIN said he desired to add
a word or two in reference to the House
sitting on the day of the Federal elections.
The Premier gave honorable members to
understand that he was going to adjourn.
Mr. McLEoD.-It was intimated in the
press a week ago that he was not.
Mr. COLECHIN said he knew the
opinion of the Minister of Mines on this
matter very well, and he also knew the
Premier had said he was going to adjourn
over Wednesday next in the interests of one
or two members on the other side of the
House, who would have great difficulty in
getting to the poll. The honorable member for Albert Park said that the
Premier was of the opinion that every man
should go to the poll. Here was an instance of the Commonwealth elections
taking place, and some honorable members
would be. 100 miles away from the place
where thev could record their votes. Considering the interest taken in Commonwealth
matters, he thought it was unfair that the
House should have to sit next Wednesday,
after the Premier had given the House to
understand that there would be an adjournment. Honorable members had arranged to attend the House to-morrow,
amd they were told they need not do so.
They ~vere prepared to sit to-morrow and' every day ~n the week,
except Sunday, to 'help the Government. Private- members' business had been
given up to the Premier on many occasions,
. and the Premier had thanked honorable
members for doing so. The officers of the
House, the members of the House, and the
reporters on the press would have to come
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to the House next \Vednesdav at about
I I
o'<;:lock in the morning, -and would
not be able to get away until about I I
at night, after the polls had closed. A
little while ago there was a banquet to
which about half-a-dozen members of the
House were invited, and the House was
asked to adjourn to allow those gentlemen
to go and put on their double-fronted vests
and their shirts to go to the banquet. He
thought that adjournment was unnecessary,
and other members thought so. The municipal council elections were not nearly so
important as the elections for the Federal
Parliament, and yet the House adjourned
on the occasion of the municipal electiOlIls.
He thought this would be the
only State House which would not adjourn
on Federal election day. He would not
mind if the House met every day in the
week as long as they did not meet next
Wednesday. The Opposition had met the
Government time after time, and assisted
them, and if there was any friction caused
through the House meeting next Wednesda y, he considered one member of the Government alone would be responsible for it.
He believed that member had used his influence for the purpose of preventing the
.members of the House doing their duty
to the Commonwealth in the way of casting
votes for '~he candidates they desired to
have returned.
It looked as if there had
been some influence brought to bear to stop
the members of the House doing their
duty.
The motion was agreed 'to.
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letter which had appeared in the press, that
Dr. Fitchett was not the editor of the
paper. In this letter Dr. Fitchett statedMr. Campbell was in error when in the Legislative Council last night he described me as
"the editor of a magazine which offers 155
prizes." He referred to the New Idea.

It was to Life he referred, uut he believed
they were both connected with the Rev. Dr.
Fitchett's son, Mr. T. Shaw Fitchett. The
letter continuedIt offers these prizes on business conditions, and
certainly with no element of gambling in them.
But I am not its editor, and have nothing to do
with its management.

LOAN ACTS

A~IENDMENT

BILL.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S moved the
second reading of this Bill.
He said it
was a Bill to alter the destination of certain
moneys which had already been voted by
Parliament. Under Act 1451 certain moneys
were voted, and the sum of £6,638 19 s . 9d.
was not required for those purposes, and it
was proposed under this Act to devote that
sum (( for the construction of such rail wavs
and works connected therewith (including
rolling-stock) as Parliament may by any
Act direct or have directed." Then, under
another Act, the s,um of £500,000 was
voted, of which £200,000 was for the
construction of railways and works connected therewith already authorized by Parliament, and, as Parliament might bv any
Act direct, £100,000 for irrigation works,
and £200,000 for work specified in the
schedule to Act 1566.
The sum of
The House adjourned at five minutes to £100,000 was not altered, but the sum of
eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, December £200,000 was reduced by £67,257, and
that amount was added to the first item.
II.
For some time past part of the surplus revenue of e.ach year had been authorized by
Parliament to be expended upon public
works. Consequently, a portion of the
IJEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
amount provided-that was, the £67,257
Tuesday December 11, 1906.
for public works-was not now required
for those purposes, and the present proposal was to transfer that sum to railways.
The PRESIDENT tock the chair at twentv- That was the whole object of thi.s Bill-to
five minutes, to three o'clock p.m., and re~d authorize the expenditure of the £6,638
the prayer.
.
19S. 9d. for a different purpose, and to
transfer £67,257 from the third item in
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
the original schedule to the first item.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL stated
The motion was agreed to.
that, by leave, he desired to make a perThe Bill was then read a second time,
sona I explanation.
During the debate on
the Gaming Suppression Bill, last week" he and committed.
made reference to the Rev. Dr. Fitchett as
Clauses I to 4, and the I st and 2nd
the editor of a magazine~ He found, by a schedules were agreed to.
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Railway
Discussion took place on the
schedule, which wa& as follclWs : -

3rd

(I) For the construction of railways
and works connected therewith
(including rolling-stock) already
authorized by Parliament and
of such other railways and
works connected therewith (inc! uding rolling-stock) as Parliament may by any Act direct... £267.,257
(2) For irrigation works and water
su[ply in country districts to be
expended in such manner as
Parliament shall direct
100,UO~
(3) For works specified in the Schedule to the Railway and Public
Work., Loan Application Act
1898 (No. 1566)
<,'132,743

£5 00 ,000

Loan Bill.

of course before any such work' was put
in hand, the express sanction of ,parliament for that work must be obtained. The
amount to be expended in water supply
works was set out in detail in the Water
Supply Loans Application Bill, which
would shortly be .submitted. It was proposed to expend a sum of £200,000 on the
improvement of Crown lands in various
parts of the State, but chiefly in the eastern
portions. The enhanced price to be obtained from the dasposal of those lands
when they were improved it was considered
would amply justify and repay the outlay.
The funds available for railways and waterworks on hand and authorized on the dates
mentioned in the statements ICliccompanying
the Loan Application Bills were as follows : -

The Hon. D. MELVILLE said there
was an item of £100,000 for irrigation.
What check would Parliament have on the For Railways·Cash in hand
amounts of money to be expended?
£37,743
Cash in Repayment Fund
7,.540
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the Bill
Cash in .surplus Revenue
(Acts
did not authorize any expenditure.
It
1969 and 1998)
65,570
merely made the money available for such
Cash in Proposed Transf'er Bill
(NO.1)
purposes as Parliament had alreadv
6,639
Authority to raise 'under Acts 1623
authorized, or might hereafter authorize. and 1753
93,09~
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-In case of
Authoritv to transfer from Stores
any! mistake, we would like to be assured
Suspense Account (Act 1999)
Authority to transfer under Prowe are not now authorizing any expendiEosed Bill {No. I)
ture.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it would
Total
depend upon Parliament whether the expenditure of the sums mentioned in the For Water SupplyCash in hanrl on August 31
£21,640
Bill was authorized.
Cash in hand raised since
.100,000
The schedule was agreed to.
Authority to raise under Act 1623
23,83 0
The Bill was reported without amendAuthority to raise under Act 1990
IOI,II5
ment, and the report was adopted.
Authority to raise under Act IZ53
13,005
. On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
Tofal
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
time, and passed.
'He did not believe the construction
of any new railwavs had been authoRAILWAY LOAN BILL.
rized, ,but the qu~stion of constructThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the mg several lines had been in the
second reading of this Bill. He said the hands of the Railways Standing Commeasure was to authorize a loan, but did mittee, and it was considered desirnot authorize the expenditure of that loan. able that the Treasurer should have power
That would come up afterwards in another to raise money, from time to time as occaBill. The loan it was proposed to authorize sion required.
Not one pound could be
was a sum of £lf250,000 for rail- expended without the authority of Parliaway.s, tramways, and motors" for water- ment. Apart from the sum of £r,ooo,ooo
works, and for the improvement of Crown which was raised nearly four years ago for
lands.
It was not intended to raise the the purpose of paying off a loan of
whole amount at once, but in such sums as £r,ooo,ooo which had been borrowed in
occasion required.
Copies of the Loan anticipation of parliamentary, authority, no
Application Bill were now before honor- loan had beenl raised either by this Goable members, and in that measure the vernment or by the preceding Government.
wor ks to be undertaken were indicated. The This was the first large loan which had
construction of several new lines of rail- been asked for since that t~me. Of course,
way and tramway was contemplated, but large sums of money had been made
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This Bill authorized the
available from time to time out of to be spent.
the surplus revenue, and if those sums raising of money for specific purposes.
had not been made available in that way,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
it would have necessitated borrowing under money would not be raised until it was
a Loan Bill, but a lot of public works had wanted.
It was not possible to have a
been executed out of surplus revenue from Loan Bill for every little item, and this
time to time, and therefore it had been "Bill was being passed in anticipation of
unnecessary until nOw to ask Parliament to what might be wanted, but as soon as the
expenditure was necessary, Parliament
authorize the raising of a new loan.
would be approached to authorize that exThe motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, penditure.
The 'Hon. R. B. REES asked whether
and committed.
Discussion took place on the schedule, debentures and stock would be issued only
when the work was authorized by Parliawhich was as follows:ment?
I. For the construction of such railways
and works connected
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
therewith and for such works
Treasurer always liked to have something
on existing lines and for rollin hand in anticipation. Debentures would
ing-stock as Parliament may
be sold from time to time as the money
by any Act direct or have
directed
£730,000 was wanted, but not a pound would be
2. For the construction of tramways
spent without the sanction of Parliament.
or motors as Parliament may
The schedule was agreed to.
by any Act direct
70,000
The Bill was reported without amend3. For irrigation works and water
ment, and the report was adopted.
supply works in country distri.cts, to be expended in such
On the motion of the Hon. J. :M.
manner as Parliament may by
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
anv Act direct or haye directed
2sn,IJOO
time, and passed.
4, For' the improvement of Crown
lands

200,000
£1,250,000

The Hon. R. B. REES said he would
like to know from the Attorney'-General
if the item for the construction of tramways or motors was in fulfilment of the
promise made by the Premier that motors
would be put on the back-country lines. A
very large deputation waited on the Premier some time ago, and asked that motors
should be put on instead of the ordinary
mixed trains running into the Mallee, so
that a better service should be inaugurated.
He would like to know from the AttornevGeneral if the motors mentioned were the
motors which had been promised by the
Premier?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not know anything about the promise _ of
the Premier, but he understood the motors
mentioned in the schedule were for railway
purposes.
He would reiterate that no
money could be spent under the Bill unless
the expenditure was authorized by a further measure. The Railway Loan Application Bill would be circulated shortly,
and the honorable member would be able to
see if there was an item for motors provided
in th.a.t.
The Hon. R. B. REES said there
should be some informatiCin in the schedule
as to the works upon which the money was

RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Blill. The object cf
the Bill, he s,aid, was to authorize the expenditure of £388,439 for the items specified
in the schedule.
An explanatory sheet
was also issued in conne-xion with the Bill,
and honorable members had it in their
hands.
He had a statement from the
Railways Commissioners containing information with rega,rd to every item in the
schedule, and in Committee he would be
glad to give honorable members anv of that
information.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 inclusive were ~greed to.
On the schedule,
The Hon. W. J. EVANS drew attention to item NO.5, which was as follows : Additional sleepers and ballast for strengthening various lines, mainly on the following sections :-Sleepers-Melbourne to Healesville and
Fern Tree Gully, Castlemaine to Maryborough
and Ballarat, Melbourne to Serviceton, Melbourne to Port Fairy. Ballast-Melbourne to
Port Fairy, Melbourne to Serviceton, £39,829.

He said that this provided for additional
sleepers from "Melbourne to 'Healesville
and Fern Tree Gully." Did this include
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the line from Fern Tree Gully to Gembrook?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that, according to t"he memorandum of the Railways Commissioners, it included only the
line from Ringwood to Fern Tree GullYr
The Commissioners saidIn view of the weight. of rolling-stock and
the volume and character of the traffic, it is
necessary to strengthen the track on a number
of the lines by putting in additional sleepers.

With regard to the additional ballast on
the line from Melbourne to Serviceton, the
Commissioners stated that this. was essential for the safe running of the line.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-That is
bE-cause of bigger engines and bigger
trucks.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he sup·
posed so. He' knew that bigger engines were being used.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE called atten·
tion to the following items:Melbourne-additional electric lighting
power, £,'10,956.
Additional Pintsch gas plant, £1,906.

and

'Vas it not time that this Pintsch gas light
was done away with? Some £20,000 or
£30,000 had already been spent on it.
Nearly all other railways and tramways in
the world were now lighted by electricity.
The use of the Pintsch gas was never properlv authorized.
The proposal was sent
to the Railways Standipg Committee, but
Everyone
they did nO't approve of it.
knew that electric light was infinitely
better.
The Hon. J. M. DAvlEs:-In the carriages?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE. - Yes, in
It was time that a, more
the carriages.
modern system of lighting was introduced.
It would be seen that the ICommissioners
were increasing their electric lighting plant,
and while that was being done the system of
lighting the carriages should be completelv
re-arranged.
He saw by the English
papers that the ordina.ry railway cars which
the English companies w-:re running to feed
their main lines were not enly lit by electricity, but electricity was generated fer
driving as well.
NO' one 'would contend
that the electric lighting adopted on the
English railways wa3 not far and away
better than the Pintsc:h gas.
The Hon. R. B. RITcHIE.-And safer.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE. - Yes, and
safer.
He wished to know whv the Commissioners were propesing- to spend more
money in this .dirp~tjon?

Ap1Jlication Bill.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES saicf the chief
item for lighting. purposes was- a sum of
'£10,956 for additional electric lighting
The amount for additional
and power.
P,intsch gas plant was only £r,906.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-We have already spent .£20,000 or .£30,000 more.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES :said perhaps
a great deal more had been spent.
It
seemed that the work was aJ little urgent,
and the voting of some of this money had
been anticipated. He did not know why
the Commissioners preferred: to keep on the
Pintsch gas after :introducing the electric
He supposed it would
lighting. system.
mean doing away with the present equipment.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-A good job,
too.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
P,intsch gas was considered a great imprm'ement upon the old system of oil lighting.
He much preferred the Pintsch gas.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE drew attentiO'n to the item, "Melbourne - towards
new station and other improved accommodation at Flinders-street, £50,000," and
asked how much had been already spent on
tne Flinders-street station, and was this
sum -additional to the amount alreadv
authorized?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not know the exact amount that had been
spent.
When the Surplus Revenue Bil1
was dealt with, two years ago, a full est'lmate of the total expenditure on the Flinders-street station was given, and only a
portion O'f the sum required was then voted,
because that was all that it was thought
would be wanted up to a certain time. The
position was made quite clear at that time.
This item was not a proposed increase in
the expenditure. The Commissioners stated
that it was entirely a renewal of the expenditure author~zed by the Loan Application Act of 1905. This sum was all within
the original estimate passed by this House,
after a very long discussion. It was pointed
out bv the ,Commissioners that two further
sums· 'of £50,000 each would be required
to comolete the work.
This item was
merely are-vote.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the first
estimate of fue cost of the new F lindersstreet station \Va,s £250,000, but ultimately
the House was told that that sum had only
been sufficient to lay the foundations. Then
the estimate of the total cost of the work
'What the
went up to about £47°,000.
Attorney-General had stated as to the pro-
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cedure adopted in this House on the occasion of tEe passage of the Surplus Revenue
Bill was correct, but it was not very clearly
shown what the item meant. It might have
been all right if it had simply stated "towards new .station," but it added "and
other improved accommodation at Flindersstreet." Why was the last phrase put in?
It might mean an additional £50,000 to
the sum already voted, and the House
might be told afterwards that this extra
£50,000 was not a vote direct towards the
building, which was authorized to cost so
much. The Rouse should be told how much
had been spent, and how much was yet to
be 'spent. The Attorney-General had expla!ined that this was not an additional expenditure, and if the Committee accepted
that explanation there was an 'end of it.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
fancied the House previously authorized
the exoenditure of about half-a-million of
money - on the new F linqers-street station,
and now thev were asked to authorize the
expenditure of another £50,000.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE'S said honorable members were not asked to authorize
the expenditure of another £50,000. They
were asked to vote the money towards the
expenditure originally authorized. Although
that expenditure was authorized, only a
certain amount was provided towards it at
the time.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE. - Hal£-amillion.
The Hon. J. ~I. DAVIES. - Ko; nothing like it.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD drew attention to the item, "Koroit-new station
and improved yard and other accommodation, £1,766." He said he would urge
the Attorney-General to try to induce the
Cabinet to go on with this work.' It was
on the schedule of the 'Bill passed last year,
and the money was then voted, but nothing
had been done.
The work was urgently
wanted. Koroit was an important station,
doing a large traffic ·in agrlcuHural and other
The present conditions were
produce.
reallv dreadful. There was absolutelv no
shelter on the greater part of the platform.
There was only one little shed.
At the
platform where the Hamilton train met the
train on the main line from Port Fairv to
Melbourne passengers had to change from
one train to the other, aild there was absolutelv no shelter at alI on that platform.
In the rough. cold weather ladies and children. with all their I u g.g age, nad to stand
out in the rain) while in summer time it

Application Bill.

was just about as dusty a place as anyone
could be in.
He hoped the Government
would' see their way to go on with this work
this time.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES .said he was
not certain whether the matter did not rest
.with the Chief Comm~s.sioner of Railways.
Had the honorable member approached the
Chief ,Commissioner in any way?
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD. - I have
not.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it might
he that sufficient money had been provided
already to go on with the work authorized,
but he would mention the matter to the
Minister of Rail wa vs.
The Hon. W. S: MANIFOLD said his
reason for approaching the Attorney-General on this question was that he did not
like to go behind the Cabinef in a matteI
of this kind.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE drew attention to the item, "towards cost of constructing siding to works of Angliss and
Company, near Footscray, £451," and
asked if a large sum of money had not already been voted towards this work for a
private firm? Why was this sort of thing
being done for a private firm in
one business" when other private firms
had paid all the cost of their sidings-?
What was the limit of expenditure on the
siding? He had an impression that a very
large amount of money had already been
voted, and now the House was aJsked to
vote £451 more.
Why should one firm
have public money voted for its lucrative
business?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he remembered that some time ago an agreement
was made with Angliss and Company.
It
was a very favorable agreement to the Statt.;
and the company thought it was a
very hard bargain that the State
made with them at the time. A good
deal of pressure was attempted to
be brought upon the Government to
make the terms easier, but the Government refused. The agreement provided
that part of the cost of the siding to the
works of the company should be refunded
to the company, who had to pay the cost
in the first instance, on the basis of 5 per
cent. of the revenue derived from the
traffic to and from the works. The company paid the cost, and the Government
had to refund part on the basis of 5 per
cent. of the revenue which the Government
got out of the traffic resultlng. This sum
of £451 represented the amount which had
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been refunded under that agreement up to
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-They would
October 31, 1906, and which, pending the not do that for Mr. Angliss.
sanction ot Parliament, had been advanced
The Hon. J. D. BROWN 'Said it was by
by the Trea:surer. That appeared to be the good grace of Mr. Bent, who was then
the total sum up to that date paid to Commissioner of Public Works, that the
Angliss and Company.
company he referred to got the line built,
The Hon. D. MELV1LLE.-Then we have but the company paid for it. The Governmore to pay?
ment made a concession to the company in
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there consideration of paying a large sum by way
would be more to pay. He did not remem- of deposit, and allowed the company to
ber the exact proportion, but a certain pro- pa y the balance at the rate of £75 a
portion of the expenditure was to be re- month. Last month he (Mr. Brown) sent
funded. The Government would not incur a cheque for the final payment. The Railthe expenditure, but the company incurred way Department was getting, through the
it, and would -get back a portion when the freight carried on that line, no less than
traffic had paid for it properly. So they £800 or £900 per annum, and the comhad got back this sum or £451 on ~ 5 per pany was maintaining, the line.
He apcent. basis.
proved of what had been done in the case
The Hon. ·W. H. EMBL1NG.-Then it is of Mr. Angliss, but considered that the
part of the original' agreement with the same policy should be adopte-d in the councompany?
try. Mr. AngEss had established a very,
The Hon. J. l\L DAVIES said it was large factory, which was a benefit to the'
part of the written agreement, and, of State, and he approached the Railway's
course, the company would get more back Commissioners, who would not listen to his
until they got the Isum they were entitled proposals. Then he went to the Governto get, so long as the traffic was sufficient ment, and they did assist him.
Mr.
to enable them to get it.
Angliss wa,s tOld that, if he paid so much,
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said h'e would the Government would pay so much.
like to know if anyone else could enter
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-The Government paid nothing.
into a contract of this sort.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said his
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I cannot say
what the Railways Commissioners would do, recollection was that Mr. Angliss paid
but I imagine they would be quite willing £3,000 or £4,000, and aJ line was conto do business on the same terms with any structed at a cost of £7,000 or £8,000.
Whatever happened, the proper thing was
one.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the Rail- done.
ways Commissioner:s would not do what
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said there
Mr. Davies had stated. A company with was an item in the schedule providing for
which he (Mr. Brown) was connected, and £800 for expenditure on the. St. Kilda to
which brought large revenue to the Rlliil- Hrighton electflic street railway.
When
way Department, was refused a siding by the proposal to construct that line was
the Railways Commissioners, who took an brought before. the House £19,500 was
altogether erroneous view of their duty in specified as the cost, ;so that the proposal
these matters.
The Comm,issioners were just escaped being sent to the Railways
not assisting to advance the State by giving Standing Committee. What was the gross
the facilities they ought to give, and they amount the line had cost? After the
were infl.icting the highest charges they first expenditure there was money authorized
could. There was a case where a mining, for rolling-stock, and authority was given
company had to shut up because the road to extend the line about a mile. He would
to the railway was in such a dreadful con- like to know the total cost of the line up
dition. Tfiat company spent about £100,000 to date.
in developmental work, and appealed to
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
the Railways Commissioner,s, who, how- he had furnished the figures some time ago
ever, would not listen to them. The dis- to the House, giving every pound of expentance was about 2 miles and 63 chains from diture on the line. He thought that it was
the line to the power-house, and the com- at the time that the additional section was
pany asked the Commissioners to construct authorized. In this age of improvements
a line, because the traffic would repay the nothing was final, and the money referred
cost ,in two years. The Commissioners, to by Mr. Melville was for the purpose of
however, refused.
providing for automatic stokers at the
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power-house. The line had been worked
without them, but it was found now that
it would pay to put them lin. It was not
right to say that this was part of the cost
of the line, for the use of the automatic
stokers might save expenditure.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE remarked
that automatic stokers had been known for
many years, and that they ought to be part
of the expenditure. Every electric railway
of any size used them, for they did away
with a number of men. Why this was not
foreseen he did not know.
The Hon. J. M. DAvms.-Lines recommended by the honorable member often
have improvements made to them.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that the
cost of the line was now getting on to between £40,000 and £5°,000.
The' Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Oh, no.
The Hon. ,V. H. EDGAR said he did
not see any sum in the schedule for the regrading of the railway between South Yarra
and Caulfield. There had been some correspondence with the Railways Commissioners in regard to regrading that line fo~ the
construction of a tramway. Was that hkely
to be provided for before the session
closed?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he could
not tell the honorable member, but he
thought the matter was delayed at present
because an offer had been made to the Malvern Shire, which they had not accepted,
and neither had they IsubmItted any amended
proposal. They were asked to contribute
a sum of £ 15,000 to the estimated cost of
£40,000,. and he supposed they were still
considering the matter.
The Ischedule was agreed to, as was also
the preamble.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopfed.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was read a third fime,
and passed.
WATER SUPPLY LOANS
APPLICATION BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said it
was similar to the last Bill, except that it
dealt with water instead of with railways.
It authorized the expenaiture of £477 ,502,
Of that amount the sum of £60,152. was
for loans to waterworks trusts. Then there
was a sum of £1,500 for a loan to the
president, councillors, and burgesses of the
shire of Beechworth, and there was a sum
of £2,832 for advances to shires for the
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construction of tanks. All' these were loan
moneys. Then there was a sum of £359,4 68
to be expended by the Board of Land and
Works. It was stated in this BillThe works specified in the Fourth Part of the
Schedule to the Water Supply Loans Application
A.ct 190 5 and in the Fourth and Fifth Parts of
(he Schedule to this Act other than those which
have by some Act of Parliament passed before
the commencement of this Act been declared to
be national works of water supply or are described in the Third Schedule to the Water Act
190 5 as State works of water supply are bereby
rleclared to be State works within the meaning
of the Water Act 190 5.

The Fifth Part of the schedule was also for
public works l11J connexion with water
supply.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE remarked
that the House was. now passing votes for
large sums of money. We had had some
very UIlJfortunate experiences in the past in
connexion with water supply.
The Government had trusted entirely to the advice
of the experts in the Water Supply Department, and the result was that only a few
years afterwards we had to write down
£75 0 ,000 of that expenditure. Parliament
was called upon in the session of 1899-1900
to write off about £1,000,000 from the liaLilities of Irrigation and Water Supply
Trusts, owing to the mis.takes made by the
engineers.
In that session Parliament
had to pass the Water Supply Advances
Relief Act No. 1965. Parliament, feeling
that it could no longer rely On the Water
Supply Department to safeguard the country against useless and extravag.ant expenditure, required that all waterworks estimated
to cost more than £10,000 should be inquired into and approved of by the Rail.
ways Standing Committee before the works.
were proceeded with. That was the law
until a few months ago, and under that
law the Raaways Standi~g Committee had
jnguired into several schemes, such as the
Lake Lonsdale, the Upper Goulburn, the
Balla.rat, and the Sunbury, and approved
of them. Last session, however, the Water
Act was passed, repealing the provision with
regard to water supply works being referred
to the Railways. Standing Committee, and
substituting section 374, which, instead of
making the reference to the Committee mandatory, provided that "if the estimated
cost of carrying out such proposal exceeds
£10,000 it mav :by resolution of the Legislative Assembly be referred for report to
the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways." In the schedule to the Bill befeTe the House there was an item which was
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simply going back to the old dis,credited
system.
He wished to point out to the
House, and particularly to Mr. Harwood,
that in these Bills the House was doing
awav with the only check which experience
had 'shown to be of any use, and that was
to refer the matters to the Railways Standing Committee for inyestigation. H?nora~le
members would see that in conneXlOn wIth
certain water extensions there was, not an
indorsement of the Railways Standing Committee, and no estimates had- been framed,
and it was not known: what the cost would
be, as there wa,s no limit to the cost. This
was beginning the old method of simply
passing works without anybodv asking a
question as, to who had investigated the proposals and checked the estimates. When
the time came for these things to be a~'ain
written down the House should remember
tha:t they passed these items with their eves
open. Already about £750,000 had been
written down, and, including back rates, the
amount ran into £1,000,000. It was about
time honorable members should ask whether that antiquated method of takin,g nominal estimates was to be continued. He
was not saying that' these matters should
be sent to the Railways Standing Committee, which was Lrought into existence in
conn:exion with railway proposals, but why
should honorable members, take this kind
of thing from the Water Supply Department without inquiry by some Committee
a's to the ultimate cost? Honorable members knew what happened in connexion with
the railways. A sum ~f £250,000 developed into a sum of £500',000.
The
waterworks developed into immense undertakings, which were scattered over the
country, with charges on the land, and Parliament had to write down that expenditure.
What protection had Parliament that 'this
writing down would not have to be repeated ? If honorable members took no interest in these large items of expenditure,
it would serve them right if the writing
down proces,s had to be repeated. But he
hoped the House would see that proper Estimates were supplied, so that honorable
members might know the limits of the expenditure. Nobodv knew to-day what we
were doing, and if 'sums of money were
passed in this way we should have to go
back to the old system of writing down, for
history would repeat itself.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING stated.
with regard 'to the question of expenditure
on waterworks exceeding the sum of
£10,000, that until very recently it wa.s
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mandatory that every undertaking costing
over £10,000 should be suLmitted to the
Railways Standing Committee, which was
really the Public Works Committee of the
State. In the Water Act which was passed
last year the word" shall" was altered into
"may." The firS,t result of that alteration
was this proposed expenditure, some of the
items of which, although far exceeding
£10,000, it was proposed to pass without
any investigation by the Committee appointed by Parliament.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-That scheme
has been passed by Parliament
long
while.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
would ask whether the scheme had ever
been before; the Railways Standing Committee, which was appointed by law, to inquire into s,uch proposals as these. Parliament of its own will set this Committee
aside. He wished to call the attention of
the Minister to the fact that the law, making it mandatory that works like these
should be referred to the Railways Standing Committee, had been changed, and now
inste,ad of it being provided that Parliament
" shall" refer these matters to the Rai.lways Standing Committee, Parliament
" may" do so if it liked. If an Act was
passed in the s,mall hours of the mClfning a
provision was very easily altered, and the
effect of it might only be found out months
.and years afterwards. The effect of the
alteration to which he referred was not
found Glut until some time after the Water
Act had been passed. In the Assembly the
same objection was taken, and he thought
it was taken in very much the same way.
He wished to unders,tand whether the will
of Parli.ament had changed in regard to
works of this character. If it had, well
and good, bU1 if not it was right that the
attention of Parliament should be called
to the change that had been effected by the
alteration of one word. Bv that .alteration
the whole policy in gonnexicm with expenditure 'under the Water Supply Department
had been changed entirelv.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
On clause 2" providing for loans to Waterworks Trusts,
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING, stated
that the Attornev-General was, under a misapprehenS,ion. The item he (Dr. Embling)
was referring to was not the Waranga
Basin, which this House had dealt with,

a
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but to another item which came up to Parliament for the first time.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 3, providing for an advance to
the shire of Beechworth,
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said this
clause referred to.a, certain part of the schedule, (( for and towards the cons,tructioll!
of reservoirs and channels for the irriga.tion of BacchuS! Marsh Irrigation and Water
Supply district, and Werribee district, surveys, purchase of land, and expenses connected therewith, £60,000." The law ori-'
ginall ~T stated that proposals such as these,
as well as the it~ms for £14,000 and
£16,518, should be referred to the Railways Standing Committee. Here Parliament
was going into a gigantic undertaking of
£{50,000 without that inquiry being made.
No one knew positively where the expenditure was to be limited. This was a most
unsatisfactory state of affairs.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-This clause
does not touch that. I t is only in regard
to £1,SOO for BeeChworth.
The clause was agreed to, as was also
clause 4 ..
On clause S' (( Expenditure authorized
under Fourth Part of Schedule,"
The Han. D. MELVILLE said he
,vished the Attorney-General to say what
was the practice to be followed in connexion with waterworks. An Act had been
passed providing that in connexion with
all waterworks, where the estimated expenditure was over £10,000, the matter
should be referred to the Railways StandinO' Committee to be examined. The Gove~nment had brought down a whole list
of new waterworks, and he would like to
know if it was the intention of the Government to regard that Act as repealed. If
that was so, it was an end to the matter,
but, if not, he would ask the AttorneyGeneral to take care that everv item over
£10,000 should be referr~d to some c~m
mittee, if not to the Rallways Standmg
Committee. It was only fair that Parliament should know what it was doing. It
wa~ a new movement on the part of the
Government to bring down a Bill authorizinab the expenditure of large sums of money
on waterworks without referring the matter to the Railways Standing Committee.
He thought the Council, at anv rate, would
be cautious. From experience it was known
that Departments could not be trusted in
matters of th.is kind. What .more appalling
thing could have been seen than the writing down of such a large sum of money in
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connexion with waterworks some years ago?
,\Vhat more immoral act, so· to Ispeak,
could be authorized bv Parliament than allowing the writing down of liability in
that way? vVould the Attorney-General
undertake that before a pick was put into
the ground some kind of investigation
would be made into the matter?
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said the only
new item in the Bill was contained in the
Fourth Part of the .schedule.
The item
was as followed:For and towards the construction of reservoir
and channels for the irriga60n of Bacchus
Marsh Irrigation and Water Supply District,
and \Verribee District. surveys, purchase of
land, and expenses connected therewith, £60,000.

In connexion with this item, he had the
following memorandum:For the last four months the Water Supply
Department has been making extensive surveys
to find su;t~ble reservoir sites for the conservation of water for better irrigating Bacchus
Marsh, and for irrigating a considerable area
at Werribee. The estate bought by the Government at \Verribee is subject to a rainfall of
only about 19 inches per annum. If this estate
has to be divided under the Closer Settlement
Act in lots of not more than £1,500, the Government think it advisable to provide means for
irrigation.

The Han. R. B. RITcHIE.-Are they
compelled to use the water?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said of course
the settlers on the irrigated portion would
be compelled to pay the rates.
The Hon. R. B. RITcHIE.-Whether
they want to irrigate or not?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Yes. The
Werribee Estate was to be divided under
the ,Closer Settlement Act in lots worth
not more than £1,SOO. The Government
thought it advisable to provide means of
irrigation. The memorandum continued-·
. From information that they have received~ it
found that about 6,000 acres of Werribee
Estate can be irrigated 12 inches per annul1l~
from a reservoir to be constructed at the Pikes
Creek, about 30 miles above the vVerribee Estate.
IS

The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-That js
what ought to be investigated by the Committee.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the Rail
ways Standing Committee was no m. ~Je in
fallible than any other committee. The
memorandum continuedThe reservoir is estimated to cost about
£4 8 ,000; about £60,000 had been put down as
the amount probably required for reservoir and
channels. The Werribee River would be used
to convev the water from the reservoir to the
diversion'- weir at the \Verribee Estate. No deci5ion, however, wi II be come to till~ the engineers have made a survey in connexion with
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the Ball::tnee scheme.
The project of erecting
a reservoir at Ballanee is an old one, and land
t.) the extent of £15,000 'was bought as far
back as 1885 for this purpose, but the scheme
was never gone on with.
N 0 settl~d sclieme
will be adopted by the Government till further
reports have been obtained, and the approval
of the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission has been gIven to it. It has been found
necessary to ask the House to agree to this item
going in the Bill, and to trust the Water Supp~y
Department, in conjunction with the .Co~mls
sion to settle on the best scheme, as It IS advisable to cut up the estate at the earliest possible moment.

The GOVi~rnment did not want to delay settlement on the 'Werribee Estate for a longer
time than was necessary, because there were
numbers of people very anxious to sel~ct
that land, and it would make all the dIfference in tihe world whether the land was
to be selected under a system of irrigation
or not, because the cutting up would 'be
entirely different, and the value of the land
would -be different. The memorandum further saidIf Parliament do not approve of the item
in this Appropriation Bill, the cutting up of
the estate would be further delayed for twelve
months. The catchment area of the Pikes Creek
scheme would be 50 square miles, and Ballanee
has 34 square miles.

The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said that
every word the Attorney-General had said
was perfectly true, but the honorable' gentleman had not given satisfaction on one point.
That was whether a scheme of this nature
should not be referred to a committee. It
was not so long ago that Ba.llarat wanted
a water supply, and a large scheme was
submitted. That scheme was referred to
the Railways Standing Committee as a
safeguard, and they inquired into it and
reported on it. Now honorable members
were told a large sum of money was to be
expended by Parliament, and the only investigation was to be by the Department
itself, and the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, and that was really
one body. The Railways Standing Committee, as a body, had no interest in the
matter at all, but it was the duty of the
members of the CommIttee to state 1:0 the
House that Parliament must understand
that a new departure was being ma;de, and
that in future there would be practically no
check on the expenditure for money for
water supply, except the will of the Department acting on the Government, without any information being obtajned from
the Committee set apart by Parliament for
such matters. Personallv, he would be
verv pleased to see the -item of £60,000
for irrigating the Werribee Estate pa:ssed,
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but it was necessary to point out to the
House the exact position of affairs.
An
Act was passed constituting the Railways
Standing Committee, in consequence of the
gross extravagance and the amounts· of
money that were written off. On account of
the danger accruing to the State, a certain
number of members were set apart to investigate such matters, and for many years
they had investigated and reported. with
very good results to the State. As
Ministry after Minilstry had stated, the
Railways Standing Committee had, saved
millions of montey to -the State. That
check on constructing waterworks had been
set aside, and in future all honorable members would have to rely, when dealing
with Bills of this kind which came to the
Council after having passed another ;place,
on a statement of the officers, of the Department, and all the Council could do
would be to assent to the Bills.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he understood that it ha:d not yet been decided
which of the two schemes would be carried
out in connexion with the reservoir in the
Werribee. district.
The Roll'. J. M. DAVIEs.-They are
being investigated now.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said no honorable member would like to delay the matter, and, according to the Attorney-General,
settlement of the Werribee Estate might be
kept back for a whole year if the ite~1 for
irrigation in that district was not passed.
Honorable members would be really passing this item of £60,000 in the dark if
they did not know what the scheme was to
be. Of course if Parliament preferred to
leave the matte! lin the hands of the Water
Commission-The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-And the Department.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR. - The!l it
would be right enough to pass the item.
He did not speak in any spirit of antagonism to the proposal, but there seemed no
reason why the Counoil should not make a
suggestion to another place that the Railways Standing: Committee or some other
body, should investigate the scheme before
it was carried out.
The vote might be
passed condit'lonally on something of that
kind being done; but: it was a large sum of
money to vote without knowing what scheme
was to be adopted.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that what
a;larmed him was that the Werribee Park
Estate had been bought at the enormous
price of over £I3 per acre without the
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matter having been referred to either House
of Parliament.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-How could
it be referred to Parliament when Pa'rliament itself did away with that requirement,
and appointed the Board to make these purchases?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-It is now
discovered that the land will be of no use
until we spend £60,000 in trying to irrigate it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That is not
so.
The Hon. E. MILLER ,said the whole
thing was an experiment, and he would
like to know what the unfortunate settlers
on this land would have to pay after the
irrigation scheme had been carried out.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE. - At least
£23 an acre.
The Hon. E. MILLER said it would be
impossible for the settlers to pay that
amount. The whole thing looked alarming, and Parliament would soon bei in utter
darkness with rega'fd to closer settlement if
honorable members were not very careful.
I t seemed to him than this, closer settlement
business was being altogether overdone.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE observed
that the Government had bought land at
Werribee for over £13 an acre, and were
now going to spend £60,000 to irrigate
6,000 acres, or a cost of £10 per acre for
irrigation. In addition to that, roads and
other improvements would have to be made,
and he thought he would be well within the
mark if he said that the land would eventuall y cost the settlers £25 an acre.
Any
one who knew anything whatever of the
value of land knew perfectly well that the
Werribee land was not worth anything like
£25 an acre.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-This expenditure is not added to the cost of the land.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.---.:Who will
pay for it, then?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-The settlers
will pay the water rates.
The Hon. R., B. RITCHIE said the fact
remained that the Government hoped to obtain interest on a total expenditure of £2 S
an acre. If this was to be our system of
closer settlement, it would be a very bad
thing for the State.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said that, in
connexion with the vote for the Werribee
irrigation scheme, he wished to draw attention to the inconsistent attitude of the Government in the way they treated land-
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holders in different parts of the State.
Here was a scheme sprung upon the House
under which honorable members were asked
to vote £60,000, not to complete the
scheme, but merely to carry out certain
preliminary work in order to determine whether it was possible to irrigate this land.
The expenditure was not limited to
£60,000, and next session Parliament
might be asked to spend another £60,000.
In his opinion, it was an altogether wrong
system that Parliament should be asked to
vote £60,000 in the dark in order to commence schemes about which no information
whatever was given. No report of any responsible engineer was submitted to the
House, giving the details of this expenditure.
The Government were prepared to
spend £60,000 out of loan money upon
something in the nature of a fad, while
they' deliberately -refused to assi'st farmers
and other land-holders, who for the last
twenty or thirty years hall been cultivating
land in the remote parts of the State. It
was most unfair that one particular class
of settlers, should be singled out for exceptionally favorable treatment. It had
been stated that the Werribee scheme should
have been referred to the Railways Standing Committee, but he had not the gre:1t
confidence in the opinion of that Committee
which some other honorable members seemed
to have. The Railways Standing ,Committee took evidence at some length with regard
to a railway in the Richardson Valley-a
long-settled drstrict into which a number of
men went twenty years ago and reclaimed
t?e forest, with the result that large quantities of grain were now produced every year,
although nearly the whole of those settlers
were un?er the disadvantage of having to
cart theIr produce from 15 to 25 miles.
The ev.idence
was overwhelminO'b that the
.
constructlOn of the line would g.reatly increase the cuI ti va tion of the I an d in the
district.
The evidence also showed that,
without any increase of cultivation whatever, the revenue from the carriage of grain,
on the basis of the production for the preceding few yea'rs, would he sufficient to pay
working expenses and interest on the cost
of the line, except some £700 odd. This
House, he understood, once had the opportunitv of pa'ssing that railway line, after it
had been agreed to by another place j but
the Council rejected it, because there was
likely to be a small loss at the outset. Honorable members were now asked to pass this
item of £60,000 far irrigating a portion
of the land' at Werribee, a work which
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,might result in a los's, not of £700 a year,
In
but of several thousands of pounds.
('onne~ion with the Richardson Valley line
the Railways Standing Committee accepted
the evidence of one of the railway officers,
backed up by the Commissioners, that the
building, of that r3Jil \Vav would not add one
bushel 10 the amount of grain carried over
the railways. Although that evidence was
totally opposed to the evidence given by
farmer after farmer, the Committee accepted it.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLIN'G.- This is an
inrlictment of the Rail ways Standing Committee, and has nothing to do with the
question before the Chair. 1 am perfectl \"
prepared to repl y to the honorable member.
Every word he says is incorrect.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the argument wa's put forward that this item of
£60,000 should not be passed unless it was
recommended by the Railways Standing
ICommittee or some other comni,ittee.
In
reply to that, he was merely 'stating th:l't
the opinion or recommendation of the Railways -Standing Committee would not assist
him, at any rate, having in view the decisions they had g.iven in other cases. He
asked the Government to deal fairly with
all classes of settlers. In connexion with
the Werribee land, the Government now discQI'ered that they would not get the prices
they expected to get unless they spent huge
su:ns of money on irrigation.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I have already said that there would be no difficulty
,\'hatever in disposing of the land, even
without irrigation j but it would be necessary to dispose of it in larger allotments.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he would
like to know who was to make up the deficiencv if the water rates which the Government- intended to charge were not sufficient
to return the whole of the interest on the
f'xpenditure. It would have to be borne by
the taxpayers of the country, and he did
not think that that was a fair proposition.
Refore anv scheme of this kind was started
it should 'be vouched for by some responsible officf'r or Minlsl'er. The :Minister of
Water Supply should be able to sav to Parliament, "If you pass this money, so far
as my investigations go, it will be a successful venture." but there was no such statement or su'ggestion. In face of the fact
that the Government deliberately refused to
nssist people who had gone awa v into the
interior J60 or 170 miles from Melbourne
to cultivate their land--
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The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.--In what way
is the honorable member complaining that
the Government have not done their duty?
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the Government were going to expend money to
irrigate the land they had bought at Werribee, while at the s'ame time thev would not
do justice to people who were a long way
from the sea coast bv building a railway.
The HOon. J. M. DAVIES.-It was Parliament and not the Government. that refused to build that railwav.
The Hon. T. D. BROWN said the Government deli'berately refused, so far as
he could ascertain, to encourage the building
of that railway, because the Commissioners
of Railways, backed UIP by one officer, said
they would lose :1:760 per year.
The CHAIRMAN.-The question with
which the honorable member 'is dealing is
not the question before the Chair. I nave
allowed the honorable member some latitude, but his remarks are quite irrelevant.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he felt
justified in pointing out that this expenditure was not vouched for by any responsible
person as likely to be successful. and in
illustrating his -argument by showing that
the Government, before attempting to assist .
the people to be put on the Werribee land,
ought at least to assist those who had
already done their part in cultivating country districts. This seemed another instance
of town arrainst countrv. Last vear the Government 'forced the House to agree to the
expenditure of £,600,000 O:rI an additional
railway station in Melbourne, while now
they refused to incur an expenditure of
£7'60 on a railway.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said, as the
Railways Standing: Committee had been attacked, it was his dutv to state their position. They could never be a POIpular body,
because thev had to withstand proposals for
the construction of railways where'thev considered there 'was not sufficient evidence
given to show that the railway could be
built to pav its expenses. Wherever they
,vent thev found that if thev did not recommend a railwav the people of that district thought thev did not understand their
duties. If anv bodv of men wanting SOmething had to go before a tribunal, and could
not get what they wanted, they naturally
said the tribunal was no good. The great
duty of the Committee was to withstand
the construction of railwavs where, after
careful consideration. and consulting evervbody concerned, Dublic and private. official
or non-official, they considereQ that the
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work could not complv with the insln.:ctions
of the Government that, before a railwav
should be constructed. it should have very
fair prospects of paying its way. He mentioned these things because Mr. Brown
made a personal attack upon the Committee.
The Hon. E. MILLER said the enormous losses made on irrigation in years
gone by should be a lesson to Parliament in
dealing with J2.roposals for irrigation works,
but he was afraid the v were not. This serious item of ~+'60,000 was. set down as being
only towards the .construction of these
works, and so Parliament did not know
how much more monev would be required
before the reservoirs were finished. The
proposal should be referred to the body
constituted bv Parliament to look into these
matters.
He, therefore, proposed to
moveThat it be a c;uggestion to the Lerishti\'e
Assembly to refer item 8 in the Fourth Part of
the Schedule to the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways.

The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
member's motion will be best moved when
the schedule is under consideration.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said clause
5 was the operative part of the Bill, and
therefore any. suggestion should be made on
it instead of waiting for the schedule. It
would be better to postpone the clause.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said clause 5
would authorize the expenditure of whatever
sums the Committee passed in the Fourth
Part of the schedule. If an altcrafcn was
made in the schedule, then clause 5 would
only refer to the schedule as amended.
The Hon. R. B. REES said when he
was travelling the week before last
with Mr. Starr, the engineer who
reported on this scheme, Mr. Starr
described the whole position of the
matter to him, saying it was a most valuable scheme. The Coliban scheme was on
the northern slope of the water-shed that
supplied Bendi.go, and this scheme was on
the southern slope. Mr. Starr infonmed
him that more water could be conserved in
some valley there-probably the one proposed in this Bill-than w~s now held by
the CoIiban scheme, and that an enormous
amount of irrigation could be thereby obtained for the Werribee Plains. Like Mr.
Brown, he (Mr. Rees' was very dubious of
the reports of the Railways Standing- Committee, because, after all, to whom did that
Committee go for information? The State
Rivers and Water Suppl~T Commission were
I
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a body already constituted to deal with this
matter, composed of the leading experts of
the Water Supply Department, probably the
best men to be found in Victoria. They
had working under them the experts of th~
Department, who had to report to them on
tbis question. The whole of the Chirnside
Estate was in the hands of the Closer Settlement Board. The failure or success of the
purchase of the estate must rest with that
Board, and, consequently, those two expert bodies-the Closer Settlement Board
and the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission-were already constituted to
deal with this question. To refer it to another committee of inquiry, such as the
Railways, Standing Committee, would be
sim'p 1y to postpone the matter indefinitely,
because the Railways Standing Committee
were proverbially slow in bringing in their
reports on matters submitted to them for
their consideration. This item of ,;(60,000
was one the House could well ;pass with a
great deal of satisfaction. It would help
forward the closer setlement of the Werribee district very much.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses 6 and 7.
On clause 8, which was as follows:The works specified in the Fourth Part of the
Schedule to the Water Supply Loans Application
Act 1905 and in the Fourth and Fifth Parts of
the Schedule to this Act other than thoc;e
which have by some Act of Parliament passed
before the commencement of this Act been declared to be national works of water supply or
are described in the Third Schedule to the
\Vater Act 1905 as State works of water supply
are hereby declared to be State works within
the meaning of the Water Act 1905,

The Hon. VIT. S. MANIFOLD asked
the Attorney-General what principle guided
the authority, whoever it might be, in deciding what were national works and what
were State works. He understood that
national works were those like the Waranga
Basin, towards the cost of which the people
in other parts of the State had to na" their
share, although another set of people got
the benefit. He understood, on the other
hand, that State works were paid for by
the people who got the benefit.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-Do you mea.
head works?
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
understood the people who benefited
had to repay the interest and the money
expended on State works.
There must
be some princiole to guide the Governmert
or the authority in deciding what works
were national and what were State.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said his impression was that State works belonged to
the State, and were paid for by the State.
The Hon. "V. S. MANIFOLD said that
perhaps O'n some future occasion the Attorney-General would answer the question.
When the Water Bill was before the House
he (Mr. Manifold) endeavoured to obtain
some explanation as to what the pnnciple
was on which the difference between
national works and State works was
determined upon.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 9, wlhich was as follows: In the Third Part of the Schedule to the
Water Supply Special Funds Application Act
1904 there shall as from the commencement of
the said Act be deemed to have been included
the following amendment namely:After the words "Mildura railway line"
there shall be added the words "purchase of land and expenses in conTlexion
therewith."

The Hon. T. H. PAYNE said he would
like to knmv from the Attorney -General
why the Mildura railway line wa"s brought
into this Bill, which dealt with ,vater
supply.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that if
the :honorable member referred to Act No.
1943, which was the W(ater Supply Special
Funds Application Act, he would see in th~
Third Part of the Ischedule the words." For
and towards the construction of tanks in
connexion with the settlement of Crown
lands on the Mildura railway line."
The
clause provided for the words (' purchase
of land and expenses in connexion there·
with" being added after the wOlds" Mildura railway line."
The clause was agreed to, as was als0
clause IO.
Discussion took place on the schedule,
which was as follows:-

Second Part.
I.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

.8.

9.
10.
II.
12.

13.
14.
I~.

16.

Alexandra \Vaterworks Trust
Bairnsdale ·Waterworks Trust
Broadford ·Waterworks Trust
Kyabram Waterworks Trust
Kyneton Waterworks Trust
Lillydale ·Waterworks Trust
Pyramid Hill Waterworks Trust
Rutherglen ·Waterworks Trust
Tatum Waterworks Trust
Violet Town Waterworks Trust
Wimmera United Waterworks Trust
Wycheproof Waterworks Trust
Yarram \iVaterworks Trust
Yea Waterworks Trust
Traralgon Waterworks Trust
\Varragul \iV aterworks Trust

President,

worth

Councillors,

and

.

Third Part.
I.

Advances to Shires for Construction
of Tanks (Act No. 1378 and Act
No. 1667)
...
...
. ..

I.

For and towards the construction of
the Goulburn ·Weir and Channel
th~refrom to tlle W aranga ReserVOlT, construction of the vVarancra
Reservoir, purchase of land a~d
exp.enses connected therewith ...
For and towards the construction of
a Main Channel from the Goulburn Weir on the East side of
the River Goulburn, a Main
Chan~el from the Waranga ReserVOIr to the Loddon River dis.
tributary channel throufThout the
districts to be supplied b from the
Goulburn - \iVaranga Works, surveys thereof, purchase of land,
and expenses connected therewith
For and towards the Loddon River
vVorks, purchase of land, and expenses connected therewith
...
For and towards the Kerang Northwest Lakes Works, surveys, purchase of land, and expenses connected therewith
...
...
For and towards t he construction
and improvement of the Coliban
System of \iV aterworks, purchase
of land, and ·expenses connected
therewith
...
...
For and' towards the constructi~~
nnd improvement of the Geeloncr
Water Supply Works, purchas~
of land, and expenses connected
therewith
...
...
. ..
For and towards the Lake Lonsdale
Reservoir, surveys, purchase of
Jand, and expenses connected
therewith
'"
...
...
For and to'Yards the construction of
reservoir and channels for the
irrigation of Bacchus Marsh Irrigation and Water Supply District,
and Werribee District, surveys,
purchase of land, and expenses
connected therewith

Fourth Part.

2.

3·
4·

5·

6.

7·

8.

SCHEDULE.

I.

The

Burgesses of the Shire of Beech-

First Part.
2.

Application Bill.

'£
15 0

6,000

30 3

500

200

60,000

3,14 2

9,5 00
3,5 0 ()

Fifth Part.

6,0 1)0
15
00

1,7
300

17')

400
4,000

280

400
77
14,000
16,5 18

For and towards the Mallee Distribution "'Narks, extension of same,
surveys, purchase of land, and
expenses connected therewith ....
2. FO.r and towards Long Lake Pumpmg Works, extension of same,
surveys, and expenses connected
therewith
...
...
...
3· For and towards extensions and
improvements of works in the
Rodney Irrigation and Water
Supply District, surveys, purchase
of land, and expenses connected
therewith
I.

11,000
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4. For and towards extension and
iU:provements of the works in the
Co hun a Irrigation and Water
Supply: District, surveys, purchase
of land, and expenses connected
therewith
5. For and towards extensions and
improvements of the works in the
Koondrook and Myall Irrigation
and Water Supply District, surveys, purchase of land,. and ex...
penses connected therewith
6. For and towards extensions and
improvements of the works in the
Swan Hill Irrigation and Water
Supply District, surveys, purchase
of land, and expenses connected
therewith
7. For and towards extension of
Spring Gully Race to Axe Creek,
Coliban System of Waterworks...
8. Sea Lake-Town Supply Works ...
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it.
The Government did not consider the
purchase a bad one, and before they purchased the estate had it reported on, and
the recommendation of the Lands Purchase
6,500 Board was in favour of it. It was exceedingly unfair for a member of the House,
because some man in the street told him
something that he knew nothing about
himseif, to insinuate th31t the Government
2,000
had made a bad bargain, and that this was
the only way to get out of it.
There was no foundation for that
insinuation, and the Government had
no fear in regard to this purchase.
N ei3,500 ther ha:d those who were connected with it.
Whatever the views of honorable members
might be as to the wisdom of. irrigating
2,500
600 or not irrigating this particular land, he
trusted they would not insinuate that the
Government were doing it from any
motive of the sort referred to. With reGrand total '"
ga.rd to this particular item, it was quite
The Hon. E. MILLER movedtrue that a matter of this sort would have
That it be a suggestion to the Legislnti.ve had to be referred to the Railways StandAssembly that item 8 in the Fourth Part of the
ing Committee, but the provision of the
schedule be omitted.
law with respect to that was altered by
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said there was section 374 of the Water Act. That secno occasion for this proposal, for the item tion providedcould be omitted without making the sugges'Whenever the Minister submits to Parliament
tion.
He understood that Mr. Miller inproposal for the appropriation and expenditended to move for a suggestion in favour any
ture of money for the construction extension
of referring this item to the Railways completion or reconstruction of any waterworks
Standing Committee.
It was within the whether State works of water supply Or waterworks to be vested in some authority other than
power of this House to strike the item out.
the Commission if the estimated cost of carryThe ·Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he ing out such proposal exceeds Ten thousand
doubted the correctness of Mr. Balfour's pounds it may by resolution of the Legislative
statement.
This was a Bill to au1:1horize Assembly be referred for report to the Parliathe expenditure of money, and how could it mentary Standing Committee on Railways.
be amended by this House? Members had The Assembly had not seen fit to
always claimed that a railway Bill could refer this item to the Railways Standbe amended, because it did not authorize ing Committee, and now the Council
the expenditure of the money, which had to was going to ask the Assemblv to
be voted by Parliament afterwards.
do something which the Assembly had
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he not thought fit to do. There was no power
thought the matter could be dealt with in this House to refer the matter to the
,vithout a suggestion.
Railways Standing Committee, and there
The Hon. W. ,CAIN said it had been never was power to do so. I t seemed to
brought under his notice by a gentler,nan be thought that the Government wanted to
outside that the purchase of tlhe Wernbee get some power to go and fool away a
Estate was a very bad one, and that the lot of money.
Of course, the Governonly means of dealing with it, in or~er to ment would be most anxious not to make
get a price, was by introducing a. scheme a failure of any scheme that they underof irrigation.
That scheme was hkel y to took, and therefore he had stated to honmake the transaction a worse one.
orable members that no such scheme would
The Hon. T. M. DAVIES said he did be adopted until further reports had been
not approve of the statement that the Wer- obtained, and the approval of the State'
ribee purchase was a bad one, and that this Rivers and Water Supply Commission had
expenditure was prompted because it was been given to it. Were those men fit for the
thought bv some man in the street that the position?
Did those honorable members
Government would not get the price without on the Railways Standing Committee know
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more about irrigation than this Commission?
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-Who are th2

men?
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pleased, and to pay for services in connexion with the jnquiry if they liked. It
would be the fault of the Railways Standing Committee if they limited themselves
to the members of the Board in mak~ng
their inquiries.
The Railways Standi~lg
Committee usually took plenty of time, but
they \yent to the bottom of the things
that were referred to them.
What WJS
this Commission?
I t was the Commission that made the old bungle.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-No.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said the Attorney-General knew that Mr. Smart
Murray was the Chairman of the Commission, and the other expert was a dellal tmental officer, whilst the third man hau
been town clerk of Essendon--a good business man as evervbodv knew.
Hut he
desired to lay partlcula~ stress on the fact
that some of the members of the Commission were in the Department when the
great water bungle was m~dl~.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES ,---I do not
think Mr. Garson had anything to do \rith
the Department at the time of tl-',J.t 1::ur~gk.
The HOI:. D. MELVILLE said what he
wanted to impress on the Minister was that
we had to write off £75°,000. Indeed, £r,ooo,ooo was utterly thrown
away. Where were all the Governrr.,ent
officers then? Were we to do the SJmt!
thing again when it was known tha[ The
departmental evidence ruined the business?
I t was unfortunate in connexion with the
present debate that he (Mr. Melville) should
be a member of the Railways Standing
Committee" but he thought Parliament
might very properly have the, matter referred to that body, especially after such
bungles as that in connexion with the
Railway Department, where the cost of a
work was raised from about £200,000 t::>
£5° 0 ,000.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That is very
unfair, because the extra amount gave
great deal of extra work, higher buildings, and other things.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said Mr.
Stuart Murray was one, and Mr. Garson,
an excellent man, and, he believed, an experienced expert, was another.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-What was
he?
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES said Mr.
Garson was an expert engineer in connexion with water. Then, in order to get
a business man with a large knowledge of
other matters, a gentleman who had been
town clerk of Essendon was appointed,
and that appointment, he beHeved, was approved of generally as being a very valuable one in connexion with the other two
members of the Commission. What would
the Railways Standing Committee do if
this scheme was referred to them? They
would call these very men to give evidence
upon which they v{Quld act.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-They would
call the farmers of the district to give evidence too.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
would ask what would be the value of the
evidence of farmers of the district as to
whether this work would payor not.
Farmers' evidence was usually in favour
of a particular scheme if they wanted it.
The Hon. R. B. RITcHIE.-The evidence of Bacchus March farmers, where
they have irrigation, would be particularly
valuable.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that
body of experts would make a recommenThen there were
dation in the matter.
the officers of the Government Department.
If the scheme exceeded the proposed estimate-the reservoir was estimated to cost
about £40,000-by anything appreciable,
no Government that valued its position and
reputation would go into it, and spenn. a
lot of money. Of course, the simple facts
were that if this item was excluded from
the Bill it would mean an extra year b'~,
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the
fore the land became available for closer
Railways Standing Committee inquired
settlement.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarke'l into that work, and made a recommendathat he had nothing to do with the in- tion of £250,000 as a final one. The
sinuations that had been mentioned. The Attornev-General knew that officers of the
Minister was entirel y wrong as to whom railway; service came before this House,
the Railways Standing Committee would a.nd each of those engineers declared that
call. The Act under which the Railwavs they had made a mistake.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-Onlv one of
Standing Committee worked required the~,
.
and enabled them, to call whomsoever they them-not each of them.

a
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The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the
recommendation of the Railways Standing Committee received the indorsement of
that very Department to which the honorable gentleman referred-the Public Works
Dejpartment-and after the amount was
indorsed as being the full cost the whole
matter had to be opened again.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-It was an
engineer from the railways.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the
Railways Standing Committee did not accept the estimate of the en!!ineer from the
railways, but they brought the Public
Works Department into the matter, and
the Department failed them.
To-day
there was to be a work costing f600,000
in place of £25°,000. That was to be
the extent of that foolish thinrr called the
Central Railway Station. As he had said
before, the country pitched away;l:7 50 ,000
in connexion with waterworks. That was
not a small sum to be written down, and
charged to general taxation. He would
contend that the House should insist on
having somebody responsible for these estimates. Honorable members \'vere told
that the Railways Standing Committee
would have to obtain their evidence from
the mem.be~s df the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.
Did honorable members think that if the matter was
sent on to the Railways Standing Committee, the Committee would not be able
to summon any engineer they liked, and
would not do that, or that the Railways Standing Committee would not go
into the whole of the facts, and find out
whether the site of the works would hold
the water that was required, and also
ascertain whether the rainfall was sufficient, and what the land' had cost, and
further, whether the men who went on
this land could sustain the burden that
would te put on their shoulders? Unless
a full inquiry was made, and there was
some assurance on these ;points, what
would happen if we had a reaction in connexion with these schemes? We should
have what had happened before. The men
who were put on the land would say, "We
shall hal/e to leave the land.
The Government took the advice of their awOl Department, and we believed them, and nOW
we find you are all wrong, and we cannot pay the money." He wanted to relieve the countrv from a scheme which
might be one o( the wildest and stupidest
things ParliameIlt had ever sanctioned. If
he were at liberty, he would mention the
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name of an engineer \Y ho had spoken to
him an this matter.
That engineer, before the Chairman of the Railways Standing Committee, advised him, as a Member
of Parliament, to look into this thing.
This was one of the Government officials,
and it was not Stuart Murray, but a very
important man.
He (Mr. Melville) did
not ask to see this man. The man came
to him voluntarily.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-Does the honorable member think it loyal for anyone
to go to the officials behind the back of
the Minister?
The Hon.
D.
MELVILLE said
honorable members need nQit take anv notice of what had been said with rega.-rd to
insinuations.
The thing that honorable
members required to do was to check
dangerous and wild-eat schemes, and to
make sure that a scheme would be worth
the money it would cost the State.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES observed that
Mr. Melville's great argument was that
everything should be referred to the Railways Standing Committee, and that then
honorable members would be safe. The
Central Station, about which the honorable member complained, and in regard to
which he said the expenditure went from
£250,000 up to £500,000, was a scheme
that came to the House from the Railways Standing Committee.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-We opposed it.
The Hom J. M. DAVIES said the
Railways Standing Committee reported that
that work could be done for £25°,000.
He would quite admit that the Railways
Standing Committee were, to a certa'itl
extent, misled by the mistake of a witness whom they examin·ed.
It was ,,,ell
to have that case in mind before honorable members decided to refer this matter
to the Railways Standing Committee in
order to be safe. Honorable members
thought they were safe on a former occasion, but it was the report of the Railways Standing Committee that misled
them.
The Han. E. J. CROOKE stated that
he was not looking at this question, which
had raised so much indignation on the part
of the Attorney-General, from the point of
view whether Werribee' Park was a bad
bargain or a good b~rgain.
He would.
point out that the expenditure under this
particular item was on a different footing
altogether from what similar expenditure
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had been in the past. Prior to the passing of the Water Act of last session, the
liabjlity was supposed to be placed on the
particular district concerned, but now he
understood that the whole of the money
that was to be expended on head worksin this case it amounted to £45,000 out
of £60,000-had to be met out of the
general revenue, and consequently the
whole of the State was concerned in the
scheme. Werribee could onlv! be directly
charged with £15,000 expended on the
irrigation: channels.
As one representing
the taxpayers of the State, he considered
he was entitled to have information on the
item before he agreed to it. The matter
had only been referred to the Water Supply Department recently, and he believed
the survey was only just recently completed.
The only information he had seen was that
contained in certain paragraphs in the
press. As to placing the reliance which
the Attorney-General seemed to think
should be placed on the head of the Water
Supply Department, .honorable members
must recollect that :Mr. Stuart Murray had
for many years been connected with the
Department, and it could not be said that
its schemes had been a success.
The Hon. R. R. RITCHIE expressed
the hope that the Committee would adopt
Mr. Miller's suggestion, and omit this item
with the idea of having a further report.
The opinion of the qualified engineer and
his assistants as to the value of irrigation
was not worth a snap of the fingers.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Whose
o;pinion is worth anything?
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said the
men whose opinion was worth something
were those who had to work under irrigation.
We had men who had grown
crops under irrigation, and they could say
whether this land was suitable for irrigation, and how much it was worth under
that system. Another thing which would
be ascertained from such men was whether
they would be able to make the scheme a
commercial success.
This was only the
preliminary, cost. It was £10 an - acre,
and the House \vould be able to find out
whether under these conditions. the scheme
could or could not be made a success. He
was not going to make any comments on
the price paid for Werribee, except to say
that if a private individual had to buy it
he did not think so much would have been
given for it.
The Hon. W. CAIN observed that his
attention had been drawn to the amount
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of this item.
That was primarily what
he had intended to speak upon, but he
went a little off the line, and spoke about
the value of the land. He was cautioned
to see that this expenditure was not entered
upon without consideration.
This person who spoke to him was not a
man in the street, but one who for
many years had been a member of
this House, and wals a man of standing.
This gentleman knew the value of the
country very· well, and gave as his authority as to the price ()If the land a man
who knew more about the subject than he
did. H'e (Mr. Cain) could give. names if
necessary) but he did not think this man's
idea was that too much was paid for the
land, but rather that the matter should be
referred to somebody who knew something,
about it.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR stated that he
did not agree with Mr. Miller's proposal to omit the item. If the suggestion
were that the matter should be referred to
the Railways Standing Committee or any
other Committee he thought it would be
a reasonable one.
According to the Act
passed last year, the Legislative Assembly
might refer such an item as this to the
Railways Standing Committee.
Probably
it was never suggested in the Assembly
that this item should be referred to the
Railways Standing Committee, but if a
suggestion to that effect came from this
. House, pointing out that the item was a
large orie, and that the scheme was incomplete, and not yet decided, he thought the
Assembly would see that it was reasonable
to get the report of the Railways Standing Committee upon the subject.
That
Dleed not cause the delay of a year. There
was no reason why a report should not
be presented in a week.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Ask the members of the Railways Standing ,Committee.
The Hem. J. BALFOUR said he saw
no difficulty in getting expert evidence on
the scheme within a week or ten da vs.
At aillY rate, he· could not agree with the
suggestion that the item should be omitted,
and he regretted that anything had been
said indicating the opinion that this was
a bad purchase, or that irrigation was not
good for the land there.
He entirely
disagreed with that view. The estate being
so near Melbourne, he considered the purchase a good one for closer settlement purposes, and when irrigation was applied, as
it had alreadv been applied at Werribee,
the land would become very valuable.
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The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-It has been
irrigated with sewage.
The Hon:. J. BALFOUR said before
sewage was used there was irrigation on
a small scale in that district.
He considered the land was very suitable for irrigation, and anyone who had seen the
effects of irrigation in the Goulburn Valley
knew that land with a bad rainfall
increased in value tenfold or a hundredfold above what it had been without irrigation. The point was that the Committee were
being asked to pass £60,000 towards the
cost of a reservoir, and honorable members
did not know what the reservoir was, and
he did not think it had been yet quite decided. No honorable member of the Assembly would object if a request was made
for some expert authol1ity before the Water
Commission agreed to carry' out the scheme.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN remarked that
it was to be regretted that this item had
caused some stir amongst honorable members, many of whom were evidently talking about something with which they were
not acquainted. As to the remarks about
irrigation being a failure, he could contradict them. There had been nothing wrong,
and irrigation had. been a success.
The Ham W. CAIN.-The whole of the
cost of the head works of the Goulburn
work,s was written off.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said they were
not written off] and they were still
a charge on the district.
Honorable
members, of course, could not possibly
find any fault with the recommendation to
refer the scheme to the Railways Standing
Committee for some further information.
Further information might be necessary. It
was stated that the rainfall was only 19
inches. It would take a large catchment
to fill a dam of the size described with
the rainfall of that extent. He had the
very greatest confidence in the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-There are 50
square miles of catchment.
The Hon:. M. CUSSEN said if the
House left the item out it would make
t.he Werribee scheme a failure.
When
the Chaffey Brothers came out here first
they commenced an jrrigation scheme at
the Werribee.
Those men were experts,
and would know whether the land was
suitable for irrigation. The fact that the
Chaffey Brothers carried out ~n irrigation
scheme at Werribee would justifv the Government in looking closely into the matter.
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The Hon:. W. S. MANIFOLD.-vVhy did
the Cha'ifeys not go on?
.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said thev had
probably not gone on because the hind in
the district was all private property. He
had not heard anything said as yet to
justify him in voting against the item.
He thought the matter had been looked
into, and that a report by Mr. Stuart
Murray and Mr. Garsonl-the latter of
whom had been in the country for the
last twenty years-would be accepted.
The Hon. E. MILLER remarked that
his desire had been to obtain further 111formation before voting this sum of
£60,000.
He wanted to know what the
scheme was going to cost, and whether the
Werribee land was suitable for irriO'atioll'.
'Vith that view he had moved that
be a
sugges~ion to the Assembly that the item
be oImtted, and he would submit that the
following words mjght be added, "with a
~iew to re~erring it to the Railways StandIng CommIttee for further information."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-We cannot
have a suggestion like that.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
he would l,ike to know whether the Committee could pass the item subject to the
a~proval of the Railways Standing Ccmnuttee? If honorable members liked they
could T?ake a suggestion to the Ass,embly
and walt for an .answer. The Bill had been
sent up to Le approved of by the Council.
How could honorable members say they app~oved of so~e of it and not of other parts
WIthout mak111g an alteraticn?
Th~ CHAIRMAN .-Mr. MilIer C~1n
put hIS proposal in the following form:.-

fi

That it be at suggestion to the Legislative As.
sembly that t~ey make the' following amendment :-After Ite~ 8 add "~ubject to the approval of the RaIlways Stanumg Committee."

There are ~wo alternative?, ~ither to accept
the ~iUggeStIon of Mr. MIller, or to reiect
the Item.
The H.on. W. CAIN said he preferred
that the Item should be rejected. It was
not a business, proceeding to enter jnto an
un.dertaking without plans or an estim:lte
o~ the cost.
To authorize the expen~lture of £60,000 for irrigation a't Wernbee was like a man building a house
with an estimate of the cost of the stable
or t~e back kitchen, and going on, not
knowmg where he was going to end. Was
it not new for the Council to commit itself
to works, without knowin,g what the cost
would be? It was very wrong to spend
money On works witho"ut complete plans
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or reports, and he hoped the item would
be rejected.
The Hon.

J.

D. BROWN said he ap-

proyed of Mr. Miller's suggestion with
the exception of the proposal to send the
matter to the Railways Standing Committee. As the Attorney-General had pointed
out, the Assembly h.ad power to refer matters to the Railways Standing Committee,.
and the AS,sembi y had not exercised that
power. They might have overlooked it, byt
they might have been perfectly aware of It,
and perhaps did not want to do it. He did
not think it was a proper position to take
up to s,ay to the AssemLly that they must
refer the matter to the Railways Standing
Committee, or to ask them to do it. He
would support any amendment which
would lead to the expenditure of the
money being delayed until the Council was
supplied with proper information as ~o the
expenditure.
If the Government Itself
would say, "We have gone into the matter. .and so much money will make a compl~te scheme," then the respons,ibility
would be on the Government. He would
probably accept their statement as being
that of the Government, who had made
proper inquiries.
The Government did
nothing of the kind, but asked honorable
members to vote £60,000 "fer and towards" a scheme. The Attorney-General
had not aiven the slightest information
with the ~xception of the report which he
had read, and honorable members did not
know who had written that report.
The Hen. J. M. DAVIES.-It was dictated by the Minister of Water Supply.
The Han. J. D. BROWN said he
thought the House was entitled t.o more
information than the document whIch had
just been read. Honorable member~ were
entitled to pl.ans. He was not gomg to
'"ate to put the expenditure of money in
the hands of two Government officers. It
had been suggested Ly some honor.able
members that Mr. Stuart Murrav and Mr.
Garson were competent men. He did not
doubt that j but the taxpayers were not
prepared to allow those officers to sp~nd
£60,000 in embarking in an undertakmg
which might ultim.ately cost £600,000.
He knew his constituents, would not allow
him to do that, and he would vote against
such a proposal.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said it
·seemed to him very reasonable that the
House should have further information.
The general opinion expressed this afternoon was that when estimaJtes had been
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given to the House they had been larg~Iy
exceeded.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I beg your
pardon. One instance was, given.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said he was
referring to that particular instance. It
would :be easy tor the Railways Standing
Committee to get informatioIlJ with regard
to what would be the total expenditure of
the works and to give the House their
opinion as to whether the lands were
capable of carrying an expensive scheme
of irrigation. If the lands were irrigated,
those who took them ·up would have to use
a large sum of money in artificial manures.
It appeared as if the s,ettlers would be
hampered by having a burden placed on
them which they would not be alAe to
carry. I t was reasonable that the fullest
inform.atioru should be given to the House
before spending any money on the scheme.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
understood the Attorney-General to say
that the proposed expenditure of £60,000
on the scheme of irrigation at Werribee
was based Q1n a report dictated by the Minister' of ·Agricul ture.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-I said the
statement I read was, dictated by the Minister of Agriculture.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
was called out of the HOllse when first the
Bill came on this afternoon. Might he
ask whether the statement of the Minister
of Agriculture recOimmended the expenditure of £60,000?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Of course it
does.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
would like to inrform honorable members
that the Attorney-General read a statement
bv the Minister of Agriculture in favour
of the irrigatien scheme at Werribee, and
iust to show what the opinion of the Minister of Agriculture on agricultural matters was worth, he might say th.at the Minister of Agriculture had informed members
of another place that there was land in the
Port Fairy disJrict which carried three and
four cows to the acre. What reljance or
weight could be placed on a statement-The HOlli. J. M. DAVIES.-Is it fair to
attack a Minister of another place? I do
not think it is decent.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD sajd the
Attornev-General put a statement before
the House in favour of an irrigation scheme
at Werribee on agricultural land by the
Minister erf Agriculture. Th.at statement
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was to the effect that irrigation would beneThe Committee divided on Mr. Miller's
fit tfie Werribee land, and he thought he suggested amendmentwas perfectly justified in saying that the
Ayes
20
opinion of the Minister of Agriculture was
Noes
7
not worth much.
The Hon. E. MILLER said to simplify
Majority for making the
matters Fie would alter his proposal to read
suggestion
13
as follows : AVES.
That it be a suggestion to the Legislative Assembly that they make the following amendment :-After the word "therewith," item S,
add "subject to the approval of the Railways
Standing Committee."

The Hon. W. LITTLE said he did not
know whether the purchase of the Werribee
Estate had been a good bargain or a bad
one.; but he knew that in the land tax
register the propertv had been rated as
fourth class land for the last twenty-five
years.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The last
three or four years. It was, then put from
the third into the fourth.
The Hon. W. LITTLE said that made
matters look worse than he said.
Up
country there was land that had had pounds
and pounds per acre spent upon it before
it could carry one sheep to the acre, and
since that had been done the property had
been rated as third class land.
It was
said there were 6,000 acres of Werribee
land to be irrigated, and pos,sibly the pick
of the land would be chosen for irrigation.
He believed a lot of the Werribee. land
was stony, and he did not know of any
water that would fall from the Heavens
capable of making stones productive. There
were 6,000 acres to be irrigated, and possiblv that land was worth £20 an acre.
The settlers would be saddled with extra
expense through the irrigation.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-It is for their
benefit.
The Hon. W. LITTLE said some land
would res,pond quickly to water and some
would not. Once water was put on land
the land must be tilled, and the tilling
must be continued. He was in fa.vour of
irrigation being delayed.
It would be
better to have irrigation put back for
twelve months than to go in for a wildcat scheme. He would rather have the
irrigation of the Werribee Estate delayed
if that would be the means of protecting
the bulk of the taxpayers from having to
pay taxes on a scheme which might not be
the success anticipated. There had been
lots of such schemes, and this, might be
one. of them.
He would support Mr.
Miller's proposal.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"

Aikman
Austin
Balfour
Brown
Cain
Crooke
Embling
Evans
Harwood
Little
Manifold

Mr.
"
"
"

Baillieu
Cussen
Davies
Pitt

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

McBryde
McLellan
Melville
Miller
Pratt
Rees
Ritchie.

Tellers.
Mr. Edgar
" Pearson.
NOES.

Mr. Sachse

Tellers.

I

Mr. Hicks
" McDonald.

The suggested amendment was reported
to the House, and the Bill was ordered to
be returned to the Legislative Assembly
with a message reques,ting them to amend.
the Hill accmdingly.
TRUST FUNDS ACT 1897 FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill.
He said
claruse 2 stated the object of the Bill. It
was as follows:Except where otherwise directed by any Act
of Parliament the interest from time to time accruing in respect of' any moneys invested by the
trustees in accorchnce with the provisions of
the Trust Funds Act 1897 shall be paid by the
said trustees into the Consolidated Revenue and
shall be applied by the Treasurer of Victoria towards the reduction of the Consolidated Revenue deficit. or if there is for the time being no
such deficit shall be placed by the said Treasurer to the credit of the Victorian Loans Re·
demption Fund.

The Bill proposed to apply the interest
to reduce the revenue deficiency while it
existed, and then to place it to the credit
of the Victorian Loans Redemption Fund.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and afterwards passed through its remain~ng
stages.
GAMING SUPPRESSION BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
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Discussion was resumed on clause 23,
which had been amended to read as 'follows: Every person who prints writes exhibits publishes selis circulates aistributes gives .ilway or
posts up or causes to be printed written exhi.
bited published sold circulated distributed given
away or posted up any placard handbill card
writIng sign advertisement or notification (whe.
ther published printed or written in Victoria or
elsewhere) or who is registered as the proprietor
printer or publisher of any newspaper whereby it
is made to appear that. such person or
any other person will if required give information Or advice directly or indirectly as to
the probable result of any intended horse race
or pony race or trotting race in any part of the
Commonwealth of Australia or as to the betting odds on any such race or whereby any information or advice is given or purported to be
given relating to the probable result of any such
race or as to the betting thereon or as to totali.
zators or any_ unlawful game shall be guilty of
an ofFence,
and on Mr. Manifold's amendmentThat the words" unless the Court be satisfied
that there was no consideration for so doing"
be inserted after the word "shall" (line 20).
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
did not know whether it was necessary for
him to discuss this matter any further. The
ger.eral effect of the clause, -if amended as
he proposed, would be that a newspaper
would be allmved to give a forecast of the
result of races, but that an individual would
not be able to do so for private gain. Honorable members quite agreed With the proposal of the Government to Rut down the
army of tipsters that at the present time
battened on the credulity of the public for
their own personal gain, but many honorable members thought it was in the ir.terests, not only of racing, but o'f the State
as a whole, that those who were interested
should be able to know from the newspapers what was going on, so that they
might go out to the race-course with some
idea as to what racing people thought of
the chances of different horses. In other
w'ords, they wanted to put down everything
in the wav of tipping for private gair., but
the v wanted, at the same time, to un gag
the newspapers.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said that this
clause provided practically that persons
should not give tips, and also that newspapers should not publish advertisements
to the effect that certain people were prepared to give tips. The honorable member wished to insert the words "unless the
Court be satisfied that there was no consideratioI! for so doing." He (Mr. Davies)
supposed that no one would take the trouble
to get a newspaper to say that he was ready
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to give information as to the probable resuIt of a race unless he meant to charge
for it, so that it was not very clear what
the honorable member was attempting to
provide for in this ,amendment. The honbl
b
'd h
d
h
ora e mem er sal
e wante to ungag t e
press. In what respect did he want to ur.gag the press?
Was the press to be
ungagged by saying that they might insert
any of. these advertisements?
Did he
understand the honorable member to mean
that a newspaper was to be allowed to
commit an offence under this clause?
If
'so, that had better be put in plain
lar.guage.
The Han. W. S. MAJ\TIFOLD.
No j I
protest against that statement.
The Han. J. 'M. 12AVIES.-Then, what
did the amendment mean? Did it mean
that any person could post these placards
all down Collins-street so long as he .did
not take payment 'for it?
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-Whv r.ot
allow the newspapers to give these" forecasts?
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said it was
not a question of publishing forecasts at all.
It was a question of individuals posting up
placards and notices in tobacconists' shops
and other places. If Mr. Manifold wanted
to exempt newspapers from this provisior.'
he should say so specifically" instead of
exempting all sorts of people.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
thought the suggestion just made by the
At,torney-C:reneral would meet the requirements of the case. He would ask that the
clause be postponed until later in the evening, in order that the matter might be properly dealt with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Very well.
The further consideration of ,the clause
was postponed.
On clause 24, which was as follows:EYer), person who placards posts up or exhibits or permits or ,suffers to be placarded
posted up or exhibited or who assists in placarding nosting up or exhibiting in or on or about
any -bnd 'building or premises any information
or notice or list directly or indirectly relating
to betting or totalizators or any unlawful game
shall be guilty of an offence,
The Han. J. BALFOUR movedThat the following words be added to the
clause :-" Where any such information Or
notice or list is placarded posted up or exhi·
bited on any lanel building ,or premises it shall
unless the contrary is proved be presumed
to have been so placarded posted up or exhibited bv or with the permission of the occupier
of such' land building or premises."
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The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
would like to know how the proprietor of
certain land or buildings was to prove a
negative. The owner might say that he
had no know ledge of the posting of these
things.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That would
be proof of his innocence.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said that
a couple of constables might give evidence
to the contrary. It was a very dangerous
addendum to make to the clause, and would
give additional trouble to the unfortunate
owners of the land. I t would not be easy
for the owner to prove that a placard was
posted without his knowledge.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said it
would certainly not be easy for the owner
of a buildir.g or of certain land to prove
that the placard was posted without his
permission. He himself had had a lot o'f
trouble through the posting of bills on his
fences, and it would not be easv for him
to prove that it was done without his knowledge or consent.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE expressed the
. opinion that it was a most remarkabl~ thing
to require a land-owner to prove his innocer.ce in a case of this kind.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that all
the land-owner had to prove was that the
posting was done without his permissionthat it was done without his knowledge.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-That
carries the matter a little further. A man
might know it, but may not have permitted
it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
amendment referred only to the occupier
of the premises.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-Suppose
the occupier is away.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that ir~
that case he could easily prove that he was
away. He (Mr. Davies) could not understand the objections that were raised to try
to get people who might be in difficulties
under this Bill out of those difficulties.
Suppose a man had an office, and one of
these notices was posted up in that office,
surely it should not be necessary to prove
that that man gave permission for it to be
posted.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-YoU r.ever
know what might happen in ,a Court of
justice.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he knew
that guiltv people often escaped through
'the difficultv .of bringing 'forward sufficient
proof. He did not want that to happen in
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this case if it could be avoided. If somethir.g was posted up in a man's office was
it a hardship for it to be assumed that it
was posted up with his permission unless
the contrary was proved?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Suppose it
is posted up on your back fence?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that even
in that case what harm could there be in
requiring the occupier to prove that it was
not posted there 'with his permission.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-Why
should he be worried ,about it?
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said the
question was whether this Bill was to be
made effectual. Was it intended . that
people who committed these offer.ces should
have an opportunity of escaping because of
the possibility of some innocent man bfLClg
put to the trouble of saying, "I am innocent. "
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-And of
proving it.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said that if
a man gave evidence that .the offer.ce was
not committed with his permission, that
would be sufficient, unless there were such
'facts as to justify the Bench in believing
the contrary.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING said he
could not understand the reasoning of the
Attorney-Ger.eral. The honorable gentleman first created a new offence, and then
wanted to provide that a man must prove
that he did not commit it. One man might
own a number of houses and fences, which
he did not see from one week's er.d to another, and vet if one of these placards appeared on them he would be called before
the Court to prove his innocence. The
clause went quite far enough without this
addendum.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
coul d not help expressing his amazement at
the heat which the Attorney-Ger.eraI
showed because honorable members wished
to prevent the infliction of an injustice.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Apparently
only those members who are not members
of the Government are justified in showing
heat in this Committee.
The Hor.. 1'. C. HARWOOD said he
saw no reason why people should be liable
to be persecuted because other persons
posted certain notices or placards on their
fences, and why the report should appear
in the newspapers that "Mr. So-and-So·
was brought before the magistrates .and
charged with allowing a placard to be
posted on his fence. "
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The Hor.. J. M. DAVIES.-I was summoned once for conspirac\', but I did not
howl against the law.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
everyone did not possess the nerve of the
Attorney-General.
Fancy a lady landowner being subjected to tihis clause.
If
these placards were posted with the consent
of t.he pr<?prietor that fact should be proved
agamst hlm.
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES. - That is
almost impossible.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said that Mr.
Harwood was quite in error in saying that
the owner of lar.d or· premises was to be
harassed under this amendment. It was
the occupier only to whom the amendment
applied.
Any good, sensible citizen who
saw such a placard on his premises would
at once tear it down.
It seemed to him
that honorable members altogether misunderstood the position.
They seemed to
ha~e a bee in their bonnet, ar.d everything
whIch the Government proposed to restrict
gambling was condemned.
I twas only
'~hen t?e occupier of certain property persIsted III allowing one of these notices to
be posted on his premises that he would be
held guilty of an offer.ce under this clause.
The Han. J. BALFOUR remarked that
honorable members spoke about the placards
that were referred tQi in this clause as
though they were ordinary placards wh ;ch
anyone might post on a fence.
But the
placards referred to were those relating to
betting, and such placards, as a rule, were
not posted anywhere without the consent of
the occupier of the premises. If that were
not the case the occupier would have r.o
difficultv in proving it.
The Han. E. MILLER said the clause
itself provided that anyone might be prosecuted for posting tl~"'c;o notices. but the
amendment applied onJv to occupiers.
It
seemed to him that the amendment was
absolutely necessary in order to complete
the clause.
The Han. A. McLELLAN said he could
not follow the reasoning of those who were
opposing the amendment.
Those honorable members said they were in favour of
the clause as it stood, making it illegal to
post up these placards or notices.
It
seemed to him that the amendment did not
involve any hardship at all.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN said that
there was scarcely a morr.ing when bills
and placards were not posted on various
fences throughout the city.
J
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The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-But they are
not betting notices.
The Hon. ]. G. AIKMAN said that
'yhen this Bill was passed, and it was
found that betting adverti.:;em.:!1lts could
not be published in the newspapers, these
placards would be posted up ir. all sorts of
places.
Why should any man,. rich or
poor, have to go to Court in order to prove
that he knew nothing whatever about the
posting up of certain notices on his premises?
The Hen. R. ~. REES said that Mr.
Balfour's amendment was necessary. There
would be found in certain places of convenience in the city a r.umber of most nonsensical things posted up, which it was nobody's duty to scrape off, unless the scavengers employed by the City Council did
it. It was very:necessary that somebody
should be made hable to scrape the notices
dealt with in the clause off the walls. He
cou.ld quite im~gine, a tipster' sticking up
a tIp on Mr. Aikman s window in Bourkest:eet. Such a great sympathizer as Mr.
AIkman was would refuse to rub it off, because he did not put it ~here, and was
therefore not liable for it. CCllse·.iul!ntiv
a great crowd would gather in front' of tIle
window-which was just what Mr. Aikman
would like-to look at this wonderful tip.
The honorable member would sav that he
was not responsible, and that he ~vould see
that nobody rubbed it off without his permission. The amendment would simply
make the hor.orable member liable to rub
it off himselL
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE said the
amendment would be a hardship to Deapie
il1l a building where there were other ;)ffices,
because if a notice was posted up on one
office, ~verybody in the place would be presumed to have a knowledge of it and be
made liable. The amendment ,~as most
unreasonable.
The Hon. W. CAIN remarked that the
clause, as it stood, was effectual.
The
amendment would throw ir.sufferabJe hardship on the owner, who would have to prove
himself innocent.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
On clause 26, which provided for the increase of the penalties contained in section 58 of the Police Offences Act r890,
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said, as the
C:o~mitte~ .did not seem desirous of provldmg mlmmum penalties, he would not
proceed with the amendments in that direction of which he had given ilotice.
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required, and it would not be necessary to
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 28, w-hich provided that a penalize the V.R.C. with contributions to
house where a totalizator was used was a the revenue.
The Hon. J. l\1. DAVIES.-Is the new
common gaming-house,
The Hon. W. PITT (in the .temporary clause written?
absence of the Hon. J. M. DAVIES)
The Hon. ]. C. CAMPBELL.-K'o. He
movedwould have it written.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said th~ honThat the following ~ords be added to the
clause :-" and the using or conducting of any orable member should adopt the ordin:uv
such instrument or contrivance shall be an un- course of bringir.g up the new clause after
lawful game and any person who uses or conducts
any such instrument or contrivance shall be guilty the Committee had gone through the Bill.
In the meantime the honorable member
of an offence."
The amendment was agreed to, and the could have the new clause written out.
On clause 39, which provided that the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On clause 29, which provided that no Supreme Court might decLu-e a house
person should, for reward or interest of any office room or place to be a common gamkind, receive money or authority to col- ing-house, and also thatNotice of any application for a declaration
lect or receive money for investing GE a
under this sectio.rl shall be served in writing at
totalizator,
least seventy-two hours before the hearing of
The Hon. M. CUSSEN movedthe application upon the owner or occupier of
That the word "knowingly" be inserted before the word" receive."

He said he believed it was possible for a
person to benefit from a gaming transaction
without his knowledge.
The Hon. J. BALFOuR.-What is the object of the amendment?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
money was to be put on the totalizator.
How could a man receive it without his
knowledg-,e?
The Hon. M. CUSSEN.-If you understood the game better vou would know that
somebody puts a ·bit on for you, and you
get the result of what he puts on,
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he did not
understand how ariv one could receive without his own know l~dge money to be put on
a totalizator if no totalizator was allowed
to be conducted.
The Hon. W. CAIN said the whole
point of the clause was that no one was to
collect or receive money to be put on a
totalizator. Whether a man knew or did
not know that the bet was Ol~;, he ,,,as lbbJe
if he collected the monev.
The Hon. F . STUART said the 'l'ord
" knowing!v" appeared -in the same connexion in the next clause.
The Hon. J..- BALFOUR.-It h1s a
different meaning there. It refers to the
person who delivers a circular.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to, as were also clauses
30 to 3.4 inclusiv~.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he desired to have a new clause inserted to
legalize the totalizator, and to allow it to
be used under the auspices of the V.R.C.
Clubs and bookmakers would not ther.. be

the house office room or place which is the subject of the application or be advertised in some
newspaper generally circulated in the locality
wherein such house office room or place is
situate,

The HDn. "V. S. MA~IFOLD said he
desired to have the word ., or," after the
words" ,subject of the application," omitted
with a view of inserting a provision that
the service of the notice should be personal,
ur.less, in the opinion of the officer, it could
not be promptly effected in that wav. in
which case the notice might be served bv
causing a copy of it to be affixed at or near
to the entrance to the house, office, room,
or place and advertised in the way the
clause went on to provide.
This amendment would give greater facilities of service, and, at the 'same time, would be more
just to the owner. H·is object was only to
improve the Bill, but if the Attorney-General did not like the amendment he would
not press it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I do not see
what obiect is to be gained bv it.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
would not press the amendment.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the following words be added :-" Service of such notice may be effected by
posting a prepaid letter addressed to C The
owner' or 1 The occupier' without name or further description and bearing such an address or
description of the house office room or place as
in the opinion of the Court would insure the delivery of such letter at such house office room
or place."

He said the difficultv in these cases was to
find out who was the real occupier or the
real owner of the house. If the amendment was agreed to, it would be necessary to describe the house in such a
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way that the Court would be satisfied that
it would insure the delivery of the letter at
the house. I t was thought at first that it
should be bv registered letter, but the difficultv arose that 'the Postal authorities would
not deliver a registered letter unless some
one would !sa.gn the receipt for it,
whereas a letter properly directed to the
owner or the occupier of the house, if the
house was properlY described, would be
left there, and if the person for whom it
was intended did not get it it was his own
fault. Then the Court had to be satisfied
that this was a sufficient service.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said the
amer.dment should be accepted only on condition that the notice could not be served
otherwise, as 'mentioned in the clause itself.
The Han. J. M. DAvIEs.-The amendment says service may be effected.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
would like to provide that it must not be
effected in that way unless it could not be
effected in the way mentioned in the clause.
The amendment would leave it optional with
the officer to post the notice instead of delivering it personallv.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-This is done
in the interests of the owner or occupier,
because under the clause as it stands advertisement is sufficient.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said the
officer shOUld not be allowed simply to post
the notice to the owner or occupier when
he might kr.ow the man and be able to effect
the service in the usual way.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said Mr.
Harwood recently expressed the opinion
that the only members of the Committee
who should not be entitled to show any
warmth were the members of the Government, and that everybody else might. All
these clauses were to quarantine houses in
which illegal gaming took place. Honorable members kr.ew the difficulty that had
arisen, and how a certain noted place could
not be closed, and no evidence could be obtained. This clause would never be nut
into force unless it was quite certain that
the place was being used for an illegal
pUfl~ose.

The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-That is
where the doubt comes in.
The Hor.'. J. M. DAVIES said there
ought to be no doubt, unless that doubt
was justifie.d by what had happened in
the past.
Had there been a single case
in the past where it could be alleged that
either the Government ar the police had
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taken proceedings for improper gaming
against anyone without justification?
The Hor.. J. BALFouR.-Never.
The Hon. J. M,. DAVIES said the object of these Clauses was to close the houses
where illegal gaming took place, and it was
proposed that before ,an application was
made to the Court for a quarantine order
notice had to be given. The officer would
take the easiest and speediest way of doing
it. If the Court was not satisfied that the
easiest and speediest wa;y was taken to
insure that the occupier or owner would
get the letter, the Court would not give the
order. Why should the clause be hampered any further?
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the
amendment was really to the advantage of
the owner or occupier, because, under the
clause as it stood, if the officer did not
find the occupier, he could put an advertisement in the Argus or the Age, which the
person to whom it was directed might" not
see at all.
The amendment was agreed to.
The clause was further ame.nded verbally,
ar.d adopted.
On clause 43, whieh was as follows:-In the case of a person who has been convicted of a felony or indictable misdemeanour
and who is at any time found in any house
office room or place _during the time that a declaration as aforesaid is in force with respect
to such house office room or place, such person
shall for every such offence be liable to imprisonment for any term not less than fourteen
days or more than twelve months,

The Hon. J. D. BROWN said this
seemed to be a very strong clause. It might
happen that some young fellow who had
been convicted of some minor offence might
be found jn one of these gaming houses.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said the
penalty in this clause was rather severe.
The clause ought to be postponed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I am willing
to IPostpone it.
The clause was postponed.
On clause 47, provading for entry by
the police, and that they might be empowered, inter alia, to(f) arrest search and bring before a Court
of Petty Sessions all such persons
found in the said house office room or
l?lace without lawful excuse,

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the word "such" in paragraph (I) be
omitted.
•

The amendment was agreed to.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 5 I, providing for the issue of
a special warrant authorizing any constable
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or peace officer to do certain things and
inter alia(d) to arrest search and bring before a Court
of Petty Sessions all such persons
found on such house office room or
place suspected to be so used as a
means of access exit or escape,

and also providing that(2) Every' person found therein or thereon
without lawful excuse the proof of which shall
lie On such person shall be liable to a penalty
of not less than One pound or more than Five
p(lunds,
-

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the word "such" (line 2) in paragraph
(d) be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the word "on" in paragraph (d) be
omitted, with the view of inserting the words
"in or on or entering or leaving."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the words "or believed" be inserted
after the word" suspected" in paragraph (d).

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the words "or entering or leaving as
aforesaid" be inserted after the word "thereon" in sub-clause (2).

The amendment was agreed to.
The clause t as amended, was agreed -fo~
Clause 53 was postponed.
Discussion took place on clause 56, which
was as follows : (I) No race-meeting shall be held except on
a race-course which is licensed under this Act
for hurse race'> or for p,ony races or for trot,
ing races.
(2) No race-meeting for horse races shall be
held(a) on any race-course within twenty miles
of the General Post Office Melbourne
on more days than are fixed in the
licence for such race-course but not
on more than sixteen days in anyone
year; or
(b) on any other race-course on more days
than are fixed in the licence for such
race-course but not on more than
twelve days in anyone year.
(3) No race-meeting for pony races shall be
held(a) on any race-course for pony races not
more than twenty miles from the
General Post Office Melbourne on
more days than are fixed in the
licence for such race-course but not
on more than sixteen days in anyone
year, or if there are more than three
such racecourses the number of days
for race-meetings for each racecourse shall not exceed the quotient,
omitting fractional parts obtained by
dividing the number forty-eight by
the number of race-courses situate as
aforesaid and licensed for pony racemeetings in that year.
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(b) Where any race-course for pony races
is situate beyond the said twenty
miles the number of days in anyone
year for pony race-meetings thereon
shall not exceed four.
, (4), Not more t~an a total number of twenty
meetmgs for trottmg races shall be held in any
year on all race,courses within twenty miles o'f
th~ General Post C?ffice Melbourne.
Subject to
!hIS paragraph a lIcence for trotting race-meet·
Ings may be granted to any race-course whether
a licence, for horse race-meetings or for pony
race-meetmgs has or has not been issued therefor, and without regard to the number of days
fixed for horse racing or pony racing thereon.
(5) On any day fixed in the licence for a
race-course for horse races there may also be
h.eld not more than tw<? pony races or two trot.
t~ng races or than one pony race and one trottmg race.
(6) On any day fixed in the licence for a racecourse for pony races there may also be held
not more than two horse races or two trottin a
races or than one horse raCe and one trotting
race.
(7) For the purpose of this Division "pony
races" or "pony racing" means races under
c0.n~litions limiting the height of any horse
ehglbl~ to compete therein to any height not
exceedmg fourteen hands two inches
and
"trotting mce" means a race in which each
horse or pony comp~tin.g moves at a gait generally known as pacmg or trotting.
(8) The number of days so fixed in any licence
for horse racing on any race-course shall not
exceed the number of days on which races were
held on such race-course during the year ended
ot;J- the thirty-first day of July One thousand
nme hundred and six or if no races were run
on any. race-course during such year the number
of days so fixed in any licence shall not exceed
two.
(9) With each application for a licence for a
race-course the applicant shall furnish the Chief
Secretary, with a map or plan thereof showing
th.e runnmg-course and the leno"th thereof and
WIth a.ny such information regarding the accommodatIon afforded to the public as may be
required by the regulations.
(10) If any race-meeting is held in contravention of this Division the owner or trustees of
the race-course and the club association or person by or on behal f of which or whom such
meeting was so held and each member of the
managing body or committee of such trustees
club or associ~tion and any person acting at
such race:meetmg as steward starter or judge
shall be lIable to a penalty not more than Five
hundred puunds. But no person shall be liable
if it is shown that he did not act wilfully in
contravention of this Division.
(II) Notwithstanding anything contained in
this Act any. club or association or body of persons ma v . WIth the previous consent in w~iting
of the ChIef Secretary hold a race-meeting for
horse races or pony races or trotting races on
any land whatsoever not being within thirty
miles of the General Post Office Melbourne
approved by the Chief Secretary for the holding
of such meeting on any specified day, and during the holding of such race-meeting such land
shall be deemed to be a licensed race-course.
(12) This Division shall' take effect from the
thirty-first day of March One thousand nine
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hundred and seven and in its construction a year
shall be deemed to commence on the thirty-first
day of March,

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
wished to have the whole of Division 4,
providing for restrIction on race meetings,
struck out, and with the view of testing the
feeling of the Committee he begged to
moveThat the wor.ds "no race-meeting" in subclause (I) be omItted.
.

The Han. J. 1"[, DAVIES said that,
apart from the quarantine clauses and those
dealing with the totalizator, this part was
really the whole of the Bill. If the amendment were carried there was another clause
that would go as a matter of course, and a
clause that was most vital in the consiCIeration of those interested in racing. That
was clause 58. Although he was here to
support the Bill, and get it passed, yet if
clause 56 were omitted, he and his colleagues would do their best to destroy clause
58, which would give the clubs power over
those who went on the race-courses. It had
been called a clause for licensing bookmakers, and it was absolutely necessary.
If the clubs were to be unrestricted there
would be no licensing of bookmakers as far
as he was concerned.
This Bill would
allow the same number of race meetings as were 'now carried 'On for
horse racing., but pony races would
be cut down from 142 or J 52 to 48 meetings per annum.
Some honorable members would like the 48 to go too, out it
would not be right to deal with the matter
in a spirit of unfairness. The reduction
was a very drastic one. This Bill would
not reduce the number of meetings for
horse racing, but would prevent any increase.
It was propos~d that race-courses
should be licensed and should pav something to the revenue.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved. That the words "and except between the
hours of 12 o'clock noon and 7 o'clock in the
evening" be inserted after the word "races"
where last occurring in sub-clause (I).

He said the racing authorities were satisfied with the proposal. It would be possible to have pony races by electric light
and in the morning.
Horse racing took
place after 12 and before 7 in the evening.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said it might
happen that the last race might be delayed,
and could not be started until after 7.
Some provision should be made to meet a
case like that.
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The Han. J. M. PRATT said he thought
it would be better to provide that no racing
should take place after sun-down, because
racing could not be carried on in the dark.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said he was
told that this amendment was all that
those who were inter-ested in horse racing
required.
They never commenced their
races before 12 0' clock and the races were
not continued after 7 o'clock. We did not
want racing by electric light or anything of
that sort, or racing early in the morning.
The Hon. E. MILLER observed that he
could understand racing being restricted between the hours of 10 o'clock in the morning and 7 o'clock in the evening.
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-Is there any
case where races start on anv of these racecourses before 12 ?
-'
The I-Ion. E. MILLER said race meetings really commenced at 8 or 9 o'clock in
the morning. That was the race day.
The Hon. W. PEARSON stated that he
differed with the Attorney-General in regard to the hour of starting r.ace meetings..
In many country districts the racIng commenced before 12 o'clock.
There was a
clause farther on in the Bill enabling the
Chief Secretary to grant a special race day.
That was to meet cases of sports meetings,
where the races often started before 12
o'clock. He thought Mr. Miller's suggestion to make the hour of commencement 10
o'clock would meet the case. It would be
an injustice to country meetings if 12 o'clock
was adopted. He begged to moveThat the amendment be amended by omitting
o'clock noon" and substituting "10 o'clock
before noon."
"12

The Han. D. E. McBRYDE expressed
the hope that the Government would stick
to 12 o'clock, which, he thought, was a
very reasonable time. He thought the racing itself should not begin until 12 o'clock.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE remarked that
on some occasions a special meeting, such
as a polo gvmkana, was held. It was not
reallv a racing event, but races took place
on the same day, and sometimes the races
started before I 2 o'clock to give people time
to go back to their homes. He thought it
would be better to make the hour TO o'clock
instead of 12 o'clock. He could not see
that that alteration wonld do anv harm.
The Hon. E. H. AUSTIN ohserved that
the difficultv might be met by providin.g th~t
not more than eiQ"ht races should be held
on anv course in one dav. Then the meetings could start as earlv as peoole interested
in them thought proper.
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The amendment of the amendment was was very prevalent amongst the people, that
agreed to, and Mr. Davies' amendmer.t, as the Bill had been introduced to a larg.e extent in the interests of the Victoria
amended, w.as adopted.
There was no doubt,
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD moved- Racing Club.
judging
from
the
remarks of some honorThat the words "are fixed" (sub-clause (2)
paragraph (a)) be omitted. and the words "the able members, that they desired to wipe out
pony racing altogether. The mover of the
number allowed" be inserted.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said he had amendment said that pony racing was not
no objection to the amendment. He might conducive to anything that was good. All
point out that it was the intentl:on of the interests seemed to be used for the purGovernment to fix the number of days on pose of protecting the V.R.le.' s registered
which racing might take place, but not to meeting.s; but if the amendment were carfix the identical days. The different trus- ried in the form suggested by the Attorneytees or committees of the clubs could fix General, the V.R.C. would have a bigger
The V.R.C. had
their own days, but could not fix a number monopoly than ever.
of days over the number allowed in the ponies under their jurisdiction at one time,
and from some cause or another - some
licence.
people thought from a selfish, cause-they
The amendment was agreed to.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD moved- put it on one side. It was recognised that
That the words "are fixed" (sub-clause (2) the sport of pony racing was as clean as the
Honorable memparagraph (b)) be omitted, and the words "the sport of horse racing.
number allowed" inserted.
bers were told by Mr. Campbell that the
pony breeders bred racing ponies, and that
The amendment was ag.reed to.
racing panies were the class of ponies the
The'Hon. W. CAIN movedhonorable member wanted to purchase for
That sub-clause (3) be omitted.
'the Indian market. Yet ?tIl'. C'ain said racHe said the effect of the amendment would ing, ponies were of no use. He could not
be to do away with p0ny racing.
Pony see any difference, as far as sport went, in
racing did not in any way raise the stan- a horse galloping or ?- ponv galdard of horse racing or the quality of the loping.
He could unoers,tand that behorse.
It had been submitted by some ing the opinion of
an honorable
honorable members that to repress book- member who was in a pOSItIOn to go
making would be to injure the breeding oJ to the saddEng paddock at Flemington,
horses very materially. He thought every where the bookmakers were. He could unhonorable member would agree that the derstand that that honorable member could
amendment would not interfere with the not see any good in a pony; but there were
breeding of ponies.
To think that the thousands of people who saw just as much
breeding of ponies, or the racing of ponies, good, and derived just as much pleasure
was to advance the horse industrv of this from seeing a pony race as from seeing. a
State was quite a mistake, and -' for that horse race.
He· was rat:her surprised
reason he moyed the omission of the sub- at the attitude of honorable memclause.
bers who generally looked after yested
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said the effect interests.
He had ,al letter in his
of the amendment would be to allow an un- hand', which showed aistinctly that pony
limited number of pony races. Sub-clause racing was a large industrv. 'and a
(3) commenced by saying.large amount of capital was invested both
No race meeting for ponies shall be held,
in pony race-courses and in racing ponies.
except under certain conditions stated in He could quite understand why an attempt
paragraphs (a) and (b).
The effect of was being made to wipe out pony racing
knocking out sub-clause. (3) altogether would altogether, but he hoped the House would
mean that licences might be granted fer not assent to such a proposi tion. He inpony racing without any limit whatever. tended later on to move that, instead of the
The amendment should be t6 strike out nwnber of pony meetings to be held per
paragraphs (a) and (b), and to merely leave annum ,being limited to fortv-eight, the
number should be seventy-two. He was
the sub-clauseinformed that seventv-two would be a
No race meeting for ponies shall be held.
great reduction· on the number in the
The Han. W. J. EVANS said the sug- past, and that the V.R.C. meetings
gestion made by the Attorney-General had not been reduced at all.
It was
simply confirmed his idea,' and an idea that a: wunder it had not been asked that the
Session 1906-[130]
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He was
V.R.C. should be allowed to have more races were honestly conducted.
meetings. If pony racing was restricted quite sure that if pony racing were done
to forty-eight meetings in the year, it would away with, it would kill our trade in ponies
For these reasons, he
. m~an that the sport would be knocked out with the East.
altogether. There were different classes of hoped that these paragraphs would not be
ponies, and there would not be sufficient struck out.
meetings, if the number were reduced to
The Hon. W. CAIN said he had
. forty-eight, to allow the sport to be kept no intention whatever of injuring the exgoing. A large portion of the working port trade in ponies" or of interfering with
population enjoyed pony racing. He in- the breeding of ponies.
As for the
tended to move, as he said before, that the V.R.C., he was no more interested in the
number of pony meetings should be seventy- V.R.C. than 1\1r. Evans was.
two per annum.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he deThe Hon. W. CAIN said he would move,
sired to emphasize the protest which was
in lieu of his amendmentput forward by many of the inhabitants
That pil.Tagmphs (a) and (b) of sub-clause (3) of Richmond against the carrying on of
be omitted.
pony racing at that place. His objection
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he was not to pony racing in itself, but to
could not understand his old friend Mr. the surroundings of the race-course and the
Cain trying to do harm to his business. Did gambling that went on.
If honorable
not the Government send Home a veterinary members took notice of the class of people
surgeon to try and purchase ponies for the who went out to the Richmond race-course,
purpose of breeding ponies here?
they would see that the majority of them
were not of a very desirable character. He
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-No, horses.
had
received the following letter from a
T~ Hoo. J. C. CAMPBELL said ilie
very
respectable resident of Richmond:veterinary surgeon was sent Home to get
Richmorid, loth December, 1906.
ponies, and :he could not get suitable ponies.
The Hon, J. M. Pratt,
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You could not Dear Sir,
Just a line to ask if, in connexion with the
race those ponies.
Gambling Bill now before your honorable
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said some House, in the definition of race-course, it would
of the best ponies that we had had here not be possible to restrict it to horse-racing only,
were the Welsh ponies. His firm put to- and that to take place between sunrise and sungether shipments of ponies for Singapore. set? I have good reason to believe that Mr.
Wren purposes having athletic sports, combined
They sent ponies, not on their own account. with pony racing, and holding meetings at night
but on commission, to Singapore, Java, and time, as well as day time. On Saturday week
'other places. There were two classes of we are to have a prize fight or boxing match
ponies sent to the ports he had mentioned, for a wager, and a side wager of about £500.
were in hopes that the restriction to
the Griffin pony, 13.3, and the Griffin We
sixteen days a year would just about kill him,
horse, 14.2. Those were being continuall y but if he is able to combine other sp.orts with it,
sent away, and at the present time his firm he will be able to kGep on in perpetuity. Therefore, we look to the Upper House to make the
had sixty head to go.
Bill one that will be in the interests of the
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-YOU will be community.
allowed to ship them.
The Han. J. C. CAMPBELL.-Is that
The Hon. J. :C. CAMPBELL said of
letter written by Mr. Judkins?
coun~e he wou'ld be allowed to ship them,
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said it was, not
but the ponies would not be of the same
yalue if thev were not trained and raced written Uy' Judkins, but by a; very respecthere.
He - had sold racing ponies up able citizen of Richmond.
Protests had
to the value of 350 guineas, and polo been sent to the Richmond Council against
f!O?ies up to the value of lIO guineas the holding of these races which the inapIece.
They had had orders from India habitants declared were injuring their profor polo ponies at 50 guineas apiece. Was perties.
this trade to be ruined through a friend of
The Han. J. 1\1. DAVIEs.-We have cut
his wanting to strike out the sub-clause? dmvn these races to forty-eight davs.
The proposa.l was ridiculous" and he
The Han. J. 1\1. PRATT said he was
did not think that honorable members would allow it. He had never seen not dissatisfied with that proposal, because
a pony race, but he was told that these it would be against the interests of the
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community to allow racing to be carried on
to any greater extent.
The CHAIRMAN.-That clause is not
before the Committee.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said he would
do his best to assist, Mr. Cain to abolish
pony racing.
The Hon. T. LUXTON expressed the
hope that the amendment would be rejected. The Government had already been
quite severe enough on those who owned
the ponies, or took an interest in pony
racing.
He had never seen an:y of this
pony racing, but the reduction in the
number of racing days from about 140 to
48 was very severe. To prevent the pony
racing altogether would do a great injustice to those who were interested in that
form orE sport.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he did not
think it would be possible to do away with
pony racing altogether, because there were
now so many people connected with it, that
if it were abolished serious injury might
be done. The racing ponies were generally
weeds. Some of them might be thoroughbr~ds, but, as a rule, the thoroughbred
ponies were small animals, which were r.ot
able to take part in these races.
Mr.
Campbell spoke of ponies which were exported, and of polo ponies, but these were
not racing ponies.
The Government did
right in cutting down the number of pony
race meetings to forty-eight, but the proposal to eliminate paragraphs (a) and (b)
was going too far.
The Han. R. B. REES said he supported Mr. Cain's proposal that pony racing
should be done away with on the three
race-courses in Melbourne. The history of
the whole thing, s,o far as he could find out,
was that the race-courses at Richmond and
Ascot Vale were at one time owned by a
party of Hebrews in Melbourne, who ran
those courses purely for gambling purposes.
F or a number of vears he had seen these
ponies led about the streets of Melbourne,
and since the introduction of this Bill he
had taken great interest in the subject, and
had gone to the race-course to see for
himself what took place there.
He went
to Richmond, and he found that these
races were not held for sport j it was purelv
a hotbed of gambling. The races started
at about 2.30 p.m., ar.d were generally
over by about 4 p.m. or half-past. It was
a quick gamble, and the whole entourage
who went there were a most vicious gambling crowd who infested Bourke-street and
the slums of Melbourne.
For some years
[I3 0]-2
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tnese races were conducted by some
Hebrews of the generic name of Nathan.
The whole sport-if one could call it sport
-had been degraded on account of the
cronk running of the ponies.
The CHAIRMAN.-I would like the
honorable member to use a better phrase
than that.
The Han. R. B. REES said that "crook"
would perhaps be better.
It had became
a positive disgrace to the racing fraternity
itself.
About twelve months ago a very
honest and really very straightforward man
in Melbourne by the name of Wren took
over these race-courses, and he (Mr. Rees)
was informed, a.r:d from what he could see
he believed, that Mr. Wren had done all he
could to purify the race-courses and to
afford a fair "go" for those who backed
the ponies.
Nevertheless, the whole thing
was run in the interests of Wren's tote,
and of his great concern in Melbourne.
His (Mr. Rees') contention was that the
stoppage of totes under this, Bill, and the
stoppage of pony races in Melbourne would
be the means of purifying our city very
much, and of saving ,l. number of young
men who were now graduating for our
penitentiaries, or if not for our penitentiaries at all events for the old-age pension
fund.
As years went on these young men
would become a burden on the public and
on those who were more 'frugal than themselves. Under the demand of the Labour
Party, a huge sum. would have to be paid
in; old-age pensions to keep these people who
were at the present time wasting their substance in gambling on the pony racecourses. Anyone who had looked cl~sely
into the question could easilv see the great
difference between the legitimate racing
carried on under that splendid and
honest committee, the V.R.C.,
or the
racing committees at ~endigo and Geelong,
or even the small committees in the north
of Victoria, and the gambling that was
going on in connexion with pony racing.
Where the sport was legitimately carried on,
as in the case of horse-racing, he did
not think it should Le curtailed.
He was not one of those who went in for
curtailing sport. We were by legislation
nowapays giving such an enormous amount
of leisure to the workers and the people of
the State generally that this leisure time
must be filled in by something, ann it was
better that it should be filled in bv legitimate sport than bv illegitimate gambling,
and perha.ps drinking and riotous living
generally. He would rather fCoSter leg1itimate
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sport in every possible way.
But when
sport became illegitimate, and the means of
dra w:ng a lot of young fellows from their
proper avocations, he thought we should do
all ,re could to squelch it. Mr. Campbell
was recognised as an authority on horses,
and he (Mr. Rees) dared not say a word
against what that honorable member had
stated with regard to the breeding of
ponies.
It seemed to him, however, a
parody on the industry of the State of Victoria to say that in order to create and
foster the industry of breeding horses or
ponies it was necessary, to foster a process
of gambling, such as pony racing on twopennv halfpenny courses. ~o d0'ubt it was
true that 400 guineas, or perhaps even a
thousand guineas, ,,"ere obtained for certain
pon:,es occasionallv. but he (Mr. Rees) believed that the great industry of lpony
breeding, as well as the great industry of
horse hreeding, would be carried on quite
as well and quite as efficientlv without
either horse racing or pony racing. After
all, it was the gelJeral character of the horse
which created the market, and not the racing. Racing might create a market in the
case of a few horses, but, after all, was not
this an exception? It was' not the exception
in horse breeding whiah had to be considererl
in a question of this kind, but the general
rule, and he ventured to sav that as a
general rule we would have as good horses
here if we did away with. racing altogether.
As for the breeding of ponies, he thought
that the fostering of pon:es on the Agricultural Show grounds was enough in itself to
keep the industry going without pony races,
which, as inquiries had led him to believe.
were a hotbed for the production of
gambling, and the means of ruining hundreds and thousands of the best young men
of the State.
The CHAIRMAN.-I would suggest
that the honorable member (Mr. Cain)
should test the question b," m0'ving the omission of the first four words of the clause.
If the Committee decide against him, then
the remainder of the clause will be open to
amendment, whereas if the question is put
tha.t paragraphs (a) and (b) stand rart of
the clause, and that is resolved in the affirmative, there will be nO' possibilit," of proposing any further amendment' in .those
paragraphs.
The Han. W. CAlX said that he would
accept the Chairman's. ~uggestion.
He
begged to Iillove,That the woros "on any race-course" (paragraph (a) of sub-clause (3)) be omitted.
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The Hon. W. J. EVANS stated that
Mr. Rees had made an attack upon certain
In sup:porting this clause,
race-courses.
which allowed pony racing, he (Mr. Evans)
was not an advocate for any particular racecourse. That was not the question, because
if certain courses were not all that they
ought to be it was quite possible that other
courses could be obtained which would not
be so objectionable. He took exception to
~Ir. Rees' wholesale remarks as to the character of the frequenters of of these courses.
He (Mr. Evans) had yet to learn that all
the frequenters of pony race-courses were of
the bad cha.racter that the honorable member had depicted.
He was informed on
good authority that the gentleman who was
now the lessee of these race-courses had during the last twelve months WIped out a lot
of the evils which had existed in the past,
and Mr. Rees apparently admitted this. As
a matter of fact, thirty Or forty individuals
who were allowed free access to portions of
the Flemington race-course to carryon their
nefarious business there were being cleared
This proved that
off pony race-courses.
those courses were now under proper supervision. He hoped that honorable members
,,"ould not place themselves in the position
that they would be in if they wiped out
this provision. with regard to pony racing.
Br doing so they would be supporting the
suspicion which was entertained outside that
there was only one class whom it was
thought necessary to look after, while the
other class was to be wiped out simply because certain individua.1s had joined in
pony racing.
The amendment was negatived.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the words "are fixed" (line 22) be
omitted, and the words "the number allowed"
be inserted.

He said this was exactly the same amendment as the Committee had previously
agreed to.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS movedThat "forty-eight" (line 30) be struck out,
with the view of inserting "seventy-two."

He said he was given to understand
that it was absolutely necessary, if pony
racing was to be continued, that there
should be a much larger number of days
allowed than that proposed in the Bill. He
was informed that it was necessary to have
seventy-two days for pony racing if the
sport was to be carried on efficiently, ~lnd
was to secure the objects in view. Those
'rho bred harses informed him that a cer-
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tain number of horses, instead of turning
out big horses, turned out ponies, and these
people had to look to the pony market to
. a large extent to enable them to keep on
breeding.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-You are fortunate in getting fortv-eight days.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he was
not interested in pony races at all himself.
,He had never been to a pony race, and he did
not bet. But looking at the matter from a
sporting point of view, he considered that
pony races afforded just as much sport as
horse races. Those who w.ere in the industry of pony breeding distinctly stated that
if the number of days, was limited to fortyeig.ht the industry must die.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said he had
another amendment to move with regard
to the number of days for pony race meetings.
. The CHAIRMAN.-We must create a
hI ank first.
The amendment to omit "forty-eight"
was negatived.
The Hon. 'V. S. MANIFOLD movedThat in sub·clause (5) the words" On any day
fixed in the licence for a race-course for horseraces there may also be held" be omitted, and
the following words inserted :-" At any racemeeting for horses lawfully held there may also
be held On each day."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hen. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat in sub·clause (6) the words" On any day
fixed in the licence for a race-course for pony
races the:e may :J.lso be held" be emitted, and
the following words inserted :-" At any racemeeting for ponies lawfully held there may
also be held on each day."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. AUSTIN movedThat the words "horse races or two" be
()mitted (sub-clause 6).

He said 'he propos,ed afterwards to move
that the words "or than one horse race
and one trotting race" be omitted. His
object was to prevent horse races being
held on pony race-courses, as those courses
were too small and teo dangerous: He
s,aw no objection to pony races, but he objected to horse races being held on these
small pony courses.
The Hon. M. CUSS EN said the amendment would .a.ffect country districts, because at nearly every countrv race meeting
there were horse and pony and trotting
raceS.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-You had
better strike out sub-clause (6) altogether.
The Hon. E. H. AUSTIN said he
'wanted to allow trotting races o~ pony
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courses, and if the suL-c1ause was struck
out altogether trotting races would be prevented there. He desired only to prevent
horse races being held there .
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said this appeared to be another attempt to wipe· out
the sport of pony racing. He was told
it wa& a common thing to have horse races
on pony courses, and he had not heard of
any accident. Some good reason should
be advanced for making the alteration Broposed by Mr. Austin.
The Committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the clause~
Ayes
18
Noes
12
Majority
against
amendment

the
6

AYES .

Mr.
"
'.'
"
"
"
"
"
"

Aikman
Baillieu
Cain
Campbell
Davies
Edgar
Evans
Hicks
Little
Luxton

Mr.
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"
"

Austin
Balfour
Brown
Embling
Harwood
McBryde
Miller

Mr. Manifold
McDonald
" McLellan
" Pitt
Ritchie
" Sachse.

Tellers.
Mr. Cussen
" Sternberg.
NOES.

Mr. Payne
" Pearson
" Pratt.

Tellers.
Mr. Crooke
" Rees.

The Hon. \-V. CAIN movedThat the word~ "two inches" in sub-clause
(7) be omitted.

·He 'Said it was ridiculous to set up that
I4.2 was the height of a pony. It had
been accepted from t1m.' imm~;n;)rjal that
14 hands was the maxim'lll1 height for a
pony.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there
had been a great dispute in another place
as to what was the height for a pony. He
did not see the force of the amendment.
Most honorable members seemed to be
aareed that horse racing should be allowed,
b
.
but
many of :b.en; 01·
)Jecte d t,) P:Jl1Y lacmg.
If horses could be entered for· pony races,
woul'd not that improve pony racing? The
height should remain at 14.2, because it
would minimize the evil that some honorable members complained of.
The Hon. W. PEARSON said he hoped
the Committee would reject the amendment, because 14.2 was the recognised
maximum height for a pony throughout the
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Commonwealth.
Great harm would be
done by restricting the height to 14 hands.
The Hon. W. CAIN said the Encyclopcedia Britannica stated that the galloway, strictly speaking, was understood to
be a horse not over 14 hands, and that a
pony, must not be more tllan 52 inches,
which was 13 hands, measured from the
ground to the top of the withers.
That
authority fixed the height at 13 hands.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That is in
England, but they grow bigger here.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said the
EncyclopaJdia Britannica knew nothing
about the matter. His .firm received orders
for numbers of ponies, or pony galloways,
at 14.2, and they bought them at that
height.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD moved-

The amendment was agrleed to.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
the Bill provided that the number of days.
for country race meetings should be the
same in future as they were during t.his
year. The number in most cases was four,
but sub-clause (8) provided that if no.
races were run on any course during this
year the number of days allowed would not
exceed two. At Geelong it was usual.
to have four days' racing in the year.
By the passing of the Geelong Harbor
Trust Bill the Geelong race-cours,e was.
taken away, and only two days' racing was.
held there during this year. Consequently,
according to this section, that race-course
would be limited to two days. This matter was brought before the notice of the
Government in the Assemblv. 1\11'. Swinburne, who had charge of the Bill a.t theThat the word "fixed" in line I, of sub-' time, recognised the propriety of an alclause (8), be omitted, with the view of insert- teration being made to meet the case of
ing the word "allowed."
Geelong, and said the matter might be atThe amendment was agreed to.
tended to in the Legislative Council. He
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedbegged to moveThat the words "or on any land used for
such race·course" be inserted after the words
"such race-course" in sub-clause (8).

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. :MANIFOLD movedThat the words "by or on behalf of the
owners or trustees of such race-course" be inserted after the words "such race-course," in
sub-clause (8).

IThat the following words be added to sub··
clause (8)-" except in the case of the Geelong
race-course, for which the number of days to be
allowed for horse racing shall not exceed' four."

The Hon. M. CUSSEN stated that
the people of Shepparton ,,~ere in a
similar position to the Geelong p~ople.
The race-cours~ at Shepparton had)
beenJ taken up by the Government
and cut into village settlement allotments, and the Government had giveTh
another race-course nearer to the town.
This course was now being fenced and improved, but there had not been any races
on the ground as yet, so that, according tothis provision, the people would be limited
to two days' racing, whereas they had'
previously had three days.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES obs,erved that
he would suggest that Mr. Cussen let the
Committee deal with Mr. Harwocd's;
amendment, and then add words afterwards:
to meet the case of Shepparton.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN moved-

He said a certain number of days was
allowed to each racing club, but racing
clubs sometimes raced on other courses. He
wanted to make sure that these additional
meetings should not be counted as part of
the racing days against the club that owned
the ground. The meetings of other clubs
held on the Moonee Valley race-course
should not be counted against the proprietor or the trustees of that course.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the V.R.C.
might decide to hold some of its meetings
at Caulfield, and he would like to know if
the meetings held at Caulfield would 1e
additional to those allowed at Flemington.
SEVERAL MEMBERS.-No, no!
T:he Hon. E. J. CROOKE said there
That the following words be added-" and in,
were some racing clubs in Melbourne that
held two meetings each duping the year on the case of the ~hepparton race-course the
of days to be allowed for horse racingthe Moonee Valley race-course. The pro- number
shall not exceed three."
prietor of the Moonee Valley course had ten
The amendment \y~_s a.greed to.
days' race meetings on his own account.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL stated that
The Bill would allow sixteen days to each
club. He did not know whether it was he thought this would be a, good place toclear that the Moonee Valley Racing Club make an. addition. which he had proposed.
would have the right to sixteen days in the It was to the effect that when a match between two horses was run on any licensed
year.
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'Xace-course it should not be deemed to be might be lost, and there would be a cer.a race meeting.
There were net a great tain number of race days lost. The object
many of these matches yet in Victoria, of this amendment was to provide that
though there was one now and again. They these race days should not be altogether
were more frequent in New South Wales. lost, but that some other dut., might be
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-What is a allowed to absorb those days. This would
avoid the hors,e-owner bei,ng penalized by
'match?
The Han. J. C. CAMPBELL said he being deprived of an opportunity of runwould suppose that the Attorney-General ning his horses through the want of care on
had a horse and that he had al horse, and the part of the owner or trustees of tht>
that the Attorney-General said his own race-course. Horse-owners looked to there
hors,e was the better of the two. Then he being a number of race meetings to recoup
{Mr. Campbell) would say, "We will have them for their expenses. The race meetings
a match on the Moonee Valley race-course advertised their horses, and gave them a
·or some other race-course."
If that match better chance to make a sale.
was run, it should not be charged against
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-Would this
the course as a race-meeting.
affect pony race-courses?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How about a
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said
match between two ponies?
pony races were provi"ded for otherwise.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he
The 'Han. J. M. DAVIES stated that
-did not want any provision with regard W he hoped the Committee would not agree
pony matches. He begged to move-It was to be reto this amendment.
That the following words be added to the
·clause-" provided always that ~ race between membered that the Bin had not cut down
'two horses only shall not be deemed a race a single racing day in connexion with
meeting." ,
horse races .as they had been run during
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE stated tha.t he the last twelve months. The Bill had not
'would like to know from the Attorney- taken away a day from any of them. On
'General whether Letting on the match the contrary, the days had been added to
in the case of Geelong, which had only
''Would be debarred?
. The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-It would, two days previously and was now having
The proposal is that it shall the normal number of four restored. That
'certainl y.
Then
There is, no ob- was of course outside the radius.
'not be a race meeting.
at Shepparton, it seemed that through
jection to a' match.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE said he did some change in the l:and, that place had
110t think there would be many matches not got its full number, and the number
had now been restored to three.
But in
unless there was betting.
The Han. J. C. CAMPBELL.-I do not the metropolitan area the full number of
days that were run during the preceding
·w.ant betting on a match.
twelve months had been given to every
The amendment was agreed to.
The proposition now was
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD proposed ,race-course.
that if by any chance Mentone or Sandown
the followicg new sub-clause:(8A) If from the non-renewal or the cancelPark, or any of those courses dropped out
lation of the licence for any race-course for because it did not pay to hold races, or
horse racing within a radius of twenty miles
for any other reason, then Flemington, infrom the General Post Office Melbourne the
number of race meetings which might but for stead of having only sixteen days, might
'such non-renewal or cancellation have been held get twenty or something like that.
upon the race-courses within such radius shall
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD.-It is to be
'be less than the maximum number that might
have been fixed under the provision of sub-sec- divided.
The ,Hon. J. M. DAVIES said if a
-tion (8) hereof it shall be lawful for the owners
or trustees of the remainder of such race-courses race-course dropped out within :10 miles
for horse races within such radius to hold extra of Melbourne, it did so because there was
meetings not exceeding in the aggregate the num"ber r..reviously fixed for the race-c('Urse whose not sufficient demand or encouragement for
licence has not been renewed or has been can. the races, and why should the House add
celled.
those race days to other courses?
'He remarked that there were only a certa,in The reason why the number of race meetnumber of race-courses within 20 miles ings at present' existing was not cut down
of Melbourne, and these were all to was because the GovE-rnment did not want
'be licensed. It might happen from some to do anything that might have been con'cause or other that one of these licenses. sidered an in justice to any race-course,
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but the proposal now made by 1\1r. 1\1anifold was not only should the number of
race meetings not be cut down, but some
race-courses should get a kind of an unearned increment.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFoLD.-On behalf of the horse-owners.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there
would be plenty of races left if the number of race meetings was reduced by onehalf. If a club dropped the number of
race meetings allowed to it, so much the
better, but those meetings should not be
d~stributed amongst the other race-courses.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
Attorney-General .had as 'Usual put his
case very cleverly. However, the licence
of one race-course might drop out in five
years' time, another a little later on, and
another after that, and the people should
be provided with sufficient race meetings.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said he
thought the Government were acting very
fairly and justly in regard to Mr. Manifold's proposal.
Mr. Manifold said in
the event of any club through some cause
or other not carrying out the number of
days allotted to it, those days should be
distributed amongst the other clubs. That
was a most absurd thing. If a club was
not in a position to carryon, it should
cease, and s,hould not have anything to do
with any other club.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-It drops
out altogether, but the days should not be
lost to the public.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said he
did not think Mr. Manifold's request was
a reasona'l.,le one. I Honorable members
did not desire to increase the number of
race meetings, but to limit them as much as,
possible.
The proposed new sub-clause was withdrawn.
The Hon. W. S. MANIF OLD sa;ld he
wished to propose an amendment deal ing
The
with point-to-point steeplechases.
amendment he intended to move was as
f 11
•
o

OWS.-

Notwithstanding anything contained in this
Act any hunt club may with the previous consent in writing of the Chief Secretary hold a
point-to-point steeplechase race for horses on
any land whatsoever approved by the Chief Secretary for the holding of such race on any specified day and during the holding of such race
such l~nd shall be deemed to be a licensed
race-course.

Point-to-point steeplechasing was on a
different footing from any other racing.
These steeplechases were not held on
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regular courses but the competitors chose
their own line between certain given points
across country and over obstacles of every
kind.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-If the honorable member withdraws the words "and
during the holding of such race such land
shall be deemed t()l, be a licensed racecourse/' I will agree to the amendment.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said subclause (9) provided~
With each application for a licence for a racecourse the applicant shall furnish the Chief
Secretary. with a map or plan thereof showing
th,e runnIng-course and the length thereof and
,vIth ~ny such information regarding the accommodahon afforded to the public as may be required by the regulations.

He did not think it should be necessary
that a plan of a race-course should have to
be furnished with each application for a
licence.
As long as there was no alteration in the course, a plan should not haye
to be furnished each vear.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I do not
see.any objection to that proposal. Insert
H
the word" first" before the word "licence
where at first occurs.
The Han:. W. L. BAILLIEU movedJ

That before the word "licence,'1 sub-clause (9),
the w0rd "fir~t" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said it
was a great deal of troulJle to have to apply for a licence every year when a licen._~e
would be granted practica.lly as a matter
of course.
He would suggest that the
same method be adopted in connexion with
licences for race-courses, as, was the ca.:.e
in regard to brewers' licences and other
licences.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I object m03t
strongly to that. It would come to pavi;1~
compensation in time.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said r.e
did not think lit would.
The Hon. W: PEARSON sa.id subclause ,(II) p~ovlded~
.,.

NotWIthstandIng an~th,Ing contaIned In thIS
any club or assocIation or body of -'persons
may with the previous consent in writing of the
Chief Secretary hold a race meeting or horse
races or pony races or trotting races on any
land whatsoever not being within thirty miles of
the General Post Office Melbourne approved by
the Chief Secretary for the holding of such
meeting on any specified day, and during the
holdin!! of such race meeting such land shall be
deemed to be a licensed race-course.

" Act

He begged to' moveThat the words "and during the holding of
such race meeting such land shall be deemed to
be a licensed race-course" be omitted.
'
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His reason for moving the amendment .vas
that in connexion with athletic sports. for
hospitals or charities, a horse race was, often
included in the programme, and betting
took place on th.at race. At these athletic
meetings there was a different class of
people from those who attended race(;ourses. There were children of all ;ge'i,
and he thought betting might be stopped
at such meetings.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I will nJt
object to this, amendment.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said lIe
would support Mr. Pearson's, amendment.
It was simil.a,r· tc: the alteration the Attorney-General wished Mr. :Manifold to make
in his amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIF OLD said he
would agree to the suggestion of t!le Attorney-General in regard to hjs amendmelJt.
He begged to propose the following nfW
sub-clause : (IIA) Notwithstanding anything contained in
this Act any hunt club may with the previous consent in writing of the Chief Secretary
hold a point-to-point steeplechase race for horses
on any land whatsover approved by the Chief
Secretary for the holding of such race on any
specified day.

The new sub-clause was agreed to.
The Hon.
S. MANIFOLD proposed
the following new sub-clause:-

"7.

(lIB) Notwithstanding anything contained in
this Act the Chief Secretary may permit the
owners or trustees of any race-course to hold
anv race-meetings on such race-course in excess
o( the statutory--number for any charitable beneyolent or special purpose.

He said it was, withlin the knowledge of
honorable members that on several occaSIons
very successful meetings had been he].:] t)o:}
race-courses for public purposes, and for
ch.aritable purposes. He believed one of
these meetings, was just on the point vi
being held in Bendigo for a v~ry charit;tl'le
purpc'Se indee~. Honorable mem1:.,ers would
remember that the V. R. C. some years ago
held a meeting and raised some £2,000
for comforts for our soldiers in the South
African war.
Several complimentary
meetings had been given to dis.tinguished visitors. There was such a meeting when the Prince of Wales was. here,
and there were other meetings when Governors were going aw.a,y. These meetings
would only be held under exceptional circumstances, and the effect of his amendment might be the means not only of raising conslclerable sums for chatitable objects, but of paying very nice compliments
to distinguished viS,itors or departing Go-
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This was not a thing likely to
vernors.
be abused.
If the Chief Secretary saw
that such meetings were becoming common,
he would put his foot down at once.
The Hon. ]. 1\1. DAVIES said he
could not accept the amendment, because
it meant that, although the Bill limited
the number of race days on which race
could be held, yet under certain circumstances, the number would be unlimited.
The amendment proposed that the Chief
Secretary might permit race meetings to be
held on any race-courses in excess of the
statutory number
for any charitable,
benevolent, or special purpose.
If the
amendment were carried it would render
the limit of no value. The amendment
gave the Chief Secretary for the time being
power to grant an unlimited number of
race meetings at which betti~g might take
place " for any special purpose."
What
'was a special purpose? If the committee
of a racing club wanted to hold a race meeting in honour of a distinguished visitor, he
did not see why they should not give up
one of their sixteen days, instead of wanting
, to get another race day out of the Government.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that each
racing club would have its days of racing
alloted in advance. As Mr. Manifold had
pointed out, a. distinguished vi s,i tor , in
coming to Victoria, might like to see a race
meeting, and it should be in the power of
the Minister to grant a special racing day.
This seemed a most reasonable request, and
a provision of this kind should have been
put in the original Bill.
It would be a
curious thing if it was impossible to hold a
special race meeting ir. honour of a distinguished visitor, or for some charitable purpose.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said that
to meet the objections raised by the Attorney-General, he b~gged to move-That the foIlowing words be added to the
sub-clause :-" Not exceeding three
in the
whole for all race-courses in anyone year."

This would prevent ,any abuse of this privilege, and, he thought, would be a fair
compromise.
The amendment was amended accordingly.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU observed
that it was not so easy as the AttorneyGeneral imagined to give up one of the ordinary racing days for some special purpose,
because the days were fixed beforehand,
and horses were trained for particular
events. Now that uheamendment had been
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limited to three days, he did not think the
Committee would be taking much risk in
passing it,
The amendment, as, amended, was agreed
to, and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Discussion took place on clause 57, which
"as a~ follows:(I) Licences under the last preceding section
shall be issued by the Chief Secretary in such
form and on such terms and conditions as may
be prescribed by regulation~ which the Governor
in Council is hereby authorIzed to make.
(2) Any such licen~e shall unless cancelled be
in force for twelve months from the date of
its issue. A licence may at any time be cancelled by the Governor in Council f01" any good
cause.
(3) For each such li~en~e there shall J;>efore
the issue thereof be paId mto the ConsolIdated
Revenue a fee of One pound and also an
annual sum equal to three per centum of the
gross revenue from all source~ received or derived from such race-course by the owner or
trustees of the race-course or the club aSSOCIation or person by or on behalf of which or
whom any race-meetings took place on such
race-cours~ during the year ended on the last
day of July i~mediate~y prec<:ding t~e year or
period for whIch a lIcence IS reqmred. Provided however that where the said gross revenue
is less than One thousand five hundred pounds
but more than Six hundred pounds such annual
sum shall be equal to two. per centum of such
gross revenue, anti where the said gross revenue
is Six hundred pounds or less no such annual
sum shall be charKed.
(4) If for any reason the gross revenue as
aforesaid cannot· be ascertained, or does not in
the opinion of the Chief Secretary appear to
be correctly stated by the applicant for a licence
the annual· sum to be paid for the licence shall
be assessed and determined by the Chief Secretary on such evidence as may be produced by
the applicant for the licence.
CS) Where on any of the number of days for
which race-meetings are fixed in the licence for
a race-course it is found impossible or impracticable to hold any appointed or particular racemeetin~ on such course or where a racing club
or polo club or hunt club in existence on the
first dav of August One thousand nine hundred
and six has no race-course in its own control
the Governor in Council may if satisfied of such
impossibility or impracticability or of such fact
authorize
such conditions as he thinks fit the
holding of race-meetings on such days as he
may fix on any specifieCl race-course whatsoever
irrespective of the number of days on which
in the licence for such race-course race-meetings are fixed to be held thereon.
(6) The number of licences for race-courses
situate within forty miles of the General Post
Office Melbourne shall not exceed the number
of race-courses so situate and in use for racemeetings within the twelve months next preceding the first day of August One thousand
nine hundred' and six.
(7) The number of licences for race-courses
situate within twenty miles of the principal postoffice at Ballarat or Bendigo shall not exceed

on
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the number of race-courses so situate and in,.
use for race-meetings within the twelve months.
aforesaid.
(8) All regulations under this Division when,
made by the Governor in Council shall be published in the Government Gazette and when so'
published shall have the force of law and shall
be judicially noticed and shall be laid before
both Houses of Parliament within fourteen davs·
after the same shall have been made if Parli"ament be then sitting and if not then within ten
days after the next meeting of Parliament and
a COPy of any proposed regulations shall be
posted to each Member of Parliament at teast
seven days before such regulations are approved
by the Governor in Council.

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD m.ovedThat the words" such form and on such terms
and conditions as may be prescribed by regulations which the Governor in Council is hereby
authorized to make" be struck out, with a view
to inserting the words "the form contained iIll
the second schedule hereto."

He said that this amendment was c.onsequent upon tlhe alterations, which the Committee had already made, with regard
to allowing the number of racing days to
be fixed .by the licence.
The second'
schedule, which he proposed to submit later
on, would provide a distinct licence to race
on a certain number of days. with.out fixing:
the actual dates. He thought that this was
a reasonable amendment.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES expressed the
opinion that the amendment went a little
too far.
The Government, in the desire
to act fairly all r.ound, had yielded to a
certain extent t.o the wishes of those who
believed in racing, and in betting in connexion with racing under oertain circumstances.
He had objected .often, and he
had t.o object again, that when certain concessions had been made to certain bodies r
they had taken advantage of all the concessions and had then set themselves to work
to get something more. He did not think
that that was quite fair. The Government
had been perfectly l.oyal in connexion with
all the amendments towards those wh.o were
interested in racing. An .objection had been
raised that the word "fixed" might mean
that the Government might fix the precise
days upon which racing was to be allowed.
That was not the intention of the Government, and theref.ore, when Mr. Manifold
proposed that the word "fixed" should
be omitted, with a view .of inserting the
number of days allowed, he (1\1r. Davies)
agreed t.o that amendment. Hut the Government now claimed that they should have
something to say in connexlon with the
terms and conditions of the licence. The
present proposal was that the Government
should have nothing to say about the terms
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<of tthe licence, but. that the licence should
he in ;a prcscril1ed form.
He did not
know exactly what conditions would be prescribed. In New South Wales certain regulations had been published, and he believed
that no objection was taken to those regulations by the racing authorities. in Victoria.
The regulations under this Bill could not
be produced until the Bill was passed. He
<lid not know whetheF the regulations in
connexion with Flemington would or would
not say that a certain portion of the race<:ourse should be free to the public. There
were a number of matters which the regulations might prescribe, as, for instance, in
<:onnexion with welshers and balancers, but
Mr. Manifold wished to provide that the
licences should be in a particular form,
.and that the Government should have no
voice whatever in fixing the terms .and conditions.
He (Mr. Davies) considered that
this was not affording any advantage to the
Tacing community if Mr. Manifold was in
:any way echoing or representing their
views.
The racing people were getting all that they were to get, but
thev were not content with that, and
wer~
asking
for
something
mor:e.
The racing clubs had been allowed several
'Concessions, including three extra days for
~pecial purposes, and yet they were not
satisfied. Indeed, Mr. Manifold intended
to go still further, and to propose that as
long as they paid their licence-fee.. the
licence was not to be taken away, except
for some special infringement-in other
words, that the licence should go on in perpetuity. The next thing would be that in
the future, if the public of Victoria and
the Parliament representing that public
came to the conclusion that there were too
many races, and decided to close certain
race-courses, a claim would be raised for
compensation. Now, so far as he (Mr.
Davies) was concerned, he would never be
a party to giving anybody a right to a
licence in perpetuity, but this was the beginning of that kind of thing. There had
been enough trouble as regarded claims
for compensation in connexion with the
Licensing Act, owing to Parliament having
said that the l'icensee of a hotel, if he committed no offence, :should be entitled to a
renewal of his licence. It was this which
had caused all the difficulties and obstructions which had been placed in the way of
licensing reform.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said that
he might inform the Committee that he did
not intend to press the further amendment
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to which the Attorney-General had just
made reference. As to the amendment,
however, which was, now before the Committee, he thought it would be a very unfair thing to place racing clubs at· the
mercy of whatever Minister might be in
power. The Committee had refused to
distribute amongst· the other racing clubs
any days which might be forfeited through
a licence falling in. If the Committee
had adopted the alternative proposition that
if a racing licence fell out, the days incl'uded in that licence might be distributed
amongst the other clubs, he (Mr. Manifold)
would not have taken up the present proposal.. He would point out, however, that
under the present clause as it stood, if a
Government were ~trongly opposed to racing, they would have absolute power to
make regulations which would knock out
any racing cl ub.
The Hon. J. M. DAV1Es.-They could
onl y make regulations subject to the provisions of this Act.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said it
would be absolutely in their discretion to
make such regulations as would render it
impossible for any racing club, however
well managed, to carryon racing.
He
trusted that the Committee would not agree
to place racing. clubs in such: a. position.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN remarked that
it was necessary, in all Act's of Parliament,
to give power to the Governor in Council to
make regulations under the Act of Farliament. If it was not correct that this
amendment would lead up to some future
claim for compensation, he would ask what
was the object of the amendment at all?
Surely the people could trust the Government of the day to make regulations under
the provisions of the Act. As the Attorney-General had pointed out, the Government had already gone a long way to meet
the views of those who were in favour of
racing, as against the viewS! of a large
section of the community who would like
to stop much of this racing altogether. He
thought that the people for whom Mr.
Manifold spoke had been treated very
well, and they should not attempt to push
matters too far, lest still more drastic regulations were suggested.
The Hon. E. MILLER observed that
there would not be such a strong objection
to the clause if it provided that the regulations' were to be made "subject to the
provisions of this Act."
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-A copy of
the reg.ulations has to be posted to every
Member of Parliament a certain number
of days before they come into force.
The Hon. E. MILLER remarked that
if Parliament were not sitting, Members, of
Parliament would have no voice with regard to the regulations that were made by
the Governor ir. Council.
In fact, this
clause was really giving absolute power to
the Governor in Council.
It would be too
late to object to the regulations when they
had been made.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL remarked
that he did not like to see any Bill passed
unless it contained the regulations within
itself. Too much had been seen of the
power of making regulations in connexion
with the ,Customs Acts passed by the
Federal Parliament. He did not see why
any regulations proposed could not be included in the Bill.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR observed that
all Customs Acts gave enormous powers to
the Government - sometimes too great
powers--of making regulations. In this
case, however, it was clearly laid down that
the regulations must be laid on the table
of the House if it was 'Slitting, and in addition to this the regulations must be posted
to Members of Parliament.
Honorable
members would therefore have an ample
opportunity of objecting to the regulations
when Parliament met, or immediately, if
Parliament was in session at the time the
regulations were framed. As for Mr.
Campbell's :suggestion, it was absurd to expect that a Bill of this kind should contain
the regulations that were to be made to give
effect to it. So strongly did he (Mr. Balfour) feel on the point referred to by the
Attorney-General with respect to compensation, that he had prepared a clause providing that no compensation should be possible in connexion with race-courses. It
was unnecessary to propose such a clause
now, in view of the statement of the Attorney-General, that on no consideration
would he allow anything to be passed that
would imply any claim to compensation in
connexion with race-courses. There had
been sufficient trouble in connexion with
compensation under the Licensing Act.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD stated
that he would have no objection to Mr.
Balfour moving the amendment he had indicated with regard to compensation if his
(Mr. Manifold's) present amendment wi!h
respect to licences were agreed to. He dId
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not think anyone in connexion with racing
desired to establish any right to compensation.
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that
under clause 37 l'icences could be held by
the proprietors of private race-courses, and
if Mr. Manifold's amendment was agreed
to, it would really give the right to these
private people to run their race-courses in
perpetuity. This would be very wrong,
because if the race-course was improperly
conducted it would be "ery difficult to canceL the licence of the race-course, as a
magistrate a few days ago had cancelled
the licence of a wine cafe at Hampton,
which was not considered to be properly
conducted. He (Mf. Rees) certainly thought
that Mr. Balfour should propose the new
clause to which he had referred, providing that no compensation should be paid
in connexion with race-courses under anv
circumstances. Under this provision vested
rights were being created, not only to dubs,
but to private individuals, and Parliament
:should therefore safeguard itself in everv
possible way from any claim for compensation in the future.
The Hon. W. CAIN expressed the
opinion that the Government were entitled
to have this clause passed, otherwise he
did not see how they could provide for dealing with any mismanaged race-course. If
a race-course was properly conducted, its
proprietors need have no fear.
The Hon. E. MILLER asked if the
Attorney-General had any objection to add
to the end of the clause the words "subject to the provisions of this Act."
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said he understood that all licences is'sued under anv
Act of Parliament were governed by the
provisions of that Act. There was an Act
providing for the issue of auctioneers'
licences, and if an auctioneer who had a
licence complied with the provisions of that
Ac~, he had his licence renewed every year.
On the other hand, if he did not obserye
the provisions of the Act, his licence wa~
liable to forfeiture.
The licences issued
under this Act would be controlled bv the
provisions of the Act.
.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-li says
" licences under the last preceding section. H
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the words "or period" in sub-clause (3)
be omitted.

The amer:dment was agreed to.
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moved-

That it be a suggestion to the Legislative
Assembly that they make the following amend·
ment: In clause 57 (line IS), after "re·
quired" insert "to be specially applied by regulations maJe by the Governor in Council for
the Improvement of the breeding of horses in
Victoria."

He said he thought this proposal would
meet with the approval of Mr. Campbell.
I t had been suggested in another place
that a sum should be set apart for the improvement of the breeding of horses.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he could
not see why it should be proposed to apprvpriate a sum of money to improve the
breeding of horses in conneXlOn with a Bill
amending the law relatir:g to lotteries, gaming, and betting.
There was a sum of
money authorized for expenditure by the
Government to improve the breeding of
horses, and authority was given to an expert, who went home to buy ponies. That
expert did not buy an~, because he did r:ot
think the money would be well expended in
that direction.
He trusted the Committee
would not go in the direction proposed.
The end of the session was now near, and
it was hoped that the work would be finished next week.
If this amer:dment were
carried it would stop the Hill, because the
message would have to be reported, and
There was
sent down to the Assembly.
not the slightest chance of the proposal
being given effect to.
It might have
caused some amusement at the beginning of
the session.
The Hon. W. CAIN said the AttorneyGeneral had disposed o'f the amendmer.t
in a very off-handed manner bv making it
appear that the proposal was foreign to
the Bill.
It was proposed bv the Bill to
give power to the racing clubs to license
bookmakers, and to the Goyernment to
charge licence-fees to race-courses.
He
could not see where the logic of the
Attorney-General came in. He (Mr. Cain)
did not move the amendment for fun, and
if it blocked the Bill it would be the fault
of the Government.
The Hon. E. MILLER said the 3 per
cent. proposed to be charged was too much,
and it was a class tax that would affect
horse-owners.
The Hon. J. 1\'1. DAVIEs.-The racing
clubs have agreed to it, and they are only
too glad to get the licensing clause.
The suggested amendment was negatived.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he would
like to know if it was intended to make
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this measure retrospective.
The··' clubs
would have to pay the percentage on the
gross revenue of the preceding vear. This
measure was to come indo operation in
March next year, and the racing clubs
would apply for their licences in April,
May, or June.
According to sub-clause
(3) the mor.er would have -to be paid 'for
all the revenue received during the year
ended on the last day of July immediately
preceding the yt':n for \\"hich the licence
was required. The Hon. J. ~r. DAVIEs.-The preceding yea,r is onl y the basis.
The income
tax of each year is based on the income of
the previous year.
The Hon. W. S. MAKIFOLD moved-That t~le ,~'ords "and where the said gross
revenue IS 1,600 or less no such annual sum
shall be charged" in sub-clause (3) be omitted,
with the view of inserting ., provided further
that where the said owner or trustees or the
said club association or person have published
a balance-sheet for the said year verified by the
statutory declaration of a duly qualified auditor
showmg that no part of the net revenut: received
or derived from such race-course or race.meeting during the said vear had been distributed
or alIocated or was he'ld over for the purpose of
b~i~lg distributed, or allocated by way of share
dIVIdend bonus mterest or individual gain or
profit then in respect of Six hundred pounds of
the said I!ross revenue no such annual sum shall
be charged.

He said that when this Bill was beir:g discussed in another place. it was understood
that the £600 exemption was to apply all
round, and it seemed to be an oversight
that that had not been provided for. Reference to Hansard would show that the Premier assured another place that the £600
exemption was to aDplv all round.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Is it \rorth
discussing?
The Hom Vol. S. 1\IAXIFOLD said
there ,,,ere plenty of small clubs, and this
proposrrtion was that the exemption should
te allowed in the case of all clubs which
,,-ere carried on just for public r~rpGses,
and that the exemption should not be allowed to clubs which carried on their racecourses for pri"ate gain.
He thought a
difference might fairly be drawn bet":een
these two classes. Leaving out the great
metropolitan clubs, and t:1.king the case of
the countr\' clubs. it would be found that
tIle committee had to ,rork the whole year
round.
They had to regulate the course,
look after horses, that were training there,
and keep up the improvements. Thev had
to grise up a lot of time in these duties.
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At race meetings they had a lot of responsibility, which was shifted to a certain
extent on to the stewa,rds. Everything they
did was for the public amusement, and not
one solitary half-penny went into their own
pockets. There was no pecuniary interest
whatever in connexion with thes,e clubs,
and iIll that respect the position was very
different from that of a private club.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-Is not nearly
everv club .a public club?
That means
that' instead of getting a revenue under this
Bill, you practically reduce it to nothing.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
idea of this amendment was suggested to
h~m frem reading what the Premier stated
while the Bi.ll was before the other
Chamber:
The Han. J. M. DAvIEs.-Flemington
\vould pay nothing, because they distribute
everything they earru They do not pocket
anything themselves,.
The Hon. vV. S. MANIFOLD said he
could not see that an exemption of £600
woul d make such a vast difference. The
general effect of the proposal was that the
exemption would apply an round except in
the case of proprietary clubs.
This was
what was promised in the Assembly, and
honorable members of the other place were
told that it was in the Hill. The AttornevGeneral and other honorable members, who
did not take ani interest in racing, did not
know all the circumstances'. He did not
think the country clubs would object to
paying this amount very much.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-They are only
chargedz per cent.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
country clubs thought it a class tax of an
objectionable kind, and as he had pointed
out during the debate on the second read"
jng, there were several ways in which the
tax, if it was desirable that one should be
raised, might have 1een rais,ed in a fairer
manner. But as this was the proposal of
the Government, he did not propose to
take exception to it, but at the same time
he thought the clubs ought to get the benefit of the £600 exemption which they were
promised.
The HOllo. W. L. BAILLIEU remarked
that it was admitted that Mr. Manifold's
proposal was perfectly eqUlitable. One club
with a revenue of £598 would not pav the
tax, while a club with a revenue af ,:1'.600
would pay.
It seemed that the Premier
made it clear tha.t he intended to give the
exemption of £600.
The Premier was
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,logical and fair, an.d Mr. Manifold's
amendment was on those lines
The Hon. R. B. REES r~marked that
if he remembered aright the dIscussion in
the Assembly,' there was no exemption
The P rernier
proposed b.y the Premier.
proposed to tax .all race-courses, whether
they received a large amount or a small
amount. It was the country members whtl
reall y carried the exemption proposal, with
the sanction of the Premier. The question
of the exemption was. not in the mind of
the Premier when the matter was brought
up in the House first of all.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said he
would support Mr. Manifold's amendment.
As he had said before, if the Government
exacted a tax from the racing clubs, it was
taken out of the pockets of the horseowners who provided the sport for the nublie.
The prizes in Victoria for borseracing were s,mall enough as they were, .and
if they were reduced, they would not be
worth racing for.
If we were geing to
tax racing clubs, why should we not tax
cricket cluLs and footba.ll clubs?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-That might
come.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said that
proposal had not yet come, and he tho1lght
this tax could wait until it did.
The amendment was negatived.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the following words be inserted at the end
of sub-clause (3) :-" Provided further that the
words 'gross revenue' shal] not include any
sweepstakes or sums of money subscribed by
owners of horses or ponies for distribution on any
event or race."

Sweepstakes did not form part of the income of a committee of a racing club.
They were merely trustees or bailees of the
money.
In some clubs the sweepstakes
were paid into a trust account.
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-If what the
honorable member states is correct, the
clause does not touch that.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
did not want to take anv chances. The
sweepstakes were not mon~ys belonging to
race clubs, but were held in trust by the
cl ubs to be handed back to the owners of
the winning horses.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he
thought if anything had been made clear
by the Premier it was that the percentage
shGuld be taken on the gross revenue of the
different clubs. If it could be argued by
any chance that sweepstakes was not revenue, he was afraid the Premier would be
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disappointed, because the Premier's intention was that sweepstakes should be included in gross revenue. He did not raise
the objection to the last amendment that
the Council had no power to make such an
amendment, but the Council h3;d no power
to make this amendment. The clause was
, practically imposing a tax ()In race-courses
The House could make a
for licences.
suggestion for an amendment, but could
not make any amendment.
Fortunately,
the last amendment was not carried, or
the House would have exposed itself to a
snub from another place. The Chairman
did not agree with him on this matter, but
It
it did not rest with the Chairman.
rested with the Assembly to claim its
rights, and if it claimed its rights, he (Mr.
Davies) would have to say he thought the
.Council had no power to make the amendment. He contended the Council had no
power whatever to reduce a fee that 'Was
placed in a BiU by the Legislative Assembly. Of course, as the Chairman did
not agree 'with him, he (the Chairman)
could a,ccept the proposed amendment.
The question OIf the percentage to be
charged had been discussed for some time,
and the amounts in the clause had been
fixed by the Government as fees for
licences.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-The Government tried for more.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Yes. He
thought the original proposal was for 5 per
cent., but after hearing the representations
of certain trustees and governing bodies of
different race-courses, the Government
agreed to reduce the fees to 3 per cent.
and 2 per cent., and where the gross revenue was less than £600 no fee was to be
charged. As far as the Government was
concerned, it had been understood all
the way through that the percentage
was to be charged. on the gross receipts of a club, and that sweepstakes would be included.
Of course,
every honorable member was at liberty to
vote as he chose, or to propose any amendment that he chose j but if Mr. Manifold's
amendment was at fhe instigation of the
chief bodies governing racing-if it w,as in
their interests and for their benefit-those
bodies were breaking faith with the Government in the contract that had been
made with them, that they should pay the
He
percentage and get their licences.
mentioned this matter speciallv to the Premier, and the honorable gentleman told him
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that it was understood sweepstakes were
to be included. He was not personally a
party to the bargain.... He was very doubtful as to whether the words in the Bill included sweepstakes; but if they did not
include sweepstakes, from what the Premier told him, (he honorable gentleman
If sweepstakes
would be disappointed.
were not included there was no necessity
for the amendment.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-To ayoiJ
litigation.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he would
not be a party to giving up something which,
after consultation with the Premier, he was
instructed was intended to be included.
The Hon. W. CAIN.-Because the Premier would be disappointed, cannot the
House do what it thinks is right?
The Hon. J. i\I. DAVIES said he had
previously stated that any honorable member was at liberty to do as he pleased,
either as regarded voting or moving amendments.
The Hon. T. C. HAR vVOOD said it appeared to him the whole matter depended,
to a great extent, on what the AhornevGeneral had said-that was as to whether
there was an agreement between the Premier and the clubs. If the clubs understood the gross revenue was to include the
amount of the sweepstakes and other
things, the House had no right to interfere.
If, on the other hand, it was contended
there was no such undertaking, honorable
members were quite within their rights in
defining the meaning of gross revenue, and
he did not think they would be exceeding
their rights in any way in passing Mr.
Manifold's amendment.
It might save
trouble in the future'if it was clear! v defined that sweepstakes were not inciuded
in gross revenue, and if gross revenue did
include sweepstakes, that should also be
clearly defined.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he would
ask Mr. Manifold was it worth while goinO'
on with the amendment? The only club
seriously affected was, of course, the
V.R.C. In the country clubs the sweepstakes did not amount to Yen' much money.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S said that perhaps it would save time if the .Committee
postponed the clause.
The clause was postponed.
Discussion took place on clause 58,
which was as follows : The committee or other managing body of
any club or association conducting race meetings
on any race·course licensed under this Act may
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with the, approval of the Governor in Council
make alter or rescind rules and regulations
for(a) the permitting of persons (approved by
such committee Or body) to carryon
any business or vocation on any part
of such race-course upon payment of
the fees or charges fixed by such rules
or regulations;
(b) the preventing of persons not so approved or of persons offending against
~uch rules or regUlations from carrying. on any business Or vocation upon
any part of such race-course and the
removing when necessary of such persons therefrom.
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The Hon. 'V. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the words "when necessary" (sub.clause
(b)) be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he objected to the clause altogether. Its object
was to license bookmakers, and .he wanted
to say something on it.
It was nON I I
0" clock, and this was the mO'st important
part of the Bill.
The proposal was not
that the State should directly license bookmakers, but to delegate that function to'
another body. The clause should be postThe Hon. ·W. S. MANIFOLD moved- poned.
That in paragraph (a), after the word "raceThe Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.--Agree to rhis,
course," the following words be inserted:"and Rrescribing the terms and conditions un- and then we will go home.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he did
der which they may so carryon any business or
not care anything about the Bill if this
vocation."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that he clause was passed. He begged to moveThat progress be reported.
had no objection to this amendment. If
betting was to be permitted on rac:e-cours~s
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
on the licensed days, he thought it was de- not know whether it was possible, but he
sirable that power should be given to the was, exceedingly anxious, as other honorable
committees to take care that the people who members were, that the business of the sescarried on the business of bookmakers should sion should be finished next week. There
be persons who could be depended upon, was a PO'ssibility of it.
and that they should have power to reject
J'lhe Hon. R. B. RITCHIE. - Licensing
all such people as welshers and spielers. Bill and all?
Whatever objections there might be to betThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Everything;
t[ng, yet if limited betting was allowed, it and he would like to have this matter
seemed to him that betting should be as finished to-night.
honest and as clean as legislation could
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the quesmake it. ,
tion had not been sufficientl v discussed of
delegating to another body such a respon~
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU moved- sibility as the clause proposed. It wa,s not
unreasonable to ask that its discussion
That the following be added to paragraph (a) :
should be postponed till to-mO'rrow.
It
- " Provided that such approved person shall
not carryon or be licensed or permitted to was a very important part of the Bill,
carryon the business or vocation of a book- which was challenged by all the churches,
maker except on such parts of such race-course and all the people who had discussed it
as are spcciaJly set apa-rt for that purpose, and publicly, as to whether Parliament should
provided that if such approved person shall bet
with youths apparently under the age of twenty- delegate to another body the entire right of
The whole paraone, 'or with females, he shall be guilty of an licensing men to' bet.
offence under this Act."
r;hernalia of bookmaking and weishers was
The Hon. W. J. EVAXS said he failed involved in it.
The Hon. W. H. E<DGAR said he was
to understand whv a female should be proquite
in a,ccord with Mr. Melville, but not
hibited from bettIng.
one vote would be changed if the question
The Hon. J. l\L DAVIES.-It is onh- was argued till to-morrow night.
He was
with a bookmaker.
They may bet with going to vO'te with Mr. Melville, but every
anyone else.
honorable member had made up his mind,
The Hon. W. J. EYANS said he under- [lnd therefore to delay now would simply be
stood that this was the clause about putting off the decision that would ultiwhich there had been so much fighting in mately be arrived at.
connexion with the licensing of bookmakers.
The Hon. E. MILLER said the clause
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-The amend- was most important, but he was altogether
ment does not affect that question. The in favour of going on with it this evening..
clause can be dealt with afterwards.
The motion for reporting progress was
negatived.
The amendment was agreed to.
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The Hon. W. CAIN said honorable
members should at least be consistent. He
could not see how they could support a Bill
brought in to suppress and regulate gambling and at the same time license the bookmakers.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said he could
not see the necess.ity of the clause.
It
was said that betting was to be allowed on
race-courses, but people could bet ::1mong
themselves.
There was no necessitv to
give the fat bookmaker a living. If h~nor
able members wanted to go one better, let
them legalize the totalrizator, to be carried on
under proper conditions.
Everybod,' admitted that the bookmakers were the curse
of the whole business. They were :honorable from their point; of view, paying their
debts, and so on, but thev were not required.
It \vas unreasonable to ask the
Committee to legalize them, and to place
them in a position they had never been
placed in before.
.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-YOU have been
supporting Jack Wren all the time.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said he bad
not been supporting gambling at all. He
said first of all that he did not see anything
very wrong. in gambling, but it was altogether
a different thing to legalize the bookmaker.
If the bookmaker was not there, a great deal
less gambling would go on. There was no
sense in bringing in a Bill to suppress gambling and ther.. to ask the Committee to legalize the profession of the bookmaker, and
hand it over to those gentlemen to get big
f at fees out of it.
The Committee divided on the clause as
amendedAyes
18
Noes
8

Mr. Panton, P.M.

LEGISLATIVE
Tuesday, December

ASSEMBLY.
11,

1906.

The SPEAKER took the chair at twentyfive minutes to fi"e o'clock.
PROPOSED FLINDERS RAILWAY.
Mr. GRAHAM brought up a report from
the Parliamentary St.anding Committee on
Railways on the question of the proposed
railway to Flinders.
MR. PANTON, P.M.
i\'ir. BEAZLEY asked the Premier if
he would inform the House whether .it was
intended to retire 1\1r. Panton, P.M., at
the end of the year?
Mr. BENT.-It is the intention to retain the services of that gentleman until
the 30th day of June, 1907.
Mr. J. ';V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-And no
longer?
1\1r. BENT.-And no longer.

SECOND OFFICER OF S.S.
LADY LOCH.
Mr. SANGSTER asked the Minister of
Public Works if it was, true that the second
officer of the s.s. Lady Loch was lent to a
private firm of ship-owners to take one of
their steamers to Gippsland ports j if so,
did be think it fair, seeing that the chief
officer of the company's steamer held a
mas,ter's certificate exempt for all Gippsland ports?
1\1r. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn).-The
officer in question was lent for a trip by
the Engineer in charge of Ports and Har:\lajority for the clause
10
bors on its being re.presented by the owners
AVES.
Mr. Austin
of the vessel that no capable officer could
Mr. Payne
" Baillieu
" Pearson
be obtained to take charge, and the neces" Campbell
" Pitt
sity was very pressing. Had there been
" Crooke
" Ritchie
any knowle.dge or s.uspicion that a com" Cussen
" Sachse
mander could be obtained ·els.ewhere, per" Davies
" Sternberg:.
" Luxton
mission would not have been given.
A
Tellers:
" Manifold
qualified
officer
was
supplied
by
the
shipMr. Aikman
" McDonald
ping company to fill the temporarily vacant
" Miller
" Rees.
position On the Lady LocI!. It was not
NOES.
the first officer, but the second' officer of
Mr. Brown
Mr. Melville
" Cain
the Lady Loc1t, that went there,
" Edgar
Tellers:
Mr. SANGSTER.-The chief officer of the
" Harwood
Mr. Evans
company's boat was availaLle, and holds
" Hicks
" McLellan.
as big a certifica.te as the otber man.
.
Progress was ther. reported.
Mr. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn).The House adjourned at a quarter past
They deny it.
eleven' o'clock.
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DREDGING LEASE AT
WANDILIGONG.

Railway Department.

RAILWAY DEPARTME:\"T.
SPECIAL EXCURSION TRAINS.

Mr. COLECHIN aS,ked the MinisteJ of
Mr. ELMSLIE (in the absence of Mr.
asked the Minister of Mines, Railways if he would see that, as far a~
possjble, the special trains applied for by
if he would inform the Housethe Geelong people for the 26th January
l. \iVhy was the 'Warden's recommendation that
a dredrrmg lease be granted to A. H. Wallace, next, would be granted if guaranteed and
of WandiTigong, not given effect to?
'shown to lJe profitable to the Railway De2. Why was the said lease granted to the partment ? He said a number of organizaMelbourne Dredging Company?
tions were complaining that they were unMr. McLEOD.-The reason is that able to get special trains to go into the
after considering the whole facts of the country.
case and the evidence taken before the
Mr. BENT.-The reply is'''' arden, I considered that Gray and party
Requests for special trains are dealt with at-had the stro~ger claim. Gray had applied cording to priority of application)_ but in confor a lease of the ground ~~ore, and his sequence of engagements entered into before
application was refused because a local the application of the wharf labourers of Geewas received.. it will not be possible t()
petitiof.} was pres,ented objecting strongly long
provide special trains for the accommodation
to dredging leases being granted over the of the wharf labourers and other excursionists.
locality in question, the ground being said on 26th January next.
It may be mentioned that it has hitherto been
to be all required for the individual miner
for the excursion of wharf labourers.
and fossicker. Wallace is a local store- customarv
to take place on Eight Hours Day, and it has
keep~r, and on his applying a petition was always been practicable for the Department tosent in numerously signed---;-a large num- provide the requisite train accommodation on that
ber of the signatures being thos,e of per- day, but the date of the next excursion was'
saris who had formerly signed the petition changed to 26th January without cons~1ting the
DeRartment, and on this being p'ointed out to
against granting dredging leases-praying the
secretary of the union he expr·essed himself
that the ground be granted for dredging satisfied with the explanation, and intimated that
purposes. Wallace's was said to be a local under the circumstances arrangem~nts would be
application, but as a ma.tter of fact it was made to hold the excursion on Eight Hours Day
admitted that only Wallace and another of next year instead of on Foundation Day.
Mr. COLECHIN.-That is only becaus,e
local resident were interes,ted to the extent of one-eighth share each in the appli- they cannot get a train.
cation, the remaining three-fourths being
Mr. BENT.-The answer I have read
heid Dy New Zealand speculators, and seems as clear as possible.
that the party would take about nine
months to get to work, as capital had to
CASE OF CONSTAELE
be raised, and the dredge constructed, proCOBBLEDICK.
hably in New Zealand. On the other hand,
M1'.
N.
BAYLES
(T'oorak), in the abGray and party had £2,250 capital paid
up, and two dredges already constructed, sence of Mr. MCCUTCHEON, asked the
and were ready to go to work at once. Chief SecretarY if he would inform the
.
Under all these circumstances I could not HoU'seI. Was Constable Cobbledick,
until recently
see my way clear to adopt the Warden's
acting as plain-clothes constable at South Melrecommendation.
bourne, reduced in pay and rank on account
MCGRATH)

DENTISTS BILL.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) in
the 'absence of Mr. MACKINNON, asked the
Premier if he would inform the House
when he proposed to cause the Dentists
Bill to be circulated and proceeded with?
Mr. BENT.-The Bill is ready now,
and if honorable members will promise
that there will be no contention, we do not
mind bringing it on. It will ge all right
if honorable members promise to pnt it
through in five minutes.

of the adverse verdict given against him in the
Countv Court action bro·ught by Mr. Kirchner?
2. Was any inquiry held before such reduction was made; if so, was Cobbledick duly notified of same, and was he present or represented at such inquiry?
3, Was the Judge who heard the case asked
for. any report upon it?

Mr. :MACKEY.-The replies supplied
to me bv the Chief Commissioner of Police
are as, follows : I. No.
Constable Cobbledick was transferrer}'
from his nosition of plain·clothes constable at
South Melbourne to that of uniform constable
at Russell-street because he had, by having two
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adverse verdicts given against him in the County
Court, and in other ways, shown that it is undesirable to retain him in the position of plainclothes constable-one requiring tact and, discretion.
2. No.
3. No.

PETITIONS.
A petition was presented by Mr.
HUTCHINSON , praying that the Hous,e
would make provision in the Licensing
Bill for the abolition of barmaids.
Mr. HUTCHINSON stated that the
petition was signed by 30,047 men and
women throughout Victoria.
The SP EAKER.--The prayer of the
petition seems to be on the inside of the
roll. Has the honorable member satisfied
hims;elf that the petition is in order?
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Yes.
A petiflion was presented by Mr.
BROMLEY, praying that the House would
make provision in the Licensing Bill for
limiting Sunday trading.
Mr. BROMLEY stated that the persons·
who had signed this petition were apparently more sober th.an those who had
signed the petition presented by the hon.orable memLer for Borung, as they had
put the prayer of the petition outs,ide.
This petition was signed by I5,000 persons. It was supplementary to a petition
presented by the honorable member for
Richmond some time ago, signed by (wer
50 ,000 persons, so that the total number
of those who had signed this, request w.as
fully 65,000.
LICENSING BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill-Mr.
G. H. Bennett in the chair.
All the clauses up to new clause 00
were postponed.'
Mr. BENT proposed the follcnving new
clause : 00. (1) Where resolution B or C is carried
in any district then the Licensing Court of such
district shall as soon as practicable notify the
Treasurer of Victoria as to the amount of compensation \vhich will probably be required to
pay the amount of compensation payable to the
owners and occupiers of all the victuallers' premises which are to be closed in pursuance of
any such resolution.
(2) On receiving such a notification the Trea'Surer shall set apart out of the Compensation
Fund an n.mount sufficient to meet all claims
on account of such compensation in such district.
(3) Whenever it appears to the Treasurer 'that
there is not in the said fund sufficient monev
to meet such claims and all other probable
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claims on such fund for the current year then
for. the p~pose, of enabling him to pay the
claims as so notified out of the said fund he
s~all forthwith at any time and from time to
hme by demand in writing require each and
every holder of a. victualler's licence in Victoria
(other than licensees whose premises are to be
cl?s~d pursuant to a local option poll) t.o Ea):,
wlth.m one month to the said Treasurer or any
l~celver of revenue such additional compensatlO~ fees as in hi~ opinion will be required to
sahsfy all such claims, and the fees which each
licensee is required to pay shall be specified in
such demand .
. (4) Such additional compensation fees shall
10 every case bear the same pro ratti proportion
to the c~m"pensation fee paid by each licensee
u.nder thiS Act. 1£ .such additional compensatlOn fees are not~ pald by any licensee within
one month after demand his licence shall at
the expiration of such month ipso facto become
void and shall cease to have any force .or effect.

He said it would be within the recolIecti~)ll of the Committee that, last Thursday
mght, he brought down a proposition and
prcmis,ed to put it in the shape of .a, new
clause. This new clause carried out what
he promised. It was unnecessary for him
to trouble the Committee with any speech.
Mr. WATT.-Tell us what it means
that is all.
'
Mr. BENT said the new clause meant
that, after the ten years' period, compensation would still continue, the hotelkeepers
finding the whole cf the money. There'
was to be local option, and the money was
to be paid within a month of the determination to close a house.
He did net
know what the teetotallers wanted. They
not only wanted the publican's body and
sou~ but something else.
Mr. BROMLEY.-They want the drink,
that is all.
Mr. BENT said the only two honorable
members he would ,refer to were the
honorable member for Borung and the honora.ble member for Bendigo East, as to
whether the new clause did not carry out to
the fullest degree the proposal made at the
conference on which the Alliance was represented. NOh\'ithstanding that fact he
had received to-day twenty telegram~ or
letters.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Who
represented the Alliance?
Mr. BENT said he did not want to say
anything more. It was easily found out.
He claimed that the 'Government propos.al
was fair, notwithstanding all the teetotal.lers said. Among the telegrams, sent
to hIm was one all the way from Dunkeld.
What could that telegram mean?
The
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sender could net have read the Government's amendments. The new clause carried out the agreement he (JUr. Bent) made
with the Alliance, and also the promise he
made to the House the other night.
He
submitted this proposition to the CommitThe
tee with the utmost confidence.
wildest tee"totaller could hard 1y claim to
have more than the publican's body and
s.oul, and he thought they had both in
these proposals. Under these proposals,
there wculd be complete local option after
the end of ten years, and if an order was
given for closing, then the hotelkeepers
would have to find additional fees to
those included in the Bill.
Mr. BOYD.-Does that mean fees over
and above what are proposed in the Bill?
Mr. BENT said he had stated that those
fees were in addition to what were in the
Bill, if necessary. He did not believe it
would be necessary, because he thought
with the increasing population and the growing habits of sobriety of the people, when
these 500 or 600 hotels were got rid of
local option would not be required.
He
sUbmitted this new clause to test the feeling of the Committee.
Mr. PRENDERGAST observed that, so
far as he could see, the proposals now placed
before the Committee were in conformity
with the agreement come to by honorable
members with the Premier.
'The honorable gentleman said no houses would be
closed unless the compensation was paid j
but seeing that the clauses in the Bill were
drastic enough to enforce the payment of
the money to meet the demands of these
people, he did not think it was altogether
.an essential point that the compensation
should be paid before the house was closed,
because the clause providing for the payment of the money would enable this liability to be met in a very short period.
At all events., that was nCI portion of the
compact. Honorable members wanted to
be perfectl y fair.
Mr. MACK1NNON.-The only danger is
of places all over the State being closed
at once. That is the only risk, and it is
a very unlikel y one.
'
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the power
was taken to cotain compensation in addition to any amount provided for in the Bill.
The time of one month mentioned in the
clause was too short a period.
Mr. BENT .-1 think three months wilJ
be better.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said a month was
an unreasonably short period, because there
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was. a more drastic penalty attached tC' noncompliance than to any other offence under
the Licensing Act. Therefore it should be
modified.
Mr. WATT.-What month do you mean?
" Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The month
mentioned in sub-clauses (3) and (4). Power
was asked to compel people to pay the taxation, and the penalty was altogether too
drastic. He believed there would be verv
few houses to be closed at the end of the
ten years if the Board did its duty properly before that period expired. The last
ten years was no index of what our population would be in ten years' time.
I f we
succeeded in keeping
surplus of births
over deaths, amounting to 15,000 a year,
we might have an average increase of
17,000 a year. We ought to have an additional popUlation of 170,000 in ten years'
time. Allowing for fhe small increase m·er
the 17,000 a year which it might be safely
a'ssumed would take place, we might ha\'e
a popUlation of 1,500,000 at the end of the
ten years. Then the proportion of licensed
victuallers would he verv much smaller than
it was to-day. Our ~ining. and agr,icultural population would be much more stable
than it was now, and those who would vote
"no licence" would find a large number
of people opposed to it. He would suggest to the Premier that the period of one
month should be extended.
Mr. BENT .-Make it two months.
Mr. PRENDERGAST'sa,id a man might
commit "a very grave offence under the Act,
and would not be subject to such a severe
penalty as that in regard to this period of
one month.
If a portion of the money
was not paid, the licensee alone would be
responsible. No provis;ion was m.ade for a
transfer of the licence, and it might he
forfeited.
Two months would be better ~
but the penalty was very severe.
Mr. BENT.-In any little things that do
not destroy the principle of the Bill I am
willing to accept amendments.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he thought
the Committ~ eould come to an agreement
The pubEc were
without much trouble.
not to be asked to find one penny of the
compensation.
He hoped the Premier
would introduce an amendment to provide
an absolutely safe method to compel the
hotel-owner to pay two-thirds of the
money required. It was necessary that the
Board should fix a fair rental subject to
vearly revision, and the Board should
fix the owner's contributiom He would
suggest that an amendment to that effect

our
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should be adopted by both sides on this
question, so that the penalty would not fall
on the licensee alone.
It was absolutely
necessary to have machinery to compel the
owner to pay the two-thirds, and to prevent him from transferring his obligation to
the shoulders of the licensee.
l\1r. SWINBURNE.-Clause 100 says" notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary. "
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said that those
who had leases now would not be affected,
but in regard to new leases the owner would
transfer his obligation to the shoulders of
the licensee.
J\fr. 'WATT.-He will get the money in
the shape of a bonus.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said there were
many ways by which the owner might evade
his obligation.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACo.CK said he
congratulated the Government on carrying
out what was almost the unanimous wish
of members.
He was glad the Premier
had consented to make the time two months,
although it ought to be three months. The
money would have to come in, and a reasonable time should be allowed, especially in
the country districts, for arrangements to
be made.
Mr. BENT .-1 will g,ive you three months.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
was glad to healr that. He wanted to make
certain that clause 100 was going to apply
to new clause 00. If it did, it would
meet the ca'se fairly.
The new clause
would cast the onus entirely on the licensee,
and the owner of t1!e house might run the
risk of losing his licel1ct::.
Mr. WATT said the remarks of the
honorable member for Allandale were made
under a slight misapprehension as to the
effect of clause 100. That clause could not
affect existing leases, but it could affect
leases to be made in the future. Agreements were to be set aside if hostile to the
spirit of the arrangement, and the landlord
was to pay two-thirds. What was to prevent the owner, who had the whip-hand
over the licensee, saying to the incoming
tenant, who desired a lease for three or five
years, "I want £500 or £1,000 as a
bonus"? That could be done, and the
money would have to be put down. The
money was put down in sovereigns, and
there was nothing expressed in any agreement. It might !Override the agreement
for the full recognition of the owner's right
to pay the additional fees. The Premier
and the Minister of Water Supply should
0
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see if some arrangement could not be made
to meet this difficulty.
1\1r. BOYD.-And it ought to be made
retrospecti ve.
Mr. WATT said he gathered, from the
letters he had received with respect to the
nature of the compromise arrived at by the
Premier and the Alliance party, that the
temperance organizations were not altogether satisfied with the proposals contained in new clause 00. He knew that
some of the provisions were not fully understood.
He received a letter this morning
asking him to oppose the proposals of the
Government, but all the other temperance
organizations had requested him to support
those proposals. He concluded that these
resolutions had ,been arrived at in hot haste,
or that some ",ital departure had been made
that had not been fully explained to the
Committee.
Mr. BENT.-I have carried out the ar"
rangement.
Mr. WATT said the provisions in new
clause 00 were sufficiently drastic to close
up a great many hotels apart from local
option. Unrea'sonably heavy taxation fees
would be placed on the licensee. Perhaps.
they were the heaviest in the world.
Mr. BENT.-Oh, no!
Mr. SWINBURNE.-What abOut the American ones'?
,Mr. WATT said he had made some comparisons with the State of 'Massachusetts.
and other States in America, and when all
the facts were taken into consideration the
fees now proposed were the heaviest in the
world.
Additional fees were now to be
imposed.
By new clause 00 members
would be giving what had never been given
before, and he doubted if the proposaf
would be operative. The Committee were
giving the Treasurer power to impose other
fees on hotels, if he found the compensation fund WaJS depleted after the ten years.
If local option was still desired, and-more
money was needed, the Treasurer would
have power to impose a further tax on the
l,icensees. He did not know whether this
matter had been considered from a constitutional point of view. It had always been
regarded as vital under our Constitution
that the people's representatives should impose the taxat,ion on any interest or on the
whole people. No private member could
move for such a thing..
Mr. DOWNWARD.---,:We are taking power
to do it.
Mr. ~rATTsaid an Act of Parliament
could not override the Constitution.
The
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Standing Orders of this House and the
Constitution bore on this matter, and it
seemed to him that IT would have to be
considered. whether sub-clause (3), empowering the Treasurer to demand increased
fees, could become operative.
Sir ALlEXANDER PEACOCK. - We have
given power to the Railways ICommissioners
and to the municipalitles to levy fees.
Mr. WATT 'said this proposal was totally_
different from the power given to the Railways Commissioners. No private member
could, without a Governor"s message and
without complying with the other precautions required by the Constitution, move for
the increases that it was now proposed to
confer on one single 1!lember. It might be
adv'isable to depart from the old practice,
but that was not 'the point at present. This
was a problem that Parliament had never
seriously con s,i dered , and he would urge the
Premier to consider if. even WIth the object
of arriving at a rea,sonaLle solution
of the licensing difficulty, it was not a
dangerous depa:rture from safe taxation
principles. In other respects there was no
reason why the spirit of comprom1se should
not mean that these matters. should be
hastily put through. The House had been
too long considering two B"ills, and a number of less important measures would have
to be discarded. The time of members had
been taken up entirely by two sooial questions, which were not properly brought before the House. This measure was only
being dealt with because the Government
deemed it advisable to interfere with a
question which had been slumbering for the
last twenty years.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And they woke it up
with many regrets.
Mr. WATT said it was not only unwise
for the people whose interests were at stake,
but for the representatives of the people,
to introduce this question, seeing that mem'bers had not discussed the matter on the
h 11sting.s.
Members must either vote for
these proposal'S or against them, and whether they were vital or not ought not to
influence members in discharging their
duties. He trusted that the matter would
not be hung up unduly, but that the Committee would arrive at a fair solution of
the difficulty without pretending to bfling
about a final solution.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
would like to emphasize the necessity for
the Government making some provision in
the Bill by which they would be able to
secure the two-thirds to be paid by the
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owners of hotels. He could see no means
in the Bill for securing that. At the end
of the lease, whether it was short or long,
the owners would be able to pass on the
paying of the fees to the licensees. That
was done now.
Mr. BENT.-We have no intention of allo\ving that.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said the
increased fees would amount to £35,000
a year, and the owners were to be asked to
contribute £24,000 per annum. That was
going to be got for a monopol y
value
worth millions.
The
annual
valuation
of the
hotels
was from
£350,000
to
£400,000,
and
by
capitalizing that the value of them could
be found. Power was- being given to reduce the number, and when the number was
reduced the value of the remaining hotels
would be enhanced. That value was to be
given as a present to the remaining hotels.
The owners were clinging like leeches to
the men carrY'ing on the trade. He saw
that going on every day.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They are the whole
force behind Sunday trading.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
saw that a man in South Melbourne had
been summoned, and he had a letter which
showed that that man had been lured into
the hotel by a broker, and was not taking
£II a week, though he had to pay £5 a
week in rent. The man could not pay the
rent except by violating the law.
He
wanted the Bill to be made sufficiently farreaching to get at the owners, and make
them pay their proper contribution. He
wa'S delighted "to hear that the Government
were g.oing to have a valuation made at
once. The increased value should belong
to the State, and the Government should
take means to secure that value.
:Mr . MURRAY said he did not suppose
it was any use attempting to argue with the
inexorabre logic that belonged to numLers.
The proposals now submitted differed very
much from the original proposals.
The
proposals that the Government stated were
to be s.trictly adhered to-that the Government would stand or fall by-had now been
laid aside. The Minister of Water Supply, with a considerable amount of po'litical agility, climbed to the top of the masthead and nailed the" No surrender!" flag
of local optioo there, and afterwards the
Premier clinched the nail that had been
driven in by the Minister of Water Supply.
Mr. BENT.-There was only a wooden
hammer on the other g,ide.
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Mr. MURRAY said there would be a
great many wooden heads in the c,:ommunity
if they accepted this measure as a satisfactory settlement of the great licensing
question. This was a deprivation of the
great democratic principle of majority rule
-that the majority should have the right
to say what the law was on this as on
every other question.
Public opinioT!
might not be ripe at present for complete
local option, but Parliament should not tie
the hands of those who came afterwards.
Every law that was made sh,ould be made
with the endeavour to improve the condition
of the people. They should be such laws
that would make for that righteousness
that "exalteth a nation."
The Premier
had !stated that he was true to the bargain
entered into by him at a conference representing both parties. Did not the House
decline to be bound by what was done by
any outside body, and was ,it going to yield
that right up now? 'Were not members entitled to a full explanation from the Premier of what bodies were represented at
that conference, and what actually did occur?
The bargain had been repudiated
by both parties.
The representatives of
the liquor trade said they were not going to
be bound by that arrangement, and prominent members of the temperance party said
they would not be bound by a holeand-corner arrangement of that kind.
He knew it was somewhat offensive to speak
of a thing in that way, but that was an
expression that would properly be applied
by any honorable member to an arrangement entered into of which ,he had no
cognisance whatever.
The Chamber had
What arguments had
had no particulars.
honorable members heard in support of
this new clause?
Had the Premier given
a clear explanation of what the effect would
be?
If honorable members looked at the
clause, they would see how vague and indefinite it was.
It might mean much or
But as to the first part, it
very little.
was even less clear than amendments
The Chamber was told that
usually were.
this clause was to follow clause 1 I 2 of
the Bill, and the verv first line spoke of resolution B or C being carried in any district,
but it did not sav in what Dart of the Bill
B and C were t~ be found.- I t would be
discovered that these were resolutions in
clause 107.
It wou'ld have been better to
say B or C of clause 107.
That might
be an omission in the drafting, and could
be easily cured.
But the ~ost indeterminate part was where it stated that the
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Licensing Court of such district should, as,
soon as practicable, notify the Treasurer of
Victoria as to the amount of compensation
which ''v·ould probably be reC]uired. That
was a matter he should say tbt Licensing
Court should be in a position to be definite
about.
They might say they
Mr. WATT.-No.
want about .:1'.30,000.
Mr. MURRAY said if the experience was,
anything like the past probably £60,000
would be wanted when the matter was dor.e
with.
"On receivinz such a notification
the Treasurer shall set apart, out of the
Compensation Fund, an amount sufficient
to meet all claims on account of such comBut wher.pensation in such district."
ever it appeared to the Treasurer there was
not a sufficient fund, then he was to take
action.
The Treasurer was to notify every
licensed victualler throughout the State of
the amount of money that according to what
would be a mere opinion would be required.
Each licensed victualler would have to pay
sufficient to meet this claim if what was
paid 1:0W was insufficient.
What provision
was made for the additional amount required ?
As far as he could see, no proWere the temvision was made whatever.
perance party to be led into the belief that
thev were getting in some measure or another complete local option under this section?
Complete local option meant tl"~at
at some time or other in the future it might
be possible by the operation ofi local option
to close every hotel ir. the State.
According to the Bill, local cption polls might
be taken throughout the various districts in
the State. Public opinion on this question
might grow in the direction of temperance
so strong that it might be determined that
there should be no further renewal of hoter
licence~.
If we arrived at that stageand the trer.d of public opinion was distinctly in the direction of temperance-and
i'f it was determined to close all the hotels
in the State, how was any. compensation to
be paid? If that determination was come
to in even a large proportion of the districts it would be impossible for the surviving hotels to provide the amount that would
He had
be required for comper.sation.
only one or two more words to say.
It
seemed to the Chamber that this was a
satisfactory way out of the difficult position.
It did not seem to him to be a satisfactory
way from the purelv temperance star.dpoint.
He, and he believed every member
of the Chamber, would like to hear what
the Minister of Water Supply had to say
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in justification of this scheme being accepted
instead of the original proposals of the
Government.
The honorable gentleman
did speak with considerable warmth, and
well and forcibly on a previous occasion.
Woule the honorable gentleman not rise
again to the occasion, and give the Chamber
his opinion?
:\Ir. SWINBURNE.-I still want the original provisior:s.
Mr. MURRA Y.-Could not the Minister
give his opinion from the temperance standpoint, and show what there was in this
proposal that the Chamber should be willing to accept it instead of the original proposals?
Could the honorable gentleman
add to the very short explanation which the
Premier gave ·something that would ca~ry
more weight with it?
Was the Chamber
going to accept this proposal without knowing fully what the effects of it would be?
It was a proposal of such very great importance that it deserved to be discussed at
considerable length.
Was the Chamber
going to accept it in silence and without
discussion at all?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-We debated
it last Thursday.
Mr . MURRAY. Did the honorable
member mean the conference?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - No, the
House.
Mr. MURRAY said he would ask what
the House did.
The House desired to see
the clauses so that it might better ur.derstand them. The clauses were now printed,
and honorable members might have a better
understanding of them.
But did honorable members understand them as fully as
they ought to do before accepting and nassing legislation of such immense importance?
The commor.' honorable member,
1ike himself, who asked for the fullest information, was thoroughly entitled to have
it.
The Government ought to be able to
justify its entire change of front.
The
'Minister of Water Supply, he thought,
would admit that such a volte face had
never been made by any Government in the
history of the State upon an important and
vital question as had been made upon this
question.
Mr. BENT.-Do you say this does n.ot
give full local oPtion?
Mr. MURRAY.-How, could it?
Mr. BENT.-How can it not?
~lr. MURRAY said if the money had to
be pain-Mr. BENT.-The trade has to find the
money.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Do you want
to shut them up' without payment?
Mr. MURRAY said he wanted to give
reasonable time, but he held that after a
time all compensation should cease.
It
was not according to the democratic rights
of this country that the community should
have to pay for jus,t laws.
Mr. BENT.~They pay nothing.
Mr. MURRAY said the country did pay
for the carrying on of this trade, and not
merely in money.
How did the hotelkeeper pay? . It was his customers who
paid.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You mean through
the prisons and lunatic asylums, and ::;0
on?
Mr. MURRAY said the man wh.o bought
the liquor, the unfortunate victim of - the
accursed traffic, had to p.ay the money.
and would be called on to pay more. Would
it not be a cheerful prospect if we could
look forward to some future date when by
some Act of Parliament this, traffic might
be ended? Were the temperance people
asking too much when they were asking for
finality, and when they were asking Parla.amenJt to trust the people?
Mr. BENT.-They have finality.
Mr. MURRAY.-Were the people asking for teo much in asking that the whole
question as to whether or not there should
be licences should be placed in the hands
of the people free and unhgmpered?
Sir ALEXANDERI PEACOCK.-They will
get more under these clauses than under
the original propos,als of the Government.
Mr. MURRAY said local option, so far
as the compensati.on fund was concerned,
was apparently going to close nCI more
hotels. There was no accretion of the
fund j the fund was exhausted. The fund
ought to have amounted to a consideraLle
sum to-day if .a fair amount had been grrven
in compensation.
The only party who
\vould suffer in aruy way if comrens,ation
was stopped would be the owner. No
licensee would suffer if we gave a reasonable period. There was no licensee of an
hotel whose tenancy extended much beyclfld
five years, and certainly not beyond ten
years.
If at the end of that period we
were to say that no licensee should be entitled to compensation, that would be doing
no hotelkeeper an injustice, becaus~ no
hotelkeeper had a tenancy beyond that
period. Most of the tenancies were for a. .
less period. The owner had some sort of
shadowy claim which the licensee had not.
The licensee got very little cClflsideration
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at the hands of the owners, as the honorable member for Ovens had shown.
The
very man who wa~ crying out for consideration at the hands of the State showed
no consideration to others, for if a person
came along and offered a higher rental than
the present occupant was paying, did the
owner cons~der the present occupant? The
tenant had to walk out and the other fellow walked in. If they got no compensation they would not be so anxious
to walk in. He would put a limit to the
period during which compensation should
be paid, and after that period compensation s,hould cease.
Under this Bill we
had to pay up to 1916, and after that full
compensation was to be paid for the closing
of hotels. Supposing that idea of a time
Emit was extended, and the provision was
embodied in the Bill that after a certain
period the licensee should have no right
to compensation, nothing then would be
taken from the licensee that he had under
the law at the present time. The owner
of the hotel might have some shadowy legal
right, and that right appeared to Le greater
than the rights, of the people to say on
a question of such vital importance what
they chose to say in the way of legislation.
The temperance people would be generous
with the owner of that hotel if they said
they would give him another ten years, after
which all compensation shc'Uld cea.se. If
that were done, it would be an equitable
and fair way of dealing with the question,
and would give more satisfaction to a thinking democratic people, whether that democra.cy was on one side or the other. Here
was, a proposal that seemed to be satisfac. tory to the Chamber, but which he could
not regard as a satisfactory solution -ot
what he would freely confess was a most
difficult questiom
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
remarked that he agreed with the
view that had been expressed as to clause
100. It did not meet the requirements of
the cas,e. To make it more stringent he
would like to add the words, "and no
money shall be paid to the owners by the
licensee except such as is named in the
agreement. ". That would meet the suggestion of the honorable member for Es·
sendon, who remarked that the extra
money might be paid by way of bonus.
He (Mr. Cameron) beLieved the clause
would be got over in many ways unless,
words were added to provide th.a.t no money
sh6uld Le paid to the owner except what
was specified in the agreement.
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~fr. HUTCHINSON stated that he
thought this clause could "ery well be accepted by the Chamber now. He was, glad
to find that .at last the Chamber was
reaching finality, or appeared to be reaching finality. Personally he was prepared
to accept the clause. It was, not certainly
all he would like to get, and not all that
the temperance party by any means were
striving for. It was a. compromise, and
the one point he and those with him had
insisted on, and which they felt they mmt
insist on to the very last, was that a perio(l
should be reached when complete local
option should come in, and when the lack
of sufficient money in the compensation
fund :should not prevent the operation of
complete local option. This clause made
that period certain. We were to have thai
period in ten -years' time, and because it
provided that, and because it was the best
that could be got in this House, and because he was anxious to see the Bill
through as soon as possible, he was goin~
to take the responsibility of accepting it.
In doing that, he would like to emphasize
that, right through the piece, concession had
been from the temperance side.
He felt
that the temperance section had given way
time after time.
They had strong convictions.
Mr. KEAST.-You asked too much to
start with.
Mr. HUTCHINSON said they did not
ask too much to start with.
Sir ALEXANDER FEACOCK.-YOU did.
Mr. HUTCHINSON said, personally,
if he had only himself to consider, he
would a thousand times. rather assist in
discussing this Bill at .such a length and so
fully as to carry it on to the next general
election. .He was satisfied that if an
appeal were made to the people, and if a
Licensing Bill were carried through after
a general election, instead of before, such
a Bill as that which had passed in K ew
South Wales would be carried here, giving
complete local option without compensation, and only three years' notice.
:Mr. KEAST.-You have spoilt what yOU
said before.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-No j he was
only saying this in ans,wer to the interjection that was made. He was trying to
speak in the most conciliatory tones. He
got up to emphasize the fact that the temperance party were making concessions all
along the line, and that they were prepared
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under' the circumstances to concede everything except that vital point-that a time
must come when complete local' option
must prevail, unhampered by the limitation
.of the compensation fund. They were not
asking too much. He was satisfied the
Chamber did not realize the great strength
()f the .popular sentiment throughout Victoria. The Chamber did not realize that
Victoria was as democratic in its instincts
.and desires as any country in the world.
The Chamber did not realize that Victoria
was the only country that had hampered
itself in this way in connexion with local
option, and it did not realize that, if the
people had the chance of declaring themselves on this question, they would unhesitatingly affirm the principle of complete local option without compensation to
..a trade that had no legal right, and, to his
way of thinking, no moral right, to this
compensation. So much to emphasize the
position he was prepared to fight for on
the platform if the Bill had been taken to
a general e1ection. But he did not want to
do that. He wanted to get the Bill out of
the way, and as other sections of the
Chamber had expressed their agreement to
this compromise he, speaking as one of the
temperance party, which had been conceding all along the line, was willing to take
the responsibility of making a further con<cession, and accepting .this clause as a compromise, with the view of getting the Bill
through the House.
Mr. \V ARD E stated that he did not
agree with the remarks of the honorable
member for Borung. He (:Lvir. Warde)
held an entirely different view as to what
the opinion of the people would be if this
measure was submitted to them. He felt
that the sense of justice permeating the
people would not go for the abolition of
those rights, and would not be in the direction of throwing families on to the streets,
depriving them of their means of existence,
without compensating them.
Mr. HUTCHINSoN.-The trade puts many
families on the streets without compensation.
~1r. WARDE said the honorable member was entitled to his opinion. The honorable member for Borung knew the feeling of the people with whom he was, associated on his side, and he (Mr. Warde)
knew the opini~ns of those with whom he
came in contact, and he had not the least
fear of this question being submitted to a
general election. If he felt like the hon-
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or able member for Borung, that his party
was in a majority, he would refuse to
accept th~e terms, and would take this
matter to the elections. That was the position which he (Mr. Warde) would have
taken up. He believed that what the
country desired was local option with compensation, and the provisions of this compromise would enable local option to be
carried if the people desired it, and would
at the .same time provide from the trade itself, and not from the taxpayers of this
country, the compensation to meet the just
demands of people who were carrying on
their business under the sanction of law,
and who had been doing so for years past.
He could not allow the :statements of the
honorable member for Borung to pass without entering his protest against them, and
stating his own position in regard to the
matter.
Mr. KEOGH said it had been stated bv
the honorable member for Borung that the
publicans had no legal rights.
He (Mr.
Keogh) said at the present time they had
very strong legal rights, otherwise the Bill
would n0't have been introduced. He held
no brief onbehal f of the publicans, but
it was said that the temperance party had
given in on all sides.
The temperance
party had not given in anymore than the
other side.
Mr. BOvVSER said he had listened with
a great deal of interest to the speeches of
the honorable member for Warrnambool and
the honorable member for Borung, but those
honorable members had failed to convince
him of the iustice or good sense of the argu,
ments they' had advanced. The honorable
member -for Warrnambool was not so'
happy as he usually was in advocating any
proposition which he brought before the
House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You ought to
read his speeches of 1885 from the other
side.
1\1r. BOWSER said the speech Qf the
honorable member for Warrnambool this
afternoon might very well have been delivered from a platform in a country district
or in the honorable member's own salubrious
lleighbourhood, but it had certain oratorical' platform features which were not usually observed in the House, and which
seldom carried the force of or could be substituted for argument.
Mr. MURRAY.-·Are you going to give us
some argument now?
Mr. BOWSER said he was about to attempt to give an answer to an argumpnt
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which had been advanced by the honorable
members for Warrnarnbool and Borung.
The statement of those honorable members
was that, no concession had been made bv
the advocates of compensation to the
poop lie on the other side.
He could
n04 u,nderstand how ,any, honorable
the demember who :had followed
bate could contend that no concession
had been made by the Government and the
House to the temperance party. The discussion on the Bill from end to end showed
the House had most seriously considered the
whole licensing question, and had devoted
an amount of good sense, business knowledge, and experience to the question from
both sides, such as had been very
seldom or never heard either on a.ny debate
on the platform or in the experience of the
Hou.se. As the result of this attention
to the measure, and after weeks of
~arnest consideration by the Goyernment and
the Committee what he considered a fair
compromise had been arrived at, and he
thought ~honorable members would be iustified in accepting that compromise, but \vhen
the honorable mem:ber for Borung said that
no concession had been made by honorable
members favoring compe·.lsation, he woulel
remind the honorable member that on the
subject of compensation alone a verv important advance had been made by the Government and the House. The condition of
affairs at North :Melbourne which the honorable member complained of would be
averted by the proposals of the Government
in the future, and could not be repeated
in the history of the State, so that when
the honorable member said local option was
:estricted, and it was impossible to give
It full force. and effect, he entirely ignored the important concession which had
been made by the Government to the temperance par6r on the principle of local
option. ,Vith regard to the BiIl generally,
honorable members knew the whole Licensing Act bad been straightened up bv the
measure. It would take too long to ·show
the main provisions of the Bill which were
in advance of the provisions of the Licensing Act, but a number of anomalies were
remedied, and there were improvements in
regard to Sunday trading, and generally
in connexion with the liquor laws.
:Mr. "VILKINs.-The provision with regard to people found on licensed premises
during prohibited hours is worth the whole
time we have spent.
~1r. BOWSER said that was. a very important provision. The honorable member
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for BorW1g had most unfairly overlooked
the very important advances made to thetemperance party. Compensation was certainly to be continued, but every sixpence of
the compensation was to be found bv the
publicans themselves, and not one penny
was to come from the pockets of the people.
I n addition, under the compromise, the publicans were to bear an extra burden, and
were throwing themselves entirelv naked:
to the full force of local option--that was.
prohibition or no licence-after ten vears.
The honorable member for Borung had
onlv to consider for a moment \vlhat that
ITleant. If in any district the people went
for no licence, and the whole of the licences
were cancelled, the full burden 'of compensation was thrown on the remaining licensees.
and owners in the State. That had only to
be looked at for it to be seen what a
burden there would be on many countn'
hotels especially. If there should -be a locat
option poll it would have the effect of closing many country hotels, and the principle
had only to be pushed to the extreme to
leave the State destitute of licences and
destitute also of licence-fees. He rose
mainly to oppose the argument that no concession had been made to the temperance
partv.
Those in favour of compensation
had been moved, not bv any appeal of the
licensees or owners, but by the British sense
of justice which resided in the House, and
which, ;he hoped, would always be there, for
it was a principle of British common law that
when a man invested his money under the
law, and it was proposed to t2.ke the propertv in which he had invested his money
away from !him in the public intere.st;
compensation should be paid.
The
House was only affirming that principle of
British common law, and setting that e'Xample in this State, and doing it in a wax
in which he hOoped it would always be done.
Personally, as far as he was concerned, not
one single hotelkeeper or person connecteo
with the trade had approached him, and
he was sure there had been no org-aniz-eo
activity for compensation in -the HOUSe,
though certain representations might have
been made to the Government. There was
no such thing as any organization Oor organized maiority in the House representingbv conscious agreement what was known as
the liquor trade.
I

~:1r. MURRAY remarked that in reply
to the honorable member's last sentence, he
might say that there was extraprdinary cohesion amongst those in favour of compensation. He might be permitted one or two
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moments to reply to the violent and unwarrantable attack which had been made bv
the honorable member for "Vangaratta UPO;l
the honorable member for Barung and himself. He felt the full force of the arguments the honorable member for Wangaratta had used. The honorable member was
heated and argumentative at the same time.
The honorable member was rarely heated
and rarely argumentat.iYe, so honorable
members had seen him in an unusual role
this evening. There was a little of the tone
of the schoolmaster in the honorable member's remarks. The honorable member wa's
wielding the political cane and was flagellating to his own intense satisfaction him
(Mr. Murray) and the honorable member
for Borung yery forcibly.
It was done
very well, but as the honorable member got
into his usual form, he g.ot over the white
heat of passion. Then the honorable member wa's his charming self again, and he
(Mr. Murray) admitted that the honorable
member's remarks told, and told weightily.
The honorable member had almost convinced him that the liquor traffic would be
worse off under the present proposals of the
Government than they would have been had
they accepted the whole propositions of the
temperance party, and such being the effect
of the speech of the honorable member
upon him, he sincerely trusted the Minister
of Water Supply would give an assurance
that this was the last proposal of the Government, and the last change there would
be. Were the lightning-change artists of
the Treasun- Icenches to come round tomorrow influenced in some outside fashion
and ask honorable members to reject the
proposals they were dealing with to-night,
on the ground that there was something
better that could be stIbst,ituted-something
that would be more likely to conciliate the
various contending parties? Were it not
for the speech of the honorable member
for Wangaratta, he did not think he would
care to 'see the proposals of the Government go through at all. He would ask that
the honorable member's speech be circulated by the temperance party as a piece of
temperance li'terature, to show how by its
friends the liquor trade had been dragged
out of the frying-pan and thrown into the
"The;e be thy gods, 0 Israe1."
fire.
These were the friends of the liquor trade.
In his most unrelenting moments he could
not betray a cause and joy in it as the
honorable member for Wangaratta did in
betraying the liquor traffic on this occasion.
He trusted the liquor trade would be deMr. Murray.
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lighted at what they had received at the
hands of their friends. He believed if the
liquor trade had to choose between two
parties, they would rather take those who
had honestly opposed them 'On what they
deem.ed to be great moral and public grounds, than support those fals~
friends who either wilfully o~ ignorantly
-so he (Mr. Murray) considered after the
speech of the honorable member f'Or Wangaratta-had betrayed them.
Mr. CAMPBELL said that during the debate he had heard some honorable members,
one of whom was the honorable member for
Stawell, refer to election pledges. At his
(Mr. Campbell's) election he pledged himself to support a time limit as sufficient compen'sation for any rights that might have
accrued around a licence, which after all
was only a yearly privilege to sell liquor.
He was prepared to accept the compromise
that local option should be held over for
ten years, but that at the end of that
period, complete local optIon should prevail,
irrespective of any compensation, on the
part of the people-the people to have the
complete power of saying whether licences
should be either increased or decreased.
This was the people's inalienable right.
He (Mr. Campbell) had heard a great deal
said about the rights of hotel-owners and
licensees. He would have liked to have.
heard more, as the honorable member for
Warrnambool had suggested, about the
greater interests. of the people, the men and
women and the little children that suffered
from the effects of the liquor traffic. He
regretted that the Government had not kept
to their first proposals.
?\ir BENT.-I say they have, and I say
more. I ask anyone to say that I have
not carried all I promised. I was called a
trickster by those people last Sunday.
Mr. CAMPBELL :said he was sorry that
such a term should have been applied to
the Premier. As he understood the first
proposals of the Government, there was to
be complete local option at the end of ten
years, irrespective of compensation.
Mr. BENT.-There is to be full and free
local option under this Bill.
1\..£r. CAMPBELL said he agreed with
the honorable member for Borung that
if the Premier had kept to complete local
option, the majority of the people of the
State would be behind him.
Mr. SWINBURNE 5a.id sub-clause (3)
of new clause 00 provided that when there
was not sufficient money to meet compen-
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sation claims, the Treasurer should require
every holder of a licence other than licensees whose premises were to be closed pursuant to aJ local option poll, to pay within
one month such additional fees as we. uld be
required to satisfy claims for compensation.
The Government proposed to make the
period three months instead of one month.
~lr. WATT 'sa,id before any amendment
,,,as moved, he would like to remark that
he observed that no legal member of the
Cabinet was present.
~lr. BENT.-I can do all right for that.
::vlr. WATT said the Premier was a good
bush lawyer, but he would ask the honorable gentleman if he had consulted his
'legal colleagues as to the constitutional n:spect of collecting higher fees for licences?
~lr. BENT.-That has been drafted by
the most experienced draftsman in the
,,"orld, Mr. Carlile.
~1r. WATT said he supposed honorable
members were expected to accept the assurance of the Premier in a fine and large
way. There was no l.a,wyer present in the
chamber .
.Jlr. BENT.-It is a good job.
),Ir. "VATT said the mos,t keenly felt
want of this Parliament had been owing
to the absence of good sound lawyers.
A
few years ago the leaders of all branches
of the leg,al profession were in the House,
and the House could never go wrong, and
seldom had to amend a measure which had
1leen passed one session in the follO\ving
session.
,Laws were now bein.g passed
which he ventured to think, because of
their loose wording, might give endless
trouble and litigation.
It was a matter
of importance that the only legal member
of the Government in the House should
sit at the table.
He did not accept the
Premier's assurance that the matter of increased f~es h.ad been tested, and was given
as correct on hiigh legal authority.
He
thought the value of the Premier's opinion
was about the same as his own.
)1r. BENT .-Oh, no j mine is not as
good as yours.
Mr. COLEcHIN.-Lawyers, like doctors,
always differ.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-ThHt explains the difference between Essendon and Geelong.
}Ir. WATT said he did not think the
honorable membe.r for Geelcng could be
called either a doctor or a lawver.
In
arguments between lawyers, lay.l members,
were able to pick the common-sense road.
Mr.
COLECHIN.-I was pointing out
what you should haye known.
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The' ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G.
H. BENNETT).-The honorable member for
Geelong must understand that it is highly
disorderly to make interjections.
jV[r . WATT s.aid that questo.on had been
dealt with l.,y the Speaker, and he thought
the honorable mem.ber for Geelong had
been frequently asked to desist from interjecting, and from sitting at the table.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I have not been asked
to desist one-fortieth of the times the honorable member has, and the honora.ble member knows it.
~[r.
ATT said before the clause was
passed, he would ask the Premier to con. suIt on the matter he had referred to with
his legal colleagues. It was of the utmost
importance that the privileges the Assembly had of deciding what load should
be laid on the people, or any section of
the people, should be kept by the body
who had control of the public purse-that
was by the members of the Assembly.
If
that power walS to be allowed to depart in
order to s,atisfy the Premier, or rather if
honorable members were to be satisfied with
the advice of the Chief Draftsman, without
the advice of the law officers of the Crown,
honorable members were making a great
mistake, andl the privileges which our
fathers had built up after years of struggling would be. frittered away in a few
moments.
Mr. MURRA Y said he wished to expedite the passage of the Bill. He thought
the bes,t course would be to go back to
clause 73 and continue working along until
the plaice of the new clause in the Bill
was reached.
The new clause would requireamendmects in detail, and honorable
memLers would be better able to make
those amendments in an intelligent manner
when they had had a little time for consider.ation.
It could not be seen how the
new clause would fit an with some of the
previous clauses.
The new clause was, to
follow clause IT2, and should have some
connexicn with the preceding clauses. Th:1t
C'onnexion would be better understood if
the previous clauses were first dealt with.
Discussion on the other clauses in Committee 'mi,ght show honorable members
where the new clause might reo'uire amendment to make it consistent with the rest
of the clauses in the Bill.
He thought it
"'ould eXT'eclite the passage of the measure
to .gO back to clause 7,7,.
!\.£r. PRENDERGAST said under subclause (3) of new clause 00 a: licensee
might have his licence forfeited, althclllgh
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the owner of the house might decline to
pay his share of the compensation.
Mr. BENT said he had promised to provide for what the honorable member had
indicated. He hoped the honorable member had not forgotten that promise. He
begged to moveThat the words "one month" be struck out,
and the words "three months" inserted.

Mr . MURRAY said there was one provision in this clause which, while it would
be a very difficult one to amend, appeared
to be one that would operate very unfairly,
and that was with regard to the licensees
who were to find this compensation. He
could understand that in districts where
the licences were reduced the remaining
licensees would be very well able to pay,
because their business would be greatly increased. Of course, he disagreed with the
temperance party on that point. He did
not think that a decrease of licences in a
district always brought about a reduction in
the consumption of liquor. In fact, he
thought· it rarely did so. It was fair
enough that where there was a decrease of
licences the hotelkeepers who were left
should be required to pay more towards the
fund. but was it fair in districts where the
number of hotels remained the same, that
the hotelkeepers should be asked to pay
exactly the same as those hotelkeepers in
other districts who derived a great deal of
benefit from the reduction of licences. He
felt it was utterly impossible to make any
provision that would operate fairly in this
respect, unless it was ~ade discretionary on
the pa.rt of the Court to increas,e the charges
on the surviving hotels in a district where
local option had operated j but to ask hotelkeepers in districts where no reduction was
made to pay exactly the same fees for
compensation was manifestly unfair.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he would like to
have an explanation of sub-clause (4). It
was there provided thatIf such additional compensation fees are not
paid by any licensee within one month after de·
mand--

The Premier now proposed to make it
three monthshis licence shall at the expiration of such month
ipso facto become void, and shall cease to have
any force or effect.

Did that mean that the licence would be
forfeited without any compensation? Suppose an hotelkeeper was unable to pay the
extra charge, what was to become of him?
Mr. WATT .-He is forced out, as he
would be in any other trade. These in-
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creased fees are bound to close a lot of
houses.
Mr. TUUTCHER said that if that were
the case, the Bill would have a very severe
effect on the poorer publicans, and probably
the richer publicans would be placed in a
far better position than they were in now.
That would not be doing justice. An hotelkeeper might contribute for ten or twenty
years towards the revenue of the country,
and then, because he could not pay the increased licence-fees, he was to be depriveJ
of his licence without any compensation.
Mr. WATT .-Surely that will not be
much loss if his business is- so small that
he cannot pay his one-third share of the
licence-fee.
Mr. TOUTCHER said there were
plenty of publicans carrying on .small businesses who would be unable to pay higher
fees than they paid at present. The effect
of these clauses would be very harsh towards those people.
Mr. MURRAY.-More unjust than any of
the proposalls of' the temperance party.
Mr. WATT remarked that the honorable
member for Stawell must surely have understood the effect of sub-clause (4) before
this. All through the debate it had been
anticipated by honorable members on both
sides of the question that the effect of the
additional licence-fees which were being
imposed under this Bill, apart from the
present clause, would be to close some of
the present public-houses, especially those
which were really shanties, the proprietors
of which could not afford to pay the increased fees. Many of these houses would
naturally peter out, as they would do in
any business. It was impossible under the
Licensing Act to give protection to every
man in the trade. Business competition
must in the natural order of things determine whether a man would lose monev or
make it. He did not consider that' any
great hardship would be inflicted on individuals by these proposals.
Mr. WARDE.-What protection is there
for any other trader who is knocked out by
competition?
Mr. WATT said that was quite true.
When any other tradesman was forced out
through competition, he had to go to the
wall, and either get some other billet, or
go into a charitable institution.
~lr . MURRAY said that, after the remarks of the honorable member for Essendon, it must be apparent to all that this
was a Bill to grease the big, fat, rich
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hotel proprietors, and that it would crush Warrnambool, in the course of which he
out the poor hotelkeeper, on whose behalf made use of the expressions which he subseHe rose merely to
the honorable member for Stawell had the quently . withdrew.
(;ourage to raise his ,"oice. He (Mr. Mur- contradict flatly one statement made by the
ray) was astonished ai: such .s~ntiments com- honorable member when he described him
ing from the lips of those who had pleaded (Mr. Watt) as one who pleaded for com'.so strongly for compensation to every hotel- . pensation for hotelkeepers, and as one of
keeper throughout the State, if by the the champions of compensation. Throughoperation of that law his hotel was closed out the discussion of the earlier part of the
Bill he remained silent, in order to see
a.nd he was de,prived of his licence..
Mr. WATT.-To whom are you refer- whether a proper solution of these difficulties would be provided.
ring?
Mr. MURRAY sad he \ras referring to
:Jlr. COLEcHIN.-Waiting to see how the
the honorable member, who was one of the cat jumped.
champions of compensation.
Mr. WATT said he did not discuss the
ATT.-You are entirely untruth- second reading of the Bill, but when these
Mr.
ful in that respect.
proposals for compensation came on, he
Mr. -M URRA Y said the honorable mem- stated his case in a speech of about five
ber for Essendon had a temper, and the minutes-stating that he was pledged to
man who spoke in a temper was very un- local option with compensation.
He had
parliamentary.
The honorable member never used any argument in favour ~f comhad user! an unparlJiamentary expression, pensation; he had never gone so far as the
but he (Mr. Murray) did not think the honorable member for Wangaratta in stathonorable member was responsible at pre- ing why he considered compensation to oe
sent for anything he might say.
a fair thing, nor did he adduce a solitary
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (i\[r. G. argument why the matter should be reco:,H. BENNETT).-The honorable member sidered by the Government after the orimust withdraw that remark. It is an in- ginal Bill was brought down. The remarks
sulting remark.
of the honorable member for Warrnambo:)l
~1r . WATT said that on this occasion
were utterly. unfair and equally out (If
he was just as responsible as the honorable place. He (Mr. Watt) would take this <:pmember for Warrnambool had ever been portunity of snying that while the honorin his life. He demanded the withdrawal able member was sometimes amusing ~lncl
of the insulting and unparliamentary ex- sometimes impressive, on this occasion l::e
pression which the honorable member had was neither one nor the other, but he hall
used.
utterly failed to hit the bull's-eve, nnd
1\1r: MURRAY said he would certainl" had (ost more friends than he hncf made.
Mr. :MURRAY stated that he accepted
withdraw the expression which he had beei1
provoked into using by the ill-temper the explanation of the honorable member
that the honorable member for Essendon for Essendon, and admitted that the remarks he had made concerning the honorhad displayed.
Mr. WATT.-We have had too much of able member were not justified. While the
honorable member had, perhaps, never
'your " heavy-father" business.
pleaded for compensation, he (Mr. :Murray)
Mr. -MURRAY said he would not get
understood that he was prepared to vote fer
c()ut of temper with the honorable member,
it.
who was not speaking with that calm con!Mr. WATT .-1 said so.
sideration which he usuallv showed. He
Jlr. ~rURRAY said that in that case
(Mr. Murray) had been speaking on behalf
.of the small hotelkeepers, who would un- the misapprehension into \\·h:'ch he had
doubtedly be deprived of their licences been -led might \vell be excused.
Mr. Bent's amendment was agreed to.
under these proposals. If honorable members were going to be consistent, then any
Sub-Cilause (4) was consequentially
one who was deprived of his licence through amended, and the clause, as amended, \\'as
the operation of this measure shoul~ ha~e_ agreed to.
some chance of getting compensatIon 111
:Mr. BE~T proposed the following new
:some way.
clause : Mr . WATT said he did not proIn carry ina out the said reduction of the numpose to discuss the bulk of the ar- ber of victu~llers' licences the Licences Reducguments of the honorable member for tion Board shall in determining what licences
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shall cease to be in force shall consider the
convenience of the public and the requirements
of the several localities in the district; and
subject to the above consideration shall deal in
the first place with the licences of premises to
whi_ch paragraph (a) of this section applies and
in the second and third places respectively with
those to which paragraphs (b) and (c) of this
section respectively apply.
(a) There have within the three years next
Ereceding the taking of the vote been
either two convictions for one of the
following offences or one conviction
for two of such offences made against
the same or different licensees of
the same premises, that is to say:(I.) selling or allowing or suffering to
be sold any liquor to persons apparently
under
the
age of
eighteen years or to probibited
persons'
.
(II.) selling aliowing or suffering to be
sold liquor to persons in a state
of intoxication;
(III.) permitting or suffering any unlawful
game or sport to be carried on
on the premises or the appurtenances thereto;
(IV.) permitting or suffering prostitutes
or thieves upon any part of the
premises or any portion thereof;
(v.) permitting Or suffering drunkenness on the premises;
(VI.) letting or sub-letting any bar or the
right to sell liquor on the premises;
(VII.) selling liquor in prohibited hours,
permitting or suffering liquor to
be so sold;
(VIJI.) betting either by himself or by
means of any agent clerk or servant in his licensed premises; or
(IX.) placarding or permitting to be
- posted up on his licensed premises rtnv information or notices
relative - to
betting
lotteries
sweep·stakes raffies or totalizators or to horse-racing or any
other contests games or sports;
(h) there has within the said three years
been a conviction of any licensee of
the premises for anyone of the said
offences;
(c) it is proved that the business in the premises is so badly conducted as to be
a serious inconvenience to persons re(Juiring accommodation or a nuisance
fo neighbours or that the premises are
insufficiently provided with proper
sanitary conveniences.

Mr. WATT said that perhaps the Premier would explain where this npw clause
came in.
Mr. BENT said it was to follow '1p.w
clause BB which han been inserted in the
Bill in place of clause 39.
Mr. WARDE said th:1t l::efore the clause
was adopted some explanation Rhould I-e
given b v the Government.
Mr. SWINBURNE stated that this clause
was taken from the local option provisions
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in order that it mignt apply to the reduction of licences by the Licences Reduction
Board.
Mr. PRENDERGAST drew attentil)n
to sub-paragraph (IX) of paragraph (a) relating to the offence of "placarding qr permitting to be posted up on his licensed premises any information or notices relative to
betting, lotteries, sweepstakes, raffles or totalizators, or to horse-racing or any other
contests, games, or sports." It seemed to
him that this was a very drastic provision.
Some of these placards were d~alt with
under the Gaming Suppression Bill.
Mr. MURRAY asked whether this clause
was intended to come into operation with
regard to the houses that were to be closed?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes, as to the order
in which they should be closed.
'Mr. WATT said that some further explanation of the clause should be gi\'en.
It was a new proposal.
1\1r: BENT.-I do not think it is new.
'Mr. WATT said it was new to him, and
that clause was circulated for the first time
this morning.
1\1r. BENT movedThat the following words he omitted from
sub-paragraph (IX.) of paragraph (a) : - "Or to
horse racing or any other contests games or
sports. "

He said tfhis carried out a promise which
he had made.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr . MURRAY e.xpressed the OpInlOn
that the provisions of this. new clause might
work out in an unsatisfactory manner. The
owner of an hotel might be absolutely guiltless, but !1t the same time, through the action of his tenant, a conviction might have
been obtained against the premises, and although the proprietor of the hotel might
have had nothing whatever to do with. the
matter, yet, under this provision, the Licences Reduction Board would take the conviction into consideration, and the owner
of the hotel, although .absolutely innocent,
might be made to suffer.
Mr. PRENDERGAST observed that in
connexion with sub-paragraphs (IV.) and
(v.), it seemed to him that the clause was
overriding sections of the Licensing Act,
which ,,,ere very stringent already. The responsibility of knowledge was being placed
on the licensed victualler, whereas under the
interpretation of the old Act, while an hotelkeeper was not a.llowed to permit bad characters to loiter on his premises, he could
not prevent anyone from obtaining reasonable refreshment there.
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Mr. SWINBURNE.-There must have been
two convictions under the old Act before
this can apply.
Mr. J,. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-This
clause does not create the offence. It must
be proved under the existing Act.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST said that if it
was quite certain that this clause did not
create t,he offence, it would be all right.
1\1r. MURRAY said there was another
point in regard to which tihe provision appeared to some extent to be rather contradictory. This clause, as he took it, gave
a direction to the Licences Reduction Board
that in deciding w hat places were to be
closed the first and most important matter
which they had to consider was what was
for the pllblic convenience. Now, an hotel
that had flagrantly violated the Act might
be the most popular hotel in the locality,
and the hotel wlhich was most for the convenience of the public. Therefore, if the
convenience of the public was to be made
the first consideration, this hotel apparently
would not be closed all, account of violations
of the Act, but smaller hotels would be
closed in preference. It appeared to him
that the provisions on. this subject were in
direct conflict, so that the Licences Reduction Board would be placed in a very difficult position. Something ought to be done
to make the matter clearer bv laying' down
the amount of weight which the Licences
Reduction Board should attach to the vari·,
ous considerations provided for.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. BE NT proposed the following ne",.
clause : MM. From and after the first day of January
One thousand nine hundred and seventeen for
every district as d.efined in the last preceding
section there shall be constituted a Court to be
called the Licensing Court and the several provisions of the Licensing Acts relating to Licensing Courts shall subj~ct to this Act refer to
every such Licensing Court.
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The ACTI:\"G CHAIR:\IA~ (nIl'. G. H.
BENNETT). Yes; all the other clauses have
been postponed, and these a,re new clauses,
which are being proposed at the end of the
Bill.
Mr. BENT.-As soon as this clause is
passed, I will go back to clause 73.
Mr. MURRAY said he merel y raised
the point because he thought a precedent
was being established which some honorable
member might desire too take advantage of
hereafter.
Mr. WATT stated uhat he had again to
complain of the attitude of the Govelnment.
The Premier s,eemed to think that in placing this new clause before the Committee, it was quite s'ufficient for him to
read it, without giving any explanation of
it.
Mr. BENT.-Do YOU mean to sav that
an intelligent man iike you does not understand this cl.a use?
Mr. WATT said he accepted the P remier's flatten', but it did not bear on the
question at a'll. He sympathized with the
Premier, as the honorable gentleman evidently did not know how the clause came to
be put in at all.
~lr. BENT .-Oh, yes, I do.
Mr. WATT said in that case the Committee should have some explanation on the
subject. The Committee were giving the
Government every latitude to patch the Bill
according to the compromise. No stickles
had been made about points or anY,thing of
that kind. Was this provision necessary
because a Licences Reduction Board was
being established from 1906 to 1916?
Mr. BENT.-You just hit it.

Mr. WATT said after that date, in order
to re-establish the old local option conditions, which were worked through the
operation of the Licensing Court, it was .
~Jr. MURRAY said that new clause MM necess.ary to re-establish it from the year
,,,as to follow clause 104, and the Commit- 19 1 7.
tee had been dealing with a new clause
Mr. BENT.-You have struck it.
which was to follow clause I 12. He deMr. WATT said it showed he had insired the rulinlg of the Chairman as to telligence if the Premier had not.
whether it was competent for the Premier,
The new clause was agreed to.
in proposing new clauses, to go back from
one part of the Bill to another. .
Mr. BENT proposed the following new
The ACTIKG CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H. clause:BENNETT).-T'he Government :have a right.
LL. (I) Where after the thirty-first day of
I take it, to propose any of these new December One thousand nine hundred and sixclauses at the end of the Bill, as they are teen a petition is presented to the Governor in
Council asking that a licence may be granted for
doing now.
.
certain specified premises and such petition is
Mr. MURRAY.-This is not at the end signed by a majority in number of the adult
of the Bill.
residents living in an area within a radius of
Session 1906-[131J
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one mile from the said premises and it is shown
by such petition that(a) there has been a large increase of population in the said area since the number of licences in the licensing district
was fixed by or uncler this Act, auel
that such increase of population is
likely to be permanent; and
(b) there are insufficient licensed premises
to meet public requirements; and
the Governor in Council shall refer such petition for inquiry in open Court by the Licensing
Ccurt of the district in which the specified pre·
mises are situate.
.
(2) If on such inquiry and after hearing evidence the said Court is of opi~on that the petition should be granted it shall makel a recom.
mendation to 'that effectl 1fo the GoV'e,rnor in
Council.
'
(3) On' the receipt of such recommendation the
Governor in Council may grant the petition and
~hall so declare in the Government Gazette; and
thereupon a licence may be granted for the said
premises nOt\vithstanding that by such grant the
number of licences in the district will exceed
the number therein as specified in the last preceding section or at the time of the taking of a
vote under this Division, or the number fixed In
pursuance of a vote for the reduction of the
number of licences in the district.
(4) This section shall not apply where a resolu·
tion under tpjis Div.isi'on i's in .foroe that no
licences be granted in the district.
.

He said this was a new clause to follow
clause 105. I t provided for an increase
after 1916 in the number of licenoes on the
ground of an increase of popUlation. The
Go~ernment an6cipated an increase of POlPulahon, and therefore were bringing in a
business clause, looking ten years ahead.
It was a very clear cause.
"Jfr: KEAST.-It is an improvement 00
the old one.
Mr. DOWNWARD asked if any arrangement was to be made about the fees
of anv new houses established under a
local ~ption vote. Was a proportion of
them to go to the municipality in which the
new houses were situated? The Premier
knew the injustice that had been brought
about in the past through newly-settled districts not getting any portion of the fees
from the hotels in them. One shire in his
district contributed £550 in fees and did
not g,et anything.
Mr. BENT.-Thev will under this Bill.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Yes, but there was
a lot of new country vet in Victoria. There
was a very large p'or"tion of Gippsland yet
to be settled, where fresh hotel licences
Fresh municipalities
would be granted.
would be created, or, in consequence of the
increase of population, existing municipalities would have fresh hotels established in
them. Would the Premier see that these
districts got a proportionate benefit from
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the new licence-fees, and also that new
municipalities that might be formed in some
districts that were now sparsely populated,
Otherwise the injustice
got a share?
would be continued which this Bill was
remedying, up to the present.
Mr. BENT said he did not feel inclined
to give the municipalities another penny.
The King would want a trifle, because he
would be getting poor under this Act, and
therefore he thought all these fees should
go to H is Majesty.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-You would treat all
alike, surely.
Mr. BENT said he was not going to give
any more money to municipalities unaer
this clause. The Government would have
to pay a lot of money to work this Bill
with all the police, and inspectors, and the
rest of it.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Why not make a pro
rata reduction out of all ?
Mr. BENT said a little later on he was
going to ask to put all these fees into the
revenue, if it was constitutional.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) asked if it
was quite clear that none of these new
hotels would be entitled to get a vested interest in their licences?
Mr. BENT.--No. It is like the thirtyroomed houses we have now since 1886. .
Mr. WATT said the clause seemed to be
a provision for extending country districts.
I t could not apply in towns. N one of the
conditions of clause 107 which dealt with
resolutions A, 13, and C could operate in
towns. It was impossible to get a majority
of people within a mile of a given spot
in the city to s,ign .a petition for anything.
Even if the petition was signed, one could
not be certain that he had got a majority,
because it was impossible to tell without
a census how many people resided there.
I t was much more· easy to decide in the
country.
A mile radius, as provided in
sub-clause (1) of the new clause, was
ins,ufficient in the country. It was driving
local option or local inJitiative to the extreme. One of the failures of the existing
Act with regard to the reduction of houses
had been that local option had been too
local. The confining of a vote to a given
area had had a most extraordina.ry effect
in some cases, and this provision wC'llld
have the same.
Numberless examples
could be given of the failure of people properly to appreciate the results of their
;ctJion, because IDea] option was, toG' local.
It ought not to be possible for people within a mile of .a given spot in the countrv to
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'decide this matter. It ooght to be within
5 miles In country districts.
He would
suggest that the Government should alter
I mile to 5 miles.
Mr. BENT, ,said in country districts,
there was always jealousy between the
town and people outside. This clause was
to enable a new township springing up to
get a licensed house.
He did not think
it would be wise to extend the Mea at all.
This was not a Bill to increase the numLer
of public-houses, except under certain circumstances, which meant that it should be
kept as close as possible to the existing
system.
Mr. WATT sajd although the clause provided for new towDiships, hamlets, and
settlements, arising, it w.a:s a mistake to
allow people within a mile to determine the
issue. A radius of a mile in a countrv
district was out of the question.
Mr. MURRAY said he thought the contention of the honorable member for Essendon was quite right. Any new country
centre extended over a distance much larger
than was provided in the. new claus,e. His
objection to the clause was on somewhat
different grounds,.
The expression "the
adult re.sidents living ri.n an area," was
very vague.
What constituted residence?
He could suppose a case where some public
works were being carried on, with a large
influx of population, who might be -\rerv
temporary residents. Were they to swamp
the permanent re&idents with their vote?
Those gentlemen who carried out navvying
work were often men who, unfortunately
for themselves, would vote for new
licences.
They would suffer nothing by
the establishment of an hotel tthere, and although they were oruy birds of passage,
they would have the same power as permanent resident&. Another objection that
should be urged to the cI.ause was that it
only appeared to give local option.
If
the people desired to have an hotel there,
t~ey should have their wish, for he recogmsed that majority r'ule, exercised under
proper conditions, should prevail.
Then
when the majority decided nn favour of
D.ew licences, they had to go to the Licensmg Court, but under this clause the
Licensing Court wa,s 1;1ot compelled to grant
their petition. It was left to the pleasure
of the 90vernor in Council, who might defeat the wishes of the people expres,sed
lawfully by petition. If ever there was a
case in which the Governor in Counoil
should not be intrusted with a power, it
was this one. This was a power the Go·
[I3 1J-2
j
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vernor in Council ought to be chary of
~cepting.
Immediately a petition h.ad
been presented, the Licensing Court ought
to be left to deal with it without the intervention of the Governor in Council. All
through this measure in other cases these
powers, were carried out in that way, but
here the Governor in Council was to be invested with a discretionary power which
might override the legally expressed wish
of the people.
Mr. EENT.-The Governor in Council
caL' only refer the petition to the Court.
There is no action by the Governor in
Council.
Mr. MURRAY said the Court :sent the
petition to the Governor in Council, and
then the Governor in Council if he chose
might grant a new licence. The Licensing
Court ought to decide after the petition of
the people.
In fact, he would rather
make it compulsory than leave it in the
uncertain posci.tion proposed by the claluse.
Mr. BENT asked if it would meet the
cas,e raised Ly the honorable member fOI'
Essendon if -the Government put in that
the petition should be signed by not less
than 100 persons?
Mr. WATT.-No fear.
Mr. MURRAY.-Five hundred is the
minimum for a licence.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said a radius of
I mile in this instance represented a distance of 2 miles across the district.
A
radius of 5 miles wouid mean 10 miles
across. If a 2-mile radius, meaning 4 miles
across, was substituted for a I-mile radius
it would be ample.
The Premier's (lroposition that not les& than a certain number of people should petition, would mean
thalt the population would have to be there
to begin with, and was, therefore,' reasonable and fair.
Otherwise, although the
petition had to go through the Governor in
Council afterwards, it might be possible
for about a dozen people living lin a territory to petition for a public-house, and to
kee2 it there, waiting for a subsequent
spread of population.
Even a radius of
I mile, which woold mean 2 m~les
across, would be ample, but it s,hould he
safeguarded 1y saying that a certain I umber of people should sign the petit,ion before anv licence was granted.
Mr. BENT.-Put in 250.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said a safeguarrl
was prowded already in the fact that the
Governor in! Council had to consider the
petition .afterwards, and then grant it, and
as the Governor in Council consis,ted of the
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Government in pDwer at the time, they were
not likely to' allow themselves to be. hoodwinked by the appeal of .'li small number of
people. The later provisions of the clause
took away some power from local option,
and jf power was to Le granted tOo lccal
option jn thus matter, some CDnsideratiDn
should be given to the desires of the people
It was not proposed to allow
themselves.
a public-house to exist in this district if the
local option poll decided tha.t nD licence
should exist there.
~Iembers could reasonably agree to make the distance 2 miles
at the Dutside.
Mr. BENT said the people wDuld have
to prove that there had been a large ir.crease in the pDpulation since the number
0"£ licences was fixed, and that such increase
of population was likely to be permanent.
He thought it was best not to wobble on
this.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gi1l-f)sland East)
observed that by sub-clause (2) of clause 37
the Governor in Council might at any time
direct that the licence of- any specified
hDuse, under that clause, should not be
renewed.
Why should power not be taken
in the clause now before the Committee that
the licence should not be renewed?
Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens) said he
thought the Committee '''ere in favour of
having a clause of this character in the
Bill. but \Vh" should not provision be made
for the transfer of licences within the same
district'?
Mr. BENT.-That is rather a big question.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
by that means valuable aid would be rendered to the Board in getting ri<;l of houses,
and relieving the Comper.sation Fund.
Mr. BENT.-I will make a note of it.
Mr. KEOGH said he agreed with the
honorable member for Essendon that the
area should be extended.
I t was well
known that country towns sprang up and
that the people who used the hotels generally came from 1Cl, considerable distance.
People travelled 10 or 15 miles to visit
towr.s on market days.
It was not the
people resident in the town that needed
the hotel or hotels so much as those who
ca.me from a distance.
It was only right
to give people within a radius of 5 miles
the privilege of saying whether there should
be more hotels or any hotels at all.
As
to petitions, people could be got to sign
them either ,yay.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fitzroy) said that
if a division vOoted "no licence" the clause
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A divisior. might vote
could not aDDly.
a reduction of licences, and yet any number
of people within I mile might petition
success full y, and get a dozen licences, r.Ootwithstanding the decision of local option.
On the one hand compensation was to be
paid for hotels clDsed, and on the Dther
hand new hotels were to be created.
He
ur.derstood that the Premier told the honorable member Jor Toorak that these hotels
would not be entitled to compensation.
There was no clause in the Bill which
would prevent' them' from receiving comtpens,a:/"iiDn, and this dause ought tOo be
struck out.
Mr. W ATT.-Licences granted after 1886
do not receive compensation.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
perhaps the hoc-orable member was right.
The honDrable member for Warrnambool
had mentioned that the tempDrary population at a new rush might cause an hotel to be
permanently established where it was not
The clause was a dangerreally wanted.
ous one, and would serve no useful purpose.
If an increase in the number of
hotels was wanted by the people, it coul d
be obtained by local option.
Mr. BENT said the difficulty might be
met by putting at the end of the clause the
words "provided that this sectiDn shall
not applv where a resolution under this
part is in force that no licence is' to be
granted in the district."
.
Mr . WATT said the poir.t made by the
honorable member for FItzrov was a good
one.
A division might vote for no licence.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy}-Or for a
reduction.
Mr. WATT said that was safeguarded.
If the divisiDn vated for (Iesolution. C,
there could nDt be an increase, but if it
voted for a reduction a few people who
might be permanently settled there might
defeat the whDle division on petition bv
satisfying the Court that their bona /ides
had been proved, and thereby getting the
consent of .the Governor in Council to
the issue of a. special licence. The way to
provide against that was to mal{e sub-claUSE:
(4) read-" This section shall not a2ply
where resolution C under this division is ill!
existence." That provided tl~at no increase
could take place.
:Mr. MACKINNON said that if there
was a resolution in the form of B passed
in any district, this facilitv could not be
had.
There would be a reduction ir. manv
of the districts, and if there was an increase of population a fresh licence could
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be issued.
It did not 'follow from resolution B that there was to be no increase, but
it followed from resolution C that there
should be no public-house in the division.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that the district that voted for no licence or for a reduction was a larger district than that to
which the special vote was to be applied.
The special district might be governed
by a large district, where some of the
licensed victuallers might vote with the
temperance party to prevent a licence being
given to the district. That had occurred
in the past. He took it that the petition
from the residents would be yerified. It
was safe to trust the people to deal with
the matter in a district where a licence was
badly needed. The matter would have to
go before the Court, and the reasons
would ha,ve to be fully canvassed. The
Governor in Council, on receiving the petition, could refer the matter to the Licensing Court, and the Licensing Court had to
make an inquiry. It would be :safe to
trust the majority in the division, which
would be a parliamentary division.
Mr. MURRAY said there was, another
situation that might arise. If the people
had been successful in getting an increase
in the number of hotels in this limited
area, the increase might be blotted out
again on a local option poll taking place.
It wa:s necessary to have some provision of
this character in the Bill, but it should be
on sound lines. There were some districts
with large popUlations that had a very
small number of hotels, and in which it
would be desirable, if people were to have
hotels for accommodation, that there
should be an increase in the number.
There were I arge centres of population
within certain shires, and notably in the
Western District, where three or four
thousand people had only two or three
hotels. These houses had a monopoly. If
the people desired to have more hotels they
should be allowed to have them, for he was
in favour of majority rule prevailing. Unless the district was made to harmonize
with the division in which local' option polls
were taken, a terrible state - of confusion
might arise.
Mr. BENT.-I promised the honorable
member for Ovens to go into this matter.
Mr. GRAY said there were some districts at railway termini where sly-grog
shops existed. If the clause was passed it
would enable the majority of the residents
in the district to vote for an hotel, and the
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result would be that when the hotel was
established the owner would exercise eternal vigilance to see that the sly-grog shops
were suppressed.
The recommendation
made by the leader of the Opposition to
make the distance 2 miles should be
adopted.
Mr. LEMMON said he did not think it
wise to depart from the principle that the
district should have the right to control the
number of licences. It was- unwise to
separate a part of the district, and allow
that part to have a licence, although the
area was limited. The point raised by the
honorable member for Warrnambool was a
pertinent one. The next vote for a certain
district might wipe out the licence that the
Governor in Council was given the right to
issue.
:Mr. BENT.-The Governor in Council
does not do it.
Mr. LEMMON said that if the Court
recommended it the licence might be
granted. It was far easier when things were
quiet to get the people to sign a petition
than after an agitation had taken place.
There was a ;difference between obtaining
signatures to ,a, petition and getting the same
p~ople to ,vote in a particular way.
People
dId not lIke to be botJhered too much. and
would sometimes sign a petition in order to
get rid of the person who was asking for
their signature.
If those same people
went to the ballot-box, they might vOite in
quite the contrary direction to the way
in which they had signed. He thought the
safest way would be to keep to the principle
already in the Bill, that the district as a
whole should control the number of licences.
Mr. WATT moved.
That after the words "within a radius of"
the word "one" be struck out.

Mr. SWINBURNE. - There is a greater
question about making it an electoral district.
~h. WATT said in that case it might
be necessary to strike out the w.hole clause.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I think it better to
look at the whole thing, as it may want recasting.
Mr. WATT said, in that case, he would
not alter any of tlhe figures that
might have to be altered when 1:!he clause
was again before them. He would strongly
impress on the Premier that he should alter
sub-clame (4), dealing with resolutions B
and C, so that, if a district as ,a whole, by
a majority of its people, said that no irlcrease should take place;, .or that there
should be a reduction or an abolition of
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licences, no given section of the district
would· be permitted to entirely override
that decision.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Those facts will be
taken into consideration.
Mr . WATT said he would like to know
what chance honorable members would have
of reconsidering these clauses for themselves? If the clauses were passed, would
they be recommi tted at the proper stage?
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gip,psland East)
remarked that he would like to combat the
position taken up by the honorable member for Essendon. He would take the case
of his (Mr. Camerorn's) own district, which
extended from the coast to the border line,
If a rush
a distance of 70 Or 80 miles.
broke out, and a thousand people collected,
,vas it fair that those people, where they
wanted an hotel, should not be able to get
it unless the whole of the people in the district gave their sanction?
Mr. BENT.-I feel inclined to strike the
clause out altogether.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated it seemed
necessary to strike out the clause, beca.use
the moment a section of the people applied
for a licence and obtai.ned certain rights
from nhe Governor in Council, the whole of
the people in the district would apply to
have local option brought in, in order to
decide thle question whether the licence
should be issued.
Mr. WATT remarked that he would suggest to the Minister of Water Supply that
;he should consider the idea of putting in
something satisfactory and logical in place
of altered clause 107.
It all hinged on
clause 107, which dealt with the resolutions
a district might pass. If the northern country faded in population, whilst Gippsland
sheltered a greater number of people, there
should be some means by which Gippsland
could 'get additional licences.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-Where would the premises be put?
Mr. WATT said the premises would be
put in the places that were thought fit.
Surely the honorable member did not mean
that it was not possible to arrange an increase where the population' desired an increase should be made. Supposing Gippsl~nd doubled its population in twenty years'
tIme-.
Mr. BENT. - Doubles it twenty times,
more likely.
Mr. WATT said the population might
increase tenfold or twentyfold, especially
if it got the great Eastern Railway.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).This is against your previous. argument.
Mr. WATT said there should be some
provision for extension in growing districts,
and there should be some means of polling
the people for additional licences. There
should be some provision added to clause
107 by which the bulk of the people of the·
district could decide to have new licences,
and it was not provided for in the Bill.
Mr. ELMSLIE expressed the opinion
that the suggestion made bv the honorable·
member for Ovens to give the Board, which
had the power of reducing hotels, the right
to transfer licences to other places where
they were needed, would meet the difficulty.
If the Board could be trusted to reduce
hotels, and to do justice in one direction,
he thought it might equally be trusted. to do
justice in connexion with the transfer of
licences to localities where thev ,yere required.
-'
Mr . WATT .-This deals with a period
after the Board has died.
Mr. Watt's amendment was withdrawn~
New clause LL was negatived.
Mr. BENT movedThat clause 3, 6, 9, to 38 inclusive be postpened until after the consideration of clause 73·

Mr. WATT remarked that he thought
that now that the new clauses which were
deemed necessary had been dealt with, the
Chamber should deal next with the first
clause that had been postponed, and deal
with them seriatim afterwards.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-We left off at clause

72 •
Mr. WATT :said there was no virtue in
resuming where the Chamber had left off.
If the Chamber proceeded with the Bill in
the manner proposed, honorable members.
would not know where they were, and a
number of clauses might be missed.
Mr. BENT.-For the purpose of getting
vou into inextricable confusion, we will
start where you want.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- I understandl
the Government are going to drop certaio
clauses as being extraneous matter.
Mr. BENT.-We are going to drop a lot~
VVe have dropped one now.
Mr. Bent's motion for the postponement of clauses 3, 6, 9, to 38 inclusive,
was withdrawn.
On postponed clause 3, which was as.
follows. : In section 4 of the Licensing Act 1890(a) Sub-section (2) relating to vignerons is.
hereby repealed; and
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(b) At the end of the section there shall be
added "nor (9) to any auctioneer selling liquor bv auction on account of
any person authorized by law to sell
liquor,"

Mr. WATT said he remembered asking
what the proposal in clause 3 meant, and
the then Chief Secretary said he would ex,plain it to the Chamber on another occasion.
Mr. BENT .-1 am going to explain it.
To oblige the honorable member for
Benalla, I am going to strike it out.
Mr. WATT said he supposed the Premier would not yield in that way always.
If the honorable gentleman did, he (Mr.
Watt) would have a good many requests to
make, and he was afraid the Bill then
would not have very much except the rag
<of a schedule at the end. Was there anvbody on the Government benches who knew
.anything .about the Bill? 'What about
<clause 3?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It was a mistake putting it in.
The clause was struck out.
On postponed clause 6, which was as
follows : (I) Sections seventy-six to seventy-nine and
'Sections eighty·one to eighty-four and sections
one hundred and twentv-one one hundred and
twenty-four and one hundred and twenty-five
of the Licensing Act 1890, and Division six
·of this Act shall apply to registered clubs.
(2) In applying such enactments the words
" cl ub premises" shall be read for "licensed
premises" or "licensed victuallers' premises"
'and "secretarv of the club" for "licensee"
·or "licensed· victualler" or "holder of a
1icence,"
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than Ten pounds nor exceeding Twenty Eounds,
and for a third olTence shall on conviction
thereof forfeit his licence, and shall also in
the case of the third as well as any subsequent
offence be liable lo be declared a disqualified
person by the Licensing Court for a period not
. exceeding one year.
135. No person shall be a bond fide traveller
within the meaning of the lase preceding section unless he resides at least ten miles in a
direct line from the licensed premises where
he is supylied with liquor, and have travelled
at least that distance on the day when he is so supplied; and on hearing of any complaint against
any licensed victualler for a breach of the last
preceding section the burthen of proof that
the person supplied with liquor was a bond fide
traveller, boarder, or lodger shall rest with such
licensed victualler.
But if the Court is satisfied that the defendant truly believed that the purchaser was a
bond fide traveller boarder or lodger, and further that defendant took all reasonable precautions to ascertain whether or not the purchaser
was such traveller boarder or lodger it shall
dismiss the case as agaillst the defendant, and
in all cases under this Act the defendant and
his wi fe shall be competent to give evidence.
If alD' person not being a bond fide traveller
or lodger (as the case may be) within the meaning of this section pretend or represent himself to any licensed victualler or to his agent
servant or person in charge of any licensed premises or portion thereof to be a bond :fide traveller or lodger (as the case may be) within
the meaning of this section for the purpose of
buying or obtaining any liquor on Sunday, he
shall be liable on conviction to a penalty of not
less than Forty shillings nor more than Twenty
pounds,

Mr. PRENDERGAST said the clause
would aplply a great number of the provisions of sections of the Licensing Act to
the government of clubs. Some of the prOMr. WATT remarked that he would visions which would be applied were ab1ike to know whether the Government surd. For instance, one of the provisions
wanted to omit this clause, in order to of section 121 which would be applied to
'Oblige the leader of the Opposition, or any
clubs under the clause was as follows : ,other honorable member.
Provided that nothing in this section contained
Mr. BENT remarked that he wished to
shall be deemed or taken to prohibit the admake an amendment in this clause. He mission
of any person to the bar of any licensed
'begged to movevictualler's premises for the purpose of obThat after the words "one hundred and
twenty-five" the words "one hundred and
thirty-four and one hundred and thirty-five"
De inserted.

taining reasonable refreshment thereat or to prohibit aI!y ~erson remaining at such bar so long
as may be necessary for such purpose.

That portion of section 121 could not be
applied at all to the government of clubs,
and there were several' other provisions of
the principal Act which would also be somewhat cloudy in their application. If the
provision he had read of section 121 were
134. Every licensed person on whose licensed
applied
to clubs, the steward or person
premises any sale or barter of or traffic in
1iquor takes place or on which any liquor is drunk managing a club would have to supply any
<on Sunday except by lodgers in such house or by person who tendered the proper amount
bond fide travellers shall for a first offence with a drink.
De liable to a penalty of not less than Two
Mr. MACKEY.-If the proviso were
pounds nor exceeding Ten pounds, for a second
aOffence shall be liable to a penalty of not less omitted you would be satisfied.

That related to sections of the old Act with
regard to liquor not being sold on certain
days, and with regard to bona fide travel'lers under Act NOI. nTI. Sections I34 and
135 of the principal Act were as follows : -
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Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was incljned to think, and had thought for some
time, that the clauses dealing with clubs
were too stringent. There were a great
many clubs in the city-working men's
clubs and other clubs-that were conducted
in such a manner that the members should
be allowed to cJaim certain exemptions from
conditions which would apply elsewhere.
He was a member of a club, and, under
the Bill, if he had a drink at a club
on Sunday, he would be liable to a penalty.
Mr. BENT.-Whv should the publican be
prevented from selling on Sund.ays" and not
the club?
I'dr. PRENDERGAST said a member of
a club was not being sold liquor, but was
only receiving a portion of his own property. A man might as well be prevented
from having a drink in his own house. It
was desirable to prevent drunkenness. but
when twenty or thirty people came together
and fonned a club for mutual convenience,
they should have certain exemptions so that
they could be permitted to enjov' themselves to a reasonable extent without interfering with other !people. The more he
had read the Bill the more he had come
to the conclusion that the intention was to
stamp out clubs altogether.
He thought
consideration should be given so as to allow
men to meet together fOr the interchange of
views, and to have a drink, if necessarv.
Mr. MACKEY said the object of the
Bill, coupled with the present Lioensing
Act, was to place c(~rtain restrictions on
hotels. There was to be power to reduce
hotels.
The hours during which liquor
might be sold were to be restricted, and the
persons to whom it might be sold, and gambling on hotel premises was to be dealt
with. What was to be the use of all this
if, in the place of hotels, clubs were to be
allowed to come in, and if, in the place of
these things going on in hotels, they were
to be prohibited in hotels, and allowed in
clubs?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The clause has nothing to do with the restriction on clubs.
Mr. MACKEY said the leader of the
Opposition fixed his eyes on certain respectable clubs in the citv. and if it was only
necessary to deal with those clubs, perhaps
a lot of this legislation might not be necessary, but it must be borne in mind that
there was to be a substantial reduction in
the r.umber of hotels, and when that reduction took place the demand for clubs
would a.rise in a wav that it did not arise
at the present time~'
I f there were no
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restrictions there would be all classes I)f
clubs coming into existence, and they must
be restricted as hotels were to be restricted.
As it was impossible to differentiate between those clubs and the present clubs, aU
clubs must be under the same law, and the
class of clubs f,rom which there was l:othing
to fear would have to submit to' inconvenience in order that there should be no differentiation between the dubs that were
being aimed at and the innocent clubs. On
account of the new laws which were bebg
made, and the new conditions which would
arise, it was expected there would be a
demana tor clubs, and it was essential there
should be stringent regulations regarding
them.
Mr. McGREGOR said he hoped. the Government would stick to the principles laid
down by the Chief Secretarv iust r.ow. A
great deal had been said about the conduct
o'f clubs.
Honorable members were aware
that some clubs were open day and night
from the time they got their permit. Moreover, if the provisions of the Bill were nat
applied to clubs, they would become Sunday-trading i~stitutions.
Mr. BENT.-In fact, they are now.
Mr. McGREGOR.-Yes, and they would
continue to exist as such. .He thought if
there was to be any restriction placed on
the drink traffic in connexion with hotels,
the same prvvisions ought to apply to those
persons who could afford to join a club.
Mr. LEMMON said he trusted the Committee would not depart from the principles that clubs should be treated in the
same way as it was proposed to treat the
pubs.
If Sunday trading was to be prohibited in public-houses, it should be prohibited in clubs.
It was most tn~'fair
that the clubs should be permitted to trade
at any hour they liked, while licensed victuallers had to close their premises at halfpast eleven.
There was a great deal said
about the desire of the working men to
have clubs.
He thought that was a most
erroneous idea, if the expressIon of opinion
given by the various trades unIOns in con~
nexion with forming a trades union club
was any criterion. ~The trades unions were
appealed to in regard to forming a trades
union club.
He ref.erred to this question
some weeks ago, when the Bill was last
before the House, when he ventured to
say he thought 80 or 90 per cent. of the
unions voted against the proposal.
The
Age newspaper reported him as saying 90
per cent. of the unions were in favour of
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the proposal, but he said ~xact1y the opposite.
On looking through the list of the
unions appealed to, he found there were
'fully 75 to 80 per cent. of the uni~ns
opposed to havir.g anything to do WIth
the club.
The idea was supported by the
Trades Hall Council, and it was submitted
to the unions to decide. He mer.tioned this
matter to indicate that apparent1y, as far as
the trades unions were concerned, there was
no desire to establish clubs.
Some of
the unions had clubs, but many of them
were differer.tly situated.
Mr. SANGSTER said he would like· to
know whether, in the event of the clause
being carried, the same restrictions would
be placed on members of a club as on
members of, the public goin~ into a licensed
victualler's premises? If a person was
found on a licensed victualler's premises
in prohibited hours without a reasonable
excuse, he would be liable to be prosecuted
under the Bill, and the licensee would be
ljable to be prosecuted for selling liquor.
Would the same restriction a Pl?l v to clubs?
If a man went into a club on Sunday-Mr. BENT.-Let him go to church.
Mr. SANGSTER said the Premier
seemed to be 'following Judkins.
Mr. BENT.-I am not talking about Judkins.
Mr. SANGSTER said Judkins, talked
about 'the honorable gentleman.
Mr. BENT.-It does r.ot make a bit of
difference to me what J udklins or anybody
else says.
I want you to vote and get
on with the Bill.
Mr. SWINBURNE (to :Mr. Sangster).-What
you are speaking about comes on in the
next clause.
Mr. SANGSTER said a man should be
allowed to go into his club-room, even if
he was not allowed to have a drink.
Mr. BENT.-The r.ext clause will be the
one vou can have a shot at.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WATT said before the House finally parted with the clause the Government ought to promise to take out th~ \Vo~s
referring to section 121 of the Llcensmg
Act, which had been alluded to by the
leader of the Opposition.
Mr. BENT.--'We have agreed to that
already.
.
Mr. WATT said that was all very well.
Agreements were made across' the t~ble
with which some honorable members mIght
be familiar but others were not. So long
as the matter was attended to at the proper
stage, it would be all right.
It was no
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good attempting to' apply impossible provisions to clubs.
Mr. MACKINNON said there' seemed
to be some slight misapprehension about the
proviso to section 12 I of the principal Act.
It was only an additional
reason to the ordinary reas,on preventing
anyone from going lintel a club and asking
for a drink.
I twas st2Jted that if that
proviso were applied to a club anyone
might go into a club and demand a drink,
but that was not the case. It only proyided that a man might go into an hotel
and ask for a drink.
Mr. WATT said it was proposed that
these provisions whiCh applied originally
to licensed victuallers: premises, should apply also to club premises; and, therefore,
if an outsider did get into a club, he would
be entitled to remain and to demand a
drink. It was necessary to eliminate the
proviso in order tha.t no man should be
able to force his way into the privacy of a
club and demand the privileges of a member.
Mr. BENT .-A note has been taken of
the matter.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
suggest that the proviso to section 12 I
should be omitted so far as clubs were concerned.
Mr. SWINBURNE stated that it was
difficult to deal with that matter at the
table, but full consideration would be given
to it. .
The clause, as amended, W8JS, agreed to.
On clause 9, providing for notice of application for registratien of a club,
Mr. MACKINNON said he noticed that
in sub-clauses (a) and (b), the word
" electorate" was used instead of "licensing district."
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-As a matter of fact
the "licensing di'strict " is the same thing.
as the" electorate."
Mr. SWINBURNE.-They are synonymous.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses IO to 13 inclusive.
On clause 14, which was as follows :-.
When an application for the registration of a
club is granted, a certificate of registration un·
der the hand of the Clerk of such Court in the
form prescribed in the Second Schedule to this
Act or to the like effect shall be issued to the
club. In respect of the grant or renewal of
such reQ'istration a fee of Ten pounds shall be
paid for the first fifty members or fraction thereof
of the club and a :(urther SUn:l of Two pounds
for every additional fifty members or fraction
thereof,

3666
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Mr. DOWNWARD movedJhat all tIle. words after the word "paid"
(lme 8) be omItted with a view of inserting
"also One pound per centum on the gross sales
of liquor during the twelve months preceding the
date of the application for registration."

Mr. GRAY s,aid that he had an amendment to propose to s,trike out £10,
and to insert £5, and to strike out £2 and
insert £ I. If the fees mentioned in the
cLlause were charged. on all cluus, that
would fall very heavily on many legitimate
clubs, and especially on workmen's clubs.
Mr. BENT said he would suggest that
the amendment of the honorable member
for Mornington should first be disposed of.
There need be no discusS,ion upon it, because the matter had been already discussed
fully. The Gbvernment did not care whether that money was raised by fees or by a
percentage.
Ministers themselves would
vote for fees, but he would like the honorable member to have an opportunity of
testing the feeling of the Committee. Let
a vote l;e taken and have done with it.
Mr. GRA Y selid he was not clear as to
whether clubs were to provi'de fees for compensation for hotels.
Mr. BENT.-We will make it as clear as
mud.
Mr. DOWNWARD said it was not necessary for him to speak at any length in
support of his amendment. It seemed to
him that the present system of licensing-fees
worked inequitably, inasmuch as they did
not distinguish between houses which did a
large business in liquor and houses which
did a very small trade. The pres,en.t fees
were very oppressive to houses that gave
large accommodation at watering places,
because they did not do a large liquor business, and that was only for a sma,ll portion
of the year. Yet, in consequence of the
manner of raising the fees at the present
time, they had to pay very high rates. An
hotel with 100 bedrooms, had to pay very
mU,ch more than it would have to dOl if it
provided very little accommodation for the
public. The result was that houses which
gave the best accommodation to the travelling public were penalized under the existing system.
In the same way, any proposal far raising i8.1dditional fees would have
a .similar undesirable result.
Whenever
hotels were closed, there would be s;ome
hotels in the vicinity which would get all
the additional business, and under the percentage system they would have to contribute most to the compensation fund. Under
the fees system, hew ever , a house which
was 100 miles away from the hotels that
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were closed would contribute just as much.
as the hoteis in the vicinity. .He had been
in hopes that the Government would accept this proposal.
It was necessary for
him to show that it was a practicaLle proposal. He had obtained information from
the Victorian Year-Bock, which showed.
that the retail price of all the liquor sold
in Victoria came to about £5,000,000'
per annum. That still left some doubt
as to what would be the amount of liquor
upon which a percentage would be obtained wholesale; becaus,e it was not pro~
posed by his amendment to exact the percentage except when the liquor was issued
by the brewer, or when it was sent away
from the bond, or from the distillery. It
had been estimated, however, on good authority, that if the retail price was·
£5,000,000, about £2,250,000 would bethe sum that would be availal"le upon which
to levy 'the percentage.
Discounting that
estimate by £250,000, if would be safe to·
say that £2,000,000 would be available,
and that amount at 2 per cent. would
yield .8., revenue of £40,000. He had had'
a statement prepared by thos,e who werecompetent to express a.Ill opinion, and they
made certain suggestions, with a view of
safeguarding the position. The pwposals
were as follows:I. Board to have authority to strike an annual.
compensation rate, not to exceed 3 per cent., as·
hereafter provided, and estimated to yield for
each year a sum not exceeding £38,000, and administration expenses.
2. Compensation rate to be upon all alcoholi;;
liquor purchased at cost, including duty, and tobe upon purchases for the twelve months ending
Joth September in each year.
3. Compensation rate to be a first charge, together with the licence-fee, upon the freeholds.
4. When rate ~truck, all licensees and owners
to' be notified.
5. Compensation to be paid at the same time
each year as licence-fee, with similar penalties
in event of default.
6. Ratepayer, at time of payment, to lodge
statement of his purchases for the period, setting
out from whom p.urchased, and total amount to·
each person, or firm, distinguishing local purchltses from imports.
The statements in this reutrn to be a declaration.
7. All wholesale vendors of alcoholic liquors
toO rr.ake returns to Board, showing the names,
addresses, and individual total amounts of alcoholic liquor .supplied to purchasers in Victoria for
same period.
8. In event of error being discovered in the
r.atepayer's statement, Board to have power to
increase amount payable, and also to inflict such
penalties as may be prescribed.
9. Where licensee is transferring his lease, the
compensation rate accrued thereon to be a charge
at the percentage struck for that year, and if
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no rate be struck, then at the percentage for the ce~tage system. . Then, if a club was really
previous year. The outgoing licensee to make a
return to date of transfer in form prescribed, d~mg a large dnnk business, it would conand to be subject to the conditions affecting same. ~nbute very much more to the fund which
10. Where a licensed freehold is being transIt was proposed to raise for compensation
ferred the compensation rate accrued to date of purposes.
transfer to be a charge under like conditions.
. Mr. BENT said he had stated the preII. Should the returns of purchases, for the
whole period, or any part of it, be not obtainable VIOUS week, that so far as the Government
.or given, from any cause whatever, the Board to were concerned, they did not care whether
have power to assess the amount due at a per- the plan adopted was fees or percentage.
<:entage upon the amount returned by the wholesale houses, as sUp'plied to the occupier of the They believed, however, fees to be the best
system. They had gone into this question
,
premises for the period.
I? The proportionate division of the compen- and they found great difficulty in working
satIon rate between landlord and tenant to be out the percentage On purchases.
that provided in section 100 of the Bill.
Mr. WATT.-Not as regards clubs .
. 13. The b.alance at the credit of the CompensatIOn Fund m anyone year to be carried for. Mr. BENT said he understood this was
ward to the following.
not merely a question ,of clubs.
14. Balance at end of term to remain at credit
Mr. 'WATT.-You might have fees for
<>f Compensation Fund.

I t seemed undesirable to embed in this new
, Licensing Act a method by which the house
a.ccommodation given to people was to be
in any w1ay the basis of the amount which a
licensed house had to pay.
The Government would also find it very difficult to
apply this pr-inciple in dealing with clubs.
Some of these clubs were bona fide clubs
while others were merely drinking saloons.
Mr. BIENT.-Some members think there
'Should be percentage for clubs only, and
fees for hotels.
Mr. DO WNW ARD sai'd he desired to
have a percentage system in lieu of fees
in both cases.
Mr. 'WATT.-This is a club clause.
Mr. DOWNWARD said he wa,s obliged
to submit his proposal on this particular
clause, but he intended it as, a test of the
general principle. He desired to point out
that the additional fees, which were very
heavy, would still further embarrass the
position of many good houses. Houses
which afforded good accommodation both
to the travelling and resident public would
in many casesl have to pay more than houses
which did simply a bar business. AgaJin
there were a certain number of clubs which
were now, and would be in the future, nothing else but drinking saloons, while there
were other clubs, the primary object of
which was not to sell drink, but to a..,qord
social or literary advantages to their members. These clubs would not do a great
deal of business in drink, yet under the
provisions by which it was proposed to
raise some additional revenue from clubs,
it would be impossible to distinguish between the two classes. He held that the
only way in which it would be possible to
distinguish, would be by adopting the per6

hotels, and the percentage system for clubs.
Mr. BENT said that no doubt some honoral:)le members wanted the percentage sy1stern for clubs, and the system of fees for
hotels.
Mr. WATT.-Take the test separately on
each.
Mr. BENT said he could see a difficulty,
because there were some clubs which had
only 40 or 50 members, while there were
other clubs, like the Melbourne Cricket
Club, which had 3,000 members. It was
well known that under the local option
system there had only been about 200 hotels
reduced altogether, while 100 clubs had
sprung up in their places, and those clubs
were sell~ng more dr~nk than was sold by
the publIc-houses whIch local option had
abolished. Was he to understand that the
vote which was now proposed to be taken
would be' on the question of percentage on
dubs only?
HONORABLE MEMBERs.-Hear, hear.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) observed
that he was pleased to hear the Premier
say that the Government rather favoured
fees. He hoped the Government would be
firm in sticking to fees-'whether as regarded clubs, restaurants, or hotels. To
introduce a provision such as that proposed
by the honorable member for Mornington
would be to introduce an unheard of thing.
He (Mr. Billson) did not know a single instance in which such a system had been
tried in any ,part of the world. Under the percentage system the Government would never
know where it was.
The system would
lead to endless trouble and difficulty, and
why introduce something which would onlv
induce fraud and deceit? If the Goverri'ment fixed the fees they would know where
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they were, and he hoped that both the Government and the majority of the Committee would adhere to the svstem of fees.
The fees already proposed by the Government were certainly good round fees-in
fact, as the honorable member for Essendon had pointed out, thev were about the
heaviest in the world. He was satisfied
that the Government would find great difficulty in working out the percentage system,
which was not the simple thing that the
honorable member for Mornington seemed
to imagine. He did not know whether the
honorable member had had any experience
of the trade.
'Mr. DOWNWARD.-No j but my proposal
comes from those who have had experience
of the trade.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said that
the proposal of the honorable member to
issue a kind of stamp was absolutely foreign
to such a Bill as the Licensing- Bill, and he
hoped that the Government would be supported in adopting the system of fees.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK remarked that if the svstem of fees was
adopted it would oper~te very unequally.
Some licensed victuallers and clubs would
pay too much, while others would pay too
little. On the other hand, the proposal
of the honorable member for l\lornington
'would be absolutely fair in its incidence,
as both clubs and hotels would be assessed
exactly on what thev consumed.
There
was nothing in the argument t_hat the system
did not exist in any other part of the world.
Honorable members were here to legislate
for what they considered to be the fairest
plan, whether it existed elsewhere or not.
In connexion with the income tax,the commissioner had been able to devise means of
ascertaining whether a person gave his income correctly, and surely it would be
easy to devise some machinery by which a
hotelkeeper would be made to pay a percentage On the amount of liquor he purchased. He (Sir Alexander Peacock) was
glad that the Government had left the question an open one so that honorable members
would be free to vote on it in accordarJce
with their convictions.
Mr. FARRER said he hoped the Committee would adopt the percentage system.
He knew many instances, personally, in
which a great injustice would be done under
this measure if it was based on the fee
system. The extra charges to be levied on
the trade would be nothing more nor less
than a very grave injustice to people
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who would reap no benefit whatever from
any hotels being closed-people who had a
difficulty now in paying the licence-fee,.
and who should not be burdened with any,
further taxation. In the case of many seaside hotels, if they had to pay extra. 011
the rateable value of that property, the
result would be that they would have to
lose their licences altogether, while a great
many people who went to stay at the seaside would be inconvenienced by the want
vf hotel accommodation.
On the other
hand, he considered that the percentage
system would be eminently fair.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that so
far as the ex}:'ert opinion of the trade itself was concerned, it was in favour of the
system of taxing according to the capacity
to pay.
The proposition in fact, which
was placed before the Committee the other
night emanated from the Liquor Tr:1des:
Defence Association, or some of its members. He (Mr. Prendergast) held that it
would be better to have the system of taxation proposed by the honorable member
for Mornington on the gross sales of liquor.
It would be very easy to obtain the amount
of these sales, and in this wav houses that
were doing a good business would be taxed
to the extent of their business, while houses
that were not doing so well would not have
to pay so much.
Mr. WATT.-It is taxing the purchases,
not the sales.
.Mr. PRENDERGAST said that was
done for convenience, because it was easier
to get at the purchases than at the sales.
1\1r. BENT.-Vote!
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was aU
very well to cry "vote/' but honorable
members did not know how this question
They wanted to carry the prowas going.
position of the honorable member for Mornington.
He was in favour of it, and he
hoped it would be carried.
Mr. DOWNWARD said he desired to
amend his amendment by inserting 3 per
cent. instead of I per cent.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I object to 3 per
cent.
Mr. DOWNWARD .said he would make
it 2 per cent.
Mr. BENT.-Two per cent. is no good.
Mr. DOWNWARD said he would pro·
pose that the amount should be up to 3 per
cent.
Mr. BENT said he understood the honorable member for Mornington to say that
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, the percentage, whatever it might be, would
raise £40,000 per annum.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Yes.
Mr. BENT said the Government wanted
£40,000 per year. That was what the
Committee were voting on.
Mr. WATT said it was all very well for
the Committee to go to a vote because they
understood the main principles of the proposal but if they were not careful they
would get into a tangle. Did the Premier
want to raise a lot of money from clubs, or
simply to regulate them properly?
Mr. BENT .--1 want both.
Mr. WATT said if :so, why did not the
Premier tell the honorable member whether
he was going to put part of the money
from clubs into the Compensation Fund?
If that was going to be done, it might be
advisable to raise 3 per cent.
Mr. BENT.-1 do not want to interfere
with the honorable member for Mornington.
I say fees, for I know what they will produce. I do not know what the honorable
member for Mornington's proposal will
a-ive but he says £40,000 per year.
o ~1r. WATT said the Premier's answer
showed the folly of trying on the club
que~tion to take a test vote on the licensed
victuallers question.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If we are
going to have a percentage on the grog
consumed in hotels, we should have the
same in clubs,.
Mr. WATT said he could conceive the
possibility of taxing clubs on a percentage
basis, and hotels by fixed fees.
Mr. BENT.-If you carry fees for this,
you carry fees for hotels.
Mr. WATT said the Committee might
not. Some honorable members would vote
for taxing clubs on percentages who did
not like it for hotels. The honorable
member for Ovens. thought it was vital to
have the fixed fees for hotels, but he understood the honorable' member was not so
firm in his conviction about clubs. How
much money did the Premier want out of
the taxation of clubs to put into t:he Compensation Fund?
Mr. BENT.-How do I know? I have
not gone into it.
Mr. ,V ATT said then the F'remier ought
not to have a penny.
Mr. BENT.-I am not responsible for
anything more than the fees.
Mr. WATT said it was clear that clubs
:should not be taxed to find compensation
for licensed vktuallers closed. If clubs
had to be taxed, it should only be sufficient
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to cover the cost of administering their section of the Act, and 2 per cent. would do it.
.LvIr. BENT.-l do not know whether
some of them should not be closed.
Mr. WATT said he had been in one club
that ought to be closed. It was in the
country. Several honorable members had
spoken of it as a place where drinking went
on all day and all night. He did not know
what it was. when ,he went in. It was not till
he came out that he knew. He thought it was.
an hotel. He urged the Premier not to take
more than 2 per cent. from clubs, and then
he would avoid taxing clubs to find licensed
victuallers compensation.
1\1r. BENT.-I do not want to take at1\'
percentage from clubs at all.
"'
1\1r. WATT said he would :show bow unreasonable the Premier was. He knew
two clubs existing for similar purposes, and
with the same number of members-within
one or two of a hundred. One had a ba.r
taking of £40 a year.
Mr. BENT .-1 put a note of interrogation there.
Mr. WATT said the other bar taking
was over £500. They had the same number of members, assembled for the same
purposes. One was composed of reasonably
good drinkers, and the others were mostly
teetotallers. Under this Bill they would
have to pay similarly to a grog fund. This
was a preposterous :state of affairs.
Mr. BENT.-Doesn't the King want a
trifle?
Mr. W' A TT said the King had no right
to a trifle from men assembled for athletic
and social purposes. Did the Premier
want to tax eyerv two men he sawin the
street talking about a dog fight?
Mr. BENT.-I do not. If thev were talking about a dog fight, I would .give them
the Bible to read.
'Mr. WATT said the fee system would
operate more harshly with respect to clubs
than to hotels. If the Premier still persisted in hanging to the fee system for
clubs, he would do a grave injustice to men
gathered for proper healthy social and
athletic purposes.
, Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - It is all
right. we have the numbers.
Mr. BENT.-I want to see £4Q,ooo
raised.
I do not care what it is.
~J r: ,V ATT said there seemed to be some
cor.spiracy of silence.
Two Der cent. wa~
sufficient to cover all the cost of administration of the dub sections. and no attempt
should be made to foist a fee system on the
clubs.
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Mr. A. S. BAILES (BendiRo East) said
as according to the Premier 200 hotels had
been closed by local option, and 100 clubs
had come into existence, it was clear that
the closing of hotels meant a benefit to the
clubs.
If hotels were to be dosed, why
should not the clubs, which derived a better
trade therefrom, contribute somethir:g towards the compensation, or why should
not the Premier utilize that money instead
of taking money from other sources to
pay the expenses of the working of the Act?
He did not see why the percentage should
not apply to the clubs. He hoped the two
The
questions would not be mixed up.
Committee could decide to take percentage
from the clubs without its being mandatory
on the Premier to take percentage from
The Premier wanted the vote
hotels.
that was now to be ta,ken to dominate the
<luestion of whether per{:entage or fe.es
should be taken from the hotels.
It was
much less difficult to get at the percentage
from clubs than hotels.
Clubs were going
to benefit by hotels being closed, and therefore they should be compelled to contribute owiilg to their increased trade in proportion to the business they did.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
was somewhat in accord with what the honIora.ble member for E~se;ndqh 'tpad said.,
There was a distinction between clubs and
hotels, and it was very much easier to get
at results from clubs which were manIf it
aged by committees ,than hotels.
was decided to substitute a percer.tage system for the fees in the case of hotels, the
Government would be faced with the difficulty of having to abolish what he regarded
as one o'f the best features in the whole
Bill, and that was, the splendid gra.duated
scale of assessment.
Everv hotel should
stand on the same foundation, whether £r
or £5 licence, and thel1l take the fees,
if there were to be fees.
The Premier
had adopted a scheme of assessment of
hotels which could not be considered a
hardship to twenty cases out of the whole
3,600 hotels in the State.
\[r. BOYD.-I could show hundreds.
:Mr. A. A. HILLSON (Ove?,!s) said even
100 was not a very great percentage out
of 3,600.
Even if there were 500 the
scheme was an excellent one.
The hor..orable member for Melbourne evidently had
in his mind the old assessment, but 'that
was not this one.' Under the old assessment
a man paid £rs for a licence for a
valuation up to £,~o, £25 between £5 0
ar..d £200, and only £50 for a valuation
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of over £200 even if the valuation went
up to £ro,ooo.
In the proposal in the
Bill there was a splendid graduated scale,
but if percentages were to be adopted for
hotels, the graduated system would ha\'e
to be abolished, and they would all be on
the one basis.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he
wished to refer to the case of the IV1.C.C.
To charge the fees on that club would mean
a tax of £280 on it for carrying on its
bar.
The Committee ought to separate the
two questior..s of clubs and hotels, and vote
on the question o'f percentage for clubs at
this stage.
Mr. BENT.-Wha.t rent does the M.C.C.
get for it?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H.
BENNETT) put the question that the words
prqposed to be omitted stand part of the
clause.
,Honorable members having taken sides,
. Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo 'East)
asked the Premier if it was understood
that the decision of the' Committee in this
case was only to apply to clubs.
Mr. BENT.-I ur..derstand it is all round.
Mr. A. S. 'BAILES (Bendigo East)
asked if the Premier insisted on taking it
for both?
Mr. BENT.-I have nothing to do with it.
The Committee dividedAyes
22
Noes
26
Majority for the omission of
the words

4

AYES.
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"
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"
"
"
"
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"
"
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Livingston
Mackey
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Outtrim
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Bailes, A. S.
Bayles, N.
Bowser
Bromlev
Cullen'
Downward
Duffus
Farrer
Gray
Harris
Keast
Keogl}
Lawson
Lemmon

Mr. McCutcheon
" McKenzie
" Oman
.Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Prendergast
" Robertson
" Sangc;ter
" Stanley
" Toutcher
" Watt.

Tellers·
Mr. Boyd
.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H.
BEJ:I.."'NETT).-The question is that the words
proposed to be inserted be so inserted.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-What are the words?
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H.
BENNETT).-The words are "also One
pound per centum on the gross sales of
liquor during the twelve months preceding
the date of the application for registration."
Mr. DowNwARD.-No, £2.
Mr. BENT said this proposal would not
bring in the £40,000 per annum.
1\1r. WATT.-This is the club section.
Mr. BENT.-Were the Committee going
to take another vote on the fees for hotels?
Mr. WATT.-Of course.
Mr. BENT said he understood then that
the honorable member for Mornington
wished to put 2 per cent. on clubs.
Mr. DowNwARD.-Yes.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said the
Government wished to have £40,000 per
annum raised, and. they had been very fair.
The Premier had stated that he would prefer fees, but ,the majority crf the Committee
preferred a percentage charge on clubs, and
no doubt it would be the same for hotels.
The honorable member for Mornington
stated that 2 per cent. would be sufficient.
, but whatever the Government stated should
be accepted bv members. If the Government considered that 2 per oent. would not
be sufficient, and that .) :per cent. 'Yas required, he wcruld vote for it.
Mr. BENT said it was only fair to say
that the clubs would get no compensation.
If the charge was made 2 per cent., the
Government would have to make the neoessary inquiries. If it were found that a
certai.n percentage was necessarv, he presumed it would be agreed to. 'He understood the honorable member for Momington intended to propose 3 per cent. for
hotels.
Mr. DowNwARD.-If necessary.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the amount
of compensation was clearlv stated bv the
circular from the Liquor Trades Defence
Association. In the circular, it was stated
that a 3 per cent. tax would fetch £4°,000
per annum. The percentage system was the
fairest way of obtaining the revenue. If a
charge of 2 per cent. was to be placed on
the clubs, he would move for a 'reduction
in the charges on clubs. The question was
what would the percentage on clubs amQiUnt
to, and as it would affect the amount of
compensation. some accurate information
should be giv~n.
A charge of 2 per cent.
was rather a, heavy one to place on the clubs
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if the other charges proposed were to be
placed on them.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-We have made it;;l.
percentage now.
Mr. J:1 RENDERGAST said licence-fee",
were to be charged as well.
~lr. SWINBURNE.-Oh, no!
~1r. PRENDERGAST said in that case
2 per, cent. would be a fair amount, but
there ought to be some accurate information as to how much money would be derived from it.
Mr. BENT said the leader of the Opposition asked what amount would be 'oerived from the clubs. He (Mr. Bent)
brought dcwn a statement on the fees in
clause 99 showing that £40,000 a year
would be received, but he was unable to ascertain what a peroentage charge would
produce, because there were so many
elements to be considered. Now, because
the vote was taken, the leader of the Opposition stated that he (Mr. Bent) must
give this information. It was for those who
carried the proposal to do that. He knew
that this :proposition would come on, and
in order to treat the House fairly, he asked
:\1r. Prout Webb to prepare a statement,
and he had done so. In that statement,
~1r. Prout Webb said, "The Governor in
Council by order to fix the amount of percentage required annually to provide a sum
of not less than ,.:;(4°,000."
'1\'1r. WATT.-·He is no politician eVIdentlv.
Mr. BENT said he did not say 1\Jr.
Prout Webb was, and it would not pay
him to be one. He understood that the
honorable member for Mornington wouln
move for 3 per cent. in the case of the
hotels, or, in other words, that the sum of
£40,000 per annum would be produced.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That is it.
Mr. BENT said he was not at all offended with the vote. If it was the opinion
of the Committee, it would be his duty to
ascertain the amount to carry out the Committee's wish.
:Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-The amount
of liquor sold may increase.
Mr. BEXT said that all the Committee
had to do now was to run the Bill through.
He did not anticipate that this measure
would meet all the defects in the licensing
law. In the next Parliament, some work
would hav,e to be done. and he had Bills
enough in his drawer at the table to keep
him going for three years.
The ACTING CHAIRMAX C~fr. G. H.
BENNETT). - The honorable member for
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Mornington desires to alter the amendment
so as to make the percentage £2 instead
of £1.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he thought the
Comnittee were getting into a complication. As far as he could see the fees were
to be done away with in regard to clubs.
The honorable member for Mornington first
of all suggested I per cent., and then, on
being challenged, he immediately doubled
the amount.
What guarantee had the
Committee that even 2 per cent. would
realize sufficient money for the purpose?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-This is a registra.tion
fee, not compensation.
1\1r. BENT. - The honorable member
knows' what he is talking abQlut.
Mr. LIVIl\'GSTON said a difficulty
arose in this way. The vote that was now
to be taken was to govern the whole of the
fees in connexion with hotels.
Mr. BENT.-Oh, no. vVe are going to
have another shot on that.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said the percentage
was to be up to 3 per cent.
As to Sir
Alexander Peacock's remark in an interjection, if this percentage was not going to give
the £40,000 under this amendment or any
other amendment, there was no guarantee
that the ..(4°,000 would be raised. It was
to be hoped the Premier would give this
matter the gravest consideration before consenting to the proposal. There was nothing
before the Committee that would guarantee
that the money would be raised.
Mr. BENT.-What does our local option
friend say alxmt that?
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I am supporting the
~overnment now.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said there should be
a greater limit than 2 per aent. or 3 per
cent.
He thought the exact percentage
might be left out,
and
that it
should be provided that a, percentage should be levied upon the purcha<;,es
of spirits that would yield £4°,000. If
the Committee bound itself to 3 per cent.
or 3! per cent. it would be found, as vears
passed by, that there would not be 'sufficient from the percentage to give the
£4°,000. He th.ought it was admitted, even
by temperance people, that at present there
was not nearly so much :drinking carried on
as there was a few years ago. vVas it not
natural to suppose that in a few years the're
would be less, and if the percentage was
limited the sum of £40,000 would not be
raised?
. Mr. A. A. BILLSO~ (Ovens) observed
that' he wanted to know from the honorable
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member for Mornington what registration
,fee the Government would receive when a
man applied for a new club licence.
1\1r. DOWNWARD.-Tthey have ,a.ll to be
registered.
1\1r. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said in
the case of a new licence the fee could not
be fixed according to the business of the
preceding twelve months.
There would
consequently be no preceding twelve months.
and the club would have twelve months for
" nix."
Mr. WATT remarked that £10 already
stoed in the clause, and was a guarantee
against anything in the way of "nix." If
a man or a body of men started a club,
they were not likely to do a thriving business from the time the ba.rrier went up.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-There are
lots of places where thev do.
Mr. WATT said the fee Q1f /'.10 was already a heavy charge on small clubs, and if
there was a charge of 3 per cent. on the
purchases, and not I per cent. on the sales,
the clubs would be taxed to that extent or
tep of the £10.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that the
same argument which the honorable member
for Ovens ha:d used with regard to the fees
for clubs, and to which t:he honorable member had applied the term" nix," would apply to the other fund unless it was taken
from the fund of the next licensing year.
Mr. BENT.-Don't you believe it.
The amendment was amended by omitting
" £1 " and substituting" £2."
1\1:r. DOWNWARD movedThat the word "sales" be omitted, with a
view of inserting the word "purchases."

He said, in reply to the honorable member.
for Ovens, he would point out tlha,t the
Bill provided that there were to be no new
clubs.
The amendment to omit the word "sales"
was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST Ifemarked that
he would like to know whether the honorable member for Mornington had any figures
to show how he had arrived at the sum of
£4 0 ,00'0.

Mr. DOWNWARD remarked that the
first idea was' tOi have I per cent. en the
sales.
The sales, as stated in the YearBook, amounted, to an aggregate of
£5,000,000.
It was then recognised that
the sales were not the best basis to go
upon, but that the basis of the purchases was
preferable. Then it had to be ascertained
what was; the value of the purchases. That
was net easy, but it was estimated by those
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who were competent to form a judgment,
that the purchases would be about
£2,5°0,000.
To be safe, he took the
Then it was
amount to be £2,000,000.
necessary for him to raise the charge from
I per cent. to 2 per cent., and the 2 per
cent. upon purchases. was calculated to
That would explain the
yield £4°,000.
reason why the honorable member for
Gippsland South seemed to think, because it was first stated that the charge
should be 1 per cent., and it was afterwards altered to 2 per cent., that the matter
had not been fully considered. But in the
first case it was sales that were being dealt
with, and they showed a turnover of
£5,000,000.
The Victorian Year-Book
showed the estimated value of all the
spirits, wine, and beer, including bottled,
that were sold.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. Through
licensed premises.
Mr. DOWNWARD said it showed all
liquor sol d.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You are
not going to get aU liquor sold, but only
the liquor sold on licensed premises.
Mr. DOWNWARD said by the purchases he got all the liquor that was sold.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It will come to more
than £4°,000.
Mr. DOWNWARD said at page 320 of
tIle Victorian Year-Book for 19°4, dea.ling
with the Australasian drink bill, the yearly
average of the expenditure by the people
in Victoria on drink was given as follows:
-Spirits~ £1,7S1,400; beer, £2,469,060;
wine, £795,600; total, £s,016,n60. Per
head, £4 3s. 7d.; per adult individual,
£7 14S • 4d .
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).~How are you going to :separate the drink
sold to private individuals from that sold
over the bar at hotels?
Mr. DOWNWARD said he did not
know whether these statistics were correct.
Probabl y the figures were only approximate. Assuming that the expenditure by
toe people came to £5,000,000, it might
be estimated that £2,250,000 would be
about the amount paid by the retailers
when they were purchasing wholesale.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-YOU cannot
collect the fees on what is consumed in
private houses.
Mr. DOWNWARD said he was not proposing to do that. If the tax was on the
purchases it would have to be 2 per cent.,
and if on the sale 1 per cent. would do.
,He had circulated his amendment a long
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time ago, and it was not thought "necessary
to make these alterations in the draft
amendment, as they could be made in Committee. It haa not been worth while circulating another amendment. The matter,
however, had received consideration.
Mr. MURRAY remarked that he did not
think it was material to the clause
whether thev discussed the question of the
amount of money that might be raised b\"
a percentage charge such as had now been
carried. Of course, it would be very difficult to get at the quantities consumed in
clubs, and it would be more difficult in the
future than in the past. But he believed
that under more stringent legislation there
would be less drinking in the clubs in the
future. He thought, however. that the
best guide as to the value of the drink consumed would be the amount derived from
the Excise and Customs duties, and on
that basis the Chamber might arrive at a
pretty correct estimate as to the amount
that would be raised by a charge of 2 per
cent. or 3 per cent. At any rate, the
Chamber could ascertain the percentage
that was required in order to raise the
£40,000 which was neces1sary, and which
was to be provided for compensation by the
trade. In connexion with many of these
matters, honorable members were reall y
groping in the dark, and dra" ing the bow
at a venture. It was rather a cool demand
on the part of the leader of the Opposition
to ask the Treasurer to give an estimate of
what would be derived from a percentage.
This was not part of the Government proposals. It would be, as was obvious to
everyone, a most difficult matter to arrive
at what would actually be got from this
source, and the Treasurer would have to
give the question very grave consideration
and thought before he could furnish the
Chamber with anything that could be
accepted even as a merely approximate calculation.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-If there is a charge of
3 per cent. on 1£5,000,000 it would mean
£15°,000.
Mr. MURRAY said that five millions was estimated to be the retail
value of the liquor sold in the <:ountry. A great deal of this statistical information honorable members received from the
Government Statist was guesswork, and
guesswork which was very frequently wide
of the mark, especially in agricultural statistics. People in giving returns were bound
by no scruples whatever when the Statist
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was seeking information.
He (Mr.
Murray) presumed a very small amount
of the total quantity of liquor consumed was consumed irr clubs.
He
did not know the amount consumed in
private houses. The quant1ity consumed in
hotels might be obtained by looking at the
books. What he felt sure of w~s that the
returns as to what amount of liquor was
purchased would not be altogether accurate,
unless there was supervision kept over the
amount of liquor entering hotels, and that
would be costly. Publicans who were not
in tied houses dealt with a g.reat many
different merchants, but, although he was
against the proposal as far as clubs were
concerned, he confessed it was not an unfair basis to charge a percentage on the
amount of liquor consumed. Perhaps there
was more merit in that than. in the original
proposal of the Government.
Mr. McKENZIE said once the percentage to be charged to derive £40,000 a
year was ascertained, it would be a steady
percentage, because he was satisfied that
the closing of hotels would not diminish
the amount of liquor that would be purchased. He did not !see that the closing. of
600 hotels would diminish greatly the
amount of monev that would be reApart
from
the
ceived
in
fees:
various arguments that had been raised tonight, which the agreed with, in favour of
the percentage system, he certainly thought
that once the necessary percentage was arrived at, although there would be a difficulty ~n getting the percentage that would
realize £40,000 per annum, there would
be no difficulty in arriving at the amount
of purchases by those in the trade. Under the local option system, a man produced his vouchers to the Court, and showed
clearly the amount of his purchases not
only for wine and spirits, but of all products used in the business.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he voted just now for charging a percentage
on clubs in preference to the fees as proposed by the Government, because he
thought that those who did the business
should pay. He objected Istrongly to his
vote being regarded as an expression of
opinion that the same rule should apply to
hotels. As honorable members knew he
was opposed to the proposal of the Government for the fees to be charged to publichouses, and as the proposal of the Government was that for three yearsl an average
should be struck on the income tax returns,
so as to fix the basis of compensation to
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the houses that would be closed, and as
eve'ry hotel throughout the State would
have; its valuation fixed on the same prinoiple, the amount of contribution could be
fixed to be paid by each hotel to make up
the compensation of the hotels to be closed ..
He wished to make this statement now,
because when the question came up in regard to the fees on hotels, he did not want
to be charged with having changed his
optinions. He only voted for the percentag.e on clubs, because he thought that was
the best way at getting at what they should
pay, but he still held the opinion that the
most equitable and business-like way of
arriving at the payments of hotels to the
Compensation Fund was in the same wav as
the compensation to be paid to hotels t~ be
closed was to be fixed.
The amendment to insert the word" purchases" was agreed to, and the amendment,
as amended, was adopted.
Mr. GRAY said he assumed that the fees
fixed in the clause would now disappear
altogether.
Mr. WATT.-Nobody said that.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN eMr. G. H~
BENNETT).-That will be altered at another
stage of the Bill.
Mr. GRA Y said he had an amendment
to move.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H~
BENNETT).-I asked the honorahle member
about his amendment early in the evening,
and he has lost his chance. 'We cannot go
back.
Mr. G RAY· said the Chairman suggested
he should allow the honorable member for
Mornington to go on with his amendment
first.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H.
BENl\TETT).-I thought 'the honorable member withdrew.
Mr. GRAY said the honorable member
for Mornington had an amendment, and
he allowed the honorable member to move
it.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H.
BENNETT).-I cannot go back.
Mr. BENT (to Mr.Gray).-We will afford
you an opportunity later on.
Mr. WATT said he would like to know
the intention of the Government regarding
the fees.
1\1r. BENT.-You will be informed when
the time comes. You do not think one can
have intentions in two minutes?
IVIr . WATT said there should be a fixed
fee of £1 for all clubs, and then the percentage should be taken. The Premier was
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such a good Treasurer that he reached out
for every £5 or £10 he could lay hios
hands on. In that respect he was the best
man there had been as Treasurer for a long
time.
Mr. BENT.-If you will be good enough
to consider our intentions are honorable,
we wlill afford an opportunity.
Mr. WI' ATT said he would like to haye
the whole thing disposed of now. Did the
Government intend to omit the fee of £ I 0
a.nd put in £1? If that was not done, the
small clubs would be penalized.
Mr. BENT .-We might say £5 if we
ha ve time to think over it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said in voting for
a percentage fee of 2 per cent. on the
liquor consumed in clubs, he thought
the other fees fixed in the clause would be
cut out.
That was understood on the
Ministerial side and all round the Chamber. He understood the amendment of the
honorable member for Swan Hill had been
withdrawn at the instigation of the Premier, to allow the percentage question "to be
dealt with. He told honorable members
that would make a difference in his vote.
It was absurd to say the fees in the clause
-could be charged on clubs after 2 per cent.
had been taken on the amount of liquor
sold.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The £10 fee is to
be reduced, but the Premier wants to think
it over.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he thought
it should be reduced.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-There must be a registration fee, however small it may ·be.
Mr. MURRAY said he understood that
the fees in the clause had been omitted,
~but it now turned out those fees were
to be paid in addition to the percentage
charge. Ten pounds would be a heavy
charge' on a poor club, and he believed the
whole of the Committee were under the impression-and he thought the Premier
gave honorable mempers to understandthat if a percentage fee was to be charged
there would be no other fee.
Mr. BENT.-I never spoke about it.
Mr. GRAY said when he rose to move
his amendment the Premier asked him to
wait and take a vote.
Mr. BENT.-I again tell you, you will
be afforded an opportunity of getting a fair
test.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Clauses 15 to 21, inclusive, were agreed
to.
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Discussion took place On clause
\yas as follows:-

22,

which

Every club as far as the sale and supply of
liquor is concerned shall be closed during the
same hours and be subject to the provisions of
the Licensing Acts relating to gambling or the
playmg of :iny unlawful game in the same
manner as if the club were a licensed victualler's premises.

Mr. BENT said the Government proposed to omit this clause.
Mr. WATT said he thought the Government might favour honorable member.§i with
the reasons for the omission of the clause.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I am informed it is
provided for in the Gaming Suppression
Bill, and also in this Bill.
Mr. WATT said when so many sections of the existing Act had been applied
by the Bill to clubs it was practica)ly asserting that clubs should be the same in
the eyes of the law as hotels.
Mr. BENT.-Look at clause 86.
Mr. MURRAY said clause 86 only dealt
with betting and gambling.
Clause 22
went further. There was no reason why
licensed clubs should have any advantage
over individuals. If it was highly improper in a citizen to drink after I I. 30
in a hotel, he did not think it was a nice
thing for him to drink in a club after
I 1.30.
Hotels should not be placed at a
disadvantage as regarded clubs. What was
wanted was a rigorous and proper adBut these
ministration of the law.
clubs should not be exempt.
Clubs took
the place of hotels, and if this clause were
not retained in the Bill, a great injustice
would be done to the hotelkeepers. 'Would
any Olle contend that it was more improper
to drir.k in a hotel than in a club? Clubs
were only hotels of a different kind. The
only difference was that a certain portion of
the public were excluded from them, and
provisions should be made for the hours of
trading.
He might .be thought to have
been hard on hotels, but he tried to be fair
and just, and certainlv a great ir.justice
would be inflicted on hotelkeepers j f this
clause were omitted from the Bill.
Mr. BROMLEY said that the honorable
member for Wa.rrnambool had been very
hard on hotels, but he had been very much
harder or. clubs. Why this attack had been
made on clubs he (Mr. Bro~ley) did not
know, because there were very few clubs
in the metropolis. that were not very. well
conducted.
Mr. FARRER.-The countrv clubs are better conducted, if anything.
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Mr. BROMLEY said that he did not
know anything ~bout the clubs in the district which the honorable member repreHe knew more about the clubs in
sented.
the Mildura district. and he knew that they
might be described as drinking clubs to
great extent.
In most of the clubs ir:
Melbourne the drinking habit was not encouraged; it was rather discouraged.
Mr. MURRAY.-That is what the clause
proposes to do-to discourage it after halfpast I I.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Yes, forcibly.
A
man might sit in the reading-room of a
club 'for two or three hours} and it might
be a little after 11.30, and he might like
to have a drink before he went to bed, but
under this proposal he would be unable to
get one. The result of that would be that
many men who now resided at a club would
stay at an hotel and drink five times as
much, and spend five times as much money
in doing so.
Therefore, he could not see
where the gain came in.
In addition to
that! it must not be forgotten that a club
got no compensation, and in order to become a member of a club a man had to
pay the initiation fee, and also an anr:ual
subscription.
He had found the residential club to be a great boon in many ways.
He was dead against the drinking clubthe club that was formed for the purpose
of drinkir:g only.
There was always an
option on the part of the Licensing
Bench to refuse a licence to a club without
gIvmg any compensation.
He could point
to a club in one of the leading streets of
Melbourne, which was nothing but a drinking club, and not one of a very high order
at that.
At that club they did no business
whatever after about 6 or 7 in the evening.
Mr. WATT.-What club is that?
Mr. BROMLEY said that he would not
mention the name.
He supported the honorable member for Mornington ir: bringing
in the percentage principle, because he believed it was a right and proper principle
to apply, not only to hotels, but a Iso
to clubs, but in many cases it would
be a hardship and an infliction: on clubs
if they were brought under the same regulations as hotels.
_There were manv
members in this Chamber who came down
from the countrv and had to live in town
for a few days -in the week, and some of
those honorable members made the club
their home.
l\fr. MURRAy.-Do you ir:sinuate that
they want to drink after I I . 30 ?

a
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Mr. BROMLEY said he did not want to
insinuate anything, but when a man made
a club his place of residence he was entitled to regard it as his home.; he became
a joint partner in the cor:cern and was
surely entitled to aU the benefits of a home.
Therefore why should he not be allowed
to take his liquor at any time he liked?
Was it intended that these provisions
should applv to such clubs as the Melbourne Club and the Australian Club?
Mr. BENT.-Yes, they are a.ll in it.
Mr. BROMLEY said that in that case
they would apply all round; but he feared
there would be a little trouble before long
over the application of this Bill to the
large residential clubs. Of course the Premier said that so many botels had been
closed, and that so many !21ubs had been
formed to take their place, but he di"d not
state what was the character of those clubs.
They might have been cricket and 'football
clubs, and institutions of that kind, which
generally had a booth on the ground. The
Premier must not fOTget that these clubs.
were not open every day. They were open
onlv one day in the week, and they were
rarely open in the evenings at all.
Mr. ~BENT.-Saturday and f W~dnesday
af ternoons.
.
Mr. BROMLEY said that was where the
advantage of taking a percentage fee woula
come in.
The charging of a fixed fee
would ruin many of the sma.ll cricket and
football clubs.
1'd!:: BENT.-You have saved- the Brighton
Yacht Club to-night.
. Mr. BROi\fLEY said he was very proud
If the Committee had achieved even that
benefit.
He had been extremely sorry to
hear the violent attack that had been made
on residential clubs, and the restrictions
which it had been attempted to place on
clubs of the character of the Melbourne,
Australian, and the Commercial Tra,vellers'
Clubs. It was neither just nor right that
these clubs should be treated on the same
lines as hotels, which derived all the benefits that the clubs could possibly a.ttain by
the sale of liquor.
Mr. COLE CHIN objected to the reflection cast upon country members by the honorable member for Carlton. 'vho inferred
that they were in the habit of living -at die
clubs in order to get liquor at hours when
the hotels were closed.
I f he (Mr. Colechin) were stopping at a club he would not
wish to get liquor at those hours.
Mr. BROMLEY.-You haver:ever been
known to take drink.
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Mr. COLECHIN said he was bound to
admit that he.\vas not in the habit of drinking.
He also objected to th~ s.tatemeI?t
that had been made that the anstocratic
members of the House were supporting the
democratic clubs, and that the democrats
were suppOlting the aristocratic clubs. The
Premier had misled him either innocently
or wilfully with reference to clause 22.
That clause related to the hours for selling
liquor in clubs, but the side-note to the
clause to which the Premier had referred
him was, "Betting in licensed premises an
offence."
Therefore the two clauses were
tot all v different.
He hoped the Premier
would leave in clause 2 2, and allow the
Committee to vote on it.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
was incorrect when he stated that he (Mr.
He did no such thing.
Bent) misled him.
He referred the honorable member to clause
86.
l"Ir. COLECHIN.--I am looking at clause
86.
Mr. BENT said that if the hop.orable
member would look at the clause he would
see that the whole of Division 6 covered it.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I looked at what you
told me.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
He had said, and
should look again.
repeated now, that this was the most sober
House he ever saw since he had been a member' so why did the honorable member
want to talk about 9S. a week, and all that
sort of thing. Honorable members did not
do it.
Mr. COLECHIN.-An honorable member
made a statement about country members,
and surely I :have a right to answer it in
the absence of some of my own colleagues.
Mr. BENT said he thought he had satisfied the honorable member for Geelong
that clause 6 and Division 6 covered the
whole thing. He would suggest that by I I
o'clock thjs Bill ought to be through. If
so, he would like to go home.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What about to-morrowl?
Mr. BENT._cc To-morrow, and to-morrow. and to-morrow."
Mr. GRAY said he wished this clause
omitted, becalUse clubs were on an altogether
different footing from hotels. A club was
to some extent the home of many people.
One feature of the opposition to the omission of the clause was that many honorable
members who had spoken appeared always
to get into the lowest kind of club and the
lowest kind of hotel. The onlv clubs he
had gone into had been respectably con-
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ducted, and the same thing applied to the
hotels. If there was a low club or a low
hotel anywhere those honorable members always managed to find it. Power was gi,-en
in clause 23 for a police magistrate, if
satisfied by complaint on oath that a club
was badly conducted or inimical to the interests of the people in the neighbourhood,
to refuse the club registration.
Consequently, if any clubs were badly conducted
and did not comply with these provisions,
they would have their registration cancelled.
The clause was struck out.
Clauses 23 to 27, inclusive, were agreed
to.
On clause 28, of which sub-clause (I}
was as follows:In section five of the Licensing Act 1890
after the words "(7) Billiard-table licences'~
there shall be inserted the words "(8) Vigne-rons'
licences," and at the end of section seventeen
of the Licensing Act 1890 there shall be inserted
the words "(10) For a vigneron's licence Five
pounds per annum,"

Mr. WATT said he understood some kind
of alteration was necess1ary in this clause,.
because of the omission of another clause
dealing with vignerons' licences. He did
not know whether those honorable members
who represented the wine-growing districts
were present.
Mr. BENT.-I understand that we propose to insert the word "Australian" instead of "colonial" later on. The honorable member for W angaratta also proposes
to omit clause 30.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he undeI:stood
from tlhe honorable member for Wangaratta
that the Government were not going to
insist on the proposed licence-fees for vignerons in order to encourage the wine industry.
This. w,as really a temperance
question, because people who drank wine
were generally a temperate class of people,
far more so than whiskv or beer drinkers.
There were a lot of struggling people in
the industry, to wihom fr:, would be a very
large fee. They did not sell wine retail,
but disposed of it to the large buvers_ There
were several small farmers in -his district
who went in for a ljttle wine-growing in
addition to other cultiv,ation, and thev
would find these fees very heavy. A fee
of £5 was more than manv professional
men paid in income tax. 'He -would like the
Premier to drop this tax.
Mr. BENT.-We will make a note of it.
Let it pass now.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he hoped the
Premier would let it stand over.
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Mr. BENT.-No.
he (Mr. Bromley) would have much pleaMr. TOUTCH£R said several honorable sure in moving the amendments circulated
members representing wine-growing districts by the honorable member. He therefore
were absent.
begged to mo\'eMr. BENT.-I will make a note of it,
That the words "containing not less than a
and Wei will afford you an opportunity reputed pint," in sub-clause (1), be omitted.
when Mr. Carlisle and Mr. Bowser are preThe amendment was agreed to.
sent.
Mr. BROMLEY movedMr. TO UTCHER said if the Premier
That all the words after " provided that" in
would make the fee £1 it would be quite sub-clause (I) be omitted, with a view of inserting
the following paragraphs : sufficient.
"(a) no such bottle shall contain less than a
Mr. BENT.-How can I sav that mvself?
reputed pint;
Mr. TOUTCHER said there were' num(b) no such bottle shall be supplied for the
bers of unfortunate people on small areas
reception of any ale or stout by or on
with a few acres under vines.
behalf of the purchaser;
(e) no such liquor shall be drunk on the pre:Mr. BENT.-Why don't you put in the
mises where the same is sold."
percentage affair here?
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. TOUTCHER said the percentage
system could not very well be applied to
~Ir. PRENDERGAST said he under·
vignerons, because the wine they produced stood the Premier had .agreed to omit subwas in some cases infinitesimal.
clause (3), which was an important pro-'
~lr. BENT.-I will make a note of it, vision.
and the honorable member for Wangaratta
Mr. BENT movedwill give you a show.
That the words "with the consent in writing of
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Would the honor- the owner of the premises specified in the licence
if the applicant himself be not the owner thereable gentleman postpone the clause?
of " in sub-clause (3) be omitted.
Mr. BENT.-No.
Mr. McKENZIE said he wished to
:\fr. COLECHIN said he understood
that some arrangement had been made know if it was understood that in the
about this clause bv the honorable member event of a tenant taking grocer's premises
he could transfer the licence without the
for Benalla.
-Mr. BENT.-I am going to give an op- consent of the landlbrd. He was in acportunity for an amendment to be dealt cord with the clause provided it was a
licence obtained by the tenant himself durwith.
ing his occupancy of the premises. If the
The clause was agreed to.
premises had a licence at the time they
On clause 29, which was as follows:For section ten of the Licensing Act 1890 were let to the tenant, then the consent of
there shall be substituted the following section, the landlord should be necessary. Otherwise, the tenant might rujn the landlord.
namely:(I) A grocer's licence shall authorize the If the Premier omitted those words the
licensee be~ng also a licensed spirit merchant owner would have no control.
to sell and dispose of liquor in -bottles containMr. WATT.-He has no control now.
ing not less than a reputed pint provided that
Mr. COLE CHIN said the contention of
such liquor be not drunk on the premises where
the same is sold.
the honorable member for Rodney was not
(2) The holder, of a grocer's licence may carry a fair one.
The licensee had to buy the
On the business of a grocer and licensed spirit
licence
and
very
often at a higher price
merchant in [the premises specified in such
licence] situate within the district in which such than its value. Varelv rarely did it belQiIlg
licence has been granted.
to the owner of the premises,. and there
(3) [The Licensing Court may authorize the was practically a svstem of tied licences
removal of any_ such licence to any other premises within such district on the holder just as there were tied hotels. The owner
of such licence with the consent in writ- of the licence should not be tied down to
ing of the owner of the premises spe- the landlord and be compelled to pay whatcified in the licence if the applicant himself ever rent the landlord liked to charge.
be not the owner thereof] giving notice and
Mr. MACKEY said there wp's evidently
making application rfOT such removal] in like
manner as-'provided by this Act and the Licens- some misapprehension on this matter. At
present the licence was held by the tenant.
ing Act 1890 for the transfer of licences.
(4) [For every such removal a fee of. Two The tenant held the licence and used it in
pounds shall be paid.]
any premises within the district. He was
Mr. BROMLEY said, as the honorable not bound to any particular house, and he
member for Richmond was in the chair, might remove the licence to any other house
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in the district without consulting anybody.
Section,lo of the Licensing Act gave power
to the holder of a grocer's licence to carry
on the business of a licensed spirit merchant in any premises situated within the
district in which the licence was granted,
and 'also to remove such licence to any
new premises in the district. There was
no requirement as to the consent of the
owner at all under the present law, and
there should not be any under this measure.
Mr. ,WILKINS said he thought the contention of the honorable member for Rodney had something in it. He (Mr. Wilkins) knew an instance where a grocer held
a licence which he assigned to the owner
of the property. The owner held the licence,
and the incoming tenant had to deal with
him in regard to it. The honorable member for Rodney stated that if the licence
was the property of the tenant of the shop
there would be no objection to its being removed. There were cases, however, where
the licence belonged to the owner of the
shop, and it was not fair in those cases
that the licence could be transferred to another property without the consent of the
owner of the premises. He was speaking
of a case which occurred in Collingwood
the other day. A grocer had a wine and
spirit licence in Jobnston-street, and he had
assigned his shop to the landlord. When
the man who took the business subsequently
went in, the licence still belonged to the
owner of the property, and, as he understood, belonged to the owner of the propertv to-day.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).-And
now somebod~ else is carrying on the business?
1\f r. WILKINS said he understood that
the business was carried on in the name of
the owner of the property.
Mr. BROMLEY expressed the opinion
that the proposal of the honorable member
for Rodney would not be at all equitable.
He understood that grocers' licences were
almost invariabl y issued to the keeper of
the shop and not to the landlord. In any
case, if they were issued to the landlord,
then the landlord might wish to transfer
the licence, or go elsewhere, and he could
do so under the present Act, and under
present conditions. But 'if the licence was
tied to the premises, as in the case of
hotels, we should be buildin~ up another
monopoly that would require at some future
time compensation the same as we were
now paying under the Licensing Act. If
a system existed in connexion with hotels
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by which licences could be remo\'ed from
one premises to another, like the business.
of an ordinary shopkeeper, there would
have been no claim to compensation now.
The only claim that existed was owing to
the licence having been tied down to the
:premises in which the sale of liquors first
took place. He did not quite understand
the position put by the honorable member
for Collingwood. A man could only assign what the property would fetch. If
the honorable member for Rodney would
only look at the matter in a fair light, he
would recognise that it would be better for
the country, and all concerned, that the
licensee should have the right of transferring his licence. If the man was sucoessful in business, the licence would be transferred to superior pr.emises, and would
not be likely to come into conflict with the
licensed victuallers. Personall v. he did
not believe in grocers' licences" He had
known of severai grocers' shops where more
business was done in a day than in all the
neighbouring hotels. He had known drinking going on from early morning to late at
night on grocers' premises. He had no
doubt that what took place a few years ago
was taking place t<J-day, as grocers were
only human, and would take every opportunity of selling their liquor. He would
have liked the Premier 'to abolish grocers'
licences altogether.
1\1r. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he thought part of this proposal was a
very good one. Under the existing Act a
person might transfer his licence to any
(place he pleased, and that might be obnoxious to the residents in the new locality.
He objected to the consent of the owner
being first obtained. He knew a firm which
paid £485 for a grocers' licence, and carried on their business in the premises in
which the business was transacted when the
licence was granted. It would be a pretty
state of affairs if the owner could prevent
a transfer into more suitable premises.
I t seemed that such a provision would allow
an opportunity for levying bl ackm.ai 1, and
he hoped the Premier would strike out the
words providing for the consent of the
owner.
Mr. KEOGH stated that he had received
several letters from grocers who were constituents of his. and thev certainly objected
to having to get the consent of the owner
in writing.
Mr. BENT.-V\Te are striking it out.
The amendment was· agreed to.
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Mr. BENT IffiovedThat clauses 30 to 38 and 73 to 98 inclusive
be postponed until after clause 99.

He said he proposed taking the question
of the fees to-night, and if the fees were
carried, he would to-morrow be able to
bring down an amendment. His idea was
to knock off as soon as possible, and meet
again next day at 12 o'clock.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I thought that was determined.
Mr. BENT said the matter was determined only as to clubs.
The clauses were ,'Postponed.
Discussion took place on clause 99,
which was as follows:(I) To provide for the payment of any
compensation granted or which may be gra~ted
by Licensing Court.s to th~ owners. or occu~lers
of any licensed VIctualler s pr-emises d.epr~ved
of licences in pursuance of any determmah~ns
of electors in any licensing districts a speCIal
trust fund to be called the Licensing Act 1906
Compensation Fund or the Compensation Fund
shall be formed in the Treasury.
(2) Every. person to whom a certificate for. a
victualler's licence or the renewal of a VIC·
tualler's licence is granted for or in respect of
any period between the ~hirty-first day of ~e.
cemher One thousand nme hundred and SIX,
and the thirty-first day of December One thousand nine hundred and sixteen shall annually
on presentation of such c~rtific~te and I?aym;nt
of the licence-fee prescnbed m the Llcensmg
Act 18qo or any other Act also pay to the Trea·
surer or receiver of revenue a further sum or
com'pensation-fee computed on the ~ollowing
basis which shall be placed to the credIt of the
said Compensation Fund:£; s. tI.
For a roadside victualler's licence a
fee of
2 10
0
For a victualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual value
of not more than £50 a fee of ...
5 0 0
For a victualler's licence for premises assessed at an annual value
. of not less than £50 or more than
[lOa a fee of ...
....
...
7 10 0
For a victualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual value
of not less than £100 or more
than £I~O a fee o f . . .
12 10 0
For a victualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual value
of not less than £150 or more
than £200 a fee of
17 10 0
For a victual1er's licence for premises assessed at an annual value
of not less than £200 or more
than f2~0 a fee of
...
...
10 0
0
For a victualler's licence for premises assessed at an annual value
of not less than £250 or more
than /'."1,00 a fee of
20 0
0
For a victualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual value
of not less than £300 or more
than £400 a fee of
30 0
0
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£. s. ·d.
For a victualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual value
of not less than £400 or more
than £500 a fee of
40 0 0
For a vIctualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual value
of not less than £500 or more
than £7.50 a fee of
6Q 0 0
For a victualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual vaiue
of not less than £750 or more
than £1,000 a fee of
100 0
0
For a victualler's licence for pre.
mises assessed at an annual value
of more than £1,000 a fee of... 150 0 0
(3) This section shall continue in force until
the thirty-first day of December One thousand
nine hundred and sixteen.
Mr. BENT remarked that the Government proposed that the fees provided for
in this clause for hotels be agreed to. As
he had already stated, if this clause was
not carried· the Government would have to
bring up the other amendment. After this
vote was taken, it was intended to adjourn
until 12 o'clock next day instead of II
o'clock.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that
the only other question involved in this
was whether there should be a charge of
3 per cent. upon the liquor obtained from
wholesale houses, of whether the amount
of the fees should be as described by the
Premier. He thought the Chamber might
now go to a vote, although it was- only a
thin House, as that would enable the
matter to be printed in the Bill to-morrow.
The Government might not consider that
the vote settled the matter, because there
was not a large attendance.
Mr. TO UTCHER said he had understood that the vote which was taken on the
clubs determined this question. He was
satisfied that several honorable members
who voted for the percentage on liquor in
preference to the fees were under the impression that that settled the question.
Mr. BENT.-There was only one.
Mr. TOUTCHER said there might have
been one, but he was satisfied that there
were several members on the Opposition
side of the House who had gone away on
the understanding that the question had
alreadv been determined.
Mr. BENT .-1 put the matter most distinctly.
Mr. TOUTCHER said to take a vote
now would be unjust to members who had
gone away.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Why did they
not stop?
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l1\1r. TOUTCHER said that was the
business of the members who had gone.
Sometimes honorable members could not
stop.
Some honoralbIe members might
have had occasion to catch early trains to
record their votes to-morrow. He knew
the Premier would not like to take anv man
at a disadvantage, and he did not think it
would be fair to take a vote at this stage.
Mr. BENT.-If the attendance is thin I
will try it again to-morrow.
I do not
want any catch vote.
.
The Committee divided on the clauseAyes
22
Noes
24
:Majority against the clause

2

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bent
Billson, A. A.
Cameron, E. H.
Cameron, J.
Camebell
Graham
Holden
Hunt
Hutchinson
Kirkwood
Livingston
Mackey

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Mackinnon
McGregor
McLeod
Murrav

Outtri~

Swinburne
Thomson
Wilkins.

Tellers:
Mr. Argyle
" Colechin.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bailes. A. S.
Bavles, N.
Be·ard
Beazley
Bromley
Cullen
Downward
Duffus
Farrer
Gray
Harris
Keogh
Lemmon

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McCutcheon
McKenzie
Oman
Prendergast
Robertson
Sangster
Stanley
Toutcher
vVatt.

Adjournment.

'Mr. HUTCHINSON said when the
House met this afternoon he presented a
petition, signed bv some 30,000 men and
women, praying for the abolition of barmaids in connexion WIth the Licensing Bill.
He assured the Speaker, and through him
the House, that the petition was in order.
He did that because he had seen a typewritten heading to a pa,rt of the petition,
but on further examination it was found
that the main heading of the petition was
printed. He was sorry he misled the
Speaker and the House, and he desired
now to ask permission to withdraw the petition so that it might be placed in order.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER (Mr.
CRAVEN).-I may say that I have looked
through the petition and found it as the
honora?le member has stated. Therefore,
accordmg to the Standino- Orders it is out'
of order.
The petltio~ will n'ot be recorded Oll! the annals of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at eleven minutes
past eleven o'clock.
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The PR-ESIDENT took the chair at seventeen minutes to three 0' clock p.m., and read
the prayer.

FEDERAL ELECTIONS.
The
Hon.
R. B. REES, by lea,ve, asked
~,
Tellers:
the Attorney-General if the honorable
"
Mr. Billson, J. VV'.
"
" Boyd.
gentleman could make some arrangements
On the motion of Mr. BENT, progress to-night for posting the results of the polls
of the Federal elections somewhere in the
was reported.
precincts of the House? He said it would
WATER SUPPLY LOANS
be interesting for honorable members to
APPLICATION BILL.
see the progress reports of the elections
This Bill was returned from the Legisla- as issued from the Telegraph Department.
tive Council with a message suggesting that
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I am under
the Legislative Assembly should make alll the impression that some arrangement has
amendment jn the schedule.
been made, but personally I E'lhall be able
The message was ordered to be con- to do very little, for all my time will be
sidered 001 the following day.
occupied. However, I was informed by an
officer of the House-not by a member of
ADJOURNMENT.
the Government-that some arrangements
INFORMAL PETITION.
have been made.
Mr. BENT movedUNCLAIMED FUNDS BILL.
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
half-past Qne o'clock to-morrow.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN moved the
second read~ng of this Bill. He said the
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BENT movedmeasure was to provide for giving publicity
to infol1mation relating to unclaimed funds.,
That the House do now adjourn.
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and for other: purposes. He thought the
measure pretty well explained itself. Clause
2
contained the definition of the word
"company."
The definition was as follows : ,; Company" me~ns(a) Every company which having for its object the acquisition of gain is registered or incorporated in Victoria
under any Act relating to companies;
and
(b) Every company which having for its object the acquisition of gain and
carrying on business in Victoria is reo
gistered or incorporatea elsewhere
than in Victoria; and includes
Ie) Every banking or life assurance company or assocation howsoever or
wheresoever registered Or incorporated
carr'ying on business within Victoriaj
and also includes the liquidator of any com.
pany and a building society under the Building
Societies Act 1890 and a society registered un:
der the Provident Societies Act 1890'

The clause also contained the definition of
"unclaimed moneys."
(Clause 3 provided(I) It shall be· the duty of every company on
the first day of January in each year to enter
aI: unclaimed moneys in a register to be kept
by such company at its head or principal office
in Victoria in the form set forth in the Schedule to this Act and with the particulars therein
specified.
(2) From and after the eighth day of January
in each year such register shall be open to the
inspection of all persons at such head or prin<:ipal office during the hours within which the
companv transacts its ordinary business on payment of a fee of Two shillings.

Clause 4 made it necessary that the register
of unclaimed moneys should be advertised
jn the Government 'Gazette every year, and
clause 5 was a penalty clause for neglect.
Clause 6 contaaned an important provision.
It provided that all unclaimed moneys
should be paid to the receiver of revenue
a.nd placed to the credit of the Unclaimed
Monevs Fund. It was also provided that
the Governor in Council might direct that
the whole or part of the moneys paid to
the credit of the fund should be invested in
the purchase of Government debentures or
stock, and that the interest arising. from
the investment should be paid into the
Consolidated Revenue.
Clause 8 provided that the Treasurer, or a public officer appointed by him, might examine any accounts relating to unclaimed
moneys, and might examine entries ,in bank
books relating to unclaimed funds. It was
also provided that, if any error should be
found in the register, the Treasurer might
direct the register to be amended. Clause
9 provided that, on the Treasurer being
lion. A. McLellan.

Fzmds Bill.

satisfied that a claimant was the rightful
owner, he should order that the payment
of the unclaimed mone'V be made to the
claimant j and in clause io it was stipulated
that, ·in the event of unclaimed money being
paid m the wrong person, and the rightful
owner afterwards claiming the money, the
Treasurer should not be responsible, but
that the rightful owner' Ishould hav~ recourse against the person to whom the money
had been paid. There was a provision
which was similar to a law which had been
in operation in England since 187°, bv which
Government stock on which no dividend was
claimed for ten years could be transferred
to the N atc.onal Debt Commissioners, subject to repayment if the rightful owner
turned up. Clause I I provided that the
Bill should not apply to the Savings Bank
Commissioners, or to any unclaimed
moneys which any trustee company was. required by the law to pay to Efie receiver
of revenue in Melbourne, or to unclaimed
moneys which any company, or 'any trustee
or assignee of any insolvent estate, was required by law to pay into the Treasury, or
to pay to a public officer.
He did not.
think honorable members could take any
exception to the Bill. He believed it would
commend itself to everyone. When the
Bill was first drafted. there was no limitation in regard to un~laimed moneys. The
Bill only went back for ten years. It
could be understood that large amounts of
money were in banks and held by companies, which might have been lodged in
the early days, and which had not been
claimed. The Bill did not touch those
sums. Some people might have left money,
and their next-of-kin be very hard up.
Perhaps the next-of-kin knew nothing
about the money, and it would be very accteptable if they knew where the money was
lying. The Bill, which only provided for
the publication of information relating. to
unclaimed funds in the Government Gazette.
would give those people an opportunity of
knowing where the money was.
He did
not wish to sa v that the banks had in the
past converted "any money to their own use,
but honorable members understood that
mone\' was lying in the banks for the
owner, if he turned up at any time.
He
thought honorable member's would admit
that the State was the superior guardian of
anv sUlms of unclaimed money that might
belong to any member of a company. He
did not think he need say any more on the
Bill, as he considered honorable members
understood it very well.

Unclaimed
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not see any objection to the main principle
of the Bill. He thoug.ht there were only
two points to be considered. One was as
to whether the Bill should relate back to
moneys which had been tmclaimed since
1896, because the fact of dating the measure back that far would be that money
which was now barred by the Statute of
Limita:tions, and money which, under the
articles of certain companies, had become
absolutely the property of those companies,
might have to be paid over to the Trea:surer.
He thought the principle was Iaght as to
all moneys within a certain date. Similar
provision was made in the speciall Acts of
different trustee cOmpanies, by which they.
were to pay over all unclaimed moneys.
The Han. R. B. RITcHIE.-Because thev
are Government officials.
__
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said they
'were not Government officials ,in any shape
or way. When money was, unpaid for a
certain time, that money had to be paid in
some way to the Treasurer, and there was
provision by which the real owners could
The only
recover with~n a certain time.
other point which he thought wanted attention was clause 12, which provided that the
rights of the owner in respect of such
moneys which might eJOist at the time of
such entering. or advertising should not be
prejudiced or affected by such entering or
advertising, and such moneys might be recovered bv the owner at a:ny time.
The
Bill provided that the money was to be paid
over to the Government by a certain date,
and to provide a right of recovery against
the institution, after the institution had
parted with the money, would be wrong,
and he intended to propose an amendment.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE. - Will this
affect life insurance companies?
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said it would
affect 'every compa~y that wa!s liable, as
far as he understood it, to pay money, and
where the owner of that money did not
apply for it within the time.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - How about
insurance bonuses?
The Han. J, M. DAVIES said the bonus
wa's added to the policy; but if, after .a
man's death, there was no claim for a certaln time, then the whole amount would be
paid in.
The bonuses would not be
touched in any shape 01 way.
The Hon. R. B. RITICHIE stated that
this Bill had been brought in by one of
the g.reat party which had been trying to
benefit mankind ,in general and themselves
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in particular. With the Bill itself there
might be no fault, except,' as the AttorneyGeneral had mentioned, in connexion with
clause 12. Of course -the bank, he understood, laid no claim whatsoever to the
funds. They said they did not belong to
them, but that they belonged t'O them as.
much as to anyone else, and that, if the
money was going to: be taken away from
them in this way, Parlliament must make
them secure, so that they could not be proceeded against by the former owner for the
recovery of t~e money. F or that purpose
he had an amel).dment which he intended to
propose in substitution of clause 12, which
he thought should be struck out.
He
understood the banks could legally and successfully plead the Statute of Limitations,.
but they did not intend to adopt that posiThey resigned all claim to this,
tion.
money, but they asked that they should be
made secure. They were not going to first
of all pay money to the Treasury, and
then have Tom, Dick, and H'arry come upon
them years afterwards for that money. In
that form it could be said that the Statute
of Limitations would not come in, because
the bank had admitted the debt in writing.
He understood that, if a debt were admitted in writing, or by publication, it invalidated the Statute of Limitations. He
intended to move the omission of clause 12,
and substitute the following:No entry or publication as aforesaid shan
operate as' an acknowledgment of debt or promise to pay within the meaning of any Statute
of Limitations, and payment by a company to
the Treasurer as aforesaid of the moneys mentioned in the entry to be made as aforesaid snali
discharge the company from all liability in repect of such moneys.

That was only a fair thing to do. He did
not think there was anything more in the
Bill of a controversial nature.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING remarked
that, as far as the Bill itself wa;s concerned,
it seemed pe rfect I y harmless. He did not
know whether it would do much good, but
it would not do much harm. The amount
of money in the possession of the banks:
was variously estimated, but when the Government came to look into the matter he
believed they would find there was not Sf}
much as expected. The only point which
required attention was the one referred tn
by the Attorney-General, which really did
awav with the Statute of Limitations in
connexion with financial transactions. The
period of six years was to be extended to
ten vears. He did not think the banks
cared much one way or another whether the
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Bill was passed, but he was very much
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Discussion took place on clause 3, which

averse toa:ltering the Statute of Limita-

was a's follows:-

tions. As to clause 12, he did not think
there was much ,in it. He thought the Bill
might safely be passed without harm to
anvbodv.
The "Hon. E. MILLER tstated that the
Council had frequently had this Bill before, and he supposed that, sooner or later,
a Bill of this sort must pass. Where customers left money with an institution, although they left it for several year:s, they
expected to get the money given hack to
them at once when they applied for it.
Now the manager, however, would have to
sa y that the money had been handed over
to the Government. These things might be
a little awkward in the future; but, as Dr.
Embling said, there was not much in the
Bill, and with a few alterations it would
have to be passed.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
On clause 2, containing- the interpretation
of terms used in the Bill,
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING called attention to the following paragraph:-

(I) It shall be the duty of every company on
the first .day of J anua~y' in each year to enter
all unclaImed moneys In a register to be kept
~y s~ch .co~pany at its head or principal office
In VIctona 10 the form set forth in the Schedule
to this Act and with the particulars therein
specified.
. (2) From and after the eighthday of January
~n eac~ year such regIster shall be open to the
ll?-spectlOn of a~l ~ersons at such head or prinCIpal office durmg the hours within which the
company transacts its ordinary business on paxment of n fee of Two shillings.
-

." Unclaimed moneys" means all principal
and interest money and all dividends bonuses
profits and sums of money whatsoever which
shall have become legally payable by a company to the owner since the first day of J anuary One thousand eight hundred and ninety-six
and not before or which shall at any time after
the commencement of this Act become payable
to him, but the recovery whereof has been or
may be barred b~ operation of law.

He stated that, in view of the remarks of
the Attorney-General, he thought six years,
instead of ten years, would be quite :sufficient a period to allow in connexion with
this clause. He begged to moveThat

"One thousand eigTlt hundred and
be struck out, and "One thousand
nme hundred" substituted.
n~nety-six"

The Hon. A. McLELLAN remarked
that it was on the motion of the Premier,
in the Assembly, that "1896" was inserted.
The Hon. VV'. H. EMBLING.-He often
changes his mind.
The Hon. W. CAIN.-Does the AttorneyGeneral approve of this alteration?
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES.-I do not want
to go against my chief. If the Premier
haid said nothing, I would have moved this
amendment myself.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.

The Hon. R. B. REES remarked that
there wa's a great doubt ,in his mind about
this clause. He did not see how it would
work. Supposing there was an account at
the bank, and the customer did not operate
on it for some time, he did not see how
the bank could put that down as unclaimed
money, because the customer might return
amd operate on the account again.
The
banks now charged 5s. every half-year for
keeping accounts. They would have that
charge as a debit against the account, but
the customer might not operate on the account for five or six years, and afterwards
want to do so. How could that account be
put down as unclaimed money when it was
an open account?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
he did not know whether he was right in
his view of this provision, but the way he
read it was that the money did not become
unclaimed until six years had elapsed since
that money was payable.
Unclaimed
moneys meant moneys " which !shall at any
time after the commencement of this Act
become payable to the owner, but the re~
covery whereof has been or may_ be barred by
operation o'f law." If the six years expired
before this Act came in, these moneys would
have to be put into the list; but as to future
money, the six years would have to run before the money was unclaimed. When the
Statute of Limitations would prevent the
owner from suing, the money went into the
unclaimed list.
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that in
that case this provision would make the
matter more difficult.
He would prefer
the account to remajn open for ten years
before it was declared unclaimed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES. - That has
nothing to do with it.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he understood the Attorney-General to say that the
account could remain open now until the
expiry of six years from the time it was
operated on last. After six years it was
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dead, so far as the bank and the person
who owned the money was concerned.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-It is his
own money all the time.
The Han. R. B. RE,ES said it was,
however, really put into an unclaimed list
after six years.
He thought ten years
would be a better provision than ~s\:x years.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That was not
the proposition.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that was
the provision in the Bill before the amendment in the date was made.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked
that it was provided here that " it shall be
the duty of every cOmpan)1 on the 1st day
of January in each year," to enter all unclaimed moner in a register. The first day
of January 'was a holiday, and it was
utterly impossible to do this work on that
date. He therefore begged to move~
That after the word" on" (line I) the words
"or as soon;· as practicable after" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, ~s were
also clauses 4 to I I inclusci.ve.
Discussion took place on clause 12, which
was as follows:-

Any rights of the owner in respect of such
moneys which may exist at the time of such entering or advertising as aforesaid shall not be
prejudiced or affected by such entering or advertising and such moneys may be recovered by
'Such owner at any time, any rule of law to the
contrary notwithstanding.

The Han. R. B. RITCHIE stated that
he intended to move that this clause be
struck out, for the purpose of substituting
the words he had already mentioned.
. The Han. J. M. DAVIES remarked
that he had some amendments to propose
in this clause, and it would be impossible
to move them if the clause was first struck
out. He begged to move: That after the words "at any time" (line 6)
the words" before the same shall be paid to the
receiver of revenue under se(;tion 6, but not
otherwise" be inserted.

The difference between this proposal and
Mr. Ritchie's was this: As soon as the
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debt was barred bv the Statute of Li'mitatiol1's, [t was plac~d on the register j but
when it was placed there under Mr. Ritchie's proposal the owner could not claim
upon the hank, and all the bank had to do
was to pay the money to the Treasurer.
Then, when it got to the Treasury, the
Treasurer might pay it out to the lawful
claimant. Under this amendment, although
the money was barred by the Statute of
Limitations, yet as SODn a:s it was placed
on the list the lawful owner might recover
it from the bank during that year j but as
SODn as it was pa~d by the bank to the
Treasury, then his right against the bank
was gone, and his right against the Treasurer would commence.
If the OWf.ler
could get the money from the Treasurer at
the end of the year, why should he not be
able to get it from the hank during the
year?
. The Han. W. CAIN stated that he understood the bank would be eXDnerated
from any claim when the money was once
paid over.
The Hon. J. l\L DAVIEs.-Yes.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE observed
that, of course, he could see that the .bank
. h
ld
h
f
b t
mIg t ho on to t e money or a year, u
it was extremely unlikely to do ISO. \\.Thenever the entry was made the money would
be paid to the Treasury.
cannot
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-They
pay it over unt,il after one year.
The Hon. R. B. RITICHIE said whenever the bank entered it on the register
they would pay it.
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-No j under
clause 6 they cannot pay it over to the
Treasurer until the expiration of the year.
Thev cannot plead the Statute of Limitation~ for these moneys if this Bill is
passed.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On the schedule, which was as follows:-

.................................................................. Company [or Bank, &c.]
Register of Unclaimed Money held by the [here insert name of company].

Name of owner on books.

amount I
IITotal
due to
Description
Owner .

. ··-1

James Smith, Bourke.street,
Melbourne
Sarah Jones,
Pier·street,
\Villiamslown

of Unclaimed Money.

s. "d~-I--'-"
0 0 First dividend on 600 shares in the
Electric Light Company Ltd.
I 437 0 0 Deposit, or balance of account in the
Bank of Australasia (or such other
J
particulars as may be a sufficient
description of the money)

I

Date of l::tst
claim.

£

350

27th April, 1878

I

26th Nov., 1892
J

3 686
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ferring the ,,"ork to the Railways Standing
Committee than he then thought.
His
impression had been that, while at one
time such a reference was compulsory, the
That the dates " 1878" and" 1892 " be omitted, change mad~ Iby the Act was tD make it
permissible only by the Assembly.
and the date " 1900" be inserted in each case.
He
found
now
that
it
was
not
even
permissible,
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said the object of the model schedule attached to the as the section read as follows:Whenever the Minister submits to Parliament
Bill was to show in the last column the
proposal for the appropriation and expendi,
date upon which the last cheque was drawn any
ture of money for the construction extension
by the customer on the particular account. completion or reconstruction of any waterworKs,
It was intended that that information whether State works of water sUPEly, or watershould be given on the register.
There works to be vested in some authority other than
Commission, if the estimated cost of carrymight be on the 1st day of January, 1900 , ~he
mg out such proposal exceeds £10,000, it may
an unclaimed balance which had not been by resolution of the Legislative" Assembly be
operated on since 1860.
referred for rep'ort to the Parliamentary Stand'The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Then under ing Committee on Railways.
this Bill the 'bank will not have to pay This particular work was vested in the
it to the receiver of revenue.
If the true Commission, and so was expressly exempted
by the Act from being referable to the
owner is not found the bank will keep it.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said then he Railways Standing [CDmmittee by resolution
understood there was no necessity to send of the Assembly.
in a return of any money t.hat became due
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-Does that
mean irrigation works, too?
before 1St January, 1900.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-That is SQ.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said it
The amendment was agreed to, and the meant that anv works to be vested in some
authoritv othe~ 'than the Commission might
schedule, as amended," w"as adopted.
The Bill was reported with amendments, be referred by the Legislative Assembl,!
and the amendments were considered and to the Railways Standing Committee, but if
that authority was. the Commission the Act
adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. A, did not provide for the reference of the
"McLELLAN, the Bill was then read a work to the C;ommitt'ee.
"He begged to
move-third time and passed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
the dates in the schedule would be very
misleading, as the Bill would not go back
beyond 1900. He begged to move--

WATER SUPPLY LOANS
APPLICATION BILL.
This Bill was retumed from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had considered the message of the
Council suggesting that the Assembly make
an amendment in the Fourth Part of the
sahedule to the Bill, but had decided not to
make the amendment suggested by the Council.
The Hon. J, M. DAVIES said the question involved was the item of £60,000
"for and towards the construction of reservoir and channels for the irrigation of
13acchus Marsh Irrigation and Water Supply District and Werribee District, surveys,
purchase of land, and expenses connected
therewith. " The Council decided yesterday to suggest that this proposal ~hould
be authorized only subject to the approval
of the Railways Standing Committee. He
did not quite catch the effect of section
374 of the Water Act when it was referred
to in Committee yesterday evening.
He
found now that it went further against re-

That the message be referred to the Committee of the whole on the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The House having gone into Committee
for the further consideration of the Bill,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat
gestion
proval
to item

the Committee do not insist on their sugto add the words "subject to the apof the Railways Standing Committee'~
8 of the Fourth Part of the Schedule.

He said hDnorable members last night
thought the Assembly m~ght, and should, refer the work to the Railways Standing
Committee, as the Assembly had legislative
authority to do so, but he had shown that no
such legislative authority existed. He could
only assume that when the section in the
'V;ter Act was prepared, the idea was that
when the works were to be vested in the
Commission, the Commission would be the
responsible body charged with the duty of
seeing that the work was justified before
they began it.
In answer to statements
that it might be found that the work
would cost -"a great deal more than the estimate, he could only say that the Government would not dream of going on with
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the work if it was to cost any appreciable
.sum more than the £60,000.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-HO\yare they
to check it? It will go on as a railway
goes on.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
.scheme would be prepared in the ordinary
way, the work would be done by contract,
a.nd the price would be ascertained. The
desire of the Government was that the
Werrilbee Park Estate should I:;e so cut up
and worked as to be an undoubted success
in every way. If it was round that the
.scheme would load the land with a sum
beyond what the Government considered a
proper expenditure upon it, the scheme
The rewould be abandoned altogether.
jection of this .item meant postponing the
settlement of the estate for a year.
The Hon. W. CAIN asked if the section read bv the Attorney-General from the
Water Act did not go much further, and
provide that before any new work was
undertaken there must be a report upon it
.showing how it affected the interests of all
others who were receiving water from the
-creek or river on which the proposed works
were to be established.
Th(~ Hon. J. D. BROWN said if the
Attorney-General's view was right, it
simply meant that the Government and the
-engineers of the Water Supply Department
-could start any scheme they liked, and
land the country in an expenditure of a
million-he did not say the cost would run
to a million in this case--and all Parliament would have to do would be to vote
the money. If this sum of £60,000 was
voted, and the work was started, the money
would be wasted unless the scheme W~lS
gone On with. The proposal now was practicallv to take awav from Parliament the
-control of the mone'v, and hand it over to
the Water Supply Department.
The Hon. W. CAIN said he learned in,cidentallv at the dinner table last evening
from the Minister of Water Supplv that
plans were prepared for this work, and
that the whole of the information, including estimates, was in the office. If so, it
simplified the matter very much.
If that
information had been put before honorable members, they would almost certainly
have voted in the way the Government
wished, but it was not right to ask them
to vote this sum without information.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the plan
was under consideration, and might not be
adopted.
There were two schemes, one
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at BallaneeJ and the otner at Pyke's Creek.
The latter was supposed at present to be
preferable, but until both were thoroughly
investigated there would be no decision as
to which it was to be. If he laid plans
of Pyke's Creek before the House and
that scheme was not ultimately chosen ~1e
would be charged with misleading the
House.
The Hon." A. HICKS said he could not
see how any honorable members representing irrigation districts in the north could
Out of a total
vote against the item.
of £477,000 to be spent under this Bill,
only £,60,000 was for the Werribee district. The great bulk of the monev was
to !be spent in the northern areas, and
would therefore benefit the districts of
many honorable members in that part. As
honorable members were told that this
scheme was going to benefit the land in the
Werribee district, they ought to be able
to trust the Government and their officers,
He voted with the
and pass the item.
Government yesterday, for he believed,
representing as he did a district that had
benefited by irrigation, that it was onlv
his duty to trv to benefit this district a"s
well.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said Mr.
Hicks' reasoning was most peculiar.
It
was that kind of reasoning which was the
principal cause of the Railways Standing
Committee being brought into existenct'.
The honorable member urged that mone,"
ought to be voted for one province, bec;:\l.is"l'
other money was being voted for other provinces. That was about the weakest arg-ument he ever heard. It meant that honorable members should vote for an expenditure,' because it happened to be in an
honorable member's province, irrespective
of whether or not it was in the interests of
the country at large.
The fact that the
Goyernment said it was in the interest of
the countrv was beside the question, because the Government naturallv, when thev
brought down a Bill, wmud not say any"thing to the contrarv.
The whole question was whether the item should be remitted to the Rail wa \"S Standing ComThat Committee to get infoflnation.
mittee was appointed for the express purpose of preventing honoraJble members from
voting in the interests of their own constituencies or provinces as against the interests of the country as a whole.
The Hon. E. MILLER said it was on
his motion that the Committee carried the
J
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suggestion to the Legislative Assembly last
night, because they had so little information on the subject. Their suggestion was
apparently not going to be acted on by
the Assembly.
Therefore, if the scheme
was a failure, it could not be said that this
House was responsible for it.
Probably
more information had been supplied in
another place than had been given to this
House, which was tolci that it must trust
. entirelv to the Water Supply Commission,
and vote the sum of £60,000 without
knowing whether the scheme was going to
be a success or not. Although the House
ought to get more information, he was not
going to take the responsibilty of throwing
out the item. The House had done all it
could do, and apparently must now agree
to the Attorney-General's motion.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he had
no idea last night that the Government
were in the position that they were really
in in this matter.
This House had had
certain new privileges conferred on it since
I903.
Up to that time they had power
to lay money Bills aside if they did not
like them, but now they had the right to
suggest the removal or modification or reference to a Committee of anv item which
they did not like in a money" Bill.
Did
the Attornev-General think the House
would be doing its duty in passing a sum
of £60,000 to commence a work that
might cost a great deal more? According
to the honorable gentleman's own statement, the scheme might start from Pyke's
Creek or Ballanee, or from some other
creek. It had not been decided yet, and
yet the honorable gentleman asked the
House to vote £60,000 towards the scheme.
The House should not be asked to estabI t meant
lish a precedent of this sort.
abdicating the functions for which the
House was really elected. It was only fair
to say that there was no antagonism to
this scheme, or to the voting of any sum
of money that might be legitimate!" required for public purposes, but honorable
members' constituents expected them to
know how the money was to te applied,
and whether the taking of water from
either of these creeks would, or would not,
injure people who were now dependent entirelv on them for their water supply. It
had been the practice of the Railways
Standing Committee hitherto to go to the
place and examine witnesses on oath to
find out whether in their estimation it was
fair to abstract water from any creek,
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and whether or not Hie interests of
other people would
be endangered.
I t had been necessary hitherto to examine
witnesses on oath and to get the reports of
engineers in order t1hat Parliament might be
furnished with all the information that was
necessary. The present Water Commission
was really an interim, Commission, which
was only to exist for twelve months. It
was simply a departmental Commission
consisting of Mr. Stuart Murray, j\'fr Stuart
"Murray's, aide-de-camp, and a third gentleman, who had no experience whatever in
connexion with water supply. He did net
think that when this House passed the section in the Water Act to which reference
had been made it was intended that the
House should abrogate its rights in any
respect, and that whenever any expenditure
was proposed over which the 'iV ater Commission would exercise its authority it was
to be passed without any question. If that
was the law, it was ver" extraordinary that
honorable me:mbers did not discover "it be·
fore.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFoLD.-We were
too much hurried.
The Hon. D. ~..fEL VILLE said he quite
agreed ,,,ith Mr. Manifold that it was impossible for honorable members to grasp .all
these points in the time at their disposal.
He recognised the candid way in which the
Attorney-General explained the Bills that
carne hefore thej House, and honorable
mem:bers had the utmost confidence in that
honorable gentleman. At the same time,
the Attorney-General had' made it quite
evident that a mistake had been made in
passing the section in question. Instead of
/60,000, the vote might have been for
£600,000, and yet, So long as the matter
came within the authority of this Commission, the House would have to pass it. He
Ihoped that the item would be struck out
a.l together.
The CHAIRMAN.-We can make no
alteration in the Bill. We must either
pass it or reject it.
The Hon. D .. MELVILLE said a suggestion should be made to another place
that the item should be struck out.
Th.e Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the Committee had already made their suggestion,
and had exhausted their power so far as the
Committee. stage was concerned. Another
suggestion, or the same. suggestion, could
be made on the report and on the third
reading. But at the present stage the Bill
must either be passed through Committee or
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seme henerable member must meye the
Chairman eut ef the chair.
The Hen. D. MELVILLE remarked
that this was the beginning of a new system ef dealing with these items, and it was
a very serious change. Perhaps at seme
later stage seme henorable member might
move that a suggestion be made to the Assemblv that this item should be omitted
from "'the Bill.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLI:\"G said that,
on the present eccasien, honorable members
were really making a precedent for the
future. When they were exercising a ne\\"
power, which was given to' the Council
under the Amending Constitution Act, they
should be very careful to take the right
steps. They had taken the right step
hitherto. This Bill came up with a certain
item to which honorable members objected.
They suggested to another place tlhat the
item sheuld be sent to the Railways Sta.nding Committee for investigation in -the usual
way. That suggestion had been returned
from another place with a message stating
that they declined to accept it, and the Attorney-General gave the reason why. That
reason was a very plain and str-aightferward one, namely, that in the Water Act
which was passed last year, a special bod"
was created to deal with these matters, ancl
that it was not necessarv to refer them to
the Railways Standing"' Committee.
He
thought 1:1hat \Jnder the circumstances the
Council had done their duty, and he saw
nO' reason whv the Bill should be blocked
any further at this stage of the session.
Honorable members had not surrendered a
single portion of their privileges, and would
not be debarred in anv way in future from
exercising the rights -givel) to them under
the Constitution Act.
The Hon. W. CAIN said he was confident that there was a section in the Water
Act which threw the responsibility on to
the Government or the Water Commission
of obtaining reports on the construction of
irrigation and water supply works before
thev were submitted to Parliament. 'He
had not yet been able to find that section,
'?ut he weuld take an opportunity ef lookmg through the Act again, and if he found
the prevision to which he referred he would
mentien it on another occasion.
T(he suggested amendment was net lllslsted upon.
The schedul,~ was agreed to. and the
Bill was reported without amendment.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the report be now adopted,
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The Hon. D.
an amendment-

~IEL VILLE

moveu

as

That all the words after "' that" be omitteu
with a view of inserting the words" it be a suggestion to the Legislative Assembly that they
make the following amendment :-' Omit item
No. S in the Fourth Part of the Schedule.'"

He said that no information whatever had
yet been supplied with regard to' this item
of .£60,000 for irrigation at Werribee.
The surveyors themselves did not appear
at tthe moment to know anything much
about it, a.nd no report or plan had been
adopted. It had net yet been decided
which of the two sites should be selected
for the reservoir. Therefore, the voting
of the money was wholly premature. If
the Ceuncil voted for the item under such
conditions, they would not be deing what
It was no
the law enabled them to do.
longer necessary for members of this ,Chan1ber to swallow all the provisions ef a
money Bill for fear of losing the Bill altogether, but they could suggest amendments to another pl.ace. The only reason
given for rejecting the present suggestion
was that a sort of interim Commission had
ooen appointed to take over these werks.
but that Commission consisted simply of
departmental officers. If those officers were
able to undertake such duties without the
control of Parliament, it was something
which they had never been able to do before. It had been found utterly impossibl~
for them to do the work without having
Parliament to look after them. It was not
necessary to repeat what had been said last
night about the extraordinary revelations
in connexion with water supply in the past.
but it was necessary for each honorable
member to be able to say that the Council
had adopted the only co{use open to it.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE seconded
the amendment. He said the onl\" question
he had to ask himself was wl1ether the
Council had already sufficiently accentuated
their disapprov.al of this item; or whether,
by sending a.nother suggestion to the Assemblv, thev might make their position
still more emphatic. He had a very fair
knowledge of the countrv which was proposed to be irrigated, and he thought that
henorable members could not de better than
make a further suggestiol1 to the Assembhthat the item should be reconsidered. It
was ridiculous to say th.at the HOllse should
swallow a vote like -this because of the fact
that a Water Commission had been appointed. The members of the Commiss,ion
might be estimable men :1nd splendid
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engineers, but he maintained that they knew schemes of water supplv in some of the
nothing whatever about irrigation. They Gippsland towns, the whole of. the interest
did not know the kind of land that was had to be paid by the residents themselves.
adapted for irrigation, or the amount of He saw no reason wihv the Council should
money that could be made by means of irri- depart from the position which they took
gation.
up yesterday.
There was no gl1arantt'e
The I-Ion. T. C. HARWOOD &aid he that £60,000 was the whole of the mone\'
could not see that anything whatever woul'd that would be required. If this item weI~
be gained by sending this suggestion agreed to, the Government might come down
back again tOi the Assembly. The - Council later on with a request for anofher
had exercised their rights in making the sug- £60,000 or £100,000 to complete th~
gestion, and had received an answer. scheme. He knew that there was a. strong
There was no possibility of getting a dif- feeling in many quarters that this HOllse
ferent answer by repeating the suggestion. had not acted up to its responsibilities ill
In his opinion, it was never intended by the the past in connexion with schemes of thi~;
Constitution Act, w:hen it gave the Coun·· character.
cil power to make suggestions at three difThe HoOn. W. H. EDGAR said he
ferent stages of a Bill, that the same sug- thought determined oppositIon by this
The object Chamber would draw forth some reasonable
gestion should be repeated.
was to give three opportunities of making information regarding the Werribee scheme.
any suggestion, but it was· never contem- It seemed to him that the m03t that would
plated or expected that the Council, be done by insisting on the suggested
emphasizing their amendment would be to delay the scheme
merely for the s,ake
objections to a certam course, would repeat for twelve months, and that might be the
that suggestion from time to time. The very best thing that could happen to the
.council would scarcely gain anyt:hing by Government, for they might conclude then
it, either in dignity or in effect. The re- that they had paid too much for the estate.
suIt of it would be that honorable members He felt that members were acting in the
would appear to make themselves, if not dark in passing th~s item, amd that the
ridiculous, at least more obstructive, in re- scheme might run into a:nother £60,000.
peating the suggestion, for no possible pur- He would not like to go as far as Mr.
pose that he could understand.
Crooke,and say that the Bill should be
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said he could thrown out. Knowing what he did of the
:lot agree that it was useless to send this country, he could not see that it would
suggestion back again to the Assembly. be- carry irrigation to the extent proposed. He
cause, if that were not done, the Coun- did not see how the soil was going to mainell would be simply running away from tain the inflow of water without great extheir guns. From the statement of the At- pense in manuring. The Government had
torney-General, he found that the position committed themselves to a scheme which,
was even more uncertain than he previously unless carefullv handled, would result in
believed it to be, because it now appeared disaster to all concerned. He felt this
that even the localitv in which the head House was right in entering the strongest
works were to be situated had not been protest.
finally settled. If the suggestion was sent" The Hon. M. CUSSEN said he was
back to another place, the members there sorry to hear the objecn:ons raised.
The
could take the responsibility of rejecting it Attorney-General had told members that
once more, and, if that were done, he him- they had exercised a right that did not
self was prepared to vote for the rejection exist in the Statute law. That showed that
of the whole Bill.
There was a members were ignorant of the law passed
very strong feeling in many parts of the last year.
If the Attorney-Gener?-l was.
country against the continuous expenditure right, the House was not entitled to take
that was going on in connexiOin with water the matter anv further. Members srlOuld
supply. The financial responsibilitv for wait to defend their rights when they had
those schemes did not fall upon the resi- a better case. The suggested amendment
dents of the particular localities thaf were should not be ins~sted upon. It would be
benefited by them, as was formerly the taking. too much responsibility to hang up
case, but the residents of Gippslanq and this scheme.
He claimed to have .,orne
other places, which derived no Lenefit from knowledge of irrigation, and he thQ\..ght it
such schemes, Ihad to bear their share of wlas through pure ignorance of the value
the liability. In the case of the urban of irrigation that people found fault with
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it. He had seen land that had been abandoned which, with water and a little
manure, had now been made worth from
£10 to £20 an acre. Water rand manure
in conjunction would make almost any land
good. Members who came from the cold
and well-watered districts seemed to object
to people in the northern areas getting water
for irrigation. Was that not a parochial
view to take of the matter? Was it because
Gippsland did not value irrigation that it
opposed irrigation for other parts of the
State?
'The Hon. E. J. ICROoKE.-We pay your
debts.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said the areas
he was referring to paid their own debts.
A great deal had been said about the money
written off, but it had been acknowledged
that the debt contracted was due to exceptionally bad management on the part of
the Water Supply Department. The channels in the Rodney district were made under
the supervision of Mr. George Gordon,
who was brought from India specially for
the purpose. If it had not been for the
present Engineer of Water Supply a much
larger expenditure might have been incurred.
I twas acknowledged now that
these works had been constructed in ignorance. Channels had been made where
there was no water.
The people in the
Werribee were just as much entitled to the
benefit of a water scheme as the people in
the northern plains were.
He had the
greatest confidence in the Board who were
to carry out the Werribee scheme.
Mr.
Garson, who was a member of the Board"
had had over twenty years' experience as
shire engineer to the \Varanga Trust, and
he had carried out some important works,
which were a success.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he would
like to support Mr. Melville, but he failed
to see the use of doing so. The AttorneyGeneral had told the House that, even if a
suggestion was sent to another place, it
could not be acted upon" because it was not
in keeping with the law. What was the use
of making a suggestion that could not be
carried out? It was not so long since the
House passed the Water, Bill, when the
Minister of Water Supply was present. and
insisted on having the control of all the
Thes. works would
waters of the State.
have to be carried out, and nlembers would
have to vote the money.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he voted
with Mr. Miller yesterday ,in sending the
suggestion to another place.
If the Act
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gave the power to refer the scheme to the
Railways St.anding Committee, that course
should be taken. There wa:s a lack of information on this question which was not
desirable. If both Houses agreed to refer
the proposal to a committee, that could be
done, but the law did not give the power.
It was proposed that the item should be
struck out, but that would be ,a much m?re
serious thing, for lit would mean throwmg
out the Bill. Mr. Crooke said he was prepared to throw the Bill out; but, if it were
thrown out, all the money provided in the
schedule for various water works would remain unexpended, the Werribee scheme
could not be carried out, and the land could
not be sold for at least a year. He was
not prepared to go that length.
The Han. J. D. BRO"VN said he, ~ad
heard nothing to make him alter the opmwn
he expressed last night, when he supported
Mr. Miller's proposal; but he had heard a
great deal that confirmed his opinion that
he was right in giving that vote. The reason given by the last speaker - that. to
throw out the Bill would mean c throwmg
back a large number of works-he did n<?t
agree with at all.
Sooner or later dus
House would have to compel the Government to give members the fullest information on all these matters. He had been
sent here by the taxpayers, but. not .to
blindly vote large .sums o~ I?on~y hke !hI.S.
He had no objectIOn to irngatI~:m, but, m
fact, was a strong supporter of ~t. He .assisted the Government last year m carrymg
the Water Bill and he had no objection to
th~s scheme but objected to voting large
sums of mo~ey without the information ~e
was entitled to have. The Government dId
not appear to take any responsci.bility for
this scheme. I t had been stated that no
good would come of this proposal, as the
House had already :shown its desire to make
some objection. Mr. Harwao.d had m~de
a most mischievous st.atement In Isu~gestH~g
that no good would be done by sendmg thIS
matter back to another place.
That was
giving deliberate notice to. another place
that this House was not g.omg to hold to
its constitutional rights. He (Mr. Brown)
could not and would not support such a
theory.
He would vote again for t~e '
amendment, i.n order to insist that thiS
House should be supplied with the information ,it was entitled to before voting large
sums of money.
The Hon. 'W. CAIN said the AttorneyGeneral hao made it clear that the House
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made a mistake yesterday in recommending Committee would provide. i\Iemuers had a
that this item be referred to the Railways perfect right to ask for information.
Standing ,Committee. There was no mis- He would support the amendment. As to
take in regard to ~Ir. ~Ielville' s proposal. throwing out the Bill, that was a matter
The Werribee land ,,"as purchwsed on its he was prepared to consider when that
merits. entirely apart from the proposed phase of the question came before the
irrigation scheme, and the ,idea of that House. PlObably when another plaCe saw
scheme came in after the purchase was that the Council was determined to have
made. Even if the scheme were a good the information they would give it.
He
one, the land could be surveyed now and thought another place had more informasold subject to that scheme being carried tion Oon the matter than die Council had.
out later on. He ,,"auld not like to :see the
The House divided on the question
whole of the schedule lost, and did not that the words proposed to be omitted
think ~t was necessarv that it should be stand part of the questionHe ,ras prepared to support Mr.
lost.
A,"es
16
~1eh'ille.
N~es
9
The Hon. R. B. REES observed that
the Attorney-General h::ld strongly advised Majority against the amendment...
7
the House not to send this matter back to
AYES.
This Mr. Austin
another place to be again rejected.
I Mr. McDonald
" Balfour
" PaYne
House had by Statute debarred itself from
" Pit-t
" Campbell
sending a question of this sort to the Ra'il" Cussen
"
Rees
ways Standing Committee 'for inquiry and
" Davies
" Sachse.
report. The Bill passed last year created
Embling
" FitzGerald
Tellers "
a Board of experts to manage the whole of
Mr. McBryde
" Harwood
the waterworks of the State- and to carry
Miller.
" Hicks
out new works required for the distributicil
NOES.
of ,vater. Having. created that Board, he
Mr. Brown
:Mr. McLellan
could not see why this matter should be
Cain
" Ritchie.
sent to the Railw::lYs Standing Committee.
Tellers "
" Crooke
M r, Melville
I f this proposal involved the fate of the
" Edgar
" Pearson.
" Evans
Bill, he would reverse the vote he gave last
night. He Isupported the action taken 1ast
The report from the Committee was
night for inquiry, and he ::lgreed nOow with adopted.
Mr. Brown th::lt all information available
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
should be supplied to members. It ,rould DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
be too much to lose the Bill, and therefore time, and p:l.ssed.
he would reyerse his vote.
GAMI~G SUPPRESSION BILL.
The HOon. W. J. EVA~S salid he failed
The House went into Committee for the
to see that the suggestion, if carried, would
involve the loss of the Bill. That wa:s a further consideration of this Bill.
On postponed clause 2 (Definitions), promatter that would come up for consideration afterwards, when it was· ascertained viding, inter alia" Race-course" means land used for race·
what another place "'Oould do. Surely, because a certain Board ,,'as aPPOI:nted, they meetings i
The Hon. J. D. BROWN movedshould not be allowed to expend this mone\'
without furnishing. inform~tjon.
.
That the word "used" be struck out with a
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE. - Parliament "iew of inserting the words "granted by the
Crown."
might as well :shut up.
The Hon. W. J. EVA~S said Parlia- The object of the amei1dment was to enment had to find the mone\" that the Board tirel" do awav with privatelv-owned race"'ould spend without stating exactly how courses, "'bieh in his opinio~ 'had led up
it was to be spent. He could look on this to the great amount of gambling which
The sooner those
question dispassionatel v, bec:1usr. there was was now in existence.
nothing in the schedule for civil servants. race-courses ,,'ere done awav with the
He understood the~e privatelyHe could understand the concern of some better.
honorable members if the Bill was thrmn1 myned race-courses had greatlv depreciated
out, because it ,,"ould affe::t the:r districts. the property in some suburbs, aI'!~ the
The Board should be prepared to provide owners of those properties should be conThey were all taxpayers.
He
a report such a's the Railways Standing. sidered.

Gaming
cou~d
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not possibly agree with the arguments put forward by some honorable
members who advocated racing, that these
race-courses in any way assisted in the
breeding of horses.
He ventured to say
horse-breeders ne\'er went to privatelyowned race-courses.
As far as he knew,
the privatel \'-O\rned race-courses
none
"'ere situated in horse-breeding districts.
Some of them were situated in the suburbs
of Melbourne, far away from farms or
It seemed
horse-breeding establishments.
to ce going far a\\"av from the facts to
suggest for a moment that such places
in any way encouraged or assisted the
breed of horses. Of course, the argument
would probably be raised that the amendment would be .doing away with an estabHe did not think that
lished business.
was a sound argument. TIre people whose
property had Ibeen seriously depreciatea by
the carrying on of these privately-owned
race-courses, it might be advocated in opposition to that argument, should be comHe was glad to hear the Atpensated.
tornev-General last night say that he would
not do aO\;thing in the way of providing
that in future, if Parliament decided that
further drastic legislation should be passed
to mitigate the gambling evil, anything
should be done to suggest that compensation should he paid to the owners of racecourses.
The Hon. M. CUSSE~ said there was
a race-course in his district. The Goyernment sold" the original Shepparton racecourse, and offered to the club 100 a:cres
at £3 an acre for another race-course.
The £300 was realized from the sale of
the old race-course, and \ras used in buyjng the new one.
The ground on which
the race-course was now situated was Government ground, and was purchased by
the racing, club, and had been Yested in
trustees, and in the King. He would like
to know whether the amendment would do
that club any harm?
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said the effect
of the amendment would be very farIt was all very well for Mr.
reJching.
Brown to say horses "'ere not bred on the
privately-ow~ed race-courses. He was not
aware that the Flemington or Caulfield
race-courses were situated in the centres of
breeding places. He did not think ·it had
ever been contended that horses should be
bred near the race-courses, but it seemed
if the amendment was carried it would
mean the entire abolition of pony racing.
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He certainly hoped the amendment would
be rejected.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said his
amendment would not in any way touch
It
the case mentioned by :Mr. Cussen.
would only affect the owners of race-courses
run and worked for the profit of the owners.
The case mentioned by Mr. Cussen was
met with very frequently, where old racecourses had been sold, and new courses
purchased with the money realized. Those
race-courses were not private property, but
public property Yested in trustees for the
purpose of carrying on racing. He had no
objection to horse racing, but he had an
objection to ~t being made a business for
Horse
private people to make a profit.
racing should not be a money-grubbing occupation for the persons miming the
courses. He could not see how that state
of affairs could assist the breeding of
racehorses.
The Hon. R. B. REKS said he had a
great deal of sympathy with Mr. Br.?wn's
proposal, but he fancied the amendment
would affect too many interests.
If the
amendment was' altered to deal with two
or three
privately-owned race-courses
around Melbourne, he would support it
very heartily indeed. It two or three of
those courses were closed it would be an
advantage to the public. For instance, i~
the Fitzroy race-course and the Richmond
race-course were shut up it would be a
great boon to the neighbourhoods where
He did not know
they were situated.
what effect the clauses already passed
would have on those race-courses.
No
doubt the evil would be minimized enormously if it was not done away with altogether. ' If the Government establish~d
homes for the people on the race-courses III
the suburbs, or if they acquired the land,
and made reserves for the children to play
on it would be a great boon indeed, and
a 'grand change from the present condition of affairs.
The Hon. W. PEARSON said he
thought the amendment was altogether too
drastic. He would point out to the Committee that throughout the count1;'y there
were many racing clubs which owned their
cwn grounds, and if Mr. Brown's amendment was carried those clubs would be
stopped.
He looked upon the amendment as a side wind to try and wipe out
The Committee last night
pony racing.
practically approved of pony racing taking place,_ and if honoraJble members were
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to carry the amendment now they would
be practically wiping out what they had
done last night.
He would vote against
the amendment.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYD E said he
rather approved of IMr. Brown's proposal.
He thought every honorable member in the
House wished to make sport as pure as
possible. As far as pony racing was concerned-The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-"Ve settled
that on division last night.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said in
that case he would say no more.
.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said it was
not his intention to interfere with the
courses Mr. Pearson had referred to. If
there was any danger of those courses
being affected by the amendment, he would
be very pleased to insert words to exclude
them.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said the fact
that Mr. BrO\vn now found that he was
going against the country interests showed
that honorable members should ha ve an
opportunity of considering an amendment
so important and drastic, and of seeing
how far it would reach.
He thought it
should not be passed, as it would simply
stultify the action' of the House last night.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
Or.: postponed clause 23, which was as
follows:.
Every person who prints writes exhibits publishes sells circulates distributes gives awaI or
posts up or causes fo be printed written exhibited published sold circulated distributed given
away or posted up any placard handbill card
writing sign or advertisement (whether published printed or· written in Victoria or elsewhere) or who is registered as the proprietor
printer or publ1.sher of any newspaper whereby it
is made to appear that such person or any other
person will if required give information or
advice directly or indirectly as to the probable
result of any intended horse race or pony race
Or trotting race in any part of the Commonwealth of Australia or as to the betting odds on
any such race or whereby any information or
advice is given or purported to be given relating
to betting or totalizators or any unlawful game
shall be guilty of an offence,

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat the following words be added :-" Provided always that nothing herein contained shall
prohibit the publication in a newspaper by the
printer or publisher thereof of a forecast of t!1e
probable result of any race, but not by way, of
advertisement or for valuable consideration."

The Hon. A. HICKs.-That amendment
means that those things can be put in if
they are not paid for.
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The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said the
newspaper could publish a forecast, but
not by way of advertisement or for money ..
It must be their own idea. They might sa v
that so-and-so would come first, or .second,.
or third, but there was no consideratior. to
be given for that. He wanted specially tv
prevent professional men coming in. It
would be extremely useful for the newspapers to give information so that the person going to the course would have some·
idea as to which were the best horses or
which had the best chance of winr.ing.
Under the provisions that had alreadv been
passed there would be no chance of the
public getting that information from the
betting quotations, because there would be
no legal betting.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-A tipster
could send that, too. He might send it for
nothing.
The Hon. W.. S. MANIFOLD said that
was expressly prohibited by the first part
of the clause.
This amendmer:t would
allow newspapers to give the public someidea of the relative merits of the horses,
and that would increase the interest of the
public in the race without an~r betting or
anything o'f that kind beir.('! nublished.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE'S remarked
that, of course, he did not like this amendment any more than he liked the previous.
amendment on the same subiect, but this·
amendment was only consistent with what
the House did the other night. The matter had been well thrashed oui, the discussion taking about an hour and a half,
and there was a large majority in favour of
the amendment.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN.- I understar.d'
the Bill gives the very power Mr. Manifold is now asking for. I asked whether
the articles which now appeared in the
Australasian and the Leader could still beput in,and I understood the AttorneyGeneral to say that they could under
clause 22.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that <t'
prohibitior. in reference to this was taken
out of clause 22. But clause 23, to a certain extent, overlapped clause 22. As he'
had said, he would like clause 23 as it ,,-assubmitted originall v, but to be consistent.
now that clause 22 had been altered. chuse
23 should be altered also, as Mr. Manifold'
proposed.
He (Mr. Davies) thought the
Bill should be consistent.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-There is nothing'
to prevent the secretarY of the club sendin~
this to the papers.
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AI: HONORABLE i\lEMBER.-We shall
ba,ve no clubs.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR remarked that
the Chamber had, contrary to his wishes,
.of course, agreed to vermit newspapers to
publish the odds. vVhy was it wanted to
give them also leave to publish anticipations
.of the "race?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-We struck out
"or as to the probable result of any race."
The Hon. J. BALFOUR ::iaid that was
the very thing which was repeated in this
crause.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-It was repeated, and it is struck out in one ar:d not
in the other.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said that under
--clause 22 newspapers were allowed to publish forecasts about the resul t o'{ a race.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES .-And in clause
.~:5 they are prohibited again.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD remarked
4-hat clause 22 was limited wholly to ad·vertisements. This clause made that limita
tion stronger as against ir.dividuals and
dubs, and so on, but a special exemption
was being made in favour of the newspapers.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE stated that
he would like to say Just one word ta appease Mr. Balfour's mind.
I f anything
would step a man from betting he would say
it ,YQuid be his following "the tips in the
newspapers. If a man followed the various
tips in the newspapers he would be bound
to hit the ground. Mr. Balfour might be
assured that· in the course of a vear a man
who followed the ne'YSJ)aper tips would
'come to irretrievable ruin.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR remarked that
his answer to the honorable member was
that everyone admitted that neople did
not make monev bv gamblir.rr. and vet thev
went on gambling vear after vear to such
an extent that it was necessan: to bring in
a Bill to deal with the matter.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR stated that
ihis restriction would be observed bv the
rep'utable papers. but it would allow a
loop-hole to the paners that lived on the
sporting business. The unprir!cipled iournal would ma.ke use of this provision.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They would
'be punished.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said he did
not see hmv they could be punished. He
thought it would take the HiQ"h Court and
the Privy Council behind it to find a man
guilty on the amendment proposed bv Mr.
1\fani'fold. He believed that amendment
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would penalize the better class of journal,
and would leave open a door by which all
kinds of sporting tipsters could come in.
He regarded this as the most dangerous
proposal that had been made in connexion
with the Bill since it had been in Committee .
The amendment was agreed to, and tl:e
clause, as amended, was adonted.
Discussion took place on postponed
clause 43, which was as follows:In the case of a person who has been convicted of a felony or indictable misdemeanour
and who is at any time found in any house office
room or place during the time· that a declaration
as aforesaid is in force with respect to such
house office room or place, such person shall for
every such offence be liable to imprisonment for
any term not less than fourteen days or more
than twelve months.

The Hon. W. J. EVANS stated that he
proposed to move the insertion of the words
"a penalty not exceeding I'. c: or to " after
the \ronls "he liable to." He thought it
would be generallv admitted that to imprison a man straight away as was proposed in this clause, without giving him the
option of a fine, was rather too drastic.
The Hon. A. HICKS expressed the
opinion that this clause was very drastic
-'lnd far-reaching. If he understood it correctI Y, a person who had been convicted of
felony, sav. five years previouslv, and who
was now leading a decent life. if found in
one of these places would be liable to imprisonment.
The Hon. T. C. HARWooD.-Under the
amendment he would get twelve months'
C\.
imprisonment if he has not
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated the
Committee would place itself in an extraordinary position if it passed this amendment. I f a person who had been convicted
of a felony was found in a gaming-house
he was to be subject to a fine not exceeding £5. The fine might be 5S. or IS. But
if a person wh0 had not been convicted of
a felony was found in the same position he
was liable to a penaltv of not less than £r
nor more than £5.
The Hon. W. S. l\fANIFOLD.-That relates to premises used as aCcess to a gaming-house. The punishment is more for
beipg in a place of access to a gaminghouse than f0r being 'four.d in a gaminrrhouse. That is one of the neculiarities of
this Bill.
-.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it was
provided in the general' penalty clause that
a person who contravened any of the provisions of this Act should, if no penalty

-r
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was specially provided, for the first offence, be liable to a penaltv of not less
than £5 nor more than £100, or to
imprisonment of not less than three days,
and so it went on.
If the penalty was
under the other clause, the minimum was
to be £1. The only salvation for a man
would be. that he should have committed
a felonv.
The Hon. W. T. EVAKS said he would
submit the amendment in a differer.t form.
He begged to moveThat after the words "liable to" the words
"a penalty of not less than five pounds or -more
than twenty-five pounds or to" be inserted.
What he wanted to prevent was a m~1l1

being run straight into gaol without the
option of a fine.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-The vellow
flag is up all this time, you know. The amend.ment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended. was adopted.
Discussion took place on postponed
clause 53, which was as fo11ows:(I) In section five of the Street Betting SUERression Act 1896 the word "race-c~urses"
shall mean such race-courses as are lIcensed
under this Act and only during the holding of
race-meetings thereon or during the hOldlllg- 01
a coursing match thereon if any couJsing match
hal' been held thereon duril:lg the year One
thousand nine hundred and six.
(2) In the same section the word" thoro1.!ghfare" shall include and apply to ~ny passage
through in or upon any land house building or
premises along which the Rublic pass from one
street as defined in the said section to another
street as so defined whether by the permission
or sufferance of the owner or occupier t4~reof
or otherwise and whether such passage is or is
not at all times open or available to the public.

The Hon. W. PEARSON said - that he
intended to move that in sub-clause (I) the
word "match" be omitted, with a view
of substituting the word" meeting."
The Hon. E. H. AUSTIN remarked
fhat he had an amendment, which would
come before Mr. Pearson's. He desired in
sub-clause (I) to strike out all the words
after the w\.)rds "race meetings thereon."
His object was to prevent betting at coursing matches at all. In the vast, when there
was no betting at coursing matches, the
sport flourished very well, and he thought
the privilege of betting in connexion with
them should not be allowed. He begged
to moveThat the words" Or during the holding of a
coursing" be omitted.

That would test the question whether all
the words after "race meetings thereon"
should be' struck out, and \YOlIld not inter-
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fere with Mr. Pearson afterwards moving
his amendment.
The Hon. W. PITt' - remarked that if
it was permissible to bet on race-courses it
should be permissible to bet at coursing
matches. For one man who bet at 'Coursing
matches 500 or 600 would bet at race
meetings. He thought that such a small
thing as this should be allowed, both on
plumptons and tlhe open field. There was
as much interest taken in coursing by those
who were fond of, the sport as "there was
in hors,e-racing by those who were fond of
horse-racing.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE stated that
hidden under this little clause was Hie most
important poir.t in the whole Bill. The
Attorney-Gener.1l, with the generosity for
which he was particularly remarkable, had
told honorable members that they ought
to be thankful to him that he had not interfered with a point-to-point steeplechase_
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I never said
that anyone-should be thankful to me.
The Hon.' R. B. RITCHIE said this
I
cause meant that only on a race-course
during the progress of race meetings, and
on plumptons, of which there were onlv
four in the State--Moonee Valley, Echuc~,
Benalla, and BendibO'o-could a
man or
woman bet.
Every. honorable member
who voted for the right of betting
on race-courses should grant the same
"1
1
pnvl ege to men W 10 wanted to bet
on coursing.
He would like the clause
to be struck out altogether if he could
not get it amended in the direction
he desired.
At present the Government
practically told people who lived in places
where there were no race-courses. that if they
wanted to bet they must go to the nearest
raoe-COllrse or to Flemington. If a club
could not hold three meetings in a year
through some bad luck the race-course was
to be wiped out, and no more betting would
be allowed there. He was not advocating
pigeon matches, but he had enjoyed coursing for many years. It was clean ,sport, especially \',Then held in the open countryquite as clean as horse-racing. When he
asked the Attorney-Gener.a.l whether a sweep_
stakes on coursing was illegal the honorable gentleman at first said it was, and
then said it was not 'under this Bill if it
was not illegal under the existing law.
If, however, private property on which
upen coursing was held was excluded from
the definition of a pl.ace, it would put
coursing altogether outside of the mea-
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:;ure, and those engaged in the Slport could made was illegal, and the same with every
go on as they had done for the last forty cricket match.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-·SO it should be
years.
The Han. J. :M. DAvIEs.-Then why wherever there is betting.,
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said the
110it put cricket and football outside this
provisions of the Bill might be consoling
Act?
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said the to the purists.
He
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES.-This is subAttorney-General ought to do so.
would be very glad to learn that the pay- ject to certain restr,:ctions-betting in cerment of nomination and entry fees on tain ways as defined in the Police Offences
coursing was not betting within the mean- Act. If I bet with vou that would nof be
~
ing of this Act. In the meantime he pro- an offenc~
posed to move the addition of the followThe Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said it had
already been found necessary in Sydney to
in~ words:,
Private property on which coursing is being introduce an amending Bill to place trotheld shall not be deemed a B-lace within the ting on the same footing as horse racing,
meaning of this Ac't.
and an amendment had been carried to
He would ask honorable members to extend allow betting at coursing meetings-against
to coursing men) who were just as reput- the Government. That was probablv what
able as racing men, the same consideration would happen here. There were sixty reand privileges.
gistered coursing clubs in Victoria, and the
The Han. J. D. BRO'VN said it would followers, of the sport had as much right
assist honorable members in deciding how to bet as an" man on the race-course, and
to vote if the Attornev-General would give if Parliame~f was going to dictate to the
the information asked for bv Mr. Ritchie. inhabitants of Victoria what places they
If a sweepstakes on a coursIng match was must go to to be allowed to bet the time
illegal the same would apply to a horse was not far distant when Parliament would
race, and the Melbourne Cup would be be forced to amend the law, as had hapabsolutely stopped, for the money was not pened in New South Wales.
all paid on a race-course. Portion of it
The Han. W. P EARSO N expressed the
"·as sent to the secretary of the V.R.C. at hope that the Committee would not agr~e
his office in Bourke-street long before the to Mr. Austin's amendment.
In the Bill
rare took place.
betting was to be allowed on coursing
The Han. J. 1\1. DAVIES said section matches in four cases, and it should be
5-1- of the Police Offences Act 1890 bore allowed on open coursing held on private
upon the question of sweepstakes. It did land also. There was a plumpton at Shepnot preclude them.
parton which could hardly be called open
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said there country. The club there was a private one,
would be no difficult" in exempting places :lnd their meetings were not held on the
where coursing was held from the defini- race-cours,e. The little betting that went on
tion of a place.
at coursing matches would do no harm.
The Han. J. i\L DAVIES said the de1\1r. Austin's amendment was negatived.
fin~tion of place affected betting, but not
The Hon. W. PEARSON movedthe running, and there was nothing to preThat the word "match" be omitted, and
vent the owner of each horse Or dog from " meeting-" inserted.
putting down an entrance fee or s,Yeep- He said "match" would limit it to only
stakes to go to the winner.
two dogs, whereas at a coursing meeting
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he hundreds of dogs took part.
understood that any betting that took place
The Han. J. BALFOUR asked if the
at a coursing meeting in open country amendment did not g-ive the clause a much
would be illegal.
wider interpretation?
The Han. J. M. DAvIEs.-Yes.
The Hon. W. PITT said a match would
The Han. R. B RITCHIE said then mean a race with two greyhounds; but, as
ever v part of Victoria which was not a a rule, people who went out to a coursing
race:course during the holding of a race meeting went out for a thorough day's enmeeting ,,'as a place within the meaning of joymen't. There might be a hundred dogs
entered, which ran in pairs,
Each pair
this Bill.
formed a match. and the winner of the first
The Han. J. M. DAV1Es.-Yes.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said if so !pair was pitted against the winner of the
every coursing meeting at which a bet was second for another round, and sOt on.
J
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number of coursing meetings held.
It
would not be fail' to apply the horse-racing.
year to coursing, because it might cut out
some of the coursing meetings.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he would'
That the word& ., ended the thirty-fir<.;t day of . withdraw his previous amendment, and
July" be inserted after the word "year."
moveThat the word "year" be omitted, and the'
He said the word" place" was referred to
in certain sections of the Police Offences words "twelve months preceding the thirty-first
Act, where it was illegal to do certain day of July" be inserted.
The Hon. 1\1. CUSSEN said he desired
things, but those things had to be .done in
a certain way. Under one section playing to omit the provision relating to coursing
or betting by way of wagering or gaming matches having been held on the ground
in any place with tables, instruments, &c., during 1906, so as to allow any racewas illegal, but that was not betting. course to: be used for coursing matches.
Under another section the person keeping This would permit the new Geelong and'
the place had to bet with persons resorting Shegparton race-courses, which were not
thereto to make it illegal. There was also yet finished, to be included, because no
another section about exhibiting advertise- coursing meetings had been held on them
ments whereby it was made to appear that yet. All registered race-courses should beany place was open for the purpose of allowed to be used for coursing meetings.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE asked whv
making bets or wagers as previously described. Those provisions did not make a the Attorney-General WQuld not adopt th~
single bet between· two :people illegal. That coursing year instead of the racing year?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it did'
was why the Victorian Club would come
under this Bill, because it had betting for not make the slight,est difference. If Mr.
one of its principal objects. Of course, Ritchie wished to insert 15th September hepeople playing an illegal game anywhere was not prepared to ODDOIse it. It might
could be punished, but if he plaved bridge include some that 'would otherwise be exin his private house for money 'it was not cluded, and it mi!!ht exclude some that
punishable. If a place was kept for the would otherwise be included, because the
purpose of playing cards for money, then meetings had to be held within the prethe people who frequented it were brought vious twelve months whatever date was
fix,ed.
'
under one of those sections.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN movedThe Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
was a bowling man. and bowlers never
That the words "during the year 1906" be
went to the races. Everv vear on Mel- struck out.
bourne Cup day a IS. or 2S. '6d. sweep was
The amendment was. negatived.
got up at the green on the Cup. Would
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedthat be illegal?
That the word "year" be omitted, and the
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I think it is words " the twelve months preceding the
.
illegal under the present law. This Bill thirty-first day of .T uIy" be inserted,
does not make it illegal.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said the wished to know whether this amendment
seasOn for coursin2" was from 1St March to would meet the case that had been men15th September. The Attorney-General, in tioned by Mr. Cussen, namely, of coursing
his amendment, h'ld mixed up the racing clubs which had ndt held a coursing match
year with the coursing year. He _should during the preceding twelve months?
insert 15th September in~tead of .~Ist Tuly.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES. - Then this
The Hon. J. lvL DAVIES said :~Ist J~ly clause will not .alpply.
was proposed to make the clause fit 'in
The amendment was 'C!greed to.
with other provisions, but whatever date
The HOlli. R. B. RITCHIE movedwas chosen would make no difference, beThat the following words be added to the
cause it meant twelve months previous to clause: - "Provided aI'ways that private Qrothat date. He was agreeable to insert the perty on which open coursing is being held shaH
words "during the twelve months preced- not be deemed to be a place within the meanIng
of this Act."
ing the thirty-first day crf July."
The Hon. M. CUSSEiN stated that this
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said
twelve months from lulv and twelve months amendment would cover the case to which
from September might vitally affect the he had previously drawn attention. These
One dog might run three or four times in
The amendment was absolutelv
right.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved-

. a day.
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ccoursing matches did not lead to gambling betting would be allowed at the meetings
to any extent. There was no drinking, and of those clubs.
The Hon. W. PITT :said that the clause
,the only object of the gathering was to
have a day's sport. In his opinion, the allowed betting to take place at coursing
Government went too far in this, clause. Of matches which were held on race-courses
'
was more betting on those occa-'
-course, he would be told that coursing could an d tnere
go on without betting, but in many cases sions than there was in the open fields in
the betting was the only thing worth going the country.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES. - That is a
for. The stakes were usually small, and
if betting was not allowed it would not be very good argument for str'iking out the
worth while to train the dogs.
He had clause altogether.
The Hon. W. PITT said that people did
never seen a bookmaker at a coursing
match, although he knew that ,in places not go t<;> a cou:sing match for the purpose
nearer Melbourne the bookmakers were to of backmg theIr dogs, but they went to
enjoy the sport. He guaranteed there was
be seen at some of the matches.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR expressed the more betting in every shearing shed as to
opinion that this amendment was contrary what the men could shear in a day than
to the principle of the Bill, which was that took place at any of these cours,ing matches.
betting should only be ,allowed to t~ke place It was impossible to stop this kind of beton licensed race-courses on certaan days. ting. .People did not like to feel that, beIf honorable members began to allow bet- cause ~t was an open coursing match, they
ting at other places, it would be very diffi- ~ere bable to be prosecuted if they entered
mto a small bet.
-cult to stop.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that honThe Hon. J. BALFOUR :said that pro<:lrable members were constantly told that fessional betting was legalized under the
certain things were very wicked when they Bill, but the measure prohibited betting exwere done in the city, but that they were cept on a race-course when racing was going
all ricrht when they were done in the coun- on.
try. I'if this Bill was to be passed it must
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES. - I do not
apply to the whole of the State. It was think it goes so far as that.
nonsense to begin to amend it in the way
The Hen. J. BALFOUR said that
under this Bill every place would be a
that was proposed.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING swid that " place" under the Act, with the exception
coursing was purely a country sport.
He of race-courses on racing days.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there
did not believe in betting, but in the countrv the residents held rourS,ing matches on were only certain things which could not
The Bill did not
o~e another's property, and when a number be done in a "place~"
of g.entlemen m~t together for a. ~a,y's sport say that betting was not to be allowed in
they did not bke to be prohIbIted from a " place."
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-But if you are
having a friendly bet amongst themselves.
It was all very wel1 to prohibit professional caught betting in a "place" you will be
betting, but it was, straining the law to in- punished.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the Bill
terfere with private bets. There was no
vice in it, because these men did not did not go so far ,as that. He did not see
gamble. The Bill was brought in ~ put any prohibition 'anywhere against one man
down gambling, and the tote shop~ m the betting with another in the ordinary way.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR. - Then this
citv, and it was a mistake to attempt to
extend it to innocent forms of sport in the amendment 1s unnecessary.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
country.
The Hon. A. HICKS said he presumed amendment would be dangerous. It would
that this amendment would apply to fox- not be leaving things as they were to-day,
terrier clubs, of which there were a number but it would he leaving them as they were
before the present law was, passed.
It
in the various cities.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-That i's not would be getting md of the effect of certain
sections in the Police Offences Act.
open coursing.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN remarked that
The Hon. A. HICKS said that these foxterrier dubs were becoming a great curse, 'the House last night, by a substantial maespeciallv in neighbourhoods where there jorify, gave permission for people to bet
were a great! many little children. He was on any race-course. By a substantial maafaid that, if the amendment was carried, jority it also passed a provision for the
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being so, he could not see what objection
there was to the present amendment. The

Attorney-General had not had much experience ,in conne~ion with coursing matches.
He (Mr. Brown) had not had much experience hjmself, bllt he knew that the threecard man or the spieler would not be able
to make a living at coursing, matches. They
would not go to such places unless it was
worth their \vhile to do so.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-These gentlemen farmers can hold their coursin}r matches
notwithstanding this.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he could
see no objection to the amendment.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said there
was .a certain amount of danger in the
amendment. What was there to prevent
an indivjdual buying a, paddock somewhere
near :Melbourne, and getting up a coursing
match in order to carryon betting on horse
racing or anything? He wa,s in sympathy
with Mr. Ritchie, but he thought the honorable member shculd make his proposal
a ppl y outside a certain distance from Melbourne.
The Hon. W. PEARSON s,aid he hoped
::\1r. Ritchie would adopt the suggestion
made by Mr. Crooke.
The amendment
might be made to apply outside a, radius of
20 miles from Melbourne
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he was
willing to make his amendment apply only
outside a radius of 12 miles from Melbourne.
The Hon. W. PITT said it would be
better to leave the clause as it stood, for
the Attorney-General had shown th.at betting could be carried on.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said the.
people that kept coursing dogs assembled
together and destroyed the rabl,its and
hares, but now it was proposed to prevent
them from doinlg so.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-That exists
only in the honorable member's imagination.
The Han. J. STERNBERG s.aid the
Attornev-General knew very little about it,
or he would not make that -remark. Coursing in the country had been carried on for
years by the agriculturists.
He had attended coursing matches, and there was no
betting of any cons,equence .a,t them.
The CHAIRMAN.-Mr. Ritchie has
altered his amendment,. so that it will read,
"Provided always that private property
distant twelve miles from Melbourne on
which coursing is being held shall not be
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deemed a place within the meaning of the
Act. "
The amendment was negatiyed.

The clause, as amended, ,,,as agreed to.
Discussion tGOk place on postponed clause
57, which had been amended to read as
follows : (I) Licences under the last-preceding section
shall be issued by the Chief Secretary in such
form and on such terms and conditions as may
be prescribed by regulations which the Governor
in Council is hereby authorized to make.
(2) Any such licence shall unless cancelled be
in force for twelve months from the date of its
issue.
A licence may at any time be cancelled
by the Governor in Council for any good cause.
(J) For each such licence there shall before
the issue thereof be paid into the Consolidated
Revenue a fee of One pound and also an annual sum equal to three per centum of the gross
revenue from all sources received or derived
from such race-course by the owner or trustees
of the race-course or the club association or
person bv Or on behalf of the race-course or
the club association or person by or on behalf
of which or whom any race meetings took place
on such race-course during the year ended on
the last day of July immediately preceding the
year for which a licence is required.
Provided however that where the said gross revenue
is less than One thousand five hundred pounds
but more than Six hundred pounds such annual
sum shall be eCjual to two per centum of such
gross revenue, and where the said gross revenue
is Six hundred pounds or less no such annual
sum shall be charged.
(4) If for any reason the gross revenue as
aforesaid cannot be ascertained, or does not in
the opinion of the Chief Secretary appea)' to he
correctly stated by the applicant for a licence
the annual sum to be raid for the licence shall
be assessed and determined by the Chief Secretary on such evidence as may be produced by
the applicant for the licence.
Ls) Where on any of the number of days for
which race meetings are fixed in the licence for
a race-course it is found impossible or impracticable to hold any appointed or particular racemeeting on such course or where a racing club
or polo club or hunt club in existence on the
first day of August One thousand nine hundreri
and six has no race-course in its O\\"n control the
Governor in Council may if satisfied of such impossibility or impractic;bility or of such fact
authorize on such conditions as he thinks fit the
holding of race meetings on such days as he
may fix on any specified race-course whatsoever
irrespective of the number of days on which in
the licence for such race-course race meetings
are fixed to be held thereon.
(6) The number of licences for race-courses
situate within forty miles of the General Post
Office Melbourne shall n0t exceed the number
of race-courses so situate and in use for racemeetings within the twelve months next pre·
ceding the first day of August One thousand
nine hundred and six.
-(7) The number of licences for race-courses
situate within twenty miles of the principal
post-office at Ballarat or Bendigo shall' not exceed the number of race-courses so situate and
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in use for race meetings within the twelve
monta:; aforesaid.
(8) All regulations under this Division when
made by the Governor· in Council shall be published in the Government Gazetle and when so
published shall have the force of law and shall
be judicially noticed and shall be laid before
both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days
after the same shall have been made if Parliament be then sitting and if not then within ten
days after the next meeting of Parliament and
a copy of any proposed regulations shall be
posted to each Member of Parliament at least
seven days before suclf"regulations are apJ?roved
by the Governor in Council,

The Hon. vV. S. MANIF OLD mO\'edThat it be a suggestion to the Legislative
Assemblv that the following ,yords be added
to sub-clau:;e (3) :-" Provided further that the
gross revenue shall not be held to include any
sweepstakes or sums of money subscribed by
the owners of horses or ponies for distribution
on any event or race."

He s,aid that sweepstakes should not be included in the revenue to be taxed, as the\'
did not belong to the cluG, .and were OnI)'
deposited with the club.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he hoped
the Committee would not agree to this suggestion. He had informed honorable members last night that the Premier had told
him that the understanding t11at he (the
Premier) had with the racing clubs was that
the 3 per cent. was to include s\\"eepstakes.
To make quite certain, he (~Ir. Dayies)
asked the Premier again this afternoon, and
he repeated that the sweepstakes \vere to
form part of the money on \\'hich the tax
was to be levied.
The Hon. T. C. HAR\\"OOD.-Do the
clubs agree to it?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Yes. Xo
one had the right to propose such an
amendment as this on behalf of the clubs,
and where part of a compromise was departed from the other part must be departed
from. The Premier had proposed to take
part of this revenue from the bookmakers,
hut gave up the idea. He hoped Mr. Manifold would not press the amendment, in
view of the understanding that had been
arrived at.
The Hon. W. S. :MANIFOLD said that
evidentlv there had been a mjsunderstanding. The suggestion could Le agreed to,
and if the Premier's impression proved to
he correct the suggested amendment could
he rejected by another pl.ace.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN s.aid it was not
\\"orth while proceeding with the amendment. The amount of the s,,'eepstakes of the
V.R.C. was about £10,000 a year, and the
tax on that amount would -be only about
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£300.
This Bill \rolIlJ empc,\rer the
V .R. C. to get a revenue ten times greater
than that, for it would empower them to
collect fees from the uookmakers, a power
which the Supreme Court had decided
did not exist now. 'Vas it worth while
running the risk of losing the Bill for the
sake of this proposal?
The Hon. W. PEARSOX said he supported the amendment, for the tax was altogether too severe.
The Hon. J. ~L DAVIES.--You will get
no Bill without the t.ax.
The Hon. ~T. PEARSON said the
V.R.C. was not the onJy racing dub in Victoria, and this tax \ras to be imposed on all
the racing clubs.
The Hon. VV. CAlX said the suggestion
was a reasonable one. Fro;n what he was
informed, he ,ras sure it \ras not intended
by the racing cluhs that S\\"l'2pstakes should
ue taxed.
The Hon. ,~r. S. ~L\X[FOLD said
he did not intend to go on \rith his amendment.
The amendment was \rithJrawn.
The Han. E. H. ACSTIN asked would
the reyenue from coursing matches come
under the tax on reyenue?
The Hon. J. ~L DAVIES said if the
coursing match contributed to the revenue
of a race-course', of course it would he a part
of the gross reyenue of the race-course.
The Hon. E. H. AUST[N asked would
coursing matches be regulated as to the
days for holding matches? The days for
holding races \\'ere restricted.
The Hon. J. ~J. DAVIES.--As far as
I can see there is no licence whateyer in
connexion with coursin::! matches.
The Hon. E. ~nLLER movecl-

That it be a suggestion to, the Legislative
Assembly to amend sub-clause (3) by adding the
following words :-" Provided that any racing
club max deduct from the tax any contribution
made to charities or to the funds of the local
municipalities. "

He had been asked to mm'e this amendment by a racing club illl his district, not
by the V.R.C. He gathered that the clubs
did not desire if they paid a tax to the
municipalities, and a 1so contributed to
charities, tohaye those amounts taxed by
the Goyernment.
The Hon. J. ~r. DAVIES said he
,,"ould gi\'e an example as to hm\' the
amendment woultl ,,"ork out. The V.R.C.,
under the Bill, ,,,ouId haye to contribute
£r,800 to the general reyeniue.
The
amendment ,,"ould give the club power to
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contribute that £1,800 to charities, and
the revenue would get nothing.
The Han. J. BALFOUR said he had
been asked to support the amendment. Resides the amounts paid to charities, any
voluntary contributions to the rates of a
municipality for keeping up the roads,
which were used in connexion with the
races, were included. The clubs thought
if they aave a considerable portion of their
reyenue b to municipalities, they ~hould be
exempt from the tax.
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-They would
spend the tax in improving the roads.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he
thought the amendment was out of all reason. He was told the V.R.C. made
£10,000 a year out of taxing bookmakers.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-That is not
so.
The Han. Vl. J. EVANS said if that
was not so, he would be very glad to hear
what the amount was from those gentlemen who were so solicitous for the welfare
of the V.R.C.
The Han. E. 'MILLER.-This is not
moved on behalf of the V.R.C.
The suggested amendment was negatived.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat in sub-clause (5) the word "fixed" be
omitted and "allowed" substituted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat in sub-claus~ (5), after the word "six"
the words "or any club which held race meetings for horses during the twelve months preceding su.::h date" be inserted.

He said that where it was impracticable
to hold a legal ra'ce meeting on any racecourse, or where any racing club, or polo
club. or hunt club in existence had no racecours,e of its own, the Governor in Coun:eil
might authorize the holding of a meeting on
some specified course. There were some
clubs, and certainly one club, which was
not a racing club, and which yet held an
annual meeting. This amendment would
allow such a club to hold its meeting.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat in sub-clause (5), after the words "of
such fact," the words "with the consent of the
owner or trustees of the race-course hereinafter
referred to" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat in sub-clause (5), the word "·fix" be
::>mitted, and the word" allow" substituted.

The amendment was agreed to.
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The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD remarked
that sub-clause (8) provided that all regulations under this provision should be published in the Government Gazette, but no
power was given to make regulations.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-Yes, it is
given jn the first sub-clause of the clause.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD movedThat in sub-clause (8) the word "seven" be
omitted, with the view of inserting the words
" twenty-one."

He said this amendment would require that
a copy of any IProposed regulations should
be posted to each Member of Parliament
"at least twenty-one days" before they
were approved by the Governor in Council,
instead of seven davs.
The amendment ~vas agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE stated that
he had intended to propose the following
new clause to follow clause 53:l?rovided always that all fees paid as entries or nominations or sweepstakes for the purpose. of running a dog or dogs at any coursing
meetmg, shall not be deemed bets within the
meaning of this Act.

If they were deemed bets that would stop
coursing. If the Attornev-General would
assure him that those entries or nominations or sweepstakes would not be deemed
bets, there would be no necessity for him
to move this new clause.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES stated that
there' were sweepstakes for the nomination
of horses.
The Han. R. B. RITcHIE.-Are they
illegal?
The Hon. J. j\if. DAVIES said he
thought they were not illegal. But if it
was provided that sweepstakes for the
nomination of dogs were legal. then bv implication it might make a lot of things
illegal that were not now illegal. There
might be sweepstakes on many things, such
as shooting. Some people who were enthusiastic about shooting would put in
2S. 6d. apiece, and the man who shot the
best would get the money. The s,ame remark
would apply to foot-races at boys' schools,
where he believed thev sometimes had entries of IS., and the winner got the prize.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE.-Is that
illegal?
The Hon. T. M. DAVIES said he
thought those things were not illegal; but
jf it was provided that a nomination fee
in connexion with coursing should not be
illegal, it was raising a doubt as to whether nomination fees for these other things
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would not be illegal. There had not, been
any interference with that kind of thing,
but by implication the matter might be
made somewhat' uncertain if the honorable
member's proposed new clause was adopted.
I t would be time enough to agitate to get
the thing put right when a prosecution did
take place in such a matter as this.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said under
the circumstances he would not propose his
new clause ..
Discussion took place on the sched.ule,
which was as follows:FORM OF SPECIAL WARRANT.
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not be stopped under the present law, as
"Melbourne was not a place within the meaning of the Act.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that
matter was provided for in the Act.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN stated that
the provision in the existing Act had not
been enforced.
The Hon. J. ~L DAVIEs.---I will recommit claus,e 23.
The schedule having been agreed to, the
Bill w.as reported with amendments.
On the motion of the Hon. J. i\I.
DAVIES, the Bill was recommitted for the
re::onsideration of clauses 23 arid 35.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN drew attention to clause 23, which provided that it
should be an offence for tipsters, and
others, to notify that they would, if required, give information or advice as to
corning races or betting odds, and moved-

Bailiwick.
To wit
To
Constable or Peace Officer.
WHEREAS it appears to me
, a Justice
of the Peace in and for the
Bailiwick,
by the information on oath of.
of
, that the owner or occupier (as the
case may be) of a certain house o~ce room or
place situate at
in the said bailiwick
That the words" Bet or" be inserted after the
p'ermits or allows the same to be or be used as
a means of access to or exit or escape from any woid "required."
house office room premises or other place wherein
The Hon.
M. DAVIEs.-'- I b.a.\'e no obor whereon playing or betting by way of wagering or gaming is allowed or carried on con- jection.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
trary to law or is commonly reputed and is
, believed by the informant to be allowed or clause, as amended, was, adopted.
carried on contrary to law (shortly describe house
Clause 35 was verbally amended and
office room premises Ot other place) this is, therefore to authorize you with such assistants as agreed to.
The Bill w.as reported with further
you may find necessary to _::.!-t any time enter
and re-enter upon the house office room or place amendments.
situate as aforesaid and so used as a means of
access exit or escape and if necessary to use
CROWN GRANTS BILL.
force for making such entry whether by breaking open doors or otherwise and to pass through
The amendment made by the Legislafrom over and along the same and to seize all tive Assembly in this Bjl1 was taken into
tables and instruments of gaming and also all
money ~nd securities for money found ,thereon consideration:
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
or therem or upon any persons found therein or
thereon and to. arrest and bring before a Court another place had omitted the provision reof Petty SeSSIOns every person found therein lating to the publication of regulations, .and
or thereon.
inserted the following ne'W s.ub-cluse : Given under my hand at
this
day of
19
(2A) All such regulations when mad.e by the
J.P.
Governor in Council shall be published in the
Government Gazette and when so published
The Hon.
~1. DAVIES movedshall have the force of law and shall be judiThat after the words c: reputed and is" the cially noticed and shall be laid before both
words "s'Mspected or" be inserted.
Houses of Parliament within fourteen days after
the same shall have been made if Parliament
The amendmenf was agreed to.
be then sitting and if not then within ten days
The Hon.
M. DAVIES moveda fter the next meeting of Parliament, and' a
That after the words " found therein or there- copy_ of any proposed regulations shall be posted
on" the words "or entering or leaving the to each Member of Parliament: at least tw'!ntysame" be inserted.
one davs before such regulati ms are approvecl
by the Governo r in Council.
The amendment was agreed to.

J.

J.

J.

The Hon. T. D. BROWN remarked that
when clause '23 was being dealt with he
overlooked the fact that one frequently saw
advertisements in country newspapers stating that a bookmaker would lay the' odds
on certain races, and the bookmaker's address was gi"e~ as Melbourne.
It had
been held that those advertisements could

The object was to ena.hIe any Member of
Parliament to point out to the Government
any objections to any proposed regu] ation,
and to bring any influence that could be
brought to Lear upon the Government to
prev~nt those regul.ations coming into fore-E'.
The amendment was more in accord with
Mr. Harwood's desire than the original
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clause, because the honorable member ob- should be appointed as being specially
jected to the power gi\'en in the clause. fitted for this work,
following the
He begged to movean.alogy of the Courts in America, particuThat the amendment be agreed with.
larly the Denver Court, where the magisThe amendment was agreed with.
trates became \yell acquainted with the
children, and dealt with them in a fatherIv
CHILDREN'S COURTS BILL.
rather than a judicial or magisterial man"The amendments made by the Legislatiye nero If such magistrates were ap;pointed he
Assembl y in this Bill were t.aken in to C011- was inclined to think the working of the
Act might very well be intrusted to one
s.ideration.
It all deThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that in of them as well as to two.
claus,e 4 it was origin all y provided that the l~ended on whether the Exec~ltive got the
Governor in Council might appoint for any nght men. If they got men who took an
city, town, or place a:l1IY police magistrate, in.terest in the work, and were sympathetIC
and also anyone or more justices of the WIth the children brought before them, the
peace to be a special magistrate or special interests of the children would lYe quite
The Assembly had inserted, safe in the hands of anyone of them. It
magistrates.
after the word C C place" and beJore the might be said that the children would have
words "'{c any police magistrate," the words. a double advantage in having two special
" any person or." The only object was to magistrates on the bench, but the difficultv
allow the appointment as a special magis- of getting two to' attend these Courts woulrl
trate of a person who might not be a justice be very great, and probablv the work would
of the peace. The idea, was to allow' the drift into the hands.. of th~ ordinary magisappointment of people specially suited for trates. The amendment might very well
the work.
He would have got over the be .agreed to.
difficulty without this amendment by apThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I am content
pointing such ~ man a justice of the peace, either wav.
an.d then appointing h.im as a. special magis.The Hon. X. FITZGERALD said he
trate. He begged to moveregretted that he could not agree with Mr.
That the amendment be agreed with.
Harwood.
He did not think that one
magistrate should deal with these cases, as
The amendment was agreed, with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that a magistrate might have special predilecclause 5 provided that every Children's pions or flads. He believed that, in the
Court should, where situated in any city, interests 'Of these children and of the good
town, or place for which a special magis- working of the Act, there should be either
trate had been appointed, consist of at least t\yO magistrates or a police magistrate.
two special magistrates 0'r a police
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE stated that
The he understood the intention was to appoint
magistrate if a special magistrate.
AssemlYlv had omitted the words from a specially selected man for this purpose-" two" down to' (('special magistrate," and a man who wa;s quite competent and capinserted (( one or more special magistrates." able to act a:s a, special magistrate for chil'He was rather doubtful about the re.ason dren. As for the difficulty of finding such
for the amendment. He dId not care m~ch a person, he (Mr. McBryde) believed that
about it! but it must be remembered that there were a larg.e number of people who
magistrates dealing with these. children had had been associated with children for a
power to commit for trial in certain CIr- \'ery long bime, and who would be quite
cumstances, and a.lso to punish, and the competent to earry' out these duties symHe thought the
question was whether that power should be pathetically and well.
exercised by one magistrate only who was. matter might safely be left in the hands of
nm a police magistrate.
The clause, as the Government to appoint a proper man as
sent dO'Nn, was in accordance with the a special magistrate. There were cutside'
geneml law in all matterSI• He was rather men who were not even magistrates, but
indifferent whether the House accepted the who, in his opinion, were much more comamendment or not. Form:1.11v. he begged petent than a police magistr,ate for presiding over Children's Courts.
to moveThat the amendment be agreed with.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN remarked that
The Hon. T. C. HAR"TOOD said the when the Bill was before the ,Committee in
obiect of the House in this clause the Council he suggested that the words
was that certain special magistrates " police magistrate" should be excised. He
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did not think that a. police magistrate was,
either by his training or experience, the man
best suited for a position of this kind. He
thought the Act would be more sympathetically and properly administered by selecting a special magistrate, probably in the
district -in which the Court waSi to be held.
The amendment was agreed with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the next
amendment was in clause 6, which related
to the sittings of the Court. One part of
the clause pro"ided that the sittings of the
Court might be held in any building. " ap]Hoyed of in that behalf by the SolicitorGeneral."
The Assemblv's amendment
was to omit these words, s~ that the Court
could sit in an\' building or room.
He
(Mr. Davies) cared very little which way
the matter was decided. But the reason
the words c; appro,'ed of in that behalf by
the Solicitor-General" were inserted was in
order thctt the responsibiEtv might rest on
the Solicitor-General of selecting certain
rooms for the purposes of tnese Courts.
If the words were omitted, a special magistrate might say he would hold the Court in
his private house, or somewhere else. This
might be very well in its way, but if there
were three or four of these special magistrates each of them might want to have the
Court held in a different place, and who
w.as to settle the difficulty? He thought it
would have been better if the words had
been left in. but the matter was nOit of
much import~nce. He begged to move for-'
mallvThat the amendment be agreed with.

The Han. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that the desire of the Council in connex:ion
with the clause was that there should be
some restriction as to any room being taken
for the purpose of hearing charges against
children. The prm~ision with regard to the
approval of the Solicitor-General was put
in as a sort of safety clause. He thought
himself that it would be better if the clause
were left as passed by the Council. But
the amendment of the Legislative Assemblv
did not ,appear to be of such importance
that it was ,rorth while disag.reeing with it:
The amendment was agreed ,,~ith.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the next
amendment was in clause 7, which provided for the appointment of probation
officers "without remuneration." The Assembly had struck out the words "without
remuneration," and he thought the omission
would be in accordance with the desire of
the Council, because it might be advisable
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in large centres to appoint one probation
officer, who would control all the others in
the district, and it might be necessary to
pay him some salary. He begged to move-That the amendment be agreed with.

The amendment was agreed with.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES stated that in
cl.ause 18 the Assemblv had ,inserted the
following. new sub-clallse, to f'Ollow subclause (r):(IA) Where a child is apprehended as a neglected child or upon a charge for an offence full
particulars of the- case so far as available shall
immediately be forwarded to the AttorneyGeneral.

He did not 'know what the particular object of the amendment was, as it did not
say what the Attorney-General was to do
when he got the particulars referred to.
The Attornev-General could not interfere
at this particJular stage of the case. When
a child was apprehended lit was brought
before the Court, and if the justices committed the child for trial then would come
the question as to whether a presentment
should be filed or not. That would be a
matter in connexion with whach the Attorney-Geneml might be brought in, but that
wa:s a different stage of the case altogether.
There was no particular objection to the
amendment, although he (Mr. Davies) did
not see exactly of what use ~t would be.
He beg.ged to moveThat the amendment be agreed with.

The Hon. T. Ie. HARWOOD stated that
he did nOot see any 'good reason for making
this amendment. If a child was committed
for trial, of course the depositions. and all
particulars w'Ould go ta the Crown Prosecutor, who would be in consultation with
the Attorney-General. Apparently, therefore. it would only be when a charge was
dismissed that it would be necessarv to
send particulars to the Attorney-Ge~eral
under this amendment.
The Han. J. M. DAvIEs.-That is before the case is heard. Its object may be
to put a check upon improper arrests.
The amendment \,"as agreed with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the next
amendment made b,' the Assemblv was in
clause 2 r, which provided that - when a
child was being aealt with, and the justices came to the conclusion that the parents contributed to the offence, they might
institute proceedings against the parents and
make them stand the racket, instead of the
child. That was a very proper provision,
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and the Ass,embly had inserted the follow- clause almost made him regret that a proing new sub-clause, to. follow sub-clause vision had not been inserted by tlhe ,Council that these cases should be heard by two
(1) : The clause said that the
(IA) Provided that where it is shown that a magistrates.
. parent's ,,'ant of pecuniary means is the cause magistrate should be guided by "the real
of such default or neglect the charge shall be justice of the case."
That provision might
held not p!oved.
be applicable to. one magistrate, but it
He should have thought that it would have should not apply to two. It was, certainly
been understood, as a matter of course, a reflection on tne men who were likely to
that if a child was neglected, and the par- be appointed as speci.al magistrates under
ents could satisfy the justioes that the neg- the Bill.
lect was owing to want of ability on their
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
part, that would be a good reason for dis- had a strong suspicion that this amendment
missing the charge against the parents. was framed by one of those ihumane la-dies
However, there could be no harm in mak- who took an interest in this measure, and
ing the amendment, and he therefore who were anxious that the children should
begged to movebe dealt with in a summary and quiet manner, and in what they called a parentaI
That this amendment be agreed with.
manner, just as a mother miglht inquire into
The amendment was agreed with.
any fault committed by a child.
The
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the clause appeared to have been passed withnext amendment made by the Assembly out any mature consideration as to what
was one of which he did not approve. It its effect might be. It was objectionable
w.as the insertion of the following new for the reasons that had been pointed out
dause : by the Attorney-General.
A. At the inquiry or hearing into any charge
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE said it must
or information against a child the Court shall
be auijed by the real justice of the case with· be borne in mind that children up to the
out \egard to legal forms and solemnities and age of seventeen years would be dealt with
shall direct itself by the best evidence it can in these Children's Courts.
There were
procure or that is laid before it, whether the . manv brickcarters and other well-developed
same be such evidence as the law would require
or admit in other cases or not and it shall be young men who were not over seventeen
lawful for such Court to receive or reject as it years of age, and it was absurd to propose
may deem fit any evidence that may be ten· that· they should be dealt with in the mandered to it.
ner provided in this clause.
He supposed that that clause was intended
1'he Hon .. J. M. PRATT said the clause
to be for the benefit of the child, but it which the Assemblv' had adopted seemed
might work the other way. A magistrate to say that a magistrate might deal with a
might convict a child on material whic~1 child just as he deemed proper. It was
was not evidence at all, and such a provI- a free-and-easv sort of clause.
sion might be dangerous. Whatever the
The Hon. W. L. BAILLlEU.-A mother's
rules of evidence were, those rules were clause.
made rather more in the interests of the
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said it was
person charged than in the interests of the not even a mother's clause.
State-that was to say. no person was to
The Hon: W. J. EVANS said he did
be convicted of anv offence unless that not think it was the intention of the framers
offence was proved .. It would be possible of this clause that it should apply to boys
under the wording of this clause for the of seventeen years of age. I t was meant
justices, to :acC'ept he~ns,ayl eviidence and to apply to children of tender years.
mere opinions, and then it providedThe Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-It does not
It shall be lawful for such Court to receive or say so.
reject as it may deem fit any evidence that may
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that Mr.
be tendered to it.
Melville ;had gone to the extreme of speakUnder that provision, evidence that W;lS ing about brickcarters, and he (Mr. Evans)
perfectlv le~al might be tendered to the was justified in going to the other extreme.
Court, imd the magistrate might refuse to In his opini01l1, the clause was put in so
accept it. He begged to movethat a child should not be frightened by
That the amendment be disagreed with.
the appearanoe and surroundings of a.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said the Police Court, and so that the magistrate
fact that the Assembly had inserted thi~ s.hould be in full sympathy with the child
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and administer the real justice of the case,
C3part from legal forms and technicalities.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said that
honorable members should put themselves
in the place of the magistrate who was to
administer this Bill. In his opinion, the
clause was absolute drivel. It was nonsense to provide that a magistrate should
do "real justice."
In a little bush
township, on a hot day, what became
of the "legal forms and solemnities"
that were referred to in the clause?
The amendment was disagreed with.
A message was ordered to be sent to the
Legislative Assembly, intimating the deciS1011l of the House.
PUBLIC :JIEETINGS REGULATING
BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said it
was a very small Bill of three clauses, and
its object was to prevent misbehaviour at
or near public meetings. Clause 2 provided thatEvery p'erson who in or near any hall room
or buildioK in whicb a public meeting is being
held(a) behaves in a riotous indecent offensive
threatening or insulting manner; or
(b) uses any threatening abusive or insulting words
shall be guiltv of an offence and shall on conviction before' a Court of Petty Sessions be
liable to a penalty not exceeding Five pounds
or to impri50nment not exceeding on·e month.

but the most important clause was clause
3, which stated thatvVhere in the opinion of the chairman presiding at any public meeting any person in or
near the hall room or building in which such
meeting is being held(a) behaves in a riotous indecent offensive
threatening or insulting manner; or
(h) uses any threatening abusive or insulting ~ords
such chairman may verbally direct any member
of the police force who is present to remove
such person from the said hall room or building
or the neighbourhood thereof and such member
of the police force shall remove such person accordingly.

This Bill was really to give a little more
authority for the control of public meetings, and might come in very well in connexiorn with some election meetings, where
people sometimes .assembled for the express
purpose of preventing candidates from
being heard.
The Hon. T. C. HARWooD.-And at
Sunday afternoons.
The ·Hon. J. M. DAVIES said a very
small minoritv Qf those who ,attended the
meetings were able to make a disturbance.

Reg~'lating

Bill.

This Bill would come home tQ some members of the Council more tha.n tq others;
it would come home especially to those
whose election time was near. As far as
the elections of the Council were concerned,
he had never found any difficultv at any
public meeting. They had always been
most orderly and fairly conducted, but it
\vas known that in connexiQn with other
elections the meetings were sometimes most
disorderly, an<;l very unfair. He believed
there had been such meetings quite lately
in connexion with the CommQnwealth elections. He thought members would agree
that it was desirable that any interference
with the legitimate utterances of candidates
and Qthers addressing public meetings
ought to be suppressed.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
was very glad to see this Bill introduced,
for he had often referred to the necessity
of something of the kind to encourage
people to vote, and to enable those who
addressed public meetings to be heard. The
second clause spoke for itself, and probably
no member would object to it. A person
who behaved in a riotious, indecent, or
threatening manner committed a seriQus
offence, and could nQt complain if he were
fined £5, or imprisoned for a month. The
Bill would really onlv legalize a practice
that was now carried out, for one constantly read that the chairman at .a; public meeting had requested a constable tQ
remove some one who was acting in a disorderly or insulting manner. It was advisable tQ legalize the practice, for at present the constable merely turned the man
or woman out.
It would rest with the
chairman to decide whether an offence had
been committed, and to Qrder the constable
to remove the culprit.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he had
never attended a meeting where there had
been riotous or indecent Lehaviour, but .. no
doubt, sometimes persons were exceedingly
offensive and threatening. Very eften the
chairman himself was offensive, and he had
been at meetings where the chainnan was
wholly unable to conduct the proceedings.
NQ one could object to the Bill, but it
seemed to him to place a great power in
the hands of chairmen.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said the Bill
was very necessary, and he hoped it would
be rass,ed. Half-a-dozen people could make
a lot of noise at a meeting. The chairman
was the proper person to have the authority_
to remove those that were disorderly.
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The motion was agreed fo.
The Eill
was then read a second time, and passed
through its remaining stages.

MONEY LEKDERS BILL.

Bill.

to require payment of money owing on any account wha.tsoever, and includes every contract
(whatever Its terms or form may be) which is in
substance or effect a loan of money, and also a
contract to secure the repayment of such loan
and the exeressions "lend" and "lender" shad
be construed accordingly .

. The amendments made by the Legislat~ve Assembly in this Bill were taken into He had carefully examined this, amendment, an? he could see no objection to it,
consideration.
rr
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the first but he dId not see the necessity of sayin
He -begged' t~
amendment made by the Assembly was to "loan indud!es ,ioan."
insert a new clause A, containing two defi- moveThat the word "loan" after the word "innitions, after clause 1. The first definition
cludes" be omitted.
defined the meaning O'f the word "interest."
The amendment was agreed to.
It was as follows:Kew clause A, as amended \yas agreed
" Interest" includes interest, discount, pre'
mium, bonus) commission, deduction,
fine, with.
penalty, renewal charge, fees, costs, charges and
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the next
expenses, whether preliminary or otherwise, or amendment was in clause 3.
The Assemany mouey or money's worth or any other conbly
made
an
amendment
to
insert
after the
sideration whatever, and whether the same be
:vord "Court" the words " or the Judge,
~ha!ged, paid, giv~n, Or allowed, directly or
mduectl y , for or m connexion with the loan If any, of any Court."
Further'on. there
itself or any application, valuation, or security was an am~ndment to insert the words " or
therefor.
Judge" after the word " Court.') He beQ"Q"erl
He did not think it right that interest to move'-'should include solicitors' costs for preparThat the amendments be agreed with.
ing the security, or the fee paid to the
The amendments were agreed with.
valuator. That had nothing to do with
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said t,he next
the lender.
He intended to move an
amendment of the Assembk \ras to insert
amendment in regard to that. To make
the following new sub-clause. after subsure there would be no collusion, he intended to move another amendment to pro- clause (2) of clause 3 :-(2A) No proceeding to re-open a transaction or
yide that the lender should have no interest
to recover back interest or to obt"ain any relief
in any fees paid. For instance, a lender under the provisions of this section shall be
might tell a borrower that he would have taken after twelve months from the time when
to pay five guineas for a valua6on, and the the transaction in respect of or in connexion
which such proe-eeding is taken was finally
lender migiht receive three guineas.
He with
closed but the legal personal representative of
begged to moveany deceased person who had entered into such
That the word "interest"
" includes" be omitted.

after

the

word

c~nt:act may, take such proceedin[ at any time
withm two years thereafter.

The amendmenb was agreed to ..
'fhe Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES said he
wished to move the addition of certain
words to the definition.
He begged to
move-

He thoug!ht that was rather an improvement,
because as the Bill left the Council there
was no limitation upon the time a transaction might be re-opened.
He begged to
move-

That after the word "therefor," the following words be inserteo :-" But shall not include
any commission paid by the borrower to anv
third person nor any costs or fees paid eithe"r
by the lender or the borrower to any solicitor
or valuator. nor any fees paid out of pocket
by the lender where no solicitor ftcts for him,
provided that the lender does not participate or
have any interest in any such commission, costs,
or fees."

The amendment was agreed with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that in
clause 3 the word "bankruptcy" had occurred. The Assembl v had altered that to
C;, insolvency"
" Insolvency" was the
Australian expression, and C C bankruptcy' r
the English term. He begged to move"":"

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
second definition of the Assemblv defined
the. word "loan." The definition was as
follows : " Loan" includes loan, advance, discount,
money paid for or on account or behalf or at
the request of any person, or the forbearance

That the amendment be agreed with.

That the amendment be agreed with.

The amendment was agreed with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that in
par.agraph (a) of sub-clause (1) of clause
4 it was provided that a money Iencier
should register in accordance with the Bill
under his. own or usual trade name.
The
Assembly had altered this to proyide that a:
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
money lender must register under his own
and usual trade name, if any. He thought the new clause furt~1er pro\'ided that if
that was a proper thing. He begged to any sum was paid on account of any interest not chargeable, payable, recover~~le,
move-or enforceable b,' reason of the pronslOll
That the amendment be agreed with.
of the last pr~ceding sub-section, such sum
The amendment was agreed with.
might be recovered baCK or deducted from
The Hon. J. JL DAVI.t:S said clause 5,
any princigal or interest . payable ynder
as the Bill left the Cow1cil, provided that
such contract, notwithstandmg anythmg to
the Governor in Council might make regula- the contrary.
That practical 1\. prm'ided
tions respecting money lenders.
The Asthat if the lender charged 12 per cent.
sembI y had inserted an ~endmen~ to J?ro- interest, and if the loan was for a period
vide that the Governor 111 CouncIl unght
less than a year, then he must take what
make regulations including prescribing
the percenta"ge was per annum, and it
the conditions for registration and the
would have to Le in a lump sum. 'Cnder
grounds On which they might be remO\'ed
some of these contracts provision ,ras made
from the register. Another amendmen~ was
for so much interest per month, and people
to omit sub-clauses (3) and (4) and 111sert
were very much misled by them.
This
the following new sub-clausenew clause was to prevent that.
He did
(2A) All such regulations when ~ade ~y the not think any hardship \rould foUO\\".
Governor in Council shall be pubhshed m the
The Assembly's amendment, as amel1ckd,
Government Gazette and when so published shall
have the force of law and shall be judiciall~ ,,,as agreed with.
noticed and shall be laid before both Houses
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
of Parliament within fourteen days after the
same shall have been made if Parliament be Assemblv had also inserted new clause C,
then sittin a and if n.Qt then within ten days providing that where money was lent at
after the .Pnext meeting of Pa:rliament, and a
cop~ of
an.y P,Ioposed regula~ions shall be a rate of interest exceeding 12 per cent.,
posted to each Member of Parhament at least a duplicate of the contract Or me"moran~:1um
twenty·one days before such regulations are of the particulars was to be supplied to
approved by the Governor in Council.
the borrower, and the lender not complying with that provision would not be able
He begged to moveto recover more than 12 per cent.
He
That the amendments be agreed with.
thought that was a desirable provision. In
The amendments were agreed with.
many cases the borrower sajd he did not
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the As- know what the interest was, and that he
sembI y had inserted a number of new thought it was much less; but if the borclauses. The first was as follows:rower had a duplicate given him it would
B. (I) Whenever any interest is by the terms take that excuse from him.
of any written or printed contract (whether
The amendment was agreed with.
under seal or not) made payable at a rate or
percentage per day week or month or at any rate
The Hon. J. }I DAVIES said that the
or percentage for any period less than a year, no
had inserted new clause D. of
Assemblv
interest exceeding the rate or percentage of
Twelve pounds per centum per annum shall be which sub-clause (1) was as follows:chargeable payable recoverable or enforceable
on any, part of the principal money u!lless the
contract contains an express statement of the
total amount of interest (including all costs,
fees, charges, and expenses of any kind whatsoever) paid or to be e.aid or of the yearly rate
or percentage of interest to which such other
rate - or percentage is equivalent.
.
(2) If any sum is paid on account of any mterest not chargeable p.a yable recoverable or enforceable by reason ~f the pr?visions of the
last preceding sub-section such sum may .be. recovered back or deducted from any pnnclpal
or interest payable under such contract notwithstanding any contract to the contrary.

The Hon.

J. :vL DAVIES moyed-

That the words "including ,all costs, fee~~
charges, and expenses of any lund whatsoever
be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.

For procuring negotiating or obtaining any
loan or for guaranteeing or securing the repayment of any loan it shall not be lawful for
nny person to recover more than five per centum
on the amount of the principal sum actually
lent. "Such percentage shall include all fees
costs charges and expenses of any kind whatsoever :for or in connexion with or preliminary
to the procuring negotiating or obtaining the
loan or the gnaranteeing or securing the repa ymen t th ereof. "

There were two other sub-clauses providing
that the lender or his agent \yas not to
charge for obtaining Or guaranteeing a loan,
and also providing for recm'ering an
amount paid in contraYention of the clause·
The Hon. T. BALFOUR remarked that
he had neyer 'heard a charge of 5 per cent.
for negotiating a loan.
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The Han. D. MELVILLE.--I think it
The PRESIDENT.-I would remind
should be' 2! per cent.
the House that Mr. Balfour's amendment
The Hon. J. BALFOUR movedhas been withdrawn.
The Han. D. MELVILLE movedThat the words "five per centum" be omit·
.ted, with a view of ir.serting "two and a hali
I'er centum."

The Han. T. C. HARWOOD expressed
the opinion that .~ per cent. should be left
in, as one could not tell what the circumstances of the case might be. Frequently
it happened that a man' ha:d some imaginary
claim under the will of a person in another
part of the world, and he would want to
get an advance upOn it. A' great deal of
trouble might be taken in inquiries.
Such
a person would be shut out from the opportunity of getting an advance if the rate was
reduced to 2~ per cent. He thought honorable members might trust to the borrower
to make the best arrangements he could.
The Han. J. BALFOUR stated that his
feeling was that if 5 per cent. ,vas left in it
wl)uld be a great temptation to the agent
who ,got the loan to put in 5 per cent. He
would, however, withdraw his amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he had never heard of such a thing as a
man paying 12 per cent. interest, 'and of
his also paying the man who negotiated
the business another .5 per cent. He had
heard of I! per cent, and, in some extreme
cases, of 2~ per cent. being paid as a commission.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Sometimes
these loans are for £50.
The Han. D. ,MELVILLE said a loan
of £50 was ea~ily obtained.
The Committee which had inquired into the money
lending question found that a charge of 5
per cent. was invariably put on. As the
money lender could only legally charge J 2
per cent. he would employ another man" so
as to Ibe able to draw the extra 5 per cent.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-Tt is the borrower who employs the man.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said the
~econd man Ibecame part and parcel of the
system, and the' borrower had to do what
he was told by the money lender. The
monev lender had a man in the back rcom
who ~ame out, and goot the job of negotiating the loan.
The Han. T. M. DAVIES.-This Bill
provides that that ~anno.t be done.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the man
who went borrowing from the proper
money lenders had to pay a commission.

That the words "five per centum" be omitted, with a view of inserting the words "two
and a half per centum."

The Han. J. BALFOUR remarked that
he had noticed, on looking over the clause,
that the 5 per cent. mil:rht include the guaranteeing and securing the repayment of a
loan. That was a different thing from obtaining a lo.an.
The Han. W. J. EVAN""S stated that he
had made inquiries in connexion with this
matter, and he was given to understand
that the charge of 5 per cent. was not excessive. The Attorney-General was going
to move the addition of certain words to
the clause.
The charge of 5 per cent.
might be a fair thing under the clause as it
was at present, but it would be a different
thing if the addendum to be proposed by
the. Attorney-General was -car:ried. Did
the Attornev-General intend to move his
proposed addition to the clause?
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-Yes. Under
sub-clause (2) the lender cannot get any
benefit from the commission.
The amendment -was negatived.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the following words be added to subclause (I) : - " but shall not include any costs
or fees paid either by the lender or the bor·
rower to any solicitor or valuator, nor any fees
paid out of pocket by the lender where no
solicitor acts for him, provided that the lender
does not participate or have any interest in any
such commission costs or fees."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
new clause, as amended, was agreed with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
the Assembly had inserted the following
new clause: E. (I) All loans shall be made in current
money bank notes or cheques on bankers and
shall be made in' full withou~ any deduction for
interest or otherwise, and no land goods or
articles of any kind whatever or things in action shall be given or by way of barter or
otherwise for or as part of a loan.
(2) Everv contract made or transaction entered into or performed in breach of or witTl
intent to evade or avoid this section shall to the
extent of such breach evasion or avoidance be
·and be deemed to be utterly null and void.
(3) This section shall not apply to deductions
for the current rate of discount on bills of exchance or promissory.notes discounted and having when discounted an unexpired currency of
not more than twelve months.

The word cc loan" was made very comprehensive, and would include a mortgage in
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~ase a person owed a debt and gaye a
mortgage. He begged to move-

That after the word" loans" (line I) the word£
"purporting to be loans of money" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved-That the words" a 10an" (line 7) be omitted,
and the words "of any such loan" be inserted.

He said that would mean a loan for money.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
new clause, as amended, was agreed with.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated' that
the Assembly had added the following new
clause:F. (I) No assignment whether absolute or by
way of security· or otherwise howsoever made
after the commencement of this Act by any
person (hereinafter called the grantor) of or in
respect of all or any part of his rig~t title or
interest whether actual or ex~ectant, m posses.
sion remainder reversion or con!in..gent ?r of ~n;,
nature whatsoever, in or under any WIll COdICIl
or deed or in under or to the estate of uny (leceased person whether the decease of such l~st.
mentioned person be before or after the makmg
of such assignment or before or after the com·
mencement of this Act, shall be of any force or
validity at law or in equity unless the assign.
ment is in writing and executed by the granto"r
in the presence of a police magistrate or registrar of the County Court or clerk of Pe~ty
Sessions or solicitor instructed and c:;mployed m·
dependently of the money lender and certified
by the pollee magistrate or registrar or clerk of
Petty Sessions or solicitor as hereinafter provided.
(2) The police magistrate or re,gistr.ar or clerk
of Pettv Sessions or solicitor shall read over
and explain or cause to be read over and e;,-plained in his presence to the grantor the saId
assignment and shall examine the grantor touching his knowledge of the assignment and if he
thinks fit may so examine him separately and
apart from any other P7rson and if he is satisfied that the grantor understands the true pur·
port and effect thereof and freely and volun.
tarily executes the same he shall certify in
writing upon the assignment that such assignment 'has been so read over and explained and
that he has examined the grantor and is satisfied
as hereinbefore required and that the grantor
has executed the assignment in his presence.
(3) In this Part the word "assignment"
means any assignment assurance sale mortgage
lien charge convt:yan~e transfer or declaration
of trust. and any contract agreement or arrangement for assignment assurance sale mortgage
lien charge conveyance transfer or declaration
of trust, and any power of attorney appoint.
ment of agency licence or power to receive or
other authority of a like nature.
(4) In this section the word "deed" means
any instrument (other than a will o~ codicil)
whether under seal or not whereby any property
is settled appointed given or declared to be h~ld
in trust or is agreed to be settled appointed
given or held in trust.
(5) This section shall not apply to any assignment made only for the purpose of vesting property in the pe'rson entitled thereto under or by
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virtue of the provisions of a will codicil or deed
or as a person entitled thereto as part of the
estate of a deceased person I or to any assignment made by any person to whom such proper,ty as aforesaid has been actually conveyed
assIgned or transferred.

This was an entirely new class of amendment. Courts of Equity had ahvays had
a tender-and, to his mind, too tenderregard for what they called expectant heirs.
People entitled to interests under wills and
reversionary interests, if they borrowed at
even a reasonable rate, could go to the
Court, and' the Court would reduce that
interest possibly even to 4 per cent., and
sometimes 4 per cent. simple interest. In
his opinion, the Court often gave what he
would consider very iniquitous judgments,.
but they always held that these expectant
heirs were under their particular supervision.
Thris new clause provided that
those people could not deal with these expectant or conting.ent interests without being'
properly advised ,and warned. He did not
object to that, but he objected to it stopping there, and he had an amendment to
propose.
He did not mind what safeguards were placed in the way of people
entering into certain bargains and giving
certain securities, but when all that care
had been taken that bargain ought not to
be upset on any ground whatever, except in
the case of fraud. If it was enacted that
no assignment of a reversionary interest
should be valid until it had been executed
in the presence of some selected person
specially chosenl by the grantor, and that it
was the duty of that person to explain it 1
and to see that the one signing it fully
understood its meaning; and if then it was
further provided that, in the case of a mortgage, the Judges might c'ut down the rate of
interest, if they thought it excessive or improper, there ought to be no further pO'wer
in the Court to cut it down, and to say,
I t You
ought not to charge an expectant
heir more than 4 or 5 per cent." He intended to propose the addition of a new
sub-clause to the new clause, and also, as
a consequenti.al amendment, the omission
of sub-clause (5) of clause 3 of the Bill.
He begged to moveThat the new clause be amended by the ad.
dition of the following words :-" (6) No assignment except assignments by way of security
executed in pursuance of this section shall be
impeached upon any ground whatsoever except
in the ca~e of fraud ~nd no assignment by way
of secunty executed m pursuance of this sec.
tion shall be impeached on any ground what.
soever except in the case of fraud or except as
provided by this Act."
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This would mean that, if too much interest
was charg.ed, an assignment by way of security could be dealt with just the same as
any other mortgage, and the interest could
be reduced by the Judges, but that the
tr.ansaction should not be questioned apart
from that.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
new clause, as amended, was ..agreed with.
The Hon. ]. 1\1. DAVIES said that, as
a consequential amendment, he begged to
move-That sub-clause (5) of clause 3 be, omitted.

Regulation Bill.

The Hon. A. O. SACHSE stated that
in clause 8, which provided that no lift
should be worked or taken charge of by
any person under sixteen years of age, the
Assembl v had omitted Isixteen and inserted
eighteen; deeming tha.t a lad in charge of
a lift should be at least eighteen, as it was
a position of some responsibility, and
people's l,ives were indirectly in his hands.
The amendment was a wise one, and he
begged to moveThat the amendment be agreed with.

The amendment was agreed with.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said the As(5) Nothing in this section shall be construed sembly had ,amended clalUse 10 by striking
ns Jerogating from the existing, powers or juris- out the old form of clause qealing with the
diction of any Court.
publication of.' regulations, and inserting. the
The amendment was agreed to'.
newer form, which was approved of by
The Bill was ordered to be returned to both Houses. He begged to movethe Legislative Assembly, with a message
That the amendment be agreed with.
intimating the dec~siO'n of the House.
The amendment was agreed with.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE stated that
LIFTS REGULATION BILL.
in clause I I the Assembly had made .3.1 conThe 'amendments made by the Legislative sequential amendment, again altering the
Assembly in this Bill were taken into con- age from sixteen to eighteen. He begged
to move,sideration.
That the amendment be agreed with.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said the
amendments carried out the wish of this
The Hon. W. CAIN said it was rather
House. The first was to O'mit clause 2, an absurdity, as he had pointed out bewhich provided that the measure should fore, that no provision w,as made in the
only apply to the metropolitan district, and Bill for the examinabion as to their qualiany other district to' be hereafter defined fications of those in charge of lifts. The
from time to time by Order in' Council. Bill made stringent provisions for the thoThis amendment meant very ]ti.ttle, because rough jnspection of lifts, and for their
this House had already expressed its wish being kept in proper repair, but when all
durinO" the secO'nd-reading debate that the that was done the owner of the lift could
meas;re should extend to Bendigo and Bal- put a lunatic from an asylum to work it.
larat, which were the only other two cenThe amendment was agreed with.
tres where he understood lifts existed. He
believed there were' two in Bendig.o and CLOSER SETTLEMENT AlCT 1904
AMENDMENT BILL.
two in Ballarat.
The omission of the
clause would make the Bill apply to the
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE mCJved the
whole State. He begged to move,second reading of this Hill. He said that
That the amendment be agreed with.
two years ago the Closer Settlement Act
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said when was passed, dealing with the acquisition
the Hill "was before the House previously and disposal of land to farmer:s. During
a good many honorable members want~d the administration of that Act the
this alteration made, :so as to make the BIll advisability had been discovered of
appiicable to the whole. Sta~e, but. t~e Min- making one or two small amendments.
ister was strongly agamst It, pomtmg Qut There were also a few additional provithat it would be an expensive Act to work, s,ions. The Bill now submitted was inand that there was very little nece~sity ~or tended to meet those requirements. The
it in country. plac~s. He was qUIte. WIth Act had been found to work very satisfacthe Assemblv in thIS amendment. DId the torily with the few exceptions that he
Minister think he could find money enough would mention. Clause 2 of the Bill en-·
larged the operation of section 6 of the
to work it?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-It would cost prinoipal Act. That section was confined
to small land-holders who desired to obtain
yery little.
land in the vicinity of their holdings. In
The amendment was agreed with.
This sub-clause was as follows:-
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other words, it was restricted to small landholders who desired to enlarge their holding,s. This clause would enable the Government to entertain a proposition from
any body of farmers or other persons who
had made reasonable terms for the purchase
of a property suitable for closer settlement, which could be taken over under
closer settlement rules and regulations.
There seemed to be very little objection to
that proposal.
Clause 3 was purely a
machinery clause. ,Clause 4 was intended
to minimize routine and prevent delay. It
provided that where ,an officer had already
inspected a property, the M:inister might
direct him to report upon it without visiting it again. Clause 5 was Ilntended to
prevent the useless expense to the Board
of obtaining reports on a property which
it might have no opportunity of acquiring.
Clause 6 was to enable the Government to
meet the growing demand from bona fide
applicants from the old country and elsewhere. Frequently letters were received
from intending appl,icants, who naturally
complained that they were not prepared
to incur the cost of a long journey, and to
lose the time which would be occupied
thereby on the off-chance of securing an
allotment. This clause enabled the Government 1:0 reserve a certain port,ion of
land, pending the ,arrival and approval of
people from abroad. The Government had
been in communication with the Prime
Minister on this question, and there were
a considerable number of applications from
England through the Commonwealth office.
It had, therefore, been found advisable to
make this provision. He understood that
some of the other States were also adopting
it. Somebimes new comers had called at
the Lands office, but when asked to wait
a few weeks until an estate was acquired
and subdivided, they replied that they
would only be eating, up their capital while
waiting without any assurance that they
would Isucceed in getting an allotment, and
they had gone on to one of the other States
-especially to Queensland. The£e facts, together with the recent overtures of the
Federal authorities, showed the necesstity of
a provision similar to that which wa:s now
submitted. Clause 7 .was intended to enable leases to be dated when the lessees
got possession of the land. Many of them
compla·ined very much at having to pay,
say from the 1st September, when they
obtained the land onlv towards the end of
November. The c1aus~ would distribute the
office work better over the twelve months,
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and there was no objection to removing the
cause of friction between the Board and a
number of its constituents. Under clause
8, the workman or the agricultural labourer
was g~ven the privilege of paying up his
purchase money at the end of any half
year, and so Slaving himself interest--a;
privilege which was now enjoyed by the
farm lessees only. In any case, howe\'er,
the deeds for the land would not be issued
until the end of twelve years. Sub-clause
(3) of the same clause was intended to meet
the demand for more considerate treatment
of the settlers during the first few years
a.fter they obt.ained allotments.
At the
inception of closer settlement, the Government catered more particularly for those
who had means, but could not get the
land. . Under this Bill, the Government
were providing not only for the landless,
but for many who had very little capital
beyond their health and strength and experience. The Board, as a business concern, was prepared to go as far as it reasonably could in making concessions, and
this clause provided that if ,a man, in
puttQng on his improvements, spent all his
ready money, and in the absence of returns
from the land, could not meet his pavments,
an extension of time might be given- to him
on the security of the improvements effected. The Government would not suffer
at all by this arrangement.
Clause 9
would enable the Sta.te to provide for a
most deserving claSts-the tenant farmers
-men who often owned their stock ~lllcI
farming plant, their furniture and household goods, and had large families, and
great experience in farming and da~ryjng
pursuits, but had no ready money. Again
. and again they had approached the Governmentand said-"Ift we could onhobtain house and lmd from you as from ~
private landlord, and at once take possession and proceed to work, we would soon
be On our feet and have our own farms,
but we have not the means, without sacrificing our means of livelihood, to pay you
the deposit, and put up the required improyements." It wquld be noticed that
under this clauSle, :aldvances were to be
made only up to £250. Clause 10 would
give the Board greater facil:ities of profitably disposing of the poorer portions of
a property. No estate was found to he
good all through.
There was always
some "bone."
Private vendors were able
to dispose of such portions satisfactorily b:~
gtiving larger areas, and selling without an~~
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restrictions in the way of residence or improvements. It was believed that this clause
would enable the Board to act in a similar
manner, and to lessen the dissatisfaction
in connexion with some farm allotments
valued at only £1,500 altogether, and
containing a proportion of poor land. This
poorer land would be disposed of at public
auction as pWVlided in the Land Act 1901.
Clause I I provided for the sale of farm
a.llotments on which there wP-re buildings
and improvements. There were properties
which had been cut up, on which there
were mansions, ann it was necessary that
some arrangement should be made to dispose of these lands. On some of the estates purchased there were pri,ncely mansions or magnificent homes that the average
man did not require, and r()uld not afford
to purchas.e.
There wP-re the Lara and
Memsie estates, two well-known estates,
that had buildings on them that were too
large for the small farmer to purchase.
r::lause I I provided that a farm on which
there were such buildings might be taken up
on conditional purchase lease or sold by
public auction or by private sale at the
discretion of tb.~ Board.
The Han. R. B. RITCI-IIE.-You 0Piposed
that when the Closer Settlement Bill was
before the House.
The Han. A. {J. SACHSE said it was
flot opposed. Consideration was given to
the fact that the land might be retained
by 'the proprietor or taken up by some of
his family, but it appeared now that that
\Vas not likely to be done.
Clause 12
would extend the time for the leases under
Part 4 of the Land Act, that did not come
under the Closer Settlement Act before the
30th June, 1905. Those who desired to
share the advantages of the Closer Settlement Act would now be enabled to do so.
This clause would enable the tenants on
properties such as' undo Vale, Whitfield,
and especiall y E urack. to bring their land
under the Land Act. and avaH themselves
at any time of the Closer Settlement Act.
These provisions had been found advisable
hy every day 'experience, and Captain
Jenkins, the secretary of the Board, told
him that this measure would tend to make
the Closer Settlement Act as perfect as he
could conceive.
Up to the present time
everything done had been high Iv satisfactory, and the estates purchased had been
disposed of very readily. With the rectification of these anomalies, it was presumed
that the Closer Settlement Act would be (.J
,\'ery great success.
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On the motion of the Hon. T. C.
HARWOOD, the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, ,December 18.

,FRUIT CASES BILL.
The Hon. W. PITT moved the second
He said it was
reading of this Bill.
merely a Bill to regulate the sale and export of fruit in fruit cases. The Bill sought
to regulate the matter so that the cases would
be of uniform size for the local and export
trade. At present all sorts and sizes of
cases were in use. Some were wide and
some were narrow, and the purchasers in
many instances did not get the value of
their money.
Sometimes they got only
about half the weight. It would be far
better for the fruit-growers, to know that the
cases contained a certain quantity of fruit,
and far better for the purchasers to know
exactly what they were buying. The Minister of Agriculture had had several conferences with all interested, and the
growers, salesmen, and retail dealers, had
all agreed that the Bill should be passed.
I t would not come into operation until
J ul y, 19 0 7. The reason for that was that
the timber merchants had already cut timber to make caseS!, .and it was only fair that
they should have time to work off the cases
for' which this timber had been cut. The
growers should also have time to get rid
of second-hand cases that thev had purchased. The Bill had been well distributed in the fruit-growing districts, especially in Harcourt, Campbell's Creek,
and Castlemaine, and the growers were
satisfied with it. The restrictions of the
Bill did not applv to the sale or export of
fruit in trays, baskets, casks, or buckets. of
any shape or size. There were fruits like
apricots, peaches. strawberries. raspberries,
blackberries, and currants, that were sent
out in trays, baskets, and buckets, and the
Bill would not aoply to' them. Nor would it
apply to the safe or export of fruit in a
case for which }.etters patent were in force
he fore the measure came into operation.
The Farrar-Thomas patent was an
instance of that. No
person would
be allowed to sell fruit in a case
or to export fruit in a case untn that
case was legibly sta:mp~d at each end wito
the name and the address of the maker,
and with the words" guaranteed bv maker
to contain two imperial bushels," or
"guaranteed bv maker to contain one
imperial bushel," or cc guanmteed by
maker to contain one-half an imperial
bushel," according to the size of the case.
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This would throw the whole responsibility
on the maker of the case, and would
be .a, very good thing.
It was well
known that the timber merchants had a lot
of waste timber which they might use in
making fruit cases, and which might lead
to the wrong sizes being made. The Bill
would prevent that, because each case
would have to. be of a certain size. Provision was made by which proceedings might
be taken against any person who offended
against any provision of the measure by
imlpectors under the Vegetation Diseases
Act~ by inspectors of weights and measures,
or by inspectors of stock, if authorized by
the Governor in Council. He had grown
a great deal of fruit, and had packed
from 1,500 to 2,000 cases every year. He
was satisfied that the Bill was a first-class
one.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
could confirm to some extent what the Minjster had stated, namely, that there
was a great desire amongst the bulk
of the fruit-growers that some such
measure as this should
be passed.
He might say he was invited to a meeting
of the fruit-growers.
They expressed
their 'feelings in favour of the Bill very
freely, but some of them did not like the
measurements pwvided for the cases.
He
thought the majorit~ in the industry were
unanimo\ls in saying that to bring the Bill
into force in July next would entail
a great loss on the fruit-growers.
They
had a large number of old cases OIl handto a great extent cases that came from New
South Wales with oranges.
Those cases
were of a different size from what would be
required under the Bill.
It would not
only put the fruit-growers to a great inconvenier.ce and considerable loss if the
Bill was to come into force on 1st July next
year, but they would have great difficulty
in getting the cases required under the Bill.
It was utterly impossible for those cases
to be provided in such a 'short period as
six months, according to the fruit-growers.
They had expressed their views to the Minister, but he did not appear to have apprecia ted their views, as the Government had
brought in a Bill which would come into
force next July.
In view of the desires
expressed to him by the fruit-growers, he
would move an amendment in Committee to
postpone the coming into operation of the
Bill for a longer period.
The Hoo. A HICKS sa,id he held in h;s
hand a resolution from the fruit-growers at
Harcourt bearing out what Mr. Hanrood
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had said. The fruit-g.rowers at Harcourt
did not wish the Bill to come into operation until 1st April, 1908. That would give·
them a chance to work off the many cases.
they had on hand.
There were -a few
other amendments the fruit-growers desired, and he would endeavour to have
them' carried in Committee, but the most
particular thing was that thev should be
given time to work off the frtljt cases they
now had on hand.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said he represented a very large f,ruit-growing district.
and there had been a demand for a Bill of
this kind.
A great mistake that had been
made was in usir:g Queensland and New
South Wales cases for 'fruit.
He had been
endeavouring to get the Government to d<>
something to keep out the Queensland fruit
fly, and the fruit-growers were very anxious
that something should be done. He would
ask the House to assist him in carryir..g an
amendment to provide that the fruit cases
brought from Queensland and New Soutb
'Vales should be dipped III boiling water
before leaving the oity for the country districts in order to kill the
germs.
These cases had caused a lot
of trouble.
The Queensland orange cases
had ir.troduced diseases.
A great man v
fruit-growers had dips themselves for the
cases, but a great many of the cases were
not dipped.
Some other amendments
would be needed, and he would bring the
matters 'forward in Committee.
Thp.- Bin
was a good one, and he would support it_
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he wished
to support the Bill, but, at the same time,_
he thought the period asked for bv the
fruit-growers before which the Bill should
come into operation was too long.
If 1he
time of the comir.g into operation of the
measure was extended to a few munths
after July next he thought the case would
be met.
One or two amendments would
be necessary in regard to matters that had
been brought under his notice by persons.
in the trade.
Clause 3 provided that the
restrictions ir. the Bill should not a ppl y to
the sale of fruit within twelve mvnths after
the passing of the measure in any package
on which there was a label, card. ,)r tag all.
which the net weight of the contents W::IS
truly and legibly printed.
Some 'fruitgrowers were cot able to understand why
twelve months was mentioned.
The chief
object of the Bill was to prevent unscrupulous growers putting fruit in small cases
and gaining an advantage over more honest
He did r:ot believe in the
tradesmen.
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provision in clause 7 that the onus of proof
that a person was not guilty of an offence
under the Bill should be thrown on the
Every fruit-grower knew
person charged.
perfectly well that second-haed fruit cases
"'ere to blame, to a great extent, for the
spreading of various diseases.
If secondhand cases were to be used, Droper super"jsion would be necessary.
He had been
told even if the cases were dipped it was
impossible to get the germs out of the
crevices.
There was a great inducement
for people to bu\..:.. secoEd-hand cases.
He believed the
because the\' were cheap.
Bill had been required for a considerable
time,. and aJter one or two amendments had
been made it would be of great benefit to
the fruit industry,
The Hon, J. STER~BERG said, while
he recognised the necessity for protecting
the fruit-growe;rs ,against .themselves, he
hoped some latitude would be extended to
those who wished to use secor.d-hand cases,
and. at the same time, not to allow them to
be injured by disease.
He thougl~t the
representations of the fruit-growers at Harcourt and other places ~hould be taken into
consideration in Committee.
He thought
honorable members would be quite justified
in making ar. amendment to provide that
the measure should not come into operatiu 1
until 1908.
The motion ,,'as agreed to.
The Bill ",as then read a second time,
:md committed.
On clause 1, proyiding that the meClsure
should come into operation on 1St July,
19 0 7,
The Han. T. C. HARWOOD movedl

That "190i
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be struck out, and "1908" be

He said the fruit-growers informed him
that thev would not be able to get the new
cases which would be required by the Bill
for a considerable time.
He was told that
a delay of six months would be oJ no
The fruit-growers \"anted a delay of
use.
eighteen months. but h'e thought perhaps
twelve months might do.
The Hor.. 'iV. PITT s~lld he hoped the
House would not ag,ree to the amendment.
The Bill had been knocking about among-;t
the fruit-growers for the last few years.
The Bill should be brought into force :IS
quickly as possible.
The fruit-gro\\'ers
knew all along what sized cases would be
required.
It was said they wanted Ke\v
Those cases were
South Wales cases.
what were known as " gin cases, I, ar:d were
principally used for packing plums.
In
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bringing those cases into the orchards, both
the black scale and the red scale, as well
as other diseases, would be introduced.
To-morrow he jntended to introduce the
Vegetation Diseases Bill, and there was reference in that measure to the same thing.
It was no use attempting to destro\', in
one measure, what was to be done in the
other.
The f.ruit-growers could get the
cases required under the measure in time.
He himself ordered his cases before the
season commenced.
He had 1,500 cases
at pres.ent.
An HONORABLE, i\fEMBER. - Vou have
long pockets.
The Hon. T. C. HAR\vooD.-Are the
cases made in accord:ll1ce with the Bill?
The Hon. W. PITT.-No.
The HOIl. T. C. HARwooD.-Suppose it
was :l han fruit se:lSol1'?
The Hon. ViTo PITT said he had the
cases on hand, and he would have to suffer.
Where the people had not got the cases, because they had not got a long pocket they
would I'lot h:lve to suffer. The timber people
would run up the cases by the million.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he would
-roint out that the orange season was now
finished, :lnd the empty cases that were
here could be utilized be'fore the Bill came
into operation.
He had not the slightest
douht that if some of the growers could
h:lve the measure delayed for two years,
they "'Ollld do so for the sake of ('heaDness
regardless of the injun, that ,,'as being
If a
done to thE' industry in general.
fruit-rrrower wanted to get ';cases to ('omph'
with the requirements of the Bill he would
have ample time.
The ainendment was negatived, and the
clanse was agreed to.
Clause 2 was verbally amended.
Discussion took place on clause 3, which
was as follows:The restrictions conbined in this Act shall not
~rplv-

(a) to the sale or export of fruit in a tray

basket C:lsk or bucket of any shape
or size whatsoever; or
(b) to the sale or export of fruit in a case
for which letters patent were in force
in Victoria immediately before the
commencement of this Act; or
(c) to the sale or export of fruit in a crate
within which there are trays for such
fruit; or
(d) to the sale of fruit within twelve month;:
after the nassing of this Act in anv
package whatsoever on which or on
a label card or tag attached thereto
the net weight of the contents is truly
and legibly printeq stencilled imnressed or marked in letters of not
less than one inch in length.
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package referred to in paragraphs (a),

(v) and (e) of this ~ection shall have the weights

or numbers of its contents legibly marked on
such package.

The Hon. W.

J.

EVA~S

That in paragraph (d) the
twelve months" be omitted.

mm'ed words

"within

He said he could not see why there should
I)e any limit as to time in this matter.
The Hon. W. PITT.-What is the rea.son' for the amendment?
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that at
the expiration of the t,rel,oe months these
restrictior.s would be inoperative.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On ciause 4, which provided for the size
of cases for the sale of fruit,
The Hon. A. HICKS said the fruitgrowers had passed a resolution that all
fruit sold to a factory by weight should
be exempted to save weighing each case
separately. Where fruit was sent to a jam
"fjctorv. would the grower be compelled to
h:lve these specified cases?
The Hon. W. PITT.--N'O.
The clause ,ras agreed to. as were also
clauses 5 and 6.
On clause 7, prm'iding for 'the enforcement \")f the Act bv inspectors or members
of the police forre, and stating, inter
alia-
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The Hon. :"V. PITT said it was better
that the cLause should stand as it was, because the onus, was not on the fruit-gro'wer,
but on the timber merchant who made the
cases, and had to stamp on the end of each
the exact size, &c., and guarantee it.
The Hon. W. J., EVANS said a great
hardship might be inflicted on a man who
brought his fruit to market in cases which,
in the opinion o'f an officious inspector.
were a little under the star.dard, because
he might have to trayel some miles to pro\"(~
his innocence of a charge which should
never have been brought against him.
The Hon. VV. S. MANIFOLD.-The charge
would not be against the seller of the fruit
at all, as the maker's name is on the box.
and he is the resnonsible party.

The Hon. W. PITT said the or:ly chargE'
would be against the man who gave tht'
guarantee stamped on the box. If the case
was no't branded, the grower who used it
had no defence. because he had absoluteho
committed a breach of the Act.
The Hon. R. B. REES said fruit cases
were sent up to Mildura in truck loads in
Lundles, and r.ailed together when they
reached there. In this way a truck could
carrv far more than if the cases were sent
up already put together. In that instance
the maker of a case. if he did not put
(3) In proceedings against any person for an the case together himself, would not hold
offence against any of the provisions of this himself liable.
ActThe Hon. W. PITT said he quite un:,a) no proof shall be required of any order
to prosecute or of the authority or derstood that cases would be carried much
appointment of any inspector o'r of cheaper in the concentrated 'form mer.tioned
ariy member of the police force; and by l\Ir. 'Rees than in bulk. At the same
~ 0) it shall lie on the defendant to prove
time, the timber merchant would put his
that in respect of any case the provi~ions of this Act have been complied stamp on each end-niece of the cases. and
the pieces, which would be made accurately
with,
to sIze, would all fit when nailed together.
The Hon. W. J. EVAN'S moyedEven in that case the maker was the reThat naragr::tph (0) be omitterl.
sponsible man.
He said the onus of proof should lie on the
The Hor.. W. S. MANIFOLD stated
person making the charge.
that da.use 9 inflicted a very heavy penalty
The Hon. ,V. S. ~rA:\"IFOLD said as on anybody 'rho altered the size of the
a rule he disa pproyed of provisions like case.
this, but in this Bill there was nothing
The Hon. 'W. J. EVA~S said be would
that the defendant could be called upon to withdraw his amendment.
prove about which there would be any diffiThe Hon. M. CUSSE~ expressed the
culty. It related onlv to the size of fruit
cases right through. It was no hardship opinion that the amendment should not be
to call upor~ a man to prove that a case he withdrawn.
was using was not the wrong size. It "'as
The amendment ,ras withdrawn.
more reasonable to let the Drm'isi0n stand
Progress "'as then reported.
in this Bill than in a good many the
The
House adjourned at eleven o'clock.
Council had passed.

